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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission
 
Local Government Committee
 
September 22, 1972
 

Summary of Heet:f.ng 

Present at a meeting of the Local Government Committee on September 22 in the
 
Commission offices were Chairman Orfirer, Representatives Fry and Russo, Senator
 
Calabrese, ~~. Ostrum, and Mrs. Hessler. Representatives of the League of Women
 
Voters, Citizens Research, the Local Government Services Commission and the Chamber
 
of Commerce were present. Guests were JUdge hlba Whiteside of the 10th District
 
Court of Appeals, and Attorney John Duffey. Staff members Kramer and Eriksson were
 
present.
 

The chairman noted two new members of the Commission, Representative Robert
 
Nader who is going to be on the Local Government Committee, and Mrs. Sowle. Mr.
 
Nader is from Harren, Ohio and is replacing Hr. Wilkowski on the CommiUion. She
 
also mentioned three public hearings of the commlttee--the first of which is at the
 
Sheraton-Gibson on October 4 in Cincinnati, from approximately 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
 
All three of them are on Wednesdays. The purpose of the Cincinnati hearing is to
 
give some of the groups that have wanted to meet with us a chance to give us their
 
views of local government and regional government in general and react to the kind
 
of proposal on regional government that we have been discussing in particular. She
 

. said that the committee does not want to come out with a specific formal proposal 
of any kind without seeking out a variety of opinions. The second one is October 
18 from 10-4 in Columbus at the Sheraton, and the third one will I)~ in Cleveland OD 
November 8 and it will be at the Hollenden House. Invited to the Cincinnati hearing 
are Mr. Anderegg, who is County Administrator, Mr. Robert Vogt, who is a consultant 
engineer, Lloyd Pistler who is an architect llho has been active in drafting land use 
laws, Douglas I·larsh from the Chamber of Commerce, Nelson Schl"ab l~ho is an attorney 
in Cincinnati, and E. Robert Turner~who is Cincinnati city manager. Another to be 
invited is an active black representative of the community~ Another invited is 
Mr. Lawrence Kite, an attorney who was recommended by Mr. Schwab. He is noW working 
with one of the Chamber of Commerce groups. }ks. Orfirer asked the members to submit 
names of persons to be invited. Mrs. Orfirer suggested John Dowlin, who is the mayor 
of Sharonville. 

The next committee meeting will be the evening of October 18, following the
 
public hearing.
 

Mrs. Orfirer introduced Dr. John Hunger, Director of the Local Government Services 
Commission. 

Dr, Hunger - Let's just back up for a few minutes and give some background information. 
Formed by the Governor on April 6, 50 members, and nonpartisan. About half the group 
are local government officials. Then another group of people who are citizen members, 
and just some regular citizens not representing any group at all. We met four times, 
full Commission meetings. The first one was the fifteenth of April, an organizational 
meeting setting up priorities. At the May 19 meeting, which t~as the second cOlllllli8sion 
meeting, we divided up into four subcommittees paralleling the Governor's charge. 
We're to lool~ at statutory, constitutional, financial, structural intergovernmental 
relations and then make our recommendations and keep the public informed as we go 
along, and that basically, is a very broad charge. Our committees are one on statu
tory, one on constitutional, one on public finance, one on local institutions of 
government and one on intergovernmental relations. Primarily we are beginning to do 
a couple of things. One is to design some questions, to ask and be raised. The 
second is to start an identification of probleu areas. Ed Loewe chaired the 
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subcommittee on local government institutions and picked as an area for particular 
concern--county government, and attempts to reorganize and reform county charters, 
under the supposed home rule option. The statutory-constitutional committee looked 
at barriers on kinds of things that stand in the way of local government services, 
and delivery of services in large measure. ~ublic finance looked initially at the 
whole question of who is spending what kind of money and how has this changed. 
when you categorize expenditure patterns by level of government. Intergovernmental 
relations has looked at the Department of Community Development's proposal for dis
tricts--redistricting for state agencies. The subcommittees have met a total of 
12 times. 

Mrs. Orfirer - The intergovernmental relations committee is looking at urban and 
suburban kinds of areas as prototypes for setting up regions. 

Dr. Hunger - He started our hearing process uith our first hearing basically trying 
to get more refinement on what public officials and citizen leaders thought were the 
problems, banically, of local governments, and the whole area of services from the 
system. We had a hearing in Cleveland, one in Columbus, Piqua and Marietta. and we 
have one scheduled for Cincinnati. We have so far heard from about 112 people-
organization representatives, public citizens ••• what have you. l1e conducted these 
hearings simultaneously with the committee work. We have conducted a survey of 
public officials which is now being analyzed, which will be available in about two 
weeks. Starting October 10 and to be completed by October 20, he date of our next 
commission meeting, we're going to do a Citizen's Attitude Study ~sking the citizen, 
the receiver of government services, what they think the problems are, and what they 
think could be done to improve the situation. what kinds of priorities they set, and 
what kinds of services they would like to have and how they would like to fund them. 
That will be out on the 20th--so we will have some way of seeing what the issues 
arc and what the issues are not. This is being done for us by The Ohio State Uni
versity and the Ohio Poll Group. We have restructured into four new committees-
one on regional governance. We're going to look at is what functions should be 
performed at the regional level first. Then second, what kinds of organizations. 
We're going to look at existing, ongoing reGional organizations now and see how 
they are structured. And then we are going to get into the thing that you're cur
rently into ,·,hich is the structure of decision-making powers. And finally how you 
go about implementing our recommendations. tIc will consider such questions as 
population density, incidence of a particular kind of problems, various per capita 
kinds of questions, classifications schemes in terms of regional governments--that's 
one new committee. Another new committee is one on county government, precisely 
what kinds of functions should be performed at the county level and what sorts of 
organization. Should each county have the option or be mandated to create the 
office of county executive, should commission size be increased? Should commission 
members be elected by districts? How should counties raise revenues to support 
proposed functions? A third committee formed was municipal government--again asking 
the same kinds of questions--what kinds of functions should be performed at the 
municipal level? And here specifically are population size, and or density, and 
per capita income or taxing base in terms of significant delivery of services. 
Perhaps some municipalities don't have the funds or organization to perform properly. 

Then we've formed a brand new committee-·-the township and neighborhood govern
ment committee out of our hearings and out of the survey. This is an idea that we 
really have to look at. Dolph talked about black-white and that kind of thing. 
We've heard from township trustees asking for home rule for townships. I think we 
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have to look at also the increasing amount of alienation.distrust, what have you, of 
government--and even on through to the voting. Now they don't even trust the system 
of electing people to office. And granted it ,~asn't very scientific but thinking 
of that.kind of concern, I think that at some point our coumission may begin looking 
at service delivery. I felt that the commission agreed we had to look at this small 
kind of neighborhood--take about a thousand people and make that your hypothetical 
idea of neighborhood~,just as a few square blocks in a big city. If you look at 
\1hat's occurred in rural America--the whole kind of county agent system, all the 
l~inds of governmental support we've given the citizens in rural settings. The county 
agent acts as l~ind of an ombudsman; really he solves the farmer's every kind of 
problem, home economics; he can take care of the farmer's kids .. through the 4-H pro
3ram; he does all of that. We've been doing that at great expense here. Why 
haven't we defined the same kinds of ideas for urban neighborhoods? He have them 
plecemeal--we've had a home tmprovements program here, and we've had a model neigh
borhood program there, but we've never tried under the same kind of idea of an agent 
being responsible for all the governmental proGrams. The county agent doesn't tell 
people how to spend their money or anything but he guides them. He acts as an input 
into the county courthouse, helping them to solve their tax problems, and how high 
should the silo be, and what kind of grain do they plant, and uhen do they plant it, 
how do they qualify for various loans and grants and what-have-you. '~ell, this com
mittee 1s goine to look at that. We hope that ue're mt going to issue one big re
port that just sits on the shelf. We hope to issue reports in the format of the Com
mittee on Economic Development, which means that there can be further refinement all 
around the state after that. And then, finally, come up with a recommendation like 
"this alternative seems better than the second alternative ••• ;1 or the third al 
ternative for the following reasons, and then one step beyond the CED report is 
"Here's how we suggest you go about it •••" and we're going to take a series of 
attitude surveys so that we will be able to get out a series about the decision-making 
involved. 

That is a summary of where we are, then, and I just might add one thing. We 
are funded not by the State of Ohio--we are funded by a foundation. We are receiving 
money from the Department of Economic Development which is HUD funding. We have a 
staff of eight n~1. We expect to have our first set of legislative recommendations 
~eady before the legislative session. There are some things that we are going to 
~ecommend that arc quite simple for the executive branch to do--such as, I think this 
will be one of our recommendations--. better technical assistance program by state 
agencies to municipal and local government. The second is a better way of gathering 
and collectinc data by state agencies. Right now we've run into the problem that 
the data is not comparable: you can't compare 1969 to 1972. You can't tell who 
spent what kind of money for what kind of thing. Right now there's a push on by the 
Department of Finance to start the beginning of an information system, and then 
we'll be able to do a better job of planning and programming services. You will 
really be able to know where you were, and where you are now, which will gi~e you 
a better way of predicting where you might be. 

~~s. Orfirer - John, Thank you very much. I think this is something that we all 
needed to hear about, and be brought up to date on. I might just add that there are 
four mutual members of the Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission and the Local 
Government Services Commission, so that there is considerable back and forth interplay. 

}a. Fry - One question, Linda. John, if you do some up with recommendations for 
changing the Constitution, wo~ld you be recommending them to this Commission, or 
11ill they just be a part of your report for anyone who wants to bring them up? 
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Dr. Hunger - He uould probably suggest them to you first. That "lould be a mistake 
to answer it quicl~ly,' just as it would be. a mistake to call for major legislation 
\'ithout havinG first talked to. clearedwi~h. dle appropriate leGislative agencies 
or leaders, and so forth. Now, whether they mmt to agree or not, that's a differ
ent question, but \le're going to be submitting all four recommendations that way. 
Hith our call to the Governor, on a call to gubernatorial action, it \"ill be now, 
"here it is, nO\l react to it, and within an "x" number of weeks, if '-Je haven't 
heard from you "e're going to assume it's all right, and we're going to release 
the report. 

lk. Ostrum - And how soon do you expect to reach that stage? 

Dr. Hunger - He have nothing to report right nO\'1. The Governor I s Housing Advisory 
Commission recommended, because they're interested in regional government, that we 
at least hold joint staff meetings, and we have been doing that to see if we canlt 
do a better job at least at the staff level, hopefully at the conwission level, to 
coordinate our work. All of us are currently looking at regional government, at 
state agencies and departments. 

lIrs. Orfirer - Ha're all looking at it slightly differently--we just want to have 
coordination among all the groups. 

Dr. Hunger - You're worrying about the Constitution and questior ' concerning that; 
the Housing Comnission is worrying about planninc; we're worried ~bout functions-
they're all the Dame things from different Viewpoints. 

lIrs. Orfirer - Thank you very much, John. JudCe Hhiteside, I ao sorry that we are 
late in greetinG you. You certainly have had a lot of local government experience 
in the city attorney's office in Columbus, prior to becoming a judge. lJe have 
asked you to come here and give us your views on the work that we have been doing. 
I would like to review the League of Women Voters position on local government, 
because they, as uell as the Chamber of Commerce have been studying it. Under 
Governmental structures, they have come out with a position in support of county 
home rule, sUPDort of permissive legislation to achieve county reorganization, 
support of measures to bring about solutions to metropolitan problems ,-,ithin and 
crossing county lines and to promote joint participation of governmental units to 
provide services, support of changing the Constitution to allo\. for maximum flexi
bility to permit state and local governments to share powers, support of replace
ment of 3/4 majority for adoption of a county charter for simple majority, support 
of empowering the General Assembly to set up procedures for combining local units 
of government, allowing the state as well as the people or local government to in
itiate proposals. Support of people retaininc their present choice of form of 
r:lunicipal government •. Their work has very closely coincided with the uork that we 
have been doinc in this area--and in our thinking and studying ue have not been 
very far apart. 

The Chanber of Commerce also has set up n special committee on Local Govern
ment and perhaps Hr. Loewe will describe for us uhat it is doing. 

Hr. Loewe .•- \ole have a tt'1enty-five member group, made up of chamber executives 
throughout the state from areas which have been particularly interested in local 
government problems, He have been meeting during the summer and intend to meet con
tinuously, not as a pllicy-rnaking group speaking for all the chal7lbers which they 
c:.annot do because eaCll chamber is an autonomous group, and must speak for itself 
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on all the policy issues, but: as a group that can convey something about the work 
that John Hunger's group is doing; and that your Commission is doing--that can pro
vide face-to-face feedback, rather than trying to do it all the time by the written 
llord, which we nre of course also doing. Another footnote is that the Chamber of 
Commerce is also very interested in the approach of the Constitutional Revision 
Commission towards providing for constitutional changes and it is working very hard 
to convince the public that this is the proper l1ay to do it. And as a result, we 
hope that this method will be retained. 

Urs. Orfirer - Thank you very much. And now, Judce Whiteside, you have the floor. 

Judae Whiteside - I have opinions on what policy should be, but I don't think I 
should get into that area. I come here somewhat confused about discussing this with 
you because first, I do not know whether or hm1 this will fit into the overall plan 
for changes in local government structure, or if any overall plan is contemplated. 
f.nd secondly, I l;now this is a preliminary draft, and there are bound to be certain 
problems, and I do know this because obviously, the courts will end up interpreting 
any thins you do eventually--you will have lawsuits no matter what you do. 

The UrGt thing I see that is not immediately clear to me is exactly ,what 
the purpose of the regional unit of local government is to be--what function they 
are to perform explicitly. This is true because we start out with the purpose 
being described at first as providing governmental and proprietary services on a 
regional basis for the protection and advan::"~Inent of the health, safety and welfare 
of the inhabitants of the region. Well, there is very little of anything that is 
not included in that, if anything. Any service including police forces and what have 
you would be included in that and everything relates to the health, safety and wel
fare ot the inhabitants. Then, however, I note that they are given 010 specific re
sponsibilities: one is for formulating and revising a comprehensive plan for the 
development of the region as a whole and portions of the region, and for regulating 
such development in accordance with such COMprehensive plans. Development 8~in 

is a very broad term and can cover any number of things. Exactly what it means is 
not clear to me at least. The next part, I think is the clearest part of a11--as 
for the power of local agencies to review applications for federal and state grants
in-aid. That seems pretty easy to understand. Then, in addition, it is given power 
to perform any function or any service on the behalf of any political subdivision 
l1hieh consents to haVing such service performed. ,Then in addition, ue have a pro
vision to propose any function or service, and here we have a description of the 
types at least--including, bu~ not limited to, certain types • • • --but that is only 
the consent of the political subdivision, and it says that initiative and referendum 
shall be secured to the people of the region for every such measure, and of course, 
it provides for a veto of any measure by the General Assembly, except for initiated 
measures. But then it says that regional units of government shall have all regional 
powers as may be necessary and proper for carry inc out the powers and duties pro
vided for in this section, so I really do not l~not1 how it's goine to end up--which 
part controls over which--as long as someone else is not doing sooething, can they 
Co ahead and do it--it's not clear to me exactly how they operate. In addition, I 
notice that 1n recard to any functions, it 1s not clear exactly h~l this will come 
about--how the consent of the political subdivisions involved directly will be ob
tained.There is no provision as to whether ot not they are equal facilities or 
how subdivisions and facilities will be taken over or compensation made. It's not 
clear. 
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inmediately--it provides that no measure shall be passed until notice shall be given 
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to nll interested pn~ties. And ~mo are the interested parties, I am not sure. 
It is a difficult thing to decide in terms of the lllW who are and uho are not the 
interested partles. Uhen you get this kind of language you have problems in many 
areas of the law. lIhut I'm really saying, I guess, is that you have to be more 
specific. The more specific you can be in your provision, in some sense, it's 
easier for the courts later to review the provision and interpret and decide the 
issue. On the other hand, the more general you nal~e things, the easier for th~m to 
function. 

I notice one more thing. The only place the power of taxation is mentioned 
is where it indicates they may provide for areas within the region for the purposes 
of taxation; There is no general provision of uhnt type of taxation i9 referred to 
or uhat powel.'s of taxation are granted, and to uhom, if any. Also 1;' provides that 
the General Assembly may provide by three ways for the form of government: one is 
by general law, one is by special provision, and also by charter. This relates only 
to form of governments, but form of government does not include enumeration of 
powers, or determination of powers or responsibilities. Later on, there is a pro
vision that they have all governmental powers relating to or necessary to carrying 
out the powers described in this section, except as may be specifically denied by 
lmJ to all governmental units, or by special act. There at least may be prohibitions 
on exercise of paver. ~~ real impression is that these regional units of government 
ore essentially beine created to meet the problen that has been kno~m in Ohio for 
some time of overlapping and conflicting provisions for services--l~ater supply, 
SCl1ers, transportation. This is, I assume, to make for orderly -"velopment in Ohio. 
This seems to me to be the general purpose behind forming such regIonal units which 
could control and manage. Many of our problems today transcend existing subdivision 
I
boundaries, they even transcend state boundaries. 

Hrs. Orfirer - I think that you're right about what our general purpose is--these 
rccional forms were contemplated as a necessary unit to provide the kinds of services, 
the kinds of anSl'1<~rs to problems which cannot be proVided on state or local levels. 
And yo~ first and necond points which refer to hO\1 l7ide the field can go--about 
police service, for instance--were not intended. It has been our understanding 
that the regional covernment would not attempt to do the kinds of things that local 
governments could do for themselves--the police force being an example. 

Judge Whiteside - The problem with that is what can be done effectively and better-

and again, the broad rowers given might well be interpreted to include such a thing.
 

!-Irs. Orfirer - The prl)blem does have to be of such a nature that it transcends one
 
unit of government and has a major impact on the nrea •• Gene, I'm sure you could
 
probably respond to some of the comments.
 

llr. Kramer - I don't know if I can add to, or respond to the comment s, I wou ld 1ike
 
to point out what are the problems in any kind of an undertaking such as this. One
 
of the main problems is drawing the fine lines bet\Jcen specificity and allowing
 
the kind of flexibility that you'd want. As far as the last question is concerned,
 
we began last night taking up the question of hm" taxation would be provided for
 
and l'1hat powcrs l10uld be given in that area, and ue are still considering all kinds
 
of ideas and possibilities. The point you made ~bout interested parties is a good
 
one, and it probably needs more definition, and I think that that's one of the prob

lems we'll have to ~1ork on. You are pointing out these areas, and I think that is
 
useful. It is important not to become so specific that no regional unit of govern

ment could be created.
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Bra. Hessler - If the ""hole thing 'We1:'e very much more general than this, and simply 
uere an authori~ation to the state legislat:u.re to set up such forms of regional gov
ernment, as could deal with problems beyond the capacity of existing local government, 
\Jould this be better from the point of view of court tests and flexibility combined? 
It would not mandate anything • • • 

Judge Hhiteside - Hell, it would depend in part upon \-1hat the legislature did, under 
the authority, and obviously would not have as much a problem with the constitutional 
provision, but you might have as much of a problem or more with the statutory provi
sions, and includinG the problem of whether or not they exceeded the authority 
granted unless it's spelled out clearly. 

l~. Kramer - Isn't it true, Judge, from a very basic standpoint, that when you get 
into a division of powers kind of operation, the only way to really avoid very diffi 
cult questions is to give one party or the other the conclusive right to determine 
the situation. Otherwise, the courts really do have to decide. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I think that the advantage and the stumbling block in terms of the 
drafting is the concept that is important to all of us--the ability for the gradual 
assumption of powers, so that you aren't overstructuring where it 1s not necessary, 
and you are not understructur1ng where powers would be needed. And this was the 
reason behind the three forms which you were asking about. We all know as you 
pointed out that we are going to need planning around the state. Our intention was 
also to give some areas of the state regulatory powers. Other areas may not need 
for a considerable amount of time to be beyond that step--but in this way we could 
provide for powers in a specific area according to need. One of the advantages in 
this was the fact that it does not in any way bring nbout, or cause to be abolished, 
any of the existing structures. Now this may gradually come about, depending upon 
how many powers are assumed by a region or agency, but in terms of practicality of 
long term effects, \le decided to find this middle ground where we are mandating but 
we are reserving a place where whatever problems may develop may be aired out. This 
was one of the advantages we hoped to include. 

JudGe Whiteside - I felt it might be written to be more broad than you had intended. 
There is really no limit to what can concern the development of the area--it could 
include almost everything you could think of. And if you are talking about develop
ment t you're talking about a lot of different things--it can cover any and all of 
many things--the general power to provide governmental services means anything that 
the Government provides for the people. And in the last paragraph, it provides for 
all governmental pO\lerS which may be necessary for the carrying out of the powers 
and duties provided for in the section, which could almost be construed as almost a 
municipal corporation on the part of a municipal corporation. 

Mrs. Orfirer introduced former Judge John Duffey, a former member of the 
Conl.'ldssion. 

Hr. Duffey - You've already mentioned some of the items I would comment on. Maybe 
we can see where we agree and disagree and get the committee going on some of it. 
I think we all agree that we need some organization of governmental structures par
ticularly something in the form of regional government. I would like to suggest, 
as I think perhaps the Judge has already done, that you distinguish between perhaps 
what is necessary in the way of constitutional revision in order to enable the State 
of Ohio in any of its form to deal with the problems, and' what might be desirable. 
I was on this committee, and I see only one minor constitutional problem--that arises 
in the area of Article XVIII, Section 3, the first clause. It says "r:lunicipalities 
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shall have all powers of local 8ub-goveru~eot~ in so far as any of these regional 
plans involve the exercise of police authority~ the Constitution already provides 
that that authority iz subject to general law~ and if there is any conflict between 
any regional operation and a municipality in the area of police or sanitary opera
tions, we have no legal problem, no constitutional problem~ because the state law 
would control. The only theoretical area of problems is the so-called powers of 
local self government '1hich are not police~ and sanitary regulations~ whatever that 
may be and one other area, utilities. And you do have problems on financing~ but 
1 'm putting that out of mind for the time being. I think pre-emption doctrine 
takes care of all that. So~ 1 think that is the only area in which the Constitu
tional Revision Commission is faced with a potential barrier at the constitutional 
level to recommend uhat should be done. That brings us over to what kind of con
stitutional revision night be desirable to facilitate reorganization of government. 
And 1 have previously publicly stated that the Constitution should be as bare-boned 
as possible. 1 see no reason or purpose from the viewpoint of political science in 
dealing with the details in the constitutional provisions. 1 don't think this is 
politically feasible, and I don't think that it can tJork. I am dubious of providing 
a mandate to the General Assembly to do something. You have the provisions that the 
General Assembly must be mandated, create a certain number of regions and establish 
their boundaries. ~s I see that thing legally, you get into a situation where the 
question whether this region should be a region or '1hat the boundaries of the 
region should be~ and you can't get it out of the Rules Committee, and the legisla
ture fails to act. How, where are we? So the Constitution says they shall do it, 
but they don't do it. You have only two legal answers to this t'r~g: first~ the old 
doctrine that it is a political issue and therefore there should b~ no recourse any
where else. And the second possible approach is the somewhat cont~oversial doctrine 
of Balcer vs. Carr ~ in Hhich the United States Supreme Court said that apportionment 
can be done by the court because people were deprived of their right to vote. When 
you're faced with the problem that the legislature Hon't do it~ the only potential 
is political responsibility in terms of the fact that the voters are likely to get 
upset. This is not 1i1~ely to be of significance here. Voters in this area of 
regional government are undoubtedly fed up with the structures of local government, 
but they don't want anything specific~ and they're not going to vote against any 
leciolative candidate because of his position on this kind of issue. Except maybe 
in a local context. If the courts do step in and draw the regional boundaries~1 

think "le have had enough experience that the courts are not particularly expert in 
drawing boundaries or in properly reflecting the needs of the electorate. The courts 
are men who are trained in law, and law training doesn't make them experts in much 
of anything except analysis of law. And if they are expert in district drawing or 
determining what is a 300d unit of local government, it is because of something in 
their background other than law. So 1 don't really feel that there is any effective 
way that you can mandate the creation of regional governments in the Constitution. 
I think it is a peculiarly legislative function and uhen I say legislative I don't 
mean only the General i\ssembly. I mean it is a legislative function, not a court 
function. To that extent, I would have to suggest to you that I would be strongly 
opposed to the creation of a constitutional provision mandating the creation of 
regional governments. I would be opposed to puttin~ the burden on the General As
sembly of creating boundaries, both initially and if there be any changes. I would 
su~ccst to you that it S very difficult to get the House and the Senate to "lork efI 

fectively on such a specific problem as the particular boundaries of a regional 
government, or the changes. 

Ura. Orfirer You are a'l1are that this calls for a boundary commission. 

Hr. Duffey - Yes, but that is strictly adVisory. The draft provides that the 
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General Aesembly shall divide the "state into, and establish the boundaries, thereof 
--as I understand it the General Assembly cannot dele~ate those authorities. And 
in addition the Commission only recommend,. 

Urs. Orfirer - As I recall from our discussions when this was raised, this "las 
raised by some of our legislative members here who pointed out exactly what you 
pointed out--that it 1s really most unreasonable to expect the legislature to sit 
down and start dr~~in3 boundaries and so on, so it was for this reason that we got 
into the idea of a commission to sit down and draw the boundaries which would then 
be recommended to the legislature. 

Mr. Duffey - Was there any thought to the possibility of the General Assembly passing 
a statute creating an agency for the purpose of guidelines, standards and criteria 
of what is a region and what would be the boundaries of regions? Was this possibil 
ity excluded? I think it is perfectly legal right now; I don't think you need a 
constitutional change. The board Q~~education does it that way right now for school 
districts. You gave them the authority to create the districts and consolidate them. 
I am thinking of doing that without any change to the Constitution. 

~~s. Hessler - If it is going to be an effective regional government, there would 
have to be some sort of constitutional change. 

Mr. Duffey - I'd like to hold that a bit. I am inclined to think not, with the 
exception of the specific provision I mentioned earlier. I am inclined to think 
that you don't need any constitutional change, in the present structure in the Ohio 
Constitution, and that the state would have full authority to create local govern
ment units with the possible exception of the two areas which Judge Uhiteside and I 
referred to earlier ,nlich are Article XVIII, Section 3 and Article XVIII, Section 4. 
That would take constitutional change. 

Mrs. Orfirer - They're not small matters. 

Mr. Duffey - I'd postpone that one-wi don't think it's difficult. 

Hr. llusso - I'd like to ask John Gotherman how he feels on this area of regional 
government. 

Hr •.. Gotherman - I acree \-lith Judge Duffey, so far, as far as reading the draft and 
expressing the thinCf:i which the draft would do. There are very few things of a 
recional nature that the General Assembly can't do, today. They can create author
ities, subdivisions of the state of Ohio. All pm1ers of local self covernment, I'm 
not sure what John has in mind there--but certainly the statewide concern doctrine 
presently limits local government more than people generally realize. Presently 
the General Assembly could probably limit the p~lers of local self-government of 
noncharter cities if it chose to do so. Another problem in the draft is that the 
General Assembly can set the boundaries for each district as time goes by--that is 
change the boundaries. Now that can get us into the area of special legislation-
introducing a bill or legislation for the specific purpose of changing a boundary-· 
and I suggest that history indicates that you're right into logrolling. I don't 
think that you can ovoid it, if you put the legislature in a position where they 
are enacting special legislation establishing boundaries for local government, which 
I would think from a political science viewpoint l,ould be most undesirable. 
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Hr. Duffey - I'm a little intrigued by the county line provision. The county 
boundaries which were established in Ohio in the 1003-1851 period amounted to 10 
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square miles of the area. They have no significance whatever--so I see no reason 
to continue c04nty lines as a significant constitutional concept. Originally, it 
was only so that everyone was a reasonable distance from the Courthouse. 

~~s. Orfirer - Would you suggest then that if regional boundaries are made, that 
there llould be no necessity to take county lines into consideration? 

~~. Duffey -1 would strongly recommend that. There is no point in county lines. We 
are strongly considering inside the state bar and hope to present to the General 
Assembly shortly, the need for revision of the trial court system because county 
lines are completely outmoded to determin the existence of the common pleas courts, 
for example. T~e Columbus metropolitan area stretches into Fairfield and Delaware, 
but it does not include the northern part of DelID~are which is farm area now. Like
wise in Fairfield County and Madison County--so that here the boundary lines would 
have no relationship to metropolitan Columbus. 

Mr. Russo - We have to be realistic, though, or the proposal will not pass. 

~~. Duffey - I would tend to agree with you that politically, there's no sense in 
tryinc to restructure all the existing subdivisions, because it creates too many 
problems, but you're going to create a regional government which has limited author
ity to deal with specific matters, then I think you're going to have to delineate' 
those in terms of the physical operation of the seuer system or the capacity of the 
police department to operate, and those kinds of boundaries are ul t by boundaries 
such as counties. 

~~. Russo - May I just point out to you that the Cuyahoga County regional sewer 
concept hasn't been tested in court that I know of--never been appealed to a higher 
court. There still hasn't been a real court test of it, outside of common pleas. 
And then there's some question as to whether the court has the authority to form it 
or not. 

Mr. Duffi~,- If we're talking about leaving, at least temporarily, the present gov
ernmental structures, or at least putting a new one on top, then I do suggest that 
it is very unwise to tie this structure up here to existing physical boundaries of 
present governmental units. For instance, you have also buried in here the provi
oion that no region can divide a municipality. Well, I'll point out to you that 
the Columbus sewer system is divided by the Olentangy rriver--and it is very distinct-
t~'10 seller systems draining into the same river·-and it ';lOuld be very easy t~ split 
the smJer systems into the West Olentangy River and the East Olen tangy Uiver and 
we're talking about a regional government that is controlling the sewer systems? 
Why shouldn't we split the sewer region regardless of the fact that it happened 
to be part of other regions for the city of Columbus. He now have school districts 
~'lhich are not part of the city of Columbus, but we have all kinds of districts 
within the city, and 'lith cities getting as huge as they are now, whatever a city 
is, whatever a municipality, is, and we're talking about developing a regional struc
ture, I don't think that you can tie yourself to those kinds of political boundaries 
that don't have significance in terms of physical structure; they don't have sig
nificance in terms of operative necessity. I would really suggest to you that city 
boundaries, county boundaries, are all political boundaries which were created for 
other reasons, and have no relationship to your structures. Actually the Columbus 
water supply is also ~irnilarly divided. 

Hrs. Orfirer - I think ue are all very aware of the need, as we talked about last 
night, not only to think about larger forms of government, but also the way the 
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people feel about government--this~eighborhoodconcept. If there is no particular 
reason to divide the city into two regions. don't you think there is psychological 
value in retaining the city as one region? So that llhen you are citizens of a city, 
you are all also citizens of the same region. I would think that it \~uld be very 
divisive to have people who may live across the street from each other be citizens 
of different regions. 

t~. Duffey - On that level, I would defer very heavily to Mr. Russo. Those are 
the practical factors. You take two steps forward and one step back in this kind 
of area, and you hope that you don't do the reverse. I think you would be absolutely 
foolish politically not to do that. But I was addressing my remarks only to what 
I assumed was the level of constitutional structure that you were suggesting here. 
Now on the constitutional level, I wouldn't do it. On another level, whoever does 
it, the General Assembly or a special body, I would think that you would be foolish 
to do otherwise. You shouldn't do such a split without a very substantial reason. 

~~s. Hessler - Judge Duffey, are you indicating that according to the Constitution 
as now written and the court cases that the state legislature could set up regional 
governments,which could control development in a multi-county area including such 
powers as zoning and direction of local water works lines, and that kind of thing. 

Mr. Duffey - The only area that might be dubious would be the area of say, capital 
improvements. The city decides it is going to build something here and it inter
feres with the regi~nal plans, and then we're into a battle--whether the city can 
go ahead regardless of the State of Ohio or the regional government. The evidence 
would suggest that the city would lose in court, as }~. Gotherman indicated, because 
I am reasonably certain that the court would say that this is a matter which has 
interest to more than just the municipality and therefore is of statewide concern. 
The courts are very pracmatic, saying that nearly anything that has impact outside 
of political boundaries of anyone so-called governmental unit, like a city, if the 
General Assembly chooses to trest it as a matter of statewide concern, then they 
aren't going to interfere. If you pass a law that says "policemen shall wear white 
shirts, as opposed to blue shirts," I think the court would probably agree that this 
has no significance outside the city of Columbus, or Cleveland and therefore the 
General Assembly can't require them to wear blue shirts. But 1f it has any economic 
or social significance, like transportation, I just can't believe the court would 
not find it to be of more than local concern. 

Judge l1h1teside - I have difficulty in this area finding anything definite in the 
court decisions. I think they vary according to the situation. Certain things, in
cludine regional planning, have been upheld. One particular clear instance is the 
electric power transmission lines which serve not only that community but other cam
munities, and location of them. It is hard to say that the court will do this, or 
the court will do that, on a given situation. It really depends upon h~l much im
pact it has upon a local government, upon the areas outside. 

Mr. Duffey - Yes, there's only this narrow area of norihealth, nonregulatory law 
that there might be a conflict. 

Mrs. Hessler - And 9f"course the state does have the extra club of distributing 
funds, which the General Assembly can use if they're a little leery of what course 
to follow. 
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t~. Duffey - I really see very little of a constitutional problem involved in the 
state handling the area of regional government right nO\I. I am concerned about 
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t\<JO p~oblems: one is \:he polit.ical science problem of doing it on the constitutional 
level, andthe··other is the mechanics of some of the things in the draft. You have 
a provision about framing charters, you have provisions about initiative and refer
endum; you have not defined these terms. You have a ready reference there in Article 
XVIII, to a gOdd mechanical structure for who votes, h~1 to vote, etc., and it has 
already been interpreted by the courts. Now I am a little intrigued by this provi
sion that provides that the executive and legislative authority in this region may 
be elected or appointed. I assume that some place in the game we are sure that we 
will have a democratic system and structure. What really has me most concerned is 
the reference to the region making or forcing compliance with the plans, referred 
to as comprehensive plans. I really think that in that area you ought to request 
somebody in plannirtg from Western Reserve or oSU to discuss it with you. The con
~pt of all modern planners is that a plan has got to be flexible as '0 concept, 
goals and objectives. A plan consists of the gatherin3 of data, as accurately and 
efficiently as you can, sorting it out and organizing it, and trying to establish 
broad Gets of goals and objectives which you'd like to accomplish. This would in
volve all areas of planning in the urban sense--planning and physical development 
of your community, planning in the areas which affect physical development like 
schools, transportation, sewer systems, and a lot of other things that are not so 
physical. Many years ago, professional planners--I'm talking about 15 or more years 
ago--gave up any thought that their plans would be adopted by legislative bodies-
distinGuishing between a comprehensive plan and a tool to implement this kind of 
planning. Tools are devices o~ things such as zonine laws, subdivision laws, major 
street plans which arc adopted, capital improvement budGets as r '~ns of trying to 
get improvements, so that the legal aspects of a plan, in terms 01 implementation, 
is done through a series of regulatory laws which are interrelateo. lle used to 
have concepts in a lot of cities and still do where the planning commission adopts 
a plan, and then the zoning takes a 2/3 vote of council, or a 3/4 vote of council, 
or something. I think most planners right now consider that primitive and there is 
need to discuss with a professional planner a little more thoroughly the conceptual 
idea uhich you have in here. I am not trying to knoel: down the underlying idea here, 
I'm saying that the choice of phraseology in here is (1) not appropriate and (2) 
from the legal viewpoint uould create horrendous implementation problems. Judge 
l'fuitecide said a minute ago, I think, for the legal vi~~point the comprehensive plan 
covers uhat I have just suggested: dat8 t analysis, goals, and objectives covering 
anything that affects the region and therefore when you say the regional government 
may adopt comprehensive plans and implement them, you have virtually said that they 
may have all powers of municipalities, townships, counties, and everything else. 
You automatically have given them the world right there in terms of pmler. I don't 
necessarily object to that, but I think you can understand that implementation of 
plans uould therefore be a graft of constitutional pouer to adopt zoning, subdivi
sion, street plans, transportation plans, water control plans, bus plans, school 
plans, site plans, etc. The idea of adopting a plan bothers me, and then the idea 
of laws to implement ~hat plan should, in my opinion, be recognized as a broad 
grant of substantive pouers to regulate all aspects of physical development, and to 
that e::tent you would tend to delineate regional government power. I don't think 
you have accomplished it, I think you have given then extremely broad authority. 
On this aspect of what: affects more than a single political subdivision, or \.,hat 
affects a region as a \1hole, that language is almost identical to whet you find in 
the ~eGional Planninb Conmission statutes which represents what was a haphazard 
effort, some years ago, to try to preserve some autonomy for cities in zoning and 
subdivision regulation, and also I think for the allocation of planning funds. 
don't think it worked there. I think it is almost impossible to identify anything 
of sicnificance which doesn't have impact in more than one of the political subdivi
sions of a region. 

I 
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Judge Hhiteside - I read the portion "affecting more than a county or a municipal 
corporation," as referring only to portions of the region and not to the whole and 
the whole is not limited by the provision as I read it. They can adopt a plan for 
the region as a whole, or, if they choose less than that they must have a plan that 
affects more than one political subdivision. 

Mr. Duffey - It is difficult for me to think of a plan which doesn't affect more 
than one political subdivision. The City of Columbus says the Thoroughfare System shall 
be as follows: ••• etc. It is very difficult for the Regional Planning Commission 
to draw these kinds of lines, and what's really happened in Ohio the Mid-Regional 
Planning Commission .is a political accommodation, in that area. Mid-Ohio has the 
same kind of standard for its authority. It sort of makes a political accommodation 
with Columbus and the suburban area about what it's going to do. 

Mr. Gotherman - I would think that true with legislation. It's a political accommo
dation as to who's willing to give up what portion. 

Mr. Duffey - As a criteria to suggest what they should or shouldn't do, this is 
valuable. As a legal criteria, it's probably nothing you can get your hands on. 
Nothing that a court would really be able to say, "The region can't do this because 
it only affects one unit, and doesn't affect more than one unit." It would be very, 
very difficult to apply such a standard. 

Mrs. Orfirer • You're looking at it as I see it, John, from one very valid standpoint. 
Turn around and look at it from the other standpoint--what do we do about those 
matters that do have a strong impact on neighboring communities if not on the whole 
region? Where does the authority as a whole come from to arbitrate this or to make 
the planning--if one municipality is going to build a great commercial or industrial 
center on the edge of another--where in your opinion should the arbitrating source 
be? I'm not so sure about political accommodation. 

Mr. Duffey -I would try to draft it from the viewpoint of delineating functions to 
be performed by the regional government. We're starting out with the thought that 
you're going to create a regional government that has relatively limited scope of 
power, because of the reasons that we've been talking about, I would not define it 
in terms of functions which have more than such significance between this division 
and that» I would define it in terms of sewers, in terms of water courses. 

Mrs. Orfirer - In the Constitution? 

Mr. Russo - No~ no--then how would you ever get it changed when necessary? 

Mr. Duffey - If you had a constitutional draft, I would make it very broad. I would 
say "the region may deal ,.,ith the problems of the region," period. Why '-lorry about 
whether it affects more than one subdivision or not--just simply say that the region 
may have powers to deal \'lith such functions 8S are regional in nature." 

Mrs. Orfirer - Well, that certainly isn't any more limiting than this? 

Mr. Duffey - Put it another way around. I think this limitation is looser; if some
body felt that this limitation was a limitation, I don't think that it is. I think 
it is probably 8 meaningless limitation. I'm putting it to you this way; if you want 
the limit, in the Constitution, you're going to have to come up with a different 
drafting approach and probably a different conceptual approach than you have here. 
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I just don't believe you can do it like this. 

Judge Hhitesidi! - Now, Judge, aren't you really saying just what I said? In sub
stance. if you're trying to be broad. you're being too specific, and if you're trying 
to be specific. you've been too broad. 

Mr. Duffey - My own personal viewpoint would be that on a constitutional level 
you wouldn't want to delineate this-Mit has to be delineated on a more flexible 
basis-·on a statutory basis. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Supposing that we put in the Constitution the broad language that 
you just gave as an example, do you still feel that this can be ac~~mplished without 
a constitutional provision--that this can be done by the General Assembly? 

Mr. Duffey - Yes, I am inclined to think so. The most that I would suggest from 
the constitutional viewpoint is a constitutional provision that says that the Gen
eral Assembly ~ay create regional government. and that the regional government law 
shall control. 

Mrs. Orfirer • Mr. Russo, what would you say are the chances of the legislature 
going ahead and formulating regions with these strong powers? 

Mr. Russo - Well, I don't really know if the legislature can corstitutionally form 
these regions with these strong powers. They can form them with ~ome powers but 
I don't think they can form them with strong powers without a mandated authority by 
constitutional change voted on by the people. ,About six years ago we had an issue 
on the ballot that was for the formation of the kinds of services that we're talking 
about here that made a constitutional change. 

Mr. Gotherman - It was the metropolitan federation amendment approach, but I don't 
think that that's absolutely necessary to accomplish some of the things that could 
have been done under that approach. 

Mr. Russo - We lost a lot of money, then. because it cost $1500 to pass the House 
and Senate and then put it on the ballot besides. 

Mr. Gotherman - The attempt to have constitutional authorization for regional gov
ernment was to authorize either a very narrow or a very broad government. It would 
have been a total metropolitan government, or it could have been a sewer district. 

Mr. Duffey - The way that they have been politically clobbered is that they im
plicitly involve consolidation, merger, and abolishment of existing governmental 
units. 

}~. Gotherman - The General Assembly doesn't have any reluctance to pass bills of 
regional impact, Senator Maloney's S. B. 105 which Has a very strong one had very 
strong terminology. I've noticed any reluctance of the legislature to pass regional 
bills, at least in the last few years--The Transit Authority--

Mr. Russo But that's unconstitutional, isnlt it? It can't go into effect in the 
Cincinnati area where they wanted it. 

Mrs. Hessler - The reason it can't go into effect is that we can't have the bond 
issue to finance it. 

•
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Mr. Gotherman - There's no great legal argument about the authority of the General 
Assembly to do things which are broader than just local government. 

Judge Whiteside - The General Assembly has always had the power, except it is limited 
by the Constitution, a couple of them in the area of education, another one in the 
area of municipalities which has already been brought up, and of course the require
ments of the counties. 

Mr. Duffey - I would rather we passed some kind of simple constitutional amendment 
to get rid of the questions that you're raising, but in my mind, the wording of it 
would be very simple. "The General Assembly may create regional governments, and 
any law duly adopted by a regional government that may conflict with that of a mu
nicipality, the regional government controls." 

Mr. Gotheliman - Wouldn't you explain it that the General Assembly can decide whether 
or not it is a conflict? 

Mr. Duffey - It would take some careful drafting there; you're getting into a delicate 
area, there, John, as we well know--the pre-emption VB. the technical concept of con
flict--! would probably prefer to have it reversed, strictly the conflict concept. 
Pre-emption doctrine goes too far. 

Mr. eotherman - What I mean is that the conflict concept would mean that if whatever 
the region wanted to do was in conflict with the local ordinance, then the General 
Assembly can't evey say lithe regional--that there's no conflict." 

Mr. Duffey - Oh 1 see. I want a three tier. I would have the municipal power down 
here, and in the absence of any conduct by the state or the region, the municipality 
could continue doing whatever they please. If the state steps in and there's a con
flict, betwen what the state and the city have done, then the state law controls, 
and lik~~ise on the regional level, so it would be three tiers as I see it. It seems 
to me that that concept you have to retain. I want the freedom in both the region 
and the city to act on something when the General Assembly hasn't chosen to or can't 
get around to agreeing on it. What I likewise think is that if the state steps in, 
they ought to be able to step in on any subject matter, and if the region steps in, 
they ought to be able to step in on any subject matter. 

Judge Whiteside - I think you're saying that there should be a constitutional pro
vision authorizing the General Assembly to establish regional government and, in 
essence, an amendment of section 3, perhaps 4, 5 and 6 of Article XVIII of the Con
stitution t1hich authorizes the powers of municipalities when they exercise local 
self-governments to the extent that such exercise is not in conflict with an exercise 
by regional government and the same with their utility powers. 

Mr. Duffey - Yes, but about the oDl, constitutional limitation I would put on the 
region is to say "The region shall have such powers as are related to the region. 1I 

I don't want to require a statute to be enacted to give the region the power. 

Mrs. Eriksson - So you're really giving them what we think of as home rule powers. 

Mr. Duffey - I would follow Article XVIII up to a point, but there are some things 
of statewide concern that are broader than the region. The traditional structure of 
local government in America and English history, anyway has always been that it is an 
agency of the state, and therefore like the department of highways, or anything else, 
has only llhat the General Assembly chooses to give it. That, in the area of local 
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self-goveT'tlllent,. as we all_leEtrned in the 1800's and the 1900's, is simply inadequate 
and the courts began to play games with it by broadly interpreting the statutes, 
and so on, getting away from it. There really is a conceptual, and I think a very 
important step forward, that occurred in the early 20th century or so, where a lot 
of states, including Ohio, ad~pted the opposite constitutional concept, and that is 
that local government has got all the powers you need to be anything you want, and 
the state has the authority to step in and veto or pre-empt the area wherever they 
wnat. That basic approach has been adopted in many states--California and Hichigan 
among many others. The municipality or local government can act in the absence of 
controlling state law. Ohio tried to go one step further and say that we are going 
to give you not only that kind of authority--power to deal with your local matters-
and prohibit the General Assembly from interfering with uhat you ;1~VP. chosen to do 
which I think was reflective of the political philosophy at that time, and it had 
a lot of value to it. I think it reflects the political philosophy of a lot of us 
right nOH; we sometimes get far more government than we l1ish to pay for. But it 
isn't realistic in terms of the function and operation of government and the complex 
society we have now, particularly in the area of urban government. It simply isnlt 
feasible to operate on that basis, so as I have suggested several times that part 
of the Ohio concept was a noble experiment that turned out to be a fiasco and what's 
happened is that the court's recognition of it has been chopping it down. I don't 
want, however, to go back to the old common law concept \lith "this region has to go 
to the General Assembly and request authority" on everything it wants to do-~on the 
contrary I would like to give it the same kind of broad scope of authority to do 
whatever has any significance to the region subject to the Genera; Assembly coming 
in and taldng over the field by pre~emption through legislation. 

Judge lfuiteside • You would adopt an Article XVIII in essence, would you? 

~~. Duffey - I'd abolish the delegation doctrine, and give them the powers subject 
to pre-emption by the state. 

Judge \lhiteside • And they'd still be an agency of the state? 

Mrs. Eriksson· What would you do about counties in this concept? Would you give 
counties the same type of residual powers? 

Mr. Duffey· Of course as I envision it in the long run, they're going to be phased 
out. If the regional government is reasonably effective, they ought to be phased 
out rather quickly. If they remain it will be because of political pull. 

Mrs. Eriksson - So essentially you would probably not alter the county constitutional 
provisions then? 

~~s. Hessler - He says that the higher level of government shall pre-empt over the 
lower, whereas in the county article it says if there is a conflict between the 
county and the city, the city prevails. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Well, but he's leaVing cities with their powers and giving powers 
to the region. Now you can't also give powers to counties. 

Mrs. Hessler - You can if you do it within the statutes. 

Mr. Duffey - Theoretically you could but it seems to me not advisable. 

Judge Hh1teside - So in essence the counties would be changed to the regional forms. 
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Mr. Duffey - Most of the functions that the counties ~e.performing right now--most 
of the phy&icalfunctions, anyway, not the administrative ones, but the physical 
functions that the counties are performing now can be made regional, and I would 
think that those are the ones that we are going to making regional. 

Mrs. Hessler - Could you just simplify the language all together and make it less 
hard for the public to take by saying "Let's see, the state shall have the power 
to create counties or other forms of regional government?" 

Mr. Russo - John, let me ask you a question. Is.anything functioning in Ohio on 
a regional basis outside of the grant concept clearing house? We have a regional 
sewer authority in Cleveland, but that is only in the county. It doesn't cross 
over county lines. 

Duffey - There are a lot of things functioning on a regional basis but not any gen
eral unit. 

Mr. Russo - Nothing with any power except to clear grants that I can see. I don't 
know of any multiple functions. 

Mr. Loewe - Judge, what is the practicality of an amendment that would give the 
regional ~overnment super powers over the municipality that fast. Isn't that a bad 
political scare? 

Mr. Duffey - I don't suggest it was a constitutional enabling provision--to enable 
the General Assembly to create such a region. As a political matter, I would stick 
to what your draft suggests here, which is a gradual assumption of powers. 

Mr. Loewe - But the legislature would have to decide that the regional government 
could assume existing local government operations by the very fact that it l'lanted 
to. 

Mr. Duffey - Yes. Or as the committee draft does, let the region decide how much 
and how fast it absorbs powers, which I think would give room for the interplay of 
the political structure and the people to respond. The region is making the deci
sion as to how rapidly and uhat functions they begin to pick up. I think if you 
structure it politically, the representative government is going to be all the 
interplay within the community of what they want and what they don't want. 

Mr. Loewe - But wouldn't you have to initially put that into the Constitution, be
cause the eventual powers, llhatever they might ,lie , would have to be spelled out f.n 
the amendment? And that llould scare a lot of municipalities right away. 

Hr. Duffey - Well, I think it might scare them, yes. But I don't know how to do it 
any other way. If you do anything in the area of constitutional revision, you 
simply need an enabling provision that would enable the General Assembly to create 
regional Governments which have regional powers. 

Hrs. Hessler - Do you have to knock out your general law prOVision? If the legis
lature has a general 1au, then they have to treat all areas of the state alike, but 
chanCes are there will be two or three areas that will feel the need for some type 
of regional government long before others. 
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structure you set up, and then you have a provision that says the General Assembly 
can go ahead and set up multiple alternatives--three or four alternatives \~hich can 
only be adopted by a vote of the people and finally you have a provision t that says 
once they are established t they can draft their own structure. 

Judge Whiteside - Could the legislature directly create the regions if it only created 
one region or two regions t or three or four regions for the entire state, as opposed 
to the procedure for a municipalitYt a procedure by which they could be created by 
themselves. 

Mrs. Hessler - Dolph Norton uas opposing the provision for mandating the state to set 
up regions throughout Ohio, saying that he felt that there uas a worse need for regions 
in the metropolitan areas of Ohio, rather than Appalachia and some of the other areas. 

Judge Whiteside - If you desired to give the power directly to the General Assembly 
to create districts or regions you could put the language in the provision that they 
would not be required to be created in tr.e entire state. 

Mr. Duffey - You could create a constitutional provision \~hich would enable the Gen
eral Assembly to create regional governments--what we used to call municipal powers.
 
Let's call them regional powers-~how does the General Assembly exercise its authority?
 
Well. by the same way the General Assembly does in any other case. They can do it
 
directly if they want; they can create the regions. and also create a general law as
 
to the structure of the regions. Or they might, as is frequentl:, ,'sed with modern
 
problems uhich are very complex and involve details, fact-findings, discrimination
 
for political reasons--they delegate that authority to an agency, commission or board t
 
to a staff. I must recommend that from a political viewpoint we are most unrealistic
 
to ask the General Assembly to create boundaries of regions •. I dontt think it's fair
 
to ask the General Assembly to dig into the complex factual problems that you ought
 
to review in trying to decide how much area could or could not be organized into re

gions for a specific purpose. What functions t etc., I think you give that to a com

mission, or a board or an Deency, and you give them a staff, and you require them to
 
give everybody a chance to be heard. and everybody has their say-so. and then the
 
commission hands down their decision which is subject to the court's review for un

reasonableness or failure to follow statutory criteria, or exceeding their authority,
 
but let then make the basic decision.
 

Mrs. Hessler - They can't make it at the local level.
 

Mr. Duffey - Right, they can't make it at the local level, and you can't make it at
 
the General Assembly level in my book.
 

Mrs. Orfirer - In other words, whether it's an agency or a commission or whatever. it
 
would be subject to the court's final say rather than a recommendation to the General
 
Assembly. The General Assembly would have to abide by the decisions made by the
 
boundary comoission or this agency.
 

Mr. Duffey - I would think that without constitutional chanGe the General Assembly
 
could include in such a statute the power in that commission to consolidate, or merge.
 
existing political units and that could include cities. I don't want to put that on
 
the ballot. In my book that's already there. I think they've got the power to do
 
that right now, and I would simply give them the power to merge and consolidate gov

ernmental units just as the board of education merges and consolidates school districts.
 
I want people on this agency to be responsible for the decisions to the legislature.
 
If they're not elected t make them short terms with the approval of the Senate.
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~~. Russo - We were EO broad in the Ohio General Assembly that we passed the bill 
in the House that prevented the merging of the ~10 state campuses. 

Hr. Duffey - I thint~ that the only way that these things can be done is to put the 
responsibility somewhere other than on the elected representatives. You can always 
eo back to the General Assembly if you don't like what this Commission or agency is 
doine and ask them to correct the legislation, chopping down the powers, and correct
ine l1hat the agency is doing. 

Judee Hhiteside - lThat you're saying is that the le3islature can provide the procedures 
for changing boundaries, merging cities and what have you, except counties. 

l~. Kramer - Judge,Duffey, nearly everything in this draft grew out of the committee's 
prior discussions. The major factor discussed first in the idea of requiring the 
regions to be set up and giving them powers was the experience the state had with 
the alternative form of county government which was first authorized by the Constitu
tion in 1934-35, which was not implemented until 1951, and many people felt that the 
implementation was terribly unsatisfactory even when this was implemented, 80 I 
think that the committee, in reaction to that, had the feeling that perhaps mere au
thorization would not really accomplish anything. 

l~. Duffey - But there's no sense of urgency in the regional proposal. The only al 
ternative I see to l1hat you're suggesting is something along the line of the appor
tionn~nt board of the Constitution--that is a constitutional commission, elected at 
laree, as is the board of regents in many states. 

Hr. Kramer - The people will not initiate this themselves, because there has to be a 
,~ay first to create a regional constituency. In other places the experience has been 
that the matter never would have succeeded, if subnlitted to a referendum, but that 
they have proven themselves after they were created. 

t~! Gotherman - There has never been any authority in Ohio for people to create a 
reeional agency. It would have to be created by the General Assembly I think. I 
don't know of any way except political subdivisions may create councils of govern
ments, and in some areas they have created them, and in some areas they have per
formed rather general, and in some areas, rather specific regional services through 
councils of governments. They didn't adopt the Urban Services Amendment--to find out 
,,,hether there is a constituency. 

1-1r5. Hessler - Well, ",e have seen it at the county level. They have been unable to 
create a government at the county level, but it is nore political l1hen you throw in 
several counties. 

1~. Gotherman - The problem also involves partisan politics--! don't think we've ever 
had a vehicle by which people, if they're Republicans or Democrats, could create 8 : 

reeional agency which could be partisan or nonpartisan. The county charter issues 
have been all political--party issues as I understand it. 

~~. Duffey - A few mechanical problems: I note in your contractual clauses here 
where you prOVide for contracts within the region and other subdivisions--sort of a 
deleGating of powers back and forth, that perhaps haven't given thought to a more 
decisive political science concept of ceding of pouers--as between sovereignties like 
England and France or the Common Market, or something you talk about ceding. It has 
the legal sense of civing the power itself, as opposed to a contractual concept where 
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you control the scope of the authori.t:" ~iven by the cc:mtract. Here I'm talking 
about ceding powers bctween the region snc. the local bodies and it ought to be 
lcft flexible to go both ways. There ought to be tIle possibility that the region 
gives up some powers and decides that maybe it could be operated better on a local 
basis than they would do themselves, and we ought to be able to cede it by the func
tion or the description of what we're talking about, cede the police power or the 
police department or the sewer system or whatever it is, and just carry with it all 
le~al significance. 

Brs. Orfirer - I think that answers one of the problems that Dolph brought up last 
ninht that these contractual powers things don't really work very \Iell. 

Hr. Duffey - If you do stick with the provisions about the General Assembly doing 
certain things or being required to act in certain uays you haven't clarified whether 
theze would be General Assembly actions only in the sense of a joint resolution 
l'1hich does not take a gubernatorial veto or if you 're talking about statutes which 
brinn the governor into play. I notice in the draft you use the word "motion," 
which is inappropriate when you are talking about the General Assembly--talking 
about the General ~ssembly acting on its own motion. I've already mentioned the' 
problem of conflictin3 problems between regional and local government and regional 
and state government. Incidentally, that observation about the Gencral ~ssembly 

equally applies to your provision about the veto pm1er of the General Assembly. I 
think you ought to clarify whether you're talking about a veto ~v joint resolution 
as is true under Article 4 or a veto in the sense that it also re~~ires the act of 
the Governor. I think I have pretty well covered the most of the problems I had 
thouCht about. 

Mrs. Orfirer - You've b~en very helpful, John, and you've certainly raised some very 
good points. 

tk. Duffey - Mechanically, I also think Mr. Russo recognized some of the General 
Assembly problems uhich you talk about in sessions down here and sixty days to act 
and so on. You have to bear in mind the practical political problems.: The General 
Assembly meets January 1 of the even-numbered years--you expect them to act in 60 
days--March 1 is not realistic considering the way the General Assembly operates. 
Secondly, sessions are not so clear any more, particularly since we have annual ses
sions. 

t~s. Orfirer - To net back to this mandatory vs. permissible establishing of regions. 
I don't fully underntand the objection to stating it in a mandatory form. I under
stand that it is difficult to compel the General Assembly to act 1f they don't want 
to, but then I thinl~ that this just further compounds the problem that ",e l-1ere 
tall~ing about of the legislative inaction, as it's called. I would think that we 
"'ould want to put it as strongly as we cou ld, to exercise as much pOller as possible, 
and then if they still don~t want to do it, we may be stymied. But to just leave 
it and say you can do this if you feel like it negates a great deal of what we're 
trying to accomplish. 

r~. Duffey - You have to try to break the problem into three parts. One is simply 
the situation where you put it in the Constitution to enable the General Assembly to 
act, and whether or not they act is pretty much up to them. The second is to say 
ue Hant them for sure to act, and if they don't lIe tnmt somebody else Hho Hill, and 
one llay to do that is to create some kind of constitutional body--a constitutional 
board of commission. 
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n1's. Hessler - Couldn't you give that power to the Governor? 

HI, Duffey - If you are going it on a constitutional level you can put it anywhere 
you nant. You can put a triggering device in there, or, instead of giving it to the • 
General Assembly. you could give it to a court, board or commission, and pro1'ably .::..' 
this goes back to the old idea of getting it out of politics. It does have the ad
vantage of the board having a single purpose--it means people taking office who 
will do the job. You can provide that if the General Assembly doesn't do it within 
a certain amount of t~e, then the other body takes over. The third possibility 
is tha~ if you mandate it and the General Assembly doesn't do it, the court may, • 
under the doctrines in the apportionment cases, where they found that a basic con
stitutional right--the right to vote·was being denied. I don't think the courts 
are the answer to all our problems, and I don't even think we should put them in 
the spot of trying to answer all our problems, because they're not equipped. 

•~~5. Orfirer - If you have faith the General Assembly will act, you don't have to 
have a mandate. Nou if you don't have faith, you have to have a mandate, but you 
haven't accomplished your purpose by saying they shall act because they still may 
not act. So you need something to take care of the alternative if they don't act. 
r 'Jant to thank you &entlemen very much, and we certainly have a lot to take up at 
our next meeting. Thank you again. You've been a great help. • 
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OHIO CONSTITUTIONAL REVISION COMMISSICN
 
Local Government Comrnit tee
 
Public Hear1ng-~.cincirmat.i
 

October 4, 1972
 

Note: The Local Gover'J'"lent Cormn1ttee of the Ohio Constitutional Revision Canmission 
held three publ·i.;: hearj'1\~.9) of which the one in Cincinnati was the first, to affer an 
opportun'!.ty for };erson. :- !\terested in the problems of local government ,to suggest 
needed constit1l'c:Lonal dLe,~1ges, am to canment on a proposal to add to the constitution 
provisions for J.'·egional u;rits of government o Following is a summar] ,J! the cCll'lllents 
made by those e.~,t.ending the Cincinnati hearing, which was held on October 4" 1972, at 
the Sheraton-Gib8 an Hotel in Cincinnati I) 

Those who attended the meeting and participated in the discussion were: E. Robert 
Turner, Cincirmati City Manager; Richard Finan, Mayor of Evendale; Robert Vogt, a 
consulting engineer; Carl •.restlnoreland, social planning ~ounsel; R.A. Anderegg, 
Hamilton County Administrator; an:l Hillard Co Pistler, Jr., an architect. In adcti.t1on 
to the Committee Chairmalljl HI'S. Linda Orfirer, other Canmi.ssion members and staff were 
Mrs. Hessler, 111'. Carson, Hr. Kramer am Urs. Eriksson. 

Mrs. Ortirer opened the meeting by welcaning those present C'lrt explaining the 
purpose ot the meeting. She briefly revieued the contents of the <..:"aft proposal tor 
regional units of government Hhich the committee had before it far discussion, and which 
had been supplied to those meeting with the committee. 

Hr. Turnert I am spealdng primarily as an individual, not a representative of the City. 
I have been involved in regionalism for the last 7 years, the last 4 of which I was 
Executive Director of Southeast Hichigan ,J::ouncil of Governments in Detroit. In that 
period, I served on the governor's canmission on local government and more particularq 
on the regional submanmittee o I am also on a panel of the National Academy of Public 
~dministration to try to develop a regional. government in 2 metropolitan areas of this 
country" One of them might be Columbus" 

I have one observation looking at your draft. It l'lould be a great leap ahead of 
most of the other states, but whether that's a good idea politically I have some question. 
In my years in regionalism both in California and It1chigan, I discovered one of the 
reasons we haven't emulated the Toronto experiment or that we haven't really gone to 
aI\V real bona fide metropolitan government in this oountry is that the political 
process here, the demographic nature of the populations, the racial nature of the 
population in metropolitan areas, materially inhibit the development of regionalism. 

Political considerations were important in Michigan. After well over a year of stud¥ 
and consideration, we determined that the state could divide itself and it had already 
done so on a merely informal basis into 13 or 14 regions, and that the state should farm 
a regional boundaries commission that vlould consider appropriate boundaries to avoid 
ta1d.ng part of a city or county of one region and dividing it into tuo. This WQlld 
create for state administrative pu~oses the sub-state regions ••and, in so doing, 
encourage local government to form regional planning entities. 

It Has felt there that the local units of government along broad guidelines should 

• """ 0 t::2.1 c' '.Qli> 
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fom a regional entity that 110uld be composed of at least ,or, representatives of the 
local government. Some say that local officials at the regional level are faced with 
certain constituencies at their local level of responsibility and cannot do a good states" 
man-like job. But we felt it was absolutely necessary to guarantee to the existing local 
units of (;;overnment that consolidation would not take place or the eliminatipn of certa1n 
kinds of government would not take place. At the same time we lett open the possibility 
that the other ,0 be elected fran the entire regional constituency or by dlstr1cts. It 
may not t1ark; the split between the elected local representatives and the elec.t-ed re~ 
gional officials might be such that it could not govern l-r.1th al\V kind of reasol} or 
continuitr. 

Mrs. Hesslerl It has the advantage of educating, in a regional context, the local 
elected off1cials and at the same time keeping the regional officials fr<lll being divorced 
from local government. 

Mr. Turner' Th;>.t,'s correct. Any decision that is made on the regional level must be 
made with the pre-understanding of local problems•••then the question arises as hot., do 
you perform functions; hOW' do you carry on Yalr tunctions of a regional transportation 
system or a regional Seller, 'o1ater, solid waste system? He suggested in that report the 
governing body of the region, however the selection, would determine the need tar regional 
instruments or regional devices. And in so tar as it is possible they would create 
regional authorities with the COl1Currence of the legislature within those regions, 
hopefully on a multi-purpose basis. In other. words, you have had a ree;ional environ
mental quality authority that covered the 1'1nctions of water, sewage, waste, etc. You 
had the transportation authority developed that. would be multi-Jllob1le in character••• 
to sene extent dependent upon the state to break down services on the basis of hCM the 
state determined nee i. It you were talking about the problem of central cities main
taining zoos, and museW1lS, and other dultural facilities far the benetit of the whole 
metropolitan area, perhaps cultural and recreational activities should be combined in a 
multi-purpose authority. All the multi-purpose authorities would be coordinated and 
controlled by the larger regional general purpose agency, thereby eliminatiIl€, the 
problems ot special districts. 

tlra. Hessler' Isn't this what they've done in the Twin Cities area? 

Mr. Tumer: This is essentially a state planning and development council. They are 
moving in the direction of consolidati~ functions into larger multi-purpose activities. 
In terms of financing, the state mi~ht share tax bases, principally fUnding the opera
tion of the regional agencies. The trend is in the direction of revenue shari~. 

T~ Public Administration Panel is operating on the assumption of the Canmittee for 
Economic Development neport on Reshaping Government into l-Ietropolitan Areas which suggested 
strongly that we could not even talk about regionalism unless you were talking to sCllle 
extent about decentralization and neitJIborhood ~overnment. Bud Anderegg has suggested 
that neighborhoods secede fran the City of Cil1Cinnati and fom their am goverment ••• 
Tht't is not l'1hat I'm talking about in terms of decentralization, You have to provide 
decentralization that would give to the neighborhoods sane autonany••• and sane opportun
ity to provide new services that can be described as neighborhood services. The only 
example of state legislation in this area is in Indiana which addresses itself to the 
Peighhorhond governments and thl"! t~:'l.V tht"!y are tietermined and organized. 
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Mr. Kramer: Under the pesent ')hio Constitution, under the HUnicipal Charter provision, 
it seems that we probably have a good deal of ability to provide for forms o£ decan
trallzation of our cities through Charter enacted devices. &Kcept for the large cities, 
do you see a need to decentralize further than is already done except for the outer ring 
of suburbs? Or do they already represent the kind of local neighborhood government 
that you feel is needed? 

11r. TurnerOt I think, we need relatively small units of bovernment ••• I know it has caused 
sme great problems in the large metropolitan areas of this country. But I think their 
existence is not the ldnd of threat that reg! onalists think it is and is ore of the 
reasons we're talking about decentralization within the central cities. 

Mr. Kramer: The problem of decentralization exists then only vlithin "he large cities? 

Mro Turner: Right, I advocate moving slowly. People point to Unigov, Jacksonville 
and Nashville.. 01 would say that those are no more than city-county consolidations. 
They are not regional governments. In order to be they have to be multi-eounty. Con
solidation of cities and counties has been happening at least since 1913. l-1e need some
thing other than that for controlling and maintaining the needs of the large urbanized 
areas of this country. 

Mr. Finan: I read this draft as indicating the death knell for local goverments in 
Ohio because when we begin to talk in terms of removing home rule provisions, we're 
talking in terms of removing from local govenJllent the pmrers to many at the things0' 

that they do especially well. Uany people continue to believe as government gets 
blgger, gc,vernmeIIts get better. ;\00 we continue to get to the pain+, of sa~Il€, that we 
must eliminate the small J)lUnicipalities. I come fran a very 8IIlall municipality, 2,000 
people, but it serves 2S,OOOpeople duriIlL the daytime because they work there. But I 
have also been very active llith the Hamilton County i-Iunicipal Lest;ue, which canprlses 
all 39 governments of Hamilton County. I would say that of the 39, 37 of them would 
probably oppose this proposalo lie are lookil'l€> now at one of two things: either elimin
ate the local government entirely and impose the super-govermnent principle upon it,or 
we are simply adding abother level of government o And franly I think we have enough 
problems uith the levels of government we have now. If we add one level of govennent 
then to me we should be subtracting one level of government someplace along the line. 
Now it is obvious to me that 1Te~re going to subtract the small municipalities that 
currently exist. And here in Hamilton county, this is just not goiIlt. to be popular. 
The people get a level of services that is unknown to big government and they look at 
big governments as they occur in other cities in the United States, not so much the 
City of Cincinnati, but bigger cities than that. And as the cities get bigger the 
services decrease, poorer and poorer until eventually many of these cities are ungovern
able. Hany of them today begin to look around and say maybe what lile ought to do is what 
Mr. Anderegg said, maybe we have to decentralize. 

Mrs. Orfirerf Mr. Finan, I don't think that there is a~hing at all in our consideration 
that leads to wishing for any dissolution of the small levels of government. I think 
you said that if we 1re going to have a larger level superimposed then you f d feel that 
some smaller level ought to be gotten rid of. But this has not been our thinking. dhat 
you f re talking about are the services that are best done at the small level. Do you 
feel that there are some services either in a tOlm the size of yours or a town that is much 
larger that are not being well-handled? 
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Mr. Finant No doubt about it. There is no l-ray that a small municipality can handle, 
for example, air pollution; there is no lfay that a small municipality can handle a mass 
transportation problem exactly right; it is probably not economical to handle a sewer 
problem. lTater distribution, electric supply, this thing is not there. llut we're 
saying in this draft "you must. II Up to n051 the provision has ahlays been Ityou may. It 

And I think that's a very good point o 

l-1rs. Hessler: The federal government has already established required regional control of 
air pollution. 

Mr. Finan. The State ot Ohio sets standards and says you must do it either in your 
cOJIDIlunity or you must be part of a group. 

Mrs. Orfirer: For federal funds and federal planning. nut this proposal does not say 
that. There are no "musts." There are enabling provisions that, subject to referendum, 
permit certain area-wide functions such as the ones you've just pointed out as being 
logical ones could be taken over by a regional government. It doesn't take allay any 
of the local government services such as police, fire, garbage collection. Hhatever the 
meighborhood and local services that are conducted now would remain there. 

lIr. Finan. But if 1o1e say Itprovide fovernmental and proprietary services on a regional. 
basis for the protection and advancement of health, safetY', and welfare of the inhabi
tants of the region," that's pretty broad. 

Mr. !{ramerl That language does not grant any powers to the ret,ions. It's descriptive 
language, descriptive of the type of region that is to be created. It is to be of such 
size and composition that it is suitable for that purpose because later on spec:1fic 
powers are given to the regions to take over on a selective basis, functions which do 
have a regional impact or impact in the region larger than &n1' of the municipalities. 
~o that obviously, if you're going to give the region that kind ot potfer it has to be of 
such size and composition that it can accaIlPlish the purpose. 

Mr. Finant J..et's say, for example, that today the cOllD'llW'lities of Hamilton County would 
like to develop a solid waste system on thed.r ~m. It's my full understanding that every
thing apparently exists in the law of Ohio to permit communities to band together to 
form such an overall governmental agency in order to develop such a system. The air 
pollution program in Hamilton County has been an effort that haa existed st;arting from 
the City ot Cincinnati at least and has gone right on up through the valley. But each 
time it's been an e.t.fort where the cOlllll1Unities themselves have said ''we must be involve4 
in this and we \'1111 join." As opposed to someone coming to them and saying "all right 
you Hill join the solid waste disposal group or you will join the county air pollution 
control canmission." 

Mr. Turner. Unfortunately, however, I am afraid that circumstances are requiring to some 
degree that transition from may to shall. If the solid \'Taste problem canes, you may 
make the statement that all they have to do is get together. They don't get togethe:b 
frequently, they haven't been aIlle to get together for example on transportation. 

Mrs. Hessler. Or on air pollution. 

Mr. furner' I\n~ those problems are going unanswered. 
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Mrs. Hessler: As a matter of fact, both solid Haste disposal and air po~lution are 
health matters and the state has responsibility for health. It'd not a local respon
sibility. 

Mr. Finan: The state has pCMer to enforce air pollution control, and didn't do it. Now 
they tell us that 1'1e have ao counties in the State of Ohio and we'll get around to the 
Village of r:vendale ''Then l,e get there. And that's exactly the paint that I 'm t~ to 
make} because they have 88 counties, ar break it down to 5 counties or 6 counties, the 
level or services decreases dramatically. The only l"1'ay we get air pollution services is 
to be part of the inter-canmunity group and we pay our fees and they have certain 
officers available. It we depend upon the Board of Health of the State at Ohio, and 
the city of ,<)haronville can tell you sme great s'bories about tryin:: to get help frcm theJ}\ 
in closing certain dumps that existed, we Hill w'ait until hell freezes over. 

Mrs. Hessler: It seems to me that the state is considering districts because at the 
state level in Columbus they can't do sane of the regional type things as 'fell as they 
could if they decentralized the performance of some of them. In the WWin Cities Area 
when they decided to set up a seven-county regional government with taxi~ powers ani a 
good many more pCMers, this was looked lipon by Nirmeapolis aJ:Xl St. Paul as a protection 
of their home rule powers against the legislature. Health and solid waste disposal are 
state responsibilities. ·ould they be better perfomed at a regional level'Vlhere we 
are represented; you in Evendale, we in Cincinnati, and so on, or at the state level? 

Mr. Finan: u,t me give you an example, the other way. The state ,i.", . responsibility 
for maintenance of all fitate roads am highways. They have divided the state into 
regions. ",e belong to District 8 which encompasses I think 7 countieD or 8 counties. 
Okay, you try to get them because the street lights are out on the state highway and 
it's their responsibility, and they're out for tHO or three months before they finally 
get around; finally you get to the point where you hire the people yourself to do the 
job yourself and you say the heck wtth the money0 

Mrs. Hessler: You don I t want to build the hij1t-lays though, do you? 

Hr. Finan t If vIe had funds, we I d build those hi€,hHayS. ; e don't build them because it 
is the state's responsibility. 

Hr. Carson: I'm not a member of this committee. I'm a member of another caomi.ttee 
dealing with finance am taxationo I'm really not aHare of all this commi.ttee has done. 
1ben I was in the legislature, I was involved very deeply in drafting and passage of the 
alternate foms bill. Could you teel me what vie1v the Hamilton County Hunicipalities 
take on that and 1'1hether it miLht be a solution? 

Mr. Finans The Lingle COlIIIllittee is a local commis~ion Hhich was given the task of trying to 
look at the services by local government as opposed to county government and here in 
Hamilton county tb propose some legislation of an alternate fom of government that would 
be put upon the ballot. And we spent longer than a year looldng at and trying to devel
op many of the things that He're looking at right now. And I think we finaJ.ly did cane 
to a level of services that could be produced, that could be made available and that 
could be done on a county-wide basis, at least in the subcommittee I was involved in. 
The Municipal League and the mayors ''Iere in agreement~ they had reports day in and day 
out on what was going on in that Committee, and they were agreeable to the things that 
··.;,:re beine ::>roposp.n:- A~d example lvaB same type of county organization for providing 
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8ng;l.neer1~ ..aem.ces for streets and traffic lights" It's a tremendous problem in
 
small municipalities. That this could be done on a contract basis. Ani the mayors in
 
general llere very favorable to this ld.nd of thing. Juld I argued, we may do it but we
 
won't have to do it. If the service was there, it would be used. Okay, the result was
 
that after a year and a half I the Lingle Canmittee died a slON' terrible death; nothing
 
C8lll8 out ot all our etforta.
 

Mrs. Ortirerl Mr. Finan, why are services from regional gOV't. that you have had
 
experience with so bad? Is it financial'? Is it just the nature of regional government?
 
a regional agency?
 

Mr. Finan: It's the nature of the beast, for one thing. For example, we've got two
 
bridges in our community that are listed critical for 2 years which means that a good
 
sized truck goes over them and boom. O.K. 700 go to the state am you sq those bridges
 
have to be tixed. And they Ilay' 1 m sorry all the money far the last 2 years went to the


' Kings Island Project••• so 70U see this is one cClllPlaint that we have. Phere are the 
priorities drmm, anyway? Unt'crtunately, we have no sq-so. Obviously it they had 
sutficient money to take care of that project and to handle our project they would prob
abq do bothe 

Mrs. Orfirer I Of course, when you' re talking about district B ,-au' re not really talking
 
about regional government. You're talking about an ann of the state government which II181'
 
be a difterent thing and I ~ nder if you had any experiences with what might be a really
 
regional ~nd of govti Or service perfomed on a county lew!?
 

Mr. finan: The Metropolitan Sewer District, frankly, Bas functioned very very well. The 
MSD was partly you may join and partly you shall join. You had 2 ordinances. One ct 
them said that you may join and receive the services frCllll the other one said you shall 
pq. So it kind ot came to the point if you 're gonna PB7 you m:1~ht as well get the 
services. They sa.1d we'll be very happy to leave you with your sewers, but on the other 
hand you're gonna pay. And they have bent over backward to be of service to the cOllll1un1ty. 

Mr. Vogta I'd 11ke to cOJllllent on regional goverment manifested in this regional
 
planning aspect, in the OKI structure, on A9S reviews. There is no evaluation OIl prJ....
 
m ties on A95 revies; reports that are canpleted are accepted and therefore the dollars
 

are already expended. There' a always the question of more money but I think sanetimes th1~ 

question of more money has to do lJ1th bad planning , And it we are going to have a plan 
that identities as for example one bile 7 millon dollars worth of highway facilities in 
this particular area as a need by 1990 and then proceed to try to implement that, I don1t. 
care how, we are never foing to get at this question of how to develop the resources 
Properly within the region. I think decentralization is equally important if not more 
important and has to, in many ways, come first. There are many cCJ'Dll1un1tles scared to 
death ot what is going to be the result of a~ type of centralized type of control. \',Jhat 
is going to happen to them? If the city of Cincinnati could get its house in order with 
respect to ita own neighborhoods then I think that the local outside canmunities would 
be in a much better position and would feel much more respons1ve to the idea of some 
larger unit of govt o The state is not responai'Ve to local gavt. The state somehow or 
other doesn't mal whether or not it's supposed to be worldng for the region in which it 
is in or whether it is supposed to kind of carry on its Olm types of programs despite 
what the local canmuni.ty sa:ys. 
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Mr. Turnera I think implicit in any discussion of regionalization is the fact that the 
state must set up viable sub-'state districts, for the conduct of its awn affairs. This 
1s essential to a:rry ldnd of relationship between the state and local units of govt~ 

think that that's an important first step. The second step it seems to me you have to 
recognize the evolution of these regional functions like the Hetropolitan Sewer District) 
like the need new for some transportation entity beyond the limits of Cincinnati and 
perhaps beyond the llm1ts of Hamilton County. And that those things are going to occur 
at one time. Hy feeling about all this is that the recanmendations we made in Hi.chigan 
made sense in tems of this evolutionary process, allowing an identifiable ref>ional 
group to develop concurrently with state decentralization on a district basis. 17e have 
to discover those functions which can best be provided on a regional basis. ')0 the idea 
of the multi-purpose ailthority along with safeguards) there can't be a proIiferation on 
district authoritYl along 'Hi th guarantees that the;; will develop al"ng lines that a1"e 
still sanewhat controlled by either local officials or existent state law or by the 
state legislature. The evolutionary apnroach is what I'm tryiIl{:; to say this morning has 
much more opportunity in €;;aining acceptance. 

Mr. Finant Another typical example to me was the Soutmresterll Ohio Regional Transit 
Authority decision to pass a bond levy throughout the county to purchase and improve 
the mass transit system. The next thing we knew was that there was an issue on the 
ballot, and the first thing that my community ever saw vIas a letter from the secretary 
of SORTA saying I'll be glad to come out and explain this to you. 

Mrs. Hessler t SORTA was created by the county c omm:i.ssioners. 

Mr. Finan: And it went dmm to resounding defeat, not in the City but in the county, and 
I still maintain that the levy could have been passed if the approach to SORTA in the 
beginning had been on a county-wide basis. But there was not an attempt to do this. 

Mrs. Orfirer: It's very difficult to identify Why certain levels or all levels of govt. 
are not functioning the way we would like them to. Certainly a large proportion of the 
problem is a financial one. There are problems with all forms of government and our job, 
all of us in the state, is to try to make them work better and if there are problems that 
are not capable of being solved in an area as large as the state or as small as the 
county (:Jr the municipality, then if there is to be some type of region, and as you. say 
there's going to be sane type of sub-districting of regional fonne in this state, how to 
make them work best; how to make them most responsive to people ani how to get them 
the funding that they're going to need to work well. One of the things tha t we have begun 
to talk about i~ the representation to such a re6ion were one to be created. 

Mr. Vogt, l'hen you get large broups )tou don't get much done and when you have small 
groups you don't have ver,r much representation. I am concerned about responsiveness and 
what happens to the smaller municipalities and tvhat happens to the neighborhoods with
in the larger cities? I am in favor of getting us to scme form of regional govt. a,t 
some particular time, but what happens when you have a regional govt. and its effect on 
those who are poor, and Black, as far as tij.eir power base is concerned, and how this 
particular agency or regional govt. can be responsive to what I think in Cincinnati is 
maybe sanetVhat unique as far as its identification of communities is concerned~ 

Mrs. Hessler: Should the regional govt. be controller and planner1 

Mr. Vogtt All the brains that have to do with putting to(:;ether a region do not lie in 
goverl1lllBnt. They lie in different places e 1"m just concerned that He need ways that do 
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nat let people say, llwell it's so far aHay that I'm going to just go play golf.it \"Je're 
reallY' trying to bring more people into govt o because lIve seen small commuiti..ties am I 
know haw these small CQllftuni.ties work. There is so much volunteerism to make that 
canmunity better that 1s created because of geeliIlb to be a part of that particular 
structure. Now if it d1.sappears, there is never going to be enough money CUllWhere to 
do c CIIII1Un1tY'development. 

Mrs. Ortirert I don't think that we can expect every level of govt. to answer all needs. 
don't expect a re~ion to provide lWiighborhood needs. It isn't created for th~t 

purpose. MunicipaUties, towns, and villages should be responsive to these 1d.ndfi af 
needs. You have to make very clear what the purpose of the region is and what kiDis of 
needs and services it's there tor. HOW' do we insure minority representation in this 
kind. ot regional govt.j whatever that minority consists of? 

Mr. Vogt. Let me try to answer that. You want san.ething done and you try to decide 
who you're goill?; to see. You end up with no knowing whether you're going to go see 
the countY', the region, or who, because it' 8 not clear Where the dividing lines betl-reen 
these response are going to be, and this gets back to the question of original level of 
goverment. Right now you start just as high as you possibly can, and then you work 
yourselt on back down and hope that yOU'll be able to fund sane way ot solving your prob
lem. 

Mrs. Hessler, Do you think ij can be clear l1ithout some anbudsman type of aITangement? 
It you have a garb~e collection problem this is a local problem. This is a problem 
when right taliorrow you want your garbage picked up. But if you' re ~01ng to get rid of 
what the garbage man picks up, that's a re6ional problem. I mean it's the same function, 
but how can you make it clear to everybody who is responsible for uhat1 

Mr. Vogt. One way is tor the various structures who are involved to knaJ themselves. 

Mr. Finant We have a pretty good sized chunk of land in our village that belongs to the 
City of C1ncimati and we've had one other occasion recently to be involved with the 
Oity of Cincinnati to find out who is responsible far talking about that tbing. One 
facility is run by the police department. ., Te called the p.d. because there was a problem 
there. "No, 1 1m not the one to talk to, you1ve bot to talk to this guy." And prettY' 
soon we've {;1ven up in many instances and said the heck with it ••• 

Mr. Vogt: I'd kind of like to identify a little difference that I see between the 
regionalism of air pollution and the regi onalism of transportation. I think the region
alism of transportation is more like the regionalism of such things as solid waste 
disposal. Because there is a local canponent that has to do with the whole question 
of patronage and success of this particular transit system that is involved where the 
C<lllmlnity, that smaller entity, can actually do somethif\,. I think with aiJ: pollution 
it's almost impossible far that small community to do anything so I believe that the 
regionalism we're talking about there is more like solid waste than it is like air 
pollution. 

Mr. Finana Mass transit is vital to my community. Of the 2,000 people that live there, 
probably not 1% ever ride a bus, but the 25,000 people who work there --substantial . 
numbers of them get to work by use of Cincinnati transite> NOt-I, what are they saying; 
they're calling on our office.. 'T'hey say, '~e understand if this levy passes mass transit 
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will stop at the end of the City of Cincinnati. How do we €:,et from the end of Cincinnati 
to Evendale to Hork?" I don't knOl this. Just the other day I heard for the first 
time someone said to me, uNo, it's not going to stop; we're going to continue serviceGl" 
But people don't know this so we say to the people, we'll form our own mass transit if 
that's what it's going to take." 

Mrs') Hessler: County commissioners and the 1..ay they are elected and so on has created a 
non-representative body0 On the other hand, the idea of electing city council lofho then 
decide Hhich county services are adequate to serve their needs J but they make the deci
sion, is in a way giving the looal govts. that po;.rer of determination. I wonder if this 
is an ansvTer? 

Mr., Turner: You have to have the basis. In L.AQJ there are large aWJllnts f>f unincorpor
ated areas that required them to set up basic type services and because they had these 
services 0 00they could contract with the basic units of government as they were farmed. 
l'ben you're talking about regional agencies they would have to start out pretty much 
with a framework or a skeleton of that kind of services. 

Mrs o Orfirert We would like to get your ideas on financing. 

Mr. Turner: We need to look at the aVailability of resources, It seems to me that 
Bane system of state revenue should be used in the developing of any kind of regiono 
You might talk about function diversion such as the fas tax for transportation purposes. 
It seemB to me Hi th general support for the development of any kir' of regional agency 
the only solution that I see at this point in time 5iven the kinds 01 taxing and 
resources available at either the state or the local level, "lOuld be a state-shared 
revenue approach. The day of the property tax as a major source of revenue is over. 
And as it has been over for states nOH for these l;lany years. 

Mrs. Crfirer: I I d like to ask Mr. Turner if you see as the immediate source of finance, 
the early source of finance state-shared funds, what you envision as the long-term best 
answer? 

lIr. Turner: '~ell, I think we need major reform in financinL local l:,overnment and state 
govt. A major redistribution of the kinds of taxation ability allocated to each, and 
this means that local govt. to so~ extent may have to give up some of its sources of 
revenue or may have to add other sources of revenue dependine, on the total picture. From 
the federal govt. to the state to the local un1ts of govt. we are faced with an absolute' 
pecessity of tax reform. So it's hard to say the best Hays in uhich we could finance 
our schools, our cities, our counties, our regions, and our states. 

liro Finan: '!hen you boil it down, you really have only tllO alternativest money either 
has to cane directly from the state or you have to give to this nE*T level of govt. the 
ability to tax in some Planner. Now from the standpoint of the ability to tax I think 
you've probably run into the practical method considerable opposition from that side 
of the coin from people who are in effect going to get another tax directly upon than. 
Probably the only one that they would accept 1-1ould be if the state were funding. VIrl.ch 
obviously means that some other fund has to take the cut. 

Mrs. Orf'irer: I think He ought to keep in mind that there are certain kinds of sources 
that 'nIl be available. Hopefully, the federal noney that canes into the Sf>encies that 
now exist for planning and development could go into this larger pot or into this ldnd 
of region. User fees$ for example, as and if same services in some regions are taken 
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over, or the money that local govts. would have been 8pendin~ if they were doing this 
particular function that they nOH agree to have the larger ~ea take over. 

Mr. fo'inant This is basioal1y the system of the JIetropolltan Swwer District. 

Mr. Vogt. lfouldn't you think that you'd add a third possibility; it mi~ht not be a 
desirable one, but certainly the manner in which OK! as an example has been funded by 
the various counties contrib.1ti~ would be a third possibility, Let's assume that you 
did end up l'dth a significant number of counties beooming viable governmental units, 
and that your regional group "ras primarily interested on planning, regional planning 
aspeots, ;you could conceivably have funding up fran the county govts. from their CAm 
resources up fran their top level-the regional planning group. 

Mr. Vogt. Unless there are new sources of taxation provided for, it would be a redis
tribution of existing sources. On the matter of the ten mill limitation, your arii$inal 
question was l·rhat the reaction would be to giving tle region a saare of the limitation or 
increasing the limitation. Tbi.se are of course tyro different things. Giving a region 
a share of the ten-mill limitation would be in effect a sort of enforced contribution fran 
existing local governments to the region rather than a new tax. The IEW tax would 
ollviousl1 not be popular with anyone because no new takes are ven though they may be 
felt to be needed. On the other hand, I'm sure that existing units of local govt. would 
not be very happy unless they were sure they ti'ere baing to f)et a c anmensurate benet!t. 
But in Ohio the customary method up until now of (;iviD€; a unit of government independent 
taxing power has been through voter approval in addition to the 10 mills. 

Mr. Finant F\md:1.ng haa worked 00 a voluntary basis to an extent in the inter-community 
air pollution control council where its voluntary and each canmunity does pq so much 
based upon a head tax more or less, based upon its population. 

Ml·S. Hessler! Only 1 out of the 39 pay. 

Mr. Finan: The 1 out of 39 are really the only ones that have contact tdth it. Because 
the approach has been to cover the Mill Creek Valley, more or less. ]very conmunity does 
belong and every cOl1ll1unity does pay. And sane cOJl1l1unities could drop out because we 
could ~et the same services supposedly free through tle SouthWestern Ohio Air Pollution 
Control Commission. 

Mr. Turner: I would point out one thing about the whole concept of minority e.roup 
representation. Correctly or not the black populations in central cities feel that they 
have potential political pat-rer ani that there is a conspiracy now to spread that power 
base across the region and I have been confronted 'tdth that attitude for the last 4 year,s 
and I will sugl:.est to you that most of the opposition to regional forms of goverment . 
are not necessarily or is not in emotional terms or emphatic terms cane where you would 
expect it to cane from, the separatists. It is coming from the central city and the 
ghetto areaso And for some very valid reasons. 1 1m sure Hr. Hestmoreland will let you 
know all about it this afternoon. 

Mrs. Orfirer, If we move with this, we must do a tremendous educational job in terms of 
what the regions perform and hou they affect tl13 smaller units of local govt. and that 
the 8IIlaller units that are goillb to tatain their power base in uhatever Idnds of regional 
powers are I'>ot up... 
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Mr.Vogtt llhen you can define '"That is going to happen in the smaller units of govt., 
lorhether it be a suburban, city, vill~e, or communities within the bit:> city, or 
whatever it may be, the solution in many 1'1ays is gainL to be common for them, and I 
think that at that time they're going to be able to look more clearly through all this 
maze lole've got int') the area of regional govt. 

Mrs. Hessler: Except that it's going to be very difficult for the suburban communities 
to see the black demands in the central city as somethiDf:, that they can came together 
woth. 

Hr .. Vogt: I'm not only talking about black demands--we're talkinb about the canmumt;r..
b~_ack, 1.mite, Price Hill, Kennedy Heights, Avondale, and so forth. :: I s all of those 
things. 

Mrs. Hessler: l-lhis is visible ri~ht nOTT in our city council. 

Mr. Pietler: You have to get across the idea that the concept of regional government 
or strong county government doesn't necessarily mean that you're going to take power 
away trom small local units. Those governments should limit themselves to the very 
services that have to be close to people. 'Tell, once you start with that aa your 
premise, that you're not really trying to take a"lsy fuD:tions that relate to people 
where people want a direct voice, say, in a fire dept. or a pollce dept. or a zOll1ng 
matter that atfectt! them directly or a school, you may want to ha'-~ a coornunity govto 
And then you go to the second level having a unit that can effectiv~ly handle such services 
as sewers, and water, 8tC. You've got to have a second tier....such as the count,y....to 
effectively do that function and then if you've said all right the services we're really 
talking about in the region are those services that the local community can't provide 
that have to be done on a ldde basis such as air pollution and such as plann1ng which 
doesn't confine itself to a comr.nmity unito 

Mrs. Hessler: But you brought lIP one point th.9t Has very important from what Hayor 
Finan said, and I'd like to hear fran lir o VOLt and. tIr. Pistler who are both interested 
in land use planning and development. Certainly the major reason 11hy 1,re need regional 
government is because we need to control development. nf you need to control develop
ment you also need to control certain functions. You can't just make a plan, you have 
to be in a position to control develOIJllent that goes beyond simply where the highvrays 
go and other services o And that ~rings up zOl'liI1{;. Every local govt. says you cannot 
interfere with our zoning; ,'"'nd if you can't, you cannot control re6ional housing pro
grams and you can't control rel:,ional development. What have you done with the whole 
regional land use prC>f,ram that is cQPCerned ldth the American Institute of Architects? 

Mr. PietIer: ~ :e 're trying to deal with development, on a much larger Beale•••not just 
talking about housing, but talking about canmunities, houses, schools, shopping, 
churches, recreation. All the things that make a cormnunity, not just units. 1;hen you 
talk about neighborhood scale development this is going to have impact wherever the. 
problems, lo1hether you're tal. king about filliI1(; in spaces within the developed city that 
have somehow been passed over or Hhether you're talking about clearing and rebuildiIl€:, or 
1.>rhether you're talking about big impact, which is precisely what lve need and has to be 
built. It can't happen every1-Jhere indiscriminately, it must be done on the basis of 
some predetermined policy. He can have that policy. It has to be policy on a very 
large Beale. It can't be the policy that f s decided by Evendale and T-alnut HillS, even 
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the City of Cincinnati. I don't think we're ever goiIJt to have bood cities and t,ood 
communities until we confront that issue. 

Mr. Vogtr Everybody solves provlems ~,rithin the framework of the rules that are estab
lished. Businesses, government, or vrhoever. And I thUkyou just have to set up some 
different rules for cooperation. If you I re goiIlt to cane up with an area-wide plan 
that talks about low income housing then I would suggest that you tie some of the dollar 
things to that. The power to issue revenue bonds in order for a community to help 
to redevelop itself--it seems to me that the city's position on this or the larger 
county's position mq be in many ways determined by the directions that the local 
community is willing to take. I'm in favor of putting a lot at responsibility in the local 
community and I feel that that responsibility and the dollars should be tied together. 

Mrs. Hesslerl YOll don't have a viable govt. mer many of these areas. 

Mr. Vogt t I'd like to see, in that particular regard, the annexation laws loosened up.· 
I think 'tarren County i8 one example. The ;'arren County I-n corridor has got a 
tremendous future potentual if done ri(.ht. The large land owners don' t ~'1ant to be a 
part of the municipalities unless they can figure out ~'1hat types of retums they're going 
to get and right at the present time they don't see that return. The whole development 
has to do ld.th roadside development, roadside c ommerci81 development, and it makes no 
attempt to the present time to build a community and yet there is, I think, ldthin some 
of those existing small areas--Isbanon, for example--a good small municipal governnent 
that could handle it if it had the powers of annexation••• 

Mr. P1stlerr . re haven't talked very specifically about the extent of local government's 
role. Nelson mentioned the idea of service functions and things that are related and 
Jim:1.ted to what goes on ldthin the community. What about the problems that relate to 
the larger cOOll11W11ty l'1here this suburb' 8 interest and that suburb' s interest conflict'1 
There has to be some court of higher••• that you go to to solve tho8!3 things. This is 
where there needs to be much stronger planning, much more policy making than there is 
toc\ay. 'Uld inevitably there are going to be sane unpleasant consequences for everybody 
in doil14:. that, because uhat I s good for all may not be, in the eyes of some, just what 
they would like to have. You can't pick any hotter potato than housing where if 1'0'1 
begin to talk in tems of a fair distribution of housing, youlre goint to cane right 
up against that. I don·t think there is too much opposition to unifonn regional 
building codes, uniform regional minimum zoning requirements, on other 1'1ords in no acre 
shall you have more than so many units. Where you get into dif:?iculty, if youlve got a 
region or a community that ~o1ants to impose upon itself more restrictive zoning, If you 
could render your reg1.onal authorl1:iY to grant permission to local units to impose more 
restrictive zoning you of course remove all the heat ani furor. And most if people 
talking about it think well, what I'm rea'.1Jr talking about is being sure that we have 
adequate bUilding codes, that we have ad~,,,'.ate supervision, that we have quality 
buildings being built, that we don't havettoo much density in an area, they're think1ng 
of it in terms of the restrictive zoning where you're going to assure that you're goi~ 
to have good buildings, not massive density, and yet that is really the argument that 
the Ruburban groups are concerned about. 
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Mrs. OrfireTt I.e have spent this morning discussing "That T,re conceive of as the role of 
these regions and \-le have made the point that the region is to prpvide a function that 
is not served by any of the lower levels of government, smaller units of government. 
That it would not in any way call for the dissolution of any other unit of government 
or take a1tla:y from the smaller unit of government those functions that cwld best be 
accomplished at a local or city level. But that it is meant to help in the solution of 
those problems that the city or those other units have not so far been able to cope with. 
Problems that are of a regi onal na.ture, prilnarily such things as transportation, water 
pollution, air pollution, sewage disposal, the type of thing that we all agree is a 
regional type of problem. These regions would be set up vrith pow-ere ~f 'Planning and 
revietol. That any powers beyond. that would be done refi,ion by region as a demonstrated 
need, the region is convinced of it. That it would be done for those functions that we 
have enumerated that are needed in that particular region so that there would be a grea.t 
deal of autonany Within the separate region. All the regi ons as we see it at the moment 
would not have the same powers. They would have the capability of it, but they would 
not assume them, providing that there is a substance of pOHers beyong that of planning 
and revie11 that t-Toold ve gradual and l'Tould be within that particular regioh•••and would 
be subject to a referendum of the people and a veto of the general assemb~. Ue want 
to retain the pCMere, the checks and balances system as thoroughly as we cano Ferve 
come to no final determination on ~ of this, but we've certainly come no even initial 
agreement as to types of representation. T,re were discussint:; elec~ ""if representatives 
from sub-districts Within the region, perhaps some by district arrl 8me at large, these 
are sane of the possibilities that "le have talked about. We are ver.:! concerned that 
all groups be certain of having the types of representation that are possible within a 
regional framework o NOt-l obviously the important thing to keep in Mind is that certain 
functions will be retained within the smaller cOl1ll1unity; they have nothing to do with 
a large ree,ion, and so the people ~d.ll have a direct impact on those functions which have 
a direct impact on than. They will, I think, inmtably lose a direct impact on the 
larger widespread functions that affect the whole region rather than the smaller units 
Within. 1-e also noted the need for more viable local control of the local services and 
breaking dOlm the central cities into canmunity councils for certain types of services. 
n.emember, this is not a constitutional matter; it is not somethil'lf; that He do not have 
the pmTer to do nml if cities choose to do this 0 

Mr u 1Testmoreland: Are you saying that if the City Council of Cincinnati so desires they 
can divide the city into smaller sub-suburban areas and recognize eXisting or future 
sub-groups that would represent those areas? 

Mrs. Hessler: They have that pot'1er under Home Rule of the City Charter. 

Hrs. Orfirer: They can't turn arty money over' to them, though, can they? 

Mrs. Hesslert They can tum control of moneyo T"or example, they could insist that there 
must be a viable cooununity councilor something like this. For each community there 
will be a certain amount of rew funds that are discretionary. You have that power 

through your community council to decide what you want for that money. 

Mr. 1iestmoreland: My past experience has been tt~o-fold, in terms of being exposed to 
goverrrnents other than local governments. As I said Friday, and some of you 1fere 
present, I grew up in Lincoln Heights and r'TTl sure now that almost anyone in the state 
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knows that Lincoln Heights 1s an all-black city. And I coubt that anyone understands 
why Lincoln Heights became Lincoln He1ghts o Lincoln Heights existed here in Hamilton 
County and that was just about 1t. I lived on one of the two paved atreeds in the cctl 
mUn1ty. 1re had absolutely no street lights, and I can recall a gentleman in our 
cClllllUIt1ty as being hit by an autanob1le on Friday evening and 1t was Tuesday' momd.ng 
"efore the county morgue sent somebody to get him. It was with that kind of a background 
that the people 1n Lincoln Heil;,hts incorporated the city and in the process of attempti~ 

to incorporate the city they were gerrymandered by the Hamilton County Canmissioners 
out at the land that they had been living on, for years. ~vendale, Uoodlawn, they were 
Lincoln Heights. ''here building 700 is at GE right now there are houses on Second 
Street 1n Lincoln Heights that were moved across the canal by the Davis }loving CcnpaDy' 
which started on Marion Road aOO Davis mde so much money movi~ black families acroBsthe 
canal for the Wright Aeronautical Corp./Uso that was my tirst experience with a large·, 
unresponsive goverrJllelltal body. The only time we ever saw the County COIIIIlissioners 
was when they would be Democrats "rho would be attempting to get elected, am they would' 
eane to IH knowing that an appearance there l,rould guarantee about 99% of the vates there. 
As an adult I've lived in the City of Cincinnati and I've lived and 'tiorked in the inner 
city. And again I find myself and I find my neighbors in a pos1tion of not receiving 
the kinds of services that most of the citizens in the urban environment take for 
granted. Basically" we're fighti~ City Hall and the Hamilton County Camnissioners' 
Office. The etate government, ue really don't know what that is o I happen to know what 
1t is because I wae a history student. I guess most of my life has been spent being 
curious about what it was that controlled me. But basicall,y we have no contact With 
the state goverment. Living in the kind of CCllll'llunity we live in, the kind of Mnsity 
we have, the ldnds of problems we have, basically understanding that the ghettos in 
America are going to continue to ex:1et. 1Je think that we have a unique need that only 
those of us who live in these kinds ot communities can really respond to. Change DlUst 
oane from l-1ithin. But one of the things we need is resources and technical expertise. 
And the resources quite otten are manipulated from without and so is the tebhn1cal 
expertise. And I'm going into all that to give you my reaction to regionalism. Q.1r 
firat and most negative experience with regionalism has been with OKI, and I must put 
that in the proper context. As you will recall I said sanething about the local govern
ment not being at all responsive to the kind of community in ~mich I love. Here in 
Cincinnati you probably have sane of the most clearly defined neighborhoods than any
where in the United .States, due to topography, due to the patteI'BS of migration that 
have cane into the city. You have very distinct, very definable neighborhoods and the 
people don't identify as Cincinnati but the people identify as a person tmo lives in 
X ne1ghborhood or cOllDl1Umty Hithin the city of Cincinnati. And this is very important 
if you've been thinldng of any kind of change in Cincinnati, and I want you to mow 
that. As a city moves from being a walking city and being clustered here in the basins, 

and as the black population or the city grew, the black population basically stayed in 
the llestern end of the city, the highway scattered us. But tilis was done in a plamed 
way, and the relocation dept. of the city moved the black people into tl'10 or three 
neighborhoods. One ie the Over the Wne which has been predominately Appalachian 
neighborhood, the other was ru,. Auburn which had been a middle income, white. Eight 
years ago 7(J;~ of the people who lived in Mt. ,\uburn were 't'Thite--now it's reversed. It's 
70% black. And Avondale was another example. And this set of the typical repercussion 
that had occurred in urban American where you have a wave effect, 15 or 16 miles North of 
where we're sitting right now where the friction really has yet to be resolved. Prior 
to black people really moving into Mt. Auburn for whatever reason the local government 
just began to neglect this neighbornood. This l-laS the finest neighborhood in the Citq 
of Cincirmati.. The other day I gave an historical. litany' on the historical personages 
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who had lived in that neighborhood, and it reads like the '/ho's 1tlho in America.. from 
President Taft, to Hr. Pendleton who wrote the United states Civil Service Law, Gov. 
Crox, the cnu.llitea family \-Thich is now part of the Lazarus of Federated Department 
~tore Chain, you can go on and on talking about the kind of conmnmity that Mt. Auburn 
was once. But for whatever reason, the local government allowed it to deteriorate, 
and when we, the black people, began to predaninate in Mt. Auburn, we began trying to 
identity what the problems were. The first things that ue identified-wervices from 
the city and the deteriorated housing. Fe found that 80% of the housing is owned by 
people nho live outside of the area. The population of Ut. Auburn at that time was 
20,000 peq>le, the CanlTlunity 'hegan to establish a priority, the renovatim of sane of 
the most attractive housing in the country, And til date they have complete ~4 million, 
and of this morning, they submitted a package to the local banks for another $2 milliono 
So this has been done by the people who live there. In the mean time, the city govt. 
has made very limited improvements affecting street lit:,hting, no improvements in police 
protection, no improvements in parking) we have hundred year old streets that are 10 
feet wide. And we've had requests for four years to dealldth this thing. ·Jell, while 
we torere wrestling ldth City Hall trying to get some of these inequities rectified, 
and while He were spending our ~)4 million that will be debts to us until most of us are 
old men, the OKI decided that they needed a link between 1-75 lmich is on the \-lest side 
of town and I-n which is on the east side of tCMl'l to connect the eastern and the 
western suburbs and evidentally to parmi.t the traffic to flow. And as you would have it, 
it appears that they're going to bring the highway through Nt. Auburn, through the 
Over the Rhine, and through the West End. The three neighborhoods together have done 
$12 million worth of rehabilitation, that they have done, and that "luur corporatiOll8 
own. This is a very responsible response in our opinion to the reaci.ion that !/lost 
people have about why don't you people do something far yourselves. Trell, that's our 
first negative encounter with regionalism. TIe're being told that it's for the benefit 
of the people in the region ani for the expeditious now of traffic that this highw.', 
the ghetto expressway as He look at it, comes through our neighborhood. Our reaction 
is "To hell with where you have to gO.1I TIe have no sense of regionalism; we are opposed 
to it. '~e're willing to improve our neighborhoods to fit our lifestyles and sime we're 
not really a portion of the regions, we can't live in the suburbs or work in the 
suburbs or participate fully in uhat e;oes on in regions, ue are basically opposed to 
regional govt. CMr reaction would be that you decentralize the existing govt. even 
more, and on a popillation basis, or on a per capita basis, distribute the resources 
that are available to the governmental units in this area. In our schools we liOuld look 
for the same allocation for our students that occurs in the textbooks, classroCll18, etc. 
in the suburban communities. 'hat do I mean by that? Mt.. Auburn is served by two hiGh 
schools--Taft lfflich is naJl1ed after the President and Hughes HS which borders on the 
campus of the Universi ty of Cincinnati. Hughes HS sits on 3 acres of ground, Taft sits 
on 5. The State of Ohio says to have a high school you should have 50 acres of ground. 
"e would Bay to the state board of education, why don't you cane up with the money to 
[,1.ve us the extr.!' acreage so that our kids can find out what running around and just 
haVing fun can do for them, rather than hanging around the street corners. 'fe don't 
feel that there was an equitable distribution of the resources in comparison to what the 
need was according to l-lhen these schools Here built. Taft is only about 10 years old; 
Hughes is very, very old--I guess it's 60 or 10 years old. Tfe don't need to bO to a 
regional high school, a central hibb school or whatever. America's against busing, and 
I guess we are too, at this point. Not because maybe that wouldn't be a good thing, but 
because there is no reason for us to have to be bussed somewhere and then have to fight 
atter we e;et there. It's the same with the other regional scheme. "1e honestly don't 
f<:l~' t.hey involve us c The highl-lays, the transportation system, are built to serve 
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somebody else. The ownership of automobiles in our community is very 10l'-T compared to 
the 2-car families of the suburbs. \Te're not boing to use thooe expresSlfays, because 
we don't care about where those people in the suburbs have to go; it doesn't matter. 
80 in ~eneral, and in a very specific way, lfe would be very much opposed at this time 
to re&1onalism, because we see it as a very negative factor in terms of where we are. 
Academically I could probably justi.f'y it. But being who I am and tmere I am and fi tUng 
into America the way I do, I am very rweh opposed to it and I think 'l'/Iy neighbors wou1d 
be also. 

Mrs. Hessler: Jobs are proliferating outside the city T-Thereaa they are not within the 
city and are not Ukely to. How does that relate to a canmunity like 1ft. Auburn? 

Mr. tJestmoreland: Fell, our unemplo)'Il1ent rates far males between the ages of 18 and 
2$ is 30%. And people wonder why Hhen they come to the neighborhoods they have to 
lock their car doors; I do. And there isn't a young man within the neighborhood lila 
doesn't 1mOW' me.\nd they also know that I never have more than $$ in my pocket. I'Te 
said it so much publically, they know that, But that's one of the 1.nIl1ediate factors. 
The growi~ industrial developnetIt in suburban areas is such that the opportunities 

.that exist there--it f s almost frustrating. I Has in the Tri-County area last week just 
riding around driving in my car and I saw signs on gates "Help T·-anted" and the kids 
don't have a way of gettil1& out there. OUr men don't have a way of getting out there. 

Mr. Kramer' Hr. T-estmoreland, wouldn't that be an area in which transportation would be 
important for your camnuni.ty? 

Mr. ~~e8tmoreland: As the transportation has nm-l been planned it still would not involve 
us. You see, they're talking about transportation systems that still have no benefit for 
us, ...1-1ell, that highway is an example, buteu 

Mrs. Orfirert ':1hat about mass transit? 

Mr. T'estmoreland: In Cincimati and Hamilton County that's like talldng about going to 
the moon. He've attempted to participate in the OK! planning process but we've been 
successfully gerl7Jl18.ndered out, even though most or the transportation planning impact 
is going to land right on us, the topography, etc., In the Cincinnati Netropolitan Area 
'it means that just about 8ll1thing you're going to do is boing to come back into the 
basin. Ue have one man on one of the OK! camnunities •••and Appalachian from Over the 
1lh1ne and that's it. That again indicates to us that the larger the govt. unit becanes, 
the less impact ue have on it. And the more justification people have for our not 
participating. T.hey'll say well, look, the region has to be adequately represented in 
all areas and you will get one represantative J but then the ~uy from Mt. 1!ashington, 
the people fran ~restwood and the people from Glendale or tmerever all have the same 
attitude am there sit out one appalachian, and maybe our one.black man. Becausethey 
all want to use the e&pressway system and &tau have two of us who want to get our kids 
out of the tall Creek Industrial Valley, or in the evergrOtJing industrial canplex that 
I see net-r gaing on in Northern ~Centucley. There rs no way you can get across that bridge 
right now unless you are in an autanobile. If you try walking across that Hridge you'll 
get run over an::! if you swim across you I re going to get busted by the man as soon as you 
cl"ar the water. So the planning and implementation of plans that have occurred thus 
far has completely ignored the fact that we exist. 
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Mr. Anderegg: vlhat do you foresee as the future of your community? Because t<rhatever 
you do in your COIlDTlUnity there are going to be mass transportation systems planned, there 
are going to be highHayfl built, l\Tater systems built. Hexi does your community fit into 
all of this? 

Mr. 1'estmoreland: At this point ue see ourselves turnine" in am doing as much for our

selves as we can in the community. Tryi~ to dralo1 from the outside and equitable share
 
or the resources.
 

Mr. Vogta NCM you've got to try to canpete with the entire reif,ion ~Ti.th respect to that
 
plan.
 

I1rs. Hessler: Because there isn't control in the local COJTlj.lUnity~l'i.tJl what goes into 
that community or has impact on it. 

Mr. TTestmoreland: Te probably make more use at the courts and systems such as the courts 
and what we call the establishment. If they think they're going to build that higlniay, 
they will after He go to court and other things. It will be a long time before somebody 
rides over Over the :Url.ne or Mt. Auburn at 60 miles an hour. And maybe in the interim 
they'll decide that it I s cheaper to do something else. 

TMrs. Hessler: hat do you see as the solution to this particular problem of getting
 
your people to places where there are jobs? Is there any Hay to get across the river?
 

Mr. Westmoreland: The only tool toTe have now is to block somebody else l s progress. Stop 
what they want and at that point suddenly they begin to develop scme virtue. They begin 
to recognize you and respect you as a human being. 

Mr. Anderegg: That still hasntt answered the question. You talk about turning inward
 
on your community. If your community can't provide jobs for your people and the joos
 
are elseWhere, how are you going to get your people to the jobs?
 

Mrs. Orfirer: This is sanething that goes on allover the state. I come fran Cleveland 
and we have just gone through the same thing with them trying to run a highli'ay through 
Shaker Heights and several of these caumunitiesj and it's one hell of a long, tough 
battle, to stop some of these people and 1 1m very at-lare of what your problem is and I 
think it affects all groups, not just black people, and not just poor people, although 

they may have fewer resources to fight it lIith. I think we're all in this together, and 
we're going to have to find some solution that l'Jorks for everybody. 

Mr. l-Testmoreland: He will continue to provide for ourselves as best we cang until 
other people understand that it affects themalsoo Right now we deal with the pushers 
snd the junkies as best we can; we call the man when he'll corne and some of us have 
begun to revert to vigilante action. Sooner or later, the total canmunity which has 
allowed narcotics to come into our community am turned its back and laughed will say, 
"It's costing us money too and we're going to take narcotics out." Sooner or later the 
savings and loans, the banks, and everybody else Will get tired of these junldes caning 
into their stores, sticking guns in their faces, or creating problems and being a nuisance 
in general, or overpopulating the Ohio prisons and decide, well, if wetre going to spend 
that much money to lceep them locked up, we c auld see to it that they got to work for a 
ohange. Regionalism or any other kim of "ism" or any other kind of government has to 
sort of open its eyes, am determine what real costs are, and in our opinion, at this 
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pOint,. l-le' re not going on any more crusades. i :e f d be'tt.er spend our time at home J we
 
have to •
 

Mr. ~nderegg: "ocial problems aren't necessarily related to the a'tructure of govern
ment J no matter what the struc'ture or governmen't is, you've got to make people realize 
what your problems are. And it doesn't mao ter whe'ther it's on a oity level or a county 
level or a regional level; it's whoever has the pOt4er to help do what is necessar,y. 

Mr. I restmorela1d: The further away it gets from where we are, the less responsive i't 
becomes. And a regional govermnent would only erea'te another level. And '''auld be one 
more obstacle. 1 1m a protessional at dealirlt.., v71th federal agencies, that's how I earn 
m7 living am that's also how we've been able to ge't thines ioing in our neighborhoodo 
The usual step on dealing with OEO or HUD grants is to start in a local otfice and then 
go to Ch:1cago•••and then you go to ·'uh1ngton. Then along came another contusion that 
set us back six months...they opened an attice in Columbus. Now you talk about run
arounds. And that otfice was designed to bring services more quickly to us. I know that 
I till speaking tor most black people; the only form ot goven:ment that I begin to tnet 
is the tederal govt., as tar as it being responsive at all, and it doesn't matter much 
who the President 18 0 vie've gotten just as much out at the Nixon administration as we 
had out at the Kennedy administrationJ lfhen we dealt directly With the federal govt. 
llbenever we get through the door, now that' a the secret, once we get there we don t t get 
the run-around. You go in, you make a good presentation, you have a decent case, then 
you cCllle back \dotil some money in your pocket and some resources to do l..rhatever it is you 
are going to do. 

Mrs. Orf1rer I Going back to lit". i Testmoreland' s point about the iederal govt~, miqbe
 
you oan go to the federal govt. because that's 1lhere the money is; is that right?
 

Mr. l 
1estlllorelanc!t It's not only where the money is, but far whatever the reason they've 

becane removed fran direct political influence. In other words, they don't have a 
constituency, to lfhich to ansner. For example, we went to City Hall, am. we've been 
going for almost ~..ro years looking for twice weekly garbage collection for the inner 
c i.ty neighborhoods. Our density in the over the Rhine is hi~her than that of Harlem. 
Now the political. excuse that the City Council and the City1tanager have given us is that 
it we give you people "tWice-weekly garbage collection the suburbanites will have a tit." 
Our answer to that is that the suburban1tes don't have the rats, they don't haTe the de.. 
sity we have and they have better methods of keeping their garbSbe. But their answer 
was not to the mer!ts of whether or not we needed it, and not to the mer!ts of the kinds 
of improvements we've made in our own canmunity that in our opinion warranted sane extra 
service frClll the local goverment, but to the fact that pol1tical.ly it would cost them 
sanething. N~·l, we are writint a proposal to the federal government as a demonstration 
to get garbage collection in these three neighborhoods twice a week. The only thing tbe 
man is going to do is look to see: 1) if we I re going to steal any of the moneY' 2) whether 
or not we can really run it within these l1m1ts, and 3) also whether the thing makes arrr 
sense or not. But we can go to Gilligan or anybody else and we're not going to get it 
~~. 

Mrs. Orfirer, Mr.· iestmoreland, I think you're making several very good points. I would
 
just like to point out that the federal govt. is the largest area that we can talk about:
 
So we sanetimee move from being effective at the neighborhood level. aDd sometimes at
 
the federal level, but it's not all-rays a function of the geographic area. Now I don't
 
knet·, exactly l~'hat it is R.function of, whether it's financing or whether it's the
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structure of the government, but how can ~'e say regionalism is no t:,ood because it 
covers toe big of an area? 

lire lTestmoreland: But I think even a regionally appointed board would still be subject 
to local politics. Here in Hamilton County if you belong to a certain political party 
you are assured of life-long office. ~o you should be able to be very effective, but 
it just doesn't happen. And I'm sure in Cuyahoga County it's the other y.1ay around, 
in Cleveland it's the ov.'her 'fay around., 

Mrs. Hesl!Iler. May I ask you a question. 1 1m still tryillb to get at this question that 
Mrs. Orfirer posed which is the fight over responsiveness of bOvt. Is the federal govt. 
respOl18ive because it has detennined on a policy of shariIJ{:, funds and because the local 
canmunity has the power under the federal policy of going directly to 'the federal 
government, havinc detennined l--That vTas e;oed for their canmunity? Should there be a 
veto of participation by communities as they are affected by a policy whether i:b's by 
city policy or by county policy or a regional policy or a federal policy? 

Mr. Hestmorelandz Yes, that's one of the other aces in the hole that we have with the 
cross country ot the ghetto expresswas and that is we talked directly vTith 111"0 Volpe 
and he has assured us that if they can't tell us where the 4,000 families are going 
that are going to cane out of there-if they can't come up with replacement housing that 
is better than the housing that the folk are in now--then they got problems. 

Mr. Vogt: That's a standard federal requirement of all relocatioL~ ;.s it not? 

Mr. Festmoreland.: If you can get to them. 

Mr. P1stler: But it's a matter of whether the federal government is going to enforce 
this policy. 

Mro Westmorelands No, it's a matter of "Thether or not anyone ever raises a question 
of l1hether this plan is legitimate or not. 

Mr. Anderegg: There has been failure on the part of the federal government to enforce 
:relocation provisions that resulted in the condi tiona that He have •• "~'lhere did all the 
people go? They can't even be traced anymore. But again it's the Hillingness of the 
people in responsibility to carry it out, very often, whatever the structure of govern
ment is. JTaybe one thing your community really needs is more police. 

Mr. T"estmoreland: Yes, more police, and more jobs. 

lir. Anderegg: :iell, the police which is a canrnunity function, a traditional community 
function, however you want to define communityo Hhat you'd like to have ia a realloca
tion of resources. Now are ;,}TOU saying that you Hould like the City of Cincinnati to 
Hrovide you with more black policemen, or would you like to have the money so that lit. 
Auburn could provide a certain type of police service for itself. If so, hOH sto you 
think that money could be allocated to your cOllBTlunity'l 

Mr. l'sstmoreland, If vIe were gai~ to do that type of thing, I think what we should do 
is establish our own court, and let them set up our own Bafety department and the i-Thole 
bit. If we could operate within the City of Cincinnati then I think the City of 
Cincinnati should bv willing to respond to the kind of direction that we establish for 
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our comrmmity, if that makes any kind of sense at all. 'There would be X number of
 
dollars allocated for police service, fire service, and. other public types of services
 
and then we define how we want it delivered. Okay? And if that says we want an all
 
black police force it is up to Mro Tumer and the Safety Director to get out and get
 
it into the canmunity. They're professionals at doing it and they can do it it they
 • 
want to. The point is that we ,.,ant them to respond to the kind of direction we have.
 
Now it's dane in other canmunities--7OU couldn't put & fence in front or our yard,
 
unless you went dONn to Clt.y Hall and had a public heari~, right? Now in Cincinnati
 
the man S&78 it's ltuoconetitut1onal." Because we tr.r to deal with that kind ot thing
 
in our neighborhood, as to how people's hCJlles look. '.Ie want you to make ever,ybod1in
 
that neii.Jhborhood paint, and we don't want raggedy fences and. we don't want junk in
 • 
our tront yards. l'e've got scme Jesus treales on Hacgregor Street who are parking buses
 
in the hont yard of a mansion, a historical mansion. He want the City Council to outlaw
 
that. But the way it's set up now they won't respond to the direction that the com
mun:1t1 wants to establish for i tselt• Now the people in Wyaning all kind ot go alq
 
w1th that ld.nd of ord1nance whether it's constitutional or not.
 • 
Mr. Anderegg t Let me ask a question, because a8 you know I'm a structure man. One of
 
the things that we sanehow have to face up to is the assignment of decision-mak:ing
 
powers to the local government•••truly representative. You're s¢ng we want the city
 
to do thus and so. And I have to come back to the canmunity, by what authority for
 
that carununity do you speak? Hhat are the credentials that enable you to be truly
 •representative~ 

Mr. ITestmorelandr That's a good question and I'll answer it. (1) we're incorporated
 
under the state laws of Ohio ••• the ~rt. Auburn Community Council•••within the constitution
 
we have eatabl1shed geographic limitations 8S to what we have defined as bei~ the
 
community. (2) we have within our Constitution, wutbin our code of regulations, a
 •specific time calling for an electionJ the entire population Within the carmunity can
 
vote for cOlllllunity councii members and board of trustees. That means children, adults,
 
anybody can vote. Our elections are held openly, etc. ;~ welve been able tostadd
 
tho test. But your question is very real and. I'm willing to address it.
 

Mr. Anderegg, I believe in representative democracy and there are certain ground rules •set up of har you go about getting to represent people. "Ie need to take that big city
 
and bring some of the decisions back to smaller levels, than a 500,000 population
 
level. These are the decisions that ought to be made by the Mt. Auburn Camnunity Counci~J
 

assuming that they're duly constituted in a uniform way With all the rest of the
 
mUnicipalities to speak responsibly and be representative. There are some other things.
 
Planning is one; air pollution control and of course some other ones that even the count,
 •is not ll1g enough to handleo Ve're forced into planning by federal directives. There 
are things that have to be done on a regional level••• 

Mr. v"estmorelandl T"e see that the existing systems of government need to f\mction before
 
we can talk about other systems.
 •
Mrs. Orfirer: Haybe they can't. Hqbe there are problems that existing levels cannot 

handle and cannot be expected to handle. In other words there are problems in your area 
that you should have the power to handle. I agree 1>lith you 100%. I believe that 
neighborhoods pve certain rights that they should be pennitted to handle and certain 
responsibilities for certain functions. But there are other things that they cannot 
be expected to handle and they can't do a bOod job of handling. • 
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Mr. Anderegg: You come in\-Tith a reque5t for a program that you want done; now 

• 

• 

• 

• 

•
 

• 

• 

• 

• 

theoretically, elected representatives •••malee decisions for the best of everybody ani they 
listen to that request and the contents and theJ say that they can't do it. l\nd you 
accept the fact that that might be the best decision that that man can make, the 
proper decision•••try and evaluate your standpoint from the overall for the good of the 
people for which you are a part. 

Mr. 1 'estmoreland: You missed something that I said originally and I'd getter repeat 
it) we have no concern for the good of the overall region, because we don't consider 
ourselves a part of it. 

The V.P. of the First National Bank turned down a loan 'oJe \-Tere in far yesterday. 
He said l-Te turned it down for one, two, three, and you cane back with timse three answers 
and yOU'll get your money. This is to do a shopping center. So the people are out on 
the street digging up, along with the city plamri.ng commission•••we're getting statis
tics we need. And I can deal with that•••but don't look at us and sq politically 
it's going to cauee sane problems. '.7hite people in Borne neighborhoods are saying 
youtre getting too much already or I can't do it everywhere, so I can't do it for ~ou. 

Eut you see the needs aren't the same everywhere D 

Mrs. Orfirer. The proposal that we're dealing l-Tith has to do with the kind of region 
that would satisfy general requirements for planning and review in connection td. th 
getting federal money. Do you see any advantage to formali.zin~ plannint these and 
review regions in order to get federal money? Would this help yo: -t n that respect at 
all? 

Mr. Westmoreland: I question it, ~ I question it because we had more success in 
getting funds from people who didn't know us than we did fran people who lmew us. I tm 
talking about that didnIt knCM us personally, that had no particular ax to grind and no 
political liabilities. I've got a feeling you're doing something in regional or closer 
to home itt s going to get right back in to some of the polltical pressures. NOW' I think 
communities like I:1iddletown, some of the Ky. communities, some of the suburban politi 
cians have an almost unimaginable amount of power in terms of Ola and I would not like 
to go before a board like that and try to talk about something that they are basic.uy 
alienated tot-1ards. As it is now, they have a constituency to which to answer, and -in 
terms of the redistribution of funds to urban communities. I'd just much bather have a 
pool of money in W~shington and every ghetto in the United States being told there ain't 
enough to go around, those of you who come up ~d th the best packets can get it. 

Mrs. Hessler. That about the communities that don't have a president of the community 
council who can speak for them as you can? This is certainly true of Over the Rhine, but 
itt B certainly true of marX>; of the communities that have never developed that kind of 
leadership. 

Mr. Vlestmoreland: The people that live in Over the Rhine are Appalachia or black 
people; ordinarily they have had no experience with govt. The lJest End is proficient 
in running their neighborhood because their canmunity council is 100 years old. The 
people in Over the~ne have made their needs known, even though it's not been articu
lated in tems of what you and I are accustcrned to listening to or t-1ant to listen to, 
t.hf' presentations have been clear--it' a been very clear and it's not that limtatioo. 

•
 



Mrs. Orfirer: Mr. ArldereggD I womer Lf you have any particular aspect of this that 
you'd like to see us eet intOlIi while you I re '1,'11.th us. 

Mr. AndereSL I I would reemphasize my extreme concern that we structure this involveQ 
ment. I belleve in it and am a strong supporter of itJ we've €. ot to have more and more 
people involved in the governmental process. 

Mrs. Hesslerz Are the canmissioners that hired you conscious of this? or responsive to 
it? 

Mr. Anderegg. I am a practitioner in the field of local govt. and I see the shortcomings 
of local govt. as well as anybody else. Our po11tical systm is the best thing that 
~body'8 cane up with and to circumvent it" which is what I see happening, to circumvent 
it by building self-appointed structures, as necessary as it has been becaJlse the systan 
has not worked•••ny answer is to go back and make the systElll work, and where the tr.. 
work is bad to have a system that works change the fram....mc, but get away fran this 
selt-appointlve bit, ot political involvement on the cClltlllllllity level. But I suspect and 
I feel pretty contident, that if there were a duly held election in I-it. Auburn--ot course 
your det:Ln1tion of what's loft. Aubur.n-o-an election held under all the la"i"'s of the state, 
and I insist this is the only wq to hold an election, Carl would be elected leader of 
the cQtll\un1t7. And if that were to occur, and it there were a structure there, perman
ent17, political reality under the laws of this country, and if he were elected:a 
leader, I would Live him so much more credibility in teru ot his speaking for that 
community. If he said "we want this" I'd 887 he has every right to day it. Right now 
I question that right. But I don't question the need for him to speak for that 
canmun1ty or the need for that community to speak. I just 'fant to see it structured, 
not b)' a group of people takl.ng it upon themselves to constitute a group and. have a 
spokesman. 

Mr. Vogtt The planning camnission has asked this group and that group and other groups 
to form themselves into camnunity councils, and they will cmtinue to do so and they 
will continue to be aupported as semi-rerresentative types of groups, and very semi in 
some instances. 

Mrs. Hessler: How can regional govt. be structured in a way that would satisfY the 
demands of the local canmunity, assuming you had a legal structure in the local 
communityi 

Mr. '\ndereg~ I I'm not sure you would satisfy Carl i ;estmorelam With a regi anal 
structure anymore than I'm sure or not sure there's a way of structuril'JE, SQllething we 
could be planning, for example, that would satisfy the state. 

I 

Mr. Anderegl:;1 Citizen participation in the decision mak1ng process should not go around 
the public officials who are elected to make decisions. 

Mr. Vogta It isn't always Carl Westmoreland, maybe the head of the planning group 
fran Mt. Auburn and maybe the head of the industrial development if that was going to 
be a part of it, or the housing group because them they've e,ot credibility; it isn't 
only the individual who's got the credibi11ty, it's the council itself that's got a 
credibility to all people Who participate in it. Ani at that particular level, you are 
dealing in a ldnd of tmm meetiOg type of set-up that has a representative type of wq 
in order to feed into the various other parts of the regiOl1o 
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Hrs. Hessler: 1,'e have the pOt'1er at the city lellel to create such viable community 
governments ••• this isn I t really our basic problemo Our basic problem is hOl'l can tie make 
the regional government responsive to the other governments within the region? on is 
not responeive to the governments within the region whose large governments, like the 
ci ty or the county, in turn are not responsive to the small groups ld thin the city. Now 
as tar as the raglonal government is concerned this is our constitutional. probl'8ll1J 
this 1s the problen we're facing now. OK! is dealing with the servi.ces that are local
regional or local-eanmunity for the most part, except of course for highways, and 
you've got to give the regional govt. sane pCMer for planning highvla;yS because they're 
reL7j,onal and they do affect these local groups. How can we give our regional structure 
resporun veness? 

Mr. Anderegg: I have the one corx:ern that it would be another over-locking layer, and 
I have always wonderedrhat it l{ould be like to go back and redraw the county lines and 
instead of having 88 counties, have 13 or 14 or hCMever many regions you would have and 
this sort of thing ••• 

Mrs. Orfirerl I think ue have reached the point where we understand that counties are 
here and they have to stay here. And so presumably we I re going to recommend that it 
follow some sort of multi-county line. 

Mr. Vogt: The state would create the thing and that it would be charged with the plan
ning essentially•••but that it would be a legitimate structure wiV'in which several 
other regional functions could be performed--How do you get within t~!at structure the 
participation of the citizens? 

Mr. Anderegg: One additional constitutional question I v10uld call to your attention is 
whether there is any problen about the ability of the local and state governments to 
piggyback their inc ane tax on top on the federal government I s tax, especially the state 
government's ability to do that because of provisions in the state constitutions. I 
would also mention the problems of creating a regional government in an area such as 
ours where three states are involved. 

Mrs. Hessler: I believe that if there l'Tere a regional government ccmposiIl{; 4,5,6 
counties in this area who were concerned with a metropolitan area across the river 
that if there Here an agency in those canmunities on the Kentucky side it coold contract 
with the agency on the Ohio side to provide planning services or any other kind of 
services they wanted. 

Mr. Pistler: I am an architect and concerned primarily "lith the physical environment.. 
I tend to look at regional government from the standpoint that we need better govern
ment not more governtllent and so I have sane concern about the whole question of adding 
another g01fernment. It I s possible to anticipate that some governmental functions can 
be performed better at the regional level; that's pretty obvious. And it would only be 
necessary then to assure that functions not be duplicated. That's not so easy I am sure. 
I 'd like to back up a little bit and talk about a problem at the state level. It has 
to do with policy in the future growth and development in this state in the very broadest 
sense of that term. Historically, I suppose that legislators and E,overnors will presume 
that they have sane senae of commitment along these lines which would guide their law 
nu~king and administration on a day-to-day basis, but now and in the future I think that 
we ~an e'l<pe('t, t.rat. t.AA ; gsue.~ bec.ome so canplex that an intuitive method of fonDing 
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poli.cy just isn't possible. Research" analysis, identification of alternatives by 
skilled experts must inform the judgment of the le~lators and governors. Progress on 
long-term projects of major significance JIlUst be evaluated and reassessed on a regular 
basis and such detached attention to the long range goals of the state and indeed ot 
the whole nation i8 necessarily' inconsistent with the limited tenute of elected offi 
cials. Others must theref'cre define the issues so that these officials can deal with 
them. The Governor's Hous:1ng Canmissl. on on which I serve has rec~nized this D$ed and 
has prepared legislation to create a state growth and developnent polJ,.cy board. That is 
this great big tat legislative report which I think you all knOW' about. It's regarded 
as sufficiently controverSial and was not introduced to the legislature -at all and there 
is no prospect at this time that it Will be. As that material circulates we keep ge1itiDg 
more and mare indication that it does indeed speak to a very great need" and one that 
is Widely recognized. I~ it is in fact the right answer to the problem time will teU. 
If there is fa1r scrutiny and improvement there mq be alternatives which are better, 
but the need for policy is there and the policy doesn't exist. The .-rican Law Inst4
tute in i t8 Hodel Land Developnent Code which is nOW' 10 years in preparation has suggested 
that there be establishment of a long-rlnge planning institute separate frim the state 
planning agency which they also advocate. That's thislittle white book; I don't knOil if 
you know about this one, very similar in its approach. The. AIA, American Institute of 
Architects, has named a national task force on urban growth policies to stud;r and advo
cate on a national basis,. and by derivation on Do state basis the same idea. Until there 
is a well-defined growth and development policy on a statewide basis, the advantage of . 
regicaal goverment will be sign1t1.oantly reduced. It Will be a valuable new tool tor 
govem1ng but clearly defined projects on wMoh to use it will be lacldng. Even the 
geographic detin!ti<ll18 at the regions requires prior policy making and plamtLng. For 
example, shall the metropol1tan corridor extending frail Cincinnati through H~, 

MiddletCMl, and so on up to Dayton and Spri~f1eld be encouraged to develop as a 
continuous linear city along a transportation line or should selected city centers be 
identified and permanent open space established between themt There are serioos 
argUlllents to be made for both approaches, but until that kind of question is resolved in 
tems of whole state interest there oan't be a logioal definition on the siae and boun
daries ot regional government for this whole area. wen, this gets way be70nd the county 
level, as you can see-multi-eounties and ,.,e can't even say how m&lV counties because 
we just don't mat., what we're talkiJ1g about in terms ot any broad ldnd of intention on 
the part ot the state,. or h""7 the state will develop. Housing camssion ,ot into thia 
because we found out ve17 quickly that there lIere 485,000 dt-relling units of deficiency 
in housing, mostly low incane and elderly and we studied the various devices that could 
be identified to help that. Specifically, the Housing F1naJlce Bill for example, wasn't 
used and really can·t deal with more than a small percentage of that total, but it 
you could marshall all the state's resources and make decisions about where the school" 
industrial development, highWays, all kinds ot assistance programs are going to be focused 
were interrelated to each other. Now you begin to ha~ same doubt, and you can do 
something about helping the housing programso So we j.ust came inevitably to the point 
of saying that you can't talk about housing or tor that matter any other issues that we 
can think of without first talldng about state-wide polici, ani there isn't any. 

He need policy which says the state of Ohio wants this to happen to it in the future. 
It wants population grOl·rth to be accelerated or not accelerated. It wants to rebuild 
the inner city areas in Cleveland that are now cleared and empty or it doesn't want to. 
It wants to bring new industry into the city, or it doesn't want to. It wants to begin 
a new town in Al'>pe.laohia Southeastern Ohio as a means of improving that part at the 
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state. I't. wants to hold that part of the state rural and open as a sort 0.£ resource for 
the state in open space. See, you can't ansH'er those kinds of questions just off the 
top of your head. That t B policy. 

Mrs. Orfirert Can they be anBloTered in concert pith regional government? 

Mr. Pistler: No, it has to be anS1'vered by the state. Probably in context With a 
national policy which is what ill is concerned with.

• ¥rs. Orfirert I get kind of scared l'1hen you say loTe can't anal-Ter a problem 1n any area 
unless we have a plan for the United itates. You talk aboot a linear continuum between 
Dayton and Cincinnati. It seems to me that what is best for the land that runs between 
and includes DaTton and Cincirmati can be 95% answered by the peopl~ 1-i.ving within 
that area, in the fonn ot regional planning and development.

• Mr. Piatler: It's a picture that begins to be drawn on a very large scale. Then in 
progressively smaller scale the details shet..,. and certainly much of the decision could 
be made on a very local basis. But you have to begin with something broad. 

Mrs. Hessler: When you say that the state has to decide Whether they are going to 

• rehabilit te an ilnner city in Cleveland or Cincinnati you have to have a structure that 

• 

will enable them to be involved in the political process of mald.ng that decision. Now 
I might say how I believe that the izmer city is in the \'Trong land use. That housing is 
not a proPer land use for the inner city but you're not politicallv going to be able to 
change that land use--State policy cannot be made in a vacuWll over \ flat is the best land 
use. It has to be made in terms of the people's communicating and what they want .. 

• 

~1r. Pistler: Of course, you're quite right •• ..you can't wait. While I might idealis
tically think that that might be the right way and order in l'1hich to do things, the most 
that we can really hope for is that t-lhat is done about regional government is not going 
to preclude this kind of process being put into being at some point along the wq. I 
don't know that it's all that far off. The federal govermnent has had legislation'of 
this ld.nd in the hopper far a few years. I don't think anything is going to pass this 
year or next or the year atter that. What is in the offing is that there would be· some 
penalty on the distribution of federal funds in those states that donrt do state plan
ning. This would kind of be like the billboard thing and if it's no more errective 
than that's been then we really needn't be talking about it. But still the direction 

• 
is there and I don't think this is an entirely abstract discussion. Tlell, so much tor 
that. As far as the other part of it is concerned, one asswnes that a proCess that 

• 

'-deally ought to take place would be one where there is sketching out of very broad 
directions say at the state level Hhich filters down to a local and rebional level.. ThEm 
filters back up again, and it is a constant reiteration back and forth between those 
levels of government that is a long-go1ng process and doesn't produce static plans 
that are big thinking books, but rather is just a continuous dialogue back and forth, 
between the levels that integrates the details that is of concern to the local community 
with the broad generalities that are the concern of the larger community. Tilhat I'm 
trying to get over is that there isn't any attention beine given to the broader problem 
at all at this point... The only thing the state of Ohio is doing in plann:i.ng is some 
economic planning in the department of development which is a part of the picture but 

• far too small. I'm not arguing either exclUsively for lam plaruung; that's only a 
part of the pic ture • ALI--that code deals only vii th land plannitlt., but they t re qui toe 

•
 



forthright in li>aying that social and econanic planning is another part of it. 

Mrs. Hessler & :)0 the interface is vThat we're talking about as far as the constitution's 
permission or mandating to set up regional government. What t.,e should be concerned 
with that we have a proper interface with the local c<lllllWti.ty and with the state. 

administrative 
Mr. P1stler. I can say that I think that the/state's idea in trying to restructure 
the highwq boundaries and the various other/things into sane kind of cOJllrlon boundaries 
have that relationllhip to the local government region. It may go ldth one another. 
I would th1nk that we would be better ott it we have state planning that would give us 
sane clues as to how to draw those boundaries Whether wei re talking about state admi.n
istrative regions or wether we're talking about regional bOverDIent. 

Mr. Vogt. The point came up this morn1~ about ·the Sever AdJIlirdstrative Authqritv. 
u e already have the problem, as Bud 1s well aware, of thc:se kinds or things SP1ll.i.ng 
over county lines. Fater taken into the Miami Valley in Butler County for use 1n 
Hamilton County--a part of the Hamilton County sewer running in the direction of 
Butler County and being a part of' the ITiam1 Rlver Valley Basin. 

Mrs. Hesslerr '.!here that water canes trom has nothing to do with the development of 
the metropolitan area. 

Mr. Vogtl lrell, it certainly 1s influencing the developnent of the greater Cincimati 
metropolitan area, because where Fou can sewer econanically or where you cannot sewer 
.econcml..cally and that sort of thi~ is very much a question. 

Mr. Pistler: Let me just male a few more points. I'll try another controversial one. 
I think that there is very little reason to have a city government in tb3 sense of before 
if you're going to have regional government. And I make reference here to the proposal 
giving autcman;y to neighborhoods wi thin the city as well as to the suburbs. That does 
make sense when it's done within a regional context. There does hOiever need to be 
sane special arrangements made for the development of some elements ot the region that 
serve the entire area. The citr center, the majcr ind1strial areas, the major open 
spaces and the like. These might be contrOlled ti.rect~ by the regional government. 
l''hat would 7cu do with downtown Cincinnati? You're talk1ng about giving autonav to 
downtown neighborhoods. Every neighborhood depends on downtam whether they kt1c:II it or 
flot--each one has 8 ome proprietary interests in downtown and each one needs to feel sane 
responsibility about it. The same would be true of' l"'Ueensgate or the Evendale-Bharon
ville iNlustr1.al canplex. ConverselJr, the citizen ot the suburban fringe who never 
comes downtown and doesn't care what happens down here can't escape his responsibility. 
1=;0 I just SUi6est that maybe there needs to lJe special treatment f or those ~- extension 
ot the system of higher education, health care, and that sort of thing region Wide. 
It's difficult for me to see the need for county governnent in the present tom under 
a regional arrangement. Perhaps this role could be reduced to that of proViding a system 
of justice, record keeping, and tax collection wi. th aU semce and planning functions 
shifted to the regional goverDll8nt. I can't quite see wh7 you need services and that 
type at functions at the county level if you're goillf; to have a regional govermnent. 
Either the local community provides the services, and an example is tax collection ve. 
solid waste disposal. Let the regional govemment, not the county, be responsible. 
r..le've already got a problem of trash waste from one coonty to another. In any event 
it is imperative that the regional government be concerned with the improvement of the 
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region as a whole and not a collectlon of local factions vying Hi th each other for 
favored treatment. The problem of creating a regional legislature that is broadly 
representative of the constituents is what I'll call the tyranny of the suburbs--it 
is a veXing problem yet it is a practical problem which is inescapable. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Let's take another look at the question of can the regional government 
be as a division of state government rather than as an independent tier. I just "londer 
whether there is a possibility that the state unlller the state statute N'ould be able to 
accanplish... 

Mr. Pistler: ('ould the boundaries of the regions be gerr;ymaadered in order to serve the 
interests of whatever the polltical interests happened to be? W'llether all ad hoc boundary' 
commission is really the way to handle that I fm not certaino I'm back on my policy 
soapbox in tl)at respect. l1hat criteria will a boUlldary commission use to make the 
decisions? Now, you've already backed me into a corner on the question of the order 
in which all of this happens and maybe that's the only way it can work and. maybe the 
boundary commission will just have to get along as best it can and hopefully it can 
draw upon Whatever resources may be available and policy ideas. In the growth am 
developnent proposal" planning is set up as an adjunct of the governor's supra-line 
department and so is the policy. I'm inclined to think that after reflections that that's 
a little too cl08e to the political side of things. I'm inclined to think that it 
ought to be further removed than that. Right nOloJ' in Ohio we don't have ~ planning 
at that level at all. The bur1get is doing the plamdng. .iJut that·:: what happens and all 
I'm suggesting is that if planning am budgeting lire done at that level they're em a sort 
of short-term basis ••• the time periods for setting up short tem plai1.."1ing up to 6 years 
•••Long range policy making goals would deal in a much longer plane than that. \PIlether 
its recommendations would be acceptable •••1 wondered also vlhether sane comment shouldn't 
be made about the old home rule problem...Hhether it's any more legitimate for a regional 
government to have a horne rule than it is for local government. If it's wrong for local 
gOV'enunent to have 100% veto power on zoning, then you might say the same even for the 
regional level., . " 

Mrs. Hessler! If you gave the power to make such decisions to the legislature, you 
would be locating in the sovereign body that pOl!er••• 

Mr. Pistler: Tihich seems to be the right 'Hay to do it.,. 

Mrs. Orfirer t The regi on would be under a f onn of modified home rule in that Whatever 
document or law sets up the government certain powers could be denied to the government 
of the region. otherwise it loJ'ould be able to select Whatever means it ohose to help it 
pertonn its functions. 

~r. Plstler. Perhaps functions for each level should be specified. I am concenled with 
tl71ng to avoid duplication. Say, okay, local government, this is what you get to do. 
~egional government, this is lmat you get to do, and these are the things that the 
$tate reserves for itself. Ann "Te won't duplicate each others' activities. Divide up 
the total job amongst us~ The planning function is the most difficult. 

Hrs. Hessler: Housing ten years ago was a local function. Today it is a regional function, 

Mrs. Qrfirer: Well, we certainly hope that policy maklng could be done in cooperation 
with the ret,ional fonn of governmento 
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Testimony give!'. hef"re the Local. Gov-ernrn.ent Committee of the C<>DStitutional Revision 

Conm.ssion 

Cincinnati, October 4, 1972 • 
am Beverly Sidenstick speaking for the u,ague of Wanen Voters of the Cincimati 

"rea. Testimony on the state League's position will be given at a future date. OUr 
organization has a record of supporting const!tutional changes which ''Ie beUeved 
would lead to more effective local government. • 

In 19$8, we supported the l1etropolitan Federation Amendment, and in 196$, we sup
ported the Urban Services Amendment. 

Our recent studies in several areas have indicated a need far additional mechanisms 
tor the delivery of urban services. The crisis in mass transit, overlapping of plan- • 
ning functions and potfers, and the ever-present imbalance between revenue sources azxi 
level of needs have illustrated the lack of fiexibility in present governmental 
structures. 

Our studies have not led us to a sure and simple solution. We feel that this 
canmittee is performing a very useful service in pranoting discussion of many possible .. 
improvements. Pe are reading your minutes and follOtdng your proceedillits With interest. 
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•	 TESTIr~ONY BEFORE THE LOCAL GOVERtH-iDH Cor'1i'1ITTEE 
OF THE OHIO COfJSTITUTIOdAL REVISIUN COr,1f·lISSION 

By Willard C. P;stler, Jr.
 
Cincinnati, Ohio
 
October 4, 1972
 

• 

• 
Ladies & Gentlemen: 

Thank you for inviting me to appear before your committee to discuss the 

• 

subject of Regional Government. You should understand at the outset that, as an 

Architect, I approach all such matters from the standpoint of their r~lation to 

the physical environment, which is my special concern. Hov/ever, it should also be 

evident that the physical environment, especially in the urban context, is very 

largely the work of man and is therefore an expression of man's needs and actions. 

Hence, a concern for our physical environment leads inevitably to a broad concern 

for	 our social, cultural and economic well being and, in turn, for our methods of 

• 
governance. 

An general, I am inclined to feel that we need better government rather 

• 

than ~ government. This would suggest opposition to the introduction of another 

"layer" of government at the Regional level and indeed I have approached this dis

cussion I·lith concern in that r2gard. HOViever, it is quite possib'le to anticipate 

that	 som2 governmental functions can be performed better at the regi onal level 

than	 otl1c~,ise and we need only seek then to assure that these functions are not 

•
 duplicated at some other level. This goal may not be easily achieved.
 

Before di s cuss i ng laca 1 or regi ona1 governments further, I vloul d 1ike to 

call attention to a problem of government at the State level, which I believe must 

•	 take precedence. It has to do with the establishment of policy for the future 

gro\'/tll and development of the State in the broadest sense. Historically, I suppose 

that legislators and governors were presumed to haV2 a sense of commitment along 

•	 these lir.es, which \tlOuld guide their lawmakir.g and administration from day to d3Y. 

NO\'1, and inci'easingly in the future, the issues are and will be so complex as to 

• 
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make intuitive policy formulation impossible. Careful research, analysis and iden

tification of alternatives by skilled experts must inform the jUdgment of legislators 
ie
I 

and 9overnors. Progress on long-term projects of major si gni fi cance must be eval uated 

and reassessed on a regular basis. Such detached attention to the long-range goals 

of the State (and Nation) is necessarily in consistent with the limited tenure of 
define 

elected officials. Others must therefore x~~~ specific issues so these officials !• 
I 

can deal with them. I 

I 
I

The Governors Advisory Commission on Housing and Community Development, of I
iwhich I am a member, has recognized this need and has prepared legislation to create 

a State Growth and Development Policy Board. The American Law Institute, in its 

Model Land Development Code, now ten years in preparation, suggests the establishment 

of an independent long-range planning institute separate from a State planning agency. ,, 

The American Institute of Architects has named a prestigious National Task Force on 
,
i
i 

I 

IUrban Gro\'lth Policy to study and advocate such policies nationally. I-
i 

Until there is well-defined growth and development policy making on a state

wide (even national) basis, the advantage of Region~l Government will be significantly 

reduced. It will be a valuable new tool for governing but clearly defined projects • 
on \'Jhich to use it \'1ill be lacking. Even the geographical definition of regions re

quires prior policy-making and planning. For example, shall the megalopolitan cor

ridor extending from Cincinnati through Hamilton, r'1iddleto\'ln, etc. to Dayton and • 
Springfield, be encouraged to develop as a continuous linear city along a transporta

tion line, or should selected city centers be identified and permanent open space 

estab1i shed between them? There are seri ous arguments to be made from both approaches " 

but until this question is resolved in terms of the whole Statc·s interests there can 

be no logical definition of the size and boundaries of Regional Government for this 

area. I \'/ould therefore urge this Commission not to overlook this need and to con -
sider making constitutional provisions for it. 

•
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It follows, of course, that a good Regional Government should be empo'lJered 

to do similar policy making and planning at the scale of the Region, which \'/ould 

• give.direction to the actions of local communities. This too should be given con

sideration by your Commission. 

• Returning to the question of avoiding duplication of governmental activity, 

it seems to me that, given the existence of an effective Regional Government, there 

is little reason to have city governments within the Region, at least as we know

• them today. Mr. R. A. Anderegg, Hamilton County Administrator, last week proposed 

to the Governor's Advisory Commission on Local Government Services that neighborhoods 

•
 be allowed to secede from the city and become independent units of government like
 

the smaller suburbs. This makes sense when done within a regional context. It con

forms to AI AI S con cept of dea 1i ng wi th urban deve 1opment in lIGro'o'JtIi Units II of 500 to 

•
 3,000 dwelling units plus all related community facilities. Existing neighborhoods
 

can likewise be dealt with as growth units, each of which provides certain govern

mental	 services for itself by means of a local government which can be very close to 

•
 the citizens of such a community.
 

At the same time, some special provision must be made for those elements of 

an urban region ~',hich serve the entire area: The city centers, major industrial areas, 

•	 major open spaces and the like. These might be controlled directly by the Regional 

Government in	 the i nteres t of all its component communiti es. 

It is difficult to see the need for county government in its present form 

•	 under a Regional Government arrangement. Perhaps this role could be reduced to that 

of providing a system of justice, record keeping and tax collection, with all service 

and planning functions shifted to the Regional Government. Ultimately, all pl4esent 

•	 county functions might be handled at the Multi-County Regional Level. 

'".:	 Implicit in all )f this is the notion that there must be some equalization
 

of opportunity and benefits throughout the region. This means a change in the pre

• 
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sent pattern of distributing the proceeds of tax collections of whatever type. Re

duced reliance on the property tax would help. I think the form of Regional Govern • 
ment discussed above would also help. In any event) it is imperative that a Regional 

Government be concerned with the welfare and improvement of the region as a whole, 

and not be a collection of local factions vying with each other for favored treatment. • 

That would only be a magnification of our present situation. The problem of creating 

a regional legislature that is broadly representative of the constituency, yet free 

of the "tyranny of the suburbs" is a vexing one., yet a practical political problem • 
of great importance. If it cannot be resolved, it might be better for Regional 

Government to be handled as divisions of State Government, entirely under State 

statute provided ah'lays that it must be guided by strong policy-making and planning • 
as	 discussed above. 

• 
Finally, I would like to make some comments directly related to the draft 

leg; sl ati on for Regional Government as submitted by tiJrs. Hessler. These follow the 

exp1an'atory comments \'1hich accompanied the draft. • 

1.	 If the General Assembly is given responsibility for defining the
 

boundaries of Regions, they will be gerrymandered politically,
 

rather than being established on the basis of good policy and
 • 
planning. I do not think that an ad hoc Boundary Commission 

could be expected to provide such policy and planning. One kind 

of problem regarding the definition of regional boundaries was • 
given above. Another would be the question of whether every region 

should have a major urban area within it, or whether some regions 

should be deliberately established as entirely rural. Without • 
9r~Jth and development policy and State planning these questions 

cannot be answered. 

•
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2. 

• 

• 3. 

• 
4. 

• 

•
 

•
 
5. 

• 

6. 

• 

• 7. 

....,., •" 

• 

This is discussed in the preceding paragraph. Additional questions are: 

A. Is it intended that the enti re State be subdi vi ded into regions? 

B. Can regional offices of State Government follow the same boundaries 

or would such offices be needed if Regional Government is created? 

Regional Government, like Local Government, should not have 100% home 

rule privileges. Certain powers must be exercised on a state-wide 

basis and Regional Government should not pre-empt this. ~s discussed 

above, legislative representatives to a Regional Government must repre

sent the region at large, not special interests within it. 

Allowable functions of Regional Government should be defined subject 

to future revision by constitutional amendment. These could include 

some functions now perfonned by State Government, as well as Local 

Governments. It shoul d speci fi cally excl ude those funed ons whi ch 

must be carried out on a State-wide basis and those which ought to be 

Local. 

A-95 review should begin at the Regional Level but be subject to a 

check by the State. The State must be able to assure conformance 

with its overall policy objectives. 

Should not the law establishing Regional Government define the minimum 

of functions to be provided and also specify those functions which must 

be left at the Local Level? 

What is the intent of the initiative and referendum provision? Concern 

should be exercised that such provision does not permit the subversion 

by Local interests of such Regional policy objectives as fair housing 

di stributi on. 

No commen t . 
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8. No comments. 

. Thank you for i nvi ti ng me to joi n you today. I hope these comnen ts may be 

of some assistance and will look fon-sard to further informal discussion of this 

subject with you. Please let me know if I can be of further assistance, especially 

regarding the Housing Commission's work on Growth and Development Policy and State 
i 

Planning, and the AlA's work on Urban Growth Policy. I 
\e 
I 
1 
I 

I 
i. 

I 
I.
I 

1$ I
! 

• 

... • 

• 
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Chio ConstittttionaJ. ReTision Canmission 
Local Government Public Hearing 
Columbus I Cbio 
October 18, 1972 

Attendi~ the meetiD{;. on October 18 were Carmrl.saion members Orfirer, Hessler, Sowlef 
Cunningham, Ocasek, and Wilson, Statt Consultant Kramer, and participants; Ed Loewe o£ 
the Ohio Chamber of Canmerce, J<im Gotheman of the Ohio Hunicipal League, Chester 
Hummell of the Totmship Trustees Assn., Charles Glander, Hayor of Upper Arlington, 
and Dolph IIaslar of the County Commissioners Association. 

Mrs. Orfirer, chairman of the Local Government Committee, welcomed the partici 
pants and thanked them for appearing. She noted that everyone had received a copy of 
a regional proposal and the Committee is interested in their reactions to this. Would 
the regional approach help or hinder governmental activity? How would this type of 
regional planning solve some problems or l10uld it create difficulties? 

Mayor Charles Glander made the first statement. 

Mayor Glander: I'd like to begin by offering for your benefit some things that I said 
to the Ohio Local Government Services Study Commission because I tid.:k that in some 
of these areas your work overlaps. My comments to them tie readily to what you're 
discussing this morning--the regional proposal for regional government. 

Contrary to what I think is the popular notion, at least in Upper Arlington, a 
bedroom community here in Franklin County of nearly 40,000 people, they do not want 
to be 3 bastion of local self government apart from the rest of the metropolitan area. 
We need some form of metropolitan government very badly--regional government, if you 
wtl.}~. The counties would be an acceptable form of government, if they were reorganized, 
but ont~ 0--' the tragedies of the state government's mistrust of local government that 
I see in Ohio today is the grant of new permissive sources of taxation to the county 
which are still organized as they were in horse and buggy days. And this is not to 
be taken acainst the Franklin County government or commissioners either. Many ser
vices could be centralized in an organized county government or a metropolitan cor
poration--uater and sewer services are the obvious examples--so might police and fire 
service8. transportation, and others. The most important thing, hO\'lever, is to per
mit our existing communities through their existing policy-making bodies, like councils, 
to choose to handle higher levels or services than other communities might wish to 
handle, if they're willing to pay for them. This is true even if we talk about metro· 
politan or regional government. So let's provide for this through user charges or 
locally levied piggyback taxes, for example, and other local options also available to 
existing councils, where they do no harm to the region as a whole. I've said publicly 
on many occasions, so I'll say it again, I \~ould annex Upper Arlington to Columbus if 
I could be assured that certain essential services to our citizens and residents at 
the level of services pre,ently provided "ould continue. Our people generally pay 
more and Bet less outside help than other communities. They are willing to pay more 
for a higher level of services, and they ought to have the higher level of services 
if they wish, even with regional or metropolitan government. If we are to have met
ropolitan government--county or otherwise--the numb~r of people on the county commis· 
sian should be increased--not just three. That optimum number would be more like 
nine and there should be a professional manager. The council or the coumission, 
whatever you propose to call it, should have the power of policy-making function. It 
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should not be a full-time position, it should be 8 part-time position, with pay 
to compensate for the time spent. You have to have a professional administrator who 
is full-time who is well paid, and to whom all administrative powers are delegated, 
save only if a majority of the policy making body deems them under their control-
basically the right to hire and fire the professional management. I do not believe 
in this day and age of delivering services to people that we should have an elected 
administrator, and that lJould be one of the first things I would suggest to you to 
draft. t~e simply should stop providing more partisan political opportunities and 
all that goes with them, because even though I happen to be a political partisan, 
there are too many political races, locally and throughout the state. So I like your 
draft, or at least the thrust of the draft. I am, h~lever, very concerned about the 
size of the regions, and of course we don't know what size yet because the draft 
doesn't tell us how many there are to be in the state. Many counties would have no 

. interest in the services we're talking about, so I think it's very important if these 
regional units of government are to be created that they be carefully dralln and li 
mited in size to what is today a feasible area for providing common services. 

Mr. Kramer: On that point, Mayor Glander, the draft does provide for setting up what 
you might call service districts within the region. Do you think that that might help 
to alleviate the problem that you were just talking about? 

Mayor Glander: That might, I recognize that, and that was wisely put in, but ate,_ 
those sub-areas to have the power of taxation? So, for example, if you had to solve 
the Columbus transit problem, would you just pick a sub-area smaller than the regional 
unit of government and tax only that to solve the problem? Because if the whole re
gional area covers 5 or 6 counties, it's just an exercise in futility. 

Mr. Kramer: IIDividing into districts for purposes of services and taxation." 

Mrs. Orfirer: . One of the other advantages that I think pertains to this, Mayor, is 
this gradual assumption of functions by the regions so that it might in one case only 
take on tlater and in another case, only take on transportation, and in some cases, both. 

r~. Gotherman: Mayor Glander has done a good job of setting the stage and I would 
just like to make a couple of observations. I think one is the fact that depending 
upon whether you come from a city that has a city manager or a city mayor form of 
government, you have some different opinions about whether or not there should be a 
limitation. in the constitution at least, on what kinds of structure you can have. 
You would get some pretty strong arguments that there should be provisions for elected 
executive officers. 

I think you will find very few people that will disagree that there are some 
functions that ought to be provided on a wider basis, whether we're talking about 
regions. counties, or uhatever. I don't know what the terms would be. On the other 
hand, I think that we have some quarrel with the structure of the regional government 
proposed in the draft, one that is going to be a very general unit of government with 
general governmental powers, really unknown now in the Constitution. I believe that 
the draft provides a lack of flexibility in a unit that we really have to have a lot 
of flexibility in, because it's experUnental--at least in Ohio, it is an experimental 
model, and I have a feeling that it is throughout the whole country. We feel that 
there are very few, if any, legal impediments to the General Assembly in prOViding 
the form, structure, pmJers, duties and functions of local government, or regional 
governaent, and I feel the Constitution Is not a proper form to structure something 
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that Dhould be as flexible as what we're talking about today. 

Mrs. Hessler: I would naree with you. but the one concern I have is the home rule 
provicion. 

Mr. Cotherman: The home rule provisions are really not so much broad grants of power 
to cities as they are rather specific limitations on the General Assembly as to what 
they may do to local government, and I think very wisely they are expressed tn terms 
of limitations. So let's just evaluate what those lUnitations are. In the area of 
local self government, as the case law has developed, only chartered municipalities 
today have the ability to control the destiny of their local self govc~nment, through 
their charter, against the will of the General Assembly. It is entirely possible for 
the General Assembly to regulate the nonchartered municipalities in matters of local 
self government. In the area of police power, and I think that some of the things that 
you are concerned with are in the area of police power--zoning power, subdivision 
regulations--the conflict clause governs. "If there is a conflict, the General As
sembly uill prevail." And I don't see how you make that any broader in terms of 
giving the state the upper hand of control in the area of police power--because when 
there is a conflict the local exercise of police power is simply invalid. In the area 
of utilities, municipalities have a rather broad grant of utility powers. Perhaps 
that is the only area where it is questionable whether the General Assembly could pass 
1m-7s dealing only with nunicipal utilities. We have 0'70 or three " "'ctrines in Ohio 
that are judicially imposed--first of all there is the question of just what is home 
rule, the powers of local self-government, and the so-called statewide concern doc
trine--an announcement by the courts that there are some things which affect areas 
outside of the city which are too broad to be considered powers of local self-govern
ment. He have the sewa~e disposal case which decided many years ago that the state 
could regulate how municipal utilities affected the streams and waters of Ohio. We 
have the recent Painesville case which holds that the General Assembly may regulate 
electric utilities which cut across more than one municipality. The statewide concern 
doctrine, as we know it, uhich is perhaps a misnomer, is viable, very much alive, and 
the courts have repeated that 85 times change and as circumstances of society change, 
what is local in nature and what is broader than local in nature will chan2P - !~ the 
ares of municipal employees there is a section in the Constitut:ion claat has been used 
in one case which says that the General Assembly may le~islate for the general welfare 
of employees and they've used that to uphold the police and fireman pension fund. 
hnd to change these governmental relationships would make a lot of business for the 
lawyers of Ohio. Existing law is not all that ullclear really if you kno'(~ how to find it 
and what to look for. I think changing it would have a real traumatic effect on the 
courts of Ohio. 

Mrs. Hessler: Could the state legislature under the present Constitution set up a 
regional government with the power to control and plan for growth and development on 
a regional basis? 

Mr. Gotherman: I don't think that there's any question about it. The zoning power, 
subdivision regulations--these are all police powers. The state of Ohio may choose 
to exercise police powers, through the General Assembly, through the board of county 
commissioners--and to the extent that they choose to actually exercise police powers, 
if they are really in the business of regulating, there is no question in my opinion 
that they will prevail over local zoning regulations. 



lire. lleoG1er: Le.t me aol: you again another question. Hhat response do you think you 

would Cet from the cities of Ohio to adopting the Fordham principle? Sn the home rule 

provicions--simply sayin~ that the city can exervise any power not prohibited by the 
legislature. 

Hr. Gotherman: The Fordham principle presumably started off with nothinn in the 
books. He start off l1i~h title 1 of the Revised Code that was enacted in 1902 prior 
to the home rule amendment, which in many instances tries to grant powers but in 
grantinv them Title 7 operates to restrict municipali~ies. If you enact the Fordham 
principle, then I thiru; you have to require the General Assembly to start over from 
scratch and re-enact the statutes that they want to heve on the books, because most 
of '!:1tle 7 pre-date. 1'ot,le rule, and most of it \-70uld be restrictive. He'd be taking 
a nieantic Btep backwarrla a8 far as day to day operation of municipalities. That's 
one tlllSUCr to it, and the other answer is why is that any better than the present 
syst~\ concerning the brood grant of home rule powerc' It seems to me that there 
are rather specific limitations on what the General Asoembly can do, and those limi
~Q~io"o y~e not as ~~oa~ aD oue fui~h~ thil~. 

~tts. Hessler: Well, I'm always reluctant to give a legislative power to courts. I 
don't think that's where it belongs, and I think that is where it is nou. 

Mr. Gotherman: Most issues are well settled now. I think that if you change the pro
visions, no matter what you do, you create the same situation that existed after 1912, 
snd that 1s a redefinition of those relationships. ~nd what the courts have to do is 
resolve the disputes between levels of government, and levela of government will have 
'~isputes. There's no question about that • 

.' 

Nayor Glander: I think that the Ohio Supreme Court, which is really where the con
struction questions wind up, has a singular reluctance to reconstrue anything. For 
example, I really think that there are areas where there should have been reconstruc
tion and there has not. One of the reasons cities have not responded to the needs of 
their residents is because of these arbitrary restrictions. What you suggest would 
put the General Assembly in a position to restrict or preempt the ability of these 
cities and villages to respond to any of the other needs, other than taxes--you're 
already limited on tax sources. I think it's considerable mistrust at the state level 
of the ability and the perceptiveness and sensitivity of local officials. I am op· 
posed to permitting the General Assembly, which all too often doesn't Imow the problems, 
to restrict the powers of local government. Recently the Supreme Court decided a case 
State ex reI. v. Crystal,involvlng the City of North Olmsted. That city wanted to 
use a financing method, well known in other states, and in Ohio that involved the 
formation of a private nonprofit corporation which issued revenue bonds to build a 
building--Arlington built a city hall this way--and lease it to the city and when the 
bonds are retired the building eventually becomes the property of the city. Now the 
purpose of this, admittedly, is to do two things--No. 1, the Internal Revenue Service 
will hold that this nonprofit agency is really an agency of the city, and the bond
holder gets tax-free income. No.2, the debt is not counted against the city as city 
debt until this case uas decided and here the court said No, what you can't do directly 
you can't do indirectly, and therefore you can use this method of financing. rbw 
what this means is that the city was way over its constitutional, or "indirectll debt 
limitation. The court should have realized that the constitutional debt limitations 
were developed at a time l1hen cities relief almost exclusively on property taxes for 
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tt	 raisine revenue and they are expressed in terms of percentages of the property tax 
base. How we have a nC\1 tax source, the income tax. The court should have recon
strucd the constitutional debt limitation provision to say that where it can be demon
strated that the bonds through this other financing source are retired out of a rev
enue source other than property tax, the constitutional debt limitations don't apply. 

•	 Mrs. Eriksson: Our Finance and Taxation Committee is Going to be considering that. 

Hr. Gotherman: Perhaps the most critical issue that the Constitutional Revision Com
mission should deal with is debt and taxation, as far as local go'!~rnment is con
cerned. 

•	 Mayor Glander: Either abrogate that decision by an amendment to the Constitution, 

• 

or provide that a city uhich adopts at least a 1'7'0 income tax may have tuice the con
stitutional debt limit because it has twice the revenue raising capabilities. 
Another thing bothers me. If you treat this thing constitutionally, where do we 
Hind up in terms of preemption of tax sources? If a reGional government enters into 
any tax field, does it then preempt local governments: If you don't anSl~er this 
question, it's an open question for the court, and the result may be another pre
emption	 doctrine. 

• 
~~. Gotherman: Municipalities feel strongly about including a ne6,~ion of preemption 
1n any provision in the Constitution that deals with cranting taxing pouers to 
another unit of governncnt. I think you should deal l~ith that in your draft, unless 
it's simply a broad grant to the General Assembly to decide what powers these re
gional governments are Going to have and say that they have taxing power but it 
doesn't	 preempt. And lIe could deal with the General Lssembly on those matters. 

• 
Hr. Haslar: I have some comments, but cannot speak for the county coonnissioners 
generally because as you Imow our counties vary in size from little Vinton County 
to Cuyahoga and some problems they sLmply do not have in common at all. I would 

• 

agree that there are certain areas where regionalism is most important. You can't 
do anything about air pollution in the City of Cleveland and do the job. Drainage, 
~olid tJaste disposal, even the tax base often are problems crossing county lines and 
city lines. But I would rather go slowly before I leaped and we must be careful 
about hOll things will be interpreted in the courts. It's better not to put something 
in the Constitution if it needs so much interpretation. In most cases, county com

• 

missioners will have differences of opinion--we have the metropolitan counties, the 
middle-sized counties end the smaller ones. We have problems that are really regional. 
In northl1estern Ohio the biggest problem is drainage. In other areas, we have strip 
mining problems, roadslide, and so forth. In southwestern Ohio, we never heard of 
a drainaGe problem. Regional problems, I believe,should be defined as those created 
by nature, not necessarily man-made. You can't control the way water drains. You 
can control it but you can't decide which way it's going to drain, either into Lake 
Erie or	 the Ohio River. lThat the counties really need is power to deal Hith problems 
Hithout	 haVing to go to the legislature each time. He 1I0uid like to have a little 
more room and a little more authority to operate. lnlcn I first came up here I asked 

• the leeislators for the tools tb do the job, and we got the permissive taxes. We 
have done our best with them. We have 30 counties in the sales tax bUSiness, over 
30 in the license tax Dnd I think there are 5 ilL the real estate transfer tax. So 
even though it was political suicide in many cOlnties, the county commissioners had 
the cuts to do it and did it, and it's been their salvation. 

•
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Hr. Haslar noted the difficulty of forming regions to take into consideration
 
all the problems involvcd--economic, geographica, topocraphic, size, etc. He also
 
noted that counties were still treated as in the "horse Ilnd buggy" days, that they
 
perform t~ny functions that most people need but are not aware of who does it, and
 
that many sections of the Code need to be changed--such as one that requires that
 
the county jail be whiteuashed four times a year, even if it is a new jaU--in
 
order to bring county operations into the 20th century.
 

~~. }~slar: Counties have not been sitting around doina nothing. Cuyahoga County 
has tried to get a charter since 1934, but the present charter provisions are ~
possible, almost, and ~1e should try to revise the provisions for a charter in the 
Constitution. We tried the alternative form; Lucas and ~~ntgomery have tried it; 
Hamilton County has tried several times. 

~~. Gotherman: We would feel that there is need for areater flexibility to provide 
area-wide services. lIe have great doubts about the wisdom or the possibility of 
describing those matters in the Constitution. As I see a Constitution, the state 
of Ohio has all governnental powers granted to states under the federal constitution. 
Therefore a provision lil~e this is more likely to be Viet'led by courts-at least I 
would think as a limitation on the total grant of the plenary power of the state. 
Hhat: ~'1elre fearful of ic that the Constitution will prescribe standards for a form 
of government that is experimental in nature which are either so specific but not 
specific enough, or so broad that they can't be utilized, and there would be no way 
to correct it. We feel it would be better to try to accomplish what you want to do 
by legiolation. 

Dr. Cunningham: Our duty as members of the Constitutional Commission is to give 
frameworks of government (enabling acts) and let the legislature determine what 
~~y or may not be done on a certain area. Should it not be a question of whether 
or not we need a regional form of government depending upon area and involving ttme, 
place and circumstance? A rural area may not need or want regionalism unless it 
involved something Witil reference to pure water or pure air or something of that 
sort. Dut in the metropolitan area of Cincinnati, or of Cleveland it could well 
involve a county but a group of counties and in certain areas it might involve parts 
of t"10 or more states. Houldn' t something like Toronto, which is a municipal fed
eralism, or Miami, which is a county type of federalism, be the solution? It could 
be completely optional. 

Committee members and participants discussed 101hether a regional government 
should be an association of existing subdivisions or consist of representatives 
elected to represent the people in the area. 

Mayor Glander: You shouldn't arbitrarily divide the state up into regional govern
ments, including the elected representatives from these small counties which couldn't 
care less. That's what would happen when you get an arbitrary division of the state 
into several regions. Some of the elected representatives who do not care and will 
not ,rork, may obstruct the delivery of these services in these sub-areas. ~~. 

Gotherman has said that we don't need anything in the Constitution here--all we need 
is legislation. I disagree, because the utility area is one area that is still open 
as to ~Alat decision we ~et between state law and municipal law. And yet the utili 
ties area which in the broadest sense is probably the biggest pressing area, for 
metropolitan areas today. Take water, sewage and s~lage disposal in our metropoli 
tan area here, in Franl~lin County. l.Je need to provide those services on a regional 
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basis, I don't think anybody could seriously disagree about that in 1972. I am the 
mayor of .1 suburban community, and we need some changes in this field. He get charged 
by Columbus for some percentage on top of what they charce their own people but the 
crime of the whole thinG is Columbus can't even tell you l7hat its costs are. And 
it's foolish to continua to have that service provided by Columbus only because it's 
already Got a couple of plants on each side, water and s~~age disposal, and therefore 
can handle it, but we don't even know what the cost of delivering the service is. 
This is an area where '10 do need some constitutional help, I th~nk. The one thing 
you've got in your draft here that appeals to me is a grant of power to take those, 
with reasonable compensation, so there is the ability to get those which would have 
to be the nucleus of any water and sewage system. You get those Cut of the hands of 
a limited jurisdiction and into the hands of the region, that it has to serve, and 
that I think needs constitutional help. The legislature may not be able to mandate 
that. 

Mr. Cotherman: There is a Cuyahoga County court case going on that right nOlh I 
believe the General Assembly has power to exercise eminent domain over public property 
as well as private property. 

Mrs. Sowle: Could they delegate that authority then to a region? 

Hr. Gotherman: I don't see l~hy they couldn;t, but no onc could g1 1 arantee you. 

~~s. Orfirer: I wonder if we might try to do just a little bit of summing up at 
this point. As I read it, we are all in quite substantial agreement in some areas 
of function--that there is a need for some kind of regionalism. I get a reflection 
here of llhat I think everyone in the state feels. All of us in one direction or 
another have some doubts about certain bodies solving certain problems. l~e're con
cerned about counties in some instances not having enough power or not being a large 
enough arca to handle certain problems. We wonder what kind of role the courts should 
play, and whether they should exercise a legislative role. We have Some feelings 
that while the General Assembly may have certain powers, they don't always use them 
or don't know how to use them. And we are concerned about what ww are going to put 
into a Constitution, because it is going to be so very long lasting and difficult 
to change. Perhaps the General Assembly already has certain of these powers but 
they are not always the quickest to respond to needs that are present. 

}~. Gothcrman: I feel that the General Assembly is perhaps the most representative 
body thnt I can think o(t~~e people of the State of Ohio. Perhaps the people of the 
State of Ohio are not responsive to needs for regionalism, but it seems to me that 
~he General Assembly has reacted to regional problems. It reacts every session, and 
I work rather directly uith their reaction. The only thing that I tbink ne can say 
is that they have not yet found it expedient, desirable, or considered the possibil 
ity of enacting legislation that deals with more than special functions. They have 
so far dealt with area-llide problems as specific problems and have attempted to find 
solutions, but I have every faith in the world that they are perfectly capable, com
petent, and will deal llith regional problems in a general area of government the 
same that they have dealt l1ithin the terms of special authorities. There is no evi
dence that they are unresponsive. I think they are in step with what the people 
want to do. 

ij::. Loelie( •. Perhaps it 110uld have been bettec to see if we agree on l7hat the al
ternatives are to the droft the committee has pcesented, and to spell them out, and 
explore uhether one might be more feasible or practical than another in terms of 
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political situation. Number 1, which has some reason to be of high priority, is the 
state I s 03nd the federal Government requirements. I thinl, that is going to be an over~·.··:.', 
riding influence in providing regionalism, because the federal government requires 
planning organizations--'7e may make use of them for more than just planning--or we 
may just use them for that, but this June 1973, is the deadline for funding for 
areas that do not have regions providing services in the planning ~rea. I think 
it's going to be very important and that's going to move the Governor to institete 
the regional forms, and they will sort of be the tail that may wag the dog in terms 
of "'hat the boundary lines may be. The second choice is the county charter route, 
which has been basically unsuccessful, and the two sides of that one are the exclu
sive powers for counties and the nonexclusive, and I think the best chance we would 
have if we ever got a county charter would be the nonexclusive, where the county 
would be equal to municipalities and not overriding. This would hurt in terms of 
getting the sewer turned over in a metropolitan region, but practically speaking, 
you are not going to get that. So if we go the charter route, it appears that the 
nonexclusive or the concurrent powers would prevail. But if we ever got a county that 
could get a charter, as the confidence in that county's ability to get the job done 
increased, it would become evident that local government 'las a place in which we would 
place our conficence, and let's then turn the water and s~~er over to them, because 
it seems like the best l1ay to get it done, and there is no longer a political stigma 
attached. But you're Boing to have to wait a long time before that happens, and 
some of the problems may get worse before they get better. I'm an evolutionist with 
regard to this. The third choice is to let the General i~ssembly:..act on counties, 

and one of the choices, not necessarily the best, is to classify counties, to sive 
the county certain structures because of population, and you can always change the 
population figure in the General Assembly, and give larzer counties stren3ths that 
rural counties do not need, and the fourth choice would be the General Asse mbly's 
action on regions without a constitutional amendment. The legislature can create 
regions but may not have the power to give the regions the exclusive po~,ers that 
you are talking about. TIlat is, to be able to take over sewer and water services; 
that uould be a higher body in some respects than the local communities. I believe 
that letting the General Assembly cope with it is a viable way. Whether they do or 
don't is certainly up to the pressures on them to move in that direction. Frankly, 
1 don't see them moving too soon without a prod from the public, but at the same 
time, the last choice, constitutional revision, will be difficult to obtain. With 
regard to the creation of regions, I really think we should spell out what uill be 
the status of, particularly, counties--what is going to happen to counties. Are you 
going to urge that they fade away, are you going to urge that they become districts 
of the recions--are you going to urge that they assume more powers and the regions 
do other things--. The final choice is the constitutional revision, detailed as 
you have spelled out, a general, short section of the Constitution which says that 
the General Assembly shall provide by general law for the organization and government 
of regions--now that doesn't provide for exclusive power, and all the details that 
you have spelled out in your draft, but it seems to me that this is an option that 
you might think about. Hell, those are the five alternatives, and it would seem to 
me that the rounty route, ~matever it might be, is the best chance for providing 
local Bovernment. And despite the fact that you are concerned with having many 
counties involved in these regions, if you can begin uith one strong, central county, 
perhaps Cuyahoga County and the Northeast area, you could do a tremendous amount of 
good there. Some day it may evolve to multi-counties. Good county government is 
essential. 
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Mr. Maslar: Hamilton County and Cincinnati have a sewer agreement at present. 
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There are many countien that are getting into mental health and retardation facili 
ties, and have joineq,together in regions by geographic choice, and so forth. A 
good example of regionalism is Delaware County joining 'dth Richland County to pro
vide a juvenile retention center. Many of these things are being done presently 
by agreement. 

Mrs. Hessler: Mr. Loewe, you question whether the assembly has the right to give 
a regional government that it has set up the power to overrule municipalities and 
counties. Obviously, they have the power to overrule counties unless you had a 
county charter, but 1n the case of municipalities, I agree you also suggest the 
state and the federal influence can provide regionalism through p0we¥~ of the purse. 
If the state requires that certain things be done and agrees to pay for them, you 
can bet that the municipalities would be glad to have the regional government do it. 
The reason we have a county-wide sewer district in Hamilton County is because the 
state helps. So there's a lot of leverage that the state has, to force regional 
governments if they want to do so and they have. 

Mayor Glander: The one problem with that, and it's the same problem that you get 
into with agreements, is that you~ll wind up with all these single purpose districts 
proliferating. And that's just every bit as bad as what we know today is bad ••• 
which is the proliferation of municipalities in this state--over 300 of them with 
their o,m laws and income tax and forms to file, and the rest of it. And in that 
sense, ,,,e really do need some kind of standardized regional COIl1l'Wtn.•y government 
that is multi-purpose. 

Mrs. Sowle: I'd like to pursue that just a little bit and ask you, Mayor Glander, 
whether special purpose district proliferation is all bad? It's been mentioned that 
one county might not prefer to go with the major counties or such matters as juvenile 
detention, however it might be a natural to go with a major county for water and 
sewer, and other things. In other words, different functions require different 
regions for their implementation, and maybe in a sixth alternative, they could 
operate in a combination of these, growing out of the functions. 

Mayor Glander: I can agree with Mrs. Sowle when you approach it from that standpoint-
from geography, population, and that other factors perhaps dictate different regions. 
But let's go back to the other viewpoint, which worries me most--and speaking now 
just as a plain, everyday ordinary citizen of the state--I am concerned if I cantt 
get a handle on who is raising what revenue from me and how they're spending it. 
And presumably it is going to be a time in this state, before we can grant powers 
to tax to special districts. They're going to have to go to the people, and that's 
the only 'lay therefore people are really going to have a hand in special purpose 
districts, and if they proliferate--if there are 8 or 10 of them in the area where 
I happen to have my residence, at any given moment, I'm going to control them through 
the power to raise funds, and if I canit get response from them in direct action, 
I'm going to vote against their tax issue, and I think if you multiply me by all 
the people, you're going to get a hamstrung situation. 

Mr. Kramer: I think it's important to look at the committee's draft where the com
mittee started on it, and that is that we are going to have regions, and we have 
them in some extent now--regional planning agencies, councils of governments and, 
generally, the estimation is that these things are for the most part not accomplish
ing their intended purpose. The federal government is increasing the pressure on 
the states to provide for regional planning. I think that is an important starting 
point: if everyone agrees that there are regional problems that should be solved 
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on a regional basis. you cnn approach that in two ways. either through a general pur
pose government which has a number of functions or on an ad hoc individual basis ac
cording to function. The committee draft takes the approach that if you're going to 
have region. for planning purposes that the functions should be related to planning. 
so the region which does the planning should also encompass the area in which the 
services are going to be provided. And I think everyone would recognize that this 
kind of a system requires compromises with respect to boundaries, because there isn't 
any boundary which is correct for every purpose. There's also then a provision made 
for dividing the regions up into service districts as that may be necessary. so that 
it should be a general purpose government along with the planning. As far as the 
ability of the General Assembly to do this now. the Constitution of Ohio presently 
antedates the system of local government that we have now. The constitution recognizes 
the present system. Even though the General Assembly through the years has created 
a number of special purpose districts. I wonder whether it might be too much for the 
General Assembly to create what amounts to a new general purpose unit of government 
having taxing and general powers in a broad range of functions. Does the General As
sembly have power under the Constitution to delegate a portion of its power to a leg
islative body of a regional unit of government? That is a very basic constitutional 
question that weare concerned with here. 

Mr. Cotherman: Courts generally review the decision of the policy making body as 
being the proper public policy so long as it is not limited by the Constitution and 
I really think that that is not a realistic question to raise about how broad the 
legislative authority of the state to assume as a policy making decision. I think 
your function should be to review the Constitution to see where it has limited the 
power of the state to act, because it is clear to me that under the federal constitu
tion the state has the p~~er to act in all these areas we are talking about. Your 
problem 1s only to the degree that the state or the General Assembly are limited to 
ac~ by the Ohio Constitution. The problem with putting the regional proposal in the 
Constitution is that I don't know what ltmitations you would create on the state to 
act in terms of regionaliam. If the federal government changes its tune about financ
ing. if the Constitution talks about these regions in terms of review, then do we 
cut off federal money because we now can't fit our revi~1 agencies to the federal 
statute that will be enacted some time in the future? I think that I just stmply 
disagree with the concept of the draft. If you want to mandate regions it should just 
be done in a very general way--to simply say, there shall be regions, or you may 
create regions by general law and provide for their organization, and their performance 
of functions and duties and provide by general law for the trans£errence of functions 
between local governments and regions. and then put whatever controls you want on it. 
Basically, structure them generally so that the Constittition does not further ltmit 
the power of the state to act, in what I think are the very dynamic isaues of the 
times. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Mr. Hummell, you've been quiet this morning and I think we'd like to 
hear from you. 

Mr. Hummell: I have a statement prepared which I would like to present. I do repre
sent an association of tmfllship officials, but our association has taken no position 
on this draft. As I see it, perhaps there are three purposes behind this: one for 
the needs of state programs--to provide for uniform districts for the various state 
programs. I think there may be sound reasons why, for example, the Industrial Com
mission sets certain districts for its functions, and different districts for the 
Department of Taxation, and so forth. and to force these state departments into 
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uniform st<lte districts minht possibly create greater problems than it would solve. 
Another aGpect is that we are creating these districts at least in part to work with 
federal programs. More clearly, as expressed here this morning, we are creating a 
new level of government l1ith a duplication of powers already being exercised and 
additional powers, and this is where we get into the more controversial subjects and 
questions. The legislature, when it enacts statutes and limitations on local govern
ment, is too often too prone to use the word "shall" in their statutes instead of 
"may." I think this creates a number of problems, particularly \tIith county and t~·m
ship government, and perhaps also with municipal government. My statement deals 
primarily l1ith the suggestions that we would like to see considered in the Constitu
tion which 't-1ould be of benefit to the people in the state llho resid~ in the unincor
porated areas. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Thank you, and if you would like to spent a few minutes telling us 
the gist of what you would like to say, we would like to hear it. We won't ask you 
to read the whole thing, ~~. Hummell, but we would be interested in your main argu
ments. 

Mr. Hummell: The statement is directed to the home rule provisions of the Constitu
tion and the fact that this goes back to 1912 when the provisions were adopted for 
the benefit of municipal corporations. We think that there was good reason in 1912 
to do this. There have been changes in the population and nay of life of the state 
since 1912 't'1hich I think indicate that some of these home rule pow~" J, or some con
sideration in that area, should be given to granting similar authority to the unin
corporated areas. Very briefly, this is the theme of the statement, ~nd we're all 
quite aware that today the population pattern in Ohio has changed drastically, since 
1912. People have moved to suburbia; we still have the concentration of business 
and industry in the core city, and this tremendous change in population pattern has 
not been dealt with at all by constitutional change. I think there is not a sub
stantial amount of revision needed in the constitution to meet this problem, but I 
think also that it is not acceptable to merely legislate a solution. So I do comment 
to the members of this Commission the remainder of this statement. 

Mrs. Orfirer: I appreciate l-1hat you feel is needed in the l-1ay of constitutional 
change, for the townships, and it will be gone into very thoroughly. I wonder if 
you could tell me if you see the granting of the home rule powers to the townships 
or the unincorporated areas as being affected in any way by the creation of regions. 

Mr. Hummell: That is hard to answer because the regional concept is still so na-1. 

Mr. Loewe: I had a couple of comments that were regarding the draft itself. Re
ferring ~o the numbered parts of the summary: Number tllO states that if the General 
Assembly fails to act on the creation of the boundaries for the regions, then the 
boundaries would go into effect--but what good are regions with boundaries, but no 
powers of organization? That is a question that I would like to pose. It says that 
the regions would go into effect after a certain period of time, but if the General 
Assembly failed to act, you'd have boundary lines but that's all. 

Mr. GotherQan: The problem is that if the draft was designed to be general, it was 
too specifiC, and if it was designed to be specific, then it is too general. If 
you are very general, you put your faith in the General Assembly and tell them, give 
them directions and let them do it--or you have to write a telephone book and end 
up with a provision in renionalism that is longer than the Constitution. And it 
seems to me that when faced with those two alternatives, there is no middle ground 
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for you to take, and you have to compromise. 

Mr. Loewe: Number 3 refers to the statutory from of general law, and one suggestion 
that I might make would be that you provide for the classification of regions. Per
mit the General Assembly to classify regions, and that uould take care of Dolph '~'J:'l. 

Norton's problem, of creating regions carte blanche across the state with the same 
basic statutory powers for all of them. You could classify the regions; you could 
create a minimum activity type of region for some of the rural areas particularly, 
and maximum regional activities for metropolitan areas. 

Mrs. Orfirer: We feel that this is provided for in this draft by permitting differ
ent regions.to assume powers as they see fit. 

Mr. Kramer: There's provision for the special act also. On the question of the 
General Assembly "shall provide for the form of government!:, the Constitution says 
the General Assembly !h!!! provide for the organization and government of counties 
and municipal corporations--you can't say anything more. Certainly, it is possible 
for the General Assembly to ignore the mandate to provide for form of government. 
but I don't know anything more that you could possibly do. 

Mr. Loewe; Also, in Number 3, I was glad to see you changed the appointed repre
sentatives to elected--the reason I say that is that officials appointed from va
rious units will have a rough time giving enough time to legislative duties. 

Mr. Gotherman: Could I comment on that? It seems to me that in Cincinnati. the 
city manager was saying that you don't create a brand new legislative body that may 
have had no experience and may not know what the problems are, but rather bring in 
the units of government and let them be represented, at least partially. on the 
legislative board. People ~·,ho represented the black community in the city or the ..; .' 
suburban uhite community feel that they want to have a definite authoritative voice 
in any regional government that is set up. They want to be part of it not just as 
a constituent, but as an elected official with whatever conflicts they have to live 
with. 

Mr. Gother~an: 1 think they should have the ability to put the Mayor of Columbus 
on this regional council. 

Mr. Kramer: But isn't there a constitutional problem if this is going to be a 
general unit of government with a legislative body? Don't you have a problem of 
equal representation? How can you have a ten member legislative body with five 
members elected and five appointed from existing units of various sizes? I'm not 
so sure that you couldn't do this, if this is the case, by authorizing legislation. 

Mr. Kra~er: If you had any elected representatives, I don't see how you could have 
a combination of elected and appointed representatives. each having an equal vote 
in a legislative body. because if you have any elected representatives. they have 
to be representing equal numbers of people. The cases have been really clear on 
this. 

Mr. Gotherman: In this draft. you haven't convinced me that you're talki~ about a 
general unit of government yet. It may be the regional transit authority in Frank
lin County and the metropolitan sewer district in Hamilton County. Let the General 
Assembly deal with the problem as flexibly as they can. 
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Mr .·.·Kramer: The draft anticipat.es that they would be general government units 
• because they have the ability to take on a wide range of functions. 

Mr. Gotherman: I guess that's my main quarrel with the draft. It is not possible 
to anticipate all the problems that you are going to encounter with an experimental 
model government and therefore the structuring that you provide in the Constitution 
becomes not a grant of anything but a ILmitation on what the state can do, and 

.. that's what I object to, I think, more than anything else. 

Mrs. Hessler: It's now a double question--has there ever been a court test of the 
one man-one vote principle as applied to special authorities and districts, and is 
there any reason why the state could not combine special districts or put existing 
special districts under a regional government like Twin Cities?.. 
Mr. Kramer: Special districts don't meet the test of a. general unit of government. 

Mrs. Orfirer: It could continue to exist under the region, as an arm of the region. 

• Mr. Gotherman: I'm inclined to think that it's not practical to just assume that 
every·thinG uould go on under the regional government. 

• 

~k. LaetIe: In Number 4, and this is the key to the setting up of the regions-
give them the ability to make and enforce plans, etc. for the reg .....,-,'.. This basic 
function of making and enforcing--surely this word "enforcing" compliance ....lith plans 
for regions or parts thereof implies a granting of the zoning powers, subdivision 
regulations, health, etc. for the entire region. It's a pretty strong transfer of 
powers from local government to a region, and the viability of getting that accom
plished even early in the came would be very difficult. I think that's going to 
be a real problem, even though, if you are going to have the power to make plans, 
eomebody should have the power to enforce them• .. Mrs. Orfircr: I wonder if there are any comments from those of you in the audience. 
If not, then we thank you very much for being here, and 'Ie 1'1ould welcome you back 
this afternoon, and we thank all of you gentlemen. 
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Afternoon • 
Participants in the afternoon ~-rere .C.amd.s8ion members Orfirer, Vlilson, Ocasek" 

Hessler" SCIIle, and Cunningham. 

Mrs. UZ Brownell, representing the State League of Hanen Voters submitted a statement(. • 
Lou Briggs pf the Columbus League accompanied her. 

Mrs. Brownelll The League has supported this corx:ept of a regional 8uthoritY'-particu
larly to achieve air qua11ty aDd water quality standards• Environmentally" we support 
a regional Epproach to solve these problems. But ",e do feel that while regional gav1i. 
is an efficient and equitable way of providing these c ommun1.ty services and also others • 
that you have mentioned in your draft" we are concerned that some services still be 
retained at the local level. Ue Ire not sure which functions should be performed at 
any specific level. 

The League supports the idea of people bei~ able to choose their form of govt." 
we have long supported that counties should provide their own charters. He support the • 
~dea of changing the required majority for adopting a county charter to a simple majority 
vate rather than the special majorities. In sane areas of the state, the Le8f.ues feel 
that the county may be the most viable form of govt. for that areah vie are concerned 
With the responsiveness of local govt., and believe that no change ~·rl.ll take place in 
the state until people have confidence in their local gavts. As far as determination 
of functions and services of govt o , and whioh level should deliver them, we have believed • 
that the Constitution should provide maximum fiexibiUty to allow local and state govt•• 
to share powers. Local govt. should be given all pCMers not specifically prohibited 
by state law, and this allows initiative both at the state and the local levels. but 
it encourages the state to take leadership in the matters in which is can accanpl1sh 
the 1Il0st. The key to any effort to provide regional services is to provide the power 
of taxation, and we want to reiterate that ,,'e feel the local govt. committee should • 
work closely with the finance and taxation canmittee in this area. And finally we 
want to stress again what we have stressed before, that we really must look caretu~ ~t 
whether the proposed draft would make a good constituti ona provision. It mq be too 
detailed. The fundamental material is what is important to the league as constitutiol141 
material, and perhaps some of this material would be better on a statutory basis. ~Te 
know that there need to be solutions to ~ of the problems listed: trasnportation, • 
water, sewage•••but we canlt predict what services we will need in the future and often 
these things are interpreted rather narrOt-Tly by the courts. And I think that f s our 
feeling on this. 

Mrs. Orfirert that is the League's attitude toward the question raised this moming,
 
Hhether we should provide an appointive legislative body? •
 

Mrs. Briggs. I think our members vlould feel that elected officials would be more 
responsive. 

Mrs. Hessler: Do you feel that any constitutional problema with setting up decentrali 
zation within cities are present? I assume that you are not going so far as to say • 
that there should be a constitutional authority for breaking cities up, yet decentrali. 
zation seems necessary In sane cases. 
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Mrs. Brownell: I agree that I donlt think it is a constitutional problem. 

1:oman in Audience: Isn't the problem of decentralization in cities re~ated to the 
taxing problems--that you cannot have different levels of taxation in different parts 
of the city? 

Mrs Hessler2 I think taxing themselves to provice more services would have to be on a 
voluntary basis. I don't think lfe could constitutionally permit an area within a city 
to vote themselves more taxes which everyone would have to pay. 

Mr. Kramer: There must be unifonnity of property taxation within a taxine-, district, and 
I think the same is true of the ioo ane tax and all of the other existing sources of 
municipal revenue. As far as service charges, lie may be able to make a distinction 
based on the level of services provided in an araa--certainly every area is entitled to 
the equla protection of the laws, to equal services based upon population. OUr regional 
concept does provide for establishing service districts so that differences in taxation 
would be related to the services provided, constitutionally. 

1 ranan in Audience: I am a member of the UN representing Lancaster and Delaware. vIe 
feel that a regional gCW't. must have the authority to carry out its responsibility" and 
of course the necessary financial resources. It must be responsive to the people", and 
we feel that local govts. want some input cmd sane say in the shap.... ; of these regional 
plans and services, and in the way the funds are spent. 'Te were wondering about hOlt' 
these services that you plan to proVice--the ones that are more than regional planning 
and review, sane f\1ootiollB that are now done by the local level, het.., would these relate 
to state services? 

Mrs. Hessler: Cbuld you give us a little definition of what is local govt. input into 
the regions? Do you mean that the citizens are useM in planning on a regional level? 
Do you mean that. local govt. should be 'represented as a govt, and have a vote on the . 
regional gavt. as a govt.? 

Foman: I think what the members of the league rrere saying is that they should feel that 
the citizens are useful in planning on a regional level. Only local govt. as a govern
ment in those cases where they felt they controlled their local bovt. Another question 
we have: would these rebiona correspond to the proposed regions for delivery of state 
services? 

Mrs. Orfirer~ This is not part of the draft. The state districts that the governor 
is proposing are for the purpose of administering the state functions. ~Je provide for 
a boundary canmission to advise the General Assemb~ with respect to the boundaries of 
the tegians and it would certainly look to the boundaries the state had set up. Hhether 
they would coincide would depend on the cri teria that were used. Of course, they would 
consider the types of functions and services that regions may immediately, or may in 
the future, take up. And both sets of boundaries could, i.f necessary, be redrawn. If 
it is necessary for some regions to be smaller or larger, there r s no reason why it 
couldn I t be done. 

1'~anant 1'1onl t these regions now being set up have some planning fW1ctions? 

Mr. Kramer: The governor is now considering establishing regions for the purposes of 
administering state services., Also, there is under consideration a plan to regionalize 
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in tenns of the federal requirement for distrill\.:tion of funds. "\<'e really don't knaw what 
the' results l7111 be--they could. coincide or they possibly could not. Ue are talking 
in the oommittee at present about districts which would have planning and other powers. • 
'!he problem of coordinating these is being considered. Everybody involved recognizes 
that you can't have a multiplicity of regions for this purpose--so it's a question of 
what the priorities are. 

Senator OCaseka There are many districts in ano for many kinds of programs. The goy. 
has designed his regions because local politicians don't want their nttices moved here • 
and there. 

Mrs. Orf1rer: For the audience I would like to point rot that l~r. Hadinger is with 
Citizen' s Ttesearch, and Mr. Holland is a councilman fran Upper Arlington and the 11qors 
and Hunicipal Officials CCIlIIft1ttee. • 
Mr. Hadinger: I will try to summari~e my points. First of all, looking at the draft 
providing for regional units of govt., It really wasn't quite clear to me whether it 
lI'as being oreated primarily to faci11tate federal and state planning, or to help local 
governments, so my conclusion 'OIl that was that there are probably spects of both. But 
in looking at this I think it was set up primarily to help state and federal govts. in •plans and in administering their programs. It could be slightly differently designed if 
we were working fran the bottClrl up rather than from the top dmm. If regional govts. 
are established constitutionally, we run into sane dangers of rigidity. Most literature 
today cCJ1ll1enting upon the rapid changes a;;oing on in our society deals with this. The 
concept of a regional unit of t;ovt., .Eer se is, I think, a little bit early fran the 
standpoint of acceptability and workability, and on the other hand, in the future, if it •121 not established now, we could run into a pol1tical-sociolo~ical lag in sane areas, 
because of the rigidity of the constitutional language. You might run into the problem 
that the courts would become much more heavily involved in this, cOJllllenting on the legal 
i ty of certain types of actions and relationships as well as the purpose. Canmenting 
upon heme rule, again it is really difficult to look at what we have and sq what it 
would mean. There are a lot of unanswered questions. I think we have to keep in mind •i~ estabUshing this, that whatever it is, it is e,oing to be regarded as another tayer 
ot govt., and that has effects on tolerance and participation. 

In look1.ng at this fran a constitutional-legislature standpoint, we're saying that 
one of the main problems is that 'IIIe lack the appropriate structure to handle tmatever 
happens to be the local pDoblem. To the extent that I have gone through the literature •that has been toTritten on this, there is overwhelming emphasis on reRtructuring, ani 
this is the basis for whatever happens to be the problem at the local level. '1e need 
to get away from this a little bit and start looki.~ at what are the socil, econanic, 
and polltical characteristios and problems which are prevailing at the local level. It 
is hard to say \-That relationships prevail at the present time. One of the arguments that 
is received for an areawide govt., for example, is that there is a demand for public •services.. I llould not question the fact that there is althOUgh I'm not sure what the 
term means when it is used sometimes--if people in a given area want more serv:l.ces, 
or whether we need !!! services, in tems of a gIJow:l.ng population. Or-Bane other factor. 
Sane feel that the quality or urban life dppends on the 18vel of public services. I 
think '-Ie' re getting into some dangerous areas in thisin terms of public sector vs. 
private sector responsibility. Pe can't treat governnE nt as an abstract entity, apart. •
from ourselves in approaching the problem primarily by restructurll1b. I believe this 
is the back door approach in terms of public problems in tieneralc It's not gecessariq 
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getting at the real problemo It's like reqU1."~J.ng saf'et,y devices on cars when the real 
problem is the driver. Fran the standpoint of whether or not we will need these regional 
gons. because the fed. govt. will be requiring them, I don't think that makes them 
technically necessary. Another thing is the traditional view which says that we have a 
multiplicity of gons. and it is a1Jlost a pUhological phenanena. There is chaos in 
organization and there is overlapping. I think what I am really driving at is that there 
are many arguments for \Thy we should restructure local govt., and I question whether we 
dhould approach it this way. In lieu of mandating something like thiS, personally I 
waUd opt more for the evolutionary approach. He need variety in our approaches to the 
local problemo Govt. has to go beyond the point of just providing put''''..c services, and 
establish regulations for the type of environment in which we can achieve our goals. 

Mrs. Orfirer t Thank you very much. 

Mrs. Hessler: So many problems of the averat;e citizen are looked upon as though they 
are local lThen they are not local at all. Ie are struck by the munber of people that 
call 1n an say that govt. is not responsive. I can't get uhat I vrant. This means 1Ii.th~r 

that they can't determine where the control is or that they don't ,.no\'1 how to influence 
it, and also that the govts. are not responsive enout,h to the people. And you are 
bringing in the problem of pri.vate institutions, pri.vate eaterprise, and carmunity 
councils and all that kind of thing, whioh is also i~ortant, becap':Je when you are 
~nvolved in redeveloping the inner oity, if the people in an area fel;1 that they are 
~ved with 'arl. in doing it, then you have support for it, and if they try to do some
~hing and they don't find the gavt. responsive to thE!1l, they take it out on all govts. 
So partioipation in the governmental process is a problem. To the extent that you have 
many levels of govt. that pennit a citizen to participate, I don't think that it matters 
how m~ you have and what levels they are broken down to, as long as they have the 
power to do this. 

Mf. Hadinger. It is whether or not the people feel that they have the opportunity to 
participate. 

Mrs. Orfirerc I think you are getting at a very important point--the level of service 
and the level of govt. that t1e are talking about has a specific level 0:£ participation 
which can also take place with it. ~lhich is appropraite at that level, but not appropri
ate at another level. You talk about preferring an evolutionary rather thm a revolU
tionary approaoh, and I think that that has been present in all of our thinkillt,.. This 
was drafted with the idea that the regions would be enabled to take on certain tunetions, 
80 there was no across-the-board delegation 0:£ fuootions or the taking over of anything, 
but only in this evolutionary way, as each particular re~on needed a particular function. 
Each would be different. He wanted very much to be able to provide that a region had 
the capability to take on functions, as necessary, for a problem that can't be answered 
at any other level, and that the other regions not be saddled with unnecessary functions. 

Regions are going to be set up bJ the governor or by d6lland of the fed. govt. 
It's a question of tlhat the regions l powers and structures wiU be, and I think that the 
attempt was made here t,o provide for an evolutionary and orderly assumption of powers. 
They would have the capabi11t;y but not the necessity of expanding. 

Mrs" Orfirer HeIe omed Dr~ Rosemond, Columbus City Councilman, and aaked for his 
canments. 
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Dr. nosemond: Columbus has the types of problems that most cities have.iTe have a 
problem with housing--particularly ~.1i. th low-income groups. I don't think that regional 
government l70uld help that--I don't think that they llould be too much inclined to let 
poor people move out "",here we could solve that. . e are looking at new and better ways 
for planniIlt., for sewers and disposal of wastes. ~Ce also have probJ8ms with street
li~hting. . 'e would probably like to put more money into it. There are health facilities 
that we could go into, and of course we have recreation that He w'ould like to improve, 
and we have the usual problems of any city. I don't kncx-r that out problems are as 
acute as they are in alot of cities. 

Mrs. Orfirer: I can understand that you may have many reservations about the idea of 
regionalism, and I think we all have some. I wondered whether there are art3' areas that 
you see that por,sibly could be benefitted by a regional approach. 

Dr. Rosemond: I Tell, I think we are currently engaged in a regional approach on trans
p ortation--we have the Central Ohio Transit i~uthority, the levy did not pass, but they 
are still in operati on, and hopefully, \-1e will get that oft the ground. Of course, 
we are a uember of the Central Ohio Regional Planning COJIIrlission l-rhich reviews applica
tions for any federal funding that may be recpired, and I'd like to point out that the 
regional planning cClllnission in this area seeming:!Jr has worked very well. I don't think 
that in Columbus there have been that 1'I1aI\V problems, as opposed to sane other cities 
where the sy'stem has not worked-notably Clevelandp Since Columbus na-r probably controls 
the water for the region, we really already operate on a regional approach in that we 
supp1¥ water to a lot of the suburban areas, so from the standppLnt of ColUJft1!us,. a 
regional authority is not necessarily an advantage. 

Senator OCasekt Dr., does Columbus have aI\Y serious financial problems? 

Dr. Tlosemonch Ue don't really have serious financial problems.. I think if you talked 
to the mayor today he would say there f s been a budget made and we'll be in the red a 

little bit if we don't get our check for revenue sharing, but no,- it's that way every 
year. At the end of every year we have to scrounge a little bit to make ends meet •. 

Senator Ocasek: I had heard you had a critical financial plight, and I just ,-rondered,
 
you've had an income tax for sane time, and done quite liell with it--so you don't think
 
that sCIl\ething of a regional govt. With many many functions is critical. You. wouldn't
 
call it that.
 

Dr. Rosemond: No, I wouldn't call it that. 

Mrs. Hessler. Dr. Rosemond, I lorant to ask you a couple of questions. Is most of the
 
industry Within the Columbus metropolitan area loTi thin the city of Columbus? In other
 
words, are the jobs for unskilled labor lnthin the city?
 

Dr., Rosemond: A lot of them are, some of them are outside. I think our largest employer 
in Columbus would tum out to be "estern Electric, and that's within the city. ~Je have 
industries located outside too. And this of course is one of the reasons for aggressivf;' 
annexation policies,. so that you do have roan tor industries to locate. I think you 
are driv.l.ng at the point that we would benefit from the industry which is outside. 

~irs •. Hessler ~ 1!hat, I am tryinc to do i.B to distinguish between Columbus and the other 
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cities in Ohio because Columbufl is the only city t.hat has been sucoessful in this type 
of annexation. In large cities there are virtualJ,y no unincorporated areas outside within 
tile county, or t.,ithin the metropolitan area which close off Columbus from expansion. 

Dr. Rosemond: Right, I'm fi)lad you said that. T:e have other incorporated areas but they 
don't really choke off the city. In fact, we completely surround Bexley, and we 
surround ''hitehall and Reynoldsburb, but a major portion is within the boundaries of 
Columbus. 

Mrs. Hessler: Pell, now let me ask you this question. Does your Ci.bility to solve the 
housing problem for low-incane areas relate to the location of your industries? In 
Cincinnati, for example, all of the new industry is outside the city, where the city has 
no control over the possibility of low incane housing, so that the question of empla,r
ment where the industry is for lOH income families is a very critical problem. Now, 
you do not have this problem. 

Dr. Rosemond: Ch, we have a problem of lCM income housil1t:>, both in tems of t:.,etting 
private industry to develop it, and I'd say, even worse, probably getting locations 
that would be acceptable to the people. So we do have those problems but I thinlt that 
they can probably be settled better on a local level in Columbus than they could be on 
a regional basis. Considering some of the comments we've had, for instance, if there is 
housing to be placed, say anywhere near any of the euburban commum.t,..~s, most of the 
time, they're lOO,b against it. I don't think this will change if we have a regional 
8ovt. , though. 

Nrs. Hessler: Do you have segregation both by incane and race? 

Dr. Rosemondt In our housing problem, to a great extent vTe have that, but it's better 
than a great many other cOJ1ll1unities. On other vlcrds, we have blacks and integrated 
housing on all sides of tOt-me I think thC'.t there is some segregation, and there still 
is sane attempt to lceep blacks frOlll moving in. 

Mrs. Hesslerz The reason Ilm pressing this point is because one of the major problems 
that some metropolitan areas have is the segre8ation by incane and race within the 
central city. People cannot move ourside in low income brackets because of looal 
zoning leniS, and uet industry is outside. Nal if because of Columbus' ability to annex) 
where you have solved that problem, is this not an argument in favor of regional govt. 
*ause this would even go beyom the ability to annex. I mean we no longer have the 
apility to annex in Cincinnati, neither does Cleveland. So maybe the only alternative 
i" a regional govt. or a stronger county govt. which would get into the problem of 
housini. 

Dr. Rosemondz Fe probably have a fairly strong city govt. and also ,ave a large area. 
It is easier to control movements in that area than if you lIere dealing with all of 
the surrounding suburbs. Rebional govt. is good for annexation, and there are some 
persons t-rho are af:)ainst that. They say you spend a lot of money, but I really do 
think that it helps the city to expand and have roan for industry, and of course tie 
always encourage business to locate in Columbus. I personally went to N..Y. to talk 
with a firm that did locate in Columbus. 

In. Hesslera Has there been any organized opposition to annexation in the black 
canmunLty1 l;e rve found a great deal of violent opposition to annexation in the black 
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community against iJl1Proving county govt. or form:i.Il€, regional govt. in communities such 
as Cleveland. Ilm wondering if the fact that it dilutes the power base in the black 
cOJl'llmlnity in the city--whether this has created a:rry appoaition? 

Dr. Rosemond: There have been few canments, but there has been no organized resistance 
by the black canmunity to it. Of couree, one of the things yoo. are doillt;, you donlt 
really bring in any people--you bring in a lot of territory. 

Mrs. Hessler f But that's Hhat you have been saying-almexing before the people were 
there. 

Dr. Rosemond: That's right. 'l'his does dilute the base to sane extent, but speaking on 
that point, I guess there ,",ould be problems of a political nature too, so I would imagine 
the political parties would look at that. 

Senator OCasekt I have a question Dr. Rosemond might not want to answer because it has 
sane political implication--you have seven councilmen in Columbus, for over half a 
million people? 

Dr. Rosemond. I That's right. 

Senator OCasekJ There are 33 councilmen in Cleveland for some 700 thousand people. Do 
you have any comment on your ability to represent your people in relation to the size 
of c ourx:il? 

Dr. ttoeemord: Yes, I have a comment on that, because I am on record on that. It's my 
feeling that the seven councilJEl are not enOUgh for the people they represent. It's 
further my feeling that all seven councilmen should not be elected at large. But we 
should have some fran districts and some at large. I bralght in a proposal to enlarge 
our council to ll-..each would represent 90,000 people. So far, this has not passed, 
we had a 4-3 vote in council in favor but it took 5 to put it on the ballot so it was 
not on the November ballot. But T feel that this would be better representative because 
it would get at scme of the things I talked about by getting closer to -the people, if 
you had some districts where you could be assured if you bot your man or your wanan 
fran every district, and then of ccurse you "lould have a balance of at large-..where y~ 
could be sure to get the views of the overall populace. I added that because sane 
people think that district cO'lncilmen only look at the problems of their district. I 
donlt really think that is necessarily true, but to avoid any problems I have included 
it. I think 33 councilmen is too umneldy. 

Senator Ocasek: I have heard a lot of people talk about that and you can sell the 
argument that you are going to lose your representation, your ward is going to get 
larger and at the time that we tlllk about rebiona.lism and metropoUtan govt. being 
supposedly better service, I find many constituents mald..ng the argument that I'd even 
like to have a counci:u.n of ~ own, more than I've got now. 

Dr. Rosemond: 1'!ell, this is true, in the proposal that I brought up, the main reason 
why sane ne1ghborhoocls came out against it, was that they were glad to have their own 
neighborhood in it, but they didn't like the next neiGhborhood in it. You should just 
have it in my neighborhood, and then I c auld go for it, but now you got these other 
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l'eople and I donlt like that. But they have to r"present the same number of peopleo 

Mr. Holland: 'e have seven councilmen in a city of 40,000 people, and ~.,e canlt ~et 

the job done either. 

Mr. OcasekJ "e have 33 senators for 11 million people and we ~ get the job done£ 

Mrs. Orfirer. Dr. Rosemond, lId like to go back if I may to sanething you brought up 
earlier when you talked about bringing about permissive regionaliBJll. I wonder if you 
would expand on that. 

Dr. Rosemond: I would Bee that caning from the state legislature, mainly as an agent of 
the legislature so that areas that would like to cmbine would have that opportunity. 
I 1070uld not like to keep Cincinnati or Cleveland fran going into this if it means a lot 
to them, just because I don't think it is suitable for Colwnbus. The legislature passed 
the regional transit bill..-before that was passed we could not fom a Central Ohio 
Transit Authority. This is the way I see the regionalism. It's o.k. to have it there, 
so that it may be advantageous to sane areas, but I think to make it mandatory would 
create more problems than it would settle. 

Mrs. Orfirer: You think that even if there were to be the ldnd of . ''''ovision that said 
that before they took up any functions there would be a vote-..that is not satisfactory? 

Dr. Roeemend. No, not in my thinking because actually you draw up the boundaries and 
you say that there "Till be this govt. regardless of the natters that they have at this 
moment. I understand that these regiooal units of govt. would undertake different 
functions or whatever--the way you are saying it is whatever the people will give them 
to do. But once it uas set up, they'd say o.k., maybe you're not taking over the services 
in all the areas at this mcxnent, but then it lt1ll go to O'bher areas and then I can see 
certainly that the regional body would want to do the best job it could, and I think that 
it would seek to undertake large measures, and this would not always be in the best 
interests of all of the people. I feel really that you have gotten to the point where a 
lot of the problems of the central city that we are discussing now Hould get worse. 
Because everything has to cane through the regional govt. 'nd these people would not 
necessarily be concerned about central city problems--they might be concerned about 
better roads and better transportation and so forth. There are still people that need 
their housing and sme of the other advantages of life. 

Mrs. Orf'irers Mr. Bayt we haven't heard from you. Mr. Bay is the Exec. Director of 
the Development Canmittee of Greater Columbus. 

Mr. Bays I speak personally, and not from an organizational standpoint. 'Jhile the 
Development Canmi.ttee of Greater Columbus has gone on record ss saying that we have to 
40 things regionally, we don't have ~ answers. Ti;ven speaking personally, I'm not 
sure that I have any answers. but I do speak fran about 17 years of experience in locaL 
gaY'ernment in Virginia and Ohio, Kansas, and Penna. It is apparent to me that the 
$tate is going to have to intervene if we're going to do anything well regionall.y. I don't 
think that leaving it up to local officials will provide the kind of regional coordina
tion in planning and development that we should have. Dr. Rosemond discussed Columbus 
and its problems vis a vis the suburbs. I see a grc:MiIlt. prolrlem really of the special
ized regional govlls. existing rKM in Central Ohio. He ha.ve separate transit authonties.. 
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we have separate planning commissiona--we haVt' a separate health planning federation, 
we have a separate park board, and 80 on. The problem I see is that i'1e have no way., 
no mechtal.SJIl to coordinate theJJl,-health relates to transportation to land use and land 
use to soil--and yet if there's a dispute between these agencies, we have absolutely 
no way to resolve that dispute. And this): think is the growing problem. I don't 

think the problem is the central city against the suburbs--I think the growing problem 
is regional agency VS. regional agency and trying to bring them into coordination. 

Mrs. Hessler, Isn't your review agency supposed to coordimte them? 

Mr. Bqs It's supposed to, but it's really a kind of gentleman's agreement when the 
review agency is voluntary. If you don' t give the right kind of review, the review 
agency is pretty much at loose ends. So I think it is essential that the state must 
trigger reg:l.onal action. 'nd this is what your proposal does. tach of our regional 
agencies, for the most part, has different geographical areas involved, and I think 
the state would be helpful in finding a turf point. I think we do need the basic 
organizational format established. Each of our regional a~encies has a different kind ot 
policy board. The average citizen couldn't D8II1e his representative on the law enforce
ment council, let alone the mid-ohio Regional Planning Commission, and so forth. He 
set up a bunch of regional agencies allegedly responsible and responsive, but the people 
don't know who their representatives are. So I think that a basic organizati1onal fonnat 
~lould be helpful. You have to consider efficiency, and respansiveness. The pCMer to a 
regional agency whioh is assigned may need to be strengthened in my 'd.ew and may need to 
be clarified-particularly in the relation of the regional agency you 're suggesting is to 
be to other regional agencies. It I S nat. clear to me that it's to be an umbrella agency-
1;hat the existing regional agencies would automatically be absorbed. 

\;e are stu<trtng the Atlanta Regional Conmission, the Twin Cities Metropolitan Council, 
the Colorado Services Approach, and the Seattle Approach to see how they function. The)" 
have certain sanctions that they can impose and certain ways to resolve disputes. 

I think that I have some concern about writing into the constitution what is 
essentially the A-95 review feature because that may not be with us forever more, with 
revenue-sharing and other similar types of programs, this type of feature may wither on the 
vine and perhaps should not be written into the constitution. I do have sane concerns 
about the assWII.Ption of pot-lers by the regional &f;,encies, even though there are sane 
safeguardso This assumption of parers should be soft-petaled or other types of sanctions 
considered, rather than givi~ this much authority to a regional agency. I don't know 
Whether this should be in the constitution, but san8where there must be provision to 
fund the regional agency. Voluntlmy contributions do not work. There has to be sane 
guarantee, ani I pray it is not the property tax that such an agency would have to get 
going. It is not easy to set up an agency, and then let them go to the voters for money 
like transit author!ties have had to. \t the same time that you come up with some 
triggering mechanisms for regionalism, I hope you are also consideri~ removing all the 
provisions in the constitution which may hamper rej:,ionalism. And finally, I am sure that 
you are all aware of ~·lhat the other local govt. groups are doing in this same area, and 
I hope that your activities are coordinated. 

HI'S. SCMlel You mentioned that mqbe this provision gave too much authority to regional
 
gavt. Could you be more specific?
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could be added th3re, or maybe spelled out more clearly, as to just what the re{sionaJ. 
agency can and cannot do, when it deals .-rith the plans of other 50vernment and agenCiesp 
I think that perhaps can be strengthened. I was concerned with the assumption of 
author!ty in f1ec. 5. Fe' re saying tet' s have a regional agency that has planning, 
review, development functions, and at the same time, we're adding the potential problem 
of the assumption of authority to perform services. That might be more than the voters 
would be willing to take. 

Mrs. Sowle: Did you have any specific constitutional provisions in mind that hamper the 
development of regionalism that should be repealed.? 

Mr. Ray. No. 

Dr. Rosemond: f\. question, Mr. Be;y. On the statement of coordination of different 
regional groups as we have n<n-l, would you not envision that in the regional govt. that 
you would still have some cannissions that would handle certain problems, or would this 
regional agency handle everything? Or do you feel that they would be able to coordinate 
better the commissions that they set up? 

Mr. Bay: I didn't mean a more general sort of wnbrella abency to Hhich all these com
ndssions would have to submit their plans for revietv. That would be the central coord
inating process. Hopefully, aId ideally, I suppose I ""ould like to .,Ae all of the 
agencies under one root•••a general coordinating agency to VThich all the other agencies 
would be responsible. Tlight now it is every man for himself. Today itt s school bonds, 
tanorrO"T it's transit-next ueek sanething else. Our total canmunity pOl'ler is not really 
evaluated in any overall way. It' ~ Hhat one agency has ready to go on the ballot, and 
it is poor coordination. 

Dr. llosemond: '.0 you Hould still have separate functions or canmissions but this agency 
would coordinate. Even in the city of Columbus we have a board of health, a transit 
cOlYll11ission--we do have other commissions which are set up--they donrt necessarily talk 
with each other all the time. 

Mr. Kramer: The theory that He're proceeding on this far is tha~" as far as the 
allocation of functions, you decide that by giViIlt, the rebions the final say. They 
will decide l1hich functions they vJill take over unless prevented from doil'lf, that by 
referendwn or the g.a. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Several members of the legislatnre have made it very clear to us that 
they don't want the responsibility of makin[, those decisions. They don't want to say to 
a number of counties you have this need and therefore we will provide it. They would 
have all their time taken up uith local problems which is something that they are trying 
to avoid. 

Mr. Holland: In addition to being a councilman fran the city of Upper Arlington, I am 
also on the Central Chio Transit I~uthori ty Board. l1e have been faced with this particu
lar problem as to what should constitute our region. On our vote in May, for instance, 
the levy almost pused in the city of Columbus. In tre outerlying rer:;ions, it 
p~sed. And in the far oft suburbs, it did not. - 'e are hoping that the levy .-liIl soon 
pass. l-Te're wrestling nc:. "lith the question, should we be a regi.onal aLency for all of 
Franklin County, or should 'tole be more short-sighted? And I think Hhat many of the people 
1n farther out suburbs told us, in no uncertain terms, 1'1as that they really didn1t want 
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any part pi a transit authority. Some of thc~ have theirotm transit, and they feel 
that it's what they want and that it is adequate for their purposes.. The rest of the 
people 1n Franklin County indicated I think a pretty good disposition towards a 
regional transportation authority despite our failures at the ballot box. "Te got less 
than 3($ of the vote in sane areas--we bot 46% overallo And so I think any regional 
authority has to be concerned tTith whether the people really need that service on a 
regional basis. AJd to that end I have some alternatives. I think that we shouldn't 
try to sell any particular govt. format on efficiency alone, because I think the American 
people usually opt for the form of €:;ovt. which is more controllable by them than effi 
cient. A:ny system that we devise should be responsive to the people, and direct:Qr so, 
through single member districts and so forth. Arty structure that we set up should be 
fiexLble in creative ways--in l:;eography, in form, and in function. If we set up a 
regional umbrella system, and constitutionally say that if you have a regional govt. it 
has to meet certain criteria such as si~le member districts, then you can get around 
the mandatory provlem of a mandatory system that Mr. Bay mentioned, but you will still 
solve the problem of the fragmentation of govt., and you create the problem of a super 
level of govt. You're still baing to have disparities in the furx:tions that it must 
perform--.. transportation system may be needed by certain areas bJt other areas may 
not want that. You could have, under the umbrella agency, an agency answerable to it, 
composed ot c1tizens €;roups interested in the particular problem thai crosses county 
or municipal lines. It might be a little less efficient but it would be more responsive 
to the needs of the people affected, because those not affected lorouldn't have the say. 
You're still going to have to have the regional authority set the priorities ot gavt., 
and this is one of the greatest problems. CCG,Petition for the tax dollar is a great 
problem. 

It appears that you are going to have to create a bicameral system of regional govt • 
to get the needed fiexibillty. I think you are going to have to ultimately leave it up 
to the people as to lvhether they l,rant to participate in a regional system. I'm not 
advocating sitting back and saying let's let the people do it. I think you have to 
present the issue periodically, and I l-Tould thinl{ that you would want to spell out a 
~79tElll, for example in transportation, wherby adjoining agencies liould be periodically 
given the right to vote on the issue, and make the vote mandatory, and I think you 
would have mare pOt-1er in the people. qe don't have all the authority we need in local 
govt. to solve regional problems, and the other problem "1ith local govt. is the inability 
to raise funds. •fe thouf:,ht that we had done pretty Hell with the incaue tax, and now 
the state has taken aver that system. I think you might devise s()JOOthing along the 
lines that Dean Fordham has suggested, and that is to let the power reside in the local 
govt. structures unleds it is specifically taken al-1ay fran them. This is unlike our 
present constitution. It should be spelled out in the first instance that the local . 
govt. has certain powers unless specifically denied to them. I think any regional system 
is going to have to ~ring along with it factors of decentralization, and I think ain€.le . 
member districts are JUUUlatory. In our canmunity of about 40,000 there are 7 of us 
elected at large. All citizens know that council meetings are open and an ~enda is 
published.. 1Ie try to maintain a well-informed public. Cltill, people in our community 
charge us that they are not told. Now we are dividing our city up into neighborhoods 
and trying to meet with people on a neighborhood basis" particularly with regard to land 
use planning. The idea came up that if you have a single member district maybe it 
would be a good idea to require the rep. of that district to hold pUblic hearings 
periodically im his own district--so that he is in touch with the people mandatorily. 
As to your particular format, maybe it is wisest for t:1e state to set the initial 
boundaries of regional govt~ but I'm not that sold that this would work throughout the 
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state. There may not be enough interplay in cert2in areas, uhile in Cola. and Upper 
Arlington there is. If you are going to submit <.: format, it should be flexible, and 
the choice of the format of regional govt. should be submitted to the people, or 
perhaps to the state legislature. The problem with the present local govt. la't"1s 1s 
that they becane fixed and then they are never changed. I have yet to see a form of 
local govt. that is the best. To establish one siIlble form of local govt. destroys 
innbvat10n in govt. Innovation is saneth1~ that we need at all levels. 

I also think that in your constitutional amendment should be set authority for the 
legislature to establish certain minimum stand~ in services such S~ welfare and 
housing, things like that--the minimum standards should be set. Going beyond those 
standards should be up to the local govt. In the constitution, a local govt. impact 
statement should be incorporated, similar to the federal environmental impact statement 
which 1s required. 1Il don't think it's too much to ask for state and federal govts. to 
be required to incorporate looal govt. impact statements. ·"e at ~e local govt. level 
simply' do not have the fundiIlt to rio all that they charge us 'ttith. iTe now have to 
examine swimming pools, but the state legislature did not give us the additional money 
to do it. If additional duties are going to be added to local govt. functions, then 
additional funding must also be added. Your approach will do al~ay l<1'ith single purpose 
entities, which is good because they are removed from the people they are supposed to 
represent. 

Although I am an elected official in my mm camnunity, I am not elected to the 
transit board and I am the only local elected official on that board. 

I think people can make conscious choices among alternate foms of government. 
The major concern that I t-lould have in a specific ret,ional proposal is one of funding. 
l am afraid as it stands now there 18 going to be another entity in the race for the 
tax dollar. Local govt. finisheds last &BOUGh; I don't lo1ant to be further back. 

The regional proposal that you have here does not go far enough. I see a real 
problem for example, with county structure as it exists today. 1 1m not sure that we need 
an elected recorded, an elected engineer, an elected auditor, treasurer, and three 
elected county canmissioners and none of whom are responsible to the other.;~ch can 
go his separate way. Each of them has a half a dozen additional jobs Hhich dopft 
relate to his real job at all. Any structuring of a regional system should address 
itself to getting rid of this separation of functions. Some of these executive type 
tasks can be performed by the one executive that you have .. 

Lastly, I think that any system that you devise should have incentives for local 
govt. to act, particularly financial imrentives in those areas that demand areaHide 
solution. Additional matchi~ funds to do the job right, if you do it cooperatively so 
that you do minimize the multiplicity of actions and duplications of efforts. 

There's no reason why we canlt have disparity of services. Some things are More 
important to some people than they are to others. I live in a comr.1Unity where it's 
extremely important to people to pay an additional $27 a year for garbage collection at 
the door. There are sane parts of this county where the people don't care one bit 
about that, and I think the difference is fine. I think if the state establishes 
minimum standards, if there is equall ty as to thOBe minimum standards, we can devise 
sane assessment system of costs, so that the disparity in services can be provided so 
sane people can enjoy the benefits of something that is more iJnportant to them. 
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Mrs. Hessler' One of' the thitl{;s that was of comiderable concern in the various court 
cases on the financing of education is the point you have been makding--there are school 
districts that Vlould like to have a hibher level of educational services, but idth 
equal funding so that everybody has access to equal educational services, this may be 
difficult to ioo 

Hr. Hollandt There's definitely a problem there. I don't agree l-Jith the U.S. Supreme 
Court on this. I recognize that they're telling us, all of us, that education is sanething 
that cuts across boundaries and that everybody is entitled to an equal educational 
syst.em. The Bchools are 60illb to have to find some i-lay of meeting those requirements of 
the Court. I think that what pe're going to wind up with is a single form of taxation 
throughout the state, uith everythiDt:; in one big pot and then ditided among the school 
districts. 'bat are we Loillb to be left with in the Hay of alternatives if a particular 
music pro{;,ram is important to the people of one school district or even one Bchool11 
I supposed those boards are going to have to find another system. . 

Mrs. Hes,lert It seemed to me as you were describing this umbrella regional t;.ovt., 
and I think you said if there is going to be any regional govt., then there should be 
one regional govt. which coordinates all others, vrhich may be of lesser area but the 
overall one tlould establish the planning standard--t'lhich it seems to me is the Twin 
Cities program. 

Mr. Hollandt Yes, my s~tement was if you are going to h&!e any regional govt. at all 
then that regional govt. should follow certain guidelines. lTith as many different 
systems of creating :begional agencies today as there are people imagining them, it 
seems to me that once an area starts a system, then it should be stated in the c <IlStitu
tion.. if you're going to ha-"e one, and you're going to have single member districts in 
the legislative bo~. I would take a two-tier approach, that is, have a permissive 
system so that part of that region can enter one function and another representative 
body fran only those parts of that region which are affected and are interested would 
be fonned. 

~9. Hessler: Over which the overall regional aeency Hould have the ability to control 
the budget. 

Mr. Holland: Yes, I think Tour ultimate regional authority is going to have to be the 
c,oordinating one that sets the priorities.
I 

Mayor Wilsons )....01' those of you who don't know I'm the mayor of a canmunity of 20,000 
on the western side of the state--I've been about fifteen years on the job. I'va been 
a member of various groups in the state. I am a member of the Constitutional ~vision 

Commission, although I am amember of the Finance and Taxation Committee, the result of 
being a CPA for 25 years. But all this is not necessarilJr to lend any wisdom to, what I 
am about to say, but it is to give you some idea of the Viewpoint fran which I speak. 
One thing that I have gotten out of my involvement with local. govt. is that the peqJlB 
fear district govt. This is often brought about by the fact that they don't understand 
and often don't know what goes on at a govt. level removed from them. A lack of lmow
ledge of these things often does breed fear and distrust. State legislatures in general 
are not responsive to local problems. This is why cities have been strong advocates at 
revenue-sharing, retrently and in the past, and espec1a.l.1Y' this year. One of the things 
in our Constitution here in C!rl.o is the fact that sane people sanehow distrust the 
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legislature and there are a lot of roadblocks built into the Cansti tuti on to try to keep
 
the legislature from doing certain things and to make sure that they do other things.
 
And even today this mistrust is obvious and rightly sop For example, the Constitution
 
provides that half of the incane tax has to be returned to the place of origin. In
 

order to get around that the state legislature levied a corporate franchise tax, so 
that it would not fall in this provision. I think that this aspect of moving government 
away from the people is a strong argument against regionalism: creating another 
level of goverrrnent which has the pCMer to tax--and that's the only way to look at it 
and that's all there is to it. If they have pQfer to tax, they are: a;r\ther level of 
govt. I would much rather see sanething else done. If this group in this room were 
today given the task of creating a govt. for ten-plus million people, in the geographi
cal area that is Ohio, it's extremely unlikely that l1e would cane up with the system 
at work presently in Ohio with 88 counties and all the tOlffishipa, but we can't solve 
that problem by just stickiIl{) another level in here. Dra,,1ing lines on a map doesn't 
solve problems. lId much rather see legislation which pennite more cooperation between 
levels of local govt. with an idea towards getting rid of Bome of the levels that we 
have now. This is being accanplished by evolution, not revolution. In my hane county we 
have a fire protection extended into township areas, and tra8h removal. Sooner or 
later, we are going to have to have some cooperation on se"'Terage services. I think we 
need legislation to permit more of this type of cooperation. NCM T can't cane right out 
and say that I lV'ould like to abolish all tamships, because there ant some townships which 
serve a good purpose, and they are necessary. They are capable of taking over other 
fuIlctions of govt. uithout creatine an additional level. In this draft "except schools" 
is mentioned a number of times. Schools have done exactly Nhat I am talking about..• 
they didn't create an additional level of school acini.nistrationJ they consolidated it. 
Given our transportation and communication s;ystems, we'd be better off looking for some 
sort at consolidation of govt. entities rather than creating a ~axing a.l thority at 
another level of govt. 

Mr. Bq I The law does provide now that tmmships and mUnicipalities really can essentially 
turn all of their functions aver to counties. The problem is that that really hasn't 
been done. In Columbus, it takes a minimmn tl"10 years to negotiate these sewer contracts, 
between the city of Columbus and the suburban communities, and that's on a standard 
contract. Any of these things can occur, but can we afford the time that it takes, 
1tem by item, and negotiatinf:, particularly in the metropolitan areas1 

Mrs o Orfirer: So many of the people here have pointed out today that we already have
 
a multitude of levels of govt., and it ,V'ould be lovely if a move to get rid of some came
 
from the bottom up. I think it's because it hasn't come from the bottom up on a volun

tary basis that we are all here and trying to figure out the best iva:y of getting it done
 
without slamming it dO\m cicnebody's throat but still providing for regional needs that
 
can only be handled on a regional basis. I think lie have to keep very much in mind what
 
would and wId not be taken on by a region--what services and lmat powers and l.Jhat
 
canmunication would be left lvithin the smaller unit of government. I don't see anything
 
evolving on a voluntary basis--I'd invite you to cane and live l'lith me in Cleveland for
 
six months-and really get a taste of what is involved ,men you cannot get govtse to
 
cooperate uith each other. Haybe it's not that the people are a different brand of
 
people as much as that the problems differ, and you get into different types of commun...
 
itiese
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Dr. Rosemond: I did want to make this comment o I l m wondering really in view of all 
of the problems that would be presented if you haye this mandatory arrangement, I'm 
wondering ,,'ould there really be any time saved. In my viel'1, the problem. lfould still 
be there--you would still have to get the people to agree-you're going to have to take 
it to the voters, and I can honestly not see a lot of time saved. I think there \t) uld 
be a lot of failures. I don't think because the state legislature would set up this 
mechanism, unless it Here mandatory, and no local voting on it that it would really get 
off the ground. I think it would be better if it oame frcm the ground up. 

Mrs. Ortirerr Dr.~osemond, do you not think that there could be a region which would 
take aver a particular function, whether it be water, or sewers or whatever that the 
people Within that region would not feel that it was a good thing that that function had 
been taken over-and that they would have no desire for a referendum on that-whereas 
it it has not oane tran the top dawn, but had wa!ted until they all held a meeting 
and had gotten together and had said yes, that it might never oane about at all? 

Dr. RoeemOB1: It is being accanplished on a volW'ltary basis in sane communities-they
 
are getting together and seeing the need for joining hands and doing 1t. Ma7be it
 
takes a little more time, but I think that is being accanpllshed.
 

Mrs. Hesslerl Let me give you an example--in Hamilton County, we have, for twenty
 
years, been trying to solve the problems of sewers, and then of course when sewerage
 
disposal became a requirement beoause of water pollution, that one too. tIe were
 
absolutely unable to get agreement of the county and the c1ty and. all the local govts.
 
until the state stepped in and said that you have to make a county wide sewer district.
 
1,7e did this, and at our hearing a couple of weeks ago in Cincinnati, we had mayors ot
 
small canmunities, we had the county manager, we had people from big canmunities, and
 
everyone sd:l this is working perfectly, and it's an ideal situation.
 

Dr. Rosemond: Right, again that's part of the federal and. state incentives. That's 
",hy sane of the other regional programs have been set up-because it 1a really been 
necessary to get the programs off the ground. and get the funding that you need from the 
federal govt. If people really see a benefit, I don't think that there's a problem, but 
llhen you come in with a new level of govt., and theories on hCM great it l s going to, be 
tor them, Ilm not so sure. I noticed in Hamilton County though that you did get 
tcgether on the police cooperation--a central system where they can all tie in --I 
thought that was good. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Mr. Hadigan, we'd be happy to hear from youo 

Mr. Madiganl My name is John Uadigan, and I'm a law student at OSU. Obviously I don't 
have the credentials that some of the other mayors, and commissioners here today have, 
but I appreciate very much the opportunity to apeak. I am really impressed with the 
wide range and depth of the topics that were discussed here today--I think this is a 
great step forward' '.n jibe area of cooperation of govts. I have prepared a statement 
that was passed around to the committee, and I really don't have very much to add to 
that, except that I'd like to respons to some of the COlllJl18nts made by Dr. Rosemond and 
Mrs. Hessler, and the Mayor of Upper Arlington who was here earlier today about. the 
fact that people in Madison County don't care at all about metropolitan transit problems 
here in Columbus, and Dr. Rosemond's comment that the people of Columbus would teel 
that their pOli'er would be diluted by a re~onal b0vt. I think one solution to that would 
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• be to not juct f'lr·t \') a certain sized given reg1.on in every area--like a r~t~' :u eilCan
passing four o-r five countles..-or something l~.~teLhat.--but there should be different 
types of regions for different areas--like a metropolitan region for metropolitan areas 
which would encompass the suburbs and the major areas and cities, and around that 
possibly an urbanizing region that would cover cities that \orere growing and possibly 
someday might be brought ·1nto the metropolitan regions. Then there would be regions

• like county regions which would cover the rural areas in Ohio. And I think that this 
would	 be the best way of getting at the specific problems of each area without moving 
govts. too far fran the people that they are tl7ing to help. I'd also like to make 
one CClllm8nt about Mr. Hadinger's and lira. Hessler' 8 arguments about what regional 
gort.	 will do for the people--ia regional govt. just a ...fay of making people feel that they 

• 
have a voice and a say in what's going on? I don't think that's the answer--I don't 
think	 that you should just give people the illusion that they are going to have some 

• 

authority. I think the idea is that the regional gavt. wwld be responsible and 
accountable to the people, because they directly elect the members of it--that way they 
would be directly responsible for itseewrs, and its plannillb, and what have you. 
Everyone here is worried about efficiency-the efficiency in services, the decrease in 
the cost per canmunity. But I think that above that there is a leadership aspect to 
regional govt. which loTould be beneficial. You would have the leadership caning over a 

• 

wide range of areas and services, I think this is the maj or reason for a larger area 
of govt., and a larger area of accountability. One more point I would like to make...
I don't think this is directly related to the constitutional aspect 'lut I don't think 
~one has brour:,ht up the idea of includil'l€; sane tom of the judiciary in the regional 
system. If you have a region that is going to take over all services)I l-1hy not have the 
region take over sane of the court level--say a court of appeals or maybe even cOIIIII1on 
pleas court--this would of course reqUire constitutional re\1ision in the articlliJ which 
sets up the courts. This is just one thing that I think should be included in arr:y 

• 
regional govt. because I think the courts 

Mrs. Orfirert Thank you. Mr. rladigan.. 
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are an important fu~tion of. govermnent. 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Local Government Committee 
OCtober 18, 1972 

S\UIi1lary of j Ieetinfl 

The Local Government Committee met at the Athletic Club in Columbus at 7:30 p.m. 
on October 18, 1972. Present were !'Irs. Orfirer, Chairman, l:essrs. Gillmor, Heminger, 
Fry, Mrs. Hessler and staff member Kramer. Also present l-laS l1r. Jenkins of the Develop
ment Commission of Greater Columbus. Mrs. Orfirer suggested discussing the draft that 
the Municipal League presented today. 

Mr. Kramer: The first paragraph of their draft is really the same as the canmittee1s 
revised draft. The second paragraph is similar but it drops the provision for individual 
fonns of government by special law; it provides for general law or charters am adopts 
the same format that the General Assembly could provide for the procedure for adoption 
of charters. 

Then it has a third paragraph providing that by f:,eneral law could provide for the trans
fer of powers. So that under this draft, as I understand from a quick reading of it, a 
region would have only those powers expressly granted by the general assembly. But the 
basic challLes are that ther3 is not the provision for the planning and review and regu
latory powers, and it does not deal with contractual powers. It doesn't have the pro
vision of assuming the functions and the procedure for assumint:. functions. 

Ure. Orfirert In the Committee's draft, we've provided for taking on functions as they 
are evidentally needed \d.thin a specific region. One of the stumbling blocks of the 
Mun. League draft, it seems to me, is that the G.A. would be involved in the problems of 
individual regions or sections of rebions. 

Mr. Kramer' The G.A. could provide by general law the same kind of procedure that is 
provided for in the cClllJTli. ttee' s draft for assumption of fumtions--provide by general 
law for transfer of functions betneen regions and other political subdivisions. The 
G.A. would not have to deal with individual regional problems. 

Hr. Fry. I think as long as you generalize it is o.k., but I think it would be a step 
backt-J'arda for the G.A.. to get into local situations. 

Mr. Kramer' The only case in the committee draft in which special legislati on would be 
provided for would be in the provision of alternate forms of govt., so you could lobby 
the G.A. just to provide the form of ii',ovt. That was put in really as a new idea to 
try it out, to see Hhether anybody thought it mie.ht be a good idea. The same thing could 
be done with the counties or mUnicipal corporations, as opposed to the present alternative 
forms provision. . 

I..frs. Hessler: liThe G.A. shall provide by general law for the form of govt. of regions. 
The G.A. may also by special law applicable to one or more regions provide for an alter
native f011l1 for such region or rebiona but no such form of govt. shall become operative 
until ithas been submitted to the electors thereof. 1I I don't see any point to that. You 
Gould do it by charter. . 
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Mr. Kramer: The same Tdachinery Hould have t,) be provided for a charter~ The committee's 
draft does not have the complicated provisivu3 that He now have in the Constitution as to 
electint, a charter cammis~ion and provisions for adoption of a charter by coun~ieB. 

This '''lay you can have a charter but the G.A. Idll provide the prouedure for framing and 
adopting it. :,ome of the worst problems that come up every year in my practice at least 
are about the procedure for electing charter commissions and adopting charters. In this 
draft, the only requirement in the Constitution is that it be adopted by majority vote. 
Present constitutional provisions for county and municipal charters are intended to bt) 
self-executing, but they leave a lot of gaps and no legislation h2S ~;"'en enacted to fill 
in the bapS. -'hat hapryens if somebody who Has elected to a county charter commission was 
not eligible, what hap0ens if sorre body who was elected resiisns or dies; there I s no pro
vision for replacement. How many votes of the charter commission it takes to pranulgate 
a charter, can you go along on a sort of common law principle of the majority rule? The 
best you can say is that under common lal'l majority rules, but suppose you have a 1.5 
member charter commission and one Ttember dies. How many votes does it take then? These 
things are not provided for in the Constitution. I think one liay of solving the prob
lem is to let the G.A. provide by statute for it. As problems become apparent we can 
change the statute. You don't have to amerxl the Constitution. The G.A. is perfectly 
capable of providing a workable procedure for framing and adopting a charter. 

Mr. Gillmor z l:e should keep the Constitution as simple as possible. 

Hr. Kramer' I think probably back in 1912 Hhen the pOt-Jers for municipal charters were 
put into the Constitution this uas SOffif'lthing nell and lfere in the draft the local govt. 
committee presented, and nobody could see the i",aps. 

Mrs. Hessler: The rea;;on that article XVIII on ' micipalities iSFore detailed is that it 
provides all the power~;. 

Hr. 1\r;Jmera It contains excrutiating det" ils l:": sh respect to utilities because that \-J'as 
a big issue at that tirte. It has the provision lbout excess condumation which sur
prisingly enouLh the framers of the 1912 amendml :It thought T'ould be the salvation of the 
state and nobody has paid any attention to it e'Jr since. 

Hr. trya I agree that He should keep it simple and not spell out the details in the 
Constitution. 

1f r. Kramer, There really seems to be no reason to provide details of charter adoption 
by these regional govts. in the Const. I think there may be some debate over whether 
we should have this special law provision or whether we should have somethinb like we 
now have lJith respect to municipalities and counties, the provision for optional or 
alternative forms and 'V'hat ki.nd of fonn should be provided for. 'trIhen He draft we get 
into what fom this should take, since lie made some minimum reqUirements about legisla
tive and executive bodies. Now this is somethinG you mayor may not ~Ja.nt in the Const. 
If you feel strongly that it is essential for the re{:,ional b0vts. to have an effective 
operation and that this requires se))arate le~islative and executive bodiE'S, put it in 
the Constitution. It you feel that it isn't neceE'sary, or if you feel tlat thi;; is 
sanething that could be left up to the G.A., then it need not be i1. the Const. A 
starting point for the discussion was the fact tIE re€>i anal 6ovtS. sbou1<1 not l.ve a 
form of govt. like counties. 're can have one mc ' € like a municipa L corporatic > You ;an 
put it in the Const., 1eave it up to the G. h ., ( , up to the charte ' framers. 
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l1ra. Orfirers ! am asswning you all have copies of the second draft. Ve recall that it 
was suggested to us at the meeting we had with Judgelhiteside and Judge Duffey and John 
Gotherman that we have sane sort of a triggeril'lt> mechanism that would enforce the 
creation of the regions if the G.tl.. did not act, so that's what Section I provides for. 
The conment was made today in regard to this that it doesn't do much good to enforce the 
setting up of the ret;ions if the G.A.. isn't i)oing to give them p(J(oTers. 

Mr. Kramer' The question did cane up today as to whether it l..rould do any good to 
proVide far the settill:, up of the regions and then to provide this sort of back-Up....
provision if the G. for some reason Here unable to agree or unable to provide the 
regions with a certain amount of power and the report of the coundary comnission llould in 
effect become law and establish the regions. If then the J.ll. would not go on and as is 
provided in the second section and provide the forms of govt., etc. That could be a 
problem but just as in the case of the Const. not'i providing that the G.A. shall provide for 
the organization of the bovermnent of counties and shall provide for the organization of 
the govt. of municipal corporations, you have to assume that €,iven that kind of consti 
tutional mandate that the G.A. \o1ould carry out its function, and whether or not a court 
would enforce that or could is beside the question. The G.A. has mandated duties and 
you have to aSfl.une that i t lo~ould carry them out. 

!!r. Gillmar: How will the boundary commission be selectod? 

Hr. Kramer, As of now, the provision says that the Governar, Speaker of th(; House and 
President Pro Tem of the Senate shall jointly appoint a commission. I think we may need 
sane more work on that because that could lead to a deadlock. Ue may have to provide 
whether it Hould be by majority or indivi&1al appointments by each. 

Mrs. Hesslerr And if the legislature didn't intend to act then these people might decide 
not to act eithar and a deadlock might result. 

Mrs. Ortirerr There seem to be all kinds of assumptions here that I just don't quite 
feel easy about. If the G.A. is hung up on approVing what the boundaries should be, 
would they go into effect as delineated by the boundary canmission? If the G.A. for sane 
reason loTere not going to act at all that this would be a triggering mechanism. 

Hr. Kramers I think it unlikely that the G.A. lo1ould just sit on its hands and say \'le're 
just not going to do it, although the Constitution mandates it--thnt wouldn't hapnen. 
It would just be a matter of being unable to agree. 

I1rs. Orf'irer: For the purpose of seeing that certain boundaries 60 into effect, if the 
G.A. got hung up, it would happen on approval of tha recommendations of the boundary 
COMmission. Now let's 60 vack to review hCM the Commission is set up, and haw it would 
be canposed to see whether He do think those are the correct people, the correct number 
and '-lhatever. The first sentence reads liThe G.A. shall by law elivide the state into not 
less than blank and not more than blank rebional units of local govt. and shall establish 
the bo mdaries thereof," etc. This has seemed to me to -be the general consensus of the 
comnittee but there's no reason why we shouldn't discuss this and make whatever points 
you ,-rant to make. 

Mr. Hemingerc l"e are presumably back to the point that the legislature already haa the 
power to create regions and do we want to make it mandatory? 
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4. 

Mr. Fry: As I noted before, I had a proposal when I was a freshman ·'1enator that we 
s'1ent a lot of time on, caning, up 'i-lith a provision by vlhich a county cornr'lissioner in a 
certain area could get together 'iV'ith a county commissioner in another area and vOluntar
ily fonn a regional operation for say uder control, etc. I don't think it's ever 
been implemented. 

Hrs. Hessler: The legislature took action, but nothing ever happened. 

Mrs. Orfirer: This is why the committee originally reached this point of feeling that 
the only "lay this is toing to happen is to mandate it. 

Hr. Fry: We've got other factors in it now--all the governmental programs that are 
based on re€,ions, and the administration saying 'iV'e want to set up regional areas. 'ihat 
may work out for an economic or an administrative purpose may not ,,,"ark out at all for 
an environmental purpose or l'later control. Do you feel othendse, lola? 

l1rs. Hessler: Someone made the comment today that if you set up a regional govt. it can 
do nothing just as ltell as it can do something. If you mandate it, you don't necessarily 
clJIle up with anything, although I admit that the legislature does li:)t always take advan
tage of permissive language. 

1-1r. Kramer: What do you mean, that you don't necessarily bet anything if you mandate it? 

Mrs. Hessler: ~Tell, if they set up regional governments and don't necessarily give 
them any real pOt'l1ers and this bothered everybody this a.m. 

Mr. Kramer: Under the Committee's draft, if they are set up, they have certain powers. 
The legislature has to ~'i.ve them somethin[, to do and regions would have independent 
powers of their own, because they would be constitutionally granted powers unless the 
draft provided that the G.A. had to give them the powers, but it would have to be re
writ ten that "ray. 

}lrs. Orfirer: We started. out l-lith the theory that there tiere re6ional needs that Here 
not being met or were being met inadequately, and progressed from there to tryiJ1€> to 
determine a system under Which they would be met. I think what '-le'va tried to do is 
strike a balance betHeen this idea of keeping the Constitution concerned with fundamenta;L 
lat-l and still provide for what l1e thought ,.,as essential. Theories are fine and you . 
follow them until they get in the way of what you' r really trying to do. 

Hrs. Hessler: To set up across the board regions may be quite unpopular. It would make 
the proposal harder to pass. If it is permissive, there 1'7111 still be enough pressure 
on the legislature from thos metropolitan areas or regions that want something, to 
encoura{;e the legislature to do it. I think 'i'Te've come a long uay from the alternative 
foms that took them so long to do. I I d like to get the reaction of the legislators. 

Hr. Fry: The thing about setting up a region is that, if no one wants to use it, 
well and tood, at least the r' -eion has been Bet up. l'm afraid that if we leave this 
to the local option, it may never happen--I hope we get into county govt. because there 
you have a big problem when those 3 commissioners sit there and look at each other and . 

• 
say l:Tho ' s going to take the lead in this. 
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And nothing happ.ns. I think you've ~ot enough reasons to establi'~l ret,ions now, "SUch 
as the delivery of state services. If you don't do it, you just don't have under the 
present system a county govt. that is going to say let's get the other guys together, 
because most of them arc lolOrrying about their om problems. 

Mr. Kramer: lola, in which of the areas would the regions not be needed? 

Mrs. Hessler: ~'!hat about Appalachia? 

Mr. Kramer: There's already an Appalachian cOlllJTlission. They reall;y have been treated 
more on a regional basis than any other area of the state because of the common problems. 
They're all small,· sparsely populated counties and they presumably are the ones that are 
much, if not more, in need of outside f>eneral outside assistance than the others. And 
under caming federal requirements if they're baing to apply far aid for roads they've 
got to make their applications and have them reviewed--theylre going to have to have 
sane fom of regional organization anyway. 

Mrs. Hessler: 1 1m assuming that the state does have the power to set up regions for 
state planning purposes, and to meet the federal requirements anyway. 

Ur. Kramer: And pres\Dllably there are going to be regions established well before this is 
adopted. 

Mrs. Hessler: Thatls right, so I think that a lot is going to be done before we have 
a constitutional amendment. 'nd m:qbe if you bive permissive paolers and you already 
have an operating planning agency that is a review agency in every area of the state 
with certain state pCMers, it will be a lot easier for the legislature to give it 
add!tional powers than if they had to start from scratch. 

Mr. Kramer: But wouldn't the same thing be true in the matter of whether the people 
are going to accept a regional concept? 

Mr. Gillmor: I think you have to be very careful about the right of the people at all 
points to exercise sane kind of option at the ballot box. You have to hav~ sane place 
in the constitutional amendment where that is set out or othe:n1ise that's your difficulty 
in getting a majority vote on it. 

1'1r. Fry: You JIl8an the people have the right to veto the powers assumed by the region? 
You would create the regions and then if the regional authori.ty wanted to take over 
certain functions j the people could veto it? 

Mr. tillmor: No, I'm think1ne, about the imtial time that you adopt a constitutional 
amenchent, tmat there has to be sanething in it that says the people can vote on it. 

Mrs. Hessler: You have a referendum provision. If they decide to use the referendum-
they don't have an automatic vote. . 

Mr. Kramer: Trell, we do have that in the draft now. There are t110 things presently in 
the draft, both the referendum and the possibility of a veto by the G.A. so it could 
go either wq. 
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• Mr. Gillmor: On the veto by the G.];., I don't think the 60 day provision is a realistic 
time if you uant to have a meaningful veto. ~ Ti th the procedure we follow it's simply 
hard to get something of consequence done in 60 days. New what do we have on the Supreme 
Court rule, 6 montha7 

•	 ~1r. Kramer: Pe've had no real discussion about that particular matter; it t·las put in
 
for discussion purposes.
 

Hr. Gillmor: It takes about 50 Gays to adopt a bill that's not e...·en controversial. 

• Mr, Kramer: '!hat about the basic idea of a veto by the G.A1 He've had no real discuss
ion about that yet. T'e talked about alternate control. If this is something that the 
G.A. uould nant to reserve to the state, it would be a means of doing it. 

Hrs. Hessler: I don't think the G.A. should be allowed to establish regions on a 
piecemeal basis, region by re&ion. 

•	 Mrs. Orfirert You could provide for regions within or including those counties which 
had reached a certain population. 

Mr. Kramer: It might be mandatory for every county that had a 5u ~housand population 
or more, must be included in the region, or somethill& to that effect. 

•	 ¥rs. Orfirer: We mapped it out. I've tot the maps here and I \-rill give them to you 
before you leave. I sat there dralTing these lines--it was the 'Worst hodgepodge. 

Mr. Fry: You get people voting on an issue that ~"eally doesn't affect them if you do 

• 
it region by region. If you do it statewide, everyone in the G.A· is considering it 
and voting on it. Every so often lITe have tuo or three thiIl{;s coming down from Cleveland 
saying that Cleveland's got a problem, or that Hamilton County has a problem. 

Mrs. Orfirer: That could be handled by the alternative plan. 

• 11r. Fry: That I s right, and it's not right, because you 5it around at the table, and 
one guy says I promised a guy in CuYaPoga county that I Hould vote for it, and you 
really aren't getting away from local legislation. 

Mr. Kramer I And of course '-that happens is if everybody has to be included within a 
region, then the debate becomes 1'Tho's boinl;; to be included in l1hat rebion.

•	 Mr; Fry: Until the regions really become effective, they won't care that much. 

Hrs. Orfirer: You know I just think He are going to have the most enonnous educational 
job to do. 

•	 Mrs. Hessler: :e really aren't equipped to do that. The legislature doesn't want us 
to do that, I don't think. 

nrs. Orfirer: 'hat He need is a Citizen's Committee. I mean an educational job not so 
much as to spell as to clarify because I think uhat people get scared of is not so 

•
 



7. 
much what is in this draft for example, as what they c.onjure up in their minds from 
the term re~ional Govt. They think about metropolitan govt., they thint about losing 
their identity as a municipality or as a tounship, the)' think of losing their offices. 

Mr. Fry: That's the reason lore have to get sOllle of these recommerxiations to€',ether and 
get them through the Commission and get them on the ballot by Hay or November ot next 
year because it will be a lot better than gettiIlt. them on in 74. I hope we will have 
something on the ballot from everyone of the Bub-camnittees in 73, beca'lse there will be 
lesS' politics then than there will be if we're doing it in a campaign yeu. 

Mr. Gillmor: I agree \-11th Nhat Charlie is say1ng--there is an election every year but 
the issues people fOCUR on are different. If this were on the ballot in a year that 
the general assembly and the ~overnor l-lere running, it becomes a lot more controversial 
than it does in another year. I think next year is the best time to go at it if you 
want to keep it on an intellectual basis--you don't have to get into the political 
football emotional type of thing. 

Mr. Kramer: \'e started out at one point in consideration that first of all we'd try to 
came up with the best recoJlll1endations possible--leave aside the political considerations, 
not that \'1e' re not talking about a practical world, but to come up With the best sug
gestion first and then worry about the compromises because of political considerations. 
And then make the changes, but first of all, you decide what should be done, and then 
decide if it can be done. You can't be canpletely impractical, obviously, but make the 
focus first on lihat should be done, and then on the basis of political considerations, 
because they are goirlt to ultimately dictate Nhat you can do. 

r1rs. Hessler: lim surprised to hear you say that you want it next year. 

lir. Fry: 'leave talked about regional govt. lo~ enough now that "relre getting pretty 
close to maldng some rec011l1,lendations, and go on to some other things. 

Mrs. Orfirer: 'Tell, I think He'll just proceed at l1hat is the logical pace and see hOt"l 
we're doint" uhere lie are and "There the local govt. services commission is and we'll 
just dispose of this in our own minds as we did tnth classific ation of counties and move 
on to the next step without bringing it before the full commission anymore than we 
brought classification of counties to the commission. We don't have to become immersed 
in regional [!,ovt. and not go onto other things even though 1'1e may not decide that it 
is the moment to introduce it. 

Mr. Fry: I llould think that by Hay or November of next year ,ore ought to have 5,6,7, 
or 8 things on the ballot. I think we have to do that because ,.,e'll be boing back to 
the legislature saying that we want to continue this, and we want to have their 
confidence. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Itt s more important that we knOt,r ,·mat we are going to propose than when 
we are going to propose it. Going back to the draft, do you think that there should be 
a maXimwn and a minimum number of regions as guidelines' or do you think that should be 
left up to the discretion of the g.a.? 

Mr. Fry: I think it should be left to the discretion of the General Assembly. 
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Glllmor:	 You don't "ant to get too many of these regions se that they're too small. 

l1rs. f)rfirer: :n think it's kind of a moot point becaus13 you're boing to have it 
•	 probably not vary too much from '!-That has already been Bet up. 

Mr. Kramerl [ould you rather have no reference to the numbers of regions? 

Hr. Fryl	 Just a minimum and a maximum. 

• Mrs. Orfirert How about revising the number and boundaries of regions? Pe provide 
that they	 shall not be revised tnthin a period of so many years after•••you all 
understand that He didn't want them bargillb in every six months and that vIe t"anted 
flexibility in it. 

Mr. Kramerl lola, I think, had some reservation before about the three-fifths vote on

• the revision or boundaries. 

Mrs. Hessler: I'm all-lays nervous about requirements for extraordinary majorities. 

Mr. GiUmor: I can envision this becomirg a Iittle bit like reaym'Jrtionment, because 
when we get dCMn to actually loo1d.nc at districts, like in Cuyahoga County, 't-That the 

•	 people up there are going to be looking at, is this republican or democractic control? 
I think you are boing to run into that problem, no matter l1hat--not so much in the 
regions as you do in the legislature, and I think that the three-fifths vote might be 
tough. 

Mr. Kramer: This would be as to revision of course, not to the initial set-up of the 
•	 regions. I think that once the regions are established, inertia would set in and it 

would be very difficult to change them unless there were some compelling reason. 

Mrs. Hessler: Like a real argument for the dividing of a district into two, or 
something like that. 

•	 14r. Kramer: Probably. We didn't make the ini.tial creation to hard. The three-fifths 
vote was put in for discussion and as a sugge:ction that once we got them set up they 
shouldn't be changed unless there is some compellill€. reason--and for a three-fifths 
vote you would have to have bipartisan suppor":". Now l1hether that is necessary or not 
is debatable. 

•	 HI'S. Hessler: .And you could have a change in politics, vlhich m1{;ht malle it hi~hly 
desirable to have a change. 

Hr. Gillmor: Forty years fran n0l'1, it mibht just Be a problem just because of a change 
in circumstances in the region too. 

•	 Mr. Kramer: It's hard to visualize this becaning a partisan issue, really, except in 
some unusual circumstances 1iJ::e t1hether you divide it or not. I think that lJ.ust the 
fact that you've established them once and they've begun to operate, would make it 
difficult to change unless there Has some canpelling reason, so I don't think I could 
argue strongly in favor of retaining the three-fifths vote, if there is any objecti on. 
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9. •Mrs. Hessler: Let's make it a majority theno 

3 
Mrs. Orfirer: Alright. The next major thing in the draft is "shall not be revised 
within a number period of years after its establishment or last previous revision." 

Hr. Frya '!e do our reapportioning and redistricting on a ten year basis, ... • 
Mrs. Hessler: That's a long time. 

Mr. Kramerl The thing is once you get them Bet up and they fim out within a relatively 
short period of time how itt s working. •Mrs. Ortirert Ten years is pretty long to have to live l-T1th your initial mistakes.
 

!fr. Kramera The first change would probably be the only one you'd ever make.
 

Ur. Gillmort I think making it beyond the tem of one governor--beyond the length of •
 
on gubernatorial term would tend to remove polltics. .
 

Hrs. Orfirer: We could make it five years •••I think that's logical.
 

Mr. Kramer: That l-,ou1d certainly give you enough time to judge.
 

Mrs. "'Irtirera Alright•••n~l "not later than number of days atter the effective
 •
date of this section, the governor, the speaker of the house of representatives, and 
the president pro tempore of the senate shall jointly appaint a cormis~onrt •••I am going 
to stop here and discuss this. 

Mr. Kramer: To appoint the comnission, I'd say about 90 days--would that be too short? • 
Mrs. Orfirer: Is ninety days alright? NOli, I think more important than that are who 
these people are and "Thether you feel that these are the right people and enough of 
them and what you want to do about the joint appointing. First of all, are these the 
three logical people to do it in your minds? 

Mr. Fry: I think there should be a balance between the legislature and the executive, •
I agree with that. You may not be able to jointly appaint.
 

Mr. Kramer: That could be a problem.
 

Mrs. Orfirer: Is there any problem at all ldth them all being from the same party?
 • 
Mr. Fry: Yes, I think ther(; should be a restriction that they shouldn't all be from
 
one party.
 

Mrs. Orfirer: Yes. They could all be of one party and that could present a problem.
 
It would be possible. !ho would be a logical fourth? •
 

Mr. Fry: If you take the minority leader from one you have to take the minority leader
 
from the other.
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Mrs. Hessler : That would make five. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Which would be a tie-breaker too. HoW' about the chief justice or some

thing like that '1 ••• somebody from the judiciary.
 

• Mr. Kramer: I don't think a memver of the supreme court lTould want. to get involved in
 
this. 

Mr. Fry: You don't need a tie breaker tnth the governor, the speaker and the president 
pro 'tem--you' ve got an odd number. 

• Mrs. Orfirerz No, but we were talking about tha', they could all very '1ell be of one 
political party. So He could add the minotdty leaders. 

Mr. Fry: Vlell, what about providing that each one appoints three, not more than two
 
of whom shall be of the same political party?
 

• Brs. Orfirer. Can't you just say they shall be of bipartisan representa':,ion, or seme

thing like that7 T..et them l'Torry about it. 

Mrs. Hessler: Or say they can appoint a canmission of five, seveh or nine, ldrl.chever 
they decide on, of which no more than can be of one party.

• Mr. Kraner: But then two people--a majority of 3--can decide who the 5,7, or 9 are.
 

Mrs. Hesslerl Then let them deoide--at least it gets done.
 

Mrs. Orf'irer: You're still going to have the four fran the other party.


• Mr. Kramer I But appointed by someone from the opposite party. 

Mr. Fry. Let them each appoint three--and then you don't have to wait Hhile they get 
~ogether to make up their minds, and shuffle, because all of them are busy and they've 
got a lot of other things on their minds.

• Mrs. Orf1rer: In other t'lords, give them each the power to appoint three people without 
having to consult with each other. 

Hr. Uillmor: I think that's the quicl,est thir g to do. 

• Hr. Fry: This doesn't hold you up--I think it's best. 

lIra. Orfirer: t'/e'll hold this to confer lnth the rest of the committee, and see uhat
 
their reaction to this is.
 

Mr. Kramer: Jhat do l~e do about not holding other political office?


• Mrs. Orfirer: Let's eliminate that. Within how long after their appointment should 
they be rer>llired to present their recOI1IIlendations to the G.A.'1 

Mr. Kramer: '!'hat's a pretty tough job. You're going to have to bive them some deadline. 
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Mrs. Orfirer l ~ix months? That sounds like not too long but long enough to do a 
difficult job••••"to the number of regions to be created and the boundaries thereof"-
so we will leave it to thElll to recommend the number to be created without guidelines. 

Mr. Heninger: We say 90 days after the effective date of this section, they'll appoint 
the Commission. Up above we say the General Assembly shall by law divide the state 
into reBional units. But I assume that they're going to determine the number; does 
the General Assembly have to take action first? 

Mrs. Orfirer: No, the rest qualifies it, doesn't it, Gene? 

Mr. kramer: It was the intention that· first the boundary commission would be appointed 
and would recommend to the General Assembly both the number and boundary lines--and 
then the General Assembly wouldact on their recommendation. 

Mrs. Hessler: Maybe it comes in the wrong order then, Gene? 

Mr. Kramer: The chronological order is not right, but from the standpoint of present
ing what is being done, that would be clearer after reading the whole section. It is 
not in strict chronological order, but I think it is important to start out with the 
statement that the General Assembly shall create the regions. 

Mrs. Or firer : All right. "Recommendations as to the number of regions to be created 
and the boundaries thereof." These are both the functions of the boundary commission. 
Each region shall be composed of compact and contiguous territory and shall be bounded 
by county lines except municipal corporations shall be located in only one region 
entirely. 

Mr. Kramer: Let's talk about the matter of whether they should be bounded by county 
lines. I think the argument for not doing it is that the regional functions and 
problems don't necessarily follow these artificial political boundaries that are 
county lines. That is very true with respect to a number of functions, but I thiclt 
the countervailing argument is that we are talking here about general units of govern
ment being established for a number of purposes and that these boundaries are going 
to be compromised in any case, and may turn out to be the ones that are best for most 
purposes and that since these regions are going to be exercising authority over sub
divisions "ithin the regions, including counties, and have the ability to take over 
functions from subdivisions within the regions, including counties, theredoe~n't 

seem to be more reason for following county lines than not. 

Mrs. Hessler: What do you do in the case of a city that is over a county boundary? 

Sen. Gillmor: In the case of a municipal corporation, you would just have to decide 
1n which county that city primarily rested ••• the only thing I thought of, and it 
may not even be necessary to put it in there--what about an annexation? It's a very 
small point but you've set up above that they can't change the regional boundary for 
five years. But it's a small problem but I can see it in these communities. 

Mr. Kramer: It's an important one and it's well pointed up--that would be your 
thought--that if a municipality annexes territory it should bring it into the region. 
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Mrs. Orfirer: Wouldn't that be logically handled? 

Sen. Gillmor: No because you've said up above that you can't because you've estab
lished the boundary and it can't be changed for five years. 

Mr. Kramer: So that we should make some kind of exception for that. I think it has 
to cover that. I'll work on something. 

Mrs. Orfirer : All right, we'll leave that up to you. lIand shall be of appropriate 
size and composition for the purpose of carrying out on a regional basis the powers 
and duties provided for in this article:l--which is certainly a great improvement 
over the first draft. "If the General Assembly does not, within days following 
the submission of such a report, pass a law establishing regions as provided in this 
section, the numbers and boundaries of the regions provided for in such report shall 
become effective and shall not be changed except as provided in this section. 1I 

That's our triggering mechanicm that ue talked about earlier. 

Mr. Kr~mer: Now how long shall we give the General Assembly to act on this--that 
would be a pretty tough thing to do. 

Sen. Gillmor: You might have to key it to so long after the convening of the next 
legislative session because if you went sine die in August of the last year, and then 
they reported in September, you'd have four months before the le~islature would be 
back in session. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Where do we have that other section? 

Mr. Kramer: That's on the veto. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Why don't we do it the same'? You don't l1ant to extend the date, but 
foll,)\'1 the principle. 

Mr. !(rnucr: Hithin so many days from the commencement of the next session of the 
General Assembly--

Sen. Gillmor: You can't really foresee what the manner of operation of the legisla
tur~ is Going to be. You could have a situation; it would be possible for the leg
islature, say that you're towards the end of the session, and this thing is sub
mittcd--and then the legislature just goes into skeleton sessions, like we've been 
doing for the last few months--so there's a possible way of doing it--! mean there's 
a way for the legislature to get out of that box. 

Mr. ,(rar,ler: Of course, it's somethinG that has to be done only once. 

Mrs. Hessler: Also they have to pass it, or if they don't pass it, it goes into 
effect anyuay. 

Sen. Gillmor: They might decide to adjourn, which is when you have the problem. 

Mr. '(rar,lcr: Let's say you give the General Assembly six months in any case. 

Sen. Gillmor: Suppose that this constitutional amendment were passed, and we were 
in a session like this year, and in a session in November like this year, and then 
the boundary commission reports back•. hnd it's November l4--under the language of 
the bill it would have to be done in 45 days. See what I mean. Why don!t we just 
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give them a certain minimum time--that night be one possibility. 

Mr. Kramer: Hould six months be reasonable? 

Sen. Gilloor: I think that six months is reasonable, because for instance, that'S 
the provision that we have in the constitution now on the approval of the rules by 
the Supreme Court, which is a somewhat analogous situation. 

Mrs. Hessler: Wouldn't that make the whole thing take 010 years; 

Mrs. Orfirer: It's an important thing. He've waited for 200, now we wait for tuo. 

Sen. Gillmor: Maybe there's some precedent that we can follow about the way that.' 
it's done in the Modern Courts Amendment on submission of the Supreme Court rule. 
I think that's requiring that it be submitted on a certain date, and then the legis
lature has six months from the date that they were submitted. I think it's that the 
Supreme Court has to submit the rules on January 1, and then the legislature has 
until June 30 to do something about it. 

Mr. Kramer: I think it is safe to say, tentatively, for now, 180 days. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Is there some way that ue can get out of setting all these time limits? 

Mr. Kramer: Not if we're going to use some kind of triggering mechanism like this, 
or whatever you want to call it. There has to be a t~e on it. Otherwise it isn't 
effective. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Section 2. Form of Government established by general law, special 
law, or charter; executive and legislative officers. "The general assembly shall 
proVide by general law for the form of government, for regions, and for the framing 
and adoption by the electors of any region of a charter providing for the form of 
government of such region. The general assembly may also by special law applicable 
to one or more regions provide for an alternative form of government for such region 
or regions, but no such form of government shall become operative in any region 
until the same shall have been submitted to the electors thereof and approved by a 
majority of those voting thereon." Earlier we discussed whether we should retain 
the special law or not. 

Mrs. Hessler: I'm nervous about the special law, although perhaps we should permit 
classification. 

Sen. Gillmor: Couldn't the legislature by general law provide classification? 

Mrs. Hessler: It could prOVide alternatives. 

Mr. Kramer: One thing the general assembly could do is provide alternatives within 
the general lawi that regions that would want to exercise certain powers would have 
to have a form of government. 

Mrs. Or£irer: We're not going to do that--we're saying that the general assembly 
could do that. Is there any reason for providing for the special law? 

•
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Mrs. Hessler: But if you said the general assembly shall prOVide for the form or 
alternative forms of government, then you give them a lot of leeway. 
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Mr. Kramer: The special law provision is probably the most flexible prov~s~on 

that there is. Well, it would equal the flexibility of the alternative provision. 

Mrs. Ressler: It's the most flexible of all, but I don't think the legislature 
wants it. 

Mr. Kramer: It's not something that would be done frequently. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Why don't we use lola's language--provide for the form or alternative 
form of government that would provide all the flexibility that anybody needs. 

Mr. Kramer: That really would be analogous to what we have prescl&tlv with counties 
and municipal corporations. 

Mrs. Orfirer: It would be what people are used to. Now we're doun to the form of 
government. liThe form of government of each region shall provide for an elective 
or appointive executive officer and for an elected legislative authority consisting 
of representatives"--now wait a minute--if we said the form of government of each 
region shall provide for an executive officer and for an elective legislative au
thority, wouldn't that be saying the same thing? 

Mrs. Hessler: They might want to say, if the only thing you're doing is planning, 
you don't need an executive or that the chairman of the legislatllre shall preside 
over meetings. If you are going to have other powers, you might need a different 
structure. Tle've already given them a great deal of flexibility in providing for 
a form or forms. 

Sen. Gillmor: I think that language is good if we really use it and really have a 
strong regional government that governs regions for all practical purposes. But the 
point that you make is a good one; it is not a good provision unless it rises to the 
level of being a strong regional government. If it turns out that it doesn't do much, 
you don't need this structure. 

Mrs. Or firer : Haybe \"e can do something along the lines ;'The general assembly shall 
provide for the government of each region in accordance ,·lith its powers. II 

Mr. Kramer: No, I know what you are getting at but that's not the way to do it. 
There's no question that this is probably legislative in nature, something that you 
put into the constitution only if you feel that it's necessary in order to insure 
that regions are going to have this kind of government that we've traditionally as
sociated uith the state and municipal corporations. I think one of the considera
tions of the committee has been that right now planning and all these planning func
tions are probably the most removed and remote from the people and yet are getting 
to be some of the most important functions, and people really in effect have little 
or no control over what's going on and these should be truly responsible, workable 
governments and even if they are doing only planning and review powers, they proba
bly would have a need for an executive in some form--somebody would have to be there 
on the job, directing a whole staff from day to day • 

Mrs. Orfirer: A regional manager 

Mrs. Hessler: And generally speaking, a staff that is responsible to a committee 
or a commission is not very successful. 

Mr. Kramer: So it's difficult to say that even if they're only going to have the 
basic planning and review functions they uouldn't need an executive. 
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Mrs. Orfircr: From what we've heard today, those are the only powers they 1 11 have. 

Mrs. Hessler: Also, this business that was brought up today about having them elected 
from districts, in order to insure more control by the people. Of course, I don't 
think they should be elected entirely by districts •. And when you're at a regional 
level, it's particularly difficult to elect by districts because the districts are 
80 large that you really don't solve the problem of people participating. 

Mrs. Or firer : What would happen if we said "shall provide for an executive officer, 
and it would obviously have to be either elected or appointed, so I think those are 
unnecessary words • • • 

Mr. Kramer: Those are really put in so that you can strike one or the other out. 

Mrs. Orfirer: All right, so let's strike them out, and for an elected legislative 
authority. Now what would happen under that? 

Sen. Gillmor: The worst that would happen would be another group of people on the 
ballot performing a function the people don't identify with. }~ybe that wouldn't 
be bad if we envision that eventually the region would be a strong form of government. 
An analogy might be with the state board of education. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Would we need to say elected, some from districts and some at large? 
What if you just stopped, s8ying an elected legislative authority. 
What would the possibilities be? 

What would happen? 

Mr. Kramer: They could be all at large, all from districts. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Why not let them fight about it in the legislature? I'm trying to 
take out some of the things that people Bre objecting to and saying we're setting 
out too much in here.
 

Sen. Gillmor: My personal preference is for the inclusion of at least part by
 
districts, but I'm not sure that that's something that has to be in the Constitution.
 

Mrs. Hessler: What if we said that the le~islature shall decide on the form of the 
authority? He've already said the legislature shall decide on the form of counties. 

Mrs. Orfirer: What do we do to assure people that they will have district repre
sentation and not be swallowed up by the people all coming from the big city or • . . 
Sen. Gillmor: It depends on how much protection we want to write in the Constitution.
 

Mr. Kramer: But if it's politically necessary, what then?
 

Mrs. Orfirer: The question is whether it would help it to get through or not.
 

Sen. Gillmor: Perhaps then it's better to leave it the way it is, since we all
 
prefer the end result to be at least partly districts.
 

Mrs. Orfirer: I think we're all more comfortable with it this way, and we're using
 
it in the public sessions. We have used it for what we originally intended it to be
 
used for.
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• 
Mr. Kramer: District representation is especially important in a region like this 
though there probably would be no pressure for at-large elections anyway. It's hard 
to believe that either by charter or by ceneral law you'd make provisions for them 
being elected only at large. 

• 
Mrs. Hessler: Is it possible to have them elected by counties, instead of the one 
man one vote? Because you do complicate things if you have legislative districts, 
congressional districts, county boundaries and regional districts. If you're going 
to do this, it should be based on legislative districts or something like that. 

Mr. Kramer: I really don't know that you can achieve any kind of proportional rep
resentation if you elect by counties. 

• Mrs. Orfirer: If they sub-districted the regions for some purposes, they may use 
counties. 

Mrs. Hessler: There's another possibility and that is to make it possible for most 
counties to adopt an alternative form of charter, and they set up these things. May
be the regions should decide how they want to do this. 

•	 Mrs. Orfirer: You mean each region should decide how it wants to district itself? 

Mr. Kramer: Hell, it could probably, by charter, set up districts. If they don't 
like the ones that the general assembly sets up for them, they can ddopt a charter 
and set up their own. If districts are going to be provided for, they'll have to 

• be equal population districts--they could be all at large, but I think you could 
reasonably say that it is not likely that they all would be at large, but you have 
no assurance. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Hhy don't we try just choPpin3 it off here and if the legislature 
wants to put it back in, they'll put it bock in. 

•	 Sen. Gillmor: Or the full commission. 

Mrs. Hessler: There are good arguments either way. 

Mr. Hemincer: Perhaps we should leave the distr icts in for a '·1hile-·at least we 
•	 know we're coing to be getting back to it and discuss it later. 

Mrs. Orfirer: It can always be removed. It just may be something that itls important 
to us to have at this point. The onl~ .. chan~e is providing for an elective legislative 
authority rather than giving an option. .\11 right. 3. Plannind and Review Powers. 
"Each regional government shall be responsible for formulating, revising, and co

~	 ordinating such plans as may be necessary for the orderly development of the region 
as a whole, or portions of the region encompassing or substantially affecting more 
than a sin31e municipal corporation therein, and for regulating their development in 
accordance \-1ith such plans." 

Mr. Jenkins: Uho decides what's necessary for the orderly development of a region?

•	 Mrs. Or firer : The legislative body of the region, I presume. 

Mr. Jenkins: They have the authority to decide on planning and review poers? 

Mrs. Orfirer: Subject to a referendum of the people. 
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•Sen. Gillnor: How about this sentl'Jnce: "A region shall perform such functions and 
render sudl services as provided by law." Uho makes that determination? 

Mr. Kramer: Lhe General Assembly. 

Mrs. Orfircr: It was suggested that we add that so that the regions could perform 
functions assigned by the state. 

MrR. Hessler: I think that we should provide that a region shall only perform such 
lun('tions l\nd r(>nder Fluch services as provided by law. 

Hen. GHlmor: That may not be a bad idea. 

Mrs. Orfircr: Hhat would that do? 

Sen. Gillmor: Hell, I think when you get to the second part of that first point, 
here that lnn~uage reveals the right to revie,~ applications for grants-in-aid, and 
there's revenue sharing and everything else. Haybe the Constitution shouldn't be 
so specific--'lho knows how federal grant-in-oid programs '-li11 be set up in the future? 
This was put in mainly to provide completeness and to show what was a reason for es
tablishing regions. 

MJ:s. Orfir.er: Hhat happens if you just use that one sentence? 

Mr. Kramer: That isn't the same thing as saying that a region may formulate, provide, 
and coordinate plans and regulate development in accordance "ith such plans. This 
is the matter that you've been very much concerned with, lola, it's about a regional 
government having the ability to enforce overall plans. 

Mrs. Hessler: This is why I want to ask you this question. If we had only that one 
sentence, "ould this constitutional authority give the legislature the authority to 
say that a rccional government shall have zoning power as it affects regional de
velopment? 

Hr. Kramer: ito, I don't think so. I thinl~ that the region given just that power 
woulcJ be like a large county. It \-]Quld have only expressed or necessarily implied 
powers. You have to relate the pmlcrs specifically to these regional matters. If 
we're tall~in~ about regulating development and, in effect, being able to insure that 
the regions are going to be able to resolve the disputes among subdivisions with 
respect to plans, and really to veto a plan that would take place llithin a municipal 
corporation but which would affect areas outside the municipal corporation. 

Mr. Jankins: In Georgia, the legislature created Atlanta as a county and gave them 
a device for arbitrating disputes among the subdivisions to control development. 

Sen. Gillmor: The same thing has been true "ith the Minnesota set-up. 

Mr. Kramer: As far as the review power is concerned, that's one that the regions 
logically uould be given, and if they were set up, by legislation or by ~xecutive 
order. I think that behind the committee's discussion~ has been the idea that 
these regions would replace regional plannine commissions and all of the other agen
cies, and that those powers really would be conferred upon the regions, including 
this so-called A-95 review power. And I think that last sentence probably has an 
additional pO'1er. The idea of it is to provide that the General Assembly would have 
the power to put, for example, sewer and water functions into the regional govern
ments. It's really intended to make sure that you're not limiting the ability of 
the General Assembly to assign functions to the regions. 
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Mrs. Orfirer: Then why don:t we just say that? 

• Mr. Kramer: Hell, that's why I would say basically that this language "and shall 
also perform such other functions or render such services as shall be provided by 
law" should also be included to accomplish the purpose. I think that would accom
plish this purpose, because aside from that provision, just about everything else 

• 
we've done in the draft thus far really constitutes a direct grant of constitutional 
power to these regions and gives the General Assembly very little if any control 
over them once they are established. They uould be very pot-lerful and autonomous 
according to the draft as it is presently \lritten. This would assure some additional 
measure of control by the General Assembly over the regions. 

• 
Mrs. Orfirer: Can we backtrack a little bit? What would happen if you said each 
regional government shall be responsible for the planning necessary or for the plans 
necessary for the orderly development of the region or portions of the region? 

Mr. Kramer: llaybe you should say for the planning for the orderly development. 

• 
Hrs. Orfirer: \Jell, I hesitated to say for the planning because I don't think that 
anyone can expect the region itself to formulate all these plans. Is it possible 
to just say it shall be responsible for the plans--does that mean that it has to 
draw them all up itself or does that imply that it has regulatory and enforcing and 
review and coordinating pouers? 

Mrs. Hessler: If you gave them the responsibility for makinG the plans, what may 

• happen is that, for instance, the OKI had no staff, hired the Immilton County 
Regional PlQnning Commission staff to do the planning and got a contract. 

Hr. Kramer: This is really, in dealing "7ith the region as a \'I1hole, limiting language, 
then, on the planning power. 

•� Mrs. Orfirer: 4. "Power to contract with other states, regions, political subdi�
visions or units." This is necessary.� 

Sen. Gillmor: I wonder if that is constitutic'lal under the U. S. Constitution-
about contracts between states. 

• Hr. Kramer: This hasn't been regarded as intlrstate compacts. IJe've got already 
a provision in the statutes for adjoining school districts to put on to the state 
boundaries. The contracts are between local Dnd municipal 30Verl1ments. 

Mrs. Hessler: You can have contracts on air pollution control. 

e. Sen. Gillmor: Certain things require interstute contracts and Congressional approval. 

Mrs. Orfircr: Haybe if it were a problem, at least it's enabled by our state con
stitution and then you can go on to get federal approval. "l\. region may, upon such 
terms and conditions as may be agreed upon by and between the region and anyone 
or more political subdivisions or units within the region, or any state or political 

• subdivision or unit of any state". This sounds like a contract. 

Mr. Kramer: It's a complicated prOVision but ue'll just have to simplify it a little. 
So that we're talking about any political subcivision in the reGion or any state or 
unit in a state which is contiguous to the rei ion. How do you describe the state or 
political subdivision or unit contiguous \lithcut saying what it is.

• 



19. • 
Mrs. Orfirer: I think your order is whatls naking it so complicated. If you say a 
region may perform any function or render any service and then go on from there as 
to with whom, I think it will simplify it. 

~~s. Hessler: Any state or political subdivision or unit which such state or polit
ical subdivision or unit may perform or render. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Change the order to say a reaion may perform any function, or render 
any service, and then go on to spell out \'1ith \'1hom then you uill have less repetition 
of words and complication. 

Mr. Kramer: You can't say a state which is contiguous to or in the region. 

Mrs. Hessler: The state can be contiguous to a region. 

Mr. Kramer: nut it can't be within. 

Mrs. Orfirer : :~to any state or unit within the state or unit which is contiguous. 

Mr. Kramer: Uhat about those that are within? A state can't be "contiguous to or 
within" • 

Mrs. Hessler: But it is either contig90us to or within. 

Mr. Kramer: nut you can't say a state which is contiguous to or within. 

Mrs. Orfirer: To any state which is contiGuous or to any political unit which is 
contiguous or llithin. That way you aren't repeating. 

Sen. Gll1mor: Is there any check included at all in the provision on the power to 
contract? 

Mr. Kramer: l~. The broad constitutional pOller, now, is for municipalities and 
townships to contract with counties to turn over to counties any of their powers. 
But not counties in another state. That's constitutional--Artic1e X, Section I, 
municipalities and townships shall have authority with the consent of the county 
to transfer to the county any of their powers, under such regulations as provided by 
general law, but the privilege of initiative and referendum shall be secured to the 
people of such municipality or township in respect to the mal~ing of such transfer 
and to the people of such county in respect to the giVing or withdraWing of such 
consent. You can say under regulations provided by general law, but the General 
Assembly can't prohibit it or cripple the pouer. There could be a provision put in 
this section making this provided by general law but that would seem to be too sweep
ing because then the General Assembly would be put in the position of having to make 
provisions for what the contract would include. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Under paragraph 5, the region can step in and take over a power. It's 
a larger pouer than in 4. 

Sen. Gillmor: It's a limited power. I'm not sure I agree that the power in 4 (con~ 

tract) is less than the power in 5 (assumption of functions). There is a check on 
the power in 5. Let's go to an absurd situation. Suppose h'1O regions agreed to 
form a standing army. What, under the language in 4, would prohibit this? 

Mrs. Orfirer: Because it can only be a power that such state or political subdivi
sions or unit may perform or render. 
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Mrs. Hessler: They haven't got any powers to perform any thine yet, except to make 
plans. I thimc it's clearer to people if you start by saying: Number 1, they have 
planning and review powers. Or in addition thp.y have powers to perform a functional 
service. And then in addition, they can contract with other counties to perform 
them for them or to have them perform them for them. 

Mrs. Orfirer: In that vein, I would like to clarify this, because maybe I have 
been seeing this wrong. And if I have not been seeing this urong I think it is 
important that we all understand it. Number 5 provides that without the consent 
of the smaller units of government, the reGion may go in and assume a power it 
deems necessary--a function it deems necessary, subject to a referendum. We've 
already stated in 4 that it has a power to contract to perform a function. 

Sen. Gillmor: You're just saying that they don't have any real power under 4, that 
they haven't assumed in 5. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Exactly. Is that correct or not? 

Mr. Kramer: There are 2 different ways under this provision that a region could 
carry out the function of providing for services throughout the entire region or 
throughout an area of the region. One would be for the region to enter into con
tract with all of the political subdivisions--all the counties or municipal corpor
ations within the region which have sewer systems, and the region liould take them 
allover and operate them--that's one way. But if they didn't a6L~e to it, the 
region has the power alternatively to declare that it is necessary to take this 
over, hold a public hearing, and then do it, and. 

Mrs. Orfirer: That's why I was saying that 5 has greater powers than 4. 

Mr. Kramer: Yes. 

Mrs. Hessler: Except for planning powers, you are not giving the legislature the 
right, then, to define powers, are you? 

Mrs. Orfirer: That's what we were discussing under #3. 

Mr. Kramer: That's that last sentence in 3 that we talked about putting into Section 
6, to make it clearer. 

Mrs. Orfirer: They are evolutionary steps. You can go planning and reviewing, or 
you could enter into a mutual contract, or if none of these three work and there 
still is a need for a function to be performed regionally, you can go in and take 
it over. But it definitely is a progression of powers. 

Mr. Kramer: And also the necessary provision for regions to be able to contract 
where they have to cooperate in a particular area. 

Sen. Gillmor: This makes a lot more sense now. You start out with regional govern
ments, and progress to a multi-regional government, in essence. Now after two 
regions agree that between themselves they are exercising that same power, then 
you really have a multi-regional power. In other words, you have one power exer
cised over four regions--then it's hardly one power. It may be ••• let's say 
they take over the sewer and one or two regions contiguous with it--and they agree 
to set up a multi-regional commission to regulate that--and then you would have in 
essence a stnte service, in a way. You're bound to get what is almost a mimi-state. 
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I just think that we should talk about the things that may not come about in 15 
years, probably, but maybe in 30 or 40 years, after the regions have become strong, 
and they really start to become powerful. I don't know. 

Mr. Kramer: Air pollution control is an example where you expect that it might be 
necessary for more than one region to get together. 

Sen. Gillmor: After the region has assumed power within its region, then you see, 
you've lost any check. And when two regions have both assumed the same power, then 
they can, in essence, put their powers together over an area that comprises two 
regions, or three regions. 

Mr. Kramer: The General Assembly can revise the boundaries. 

Sen. Gillmor: I know it's hard to imagine in ten years, but ~t's after that. 

Mr. Kramer: So this would be an argument again for finding a veto power in the 
General Assembly over the contracts. 

Mrs. Hessler; Paragraph #5 has to have a lot of thought about whether the state 
should have the power to determine the functions of regional government or whether 
the regional eovernment should have the power subject to a veto of the state. De
pending on hm1 you solve that problem, it then depends on the contracts. 

Mr. Heminger: The power of the legislature to change the boundaries of the districts 
might conflict ~1ith the contracts. 

Sen. Gillmor: The more powers they have, the more powerful they get. 

Mr. Kramer; That's why 1 said that you might revise the boundaries once, but it's 
difficult to see that it's going to happen after that without some very good reason. 
It's not goine to happen lightly. We'll have to give some more consideration to 
this question in order to decide if there should he a veto power over contracts, 
because there's no question that it is a good point that the regions that are going 
to enter into contracts--it certainly is potentially a more serious matter for the 
state than say counties or municipal corporations which enter into contracts. Those 
would be the important contracts, really, because otherwise, if they can't contract 
together, then you run into these same kinds of problems that we've got now. Now 
we're talkine political boundary lines, and 50 on. 

Mrs. Hessler: How, the Twin Cities Colincil actually has certain authorities to 
handle certain things--for example, they may,5et up a transit authority,'and the 
transit authority will run the transit, but the region and the council have the 
control over the budget and that sort of thing. So that they control and coordinate 
all the authorities for the counties in the area--but the authorities are still 
there. If you solve the problem of having different boundaries set up for water 
control, air pollution, and so forth, you almost have to have the power to contract 
in order to set an authority to do this with on overriding coordinating function. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Does this answer your problem? Supposing that you say that the 
regions must contract for a specific purpose or services, but that they may not 
combine their governments or their structures. 
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Sen. Gillmor: 110, they don't have the power to d~ that anyway, but they could 

• agree, for exnmple, the Port Authority of the State of New Yorle has n bi-state 
contract. It is actually autonomous. It's not under any actual control of New 
York or New Jersey4 An agreement for function between regions might be the same 
thing. And then I could foresee that you start out with very limited authority, 
and then when you get more bi-regional thingc, it's a natural thing to put it all 
together. I think realistically they could become somewhat autonomous.

• Mrs. Orfirer; In some ways it certainly provides for a lot of flexibility. 

Sen. Gillmor: Yes, but it doesn't provide for much state control or much popular 
control. 

..� Mr. Kramer: You could provide for a legislative veto in the contract section with 
the addition of very few words. It might be a power that would never be exercised. 
There would seem to be no great arguments to make against it, and there could be a 
possibility that this kind of problem could arise. 

•� 
Mrs. Orfirer: It's a very valid point.� 

Mr. Kramer: It's not going to hamstring the rC3ions anyway, because the General 
Assembly� will pay no attention to 99% of the contracts, but if one comes along 
that would be of concern to the state, it would have the ability ~0 stop it. I 
thinlt it� might be a reasonable addition to malee. 

•� Mrs. Orfirer: I think it is primarily Section 4 that we would like to see re
drafted, 1 think \~e'd like it spelled out a little more clearly the fact that it 
is a progression, an evolutionary, gradual assumption of powers. 

The meetinG Has adjourned. 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
LoceJ. Government Committee 
November 8, 1972 

Summary of Meetinp-

The LoceJ. Government Committee met at the Hollenden House in Cleveland at 10:15 a.m. on 
November 8, 1972. Present were Mrs. Orfirer, Chairman, Messrs. Ostrum, Heminger, Russo 
and staff member Kramer. Also present at various times throughout the day were Leila 
Shiozawa, Gilbert D. Richmond of the Greater Cleveland Growth Association, Wayne C. Dabb, 
Jr. of the City of Cleveland, Joyce M. WeJ.lace of the League of Women Voters of Cuyahoga 
County, Prof. George D. Vaubel of the Ohio Northern University College of Law, Estal E. 
Sparlin of the Citizens League of Cleveland, Pat Smith of the Air Conservation Committee, 
William Keen, Stark County Administrator, Prof. Thomas Campbell of Cleveland State Uni
versity, Richard D. Peters of the Cuyahoga County Port Authority, Max Ratner of Forest 
City Enterprises, David Goss of the Five County Transit System, Ellen Knox of the 
Recycling Council of Greater Cleveland, H. O. Walker of The Call and Post, Jack Gherlein 
of the Greater Cleveland Growth Association, George Watkins of Three Rivers Watershed 
and Lloyd Stoyer of Trumbull County Area Betterment Council. 

Mr. Dabb: I think you already know that the Mayor is on record. lfuen we talk about 
his approach to regional government, we have to look at the historic role of the city 
as a basic unit of government in both the United States and in the world. The cities 
existed before there were states, before there were counties, before there were nations. 
The cities sprung up where people gathered together in groups probably since the 
beginning of man. So that when you teJ.k about a regional approach to government, I 
think you have to keep in mind the basic unit of government being the city and I think 
we have to start building from that point. I think the Home Rule Amendment of the 
Ohio Constitution back in 1912 recognized that the city was a basic unit of govern
ment, but the powers of the cities have been taken away from them, possibly unknowingly, 
by the state and by the federal government was an attempt to return the powers to the 
cities and this was fine, I think, at that point in time where the cities--the political 
concept of the cities--comported with what was then the reality of the city geographi
cally, demographically, economically, culturally, socially, ecologically, even as we 
are now realizing. But I think over time, and particularly with our big cities, the 
reality is expanded and the political concept has not expanded to keep up with the 
reality, and there we reach the point tod8¥' where the problems of the c1ty is asked 
to deal with go far beyond its own boundaries and beyond its own powers to deal with 
them. I think the suburbs are starting to feel the effect of the overnow of the 
problems of the central cities into the suburbs and maybe out into the more rural 
areas of the county. At the Bame time, the federal governnent is starting to turn 
its eyes back to the cities as a basic unit of government for solving problems. We 
are all familiar with revenue sharing, which basically gives money back to the cities, 
also to counties, to the states, but primarily it gives money back to the cities so 
that they can deal with the problems. 
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I think a major problem, lies in what is our concept of the city and this is where we 
get into regionalism andmetropolitan government. I think that everyone here, from 
your studies, and the rest of us all know, that there has to be some change in the 
city, a broadening of what we know now as a city, if we are going to solve many of 
the problems and revitalize local government. I have reviewed your proposal and I 
think I might first state Mayor Perk I s goal or views on this point. His ''''iew is that 
what we need is better government and not necessarily just more government, so the 
city should be the basic building block for our expansion of local government. 

When you compare the city to your regional approach this is where we can start making 
some specific comments. Basically, as I understand the proposal, it is to create 
another level of government, a sort of super city or super county somewhere between 
the city and the county and the states and yet with some substantial powers which have 
been, I think, sadly lacking in some of the attempts in the past for planning-type 
governments such as NOACA or regional planning authorities. At the same time, has 
some of the deficiencies which they also have, in that it is somewhat limited to a 
planning function, a regulatory type function without having all of the basic powers. 
It does not appear to have all of the basic powers that the city WOi l"l. have. I think 
also the proposal provides that over a period of years whenever the region is ready, 
it will take on additional governmental functions. Experience, not with this partic
ular proposal, but with similar types of governments, shows that these proposals 
don't always work out in practice. People are loathe to give up their own little 
areas of power. Everyone likes their 11ttle kingdoms. These do not fall eas ily • 
If we are going to go to the trouble of a constitutional amendment to revitalize and 
restructure local government, we should aim for what we view as the ideal as the con
stituticnal BJ:lendment and make an all out effort rather than shoot at what Lyndon 
Johnson would call the half loaf theory of--getting a little bit now and we will try 
to get i,he rest later. 

Mrs. Orr 1rer: I am happy to hear you say that, because that is the philosophy that 
we have been working under. We will try to come out with a proposal that will pro
vide th« best amount of good government that we can get. If it is called idealistic, 
we are fit least going to aim that high to begin with and then, if it has to be com
pranised a bit along the way , it will. 

Mr. Dab'b: I might make a comment specifically. Sections 3 and 6, as I understand 
them badeally t provide that regional government will have regulatory and planning 
f'unetio! s and then it will also have the necessary and proper pmrers to carry those 
out. I would say why not give regional governments the same powers of local self 
govermnEnt that we have given to the cities, so that they can really carry out what 
we want them to do. Along the same line, when we get down to Section 5, this is 
where tr,e region may at any time assume various services and functions. At this 
point h time this is no question that certain governmental functions or most govern
mental functions need be provided on a regional basis. The question of whether 
they ma~ do it is may be outdated. Maybe we should say they shall provide certain 
functio!s and establish a time schedule over which they would consolidate all of 
the fune bions within their areas. Right now we are plagued with a multitude of 
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independent authorities and we are seeing more created. I don't fault the independent 
authorities, such as the sewer authority and the transit authority. These are very 
good and very necessary. We have to create independent authorities nov, because that 
is the only way we have of dealing with regional problems, but if we are going to try' 
to establish a governmental framework to deal with regional problems, then we ought 
to give them not only the power, but also provide a time frame--maybe a flexible time 
frame, of co\U'se--in which to take over these services and to consolidate them. Also, 
I think we should provide that the independent authorities, boards and local govern
ments providing these functions will all go out of existence at the same time that 
these functions are taken over by a regional government. Sanething along this line 
would give more substance to the proposal to establish regional governments and will 
carry it farther than the NOACA or regional planning unit. It will make it a regional 
planning unit with teeth only to accomplish its goals. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Do you want us to respond to you now? I didn't know whether you finished 
your formal statement or not. 

Mr. Dabb: Yes. 

Mr. Heminger: You Just again mentioned the possibility of some units or Bome :f\mctions 
going out of existence. ,,'bat was the phrase you suggested that might go out. Assuming 
that this regional authority was given? 

Mrs. Orfirer: The special authority? 

Mr. Dabb: Special authorities I think should be abolished as a regional unit takes over 
the fUnction. I think even local governments to the extent that they have no other 
existing functions. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Om- thoughts on this have been primarily the desire to retain as much 
flexibility as possible and the thinking was that if the whole state were to be 
regionalized that there would be different problems, in all likelihood, in different 
areas of the state, so that rather than provide that immediately or in 2 years or 5 
or 10 years from now that all of the regions must take over certain functions such as 
transportation, or air pollution--we all are aware of some of the regional problems 
that exist--that they would be free to take them over in their particular area where 
the need was very clear where they were not being handled as efficiently or with as 
much good to the people of the area as would be possible at a regional level. At the 
moment O\U' feeling has been that we didn't want to impose it across the board or at a 
specific time, but give them the power to assume the £'unction when it became apparent 
in that area that it was necessary that it be assumed. 

l-ir. Dabb: I think the flexibility you are talking about has a great deal of merit. 
When you are dealing with a state as broad as Ohio and try to set up some system which 
will accommodate all of the differences across the state, you do have problems. But 
I think still that if you allow them to take them over when they can or when they will, 
political p:roble'1\~ P..!"e iY',·.,lved; 'Ulli contl ictR "Ullong the different groups of people 
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become somewhat insurmountable, sometimes. Perhaps an approach which would make an 
evaluation on a region by region basis once the regions are established, might have 
some merit. But I think there needs to be more than just a permissive ability to take 
over functions. 

Mrs. Orfirer: I wonder what your reaction is to the thought that these would be very 
different from existing regional groups such as NOACA where the individual unit of 
local government is represented on it. Our thought with these regions is that this

•� would not be so--that people would not be appointed to it or even elected to it be�
cause they were mayor of a municipality or something like that. Representatives� 
would� be elected region-wide in some one-man, one-vote fashion so that they would 
have a broader responsibility and perhaps some of this competition and factionalism 
that you are talking about would be alleviated. 

• Mr. Dabb: I think along those lines you do have a problem--I don't think you will 
ever get away fran the problem. There are large blocks of voters in areas such as 
Cleveland. I don't know hoW' you would draw an area broad enough to eliminate the 
influence of an area like Cleveland, so that while the 14ayor of Cle~:?land or the 
pouncilmen may not serve because he is Mayor or councilman, still the same person 
might be elected because of his views and his acceptance to the city of Cleveland.

• Mrs. Orfirer: I am not sure that this is bad. 

l-!r. Dabb: That may be good. 

Mrs. Orfirer: I think certainly a city with the population and the needs and the 
•� strengths of Cleveland should have great representation in the region in which it 

exists. Perhaps what we are going to run into is the fear on the part of other smaller 
communities that they would be overshadowed by the larger city within the district, 
within the region. I think this may be a problem that will have to be faced, too. 

Mrs. Ostrum: I have a question I would like to ask of Hr. Dabb. We, of course, have 
•� had some public hearings in Cincinnati and Columbus and I believe in the Columbus 

bearing the Ohio Municipal League was represented by its chief counsel. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Mr. Gotherman. 

Mr. Ostrum: Mr. Gotherman. One of the points that he was making was, since we are

• a Constitutional Revision Commission trying to determine whether anything needs to be 
done to improve the constitution, is whether regional government should be detailed in 
the constitution itself. I take it, from what you have said already, that you don 't 
feel that it is inappropriate to have the kind of rather detailed proposal for regional 
government that this Committee is considering at this time. Mr. Gotherman, I think, 
vas suggesting that there is no real legal impediment existing at this date to prevent

• the general assembly from establishing regional government. He raises the question 
wbpther is it necessary to structure this new unit in the constitution. Could you 
address yourself to that subject? ": tih:f.:n'r .1 'lm,.,~·;what you are thinking~ but I would 
like 1:0 'have it spa]~et1 c"J.t. 
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l'fr. Dabb: Okay. I think Mr. Gotherman is qUite correct. I don't think there is any 
necessity to Qave it spelled out in the constitution and it could be done by the legis
lature. But I think the constitution is basically a charter of government. I think 
it is essential that it be spelled out in the constitution what the government structure 
of the State of Ohio is going to be. It then makes it more difficult to change and 
puts in the constitution what the people wanted in the constitution and does not allow 
the whims of passing fancy or political ties to change that quite soeasUy. That is 
the basic merit of having it in the constitution as opposed to having an act of the 
legislature. Of course, some flexibility should be built in. I notice you have 
throughout, "there shall be provided by general law" to allow sane flexibility to meet 
changes which are necessary. 

Mrs. Orfirer: He have been conducting these hearings very informally so that ~ne 

who is present can speak at will and that the other panelists 'Will interact with each 
other and rather than just have a formal presentation. We would like all of you to 
cake part and we would like to welcome you, Pat. Pat is with us here for Ann Felber 
this morning and we are very glad to have you. So won 't you all please talk back and 
forth with each other. 

Mrs. smith: Hr. Dabb, if it should so happen that the regional approach was not in
stituted··-1n other words if a regional government proposal was not acceptable to the 
state legislature, not acceptable to the people, is the city of Cleveland at present 
in its administration leaning towards constantly trying to educate the public with the 
metropolitan situation? Do you think the city is the center of this power of govern
ment which you talk about? Or would you rather not commit yourself? 

Mr. Dabb: I don't know what I could say that the City is specifically trying to 
educate the public to this sort of view. I think when you have got a. city the size 
of Cleveland that you basically try to solve problems by putting out fires right 
now and it is hard tor someone in a city government to take the long range view ot 
what the city ought to be. In the past few months we have established the regional 
transit authority and the regional sewer authority and we have worked with the County 
on the Justice Center project. We have always tried to insure that the City ot 
Cleveland has a major role in all of these regional authorities. I think this is 
necessary because the City of Cleveland is still the biggest population center in the 
county and is the most established. It has the basic governmental services fairly 
well developed and it was the fundamental government in this area for a. long time. 
The City has outgrown its political reality. That's whex:e our problem lies, and I 
.think the Mayor has said that metropolitan government is what we are going to have 
to have in the future and the City will playa big role in it. 

~.rs. Orfirer: Are there others of you who would like to respond to Hr. Dabb? We 
hope that you will be able to stay with us, Mr. Dabb~ and continue to talk to us as 
we talk and listen to other people. Pat, would you like to explain a bid about how 
the Air Conservation Committee is working and about hoy it views regionalism and what 
our specific problems are. 
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Mrs. Smith: Yes, I was thinking that I had better explain wbat our experience is. The 
Air Conservation Committee, Ann Felber and I have been working specifically for about 
three years. We looked at local government efforts in this area and it took us no 
longer than a year to decide that the city boundaries are not large enough to cope 
with the air pollution problem in this area. When we considered what other options 
there were besides the state, under the existing arrangements, we looked to the county 
boundaries and decided that the county probably is large enough to cope with the air 
pollution problem. We considered various ways to get authority for the county. Right 
now there is none. We attempted in various ways to get legislation to enable counties 
to handle the problem, but we did not accomplish this and have not managed to extend 
air pollution controls beyond the city boundaries. 

When Ann and I talked over the regional proposal, we probably came up with more ques
tions than answers for you. We had not considered regions very much when we initially 
began to think about air quality regulations. We do reside in an eight-county air 
quality region set up by the Government. Ue decided that was too large and that it 
had to be broken down into smaller geographical areas to be able to cope with the 
problem. The eight-county region includes Stark County; it include' Lorain County. 
We saw that there were urban and rural problems there, and we couldn' c see working 
under existing state government. When you pose such a thing as regional government, 
then I have questions for you. 

AJJ I read this material and the intent of your proposal, you are talking about elected 
officials. You are talking about a tax base. You are talking about some flexibility 
as to the authorities each of these regions might pick up. My reservation about this 
i.a whether, when a region picks up a certain kind of authority, do they pre-empt the 
authority in that region? I think that's .rhat the intent is--that if an established 
region wanted to do air pollution control work, it could impose it on all of the 
municipalities and jurisdictions within the region. Was this the intent? 

Mrs. Orf'irer: Yes, it could impose it; but the intent was not necessarily to obliterate 
or wipe out those agencies that existed if they are performing and providing good 
service and adequately functioning, then they could continue, but under the umbrella 
of this wider regional government. It would be done with planning and coordination. 

l~s. Smith: Of course, this is a whole different thing. I can see this possibly 
working, if the regional agency definitely has the authority. There is far too much 
home rule and provincialism in this area to try to put together an organization of 
govermnents. The reason we went with county government rather than with health depart
ments was that we could see that a very small township could knock out a county effort 
under a health district because the county would have to get permission and contract 
with the township. You cannot do these kind of functions area wide if you have to 
contract. 
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We bad thought that county boundaries would be adequate to solve this problem, even in 
this area, which is probably the largest metropolitan area in the state. OUr question 
is, what is there that a region could do that a county could not do given the same 
kinds of powers you are talking about giving to the regions? The obvious answer is 
long range planning over the larger area, and this is probably the only benefit of a 
region ove the county. From our standpoint, this is perhaps not as important as it 
would be in some other areas, because we really feel there would be enough authority 
ip the county. Of course t you could stop this pro:Uferation of so-called area wide 
agencies which are duplicating functions, as you know, unendingly. It simply is 
impossible to work in some of these areas while having to keep track of five or six 
agencies and authorities. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Pat, what happens 1n the case where one county lfOuld exercise the kind 
of authority you are talking about to control air pollution and an adjoining county 
would fail to exercise the necessary power? 

t·frs. Smith: I suppose you would have the seme problem that you would have with 
regions. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Yes, but the :-e810n would cover a larger area. 

Mrs. Smith: The cities may have originally been large enough to deal with these prob
lems t but since we have put suburban rings around our cities, the problems have grown 
out beyond the city boundaries. The one main argument that we have for going county
wide rather than remaining within city boundaries is that, even though most of the 
industrial complex is contained within the city, we teel that we needed the larger 
tax base to cope with the problem. It is ridiculous to ask the City of Cleveland 
residents to cope financially with the problem created by this industrial complex 
trom which the whole county benefits. I suppose you could take my argument and say 
that the regional approach would be better because it would have an even larger tax 
base. The problem can extend beyond the county, and perhaps many people trom outside 
the county work here. I think counties would work if you give them the power. 

Mrs. Orflrer: What I was concerned about was the problem where a factory is located 
just outside the county line. We usually think of air as moving about without con
t ':;'(':'.. ';': "''1d qcross boundaries. 

Mrs. Smith: You can always have that sort of problem, too, with a factory located 
just across the state line. That is why we have federal laws. The answer to your 
problem about a region or a county that does not enforce the standards is that there 
are state laws and they are strong, and I don 't see any answer to that sort of prob
lem except to have federal laws that impose uniform standards across the country. 

Mrs. Orfir~~ Jt,.,u effecti',e io you find the federal and state laws governing air 
pollution? 
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Mrs. Smith: We can't tell because they are just beginning their enforcement program 
in Ohio. It looks good, mainly because the officials in charge of this program want

• to do a good job. I suppose we are looking to the new state EPA and expecting miracles, 
and the public will look to this new agency also. The federal act has made Ohio move, 
and Ohio is attempting to make municipalities move. A problem exists in that the 
state agency does not have the money or the people to control air pollution here. 
They will be contracting with the city to do the work here. He know ·~:s.t the state 
can't do the work without utilizing the city, and yet city residents are paying to

• keep that division alive so that the state can contract with it, and we knOlT that 
there will be plenty of city money going into it. We have serious reservations abOut 
this whole thing. I do believe that in an urban industrial area such as ours, there 
will always be a need for local money to be put into the state program. I don't 
think the state can manage to pour enough money into here to do what we think must 
be done.

• Mrs. Orfirer: What about federal funds? 

. Mrs. Smith: The federal funds come if you have an adequate progr~~1, The state won't 
get money and the local community cannot get money unless the local program has 
complied with the state program and the state program is acceptable under federal 

• standards. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Mr. Keen, would you like to talk to us about some of the problems and 
solutions that you come up with? 

Mr. Keen: I think it is important in anything like this to know a little bit about the

• background of the person. I am a native of Stark County. I have lived there most of my 
life. I have been involved in strictly local government for probably 25 years. My 
employment until 1960 was industrial. I served as Mayor of Massilon for about 5 years 
and then I became the first county administrator in Stark County. r.fy approach may be 
pretty provincial because I have not a broad knowledge of municipal and county govern
ment allover the state, except as I have been exposed from my activities within Stark

• County. 

When Mr. Kramer invited me to express my thoughts on regional government, I was somewhat 
aghast because, very frankly, that's your job. He supplied me with a draft of the amend
ment that you are using as the working device and I guess that stimulated my thinking. 
I would like to just give you a brief formal statement about my thoughts on a regional

• type govermnent, recognizing, of course, that this is not a constitutional amendment that 
you are prepared to propose to the electorate. 

• 
A little bit about Stark County. Canton, Ohio, is the county seat. We have a population 
of 374,000. The county i~ the 7th largest in the state. We have 5 cities and 9 villages. 
About 50% of our popnh.+':ion: "llmost balf 1s in t1'l'" unincorporated areas of the counties. 
I was e.!!!3.z·:o"i 't,) .tlnd that our popu.lp.H,," ~A.l')Ri.ty in Stark County is 680 people per square 
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mile. When I was a kid in elementary school, they told me that about China. Most of 
us have the feeling that our county is urban and metropolitan. Perhaps the most recent 
thing that has happened is rather staggering and yet challenging. Downtown Canton 
has been literally rebuilt and in the immediate townships to the north, at a place 
called Belden Village, Higbee's moved in and it is a fantastie operation. In downtown 
Canton, most of the prestige stores have moved out of that area. Our sheriff is now 
confronted with urban problems in Belden Village, such as the Canton chief of police 
is confronted with in downtown Canton. This is the sort of thing that is happening in 
our county and perhaps in many other counties. 

I guess I have to say first that I am somewhat concerned that from the little bit I 
have read about regional government, this draft of an amendment seems to be addressed 
primarily to adding another layer of government to the local governments that 'We have 
now, and if I may use the draft that you have simply for comparison purposes, it seems 
to me that it is directed toward establishing a modernized super county--if I can use 
that word--but has the potential of emasculating the existing local governments, but 
still leaving them there in some function or other. Very frankly, I can't imagine 
the electorate passing an amendment anywhere near this draft. I just don't think it 
would pass the electorate in Ohio. I am concerned that no draft seems to have surfaced 
--not necessarily of this committee, just general literature that I have been exposed 
to--to try and modernize and remedy and regionalize some of the existing forms of 
government, rather than approach putting another layer on it. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Hay I interrupt you just a moment? I want to be sure I understand what 
you mean. You don't mean only modernizing county government or strengthening it, but 
changing the boundaries, combining counties--that kind of thing? 

Mr. Keen: Yes, I think perhaps that may be it. 

I don't need to really tell you very much about the inadequacies of county government 
today in Ohio. It ought to be noted that county government in Ohio was created when 
we were an agricultural, self-sufficient economy, 80 to speak, and the people in Ohio 
at that time really didn't need and, I suspect, didn't want very much government in 
terms of the sort of thing we are talking about. Our county boundaries were pretty 
much established so the men could go to the county seat and return between millings 
in transportation which existed at that time. Since the fom and structure of county 
government was established, there have been revolutionary technological and social 
changes, but the county government is stUl pretty much what it was when it was first 
established. There have been some additional powers granted to the counties, but I 
suspect if this group sat down to design an organization that was almost designed not 
to work, you couldn't do much better than the county government structure today. If 
we were to apply the measurements under which county government was first established 
i.n Ohio to today's culture, I think we might find or at least establish as a premise 
that the state government in Columbus would suffice of that maybe ten super counties 
would U.e something that we would try to design. 
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Here's what I would like to suggest very briefly. The state is confronted with federal. 
regulations which will require regional planning. I understand that has to be somewhat 
established by the middle of next year. It seems to me that Section 3 of your draft 
addresses itself to that, and over and above that I would like to suggest that you con
~ider modernizing and developing the county structure so that it would gradually produce 
something like a regional government. It seems to me that this would require most of 
~he following elements. A constitutional authority for the general 8Sbembly to classify 
counties and to provide separate general laws for each classification and separate 
alternative form of "organization and government" of each classification. Perhaps 
urban and rural classifications could be used, with the option of rural counties to 
petition the general assembly to be classified as urban, and I use these terms loosely-
it could be one of the two, a and b, or 1 to 25, if that would be the pleasure of the 
legislature. Constitutional grant of home rule to all counties regardless of classifi
cation. In urban counties, hO".Y'ever, they may be classified, basically I think roughly 
in those counties with 100,000 population or more. That the constitution require an 
elected or appointed chief executive officer. I am more inclined to suggest persons 
be elected rather than appointed and an elected legislative authority by districts. 
To remove some of the horrible constitutional charter requirements <>or county charters 
and make it possible with a new constitutional amendment for counties to make changes 
from "organization and government" statutes by their own legislative action SUbject to 
initiative and referendum and giving the general assembly a limited amount of time to 
amend or to become so that it would work somewhat like it does at the federal level 
where there is an executive reorganization subject to the disapproval of Congress. 

I think in my lifetime the efforts I have seen directed towards charters for counties 
and alternative forms of government for counties places an almost impossible burden 
on those efforts. Number one, you have to tell the people what to have because county 
government has such a low profile and such a fractured structure that the average per
son simply doesn't understand. I don't think even the schools are doing a good job of 
getting the story across about the kind of government that they are going to be exposed 
to in Ohio at the local level. Admittedly, they have many many things to acquaint 
those youngsters with, but this is something they are going to live initimately with. 
Make it easy for counties to consolidate into regional governments., Now, I would like 
to hope that if' such const!tutional amendments were in eff'ect this might stimulate and 
encourage the general assembly of Ohio to take the same approach as the feds and that 
is that the general assembly might offer certain benefits and certain additional 
~uthority could only be obtained if these counties through this kind of transition 
would agree, enter into contracts, combine or consolidate with the counties. \ole are 
almost at the point where the federal government says you have to do this in Ohio if 
you want any more of our money as far as planning is concerned. I think the general 
assembly would take this same kind of approach if you had a viable county organization. 
Make it attractive for them to combine with other counties into a region. I think that 
there would be at least a possibility that there might develop naturally into something 
close to what we are talking about in regional government with this kind of an approach, 
without adding another layer of government and I submit that with much more chance of 
the electorate of buying it than they would a regional government superimposed over 
what we have now. That concludes my sort f)f semi-formal approach to it. I haven't 
really thought out all of the n'laT.'\~E.:J 01 it. I am stimulated by the draft of the 
amendment. 
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r11'. Keen: I don't know whether the committee would want to consider this or not but it 
rather intrigues me to permit the county commissioners to adopt a charter or alterna
tive form of government without a vote of the electorate, but subject to referendum. 
Consideration should also be given to transferring the entire operation of the courts 
out of the realm of close county control. It is an absolutely impossible situation, 
at least in the metropolitan counties where the courts can mandate without any con
sideration whatsoever of the other obligations'of government and I think I have arrived 
at the point personally where I subscribe to their being administered totally by the 
state, financed totally by the state, and all the revenue they produce returned to the 
state. I think that is about the substance of it other than my own experience bas been 
that the multiplicity of boards and commissions at the county level is a horrible thing. 
Just to give you a very recent example. Our Board of Trustees of the tuberculosis 
hospital hired a phony doctor. We just went through an election where the challengers 
to the county cOIIUI1iss!oners ran newspaper advertisements to the effect that the 
incumbents didn't know s.:ny better than to hire a phony doctor at the tuberculosis 
hospital. Obviously the commissioners had nothing whatever to do with it. They had 
appointed boards of trustees. They are totally removed from county government and 
financing and fiscal control doesn't even run through the office. It had its dis
advantages. The board of trustees were so much upset that their president ran a 
newspaper ad s~lng it was their fault and not the fault of the county commissioners. 

Hrs. Orfirer: It is just a complete ignorance really of what the county government is. 

Mr. Keen: I would suspect that most of the boards and agencies that exist in the county 
level could very well be line departments, with the department head responsible to the 
chief administrative officer or the county commissioners. We don't need a Soldiers and 
Sailors Relief Commission. We don It need a tuberculosis hospital board of trustees. I 
think there might be something said for an advisory board when you get into something 
that is extremely technical and I think most administrations would recognize this. 

Mrs. Orfirer: I just vould like to ask you one question l.fr. Keen, if I may go back to 
your suggestions as to how- regionalism should come about. As I read you, you feel that 
there is a growing trend toward regionalism, a greater need for regionalism o'f some 
kind, but you feel that it could better come about through a strengthening of county 
government until they evolve into regions. Do you feel that it 'WOuld be roore practical 
or feasible to actually eliminate existing counties than it would to have a regional 
government that was more than a coordinating body--planning body. 

Mr. Keen: I em not sure I understand the question. 

Mrs. Orfirer: I think you felt that it would be impossible to get the electorate to 
pass a proposal such as the working draft we have been discussing, that it would 
happen as a natural evolution growing out of strengthening counties. I think that 
many of us do feel strongly that it is vital that some functions be regionali~ed and 
we have rather grave doubts, perhaps, about the possibility of it coming about from 
~derneath rather than from the top, and a concern about the reaction o'f the entrenched 
people in existing local governments. 
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Mr. Keen: I think one thing that we all can be concerned about, at least in our area, 
is that the real political organization of its structure is revolving around the county

• level rather than at the municipal level. This is something we have to be careful not 
1;0 destroy regardless of your party affiliation. We have to have this sort of thing. 
The last vestige of it in our county is, very frankly, at the county level. I am some
"hat concerned that a strong overnight regional government might destroy an awful lot 
ot men. It I m8¥ go back for a minute, it is difficult to imagine this aort of thing 
happening, even having proposed it. lie can't see this in county government today.

• County government 1s run by a committee. Nothing works run by a committee. Somebody 
bas to be in charge. There are counties that won't subscribe to this for sure. They 
don't want any more powers. They don't want to be modernized. They don't want to 
bave any structure that is streamlined for action. I think you find more sympathy 
among the urban counties tor something like this, because they are constantly pressl..Y'ing 
the legislature, it nothing else, to give them authority to meet appropriations tor a

• ~ymphony orchestra. But I do think it has some merit in that you say here is an 
existing unit of government with which there is some identification, which there is 
some loyalty and from which certain things happen. We are going to get us an authority, 
they may not like it but municipalities have grown up under this aut'hority, and people 
'IIl1 age have never known any ditferent. They had it all the time. Give it a strong 
structure. give it bane rule and the power to do something about meeting the needs of

• their people. and I think you will find an enormously different kind of leadership 
comlq out ot county govertlDlent. 

Mrs. Ortirer: Would you give them preemption over the municipalities? 

Mr. Keen: I don't know. I am not qualified to answer that. I think it 'Would be a 
•� very interesting study. Part of our push toward regionalism is that the problems 

starting in the municipalities are going out and the ones out are coming in. The 
~ather arbitrary corporation lines are meaningless. 

Mrs. Orfirer: It is interesting that as we have gone around the state, we meet these 
~ ideas tha.t come into conflict with each other and seem to co-exist in everyone's 

•� mind. The camnittee has been very much a",re.re of this strong attachment to a very local 
level of government from townships and vill88es and cities, a feeling that they do per
fo~ a very necessary function and that as we go into regionalism to maintain still 
this local quality, this almost neighborhood quality, of government. A lot of people 
are interested in maintaining and it is going to be interesting to see how it finally 
takes shape between these two forces.

• Mr. Keen: I would like to ask a question. I am not sure I really understand it or 
are interpreting it properly. Did I understand the draft of this article that the 
l,gislative authority of the regional government could on its own initiative propose 
to take overt for example, sewers in the whole region? 

•� Mrs. Orfirer: Yes. 

Mr. Keen: That; this woulcl be Bubject to referendum in each of the existing subdivisions? 

•� 
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Mrs. Orfirer: Within that area of the region-you know we have talked about subdis
tricting a region, too, and so presumably one sUbdistrict or a consolidation of several 
subdistricts, and then the referendum, as I see it, would take place within those areas. 

Mr. Keen: Take these SUbdistricts within an entire region for the consolidation of 
all sewers under the auspices of the region SUbdistrict. Suppose 1n that area you have 
a fairly good sized municipality with a lot of suburbs. What happens if a key town
ship sqs, we don't want it as far as the sewer program is concerned? You might 
visualize there might be a township in there that contains major sewer lines or even 
a sewer plant. 

r~. Russo: The fact of the matter is that the regional concept has the authorization 
to buy at a figure that is attractive to the municipalities and we have to know the 
operatil18 of the state constitution. You just don't go in and seize power simply be
cause it is going to be the best way of doing something. A referendum is something 
that 1s guaranteed, so you have to follow that. \'lhat we are trying to do is eliminate 
the issue of carrying in every municipality and by majority in the biggest city and 
simplifying it to the point where the people still have the right to reject. Hovever, 
the bargaining at the table in the price of the concept can be easily done by those 
people who know vhat it is all about. You simply cannot just come in and take over 
t.he entire sewer system and there is equity for municipalities in that sewer system. 
You really have to go with the referendum and at the same time make it attractive 
enough to the municipalities to become a part of that system. 

i4r. Keen: I use sewers just as an example for two reasons. Number one, we are going 
through the throes of trying to establish a county-wide regional sewer district on a 
voluntary basis. Yet at the same time the legislature at this last session modernized 
that chapter so that districting could be accomplished better, passed the bill which 
in effect gave OWDA the authority to move in and take it over. Could I ask you your 
concern about doing the same thing on a regional basis on this kind of thing, where 
at the state level the authority exists for the OlIDA to do it; , 
Mr. Russo: I am presuming that OWDA power has been abolished under the EPA bill. I 
think the state is very hesitant moving in these directions. There is also a question 
of money involved too. Cuyahoga County did it through court order and we just bad 
the regional concept established here in Cuyahoga County b,y court order under Chapter 
1601 I think it was, I am not sure. There is enough there wi.thin that law to do it 
either on a voluntary basis or a mandatory basis by court order. 

Mr. Keen: I was wondering within the framework of what we have discussed in going 
back to this again. If you have a key township that doesn't want to sell it, they 
don't want any part of it, there is a long history of hard feelings, let us say 
lo-""tween the township and the mun:fcipaltties and of its neighbors and don't want 
anything to do with it. 

l-irs. Orfir~!" ~ t+. ~",.n !U11. h~ done. 
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Mr. Russo: That is happening here in Cuyaboga County. 

• Mrs. Orfirer: Because they have the authority to move in and take over this function 
and regionalize it yes t but on the broader basis. They could be individual. 

Mr. Keen: A majority vote of the subdistrict? 

Mrs. Ortirer: Yes. 

• Mr. Russo: Or the whole region. 

Mrs. Orfirer: I think we better move on. 

Ms. Shiozawa: Would your referendum be automatic? 

• Mrs. Orfirer: No. 

~1s. Shiozawa: Would there be a delay in the time the regional go,r~rmnent took over a 
l5ervice and the time the referendum would have to be in? 

• t1rS. Orfirer: It has been provided for in here. The assumption we have been working 
on is that it would be sUbject to a referendum at the time it moved into its fUnction. 

Ms. Shiozawa: Why did you exclude public schools? 

t·1rs. Orfirer: We feel that it is a whole separate area that doesn't need to become 

• involved in administration and government such as I see it. I think our feeling has 
been that the subject is in such a broad area in itself and such a specific area it 
ought to be taken separately from this kind of a proposal. To my knowledge there 
really isn't anything that would prevent this from happening. 

• 
Mr. RUBSO: There have been several proposals to regionalize. They are not advocating 
one school board per county. 

Ms. Shiozawa: I am concerned about what is going to happen to local govermnents in 
the future. We take for granted all of these services that local government provides 
for us for the day to day police and fire protection and garbage collection. Many 
of these things people really like to have close control of. They want to have some 
influence tor recreation t parks t etc. because they are such day to day operations. 
th1.nk they are under somewhat of a threat from both state and national governments.• I 

~Te recognize this when we talk about regionalization. But because of a recent court 
decision they have applied mostly in public schools t I refer to the decision in 
California, there is also a movement to apply this to all local services. For in
stance, police protection must be provided on the same basis. This concerns me

•� because it again prevents local government from providing their own police and� 
fire protection. The thing that is really bothering me is the assumption that a 
rich tax community means rich people in Ohio. With a few exceptions, this is just 

• 
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not true, and the communities which are rich tax districts are those communities which 
have a large industrial base and are surrounded by the homes of the workers, and these 
are not rich people. I would like to see some constitutional guarantee of these com
munities because in the past, to raise money" we needed two avenues, one is either 
increase the tax duplicate or the other is to apply higher taxes. I would like to 
see some guarantee that local governments have a variety of ways of raising their 
municipal incomes and not be limited. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Does anyone have any questions? 

Mr. Ostrum: Do you represent any organization like League of Women Voters? 

Ms. Shiozawa: Not really, I was connected with the school board. 

~tr. Vaubel: Do you visualize regionalism to encompass essentially local functions? 
Have local functions gotten so big that you need a regional government or are they 
essentially state functions that you could centralize? 

~irs. Orfirer: I would say neither, or a compromise between the two. Now I think 
this is something that is being misunderstood a bit. As we visualize it, we see no 
reason why local police forces shouldn't continue, why all the day to day things 
should not continue on a local 1eve1~ but it could become a concern of the region 
only as 1t has a very def1n!te effect on a wider area. Local police forces would 
continue, but the training and communications might be done on a regional level-
this kind of thing. Waste disposal could be on a regional level, but waste col
lection might be on a local level. 

Dr. Campbell: I don't find your ideas unorthodox, expand Cleveland to the County. 
I know there are problems. I think it is one of the things that should be considered. 
I looked at your draft here and I must say I find it smelling of academia. There 
is no sense of political reality in it in some respects~ I think it is fine, per
fect, it would fit you fine, you know, in terms of no political considerations 
afforded. Yet, at the same time, I really feel there is a need for some sort of 
regional government. I am a citizen of Cleveland. I look at figures and the 
changing economic base of the city and we have lost more than 80,000 jobs between 
1960 and 1970. 44% of the population of the county we have only 32% of the income. 
The average person earns 54% more in the suburbs than in Cleveland. '!'he median 
income in the suburbs is $13,036. If the suburbs were a county, we would be 19th 
in the United States. Yet the tax duplicate for this city has only 1% growth 
between 1960 and 1970 and it has been declining since 1963. Uncollected taxes in 
the city of Cleveland on the 1970 duplicate now total 15% of the total billings 
and yet, on the other hand, 28~ of the property in this city is tax-exempt. Again, 
the problems facing the central city which we would like to see expanded, the crime, 
delinquency t health ~ education in more children. Thirty-seven per cent of all the 
kids between 5 and 11 in Cleveland school district are on welfare. One out of every 
7 poverty families in the state lives in the City of Cleveland. lole look at the in
comes. Cleveland has medium income of $9,107 which means 13.4% are below the poverty 
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mark. Cleveland Heights, the suburbs on a whole, as I said, have $13,036. Shaker 
Heights has a $19,928 median income and yet there is non-equal distribution. Look at

• Solon, a fast-growing community. Even the building I am in, the McKee Building, 

• 

which we have taken over, the state legislature is providing the money. '~e took it 
over to provide an opportunity for 87% of our kids are from the suburbs, 12% from the 
City of Cleveland. The City of Cleveland lost maybe 700 or 800 employees who were 
p8¥lng taxes, lost that ta.x money from the duplicate of the HcKee BuilJ.ing, yet Solon 
got that particular industry. Much more industry, fewer children. Even some of the 
older suburbs are facing problems--like East Cleveland. You look at the entire pic
ture. It is really not very good. The cost index bas been rising 7% a year. 
Cleveland itself has a format whereby tbe policemen get paid the highest in the 
state, get 3% each time it goes up and yet with the declining economic facts. These 
economic facts I think are tbe dominant ones we have to know about. The City of 
Cleveland just is in a bad way economically. It cannot provide the adequate services

• to service residents of the county. Uany people work in the City and yet the City 
is providing fire protection, police protection and all the rest. So there is 
obviously a need for an expanded ta.x base to provide services for the central city. 
In the East Side of Cleveland the unemployment rate is 15%, and 2~~ in the black 
areas of the City. 

• There is obvious need for some regional form of government. The questions is how 
can we get it. It is tmportant that this question be considered by the political 
people involved, because they are the ones who can kill it or make it. I don't 
think we should make the mistake in whatever you come out with of what happened in 
the Metro plan of 1959 and this is why it bothers me a little bit, the academic 

• nature of this proposal, the clean-cut structure and all the rest, the ignoring of 
some of the political factors and the economic factors. The Metro plan was perfect. 

• 

But they did things like they proposed to abolish the civil service protection, 
Whereupon 10,000 workers in the City of Cleveland and relatives said the old man 
is going to be out of a job. The other political consideration is the black ques
tion. If I were a black political leader, I would look with great hesitancy on a 
proposal like this, because they have suddenly come into economic power like any 
other ethnic group. You take again the Hetro plan study group in the 50' s . I did 

• 

some work on it and studied it. It amazed me to find they didn't have a single 
black person on that originally. When Dolph Norton came in to direct it he finally 
got a young brilliant political scientist and is doing very good work now. I am 
told b,y Leo Jackson that one business leader in this community came and said in 
essence, how much do you want. There is a ne\T emergence of black leadership, they 
are no longer on their knees. Like other ethnic groups, they are asking for their 
fair share and I think there is nothing in this here that gives them protection. 
They would feel a dilution of their strength at a crucial point and I think it 
would create major problems to get such a proposal through and yet I don't know 
how you are going to get it. 

• Mrs. Orfirer: We have been very aware of this problem and not too sure of the 
method best to attack it. 

•� 
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Dr. Campbell: I told the Hayor and City Managers Association that they would have to 
consider it because whether they like it or not, when they wake up 5 or 10 years from 
now and find that they have regional government, but not government by elected officials. 
I view with great concern the fantastic increase in authorities in this county. And I 
know that it is the easy approach in a difficult situation to get out of all the hassle 
between the City and County and the Balkanization of this area is fantastic. But on 
the other hand, I feel very strongly that ordinary people are losing their power. We 
are going to have the port authority, the LERTA Board all of these. I think that I 
"ould much prefer--I know it is clean-cut to do it the way you are proposing--but I 
would much prefer to see a study group within this county--within the five county 
region because it is the transit area for the economic base of Cleveland. Perhaps 
over a longer period of time, sitting down and trying to face some of the problems, 
being aware what this area is going to be like five of ten years from now. Asking that· 
question. And then what are the problems. Perhaps we will have to do it some way like 
a London city council where you have the local boroughs still operating. Start with an 
amalgamation of some of the suburbs. We are having some success in this because they 
are doing it for police work in a web system on the ~'leBt Side. They are doing it that 
way because they have suddenly discovered they cannot respond to the drug problem with
out having an integrated police force and perhaps this is what we can do. I would say 
at the moment that this would be rejected b,y the politicians and there would be extreme 
opposition. Instead, have the Governor get you to set up within each area or five 
county area, groups of citizens to seriously study what the areas will be like five 
or ten years from now and seeing whereby they can be amalgamated on a piecemeal fashion 
and finally leading to a common goal five or ten years from now of regional govermnent 
and it will be much stronger because people will be a part of it. 

Mrs. Orfirer: We are concerned with many of the same things that you are. I wish I 
could be as optimistic that this would come about on a. piecemeal, voluntary basis. 

Dr. Campbell: With the right kind of leadership, the great mass of people will respond. 
We have seen evidence of this in times of national crisis in this country. 

Mr. Russo: The City Council is talking about introducing a resolution for metro govern
ment and Mayor Perk has expressed the opinion that the City of Cleveland should be the 
main focus of the metro government rather than the county. They haven't determined 
exactly which tack to take, politically speaking, shall it be composed of councilmen or 
shall it be composed of a cross section ot people, but still maintain the political con
trol ot that study group. It is like Dr. Campbell says, regardless of what happens, if 
you don't have the political control that will determine how the election will turn out 
then you are not going to be able to pass that metro government under any circumstances. 
How do we torm a group that has credibility and comes up with right answers and still 
maintains the right kind of control to pass this legislation at the street level? 

Dr. campbell: The group should be active as a catalyst to keep the citizens informed. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Thank you, Dr. Campbell, for coming here and giving us your conunents. 
Dick Peters is from the Cuyahoga County Port Authority. We are particularly concerned 
wi t.1-I t3""'.t Jri "dq or tunct:l.ons might come lmder a regional umbrella. 
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Mr. Paters: r4ay I say that I am glad to be here and I reaJ.ly have so little of intelli
gence to S8¥. I am here not as a member of the Port Authority, but as a concerned 
citizen. For many years I 'Wrote edttorials on one of the local papers trying to get 
metropolltan government and regional government forms and so from a distance I have 
been a stUdent, I know nothing about legal things. I just wanted to talk about two 
minutes, if I may, about what the authority idea concept has been able to do around 
here. I don't know whether the regional thing would replace that, bui.. I would mention 
a couple ot things about the authority concept. In the face of continued failure of 
voters to accept the metropolitan government concept in this modern community where 
eY'erything spills across the lines back and forth, one of the best substitutes that 
I have seem for business management function has been the authority. This is a way 
that has operated successfully here in taking purely business special functions that 
spill across the lines of the 57 communities, or whatever it is here, in the area and 
do something about them without being affected by the financial difficulties of the 
individual town, suburbs and areas and without being too tied up in some of the political 
effects of those areas. This is a very limited concept, but I would think a rather 
successful one. 

On~ of the difficulties in having established an authority is that you lose out on some 
of the restraints that are necessary. It doesn't go back to the people particularly, 
it is really slicing a hunk off their government and putting it some place else. If 
our tax levy renewal had failed today ~ I wouldn I t have come forth. But I felt this 
was Bort of a vote of confidence~ essentially, of the public and the fact that it was 
not an overwhelming vote, would seem to me that it more or less reflects our achieve
ment or lack of it. I think the public is very careful and they realize we have done 
something. I have no answer to that sort of continued control. The difficulty of the 
authority concept is the possibility of proliferation. I hope that you consider as 
you are dealing with this, the good in the authority concept, in the fact that it has 
enabled this community in several areas to do things. I hope that the new sewer 
authority is going to be able to do the same thing in that area which has been a terrible, 
postponed problem decade after decade. I hope that when you are actually coming down 
to writing this, anything good you can say about the author!ty, God bless you. You 
might consider this as a possible alternative. It has basically worked. It must be 
independent. 

Mrs. Ortirer: You mean politically independent? 

Mr. Peters: Yes, 

Mrs. Orfirer: I am really very ignorant about authorities and I would appreciate a 
short course. l-Yhat was your mandate as a port authority? 

Hr. Peters: This grew out of our Greater Cleveland Growth Association which was worried 
that the port of Cleveland was deteriorating badly and was not doing its job. It was a 
brapch of city government and the City was in bad financial straits and didn't have the 
cash to do the things that should be done to keep this competitive, so that we were 
wasting this great asset. That is why the town is here. Taxpayers were not paying. no 
one in the county was paying. This was a way to share something that was genuinely 
regional, and that was the mandate to run the Board. 
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t'lrs. Orfirer: Who created you? 

Mr. Peters: State legislature. 

Mrs. Orf'irer: And they fund you? You have your own tax. Where would you say your 
areas of success and perhaps some not so successful are? 

Mr. Peters: I see in our areas of success that we have a growing business. We are 
operating largely out of the fare box. Money from the levy is to buy more land for 
expansion, get more warehouses, transit sheds to put goods in. We are not dependent 
on municipal crises. 

Mr. Ostrum: I would like to ask Dick another question. He has said that it occurred 
to him at least that the authority was at least one method of solving the problem 
that was near impossible. OUr port was deteriorating, we dido't have enough funds 
to operate it properly and effectively as a branch of city government when the port 
authority came into being. I was wondering if Dick knows, take Baltimore and Seattle 
or any other large ports within the country, New Orleans, do you know how they- are 
operated? Are there any regional forms of government that operate ports or are they 
all done by authorities? 

Mr. Peters: They are done just about every way there is by county government, some 
as branches of cities, some have separate commissions. Just every kind of thing that 
you can name. There are 68 port authorities. The most famous is New York, for the 
most obvious reason that you have two states. Their appointments are made by the 
governors of the two states. 

Mr. Ratner: The biggest problem to my estimation is that our government is run by 
local boards with local citizens in small communities. Most communities haven't got 
big enough people to visualize what the problems really are. Most people don't 
visualize into the future. They are content to live in their own little perspective 
regardless of how it is going to react to the overall picture. We are going to lose 
industry yearly to a great extent because nobody here is in total authority to deal 
with the bigger customers or big clients or somebody of national scope. To J'Jt',f esti
mation we are just being piecemeal and losing out by comparison to any other big city. 
For instance, when I go to the South, I go to their city attorney and he knows what 
he is talking about; they have an engineer that knows what he is talking about; they 
have a land clearer that knows what he Is talking about. In other words, they can 
look at the overall scope and they can appreciate and can counsel you. When industry 
is ready to build, they don't want to wait around for a year to get answers about 
zoning and changes in codes. We just haven't got the base. Today we haven't got a 
package we in Cleveland can sell to any new industry or even to some of the industries 
that are here. We just don't have the strength. We must have some kind of a tax base 
which is going to be county wide, or regional wide, that can help with those problems. 
I will never torget that about 5 years ago we wanted to fix something up and needed 
$20,000 for a parking lot and the Mayor did not have the money at that time. Just 
imagine the ~fayor of the City of Cleveland not having a way of' doing a small item 
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lik~ that. How in the world can you think county wide? And the second thinr" you elect 
people for two years. The second year you can't get an official to do anything. He is 

• afraid to move. The less his name is in the public eye the better. So what have you 
got1 Make up your mind you have got people that are just absolutely scared of doing 
anything. They tell you off the record they can do this and that and on the record 
they can't do anything. You cannot move forward with that kind of an organnization. 
Cleveland hasn't got the strength and the outlying areas are too sma11 to think in 
broad avenues. There is no question we should have county government or regional

• government. You can only build through a strong organization or through a strong form 
of government. We don't have it and we must have it. Cleveland has not improved in 
the last ten years. We have some taxing powers but we are not using them. 

Mrs. Crfirer: Do you think that a wider tax base is one of the answers, then? 

• Iifr. Ratner: I think to my estimation there is just not enough money to go around for 
certain things provided that it is used properly. There is no question in my estima
tion that to develop more industry you must have a broader tax base. We are not self
sustaining today in industry. 

Mrs. Orfirer: It is a very sad and realistic picture you draw. 

• ~{r. Russo: I don't think that the multiplicity of problems that he speaks of are 
basically going to be solved with a constitutional amendment for tax purposes. 

Mr. Ratner: We in Cleveland are not able to coordinate regional thinking in development. 
Somehow we have created a feeling in our citizens that big business is bad. We should

• make up our minds that without big business you have no county, no city, nothing. Un
fortunately, we are not reaching our citizens or the people that are supposed to manage 
those things; they are not knowledgeable. We are one of the slowest growing areas in 
the country today. 

Mr. Goss: I don't know if you are familiar with the federal legislation to transfer

• tunds, but in order for any area to be eligible, and in this case the area of 7 counties, 
it has to have an area wide transit development plan and a unified or officially co
ordinated transit system or otherwise you cannot get federal funds for transit. At the 
present time in this seven county area, we have 18 different transit operations operating 
relatively independent of one another without any coordination. In order to retain our 
eligibility for federal tunds for the year we have to obtain the 7 county coordinated

• transit system. When you look at this problem it obviously says that you need some sort 
of a regional entity to bring about this coordination. You have to look outside of 
Ohio and see that every major urban area in this country has some sort of a transit 
authority that is operating and subsidiZing public transportation. This becomes another 
need for a regional approach. We have proved conclusively that when you try to do 
things on a local jurisdictional base each individual jurisdiction does not have the

• resources to raise the necessary funds to do the things that they have to do to provide 
the quality of service. This is especially true in the City of Cleveland where you have 
one-third of the people who could really be classified as transit-dependent, because 
they live in households and do not have an automObile. You cannot provide that quality 
of service through a non-subsidized transit system. But again, the City of Cleveland 
does not have the resources to provide that sort of money.

• 
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If you are going to expand the transit service, you don't need all the freeways. Hhat 
we are all about is to determine the plan and come up with recommendations for the 
type of entity and type of subsidizing mechanism which you will need. Of course, you 
can create the entity without the will of the people but in order to tax peoplet you 
have to go to the vote. What 1s happening is that you are now getting a whole prolifera
tiop of special purpose authorities. You are getting transit authorities, sewer 
authorities, health authorities, Which, when you add them all up, are a regional form 
of government, but all of these authorities have different geographical bases, different 
policy making boards, and are not coordinated. Somebody was just saying why not create 
some form ot regional entity and inclUde all these functions and have one common geo
graphical base and one common policy making board. It seems to me that this would make 
a lot of sense instead of going through all these motions which you are presently going 
to do. If we want to have these federal tunds, presently only to provide capital 
improvements, we are going to have to go the author!ty route on some sort of area-wide 
entity to achieve coordination. Without it we are ineligible for it. You can under
stand from the federal government's point of view why they need a coordinated effort 
because they don't want 18 applications coming out of the Cleveland area; they want one 
application. If you are really thinking about putting together services on a regional 
basis, you have to think of almost the seven counties because there are so many things 
that overlap between the Akron and Cleveland areas. 

Mrs. Orfirer~ Mr. Goss, have the various local units given up a certain amount of 
authority to the regional authorities? 

Mr. Go8S: It depends on the area. There are as many different forms of transit 
authorities as areas. In most cities they have set up authorities you tend to get 
more of a unified system, one operation, one system. You don't just change these 
things overnight. When people begin to feel they are getting higher quality of 
service on a regional basis, then they would not be as reluctant to jump in. You have 
to show them that the authority is a better thing than what we have now. 

Mr. Gherlein: I am appearing at the request of the Greater Cleveland Growth Association. 
I am the Chairman of the Legislation Committee of that body yet anything that I have to 
s$Y here will reflect only discussions and comments that I have heard in meetings which 
we have been holding. We do not have any policy or official position either on your 
proposed regional units of government draft or upon any other aspect at this date. I 
am meeting really today the local governments question that we all face. The only deci
sion we really made is that this is one of the most vital questions of our area. We 
have in the past participated in two efforts to obtain an alternate form of county 
government in Cuyahoga County, and this is based on determination by the groups and 
boards who were making the determination at that time that in Cuyahoga County something 
needs to be done to strengthen the ability of the people who have responsibility in 
the county level of government. We are not criticizing the people, but the form that 
they have to work with to be able to carry out at least those tunctions which in a 
general way are recognized as haVing a regional effect. The Mayors and City Managers 
vould be a group that we vould expect would have a number of concerns about themselves 
and their position if powers moved to a county base and yet there are some tunctions 
that must be handled on a county base. The obvious ones are air and water pollution 
matters. Everyone ag':'ees that we can't have 54 or 60 different theories and ordinances 
on }!~.~ to "',-13.1 with this. 
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To same extent the federal legislation and state legislation may take some of the pres
sure tram that but there were still some of the areas in which even in that group there 

..� was strong feeling that there should be a central administration on the county level. 
The form of county government we have in this state was designed when we had a lot more 
trees and a lot fewer highways. The three man non-legislative, non-executive form of 
government was Just not designed to spend more than $300 million a year, and that is 
what the county commissioners in this county administer. An organization such as the 
Growth Association, in attempting to interest people in business from out of this 

• 

• county, in knowing whom to talk to. On some things, the existence of a county execu
tive alone, even if he didn't have any more than ceremonial powers, would be a large 
improvement in Cuyahoga County. On the other hand, I quickly add that if we had an 
executive at the county level, I think there would be the kind of transition once 
confidence is gained in the county executive and whatever the legislative arrangement 
would be which would permit the transfer of additional functions. 

• 

Up to date the only things that have been transferred are things that nobody wants, 
the hospital, the zoo, the kind of things that everybody likes to visit but nobody 
likes to pay for from the tax base. If we can demonstrate effici- -"".y and ability, I 
don't think that we need to go to the point of taking away the polic~ and fire protec
tion and we can still maintain the local municipalities for matters that are all close 
and dear to people's hearts. I think there is enough reason to establish a strong 
county government which I think requries an elected executive. To some extent this 
is the problem of the people, because we have some statutes that permit the alternate 
form. We have had two elections here within the last three years and the margins 
have been very close. Personally, I don't believe the defeats have been attributable 

• to a complete disagreement by the people with what has been proposed. I think there 
have been a great number of people who don't understand what has been proposed and 

• 

are not willing to take the chance that what they are voting on might deprive them 
of Bome of their local control situation. I don't think that we know of any specific 
question that we would pose to a constitutional revision commission on this subject. 
At least it has been difficult for us in this county to take advantage of the optional 
forms that the legislature has proposed. I think that, personally speaking, I would 
like to see the legislature take some action Which would force a county such as this 
into & form of government without transferring any powers initially until this is ' 
agreed upon. 

Moving on to your regional concerns I have just a few questions. I think generally 

• the question of' regional planning is one that the Growth Association would accept this 
as a correct approach, and necessary. I am not certain that we 'Will see the same 
trend of concentration of' population that have been projected. We have already seen 
some drop in total population from what has been projected and so I am not really 
convinced that we will have the continued development and filling in of all the 
corridors between Cleveland-Akron, Cleveland-Lake County, at least in the way we 

• talked about 1n the last couple of years. But I do think there are certainly a number 
of things that need to be handled on a regional basis. I am afraid the implementation 
of the regional units of government approach might put the county effort back even 
farther "Ulli I think l':U~ hetween the concepts of' regional units of government tor 
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planning purposes and a strengthened county government that can assume and operate in 
an efficient modern way, I think the latter is more important to the peopl~ in 
Cuyahoga County. I think that while NOACA is far from perfect, it ie a place where 
people sit down and agree, at least until they come up against something of vital 
interest. I think that we are going to continue to suffer and lose ground in this 
county in the sense of competing with other industrial and commercial areas b.Y reason 
of our lack of a centralized source of power and authority. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Do you think the idea of a revised or strengthened county government 
wo1,1ld necessarily be mutually exclusive of creating regions for coordinating and 
review purposes? 

Mr. Gherlein: No, I donlt think it would be mutually exclusive. 

Mrs. Orfirer: It has not been our thinking that it would be and I wondered if you 
did see any need for something larger geographically than a county for these purposes 
ot coordinating the services and planning that go on within the counties. 

Mr. Gherlein: I see the need for a coordinating on a broader basis than this. I 
don It really have any measurement of whether that need extends to the imposition of 
a governmental body. I think the transit stUdy will be interesting to watch. It 
1s difficult to my view to be able to conceive of being able to establish a region 
that will be proper for all the regional concerns that might come up. Some of our 
regional concerns are going to go in one direction and same in another and it seems 
to 1De when the concern arises, if you have a pattern of voluntary cooperation tor 
plapning, I would tend to think that the ad hoc approach might be at least as good 
upon a contractual basis or under councilor government arrangement or under existing . 
statutes, so that I really don It have any strong feelings on the regional units of 
government on a proposal for or against, except to the extent that it will add one 
more element of contusion in the voters r minds. If there can be an effort and I 
believe there should be and will be additional efforts in this county, because I 
think they are necessary to strengthen the county government and I think that if 
proposals relating to regional units of government are 1n the air at the same time, 
then voters even of good faith are going to be contused and back a~ trom anything 
they have a choice to consider. 

Mrs. Knox: You said almost everything I wanted to say. I think I would absolutely 
endorse your feeling about strengtening the county government with an executive and 
legislative body could solve many of the problems that this regional form is designed 
to attack. 

Mr. Walker: As I see it, there are two factors working that will force some kind or 
change in our government. One of them is demand, the second one is cost. In the 
field of transportation there is a demand that transportation of elderly people be 
provided and a demand that transportation for indigents be provided at a lower cost. 
There is a demand that that pollution that comes from automobile traffic be reduced, 
but this affects public transportation. I can recall fifty years ago we had non
polluting public transportation - regional. You could get on the interurban car 
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• 
and go from here to Oberlin or to Elyria or Hellington and the car cr··~ated no pollution. 
It was convenient and it served a regional area, but the automobile came along and we 
abandoned this. Now today, fifty years later, we find that we wish we were back where 
we were 50 years ago. So demand for service is going to force us to do a lot of things 
and the cost of that service is also going to force us to do some things because we 
cannot provide the service without the cost, in public transportation if we are to 
subsidize transportation for the elderly, the indigent. We have to g~:'le the inner 
city people the same kind of transportation consideration that we are giving the

• suburban people. By that I mean we are building multiple lane highways into the 
SUburbs to bring them into the city. In doing that we take off the tax duplicate 
millions of dollars in property the taxes on which go to our local governmental institu
tions, schools, etc. So we are taking that tax away from the inner city to bring 
the suburban people into the city on fine highways. At the same time we are reducing 
the public transportation within the city that benefits inner city people. We are

• forcing the cost of transportation up to the point where the inner city people hardly 
use it. We are taking out of the inner city industries that used to be within walking 
di,tance or street car distance of the homes and putting them miles out into the country. 
That requires that the inner city people must own an automobile tC' get to work. So we 
are creating a need for more highways and we are creating the cost of more pollution. 

• We :are doing all of these things and there is no coordinating effort by which we can 
begin to harness these things into something that is reasonable and begin to give 
service at reduced cost. I think the only way we can do this is through some regional 
fonn of government, whether it is strengthening the county government. I don't think 
that is sufficient in all counties, at least two counties I can think. of, Cuyahoga and 
Hamilton. There is not enough land now available to do many of the things in the way

• of regional services like waste disposal, water, transportation. So we have got to 
come up with some kind of a solution or new approach. The county form of government 
has not changed substantially in the last few years, but the problems of county govern
ment have changed considerably. We are making greater demands for service and we 
certainly are being taxed for the added cost. I think the way people have been turning 
down tax lev:J.es, whether for schools or jails, that we have got to begin to realize

• that we have got to reduce tax burdens and the only way to reduce tax burdens is to 
reduce the municipalities because we have a proliferation of them that has been pointed 
out--some 60 in this county alone--all of them using tax power without any regard as to 
how that tax affects another community. He find that now with the use of income tax, 
payroll taxes, etc. there are thousands of people who work in Cleveland who must now 
pay the city payroll tax although they may live 50 or 60 miles away. They may have

• these conditions now pertaining in most of the counties where you are passing the income 

• 

tax. It was mentioned about what happened in Cincinnati yesterday when they pe.ssed the 
transit charter amendment. They are going to add on to the income tax of Cincinnati, 
not Hamilton County, Cincinnati, an additional millage to pay for reduced transportation 
costs in Cincinnati, reducing transportation costs 55 cents to 25 cents per ride pro
viding more services, buses, and a lot of other things. But the people that work in 
Cincinnati may live in Kentucky or Indiana and some two or three counties away they 
wil~ be paying for this through the nVt'oll tax. 
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So you see people are living in a region now, not just in a small CO!l\T'llmity 0:" not Just 
in one county. So we finally admit that services and the attendant cost that follows, 
that we are going to have to approach some regional form of government on many of 'the 
things that people are demanding service, like pollution, transportation, gai"bage dis
posal, water and a lot of other things that are no longer stopping at the city limits 
of any community. I think demand for service and the resul'tant cost of supplying it, 
those services -- is going to force us into some kind of 8. regional government. I think 
it has to be more than one county. 

Mr. Heminger: May I ask a question? It seems to me in your suggestion where the elimina
tion of a number of governments is concerned, you talk about reducing the cost. Am I 
in'terpretlng it correctly, tba.t you would visualize it if you had a bigger government, 
either county or regional, that that would over some period ot time elimina'te the other 
taxing units in the other governments? 

ME'. Walker: It would reduce costs. He have 50 mayors we have to pay, we have 50 law 
directors to pay. We have 50 everything else in these communities we have to pay. Bow 
it we consolidated them into 10 or l, we would have some reduction in cos't and certainly 
wouln't have to reduce services in every municipa.lity. We could serve a greater area. 

Hrs. Orfirer: Mr. Walker, this brings me to a question I wanted to ask you, if I might. 
We heard a lot in 'these meetings abou't the feeling of identification that people do have 
with the smaller level of local government and about the every day kinds of services 
that can be handled on a local level. We have heard and are aware of the problems of 
adequate representation of all groups of people if we were to move into a regional form 
of government. I wonder if you might give us your views or thoughts that you might 
have specifically in relation to creating a regional form of govermnent. Have you 
had the opportunity to look over our proposed draft at all? You know we are tal.king 
about electing trom districts, etc. What is your thought as to how we can assure 
that smaller groups within the larger region would feel adequately and be adequately 
represented? 

Mr. Walker: Well that is difficult to state. I know everybody is selfish. Every 
municipality feels that 'they should remain autonomous and identifiable. I think it is 
true with people, with areas. "Te have all of these visions that represent more areas 
of people and it is hard to overcome, but I think the sheer weight of the cost of govern
ment is going to force us to overcome many of these. We are going to have to put aside 
our snobbishness and selfishness. We are going to have to begin to look at the total 
pic~ure, the cost of government and the services the govermnent must perform. I believe 
that as people get closer together we have less tear of each other and that this problem 
will perhaps diminish and die out. 

Mr. Pusso: Are you going on record then for minimum county alternative form of government 
and maximum regional fom of government? 

Mr. Walker: Yes. 
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Mr. Russo: In the past you have opposed the county alternative form of government. 

•� Mr. Walker: We were forced at that time because of certain circumstances. I have 
always been a believer in broadening the subject matter. 

Mr. Russo: But right now, presently, we can say you are in favor of the CO\Ulty concept, 
you would be supporting it publicly. Well I am glad that you are taking that stand, 
because it is very important to know the feeling has changed in the last couple of years 

•� so tar as you are concerned. 

Mrs. Orf!rer: We talked a good bit, Mr. Walker, about several of the ethnic groups 
in Cleveland who worked very hard to establish a power within the city. Do you think 
that they would teel threatened by a regional form of government? 

•� Mr. Walker: I am sure that there are groups that would feel that way. We have to 
begin to look at this on a broader basis. I think as a nation we are going to grow 
up eventually. 

[Mr. Watkins at this point read from his prepared statement which 10 attached hereto.] 

•� Mr. Watkins: I have the feeling that zoning is a matter that is SUbject to change 
without notice. 

Mrs. Ortirer: By whom? 

•� Mr. Watkins: By the local government.� 

Mrs. Ortirer: No. 

Mr. Watkins: Well not quite without notice, but it 1s a very amorphous sort ot thing 

• 
and easily ad.justed. l1itness the MUeti coliseum being plunked down in a rural area 
zoned for residential use. 

Mrs. Drtirer: That was to go through their council. 

Mr. Watkins: I know, but what I am saying is this kind ot thing creates all sorts of 
problems that deal with water supply and sewage service, etc. that makes planning for 

•� those services essentially impossible to do.� 

Mrs. Ortirer: So that one of the purposes of this would be to stop that kind ot thing? 

Mr. Watkins: Yes, that kind of change. I don't think without a constitutional change 
a regional government would be able to make any better use of zoning regulations than 

•� the local governments have. Am I right about this?� 

Mr. Ostrum: Are you suggesting that zoning be spelled out specifically as a power in 
any suggested revision thAt v-e h$:lY:;l here to talk about? 

•� 
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Mr. \oTatkins: I think it has to be if--I think it has to be changed. I think that 
zonins has to be far le8s adjustable to demands for change, if we are going to have 
what I think people are talking about when they are talld.Dg about regional government 
policies. And one ot the things in your proposal here t 1t seems to me, had to do with 
the developnent ot an area. What controls developnent 1s zoning. Right? 

Mrs. Ortirer: Right. We have gotten into several discussions about this I4r. Watkins, 
but what we run into is the home rule question and we have hed contlicting opinions 
about whether it could be accomplished without constitutional change or not. r(r per
sonal opinion at this moment is that as long as there is conflicting opinion, that 
perhaps a constitutional clarification of this will be called for so that there would 
not be any question of doubt about it. 

Mr. Stoyer: I don't have a learned discourse. I came not as an expert on law or 
planning, but really as a kind of a survivor ot a bloody election. I am looking at 
things mq'be from a more parochial viewpoint than has been discussed here previously, 
and certainly in reading the material that was su1:mitted to me, I can see a lot of 
merit in the proposal ot districts. I don't have much idea of the timetable, however. 
It seems to me that possibly the best step we could take in this direction might be 
to succeed somewhere on a more limited scale. I think other states, such as Maryland, 
might be one example where some form of charter has succeeded in something larger than 
a city. others bave followed and apperently learned eno\18h to adopt charters and put 
them together. So I guess I am here today not to dispute your plans for district. in 
the state, but maybe to ask that you might want to consider some interim steps between 
here and there. And I think these are steps that could make the ultimate goal ot di8
tricting easier. First ot all, in facing the practical matters that tace us right DOW 

in 'l'rumbull County, I guess the big concern at this point is the very unfair law that 
already exists, so that DO matter what you do you are going to run into legal. questions 
and regardless of bow silly they are, they always cast doubt on the efforts ot a charter 
cOllllllission. I think a good example would be the Summit County effort ot a few years 
ago where I think the lawyers used most ot the smoke screens~ 

But the answers. as I say, on a closer range view that we could use would be what to do 
about the tunding ot a charter commission. There isn't any clear definition of what 
is a reasonable amount ot money or what is a reasonable 8IIlOunt ot research by' the 
charter cOlllll1isson. What i8 the time element involved? How long do they have to present 
a charter to the people' Who should the charter be pre8ented to and what period of 
time, etc.? The mechanics for charter government, I think-not mechanics-the system 
is not too bad, but the mechanics ot the thing are so difficult that it makes it almost 
impossible. I am sure you are tamiliar with this. In other areas, we run int<) simply 
making it easier for sUbdivisions, whether incorporated or uninCOrPOrated, to merge 
rather than be annexed. It seems that local officials are much more wWins to accept 
these gradual steps than I think than they would be to jump trom where we are now to 
regional government. I don 't know about other areas of the state, but just the etfort 
tor a charter was bloody enough. I think we might have civil war in Trumbull County 
if somebody' tried to :I.rn'XH!tI! thiP'l 1:'1 r; ODP. '-.11 swoop. 
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I think another thing might be a form of government that could be perhaps amended at 

•� some future time. This would be perhaps a workable we:y to get this first little� 
success that we are talking about. I know that you discussed the possibility of 
putting a charter directly on the ballot by some form of petition or something 
authorizing a charter commission to simply meet and be hand picked if necessary, 
rather than the situation that we will face. It seems to me that while looking 
into this longer range thing, it would make a lot of sense to me if there were some 

•� half forthcoming from this group or from the state legislature to simply make what� 
we already have a little easier. I don't really think this would be in any way con
tradictory to what you have been discussing here. Is there any sign that there is 
anything in prospect to make these local things any easier? 

Mrs, Eriksson: You mean as far as constitutional changes are concerned? 

• Mr. Stoyer: Or in the legislature? 

Mrs. Orfirer: It is mostly constitutional. 

Mr. Stoyer: Clarification of what somebody did a lousy Job on in the first place. 

• Mrs. Erikkson: Either writing them in the constitution, which this committee certainly 

• 

talked about and will be talking about before it makes any recommendation at all. In 
other words, that is part of this committee's function. Another alternate would be to 
rewrite the charter provision in the constitution so as to make it clear that the legis
lature is supposed to till in details with law which, of course, it has never done in 
respect to county charters. 

Mr. Stoyer: What kind of a timetable do you have for presenting this proposal? 

• 
Mrs. Ortirer: We made a determination as a committee very early in the game that we 
were not going to make any proposals to the Commission as a whole in the area of local 
government until we had looked at all facets of it and then go back after we have 
looked at each one individually and look at it as a whole to see how it would inter
relate. For example, if we strengthen county government, how is this going to affect 
the idea of proposing regional government and vice versa. So that our feeling is 
that it will probably be approximA.tely a year from now that we will be ready to make 
Berioue proposals to tJ::!.e ~o:mmisBion. 
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REtfARKS OF GEORGE H. WATKINS BEFORE THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT Cot1MIlJ.'TEE� 
OF THE OHIO CONSTITUTIONAL RMSIOn COMtfISSION - Novm·mm 8, 1972� 

[The opinions expressed are those 01' the speaker only and do not necessarily 
represent the position ot any organization with which he is associated.] 

Materials available tor my revi~v and upon which these remarks are generally based are 
as tollows: 

(1)� Explanation tor a constitutional amendment to create a system 01' regional govern
ments in Ohio. 

(2)� 10/9/72 draft 01' proposed new Article. 

(3)� 10/23/72 draft 01' proposed new Article. 

* .. ..� 
There are, I believe, three sets 01' activities currently underway related to your pro
posal which it might be well to set torth. 

(1)� The Governor, to improve "etticiency and economy 01' providing State services," bas 
proposed the creation ot State Planning and Service Regions, tran which all State 
services requiring decentralized tacilities will be locally delivered. 

(2)� Be has appointed a Commission on Local Government Services which is to (1) evaluate 
delivery 01' public service to local governments and recOlllllend improvements, (2) 
evaluate constitutional and legislative obstacles restricting local government 
operational capabilities, (3) examine structures and tinancial capabilities ot 
local governments to do their work and consider appropriate improvements, and (4) 
study governmental interrelationships and cons ider improvements related to the 
delivery 01' public services to local areas. 

(3)� Several Federal Execut ive Departments (BUD, DOT, HEW t EPA and BOR) have ordered 
each local government to belong to an Areawide Planning Organization it it wishes 
to receive federal grants; the Federal Ottice 01' Management and Budgeting has 
ordered that the boundaries ot Areawide Planning organizations must coineide with 
a atate's Planning and Service Regions. 

Yo~ proposal, as I understand it, is to convert into Regional Governments these 
Federally ordered Areawide Planning organizations which will, by Federal order, 
coincide geographically with State Regions tor delivery 01' certain State services. 

Your proposal is perhaps a little premature, but it does have the mer!t 01' being 
locally in!tia.ted prior to being ordered by the Federal Govermnent. 
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I think. if we were starting from scratch to build a government structure today in Ohio 
ope of the alternatives that surely would merit consideration would be to have 10 or 
12 counties instead of 88; a concomitant would be financially stronger municipalities, 
nOt ones whose resources are bled. by State and more particularly Federal governments. 
It is significant, I think., that on the first page in the Governor f s "Challenge for 
Ohio" he says, tiThe resources of Ohio's service agencies include professional people 
ready to assist local officials .••and they have money ..•whose money'? Yours -- tax 
dollars earmarked by the State or Federal government for return to local communities 
to finance local pro.'ects. 11 Pragmatically this suggests that a major reason why local 
governments are not meeting their responsibilities is because State and Federal govern
.nts have taken more money than they need to carry their responsibilities and are now 
directing and financing what have been and are essentially local government responsi
bilitiel. 

Naturally local governments resent it. Hhether Ohio constitutional issues are involved 
in this issue and whether it comes under your purview I am not sure. However, if you 
want to solve a problem, it is well to find out what the problem really is rather than 
create more problems by dealing with only the ramifications of t~,. original problem. 

In any event, I think this main issue has a bearing on your proposal. 

The existing frustration and disenchantment of local government leaders with higher 
levels of government makes the creation at this time of a new higher level of general 
government, in my jUdgment. improbable; considering that the need has not really been 
d~onstrated and that there are strong interests to maintain the status quo, I would 
jqdge it not only improbable but impossible. 

It seems to me that need gets to the heart of the quest ion. If need can be demonstrated, 
and if economy can bedemonstrated, movement from our present system to another has the 
possibility of being effected. 

Applying these JUdgments to your proposal, of course, cuts the meat out of it and 
leaves us not with a regional government but with a regional agency which might be the 
Planning/Service region of the State and the Areawide Planning Organization of the 
local go"ernments rolled into their ordered Federal mold, except for one thing. 

You propose that the Agency re6l!1ate areawide development in accordance with its plans. 
This is an Ohio constitutional issue and a nasty one to try to deal with. I suppose it 
deals or could deal with much more than zoning, but let's just consider zoning. 

In the water resources field in which I labor, there are a number of situations that 
bave a habit of reoccurring which could be eliminated or at least minimized by zoning. 

•� 
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(1)� Flood damage - this is a well known phenomenon with a statistically predictable 
reoecurrence interval which could be avoided totally if we were willing to let 
nature have her floodways. We have not been. In fact we have moved the other 
direction with vast expenditures tor protection of flood plains, solid1fied by 
cheap insurance for those who have built in them. and outpourings of public 
tundl to repair the damages when they do occur. Local governments have the 
power to zone such floodable areas. Some have. It is a rather tedious and 
expensive procedure and in many instances data on record floods in unavailable 
so one enters the no man's land of judgment as to proper zoning limits. If 
building is prohibited and use of such land is restricted. the owner may feel 
subjected to a "taking" of his property. As a matter of public policy, however, 
it is difficult to condone further development of flood prone land with damage
able structures, if every time there is a flood public monies are expended in 
relief of its damages. 

(2)� Drainage - this is or may be flood damage of smaller magnitude but is nevertheless 
a serious issue. Noral practice in building roads, bridges, culverts and so on 
has been to provide for water flows generated in the watershed upstream. As 
developllent progresses upstream and the runoff characteristics ot the watershed 
are changed the flow characteristics downs1iream change and the flood damage 
potential increases. 1.fa301' public storm sewer improvements in the dovnstream 
areas may be rendered inoperable and damage done both directly and indirectly 
to existing structures. Watershed zoning. regardless of municipal boUDdaries, 
could be used to control this but the "taking" ot land would be even more 
apparent than in the normal major river floodj og 8ituation. Alternatives re
quiring developers to so adjust their develop eat that runott characteristics 
remain constant are conceivable but may not bl practical for most building-by
building development that occurs. 

(3)� IndiVidual sewage systems - there are develop' :?nts tar from central services for 
water supply and sewerage. Land will absorb: ad render safe normal domestic 
wastes treated to settle solids and provide pl eliminary organic reduction. How
ever the capability of land to do so varies wjdely. DeveloJlllent density control 
is necessary. Eliminating the right of perSOliS to breakup their property into 
small properties tor the purpose of maximizing their gain. or, even worse, per
mitting multi-family use where sanitary services are unavailable and the soils 
won't handle the effluents. again, may be a "taking." 

You may not consider these constitutional issues. The case law. however, seems 
generally to favor the landowner using his property as he will regardless of the con
sequences to others. The unwillingness of local govermnents to take firm stands on 
such zoning may be associated with their concern as to the strength of their consti
tutional position. 

If the plans of the regional Agency called for non-damaging uses in the tlood plain, 
for drainage control by upstream developers or adherence to a watershed drainage 
plan, and absolute regard to property developnent based on soil conditions~ could 
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the Agency constitutionally enforce them? Is this the reason for trying to make it a 
government, 80 that it could. If it were a government, could it under our present con

• stitution? If so, could it any JIlOre effectively than the present governments? 

• 

This report is certainly not exhaustive. There are other problems which inhibit 
rational land development fram a water resource point of view. It may, however, 
bring into focus the constitutionally awkward zoning issue. It sug,s~sts that the 
need for a new level ot general government has not been demonstrated and that it 
will have to be before any such creation is realistically possible. 
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Ohio Con9ti~~ionalRevis.ionC9~ission 

Local Government Committee 
November 0, 1972 

Summary of Meeting 

Present at the November 8, 1972 meeting of the Local Government Committee held 
at the Iwllenden House in Cleveland were Chairman Orfirer t Messrs. Ostrum and Heming.r 
and staff members Kramer and Eriksson. 

The chairman and Mr. Kramer revi~~ed changes previously made in the regional 
draft. 

Mr. Kramer - The first change is the elimination of the maximum and minimum require
ment8 for numbers of regional units and next eliminated the requirement that any 
revision of the voundaries be made only by three-fifths of the members elected to 
each house. It was felt that once the regions are established, the boundaries will 
not be easily changed, and it's not likely that decisions are going to be made on a 
partison basis without some good reason. Revisions of boundaries could not be made 
within a period of five years after the last previous revision. In selecting five, 
we were 301ng past one gubernatorial term and two terms of the General Assembly. 
By 8aying five rather than a lesser number we are opting for stability as opposed 
to flexibility. The boundary commission should be established within 90 days after 
the effective date of the section. It shouldn't take any longer than that since there 
is no General Assembly action required and appointments are made by the Governor, the 
Speaker of the House and the President Pro Tem of the Senate and then we get into 
some fairly protracted discussion about the manner of appointment. With these three 
people you could easily have a division of parties making a joint appointment of a 
commission very difficult. So we suggest making it 9 members, and divide the ap
pointment among the three of them. Each one could appoint not more than two from 
one party, making it clearly bipartisan. It could be 6-3 or 5-4. It really is hard' 
to visualize any attempts to be terribly political. Perhaps bipartisanship i8 as 
much for appearance's sake as anything else. I am not sure that anybody can just 
by appointing these commission members foresee what they're going to do and what 
the General Assembly is going to do after that. 

The next thing was the elimination of the restriction that nor more than half 
of the members of the boundary commission shall hold other public office. 

Mr. Ostrum - Some of the most knowledgeable people might hold public office, and 
this will be a short-term, specialized job and we shouldn't preclude anyone. 

Mr. Heminger - How about this ppoblem of a tax base for regions? Will we have a 
conflict because of home rule? 

Mr. Kramer - The General Assembly has control over taxes, if it wishes to use it. 
One thing we tend to overlook when we get into some of the discussions about home 
rule is that home rule is more than JUGt a legal concept. It goes into the whole 
psychology of home rule which I don't think you can ignore. You can make arguments 
about the Supreme Court having chipped auay at home rule. You get to the point 
where nobody is going to believe that the Ohio Constitution means exactly the same 
thing as a constitution which doesn't have any home rule. People believe in home rule. 

Mr. Hecinger - We define a lot of arbitrary geographic boundaries because of real 
estate valuation. Some of the boundaries are drawn and maintained whether by annexa
tion or merger in order to maintain a tax base. The kids go to school in a district 
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where n Gieantic Hhielpool plant is located and another plnnt has come in and they 
are building buildings out of operatin3 funds. This is an extreme example but it 
dramatizes l-Jhat happens. It isn't rieht. 

Mr. Krnr.l(~r - In this county Cuyahoga Heights and Newburgh lleiChts were both incor
porated strictly for the purpose of In<1intalni.ng certain industries within a limited 
tax bC15C. Cuyahoga Heights has an extremely low tax r<lte. They buy new band uni
forms every year and the rest of the area doesn't share in the tax base. It's in 
the stcel belt. People are willing to put up with the air pollution to keep the 
10\01 tax rnte. 

Mrs. Orfirer - This is one of the thincs we were talkinG about, you remember, with 
the Tl~in Cities--the plan of redistributing 40% of the groHth in assessments, which 
is very appealing. 

He provide that the boundary commission shall, within six months after their 
appointment, submit to the General Assenbly its recommendation as to the number of 
regions <lnd the boundaries thereof. lilly did we pick the six months? 

Mr. Kra~lcr - It involved consideration of a reasonable time to do it, making sure 
that even if there was a recess or ti.me between sessions of the General Assembly 
they "ould still have a reasonable amount of time to do it. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Each region shall be conposed vf compact and contiguous territory 
and shall be bounded by county lines, c:{cept that each municipal corporation and 

territory subsequently annexed thereto shall be located entire~y in only one region. 
We took C<lre of that onc. It shall be of appropriate size, etc. If the General 
Assembly does not, within 180 days follmling the submission of such report, enact 
a law, the commission's recommendations automatically t<lke effect. Does the time 
suit you? 

Mr. Ostrum - Yes •. 

:Hr. Kramer - We eliminated a prov~sl.On. for a special lau to providing for alterna
tive forms. Originally I experimented uith this idea of a provision allowing special 
laws applicable to one or morc regions used to provide for the form of government. 
After the last meeting the consensus seefl1ed to be that ~le have experience with this 
system of providing for a general form of government, alternative forms under gen
eral Iau and then for a charter form, nnd there seems to be no very good reason for 
doing otherwise with respect to regions. 

Mrs. Eril~sson - Members of the General Assembly express concern each time that it 
appears that the General Assembly is Going to be dealinr, \lith individual local 
problems. 

Mr. Kramer· We omitted a provision for an appointed executive officer. And then 
Section 3 redesignates planning and reeulatory powers for regions. We have elim
inated the provision as to the federal crant review thinldng that this is not ap
propriate in the Constitution but ~vith the expectation that if these regions are 
set up, to the maximum extent possible they ,o)ould be used for this revie~v function, 
making ~urc that we have not precluded it in any way, but not requiring it in the 
Constitution. 

Nou .Scction·4.:has been completely rewritten in an <lttempt to make it clearer 
and more understandable. It is in tllO sentences now and there is a provision at 
the end of the second sentence providin3 any agreement is subject to disapproval by 
the General Assembly. Now I thi.nk we have to give some more consideration to that 
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particular provision, as to any agreement being subject to disapproval by the Gen
eral Assembly as to whether we want to leave it that broad really, which would allow 
the Genernl Assembly probably to terminate agreements. 

Mr. Ostruo - There are agreements both t1ithin and without the region. 

Mr. Kramer - Yes. I think the idea was that agreements should be subject to an 
initial veto but I wonder what the considerations are--the economy of the region VB. 
the power of the General Assembly--and uhether a veto just at the inception of the 
agreement is sufficient or whether the General Assembly should have an overriding 
power. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Paul Gillmor raised the point very strongly. That the regions could 
cooperate and join into something that tlould really threaten the power of the state. 
There is no limit upon the joining together of a gro,p of regions and taking over a 
great many functions. 

Mrs. Eriksson - There might be circumstances under which the General Assembly would 
assign particular units of government particular powers or duties that the General 
Assembly really wanted performed at that level for some reason of state policy. If 
you had no legislative veto over regional agreements, the policy established by the 
General Assembly might be frustrated. 

Mr. Ostrum - They can wait under this constitutional provision five years and dis
approve it. There's no time on it. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Another way of doing that t10uld be a conflict clause--to provide 
that they could make any kind of contracts that they wanted to providing it did pot 
conflict uith law, which means that the General Assembly could always specify in 
the legislation instances in which it really wanted a particular unit of government 
to perform a service. 

Mr. Kramer - The Constitution already provides for these broad powers to contract 
and shift functions around under the county charter provisions. It may be a much 
different thing, though, where you would have say a dozen regiens able to start con
tracting uith each other as opposed to a county. 

)~. Ostrun - Well, we'll have to get a bisser group together to decide this. 

Mrs. Orfircr - This idea of not being in conflict with general law sounds pretty 
good off-hand. I like that better than coming in with a veto on something that has 
been attempted. 

Mr. Kramer - There really should not be any reason to interfere with any particular 
contract, within the region. And it's a little hard to visualize any particular 
agreement between two regions over one specific function; but if you want to retain 
control over policy in the General Asseobly there probably should be some veto power 
provided for. I think we should give some further consideration to that. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Section 5 reads "The lesislative authority of a region may at any time 
propose that any function or service including, but not limited to, those relating 
to systems of transportation, highways, park and recreational facilities, water supply, 
sewerage ond sewage disposal, solid waste disposal, air quality control, flood control, 
and other public utilities, services, facilities and Lmprovements being provided by 
any of the political subdivisions or units within the region or which any political 
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subdivision or unit within the region is or may h~ authorized to perform, except 
the public schools, which is found by such legislative authority • " 

Mr. HeminGer· I suggest we say that the "legislative authority of a region may at 
any time propose that any function or service be assumed by the regional government," 
and then GO back and pick up "includin8 but not limited to those relating to systems 
of transportation, highways, park and recreational facilities, l~ater supply, sewerage 
and sewaGe disposal, solid waste disposal, air quality control, flood control and 
other public utilities, services, facilities and improvements being provided by any 
of the political subdivisions or units ,~ithin the region or uhich any political sub
division or unit within the region is or may be authorized to perform." It's still 
a long sentence. 

Mrs. Eriksson - We could make two sentences by doing what you are suggesting, putting 
the beginning and the end of the sentence together and say that the legislative au
thority proposes that any function or service be assumed by the regional government 
the legislative authority determines that it affects and then list the three things, 
and then t:lal~e a second sentence out of l:such services would include but not be li
mited to those relating to ••• " 

All agreed. 

Mr. Kramer - Hhat about the exception for the public schools'; 

Mrs. Orfirer - We had decided at that point that the whole question of education 
would be ta~en up separately. Which of course does not mean that it can't come 
under what ue have decided to do about local government. 

Mrs. Eril~sson - If you could word it so that it applies only to elementary and 
secondary schools being run by existin8 school districts but did not exclude the 
possibility that vocational and technical schools which are already operated on a 
more or less regional basis might indeed come under this kind of government. 

~lr. Kramer - In some other states the schools have been operated by other units of 
government. For a long time the schools have been separate, and one thing that I 
would foresee which would probably be a 800d political reason for excepting the 
public schools would be a great fear on the part of many people of getting the 
public schools involved in the kind of politics that you find in local units of 
government, so that while you might say that logically you shouldn't except the 
schools if you are going to include other l~inds of services, I'm not sure that the 
logic of that would be sufficient to overcome the objections that are sure to 
follow. I think that would be a very practical consideration. The financing has 
been pretty much separate, but there usually hasn't been much problem of allocating 
funds be~~een the schools and municipaiities. The municipalities have been able to 
get away from the property tax more and more, and leave that to the schools. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Institutions of higher education could very Hell be viewed on a 
regional basis. 

lolr. Kramer - He're talking about any political subdivision unit, community college 
districts, technical institute districts. 

Mrs. Eriksson - I would assume that "public schools" would probably still permit 
community college districts to be included within the reGional government but not 
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the vocational and technical schools that nre b~ing operated on a high school level • 
... 
Mrs. Orfirer - IINo measure authorizing such assumption shall be approved by the 
legislative authority of the region except upon notice of such proposal and an 
opportunity for all interested persons to be heard thereon and no such assumption 
shall becooe effective unless provision has been made by the region for any necessary 
and reasonable compensation for any property or facilities of any political subdi
vision or unit which are to be assumed by the region." After "provision has been 
made" do you need "by the region?" Maybe it's going to be made by the state or 
the courts. It was agreed to eliminate the phrase. 

Mr. Kramer - The "notice of hearing" provision has always been troublesome to me. 
It's sommnlat unusual. It seems unusual in this context but at the same time the 
idea of a region just being able to come in and act very quickly and without any 
guarantee of some time period for deliberation making sure that everyone knows about 
it I thinl: is a rather awesome prospect also. 

Mrs. Eriksson - In this context, perhaps ue should look for language ~lhich is of a 
legislative nature. We're talking, in effect, about a mimi General Assembly here 
and perhaps should attempt to write in some of the open hearing, open meeting pro
visions that apply to the General Assembly rather than doing it this way. We would 
view it as a legislative act which has to be in a public context and then you 
wouldn't have to bother with construing l1ho are the interested parties, which was 
a rather valid objection which I think uas raised by Dolph norton. 

Mr. Kramer - l~ybe what we need really is a time period of delay between the time 
the action is proposed and goes into effect. Even if the meetings are open, as 
they have to be, it would be small comfort to someone who uanted to be heard on 
it and didn't know that it was coming up. 

Mrs. Eril:sson • Of course, this objection always come up uith the General Assembly, 
too, but the fact is that the Constitution requires that meetings of the General 
Assembly be open to the public. I think that a similar requirement would be made 
here, as \lell as a provision for delay beo1een the time of proposing and adoption. 
Perhaps a reference to the relevant section of Article II. 

Mr. Kramer . tie can refer both to the open meetings requirement, similar to the 
General II.csembly, and then also build in a time delay·-tal:e out the provision for 
notice of hearing, and make it "shall be adopted within a period of " so many days. 
"Adopted: 1 before final action is taken. First of all, it uould have to be intro
duced and then there would be a period during which no action could be taken, so 
that people uho objected could come in and make their objections known bef~re the 
final adoption. 

Mrs. Eriksson - If you refer to the open hearing provision it will be implicit then 
that what you're going to have hearings on this proposal. 

Mr. Kramer· In the general law, or the charter, you could have that kind of require
ment right in the charter that we must have separate readings, etc. but this would 
be an absolute requirement no matter what the provisions were. 

Mrs. Eril:sson - Sixty days is probably pretty good. I'm sure that is the figure, 
that is the average, for a simple bill in the General Assembly. 
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Nrs. Orfircr - Now what about the question that ""::IS raised today about the right of 
the people to have a referendum? 

Mr. Kramer - i\ ~eferendum, as the term if ~enerally understood, in the Ohio Consti
tution, applies only to the initial measure. Once the measure has gone into effect, 
you cannot have a referendum. You cal aillays come in with an initiative and repeal 
the measure by initiative. 

Mrs. Eriksson - The 90 day effective date of bills in the General Assembly is what 
gives time for a referendum. The General Assembly is going to have to enact legis
lation providing for this initiative and referendum and I llould think that that 
would be the place to look for that restriction. 

Hr. Kramer - He've got the strong tradition of an initiative and referendum in Ohio. 
If we're going to provide for it at all with respect to these regions, I think it is 
going to have to be basically the same as llith respect to legislation of the General 
Assembly and I:lunicipal corporations. I thinlt that again there uould be more resist
ance to sOI:lcthing like this if initiative and referendum were not provided for than 
might be the case otherwise, and it fits in l'lell with the basi~cheme of the whole 
proposal. ~his is the real check upon the region, that the legislative authority 
should be confident of ability to withstand the referendum before going ahead to 
propose something. So I think it serves a valid function even if there is never a 
referendum. One more question on language--as it stands nOll it says that "no such 
assumption shall become effective unless provision has been made. I Do you see any 
problem with that language? Not that the measure shall not become effective but 
the accumption shall not become effective unless provision has been made . • • 
I think the :lbecome effective" language could easily be confused with the measure 
itself becoming effective. 

It was agreed to rewrite the clause. 

Mr. Kramer - l1hen the region takes over a function, it could include real and per· 
sonal property of all kinds and should include facilities to make a distinction 
betl."een a unter treatment plant and the real estate, and of course the language 
"any necessary and reasonable compensation:; is deliberately chosen. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Now what would happen if you said !lany reasonable and necessary com
pensation for any property or facilities assumed by the reaion?" Do you need all 
the rest of it? There's no other choice. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Is it prcp~L to say that the property and fncilities are being 
assumed? It's really the function that's being assumed. 

Mr. Kramer - It's using the term in tllO different ways. "Acquire!! has the connotation 
of purchase and sale. I don't want to get into some convoluted phrase like "exercis
ing control of" or something like that, either so I used short simple words here. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Can you eliminate the words ':of any political subdivision or unit"? 

Mrs. Eriksson - I would think you could elininate the "political subdivision or unit ll 

because if they took property from anybody else they would have to pay for it an~lay. 
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Mr. Kramer - I till try to think o-{ a diff~rent word than "assumed. II 

Mrs. Orfirer - "The rights of initiative nnd referendum shall be secured to the 
people of the regions as to every such measure, and no such measure, except such as 
are adopted by the people by the initiative, shall become effective until the same 
has been submitted to the General Assembly and not disapproved by the General Assem
bly within sixty days from the date of such submission". 

Mr. Kramer - I had some question about "such as are adopted by the people by the 
initiative. II I think it looks different depending on how you approach it. If you 
approach it from the standpoint of the General Assembly's power to veto such action, 
being a body to which people want to appeal, ~lhy then there's no reason for the veto if 
it has been done by initiative. If, however, you look upon the General Assembly's 
veto power as a means of ultimate control by the General Assembly then it shouldn't 
,~ke any difference whether the accumption is by the legislative authority on its 
own motion or by the people assuming the initiative. 

Mrs. Eriksson - I still think that preservinn state policy ~lith respect to regions 
is an overriding consideration and therefore I couldn't see that there was any reason 
to except something adopted by the people from this veto power of the General Assem
bly. If it conflicts with state policy, it seems to me that it should not be done. 
However, on rereading the sentence I am wondering whether or not the sentence 1s 
really clear because we say the rights of initiative and referendum shall be secured, 
to the people of the region as to every such measure. On my initial reading of it, ' 
I was thinking that the people could initiate a regional function or service assump
tion of any type but by applying it to such measures did you intend that it.only 
applied to those measures already adopted by the legislative authority? So that in 
effect that then it would be an initiative of something to repeal an assumption. If 
that's the intention I 'm not sure that it's really clear as to uhat, by referring 
back to "such measure" would mean. 

Mr. Kramer· I think the initial thought lJaS that people would be able to initiate 
an assumption. 

Hrs. Eriksson - Then the words "such measure' are inappropriately used, because 
"measure" 110uld clearly indicate, I thinlt, the legislative authority's adoption. 
Then I think it should say lias to every such assumption" if that's uhat you intend. 

Mr. Kramer - I think so. 

Mrs. Eriksson· And then! would renew my thought that I don't really see why the 
people should be able tc .l~pt an assumption ~~lich might be contrary to state policy. 
If you agree, possibly i~ ~0uld be better, onain, to require the General Assembly to 
provide by 3eneral law in this instance, cs He have done with the contract provisions 
of things that cannot be ~ssumed by the renional government, rather than providing 
for an individual opportunity to veto each assumption. It might not work as well in 
this case as it does in the contract case. 

Mr. Kramer - 110. I think there should be complete freedom to assume these powers 
unless the General Assembly really has some good reason for saying NO in a particular 
instance. 

Hrs. Orfirer ·llow about the 60 days? Hhy don't you just say "l-l ithin sixty days of 
legislative adjournment"? 
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Mrs. Eriksson - He don't have an appropriate conl"titutional expression to use. 
You're thinl~in3 of something like 60 legislative days but unfortunately we don't 
have a term like that to use. 

Mr. Kramer - Uhen they adjourn sine die. it's lost anyway. 

Mrs. Eriksson - You can say "the General i\s5ct1bly has had it before it for considera
tion for 60 days while it was in session" nnd then it wouldn't matter what session it 
is. It would be in effect a way of definin3 60 legislative days. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Hell, isn't there anything else that's ever been done this way? 
Aren't there things that the legislature has to act on in a certcin period of time? 

~~s. Eriksson - No, except for senatorial appointments and they take effect automat
ically if the General Assembly adjourns without acting on them, and that's the only 
thing that is submitted for approval by the General Assembly. He want to give the 
General Assembly 60 legislative days to consider it. 

Are He calling them regional units of local government? It doesn't seen to 
me that "local" is really necessary and it night carry with it some connotations of 
powers and duties that we really don't want to put in there. 

Hrs. Orfirer - Is there any disadvantage to uoing the term :Iregions" for these things 
if we're already going to have the Governor tlith his regions? 

Mr. Kramer - lww many terms are available? 

Mrs. Eriksson - Several people have. in fact. referred to the~ as districts. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Is there any validity in thicl~ing it might be a disadvantage to use 
the same terns as the Governor? 

Mrs. Eriksson - I think that there's an advantage in that there may be a certain 
acceptance of the term Ifregion ll partly because the federal ~overnment uses it and 
partly because the Governor and the Department of Development are using it. And 
there is a disadvantage to "districts" of course, that is that it is already used 
extensively in Ohio law for different special districts. 

Mr. Kramer - You always think of districts as being a part of something else. That 
is the customary usage. 

Hrs. Eriksson· IIRegion" 5.5 a little bit confusing. For instance. in Hr. Watkins 
comments this afternoon L~ was assuming that these regions were going to be identical 
with the Development Depar i:ment' s. But you could conceivably end up \-lith different 
regions which "ould be ve::j confusing. I think there is a dan3er in that, but I 
don't know of any other term that is as good. 

Mr. Heminger - :'Region" conveys the idea of an area that has something in common. 

Hr. Kramer - Let' 5 go back to the Section 1. Shall we say beginning II reg ional units 
of government?1l in that initial phrase and then say "regions:; from then on and elim
inate the "10rd "local"? 

It was agreed. 

•� 
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Mrs. Orfirer - "The legislative authority of any region may provide for the creation 
of areas within the region for the purposes of administration, taxation, the provi
sion of services, or otherwise exercising the powers and duties provided for in this 
section." 

Mr. Kramer - I'm not sure that we need the term "governmental". IIGovernmental" as 
distinguished from proprietary. That could be taken to be a limiting term for all 
that they are units of government they have only such powers as governments have. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Does it include eminent domain? 

Mr. Kramer - The power of eminent domain is already clearly implied in Section 5. 

Mrs. Eriksson - But I wonder whether you can imply a power like eminent domain. 

Mr. Kramer - lYell, municipal corporations have it as a power of local self government. 
The Constitution doesn't even provide it specifically for the state. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Yes, Article I, Section 19, tnlich places limitations on the power 
of eminent domain which apply to any governmental unit. 

Mr. Kramer - It is a home rule power. I think it has always been regarded as an 
essential covernmental power--one that can be restricted but one which any unit of 
government oust have. 

It was agreed to eliminate "governmenta!." 

Mr. Kramer - This is an attempt to say something like "regional self government" 
without usinc the term. It's defining pOt1ers in terms of powers, because you refer 
back to everything in the previous section. Originally it was all one section. 
"Necessary and proper" is well established language for this kind of purpose, that's 
loose and flexible and subject to argument and ultimate judicial determination. 
The rest of the language within the first sentence is a little awb~ard. Other con
stitutions I have seen use terms like "the instrument of government". I wish we 
could have a shorthand phrase rather than saying--we probably should say "by general 
law. " 

Mrs. Eriksson - I don't think you need it there. 

Mr. Kramer - He could probably say "to all re~ions.1I 

Mrs. Orfirer - I think that is perfectly all right. You can repeat the word "denied" 
for clarity if you want. 

Mr. Kramer. It doesn't really read right, though; "regional units of government 
shall have all powers necessary and proper for carrying out the powers and duties 
provided for in this article except as may be specifically denied by law to all 
regions or by the alternative form of government or charter providing for the form 
of gobernmcnt of a particular region." If the charter denied to one region the 
power would be denied to all regions. 

Mrs. Eriltsson - Yes, you could say lIor by the alternative form of government or 
charter adopted by the regions," because both use the alternative form of the charter 
has to be adopted by the regions. 
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Mr. Kramer - "Regional units of government have all powers necessary and proper 
for carrying out the powers and duties provided for in this article except as may 
be specifically denied by law to all regions or by the alternative form of govern
ment or charter adopted by a region." 

Mrs. Orfirer - In the next one, on subdistricting, do you need to make a list or 
can you just say "for exercising the powers and duties provided for" above? 

Mrs. Eriksson - We haven't provided for taxation. 

Mr. Kramer - I think that's ~portant too, in connection with uniformity. We should 
make it clear that different areas can have different tax rates, 

Mrs. Orfirer - ~fuat are we going to do about the question that was raised today 
about preemption, or what have we done here? 

Mr. Kramer - I think that we really have already adopted the conflict approach. 
In Section 3 where it gives the region power to regulate such development, that is 
what it is properly called in the conflict section, that if the superior element 
tells you you can't do something, the inferior unit of government cannot do other
wise. To take a particular example--like police communications and training. The 
region will simply propose that throughout the region or within an area the region 
is now going to take over the training of police officers and police communications 
system. That's all they have taken over, so that leaves the bQs~c operations of 
the individual police departments untouched. So obviously the region has pre
empted the training and communications but it doesn't dy anything by implication. 
The region can move in and occupy the field to a certain extent. l~elve got this 
limitation on the regional power to take over the functions and it must have a 
regional aspect to it, to the extent that the local unit can't preempt it anyway. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Let me give you a for instance. Supposing that the region decides 
to have a regional police force. Does this preclude a local unit having any kind 
of police force of its own? 

Mr. Kramer - I think it's all a matter of what the regional authority says when it 
acts. If it says we're going to have a regional police force for purposes A, B 
and C that is to patrol all major roads, to deal with problems of traffic, and the 
regional police force shall handle all of those matters but no other--you could 
divide it up in that way. The FBI has jurisdiction over certain crimes but the 
local police do also. I think what we've really done is left the power in the 
region, to determine the exact extent to which it intends to take over functions. 

Mrs. Eriksson - But I don't think there's any authority for the legislative authority 
to prohibit a local government from duplicating functions. In most cases it 
wouldn't be feasible for them to do so, particularly if the region took over a 
facility like a waterwords--it would be unlikely that they'd turn around and build 
another one. I don't see how a region could take over some things like law enforce
ment without changing state laws--because of such things as the court system--but 
suppose they could do that, there's really nothing that would prevent a village or 
township from continuing to operate if they took over a function that didn't involve 
taking over a facility or property which couldn't be replaced. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Lre we going to have to go back and revise the present provisions 
for local government? 

Mrs. Eriksson - Yes. 



•ll. 

Mrs. Orfirer - There we would have to spell out, rather than here, what they can do. 

Mrs. Erlkl80n - They 11'll8t be coordinated. You might put a "no conflict with the 
reaion and with the state" in the local government provisions. 

Mr. Kramer - But what we've said is that the region will assume a function. not just 
that the region has the power to do something--to me that means that 1£ the region 
assumes a function. no one else can exercise it because then the region wouldn't 
have assumed it. As a superior government, it thereby precludes others from exer
cising it, or interfering in any way with the regional exercise of the power. I 
wouldn't like to use the term "exclusive" because I think it desirable to leave the 
flexibility for the region to take over a function to whatever extent it feels ne
cessary or desirable. They might want to take over part and leave the rest to 
local units. Let us give this some more consideration. What we want to do is pre
clude any interference from local units with a regional exercise of a power or 
function. 

In Section 6 we have to go back and pick up this provision we took out of Sec
tion 3 to permit the state to assign functions to regions. So the General Assembly 
could abolish some types of special districts, if it wanted to, and assign their 
duties to regions. Or the General Assembly micht determine as a matter of state 
policy that some new problem that arises in the future should be handled on a re
gional level. If the General Assembly does assign functions to regions, it should 
be by general law, not specific laws for particular regions. He will make these 
changes in Sections 4, 5, and 6 and submit it to the committee again. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Should there be a provision for funding of regions, or anything about 
taxing powers? 

Mrs. Eriksson - There could be an implication in the "all powers" language that 
they wOuld have the same powers municipalities have--wbich includes the power of 
taxation. There is no provision in the Constitution about counties--how they get 
money. If you uant to give them power to levy property taxes outside the ten mills 
without a vote of the people, you would have to be specific J otherwise they would 
be precluded by the ten mill limit. The General AS8embly can give them the power 
to levy outside the ten mills with a vote of the people. 

Mr. Kramer - It would not be advisable to write into the Constitution specific pro
visions that regions be given particular tax sources or specified portions of par
ticular funds such as the local government fund because that would be an undue inter
ference with the General Assembly's powers. 

Mrs. Eriksson - I think we have to assume that the General Assembly will fund them 
initially, otherwise the first act of the regional unit of government would have to 
be to levy a tax, before it could even pay salaries. 

Mr. Kramer - The mandate to the General Assembly to create the regions implies a 
mandate to provide what is needed for them to operate, and that, I believe, could b~ 

upheld in litigation. 

Mrs. Eriksson - They would never even come into being if there weren't some money to 
get them started. 
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Hrs. Orfirer - He might have to go back to the first sentence t1here we mandate 

• their creation and mandate the General Assembly to fund them also. 

Mr. Kramer - You have to be careful of that, because the implication is that the 
General Assembly should provide them the means of supporting themselves, not that 
the state would always provide all the moneys for the regional functions. Maybe 
state assistance, but basically, as presently uith local government, providing the 

• means so that they can support themselves. As they take over functions that are 
revenue-producing, they will pay at least some of their bills from those revenues. 

The meeting was 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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adjourned. 



Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Local Government Committee 
December 14, 1972 

)Sununary of ilceting ( 

The Local Government Committee met at the Athletic Club at 6 p.m. on December 14. 

Present uere Chairman Orfirer, Messrs. Calabrese, Fry and Heminger, Mrs. Hessler, 
staff members Kramer and Eriksson, and Mr. Paul Baldridge of the Mid-Ohio Regional 
Planning Commission, and Dr. Ira Whitman, Director of the Environmental Protection 
Agency and Mr. Allen Farkas, Deputy Director of the EPA. 

Mr. Baldridge - The Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission is studying an ~ight county 
central Ohio region. The eight counties are the counties that uill most likely be 
designated by the Governor as a state planning service district, and all of the pro
posals to date have identified these same eight counties--the report made by the De
partment of Economic and Community Development and the report by the Governor's Com
mission on Local Services. These are Franklin and six contiguous counties, plus 
Fayette. These counties are characterized by extremely rapid growth and change. 
He'll be adding about 316,000 people in the neJtt eight years. If you extend that to 
the year 2,000, we'll be adding over a million, which is like adding b~o Columbuses 
to the region. So it makes for very rapid growth in the region and a large metropol
itan area spilling out into the adjacent counties. Most of the counties are not very 
well prepared to deal with the growth and the change that is coming; about three of 
them have effective planning commissions. They react to crisis by crisis. So what 
we're really looking at is to set up some kind of are8~ide agency that can determine 
what the region should become in the future and to solve some of the problems that 
are regional in character and don't respect political subdivision boundaries. Also, 
to become directly involved in the coordination of and working with the various fed
eral and state agencies that would be conducting various kinds of planning and admin
istering various programs in the region. Of course once these regions are designated 
the Executive Order will require all state agencies, boards and commissions to conform 
to these regions for planning purposes, administration of programs and servic.s. We 
have some 360 different regions being used by the boards and commissions. 

We're really charged with deciding what type of an agency we need, what type of 
representation it should have, what its powers should be, what types of functions it 
should perform and how those should relate to the functions that should be left to 
local governments, how it might be financed, a possible need for legislation. The 
study work is to be completed by July. It's being perfected in cooperation with the 
various units of local government and the Department of Economic and Community Devel
opment. It's funded by BUD, a grant from HUD to the state. We're haVing meetings in 
the counties to try to get the feeling of the people. Generally, we find that there 
is frequent support of the need for getting together and deciding what central Ohio 
should become. On the other hand, there is a great deal of concern about being in
volved in a large metropolitan area. If you talk to the people immediately adjacent 
to Franklin County they are concerned about the growth and don't Itnow quite how to 
deal with it and feel they need to do something. If you're talking to people on the 
other side of the county they kind of want to ignore it. There is a great deal of 
concern about ho,'1 an agency like this should be structured as far as representation. 
I am sure you run into that in the Cleveland area. The outlying counties are par
ticularly concerned that they not be dominated by Franklin County, which would mean 
there couldn't be the one man one vote concept but it would be representation so that 
all interests l1ere represented, local governments and functional interests. 
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Lirs. Hessler - LO you mean these you would have representation of functional interests 
on a so-cal leu boaru! 

~u. Baldridge - This has not really been determined. The climate here is much more 
favorable to do something like this than it is in other parts of the state 

~lrs. Hessler - If you're giving consideration to the possibility of this becoming a 
government in the sense of performing of certain functions, can you get away from 
one man-one vote? 

Mr. Baldridge - Perhaps not. I have looked at your proposal for regional government. 
From my own experience in local and state government it's not very likely to go from 
where we are now to a regional form of government in one step. One step at a time. 
The first step llould be to set up an area-wide agency and delineatei:hat function 
should be performed and effectively do some of those so you build some mutual trust. 
One of the thinGs we will be looking at is the need for broader implementation 
powers than having implementation by existing local units which often does not work. 

Mrs. Orfirer - How can you get local units conform? 

Hr. Baldridge - If you don't belong to a region<ll agency, they you're not going to 
qualify for federal funds from EPA, HUD, and others. A number of the federal agen
cies have set July of '73 as a cut-off date, and they're going to get touch--because 
there is a lacl~ of money. Another incentive to participate in the regional agency 
is from a locol standpoint, for the first time, the state is des~fnating these local 
districts. The local people get quite concerned--they think well, this will make 
quite a change--if the Governor is really going to set up districts and do all its 
planning throuGh them, we had better set set up so that we can have a voice. On 
the other hand, l~ithout exception, you find a very strong feeling among these people 
that they should implement things--particularly control devices--the administration 
of such things as subdivision regulations. And planning regulatory devices--they 
seem to want to continue those on a county level, such as building codes. 

Mr. Kramer - The counties around here are different from those in the Cleveland area, 
where everything is done on the municipal level. 

~~s. Eriksson - In your meetings have you talked at all about the performance of 
~ctual service functions by any units of government larger than counties? 

lir. Baldridge - Only on a very superficial level. That will be the next round. The 
first of the series of meetings was just to explain the study to them and get some 
general participation. Now we'll be going back. I think there is support for the 
need of an areawide agency to determine an area's future, to solve some problems that 
are areawide in nature and to play some part in the coordination of the state and 
fed~ral programs. 

Hrs. Hessler - The federal government wants the state to be strong and to insist on 
local cooperation. What have the township trustees been saying to you? 

11r. Kramer - I assume that the township trustees are involved mainly in road problems-
have they gotten into police and fire protection or any of the other areas? 

Mrs. Hessler - Are all these counties outside of Franklin County really rural? 

•� 
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Mr. Baldridge - Not so much Licking and Fairfield, and Delaware--Madison and Union 
are. 

Mrs. Hessler - All residential? 

Mr. Baldridge - Yes, and it mainly is Columbus filling out that way. Jack Nicklaus 
just announced six weeks ago a planned developoent of 6,000 around the Delaware 
county line--nolJ this is an example of one of those problems that crosses the county 
line--it's about 1/3 in Franklin County and 2/3 in Delaware County. Six thousand 
housing units in addition to three golf courses--I think we'll be seeing a lot more 
of this in communities. But most of the people feel like this is the only way we 
can make any sense of what central Ohio can become. Columbus can become a city of 
1, or 3 or 4 million--or should it be limited to more moderate size encouraging 
satellite communities to grow--and even new communities. 

Mrs. Hessler - Do you look upon this study as a study for this area or do you look 
upon it as a model for other areas? 

Mr. Baldridge - Hell, we're primarily concerned \-1ith this area, although I think it 
is being looked at as a possible model. The Department of Economic and Community 
Development orininally asked three areas to do this. Central Ohio was asked because 
this is one type of area in the state--where all the counties are contiguous in a 
large metropolitan urban center. They asked Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana and they they 
asked Appalachia because it was a good example of a nonmetropolitan rural region. 
In Ohio right now we have these areawide agencies formed under five different 
statutes. They can be nonprofit corporations; they're councils of governments; 
they're regional planning commissions; and some of them are just a series of con
tractual agreements between local units of government. 

Mrs. Orfirer - How do you see this one? 

Mr. Baldridge - He really don't know. Perhaps there is really a need at this point 
for some new lenislation--no existing statute provides the implementing powers that 
you really need to effectively carry it out. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Are you thinking of land use controls? 

~~. Baldridge - Probably land use--some kind of urban growth policy. In other words, 
if we're really going to determine in this renion and the other regions that certain 
land should be set aside and retained for future agriculture, how are we going to do 
that? We probably have the criteria to identify it now, but it's quite another 
thing to control its use. I think that to have an effective land use policy, or 
growth policy as I prefer to call it, the state would have to assume leadership. 
You would have to have some strong policies and guidelines, and I think that they can 
only be effectively implemented at the state level. 

Mr. Kramer - lYe can't lose sight of the fact that the state has probably plenary 
power in that area if it would choose to exercise it. It's more a political question 
than a legal or constitutional question. 

~~. Baldridge - I'm not thinking so much in terms of state zoning powers here as I 
am land use. In 1969, when I was with the state, we did a stat~~ide land use study, 
and it was the first time that had ever been done on a statewide basis.We just 
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looked at the changes in land use in Ohio betm~cn 1940 and 1960. I was asked to 
talk to an acricultural group that was having ~ state convention, and they asked me 
to speak on preserving land for future agricultural use, which \1aS interesting to 
me, so I thought I'd do a little research on that before I tal!,ed to them. I went 
up to Ohio State--I thought certainly with the agricultural college we have, some
body has done a lot of research on this, somebody know exactly in Ohio where the 
agricultural land is that ought to be preserved, and even has ideas about how this 
should be done. But I found that nobody had ever·'dooe anything about it. Every
body has always been concrrned about this, but nobody has done much about it. It 
really has to be tied into a national effort, but I think it will only ever be im
plemented at a state and an areawide basis. I don't think we'll ever have a na
tional policy. 

Mr. Kramer - Speaking of state involvement or enforcement in thiF, we just learned 
recently that the Florida legislature has passed what is being called the Disney 
World Law do\nt there because of the large inpact of Disney World on large areas of 
the state. They didn't see that coming, and they hadn't done anything about it, 
but now Florida has established a policy under l1hich various areas of the state 
can be determined as areas of critical state concern. 

~lr. Baldridge - Several of the states have done this sort of thing, particularly 
as it affects environmental areas--like California, for instance. 

lk. ~fuitman - The San Francisco Bay Commission is one good example of several units 
of government cetting together to attack several problems which are all related in 
the environmental area. But it also pertains to the land use auu shore line of 
San Francisco Bay, to the prevention of filling of San Francisco Bay, etc. You 
need, I think, the alarm that you're losing something before you do anything about 
saving it. That's what happened there, and that's what's happening in Florida. 

Hr. Kramer - First of all, take it on the zoning level first, because it's a police 
power. But as I said it's 8" matter of conflict because the home rule power includes 
the police pOller. It includes all powers. But the state cannot exercise its powers 
by telling municipalities you can't do somethinG. The state must act. 

Hrs. Hessler - llow let' 8 assume that there is a regional agency t';70 years from now 
which has made a plan for lakefront development in Cleveland it's of regional in
terest because of the value of the lakefront. \lould this regional agency have the 
power to stop development on the basis that this is a police pm7er and the ~ay the 
state can get into it to stop this kind of development, within the municipality. 

r~. Kramer - Lhe region would have to be given this power. The General Assembly 
has the power to control zoning, I think, only by entering the field itself and 
legislating. because the way the conflict clause works is that the municipal ordi
nance or regulation would be invalid only to the extent that it conflicts with the 
state general lal". He talked about the case \Jhere the state attempted to tell 
municipalities: if you adopt an ordinance rC3U1ating door-to-door selling, you 
can't do certain things. That was held to be unconstitutional, because what the 
conflict clause means is that if the state itself regulates this under the police 
power, then the municipal ordinance which conflicts with this state regulation is 
invalid. 

I'ks. Hessler - Uould the state then have to pass a law saying a regional planning 
agency which has determined a plan for this area shall supersede the local government 
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po~"ers--atld would this be constitutional if the state did it? 

lIr. Kramer - Well, there might be a real question there of dele~ation of legislative 
authority, and hO\1 far the General Assembly could go in implementing the regional 
plans. 

I~s. HeIsler - ~bey could give planning powers to a county--why couldn't they give 
them to a region? 

l~. Kramer - You're talking about powers of impleDention now. 

l~. Whitman • {nlst you said before about the state haVing this police pO~1er, the 
state can, throunh legislation, supersede local zoning, and then the second phase of 
tlhat you're sayin3 is the state would have to delegate that authority to some local 
body, one which differs from the original township or municipality. The Power Siting 
Commission that "e've just formed supersedes local zoning when it comes to the loca
tion of power generation facilities and high voltage transmission. 

I~. Kramer - lo1e've got the high voltage case indicating that so it's hard to give 
any definitive answers until you get into some particular problem. 

l~. Whitman- The state has to legislate itself into having that pouer. The state 
could not step into the zoning power of the apartment complex, because it hasn't given 
itself the authority under which to do that. 

lIrs. Eriksson - 110\1 is the power siting cODlllission going to worl,? 

~~. Whitman - The two provisions under the lenislation require certification of spe
cific projects as applied for and urge utility companies to submit an annual ten 
year plan. Now, the commission plans to carry out a third function, and that function 
tltl1 be to develop a statewide plan of its own, as a basis of judgment for the sub
mission of plans and applications that come in. So there will be a general state 
plan and there ~lill be specific ten year plans required of each of the utilities, and 
then the two will be compared with each other. and specific applications for cities 
~~ill then be based upon the plans which are set forth. 

l~s. Hessler - And you think that this will be constit~tional if it conflicts with 
~"hat has always been considered to be a local pOller like zoning. 

Ur. Whitman" Yes. I'm not competent to judge on the constitutionality, but I \oIould 
be convinced that the question had been resolved before that type of pouer had been 
niven to the conmission. So I would believe that it was constitutional, just on the 
basis that I'm sure that it had been looked into. 

Hr. Kramer - The Painesville case to prevent the construction of high voltage trans
mission wire would be in support of this. The court said that the General Assembly 
had by legislation regulated this type of construction and local regulations could' 
not conflict with the state regulations. 1 think it's important to knol-1' and to under
stand that the state really has to go in and directly regulate itself by its own ac
tion before a municipal ordinance can be in conflict with that act. It can't just 
tell a municipality you can't do this or you can't do that. That is in the ares of 
home rule, and even in the area of the police paller that can't be done. That's be .. 
cause that conflict language in Article XVIII, Section 3 is very important. 
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urs. Hess ler - nut ';1hen you're saying that this should be a constitutional delegation 
of power, are you simply saying that you don't e=;pect the legislature to do it, and 
therefore it has to come from the constitution? Or do you thinl~ maybe the legisla
ture is going to run into constitutional problems~ 

1~. Kramer - It becomes a question of the degree of delegation of legislative powers 
and what the court says about it. The General Assembly can't do everything, and it 
can delegate certain functions to boards and coonissions and administrative offices, 
but at some point you cross the line where there can be a delegation of legislative 
authority, and then you run into a question of an order or a directive issued by 
nome regional agency, with which a municipal ordinance or direction would conflict, 
and you have the questions raised directly that you have a delegation here and 
,;,hether or not this is permissible, rather than a mere administrative action pursuant 
to a statute, uhich has sufficient standards. 

1~. Whitman - Re~ional operations of one kind or another appear to be the most logical 
arrangement to handle the critical environment problems that we have. The air, the 
water, and the solid waste-awe operate, or local government operates, on a variety 
of regional levels now, most of which don't do a very good job, and most of which 
don't cover the richt territory, so this is something we're faced ';lith all the t~e. 
~le have a general policy of favoring regional approaches to solving these problems, 
but having theffi i~plemented is very difficult, and it seems to vary creatly from 
region to region uithin the state. 

Hrs. Hessler - Hhat kind of implementation problems have you run ';''lto? 

Hr. toJhitman - The most common is sewerage-- just to bring about regional sewer dis· 
tricts which cover a broad enough area--the classic case is in Cuyahoga County which 
involved a dispute between the suburbs and the city for many years, and finally it 
uas the action of the Pollution Water Control noard that put the question in the lap 
of the county court and led to the creation of a regional district. It remains to 
be seen how well the regional district will perform. But this is out critical prob
lem in relation to regional government. It is not in the planning area--although I 
believe that we don't have adequate regional planning-abut the real area of trouble 
comes in operations, and I'm sure this is where the constitutional questions would 
come up also--how do you operate a regional S~Jer system? We have 13 pollution 
control agencies around the state that are local--in which we delegate to them cer
tain functions uithin the state's legal authority. We delegate authority to the 
City of Cincinnati air pollution control agency, and then they contract with Hamil
ton County, Claremont County and several others, and cover those counties. So it 
is a really strancc animal. 

lIr. Kramer - Dr. !nlitman, I take it that your problems are not so much in planning 
or really settinc standards or even enforcing t:le standards but in order to meet 
these goals you've Got to have s6mebody out there operating sewage treatment plants 
and building. 

loire toJhitman - ~inht. ltls not to say there aren't serious problems in planning, but 
these aren't as serious as the implementing, operating and financing plans. 

I~. Kramer - Running the facilities and that kind of thing. 

l1r. Whitman - And it's a question of rates, betl1cen central city and suburban areas. 
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Mrs. Eriksson - Then it would seem that you see in the structure of government itself 
some of the solutions to some of your problems. You don't view contracts as being 
the solution to the problem. 

Mr. Whitman - I don't think so. I think we have to have regional agencies of some 
type capable of operating the facilities. Clearly, with a lot more scope and a lot 
more authority than we have now in the state. I do have a fear on the other end of 
the spectrum of creating such agencies as the Chicago metropolitan Sanitary District 
or the Port of New York Authority which are almost beyond control in assuming new 
functions. That I would not like to see. But I think we're not even close to those 
kinds of things in Ohio. I think we're a lot further away--on the weak side. 

Mrs. Hessler - You have the clout that helps in being a state function, because the 
reason we got a sewer district in Hamilton County was because the state has the health 
function and could say no more building money. 

Mr. Whitman - The sewer connection ban is probably the most effective enforcement 
tool we have against municipalities. It's one which creates an a~ful lot of prob
lems. But it's the only one we've found that really begins to help. 

Mrs. Hessler - Now you've got this power which leads directly to the power to give 
to regional agencies an operating function. In other words, if you decide to say 
that air pollution control should be on a regional basis, can't you invoke the state's 
health authority? 

~~s. Eriksson - Not without the legislature sayinc so. 

~~. Whitman - I think there's a rather important distinction to make between the 
operation of a regulatory program and the operation of waste collection and treatment. 
Now the air pollution agency question that you're talking about is the operating of:. 
a regulatory program and there we do have the authority to delegate responsibility 
to a local agency under contract and that's fine. The crux of the problem is in the 
operation--

Mrs. Eriksson - You actually have the authority to delegate responsibility or to tell 
somebody that they can't operate the program because they're not doing their job? 

~I. Farkas - We have the responsibility to delegate and 

Mr. Whitman - Local government has the authority to enforce the state pollution reg
ulations. We have the authority to delegate to local government the various program 
functions needed to carry out the state's overall program under federal law. With 
those two authorities, the one which they have and the one which ~·,e delegate to the11l, 
we can then operate an air pollution control program having local government units 
cover regions within their own territory. 

Mrs. Hessler - Is that a regional agency? 

Mr. Whitman - They are in the position of having to work out the local arrangements-
that's why in an area, three counties will contract with Cincinnati and create a 
regional air pollution control agency, and that's why in another area, the county 
and the city will not get together, and there are no formal arrangements at all. We 
cal delegate to the city of Cleveland the authority to do engineering work, and we 
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cannot enforce that delegation but it's a matter of local government determining to 
make things come under local control. If they did not want to do that, then the 
only option we have is to take over the program. 

Brs. Eriksson - So if you decide, then, that Columbus is not meeting the state 
standards in air pollution control, your only option is to take it over yourself. 

Mrs. Hessler - Or could you delegate it to a re~ional agency? 

Mr. Whitman - Well, it would be very impractical to create new air pollution control 
agencies. The reason we are working so hard with the local agencies is that many 
of them have been in existence a long time--many of them have the expertise and the 
knowledge of the local scene. 

~~s. Orfirer - Why would it be hard to create a regional air pollution agency? 

l~. Whitman - They would be starting from scratch in an area where we have some ex
perience. So if we wanted in one of the areas of the state not now covered by a 
regional agency, to have it be covered, the best way is to do it ourselves. For 
instance, Ross County, Chillicothe, has had one person working in air pollutlpn who 
they have gotten on the emergency employment act. They would like to extend ~at 
into a full fledged regional air pollution control program, but the amount of gear
ing up and the things that they need to do to become competent enough to carry out 
a program will take time, too much time--it is not worth the effort at this point. 
He would prefer, we think it would be better for that county, j"st to be part of 
the overall state program. 

Mr. Farkas - There's no particular advantage to having a delegation of regulatory 
responsibility to a regional authority or to a local authority. Fe're doing it 
frankly as a matter of expedience. It's expedient because the local resources are 
there; it' 8 a new responsibility, and the state mmted to take advantage of local 
resources. Now with respect to operation, of waste collection and treatment--you 
were talking about water and solid waste--there is an advantage to a regional ap
proach. You can do it more efficiently and you can provide for an approach that 
is better substantively. 

i~s. Orfirer - Can you create such a region for this? 

Mr. Whitman - No 

Brs. Hessler - Hr. Baldridge, do you look upon the job that you hc:ve as including 
the determination of which functions should be controlled by the state through re
gional areas as opposed to those which should be controlled by a regional agency? 

Mr. Baldridge - He'll be looking at that, although I think we'd be giving more at
tention to defining those matters of regional concern as compared to local concern. 

~trs. Hessler - I hadn't thought of this particular problem before, but it seems to 
me that this is an important problem--which functions are basically state functions 
that could be better performed for legal and other reasons through the state-delegated 
service districts, "hich might be the same kind of regional problem that the regional 
government created, would determine its boundaries. 
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Hr. Baldridge - Ue'll obviously have to take Sl look at that because one of the things 
that people are concerned about is how one of these areawide agencies would coordinate 
and work with the various state agencies on their programs and planning within the 
regions. 

t~. Whitman - The state of Maryland has gone in this direction. They have created 
what is known as the Waste Acceptance Service which is basically the state utility 
for garbage collection and sewerage disposal. I'm not sure how they're operating 
that--I'm aure they're not covering the whole state--but basically, they have the 
authority at the state level to operate any waste collection facility, solid or 
liquid, as a utility. That's probably the furthest that any state has gone in the 
direction of state control. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Going back to the Power Siting Commission, what is your connection, 
if you have any, with the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio? 

Mr. Whitman - Well, the chairman of the PUCO, the director of EPA, the director of 
development and the director of health all sit on the Power Siting Commission. 
1bere is no formal relationship with PUCO. The commission was designed as a one
stop regulatory evaluation place, rather than have to pass through zoning of local 
government, through our enfironmental regulations. All of our pollution control 
reculations will be in effect, but the EPA in fact will lose the direct authority 
over those regulations for the new power facilities which will be built. It will 
be done through the commission. It includes major generating stations, major trans
mitting stations, and high pressure gas pipelines. 

~~. Farkas - The significance of the commission is something that you touched upon-
it's the only place--the first time the state is directly regulating land use in the 
private sector. And it's a recognition on the part of the legislature, and 1 believe 
a correct recognition, that there are certain kinds of land use decisions which not 
only transcend the local boundaries but also transcend what might be the regional' 
boundaries and should be decided on the state level--so when you talk about land use, 
you're probably talking about a number of different classifications of decisions-
those that can be left purely up to local zoning t those that should probably be made 
by a regional body, and those that should be made probably by the state. 

l~. Whitman - Other states have gone further in this area too. In the state of Mary
land the state is empowered to buy sites for pm~er facilities, and this avoids the 
land speculation and so on which occurs and has always occurred in that state. 

~~s. Hessler - Has any state the power to buy land for future use? 

~~. \~itman - This is specific authority to buy land publicly on which ultimately 
private facilities '1ill be built. The point is to purchase the sites and reserve 
the sites, and to use them when needed. 

Mrs. Hessler Does Ohio have thf power to buy land in order to preserve it? For 
future use? 

~~. Whitman - I don't believe that it does unless it has a specific purpose. 

~~. Kramer - Yes it does--for parks and recreation. 
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Mr. fory - We give the counties the power to obt2.in land for industrial development 
and they can finance such purchases with revenue bonds. 

Mrs. Hessler - Could they do this in order to prevent people gambling on what was 
Boing to happen to the future land? 

Mr. Fry - I don't think it goes that far J and I doubt very much if they think that 
far. The counties do it when some industrial organization comes in and says we're 
goin3 to build a ten million dollar plant and we ~~ant some land and we want some 
industrial bonds to finance it. 

~~. Kramer - The problem with trying to do this in advance is that you wouldn't have 
any income to payoff the bonds. And we've got the overriding puhlic purpose con
cept in the state too, so you'd have a problem of just buying up land and reserving 
it for future private development of any kind. This comes directly within the terms 
of Article VIII, Section 13. Have you a theoretical plan of the number of facilities 
that would be needed and where these facilities should be located? 

l~, t·fuitman - This has been done statewide, because it is a federal requitement for 
construction funds. The federal EPA requires that there be river basin water quality 
plans throughout the state as a basis for determining the construction of new facil
ities, as part of an overall plan. The plans have been expedient because of the 
federal requirement. On the other part, they have used their approval or disapproval 
of plans as a means of controlling the flow of construction money. ~lhere they have 
~etermined not to have money flow, they have used the inadequacy If the plans as a 
reason for not funding, Where there was sufficient funds and they ~~anted to make it 
available, the plans ~~ere no obstacle. The new federal water legislation which passed 
in October, does set up a new areawide requirement for water quality, an overall re
quirement, for planning around the state. If you take the legislation literally, it 
balloons as a very important factor in the whole future of water pollution control, 
statewide and nationally. Information we've had is that that part of the bill is 
going to be deemphasized and will be much less important that one would read. Allen 
knous some more about those requirements, but basically we're in the position of 
haVing to name statewide various regional planning agencies or bodies to carry out 
this work. 

~~s. Eriksson - How is this going to fit in with the Governor's planning districts, 
or isn't it? 

Mr. Uhitman - Well, ue have had some consultants, assisting us in gearing up for the 
provisions of this federal water bill. They have recommended that ue in fact con
form to the Governor's planning districts as the basis for these areawide planning 
commissions. Now there will be a lot of opposition to this from agencies around the 
state which are formed on river basin lines. ORS~NCO is not really in the water 
quality planning, but the Miami Conservancy District, which serves not only for flood 
control but for water quality management planning, in the Miami Valley would very 
much like to have the state designate planning agencies be on a river basin line. 
The river basin question is very interesting. 

Mrs. Hessler - When I was in graduate school, we had a year's study on a river basin 
located halfway beUleen Baltimore and Washington, not unlike some of the situations 
we have here in Ohio, in the metropolitan areas. I was on the committee looking at 
governmental arrancements, on how to manage the river basin. And after a year's time 
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it uas my conclusion and my committee's concbsion that management arrangement based 
on political reality 'las more important that one basic on hydrologic boundaries. I 
thinl~ there has been a shift to this kind of thinkinB in the last ten years or so, 
particularly where you've got really small streams and dense areas of population. 

l~s. Orfirer - The nell districts in many cases do conform to the river basin. 1n 
some they don't but in some they do. 

Hr. Uhi tman - The over lap 18n' t too ser10us • Th is nould have to be accommodated. 
This is where a certain measure of state control ,~uld have to be employed. We can 
do this under the federal water act. There's been a trend in federal legislation 
over the last half dozen years--strengthening the relative role of the state in the 
areas of environmental protection. In 1967. the first major air pollution act of 
the federal government almost ignored the states, and it set up natiomfide 300 or so 
air pollution control regions--there were 14 in Ohio--and these regions for three 
years were very sinnificant geographical groupings and agencies which did planning 
in the region, and so forth. 

~~. Farkas - And you can use that logic and say that the federal government should 
be the regulatory aBency and in fact the federal government, for air and uater, has 
the basic policy responsibility, because they set the basic standards. It's a lot 
easier for us to take regulatory action that might close a foundry in some county 
than it is for the county commissioners to do it, obviously. By the same token, it's 
a lot easier for the federal government to impose standards that jeopardize Ohio from 
an industrial standpoint than it is for us. 

Mr. Kramer - Isn't it true that when talking about doing things on a regional basis 
like this there are always a number of compromises and accommodations that you have 
to work out? Obviously. even for a single function, you probably couldn't get uni
versal agreement on what are the ideal boundaries, and when you talk about multiple 
functions you have to deal in a large degree in arbitrariness. So you really have 
to do the best you can with what you're working with. If you solve a lot of the 
problema. you're a lot better off than if you don't solve any of the problems. 

Mr. Hhitman - I think that's true. I think if you look at the water quality, you're 
better off haVing a Broup of county authorities that had part of the basin, than a 
river basin authority that only has part of a county. That's the trade-off that 
you have to make. and it depends in part on what you're trying to do. The more 
functions you try to carry out under the same region, if we were going to uniform 
districts, and we would use it for enVironmental protection and highway planning 
and everything else, the more misfits you'll have. I think you'll just have to 
concede that as accompanying uniformity. 

~~. Kramer - The problems have to be overcome at the state level. The state has to 
provide the measure of control or interaction to mal:e sure that a problem that 
crosses two regions--that either those two regions work together or the state provides 
the solution, when there is a difference. But you don't see anything necessarily 
inconsistent or detrimental from your standpoint of being in a region that also had 
these other functions? 

Hr. Uhitman - I wouldn't see any problem there. 

Mr. Farkas - On the contrary, it is desirable to talk about air pollution and trans
portation together. There are two sets of state districts being proposed; one, 
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the state admini.strative districts--the current plan is 10, and the planning dis
tricts--6. Five of the ten administrative districts are subdivided, making 15 or 
maybe even 16, for the purpose of planning. The Governor is looking for a commit
ment from each state agency in terms of the 10 administrative districts. Hhat this 
means for Ohio EPA-~le have 4 district offices riGht now, we really narrowed the 
arrangement from the health department. It wouln Dean that the boundaries from 
those four districts uou1d be contiguous with the 10 administrative boundaries. 
tIe don't have to have 10 district offices, but if ue have 4, then they cannot cross 
the 10 district boundaries. The idea is that the Governor will at least ex ercise 
his power over the executive department to see that all the executive departments 
are administered in this way. Now, the question of to what extent the Governor has 
authority to influence the creation of the 16 planni~g regions is another question, 
and it's more complicated. From what I know, the Governor is expected to take 
action in the near future. 

Hr. Hhitman - I think it would certainly have to be a legislative matter if new 
districts were created that in some way assumed the functions of planning districts. 

~~s. Hessler - The federal government says the state has to have a statewide plan. 
Hell, obviously, they're going to plough together and haul out a regional plan, but 
I don't understand l1hy the Governor doesn't have the right to say, "lhen we distrib
ute federal revenue sharing, we're going to distribute it on this basis. Or does 
the state legislature have to agree with how that is going to be done? 

Hr. Kramer - I thinl. the latter, and besides that, there would have to be federal 
certification of these planning areas, and the ultimate decisi~.l as to the districts 
and how the federal people are going to work is up to the federal people. 

~~s. Orfirer - The assumption that the Local Government Services Coomission is work
ing on is if these regions are set up, that the federal government uill accept the 
recions. Does the EPA have the powers that you need? 

I 

Mr. tIhitman - We think we have the constitutional authority but we don't necessarily 
have the full set of powers through legislation that we might need to carry out our 
basic constitutional authority in terms of a good environmental protection program. 
Translated, that says that the Constitution does not have to be amended in order to 
provide for strong environmental protection, assuming that the legislature acts. 

Hr. F<3rkas - The only caveat to that is the question of regional approaches to the 
operating, but in terms of our regulatory authority, the limits are not constitu
tional, but legislative. But in terroR of regional approach to regional districts 
in terms of tlQJ;er. or sC?l1d 'W8St~, ."e',lLsee i.somechanges. 

Mr. Hhitman - We cannot bring about the optimal kinds of regional arrangements 
needed to do the job under the present Constitution. 

Hr. Kramer - In a sense your function is more neg()tive than positive. because you 
can set standards and you can impose building bans, but you can't go out and build 
anything. 

Hr. Hhitman - He cannot dictate the form of workinc relationships betueen communities 
and so on, which uill best do the job. 

~~. Kramer - There's no real rapid change now from what there was before the crea
tian of the agency uith respect to that. You could be more effective in doing the 
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name thing, but as far as the real power relationships with respect to that change, 
it's still up to local ~overnments or municipalities or counties or re3ional sewer 
districts to actually ~et the facilities under way. And all of the plans and regu
lations don't mean very much unless you actually get someone out there seeing to it, 
and finding a place to net rid of the solid waste. 

~~. tThitman - In a nutshell, that's right. 

~~s. Hessler - Do you have any problems with special authorities? Can you supersede 
this l~ind of an agency: 

Hr. l1hitman - We can supersede them in certain of their functions. Certain of their 
functions which they are now carrying out, such as the construction of ~~erage treat
ment plants, they serve basically as the basin water quality agency. They do that 
primarily because we let them, but there are others of their function which we have 
no control over, and probably no state authority does. Unless there's some rational 
set of authorities that are developed in a sense to supersede all the fragmented ones, 
you're just going to have more and more fragmented ones. 

~~s. Hessler - If the state were to say, now, we're Boing to dissolve these authori
ties, and give their functions and responsibilities to some government that included 
the area, then it would be forced to say that local Bovernments aren't equipped to 
do what we want them to do. PreViously, the state said let's solve this sewer prob
lem ,~ith the sewer districts, or a sewer authority, instead of forcinG the county or 
settinc up a government to do it. 

Mr. Kramer - I thin!~ lle've heard Commissioner Pokorny especially talk about it in 
this committee many times, about the way he sees the relationship bebleen Cleveland 
and Cuyahoga County as being one where Cleveland is trying to turn over to the courtty 
or a major district all the touch problems that there are to solve, and maintain the 
balance. There are many people who are looking at the situation in Cleveland now who 
would say that it's really a shell of a government coopared to what it was 20 years 
ago, be~ause so many functions have been spun off. 

~~. tfhitman - Columbus is, perhaps, aside from political or philosophical objections 
to the regional government, is as ideally situated as any city in the state to carry 
out some form of regional government. The geographic confines are the simplest of 
any city in the state. For that reason, if viewed properly, this area has an awful 
lot of potential. It's the only really perfect opportunity to design the area prop
erly, if it's used that way. 

Mrs. Hessler - This is one of the tragedies of permitting courts to make law. Because 
in IlarniltonCounty the courts have said we could not use the water club for annexa
tion. They made the law. The city passed a law that said you'had to annex if you 
got water from the city, and the court said no you don't. So the thing is to get 
the statutes that will permit it to happen instead of leaving it up to the court. 
This is the reason we put government at a higher level--this is the reason the Feds 
finally come in. 

~~. Kramer - I think you'll find that most judges are the first to admit that they 
are not the ones and thay they are not equipped to create governments. They don't 
have the fact-findinc facilities. But sometimes the question of somebody having to 
make the decision, if everybody else fails to do it, places the thing t'lithin the 
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court::;. The court has no place else to pass the buc:~, and they have to make the 
decision even though they don't like to make the deci::;ion. 

Hr. Kramer - In Cuyahoga County there was no solution in sight, except to do uhat 
was done. Many people have admired what was done, and they like the solution. But 
really to this date, little has been accomplished. 

Hr. Uhitman • From l·,hat I know of Ohio, any attempt to change the basic structure 
of local government is going to be an awfully difficult change to make. Hou does 
this committee view its mission and its chance of succeeding in bringing about some 
kind of meaningful change? 

Mrs. Orf1rer - First of all, 1'11 give part of an anSHer and then you all can join 
in. I think one of the things that we recognized very early in the fame uas that 
it was important to leave those structures that do exist with a continued existence. 
He are not, I don't think, any of us, contemplatS:ng eradicating counties, all of a 
sudden. If we were starting from scratch, we certainly would not be creating 88 
counties, but we're attempting to propose something uhich will evolve gradually, and 
develop powers, rather than setting up a whole governoent with many pm~ers, allover 
the state, all at once--that kind of thing. I think we've really not made any firm 
decision, but in our talks about whether such a thing could be implemented, I think 
we're banking on the fact that local government is not V9rking, and everybody seems 
to recognize this. It I S breel.1ng dowtl. further and further, and if we "ant to main
tain a good, strong, sound local gov~rnment, there have to be changes made. I think 
the fact that the Governor hopefully is going to instigate thes~ -egions is going 
to be a help to us, because people will become accustomed to thinking in terms-
more--of regions, and l,ill begin to see it working effectively, hopefully, in those 
areas where it is implemented, and perhaps take some of the fear of an unknown out 
of it for us. I thinl. that we feel that if \o,e determine that this is the right path 
to follow, and even if it is defeated the first time around, then that is not so 
serious. It's one of the advantages of a commission--\le have a ten-year life, and 
if "elve gong this lone l-lithout regional government in our country, then we can live 
another five years and continue an educational process, and bring it bad. a second 
or a third time. 

Mrs. llessler - Do you feel that there is no value in having a decision-making process 
for air and water pollution problems at a regional level? In other uords, do you 
feel that they should be sta~~ and federal and then the implementation of controls, 
reBUlations and so on at a regional level? 

Hr. ~ltitman - The implementation regional, but the re::;ulations state and federal. 

Brs. Hessler - Well, I feel this way too, and so in this particular case, there 
isn't any problem, but Tj(:L'.r- you get to the problem of control1in~ the grot,th of 
areas, if your boundar.' ~.:. "~S are set up right in the regions--inc1udinG the growth 
areas of metropolitan uU3ili.::'.ss--then I don't know. I think this is a real problem. 

t~. Kramer - Even in the area of regulation, it's not a matter of beinG exclusively 
state and federal, versus local regulations, and so on, because there is room for 
broad regulation and room for detailed regulation too. 

Hrs. Hessler - Yes, but the problems you get into in the city are problems of the 
people who feel locally af[c~ted by regional planning. In the central cities for 
example, the blacks \nlO don't want the location of hiGhways made at the regional 
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level--nlthough the location of highways out to be central to the growth plan. This 
is true of a whole lot of services. People feel- threatened by having the decision
makins at a regional level. 

~~. Kramer - There's n lot of that. Let's go back to the example that I brought up •earlier, about the people along one street which is a major access along the road 
running along Lake Erie, to a~jor interstate highway. They feel threatened by any 
further development because it means more traffic going in front of their houses. 
Now what't the solution? 

l1r. t~itman - If you have some predetermined plan of some form, and then the people •themselves--they can make the decisions where they are 80ing to locate--and they 
have access to the plan, then the people on that small street will kn~~--

Mrs. Hessler - That's fine on a frontier development--that's why it's so important to 
do that on the frontier, and not when you already hav~ settlement. • 
1iks. Orflrer - Well, our priorities are always the same, and I think this is our 
problem, particularly in the area of highways. rt's a matter of deciding that there 
are more important priorities than highways. 

~~. Kramer - That gets into another question: It has largely come down in many areas 
to a battle between hinhuay planners who really aren't very much subject to political • 
control, because planninc is a lubject which has becooe divorced from representative 
government. I think what we're talking about in respect to this committee's proposal 
for resional units of government il all of these planning, regulatory and service 
fUnctions would be under the direction and control of an elected legislative body to 
get m~ay from the situation we talked about before of special purpose districts Which 
have been set up mainly to insulate them from political realities and accountability"· • 
so that they can exercise one function, and all of these other functions being able 
to do what they have to do without having to fight political battles, to fight the 
battle for money, fi~lt uith the local people..-because they don't have to stand for 
re-election. 

Hrs. Hessler - this is a tremendous educational probl'~m. • 
The meeting was adjourned. 
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Ohio Conotit,utional 'tevision Commission 
Local Government Committee 

•� December 15, 1972 

Summary� of Meeting 

The Local Govermnent Committee met at 9:30 a.m. in House Roam 11 in the State House.

• Present were canmittee members lirs. Orfirer, chairman, Mrs. Hessler, Hr. Heminger, am 
Mr. Russo, Staff members lire Kramer and llrs. Lriksson, Mr. Ed Loewe, Chairman of the 
County affairs Caarnittee of the Local Government Services Commission, Mr. Hiram Shaw, 
staff member with that canmission, ani Hrs. Liz Brownell, representing the League of 
WOOlen Voterso 

•� Mrs. Orfirer: Part of this meeting is to give an opportunity for the Local Govt. Services 
Canmission Canmittee on county matters to meet with our Constitutional Revision CCIIIlIlission 
Local Government CODI1Idttee to discuss the two different proposals which the groups have 
tentatively worlted out far the purpose of classification of counties. If at all 
pos81ble and reasonable it would perhaps malre more sense to agree on one proposal by 
both groups rather than having several different ones.

• Mr. Loewe: There are three things I would like to communicate to you. One is the con
sideration of the classification of counties; tuo the background work of our sub-ean
mittee; three, to see if we cannot decide on inter-involvement be!ween our two groups. 

Mrs. Orfirer: '~Je are proceeding to study all aspects of local govt. as we now see it, 
•� before loTe make any recanmendations to the Canmission. Ye feel that the different aspects 

of local govt. are too interrelated to cane out with a single proposal and t~e don't mow 
what we're going to end up With as a total package, so that I would say that it 'Would 
be a minimum of six to eight months before we are ready. 

Mrs. Hessler: I.Te noted originally that the classification of counties falls into a 
•� different category. It's not dependent on the rest of the package, and it is something 

that is less controversial probably than anythi.lk; else we 'vill have to deal with, and 
that its immediacy is greater. 

Mrs. Ortirer: Perhap, we l-lill decide in the canrnittee to go ahead t-Tith it. 

• Mr. Loewe: If your canmittee apT)ears to have something in the offing we want to get 
in perspective l~hat kind of a job we have in terms of working Hith you and discussing 
and perhaps resolving differences. It He still end up lvith two separate proposals, 
well then we'll make them at that time but at least ne'll know precisely when and how 
the other group is operating. 

• Let me give you just a little backr:;round ()f our canmittee. The members are listed 
on the second page of the summary of the committee's meeting on Novo 16 & 17. This 
committee has just recently been organized. 

• 
Let's just take a quick look at the lroposal for constitutional change regarding 

Article X, Section 1. The only major change is that we are establishing classification 
of counties based solely upon population. These are merely initial proposals of those 
members Who were present and discussed these items. It is by no means the complete 
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consenau8 of the comitteeo We're merely talking about using the poptUation basis and 
the rest of the language is basicalll the same 0 

Mrs. Ortirer2 One thing I noticed immediately is that you say "the General Assembly 
shall establ1eh," where we sal!!l!l which is a rather big difference. 

Mr. Loewel That's correct. There's SCl118 strong feeling on the other side to make it 
pernt\.ssive. But those are the two basic differences. You have several bases for 
clasSification ani we decided to stick with the one. 

Mrs. Hesslert There's one other basic difference and that is that ;,rou provide in the 
Constitution for four classificatiON! which we don't. 

Mr. Loewet And that is debatalle too. There was not a clear committee consensus on 
any of these matters and after we work this thine. thro~h completely we may find four 
may be too many and maybe a minimum number would be a better wa:y to do it. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Although a county may be put into one classification by the G.A., it can 
change to another ..lassification by a vote. Is that. it? 

Ur. Loewe t Yes. 

Mrs. Orfirer. 'they can choose any other mandated forms of county t;overnment. 

Hr. Loewe. Structure and pet.,ers go tot-ether. If you were a lotfer population group, and 
you wanted to move to the form that was used by the higher population group you would 
adopt the fom and all the powers that tfent with it. The basic alternatives have to be 
the alternative forms, which we're going to get into next, and to provide more flexibilitl 
with regard to the alternative forms themselves, and that i!litself might make it un
necessar;y tor this clause to be in there because by the same way that they could move 
up to another classification, they could do it in the alternative farms. iTe feel that the 
alternative farms need improvement. ~le're giving attention to that. 

Mrs. Hessler: If you're going into a classification you're not in, you do it by 
vote. 

Ur. Kramer: Is the intent in this provision by implication or indirection to confer 
legislative pat'rers on counties? Host of the counties do not have legislative powers. Is 
this an attempt to change the law on that subject? 

Mr. Loewe. Yes, I feel that lole should be attemptiJig to give them legislative powers. 
Basically the implied power concept. 

Mr. Kramer. Is this a proper way to go about it because it does Beems to be going almost 
incidentally into the realm of legislative functions and powers. Counties are now re
garded as administrative arms with some pat-Ters that look like legislative pOlyers. If 
they're going to be given a general range of legislative pel-rers, I think that a direct 
statement would probably be called for. 

lolr. Loewe, You mean a so-called direction to the G.A. on the ldnds of legislative 
parers? Basically, that is what we're intending to do .. ani l-lhether it would have to 
be· done by constitutional amendment or by the imple'1enti.ng legislation that the G.A. 
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would use to set up these classifications, I'm not sure. 

Mr. Kraner: li1ell, it's a question of constitutional authority. If counties are to 
have legislative pat-rers, it should be done by a direct statement in the Constitution 
rather than by indirection and delegation by the G.A. 

Mrs. Hessler: I~e haven't t.otten to the legislative powers question, as yet. 

Mrs. Orfirer: If that were added to classification, it would change the whole system of 
local govt. 

Mr. Loewe: Do you feel that just chaIl(;ing the structure by getting the public to approve 
classification would be meaningful? 

Mrs. Hessler: It would be quite meaningful. It would give the G.A. the political op
portunity to eliminate the elective officials, county officials, or some of than, and 
really create government--you have 9 or 11, or however you want to figure, governments 
at the county level and by setting up a different structure and be permitting the legis
lature to do it politically. Presentl~r, you l'1ould eliminate 88 county ent>ineers and 
coroners, if you're going to eliminate one. By classification, you could do it differently 
because the counties want something different. This is the reason why we thought that 
everything ought to be a package that hung to{;,ether, because you can't give the county 
legislative pOt'1ers without consideri% the clause which limits their powers Hhen in 
conflict l1ith municipalities which means you get into the whole pr('llo)lem of municipal 
home rule. 

Hr. Kramer: This committee's provision for classification is not limited just to fom. 
The reference is to organization and govt., and that has been construed already to deal 
both Hith form of govt. and with pOl'1erS, so that under the Constitution there CQlld be 
different pOHers as ''1ell as fom of govt., for different classifications. The difference 
is that we would have the G.A. specify the pm-Ters for the different classes. 

11rs. Hessler: Suppose the G.A. decided that they would like to control all the coonties 
around Lake Erie--or all of the counties that are bounded by the Ohio uver which couldn't 
be so classified on a population basis. Under our proposal the G.A. could say naIl 
counties with less than a certain income pe:i.' capitalt of Itall counties of a density of 
population of a certain amountlt for certain specific purposes to have certain specific 
powers. The different powers which could be 5iven "ould have nothinG to do with the 
form of govt. 

llr. Loewe: Do you see counties basically as an ann of state govt. or do you see them 
assuming a role that is more local or regi onal, in its aspects? 

Mrs. Hessler 2 I don't think we have concluded it but I think that the general trend of 
our discussion has been th.,t we are anxious to see counties with whatever pmmrs that 
they have to have in order to take on what Herve always considered municipal services in 
areas where the municipality doesn rt have the boundaries to handle the problem. But this 
might also be true of ret:,ional governments. A county could be a region, but I would 
say that both municipalities and counties are anns of the state. State laH controls 
what they are. They are creatures of the state. 

Mr. LO~Te: Counties are carrying out functions that the state has asked them to perform-
the welfare function, the judicial function, the law function on a countyt'Jide basis. 
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You have concluded that the constitutional amendrnent is necessary to get classification 
accomplished? Fran the evidence that has been presented to us, it appears that a 
classification bill will have prolems because of the undertainty about constitutionality. 

Mr. Kramer. There are cases '-There classification on the basis of population has been 
challenged for violation of Article II, section 28. One of the main cases is that whi.ch 
the Q.A. attempted to provide that in counties of over a million in population, like 
CuyahOf;a county I a different rmmber of signatures on the petition for election of a 
probate judge than in counties with lesser population. 

Mr. Loewe. That one, to my point of view, does not seem to have breat weight l1hen there 
have been other cases in which we have classified counties for salaries and other things. 

Mr. Kramer: Dut there hasn't been any adjudication of those statutes. 

Hr. Loewe: I thin~( we're in pretty good agreement on that. "e don't think lve really have 
too many choices. e can discuss it on this basis--that sane ldnd of amendment isP 

necessaru/ Do you intend to deal in recommendations to the G.A. without regard to imple
menting such an amendment. We do have that job. 

Mrs. Helalar: Is your classification proposal based on a mandatory classification by 
population? 

1-11'. Loewe: Let me just check the minutes here especially on that mandatory point. uIn 
other discussions, it lvas suggested that a constitutional amendment to classify counties 
should provide that the G.A. may, rather than shall, provide classification. The commi
ttee wants to perm!t counties to adopt a system most appropriate to thalr needs without 
forcing all counties to adopt a single form and system of govt., and at least implied 
powers stJould be provided to the class no. 3 and no. 4 counties, l'Thich are the highest 
population counties." So we have not resolved that completely. It could go either wq. 

Mr•• Orf'irer. Can l-Te eet into SOMe discussion about the various merits of having 
classification soely on population or on several crtteria~ I think Iola pointed out 
before sane of the reasons why He chose a variety of criteria. 

t1rs. Hessler. He've heard from a number o£ county commissioners including Seth Taft 
who made the point about Lake EMe, and I had met with a hie. group of county commissioners 
at their request and they felt very strongly that it should be permissive. They wanted 
the greatest possible nexibility, ,because they t-1ere recognizing how different the various 
counties Here. This t.,as also for the form, instead of setti~ up art¥ fonns in the 
Constitution. Trlhen you look at the difference, for example, in the operations and goals 
of Cuyahoga County and Hamilton County.-these are two of the biggest three--am Frankl1n 
County is entirely different again. They have different degrees of density, they have 
different kinds of problems, and they have different experiences with foms of f:r,ovt. And 
so the whole trend of that group, we spent about three meetings, was that the greatest 
possible flexibility should be built in. 

Mr. Loewe: Do you feel that executive control, especially the type of chief executive, 
to be the greatest differences between the big three? How would that be reflected in the 
kind of fom that you're looking at? Ie have to be concerned with this kind of detail 
that will allow follow-up. T']hat makes the kind of govt. that you want--the form and. 
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powere-so different from Cuyahot..,a and Hamilton? Now I would agree on the executive. 

• Mrs. Hessler: Cuyahoga County is almost completely incorporated. Franklin County isn't 
at all. Franklin County is a growth area. 

Mr. Loewe: How do you see that affecting the kind of officers, a legislative body and 
the chief executive1 

• Mrs. Hessler: The kind of powers that miGht be given to Granklin County controllint;. future 
growth would be something that Cuyahoga County l"asn't too least bit concerned l-lith, 

• 

because that isn't l-1here the growth is. So if loTe're going to conjJrol growth in our 
part of the state we need a regional govt. to do it. Cuyahoga County cannot control future 
development wi thin the county and so tlley would need different types of ~lanni.ng comm1s
at ons, different types of controls on land use, and in this case the legislature which 
would have to give powers t20 control land use, the cities have the zoning power now, and 
it you're going to take that way and give it to a different fonn of govt. you have to use 
~hat level of e,ovt. that can do the job, which would mean that the legislature needs the 
power based bn other things than necessary population. It might be based in this parti
cular case on the degree of incorporation, on the rmmber of counties in a metropolitan 
region, a great many things.

• Mrs. Orfirer: You wouldn't have to do it based on one criterion. You could use popula
ti on plus another factor. 

• 
Mrs. Hessler: It might vary with metropolitan growth or on amount of iYlcorporation or 
a lot of things that you might. Now we don't say that you ill. ':Tetre just saying that 
if you have a great deal of flexibility--ten years ago we would not have imagined giving 
ei ther a county or regional govt. land use controls. Today, allover the United States 
this is being discussed and the federal govt. is makine, one step every year. 

Mr. Orfirera Gene do you Trant to comment on some of the reasons that we noted in selecti~ 

multiple crlterla for classification? 

• 

• Mr. K1'amerl The canmitteets proposal thus far is obviously toward the end pf the spectrum 
allowing far a great deal of flexibility. You can take the three largest cDunties and 
say that the main thing that they have in common is population but there are many 
differences one being on a lake, one being on a river, and one being practically land
locked. 

Mrs. Hessler: Or one being extremely poor with a high proportion of low income people 
like .~ppalachians. 

• 
Hr. Kramer: On the basis of population it's even more striking Hhen you get away from the 
large counties and talk about counties in the southeast and northwest portions of the 
state. They have counties \-1hich are substantially similar in population but they are 
~adicallY different in the eoutheast--minillf, counties, hilly, isolated, In the west 
part of the state, the,y are agricultural, prosperous, easily accessible. So that under 
a population classification the southeast and northwest counties would probably be put in 
a similar classification, yet they seem to have relatively little in common. 

• Mrs. Orfirerz I am thinking of ~~d'8 problem--carrying it a step further--when you define 
into law, populatipn is by far the easiest. 
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Mrs. Hessler. And the legislature rl0uld nost likely choose that criterion. l'~e don't 

have to make a decision--this legislature doesn1t have to say we're going to classify 
all counties by poverty but t.men a provlem comes up they can say Wi. thout it's being 
unconstitutional all counties that front on Lake Erie shall provide such and such ormay.... They don't have to say there shall be two classes of counties those that are on 
take Erie aIXi those that aren't. It just gives them the pOller to fJay all counties of a 
certain nature can do this. 

Mrs. Orfirert Of necess1ty, through all this we have been very conscious of the tact 
that we are deal1l16 only with a constitution. As ue all knot-t, it is r:;oing to live 
another lQQ years and we just tfant to make a capability, as lola has pointed out. You 
may hurt it bJ not havi~ it there if they need it. 

Mrs. Hessler l I think unquestionably the legislat1,1re would classify by population when they 
said what kind of govt. you could have. But there by having the permissive factor in 
the constitution it f!,ives the legislature a chance to say every county over a certain 
population shall have or every county over a certain population may have. 

Mr. Loewe. I guess the basic philosophy of our group is that we see a need for basic 
change in county govt. and implemented by the legislature to get the ball rolling. It 
may or may not cane to the point where the powers real17 ar' what counties need. I think 
that we're dealing with the basic structure of 6ivinb them a mechanism by which they have 
a decent opportunity tb contend with ordinary administrative problems of nmntng a 
county ~ovt. Then it would appear that the alternative fonne should be handled in such 
a "ray that they t;1ve the kind of variety based on other types of classifications. Then 
I think the voters in a given commun:l..ty like Cuyahoga County would have to decide whether 
they want their county to have certain powers that other counties do not need. r:ventually 
you are going to have to come back to the voters tv give them an opportunity. You canJdrt. 
make the legislature bite the bullet all the time. 

Mrs. Hessler: You might let the legislature bite the bullet on some things. and not on 
others. For example I the legislature probably won't have a lot of problems in eliminating 
the elected engineer and coroner in counties because probaly no one would fight it. You 
couldn't get them to change the sher:tff anyway and you couldn't get a constitutional 
amendment to change the sheriff. 

Mr. RuSSOI You put it back into a narrow perspective again when you rely on the county 
alternative because in order to get it passed you have to keep it at a paint where it 
appeals to a mass majority and so then you have another problem that you're goiD{:, to keep 
it so s~le the powers won't be sufficient to cope with the kind of problem you're 
going to have four or five years from now. So why bother t"oillt back to the electorate 
every two years to amend the county fom of govt? The best thing to do is mandate as much 
of it as you possibly can and say here's the package, you either have to buy this package 
or you don't buy anything. . 

Mr. Loewe. You used the word "mandate". Did you really mean that? 

Mr. Russo. One they mandate that kind 9£ thing then the ~eneral public has a better 
choice and has to make a deterndnation on that choice. 

Mrs. Hessler: And the legislature can't do it politically unless they have classification. 
Ed, your concern is with the form of govt. in the county and whether it can do the job 
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in its relationships to other local govts. IsrLtt this then your chief concern how changes 
should be made to set better county govt? Simply because toTe think the camty govt. should 
be changed and as a means of changing it we recommend that the constitution be amended 
to provide for classification, do you have to decide what kind of classification? 

Mr. Loewes It may be that we may just sit back depending on how quickly or how your group 
moves with regard to this. But we have a mandate to look at both the constitution and 
the statutory needs. 

Mrs. Orfirer: I think lola's point is that you are chaDged to look at it and "'hat you 
might come up with is yes, the constitution should proVide far the capability of classi
fication. But I think her question is do you have to spell out all the particulars of 
the classification? 

Mr. Loewe: other people may have a much broader view of this, in which case I think 
a lot of them would say we would be derelict if we did not come up with specifics. 

Mrs. Hessler: This is what cor.cerns IT'S because the Ohio Constitutional Revision Cammi
ssion has 7 more years of life, and the reason it was given this long was to enable it to 
get into questions deeply, whereas you are charged with what is covering everything, 
including all the statutory changes in 2 years. 

Mr. Loewe z It's just a question of what kind of work are we goin6 to do nCJo1 to think� 
it through. I think your points are very well taken and I think thr-t there is a good� 
opportunity for us to communicate that to our committee.� 

Mrs. Orfirer: I would hope that what can happen as a result from today is that you will 
be able to express out point of view to your group. They mayor may not buy it. They 
may have some more questions. If they do, then l,re'll be glad to come and discuss it with 
you. But it may not be necessary. let's just see hOH it goes. 

Hr. Loewe: There are other corr.rnittees of our commission that you may want to relate to 

too. 

Hr. Kramer: Apart from all of this discussion I think it's very important to keep the 
whole subject of the individual proposals for constitutional revision in perspective. 
I think "1e got alittIe bit off on our original plan in c omiI1€:. up wi th any specific lang

uage for a proposal for the classification of counties anywa:y. That '-{as somewhat of a 
departure from the idea of examining everything first and then going back. :aut some 
members of the c cmmit tee felt that this was of such importance that a tentative proposal 
should be drawn up and discussed and tentatively decided upon first. OUr proposal is 
limited in its scope to not attempting to go in really to question any drastic changes in 
the present diVision of powers among the units of local govt., because the question of 
where the counties fit into the scheme is so much related to all of the other existing 
units and potential units that you can't make that kind of decision "i.i thout examining 
everything in detail, and to put the subject of county govt. further in prespective you 
have to realize that as of n<M the counties are basically administrative anns of the 

state. Little by little more and more functions have been placed on the counties but most 
of these are to be carried out in incorporated areas or by agreements with municipalities 
so that lIrounty bovt. presently does not have a strong function. It has many important 
functions to carry out but whether counties, uithout being drastically changed in their 
character, are going to have the kind of powers to deal with environmental problems 
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which we tal. ked about last night. is a question. So that if you want to change counties, 
make them strong units of govt., you've gat to consider darefully their relationship 
with municipal corporations. I\nd potential ret-ional t,ovts. and mere classification ot 
counties isn't going to--counties have many problems dealing with the existing situation 
of trying to carry out their repponsibilities now. nne thing I thin!>: the carmittee and 
the Canmiss10n will ,,,ant to consider would be, if regional govts. are found to be im
practical, or cannot be achieved, or the decision is that the county is the a~ropriate 

level for carrying out functions on a regional level, that the cc.unty could becaae the 
important form of govt., something like the Illinois Constitution, which has been adopted 
and lTh1ch, in order to achieve county hame rule, must have an executive fom of govt. 
There are many possibilities. At this point, this committee has considered a proposal to 
deal only with the existing pCJ501erS of county govts. and if classification Hill make that 
easier, this is the way to do it but we haven't really tackled the question of ..,here 
the whole county is going to fit into the system of' local govt. 

lirs. Orfirerz I think added to that, Gene, is that the thinking behind this proposal was 
that it would not interfere l·1ith any future decisions that might be made. Regions may 
be 5, 10, or maybe 20 years away. If they come up in two years this is not going to 
interfere with it. If it comes up in 20 years, it will enable, as Gene pointed out, 
the counties to deal with their problems. 

Mr. Sha,u \tIe expect to have county recommendations fran the committee in April. 

Mrs. Hesslerz You're going to come out with a packate on county govt. independent of 
municipal? 

Hr. ICramerl ;,1hat sort of package is it going to be? Are you going to review all of the 
statutes dealine; tiith counties and makB recommendations ,,11th all of this needed change? 

lir. Shawt Everything conceivable dealing with counties. This would mean takiI1L care of 
all the statutory prolilems relating to counties, particularly the Uternative forms 
revisions, the question of hON much counties should have control over, special distr.l.cts, 
recanm.endations on alternative foms of govt. 

Mr. Loewe: I don't think we're going to get into finances, or even the judicial side 
of it very soon. 

Mrs. Hessler: You certainly can't decide on land use and zoing controls by the county 
until you decide what land use and toning control at the municipal and regional level will be 

Mr. ShaWl Well we can make recommensations on l'1hat sorts of land use and zoning 
decisions ought to be under county auspices. ;'e have already dcncluded that the regional 
govt. pre se won't be recommended. 

Mrs. Hessler: The cormdssion? 

Mrs. Orfirer: It hasn't been decided to my knawledi,e. We have just talked about the 
districting the governor wanted. 

Hr. ShaWl That's the timetable far the county committee. The regional canmittee had 
one immediate problem, which was state districting, subdistricts. It may not cane out 
;lith aii£hing at all. 
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Mrs. Orfirer: That's why I questioned your stateM~nt that you didn't think ree:,ions 
would be recomMended at all. Do you mean that you don't think they'll be discussed at all? 

Mr. Heminger: Just a question on hew the commission is operating. The committees that 
you ave are going to issue individual reports which have to be dovetailed or the full 
commission is Laing tn have to pull them 'together? 

Mr. Loewe t Do you really mean that the county job 't'lill be done for the complete time 
of this commission's life by !lpril? I think the initial intent was that we would go out 
ot our way to come up with recommendations which perhaps could be made independent of 
others. Maybe they would be somewhat affected by fu'blre decisions. 

Mr. Heminger: Haybe there will be some interim reports. 

Ur. Loewe: That's correct. Haybe some of those interim reports might have to be changed 
because of later decisions but at least initially there will be some recanmendations and som', 
perhaps with a tag on it that Hill say "these are things that coule be accomplished 
within 1973 and hopefully would IX>t have to be redone because of future decisions." That's 
a risk you would take. 

Mr. Kramer: Does "alternative farms" have high priority? 

11r. T..oewet The alternative forms and the classification are tHO high items on our 
agenda. 'hether we get to the others I don't know. 

Mr. Shaw: t·e 'll be talking about county govt. around the state probably in February, 
concerning some of the alternatives the committee is grapplino Hith now. 

Hr. Loewe: Seminars, conferences and meetins will be held throughout the state, and 
we're getting some advice on that from a team from OSU, on hcw best to handle the 
communication of these alternatives with individuals throughout the state, public offi
cials as well as citizens. Ie are not taking the form of a public hearing but using a 
different format and f,ivi11L some real opportunity for people to react to specific pro
posals which we did not have in the public hearings. <)0 they reacted very specifically 
or very generally about their a.rn particular topic. 

Mrs. Hessler: May I make one point that's extremely important which I don I t see in your 
minutes? 11hen you suggested keeping the shett!'! but the appointment of a police chief for 
certain sized counties, please bear in mind the thing that the alternative forms did not 
do, that you have to spell out l-Ihat the functi ons of the sheriff will then be, because 
if you keep a sheri~f, and ttlBn you appoint a police chief--who does what? Same thing 
for the auditor and a finance director. This is one of the problems l-Ie had in grappling 
with the alternative forms. We Simply do not know what those pm"ers are. 

Mr. Loewe: You are shooting for next November? The one point on this citizens attitude 
survery that hit home to me was this question whether county officials, other than 
commissioners, should be appointed, rather than elected, and 81 ;.; disagreed ,d, th that. 
Throughout the state, all size countie?, all size communities were involved in it. 
I think it's a good survey from what I ve been able to see of the inputs into it. I 
haven't analyzed it canpletely except ttere was one question with regard to taxes which 
said "I am willing to pay more taxes for better services11--that l.JIIS about 50-50, and 
there 'Has another one which said "I uant better county service but not at the cost of 
higher taxes. II Sixty-three per cent a€,reed on that one. 
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Mr. Kramerf "ere there any questions as to knowledge of fonns and powers of county 
govt,? 

Mr. Loewe. Yes. There were questions that asked people to identify their govt. in terms, 
first of aU, where they lived, whether they were in a township or in a county, what 
the name or the municipality lolas, and they were trying to see who mew and who didn't 
and they would be able to get fran those that did mati and had a good familiar! ty with their 
govt. wh~t their reactions were as opposed to just general answers. 

Mrs. Ortirer: FoCi, what we would hope that you would do would be to go back to your 
cornm1ttee and just express the differences between the two sets of proposals, primarily 
the difference between "maT' and " shall" , the various crtteria for establishing the 
classifications, and the legislative powers wording which is probably the most essential 
part or the discussion. 

Mrs. Hessler: And mandating the form of county gon., either the form or the classifi
cation in the Constitution, rather than leaving it up to the legislature. FLexibility 
is important. 

Mr. Loewe: "fe said four classifications and I don't 1mow whether four Hill end up 
being it or not. We just chose four arbitrarily just for discussion purposes/ 

l1r.. Orf'irer t ".ben you decide to get into specifics there is no way to choose except� 
arbitratily. You've got to name a fie;ure so you name it. So why not leave it to the� 
G.A.? Once you start dealing in numbers you may end up changing the numbers but it's� 
hard to get back to the con::ept of no numbers.� 

Mr. ShaWl One problem is the problem ot special legislation. New Jers&y' had that 
problem. They used the classification "shoreline" and the legislature used that 
classification for counties that weren't even on the shore just because they want.ed to 
pass a piece ot special legislation for that county. ~o that's one reason we settled 
on a population. 

Mr. Kramera There's no question that any ldnd fo classification opens the door to special 
legislation and population, area, whatever you use, is boing to permit it, so you balance 

one with the need for flexibility that it oan be abused by gettinb into special 
legislation on a large scale basis. And. 1'1e did of course talk in our discussion about 
classification, about all the various means--there were many means ot limiting this abil
ity to classify, and out proposals are still tentative. 

Mrs. Ortirerr I hope you will reopen this discussion of classification. 

Ur. Loewe. We will. They will be on the agenda, at least those two items--classifica
tion and alternate torms. 

Hr. Loewe and Mr. Shaw left. 

Mrs. Orfirer: I don't think there's any poine. this morning in our haviIJt:, any 
discussion about regional govt., because we have gone over this to the fun extent. Let 
us start with the np,·, memorandum on possible county constitutional changes. The first 
is coUnty govt. orgaatzation could be altered by writilll;; the desired county structure 
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into the Constitution? 

•� }lrs. Hesslerz Can't we just eliminate that? 

Mrs. Orfirer: Yes. If you all agree, I think tie can dispense with that. (2) require 
the G.A. to provide a different structure for county govt.; for example, the Constitution 
mi()ht require that county legislCl.tive bodies be elected from districts or increased in 
numher or that each county have an administration under a cingle elected official and 

•� then leave it to the G.A. to fill in the details. Offhand, it struck me that this is 
pretty l-rell covered by what we wanted to do ,.rith classification. 

Mrs. Hessler: I think it is atifully important, not only if you are goint; to get it 
passed but if there's a canmitment on the part of the people to support a form of govt., 
if you give the people the option? In other TTords, you cannot say you have to change 

•� county govt. because ue have discovered that this is ineffective, but gIWthe people in 
a county the option within limits. We don't say t-lhat kind of municipal govt. you have 
to have in the Constitution~ why should we fCfl' counties? 

Mr. Kramer: It seems to be an awfully rigid provisions to be put into the Constitution. 

• Mrs. Eriksson: Giving additional powers to counties if they have a certain form of 
govt. is what happened in the Illinois Constitution. GiviIlt. additional powers to 
counties is dependent on a particular type of govt., and then it's up to the people to 
decide \oThether or not they wish to have this particular type of structure. 

• 
Mr. Kramer, "Uld of course the device of making powers dependent upon structure is even 
quite a bit different from this option No.2. It might add a lot of flexibility but if 
you want 8aneth1~ different then you have to adopt a different fonn of govt. 

• 
Mrs. Orf'irer, We'll get into that discussion here under "Powers." No. 3--"Prohibit a 
Ions county ballot. Since county elected officials are presently provided by statute in 
Q11.o and not in the Constitution a short ballot cannot be achieved by eliminating those 
officials from the Constitution as is the cas in m,~ny states." 

Mrs. Hessler. You could say which county officials should be elected just the way ypu 
specify tmich state officers shall be elected. 

•� Mrs. Orfirer: ''hat about providing a limited number rather than which ones.� 

•� 

Mr. Kramer: That creates problems if you are talking about both executive and let,islative� 
officials. That t-Iould be quite a limitation. If you're talking about having a legislative� 
authori1qr for one of the large counties, unlt:S8 you ~8.y no more than I no. of elected� 
executive officers, but no one has ever really descrtbed all the various county officials� 
as executive officers.� 

Nrs. Hessler. They aren·t, really. 

• 
Mr. Kramer! No. This introduces some new tenninolo€;y and there are many difficulties. 
It would be much simpler at least if He did have a provision like other state constitutions 
naming the officers, then they could be eliminated from the Constitution. It's really 
a legislative problem. 

• 
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Mrs. Hessler. A long county ballot takes accountability away fran county t:>0vt., but a 
short county ballot l1ouldn't do an;ymore if the f:,ovt. didn't provide accountability in 
the lfq it was set up. 

Mrs. Orfirer. ' fe ""rill move on. "Pennit county cOJIIIlissioners to reorganize county lS0vt. 
Without aflecting substantive pOtters, "'hich reorganization uould be final 1f no pet1tiona 
or referenda were filed by voters in the county Wi thin a certain number of days." Poss
ible variations permit county carmissioners to place all independent boards and camni
asians under their jurisdiction, (but perhaps not independently elected county officials 
and not the courts) and permit countr commissions to institute new budi;etary and admin
istrative procedures, ~t the creation of autonanous county boards and agencies by 
the G.A. 

Mrs. Eriksson. On these proposals, which are not all intended to be part of one, neces
sarily, you might want to invite saae of the people who have been proposill?; this. 
This would include some of the urban county canmissioners. or course the basic question 
is 1-lhether you want to put it in the Constitution because it is somethil'lt:;; that could very 
well be done statutorily if the B.A. were so inclined. But I think that before you 
dispose of the question as to llhether you ',rant to put it into the Const! tution it 

might not be a bad idea to have someone discuss its ramifications. 

Mrs. Hessler: The legislature has the pOlTer now for all counties and classification 
would give it for sane but not all counties. ilould the people feel strong:q enough 
about giv.1.ng this much pOl-rer to the county cCJlllldssioners to put it in the Constitution? 

U1'8. Eriksson: Some pretty good arguments for wanting to try this but you have to con
sider problems of whether you are then affecting existing laws--,re you going to apply 
th1s to agencies which are separately created by the G.iL. Are you going to pennit 
county canmissioners premission to reorganize only agencies over which they have control 
nO't? ~ome of these things are not clear. 

Mrs. Hessler: They have so little control now because of the other elected officials. 

Mrs. Eriksson: lrlhat would we do about than? 

fIrs. Hessler: I've been doing a study on state reoqanization, and some states have use" 
the constitutional granting of authorization to ..the governor to restructure their govt. 
just like the President of the TJ .,c;. and it has run into a great deal of difficulty in 
nearly all the states. I think there are about 10 or 11 states uhere the {;overnors have 
this power but as soon as they do some restructuring it is subject to veto by one or both 
houses of the 1 egi slature--the legi slature says the governor shouldn't have this pOl>1er t 

we don't care what the constitution says, we're not going to pass it that vlQ. People 
might be 1'flcctant about giving county canmissioners the power to restructure county 
govt. when they don't even want to restructure it themselves. 

Mrs. Orfirer, I agree. 

1-11'. Kramer: It may be that the idea of granting this power to county cOJllllissioners is 
so fraught with difficulties that you shouldn't pursue it, but dealing Hith the boards 
and commissions in some of the numerous county agencies and restructuriJ'lG them is sane'l:Jling 
that probably should be done. This "ould be an alternative to classification" ~ther 
than a clas~ifi.catioo proposal, or an addition to it. 
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Mrs. Eriksson: I'm not really sure that the people realize the number of autonomous 
boards and commissions. 

Mrs. Hessler. I think there might be a better way on boards and commissions... just pro
hibit any functions carried out by any agency that isn't a general purpose govt., and 
require those present~ existine. to be brout>ht under one govt. 

Mrs. Orfirer: 'Ie have to lift this out and carry it to a broader context. 

Mrs. Hessler: It seems to me that this boards and commissions thing should be attacked 
constitutionally as beir1€, non-accountable govt. I don't think that it is part of the 
commissioner's reorganization. 

Mrs. Eriksson: There are a number of ideas that could enter in. Some of the state 
consti tutiona1 provisions which provide for executive reorganization include a provi
sion which limi.ts the creati on of the number of new depts. That is part of the pro
posal of the state constitutions. 

lIre Kramer: Alaska is one. 

l1rs. !~rikssonz In addition to Livil16 the governor power to reorganize, it also limits 
the establishment of more than 20 state depts. 7 something like that. er you can consider 
reorganization withour such a limit. 

Mrs. Hessler: Shouldn't we consider the possibility \-'hich really just occurred to me 
of the distinction betl-leen policy making and administrative officials? Has there ever 

been a constitution which said you can't elect administrative officials? They III1Ist be 
appointed, in order to provide for accountability. 

Mr. Kramer: Not that I know of. The term l1adrn1nistrative" probably Hould need some 
definition. 11e have sane fai%ly' good ideas of lVhat executive powers arc and legislative 
powers bp:t I think fran a constitutional standpoint that 1'1e don't really have any bood 
concept of what an administrative officer is, if you pant to use such a tam. 

Mrs. Hessler: The mayor might be both policy making and administrative. I mean have 
both kinds of powers. 

Hr. Kramer. But the problems of definition could be almost insuperable. Could inject 
more confusion and difficulties so that the end result would be worse than what you 
started with. 

Mrs. Hessler: Did Seth Taft talk about the canmissioners having the power? 

Mrs. F'nksson: It was included as one of the recanmendations from that urban cronty 
group. 

Mr. Kramer: Fran the standpoint of relative important of coonty officers, the commis�
sioners look upon themselves as being the major body of county govt., but it isn't� 
necessarily so. County commissioners have only same of the functions of county govt.� 
They have most of the responsibility through enactine the budget and raisiIlb the money,� 
but not much responsibility for the actual carrying out of functions.� 

•� 
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Mrs. Hessler: Our county commissioner only control 10% of the county employees. Down our� 
way, all the county ccmn1ssioners are askiI1& for is that they be permitted to put a� 
change on the ballot, a charter change on the ballot, instead of going throu~h the charter� 
canmission thing.� 

lIra. Orfirer: Pell, can we hold this for the time beiIlb, ani get back to it as l!e get 
into powers? S. Permit pay riases for county officials during term. What's happening? 

Mrs. Briksson: or course the effort is to get the bill through now is in order that the 
pay raises r,lay take effect before the tem begins. The constitutional provision applies 
not only to county officials. The county officials are among those that would like to 
see the constitutional provision changed, and if this committee recarmends such a change 
then I think it ought to be a recommendation to uhatever comm1ttee of the CClDIDission 
ultimately conslde~s all of those sections of the constitution that relate to public 
officials generally. 

Mrs. Orfirer: ras this taken up by the legislative canmittee. 

~frs. 1;riksson. There is a separate section which deals with general assembly, and the 
COIIlJI1i.ssion proposals 1rlould continue to prohibit increases during term. 

Mr. Kramer: From my experience from worldng on quite a few municipal charter conmissions,� 
and charter review commissions, this kind of provision is otten copied from state� 
constitutions and from other charters. It is almost staIXiard in municipal charters that� 
people seem to think that this is important not to benefit from a pay rat se during term•.� 

Mrs. triksson: One problem is that county commissioners are not all elected at the same 
time, that if they have a pay rai se, some get it and some don't am that t IS what the 
county commissioners are complaining about. 

Mrs. Orfirera I think that He might be able to recoTo1tnend something that says all people 
performing the same job at the same level receive the same pay. 

Hr. Kramer: I just ~rent through that with a municipal charter commission during this 
year and they Hanted to have no pay raises durirl6 tem, but because of st8{:,6ered electiop 
for councilmt:n, this ,,'auld mean that some councilmen l10uld be getting paid more than others~ 

They said, "well, that's too bad." It's more important that they not be permitted a 
pay raise during tem. They lmow what they're rurmin6 for. I think this is a fairly 

typical attitude. 

Mrs. Orfirera Of course the county canmissioners are not determining their own pay so the� 
same reasons do not apply as apply to the let;islature. But it fa a personal problem� 
for a few people and T am not convinced of its importance to the state. Now to tet to� 
a good one. If Permit alteration in county boundaries without a vote of the people."� 
Like the pay raise thing, we might as well be bound by the political considerations� 
because it's not that vital.� 

Mrs. Hessler: It seems to me that we have seen an excellent example of the way that� 
states are going to have to deal '-nth changes in functions that require county boundar:Y� 
changes, what they aro going to have to do is to set up a different govt. rather than� 
chane;e boundaM.es.� 
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• 
Mr. Kramer. One idea is to shift the burden; rather than providing as the Constitution 
doee now that any change must he submitted to the people to provide that any cha.nt:,e is 
subject to referendum in the affected counties, so the burden of challenging lvoold be 
within the counties. 

•� 
Mra. Eriksson: . bat you could (10 is change it as is done l-r.i. th respect to municipal� 
boundaries ,,,hich means that the G.A. could establish a procedure by which, as under� 
annexations, there would have to be sane kind of hearing. Does it say whether i:b has to� 
be 'a majority in each county?� 

•� 

Hr. Kramer. A majority of all the electors voting in the election on t.he issue. A� 
very modest chall{;e, though, just reversing the burden. It could even be presented in� 
language which would be attractive to the voters, in tems that any chane:;e in boundaries� 
of counties shall be subject to referendum of all the electors in the affected counties� 
l1hich would be reversi~ the burden nOH but it would still retain the referendum and� 
would permit the G.A. to make these ch.~ngee of boundaries uhere necessary and make it subject� 

to referendum.� 

Mrs. Hesslerl In Virginia where they have judicial decision on l1hether an area shall� 
be county or city there are all kinds of criteria for this and one of them is what will�

• it leave behind and tihat "rill this do to the economic problems of the remaining county� 

•� 

and that kind of thing. A judicial system rather than a vote would be a lot fairer in� 
this case. This is one of the problems before the legislature now, is whether a mUnici�
palitY' cab withdraw from a township. Now the law says a municipality can withdraw fran.� 
a township and there are . sane townships in Hhich all of the wealth of the township has� 
wi thdrawn and there is no way of conducting the township' 5 business.� 

Mrs~ Orfirera I think we oU!;;ht to work up some wording on that. 

Hr. Kramer: As I said, it's a question of makiI1(:; it attractive to the voters. 

f1rs. Hessler: I'd like to be convinced that anybody cases, that there was any reason 
• for it. 

Mrs. Orfirer t T fell, it could be a stepping stone to sane of the things that He might 
want, it we don't g(;t it another way. 

• 
Mr. Kramer: It may be that people have not really considered this a device to achieve� 
something that they have been talking about accomplishinc in other ways. But it could� 
be done.� 

Mrs. Orfirer: 7. Prohibit the G.'i. from; ssi&ning duties to counties without providing 
funds. 

• Mrs. '~riksson: It's a very serious proposal. 

}iI's. Crfirer t It sure is. l'le have heard it over and over again. 

Mrs. F.riksson: It would be difficult to do effectively. 

• Mrs. Orfirert You could say, without providing the means to obtain the funds. 

•� 
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Mrs. Eriksson: You could make a positive direction, just ai the Qonstitution says 
the G.A. shall. support public schools. You could put sanething like that in here. 

Mr. Kramer~ Because that's "There you get into the heart of the legislative process, 
determining what funds are available and \mo' B to do uhat. Once you start trying to 
mandate too much of that in the Constitution that is getti~ into more problems than 
we have now. 

Mrs. Hessler: If you said nahaU provide the means of raising revenuen to support the 
service because now if the county ccmnissioners could say to the people \'1ho elect them 
"Fe have been mandated to provide this function and it costs this much money and we have 
been told to raise ir ,,11th a 'tax on lieensee or a tax on banks, or whatever, and then they 
could do i t without polltical repercussion. but the problem is nOH they've got to go : 
to the people 'tor a property tax or one of the few taxes counties are permitted to levy. 

Mr. Kramer' If you're going to think about effectiveness, you have to think about 
judicial enforcement, as the ultimate am to say must proVide the means is much too 
vauge. The courts would not mandate the G.A. to provide counties tiith the abilitY' to 
tax banks CJr whatever. 'l'he courts would never pennit themselves to get into the 
position to mandate that. There are some things that can be mandated and some things 
the.t can't. It took a long time for the federal courts to get into the position ,~here 

they said we can require reapportionment of legislatures and it is possible for a 
court to draw up the lines but when you get into something so complicated as providing 
the means of taxation, particularly if it were £.,oing to be some kind of new tax WitJ'l all 
the rates, collection procedures and penalties, that is so much a lej;)islative function 
that a. court is not going about lorrtting a statute. 

~frs. Hessler: The court would simp~ say "you have mandated a fW1ction that the 
county can't pay for, so the county doesn't have to do it. 

Mrs. Orfirer: But would it give the county the right to refuse to do SOIJEthing? :.Jhen the 
court said you are not doing it then the county could point to the Constitution and say 
the G.A. has !lot provided the means for it. Therefore we are off the hook. 

r·frs. Eriksson: That's right, It undoubtedly has value but not the absolute value of 
the word IIshall" • 

Mr. Heminger: I think it's worth trying to draft something. 

r·b's. Ortirer: Shall we attempt to do some \,rording which will provide that the G.A. 
should provide the county with a means of raising reNenue for taxes that it assigns 
to counties? 

Mr. Kramer: 1 don't disapprove. I look upon it with sane caution and realism. 

Mrs. Orfirer: I think we have to understand that it isn't going to work miracles but that 
it I'Iight be a help to the counties. 

Mr. Kramert That isn't the heart of the legislative process of establishing duties and 
pr01iiding means of carryinb them out..'hen you elect people to make these decisions 
and it is very hard to put too many restrictions on their ability to make these decisions, 
or to avoid makillf> the decisi ons. 
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Mrs. Orfirer: Hell, let's see what we can work out Hith it. Give it some positive 
thinking. "Require the state to pay all the costs of operating the courts." 

• Mr. Kramer: In a previous hearing, Dill Keen made a point of this and I think it is 
sanething to consider very seriously because the courts really are nat part of the 
county govt. in any sense. The county simply provides physical tacili.ties far them. 

• 
Ure. Eriksson: 'l'he county must provide space, ete. and yet the county has no control 
over the court budget. And if you talk ab out the state taki. BE; it over, it's a very 
large amount. 

Ur. Kramer: .'\.ctually, the state-wide court system which is probably a subject all its 
own, l'rould deal Hith this. 

•� Un. Orfirera Do you think ue just ou~ht to turn this over to the judiciary committee?� 

Mrs. Eriksson: If this committee thinks it's a ~ood idea, why not recollll1end it to 
the committee studying the judiciary? 

• 
Mrs. J3rownell: Aren't there other committees created by the legislature studying the 
unified court? 

Mrs. T-"'.riksBon: Yes, 

Mr. Kramer: If the state is going to take over all of the fundi~ then you get into 
the question of whether there has to be a common pleas court in each county. The 

• "Thole restructurinf:; of courts gets much beyond the scope of this committee. 

Prs. Orfirer: Then I think we sould just recommend that we feel that some ldnd of 
reorgani1.ation along these lines should be attempted. I think this is the logical place 
to stop at the end of the structure aspect of this. 

• The commttLee a ri..1ourned until January 15, at 6 p.m. at the Hollenden House in 
Clnvf,lAM. 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Canmission •
Local Government Canmittee 
February 6, 1973 

•
Present at the Committee meeting on February 6 were Chairman Orfirer, Hrs. Hessler, 

Messrs. Ostrum, Heminger, and Russo, and staft member~ Kramer and Eriksson. Mrs. 
Ortirer began the meeting with a discussion of the possibility and advisability of 
making sane recommendations to the full COIIIllission in the near future. 

Mrs. Oriirer: TTe have before us a complete packa5e on Article X, except the section on • 
county charter commissions, which we Gould take up at the next meeting. 

Mr. Heminger: One would be the classification of counties, one is the county charters, 
'one is county powers, and the fourth is county boundaries. And the regional part could 
be part of the package or separate. • 
Mrs. erfirert Yes, we could submit it at the same time and the commission could act on 
it separately or with the material on counties. 

Mr. Ru~so: The most controversial would be the regional one, wouldn't it? 

Ur. Kramert These can be presented as a package or separately•. They would be presented • 
as separate amendments. 

Mr. Russol Yes, but if one in the three or four is distasteful, the public is confused. 
I don't want to take the chance of blowing the whole deal. I'm just wondering whether 
we should divide the package up into two parts for ballot purposes. I think everybody 
recognizes that county charters and hane rule are necessary, but I do believe that • 
lIregionslt will be objected to because it is another layer of government. 

Orfirer, And taxation. 

Mr. RuSSOl And our real goal is a reg1.onal government, but that won't happen right away, • 
and we still want all the county refonns. Perhaps that should detennine the priorities 
for the time being. 

Mrs. Oriirer: Are you suggesting that we not only try to get them on the ballot at 
separate times, but also submit them to the commission at separate times? 

•Mr. Russo: I'd like to present them to the Commission at the same time, get the ones 
that ~1e feel ate absolutely necessary and pick up plenty of support for•. 

r1rs. Orfirerl So l..,e should recommend them to the Commission with the stipulation that 
we prefer that they be submitted to the General Assembly at separate times. 

•Hr. ~sso: That' B correct. Next November and. a year fran May. 
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Mrs. Orfirerr The governor's regional concept will be in the public attention more later 
on. It might even be a good idea to wait a year. 

Mr. Kramer: It rn:1ght be better to ~Tait because some regional experience will accumulate 
in the next year, a~Tay. 

Mrs. Orfirer: I think we might even seriously consider not presenting the regional 
amendment to the commission at this time. 

Mr. Heminger: I agree with you. I think you should hold it for later refinement. 

Mr. Ostrum also agreed. 

Mrs. Orfirer t I think we are quite a waY' &va1' froJll getting such _an amendment aqopted. 
It may be very much to our benefit to let tlw governor's propb~al take pl~ce before ~~ 
propose a regional fom of government, and. get people used to it, and see ourselves hew 
it works. Then we will work tOTTard a submission of these four county amendments to the 
full canmission either at the Harch or the April Canmission meeting, plus one which Gene 
tells me Will be rather simple, on charter canmissLons which would be the rema1ning 
section in the article, dealing with calnty government. That will give us a cemplate 
package on nothing but county government. County powers, county charters, county 
clusification, and county boundaries. 

Mr. Kramert Count7· boundaries, nOloT section 30 of Article II, would become Article X, 
section 6. In the outline provided to everybody at the meeting before last on the 
county question, the last section deals with the procedure for adopting a new county 
charter. Most of the problems noted in those questions would be covered by the fifth 
draft you do not have yet. 

Mrs. Oi'firer: If you 101ill turn to Art. X, Sec.. 1, on classification, there are some 
Variations fran our earlier amendment.. Basically, as we had it before, this l'1ould be 
permissive BJ1d not mandate the general assembly to classify counties. Secondly, the 
criterion for establishing classification. The basis for classification would be 
population or ~ other reasonable basis related to the purpose of the classification. 
He used the simpler language c£ the model constitution. Earlier, we had given a number 
of criteria as explanatory to the legislature, b)Jt that can certainly be done without 
putting it into the Constitution. The third main point is that no classification can 
consist of more than four classes. Driginally, 1I1e had no limit on the possible IlUlIlber 
of classificatione. As Gene pointed out in the oamnents, "four" is arbitrary. The local 
government services commission canmittee on county t:,ovt. provides in their proposed 
constitutional amendment for an absolute four and they divide them by population limits 
in the consti tution, which I'm sure we don't want to do. 

Mr. Russo: This may present a problem. In the legislature, we had two specific acts 
for Lucas County and this brought a terrible fight out on the house floor about adopting 
special legislation for counties. But some counties do have special problems. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Is it your feeling that we should pennit this or not permit it? 

Mr. Kramer: ~ane legislation such as the bill in the last session providing for a county 
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to hire a coordinator to oversee construction, is applicable to all counties, although 
really onl)" intended for one. 

Mrs. Orfirer: I would assume that what would happen is that a certain classification 
would be given pO\'lers on a permissive basis. They wouldn't have to use them. AM this 
would forestall the argument here, at least somewhat, on special legislation-legislation 
which <mly applied to one county. 

Mr. Kramer: The powers section we'll take up later also is related to this kind of 
problem, where a county has a particular problem. It would provide that, in the absence 
of any prohibition or legislation telling you how to do it or that you couldn't do it, 
the county would be free to act. Classification is not the only tool for solving 
individual problems. 

Mrs. Orf'irer. You took us right into the fourth point, here, Tony, which is fine--our 
next limitation is that each classification would have to contain more than one county" 
I really think that this is going to be necessary in order to bypass some of the tremendous 
objections that come to special legislation. 

Mr. Ostrums For clarification, can Gene just give us an example of ha-T the legislatllre 
would use the permissive power to classify? 

Mr. Kramer: The one that has been most talked about is to provide different forma of 
govt. depending on the size of the county in tems of population. 

Hr. Ostr\D'IU '~ach of thoBe two, three, or four population classifications ""ould have to 
include at least two counties. ;,Te should have examples when we present this to the 
Comm1SB~on and have a public hearing. 

I 

Mr. Russo: Fe have a constitutional issue here where you are going to tell two counties 
they can do A and you are going to tell 86 counties they can't do A because they don't 
fit into the population qualifications. tZhat if those 86 counties want to do A? 

Mr. Kramer: l'iell, just as now, 88 counties may want to do sanethi~, but they have to 
have permission to do it. One solution, of course, is a county charter. . 

Ml". ttu8S01 But i.nlt it the cOl18titutional right of any ilXiividual to do what you're 
doing in Pike County in Cuyahoga county? 

Mr. Kramer: There is no prohibition in the law against reasonable classigtoation, and 
that is what we are providing in this section. "Equal protection" still permits reason
able classifications. If there is no reasonable connection between the basis of classi
fication that ;you use, no reasonable relation t.,hatever to the difference in powers, it 
would be arbitrary and unreasonable and it would be struck down. 

I

Mr. RuSBOI Let's say that there De mass transit funds available, and they are made 
available to one class of counties but not another. Doesn't everyone have a right to 
these funds? 

Mrs. Hessler: 'Jhy would the legislature pass such a classification? If it's reasonabl;y 
related to a need in same counties Which doesn't exist in others, I don't see aqy 
objectiono 
, 2~Z8 
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Mr. Kramer. Th& olassifioation we are talking about must be related to structure and 
powers because it is related to the language, "'fIla general assembly shall provide by 
law for the organization and government of counties" 0 

Mrs. Ortirerl Depending on the purpose of the classification, if a county wants sanethi~

• and can state its needs to the legislature, there is no reason why it can't be included 
in the classification. Because the classifications "rere designed to provide those counties 
''Iho need it· with that purpose. 

}tr. Kramer: Any movement away from the rigid requirement that the constitution includes 
noH for general law having uniform application is of sane value. 

• 

• Mr. RUBSOI r'e're talking about the county not being limited by law. A county ''Ihich 
does not fall in a certain classification can insist that they have the right to that 
classification. 

Mr. Kramer. you1re referring now to the powers section. No, because all of the counties 
would still be subject to the general assembly', and if the general assembly had not 
acted or prohibited, the counties would be free to act in "i,he way they see fit \dth 
respect to local problems or county affairs. 

• 
Mrs. Hessler. For example, the legislature has the pQoler to give townships certain 
powers, or villages certainpCMers, and cities, certain powers. NOW' we're going on 
popUlation. Or charter cities certain pat-1ers and non-ehai'ter cities, certain powers. 

• 

And that based on sanething loTlse. The legislature is responsible for local govt., and if 
they decide that on the basis of population, or having adopted a charter, or sanething 
else, powers should be different, they can do it. If we change the charter provisions 
to make it much easier to adopt a charter J then any county that didn't like the kind of 
govt. that the state had given it can change it by adopting an alternative form or a 
charter. 

• 

Mr. Kramer: It would give counties much the same relation to the state and the g.a. 
that non-eharter municipalities have now. If they had not acted or porhibited, the 
county would be free to act in that area. The hiring of a county coordinator to oversee 
the construction of a justice center 'Would be a good example where a county would be 
permitted to act in the absence of a prdtibition to act. It l-1ould be a matter of local 
selt-government. It tTould not have been necessary to go to the general assembly to get 
what was generally regarded as a special law for Cuyahoga county. 

• 
Mrs. Orfirer: I think l-Te should bear in mind that this is pennissive. The 8eneral 
Assembly ~ classify, for certain purposes and not for others·-there is nothing here 
that says--rf:' must classify for any purpose, or in any way--so I think that we just have 
to assume thatthey will use this for the best of all the counties. The counties that 
have a legitimate need Will make themselves heard in the legislature. 

Mr. Kramer: In fact what it is doing is removing, patrtially and within limited bounds,

• what now is a restriction on nhat otherwise would be the clear power of the general 
a~sembly to classify counties~ or it could even by special law act for all the counties. 
~t because of the prohibition against special legislationJ something like this is 
necessary to remove that restriction. Of course, removing this prohibition could open 
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the possibility of abuse. Any poi-Ter can be--there is abuse now. • 
Mrs. crlirers This is l-Thy we're hearing so many outcries for classification of counties 
now. Universal application 1s causing a great maD1 abuses. 

Mr. Kramera:Nearly everything involves sane sort of trade...otf e" You trade off the presentt 
prohibition against special law, for the benefit that will be achieved by permitting • 
same limited classification. 

Mrs•. Ressler I You also protect the smaller counties against the demands of the larger 
counties tor change in their governments•. 

Mr. H8IIl1nger, Shall we retain the maximum of 4 classifications. • 
Mrs. Hesslert I think four would be a mat1J'llum, three would be equally good. 

Mrs. Orf1rert I don't think it hurts 81V' to have four rather than three. It mq provide 
a 11ttle b1t more fiexibility•. . 

•Mrs. Hessler: In most of the other lStates with classification, they have never really 
used more than two classifications. ' 

There was general agreement on the language as presented. 

Mrs. Crfirer. Article X, Section 5, the implied powers. You have two versions--the • 
primary difference between the two is that version B is selt-executing and version A is 
not. If you will tum to version A the key words are in the first line: counties may, 
as authorized-.."lhich makes it not self-executing because it must be done by the seneral 
",ssembly. Also, note the words at the end of the section in bx-sckets which read, , 
"providedJl that no tax shall be levied by any county except as authorized by general 
law. It • 

Mrs. Hessler. VOIlldn't the legislature have control of taxation uithout this? 

Mr. Kramer. Yes, but this would be a new provision making a direct grant of powers. It 
may not be necessary because it's covered by the lirnitation-..but it is just to make it 
clear, This would be one of· the first things that would be looked at. Hunicipalities, •as we discussed before, have hane rule tax1ng powers, but the g.4. can limit and regul.te 
that power. . 

Mrs. Ox-firert This turns it around and sBiYs in order for counties to tax, it must be 
a\1thorized. l1aybe I'd better back up for a little bit,. and review in all of our minds 
what this really provides. Basically what it means is that every county would then have •
the same pot-ters as mUnicipalities now have. A county t-lould not have to go to the 8.".. 
for permission in those mattere which the state has not exprer.sed itself. The example 
that Gene was using about when Cuyahoga county wanted to have a coordinator). there was 
not a direct grant ot power by the state for counties to do this. Therefore, the 
county had to go to the legislature for pemission, a Lill specifically passed granti~ 
them this right. If this amendment had been in foree, this twe of power to hire a •
coordinatox- for a purely governmental powers, l-10uld have autClrWltica.1l.y accrued to the 
counties. The only difference bettfeen A and B is that one happens autanatically and 
the other does not. 
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Mr. Ostruma The home rule that the cities nO\-l have--the county couldn't do anything to 
get in the Hay of the hane rule power of cities? 

Mrs. OrfirerJ That is correct. Counties could not interfere with pavers mUnicipal 
corporations are exercising. 

Mrs. Hessler I If we were later to modify the hane rule ~ers of the municipalities, thia 
would not affect this, because it would not be in conflict with constitutional pOtoJers. ' 

Mr. Kramerz R:1.ght. Scme of the most difficult problems for anybody working with a 
limited form of goverment, a county form of gOV't." a sQhool district, or non-municipal 
district, is this matter ot looking for implied pCMers. The counties and school districts 
tace this to a large extent, and quite otten. They aren't able to deal with their local 
problems. They have to find an implied power and if not they have to go to the g.a. to 
get a law enacted. A large amront of time in the atty. gen.' s office is spent trying 
to detenn1ne whether counties have particular pQlers under the statutes·-and there is 
constantly a need for ruling by the atty. gen. on that subject. Under this proposal, 
where the g.a. has a statute on the matter it would have to be followed" but where 
general law is not involved the counties could go ahead and act in a reasonable manner to 
deal with local problems. 

Mrs. Hesslerr I prefer version B because I think it makes it clear that the legislat~ 

can get into the act by limiti~ counties, but you don't have to get a positive action 
from the legislature for counties to have the abillty to do what they feel is necessary. 

Mr. Kramera It's intended to be si.Dri.lar to something that we know about--the powers of 
~ municipalities. 

Mr. Ostruml I would prefer B rather than A, but I ~10uld want that tax provisj)on in 
brackets included. 

Mrs. Orfirer, As I understood it, version A would be very useful in combination with 
classification. Version B 1s self-executing and the G.A. could not use it to make 
distinctions • 

Mr. Kramert "B" could also be used in connection 'nth classification. 

11rs. Orfirer: Fine. Then I agree with everyone else, am I prefer version B too•. 

Mr. Kramer: '"ith respect to that last proviso.. the source of that is HB 435" Hhich is 
the bill the counties pushed for last session. This ti'ould provide counties With this kind 
or power tn a constitutional amendment. nne of the major considerations in the drafting 
of that bill was the express provision that this power does not include the power to tax 
wi thout express authorization from the g.a.

I 

Mr. OstY'UJllZ I think it is an important power that the g.a. ought to retain. 

Mrs. Hessler: I move that ue adopt for Art. X, Sec. 5--Version B, includiIlt;, the 
material in the brackets with the brackets removed. 

The motion was unanimously agreed to. The classification proVision was also unan:1.
mous17 agreed tOe 
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Mrs. Orfirer: The third one 1s 1\rt1ele X, '·eet1en 3 on county charters. Two suggested •versions are here. In both cases, a siIl6le majori.ty vote···in the county would be 
8uftic1ent-..it would remove the multiple makorities for the adoption of county charters. 

~e . 
}1r. OatrwIU '!'he thought has been expressed 9r-eviously that/one man-one vote rule may 
make the multiple majorities illegal. •
Ir. Kramera There is no case right on point that raises this question. It is clear, 
though, while the original cases all involved a portion of the state legislature, that t~ 
same principle has been extended to city councils, to any representative body of a ': 
general unit of local govt. In one of the original decisions, involving the Georgia 
county unit system, the court said that the voters in the larger counties have less 
weight than the voters in the smaller counties because the county vote went as a un!t, • 
so that the vote in the smaller counties outweighed the vote in the larger counties. 'l'hefe 
is a quite here frail that opinions "Every voter is equU to every other voter in the '" 
state when he casts his ballot.1t This underlines many of our decisions. 

Mr. Ostruma ''hat you are saying is that it i.s a logical extension of the one man-one 
vote principle, '~e must be careful to document this in our canments. • 
Mrs. O1'firer: ~ ie can state that we don t t think it ought to exist whether it's consti
tutional or not. The difference between version A and Version B is whether the language 
permitting the county to assume all municipal corporation and township powers should 
stay in or be deleted. Version A is the stronger of the 'two versions, permitting the 
assumption of more pO-Tel'S by the county under a charter. • 
Mr. Russo: You might as well go for what you think is best, because those local govts. 
that are l;oing to be fighting it are eoing to be fighting it whether it is a weak versiop 
or a strong version. 

Mrs. Hesslerl I think the whole home rule concept is being weakened by so many thiD6s, • 
including federal policies, the increasing administrative responsibilities of COGfs, 
and regional councils. I think that iis is uoing to be easier a year from now to tackle' 
~his problem. 

Mrs. Orf'irerl .hatever we do today 1s not going to be acted upon for a year anyway, 
by the public. But I agree with you and I think this is an art,ument in favor of a • 
strong version. Things are changing in re~ard to a regional concept. Even if county 
pOW'ers are strengthened, I think in many cases the county will be bypassed by a larger 
region. 

Mrs. Hessler: Eut on the other hand if you give th1r counties the implementation of the 
priorities set by a regional planninb countil or by the council of govts., it gives the • 
counties a chance to strengthen themselves. So in effect it is i;.,iving a metropolitan 
area enough pOt-Tel' to control its future. 

Mr. Ostrwu At our public hearings, we had regional govt. up for people to addJless 
themselves to--and looki~ over some of my materials, I was noticing that the Ohio 
Municipal Isague (Mr. Gotheman) addressed himself quite extensivel,. in the memorandum • 
he presented to regional govt. aad made scme constructive suggestions there. Are we 
Moving too rapidly' tOl'Tards some changes in Article X, county govt? Do we need public 
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hearings? 

Mrs. Orfirerl 1"e had hearings on the regional gone idea because regional govt. was 
such a radical proposal that we didn't want to go into all the specific draftiIlt. and 
thinking and presenting it to the Canmission until we got a feeliDt on it. 'fe got a 
prettl strong feedback on it. But the county proposals are not nearly so radical. This 
is sanething that people all over the state have been asking for. In the course of our 
public hearing!, and our other meetings with other people, we received a lot of caument 
on strengthening county govt. The CCllllll1ssion will have hearings-they must. \00 l-le 
will have the results of a questionnaire wehavelentt,Co -county conunission~t+s thtou8h 
their association. 

Mr. Hemingera I think wetve had our ears open uhen people have come to discuss this 
with us. I\nd we have talked with some experts. 

Mrs. Hesslert When the commission has the public hearing, we should invite the 
people that have been concerned for a long time ldth county problems. 

Mr. Hemingera It certainly seems to me that the re~ional concept was criti0ized as 
creating another layer of ~ovt. ~trengtheni~ county governnent may solve that problem. 

Mrs. Orfirert Are there any further cOIT1!l1ents on the two versions? 

Mr. Ostrum\. Would it be wise for us to tender both of them to the Comm1sston with pros 
~ cons for each of them? 

Mrs. Orfi.rer. My teeling is that we have an obligation to present our recanmendations-
that it the canmission does not care to accept it, then we cane back at the next meetin$ 
of the canmission with the other version. They may send it back to committee and say 
w,. would like 7Q1 to reconsidet' i t--and then we can decide if we l-lant to resu1:mit the 
strcmcer version or submit the other. 

Mr. Ostrum. I think, when we take a recommendation to the commission, we should have the 
vote of the other members of the committee. 

Mrs. Orfirera I think we will have them. I ldll tim out. I think Hhat we can do is 
go with a majority vote today, and give them the opportunity to express their opinions 
on it. . 

Mr. Kramer. I think we ought to be very clear as to what these two versions do and don't 
do~ Version A is not adding any pOt'1ers--it is sanething that is already in the const1t~tion 

to provide for a strong fom of county charter--ao approval of this version by the voters 
would eliminate the multiple majority requirement, which might be invalid anyway- Vers~on 
B would remove frOlll the constitution the possibility of ever adopting the strong tom at 
county charter. It might in that way be regarded as a pure victory by those who would; 
have opposed a stronger county. The main argument in tavor of version B would be removing 

the possibility of a strong county charter in the hopes that you might be able to sway 
the voters to adopt the limited form ot county charter, providing for a change in the 
structure and powers of the county, but not including all the possibilities present t~. 

Mrs. Orfirer: I think that is a good paint, Gene, that by accepting the weaker version� 
we are radically ch~iJJg the constitution as it I105f exists-why changing the posslbili'Qr� 
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of adopting a strong county charter, If we adopt the stronger version, we are only 
changiIl«, the multiple majority. It is not. Chc.ulJ:L.:lg the possibility of rights under 
a county charter. 

Mr. Kramer. If there is anything radical in it, it was done in 19.34, when it was first 
adopted. Even the defeat of the amendment would leave the section intact as it is 
nCM--aoo it would still be pos~ible to have a strong charter. It would just keep the 
JIQltip1e majority. All we're doing is eliminating the multiple majority. 

Mrs. Hessler and Mrs. Ortirer agreed to ve.rsion A. 

Mr. Ostrumt I saw in B the provision where there is conflict, the municipalities prevail 
in exercising the power. And in A, presumably, the contlict is resolved in whatever 
way the charter sEq's. So isn't that a change? 

Mr. Kramer. 'nle section presently provides for two different kinds of charters. That 
provision as to the municipal and township pOW'ers prevailing reters only to one kind of 
charter. I think it is very inportant for everybodT to understand, too, of all the 
county charters that ha",e been proposed, onl7 one of then was deliberately drafted to 
require the multiple majorities. And in moet of the othan, an attempt was made to 
avoid the mltiple major!.ties requirement. So it's more a psychological balTier. It 
that is the only thing preventing a county from adopting a county charter, go1IJg to 
version B, then 70U reall7 wouldn't have learned much frClll past experience. 

Mrs. Hessler. There's nothing here on section 4. 

Mrs .. Ortirer: Section 4 will be considered at the next meetillb. Then we will have the 
package ot five amendments which deal with counties. O.K. One more. The next amend
ment UDder considention 1s Article X, Sec. 6, which deals with the boundaries of 
counties. Let's go back tt.,o minutes to Art. X, Sec 3 and vote. r.Te have unanimously 
agreed that there is not much moice between the two versions, that we are not. going 
to take away a right which is presently in the constitution, so we have agreed to 
",er8ion A. 

All agreed. 

Mrs. Ort1reri Pe are now going to "'18C. 6 which deals with the boundaries of counties, whic 
is now 'lee. 30 of Art. II. There are two main points. One is in the third line, on 
reducing the number ot counties. The second thill{) that it provides for is a reversal 
trom the necessity of putting it on the ballot far a vote of the people to change 
county lines to putting'the responsibility on the people to peti tion. ~le spell out t~ 
manner of the petititon, and we have used the same procedure as that provided tor in Art. 
II, Sections lb to 19. Except that I think we took out some of the detail. 

Mr. Kramert .\8 you see in the canment, the same points can be raised here as with 
respect to multiple majorities. The one man one vote rule might be construed to 
prohibit the present constitutional provision which requires majorities in each coonV-. 
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Mr. Ostrunu The legislature would do this by law1 • 
Mr. Kramer. Yes, to take action doing anythill{) that is listed here--it must be by law-
and the law is SUbject to reterendum by the people or petitiQDlII 
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•� Mr. Kramerl The General ~8sembly doesn't have the pCMer to reduce the number of counties 
now. 

Mrs. Hessler. The question is, would kpproval have to be by majority vote? 

• Mr. Kramer: Once you define the area affected, it's a case of everyone in the area . 
hav1~ voting righta. This section is a limit on the pGlers of the 8.a. The g.a. 
would still have plenary powers to do with count)' boundaries as it saw fit. Presently, 
there may be a limitation with respect to reducing the number of counties•• It may be 
by implioation that the g.a. 'Would not have that power~ because other powers are enumera

•� 
ted. 

Mrs. Orf'irera Isn't that the wa7 the constitution works--the g.a. doesn't have a paler 
unless it is explicitly stated? 

Mr. Kramer. No, but 11: you list sanething that can be done, the implication is that 
somethirlB not included can't be done. 

• Mrs. Orfirer, What we are doing here is putting this in line with other provisions 
which would be subject to the same referendum. 

Mr. Heminger. Is there any significance to the 6% figure? 

• Mr. Kramer: That is the same percentage required with relpect to other referenda. This 
provision would of course not be selt-executing in any respect. lt would be eliminating 
a restriction on the g.a., restricti~ a power which it would otherwise have to deal 
With counties. The argwnents with respect to changing c aunty boundaries, etc., would 
be directed to the g.a. wU1,ch would make it possible for the g.a. to do sanething about 

•� 
it. 
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~~s. Hessler I Are you proposing that this be taken out of Art. II and put into Art. 

Mr. Kramer f Yes. 

•� Mrs. Hessler' Now do you have to say by a majority vote or is that implied--itfs better 
to leave it out if you can. 

Mr. Kramer: Unless you say otherwise, rnatJority vote is always required. 

Mrs. Orfirer: You mean where you say be subnitted to the electorate of such counties.

• Mr. Kramer. It is the same in all of the other provisions for submission of a question. 
I 

Mr. Hemingera HeY do you detennine the number of electors in a county that doesn't hate 
registration. 

•� Mr. Kramer: By vote cast in the previous gubernatorial election--that is the definition 
of "electors". 

Mrs. Orfirera . e are basing these ameniments on this one man-one vote COnCel)t--we have 
talked about it on t\'10 of the rour. I think we should have a very well thwght out 
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statement prepared to submit to the commission--when we· ~u1.JJlit these to the canm1ssion-- • 
relating to this concept. Perhaps there have been actions taken in other states 
based upon this. 

loTe have been proceeding on the assumption that the content is what we wished, and I 
will continue that assumption unless I hear otherwise. It scmebod1' would like to make 
a motion, that would be in order. • 

The proposal was agreed to. 

Mrs. Qrfirer: Subject to your approval, we will submit our recanmendations at the March 
meeting of the canmission for presentation and discussion•. April would be a full 
Camnission hearing, tor the public. May would be a vote of the C~88ion. 'J.he idea is • 
that they would not be submitted to the legislature until' they reconvened the folladng 
January. lJoes this soum like a reasonable time table to you? In view of that, the 
meeting of the commission is going to be on the 19th and I suggest that we invite Mr. 
Maslar trail the County C<JIIIIIissioners Assn. .to meet with t~ cClllld.ttee the day of the 
Commission meeting. 

•Mrs. Hessler! Also the chainnan of that Urban Counties Group within that orgzilation, 
Who, I think, is Mr. Cloud, a UontgOll1er,y County CCllllJiss1 oner. 

Mrs. Ortirert And perhaps Hugh Corrigan, the Chairman ot the CCAO. 

The meeting was adjourned. • 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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• Ohio Constitutional Revisi. on Commission� 
February 19, 1973 Morning� 
Local Goverment Canmittee� 

•� S\DIIIIlal')"� 

•� 

The Local Government Canmittee met at the commission offices on February 19, 1973,� 
at 10.)0 a.m. Present were Chairman Orfirer, Canmittee members Mr. OstrUJll, Mr. Russo,� 
and Senator Gillmor. Speaking to the CaJII1ittee were Mr. Kellermyer of the County� 
Canmillioners Alsn. and Hr. TCJIl Cloud, Camty CaIIII1.lsioner of 11ontganery' County. Mr.� 
Kramer, Itaft consultant, wal also present. .� 

a 

• 

Mrs. Ortirer stated that the County Caumissi oner's Assn, had sent/questionnaire to 
county camn1sl!l1oners at her request relati~ to the classification of counties. It 
was mailed recently and 18 of 86 counties have responded so far. The questions asked 
on the questionnaire were I Do 700 favor classification of counties?, Should classifi
cation be permitted based on mother or mare than the single criterion of population?, 
~ould a county be permitted to be in different classifications for different purposes?, 
Should the constitution specify a minimum or a maximum number of divisions or classes 
within a single classification?, and Should the constitution specify a miniJllum or ma.x::imum 
number ot counties within a division? 

•� Mr. Kellerm;yer I On #1, we have 11 yes and 5 no. Do you want me to go through these?� 
", have not yet had time to tabulate them.� 

Mrs. Ort1rera Did you get any other coment on the questionnaires--did aJ170ne call you 
or write &rQ'th1ng separate? 

• Mr. Kellermyert No. 

It was agreed that the number returned so far was not large enough for a detaiLled 
discussion of the results. Hr. l.ellennyer agreed to tabulate the results and send them 
to the CRC, including identification of the county either by name or size. 

•� Mr. Kramer: Has this been a subject of active discussion among county officials gener,..·� 
all.y? 

Mr. Kellenrsyera Not too much, no sir. 

Mrs. Ortirers nould you want to take the opportunity, while we're looking at this 
• Cluestion to discuss no. 3, Gene? 

There was d1scussioh about the meaning of questions 4 and 5, and Hrs. Orfirer noted 
that, in question S, the word "division" was intended to include "class". 

Mrs. Ortirert In your meetings of the county commissioners or in the workshops youtve 
• had, has this been discussed? 

Mr. Kellermyert Very intensively. 
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Mr. Cloud: I wish I had the minutes of our meeting from December 19n l·Jith me, because 
there were a number of resolutions passed by the county canmi.ssioners assn. in this 
area. I canttremember if classification of coonties was in the group or not. 

Mrs. Orfirera .fr. Cloud, would you share with us your thoughts on the county matters 
we have been discussi.ng? 

Mr. Cloud. I appreciate the opportunity to be here. I think I tm here as the Chairman 
of the Urban Counties Committee o£ the County Canmissioners Assn., and as a MontgOlllery 
County Commissioner. I'm in my fifth year as a cantnissioner in Montg<Jl1ery county which 
is ano's fourth largest by population. He have the same problems that most urban 
counties have-we have 18 cities ad villages, 13 town8hips, 16 school districts, plus 
county govemment--48 political subdivisions within one county_ Plus five regional agen
cies, and four special service districts, which is a total Qf ,1 political subdi.vis!ons 
or political agencies operating within Montganery County. I'm in IftT third year on the 
executive canmittee of the County COIlIIl. Assn., and in 1971, I founded something knCllm as 
the Ohio League of Urban CcNnties, which has now been melted into the County CCII8D. Assn. 
as tIhe Urban Counties Committee. In addition to that I am on the Board of Directcrs 
of the Nat1. Assn. of Regional Councils, so I also get involved in regiONI. I suppose 
during the first four years I spent·\,Ias county cOJll'llissioner, I was impressed with SC88 ot 
the stuft that we were able to do, but the main thing was that we were da1~ it in spite 
ot rather than because of the structure of the govt. we were operating. It is a three
man board operating about a hundred million dollar a year business. And we're operating 
this hundred million dollar a year business with no identifiable chief eXlBCutive, and ' 
no identifiable governing body. A board of county cCJllllissioners is by statute g1ven th, 
responsibility of coordinatiJlt the activities of county gOV'b. but not given the . 
authority to do it. TI1e problems that we have are 1973 .tyle, but our struoture and 
our tools are 18,1 style. Tre've got a lot of enabli~ legislation on specific subjects 
in the last 120 years, but essentially out structure is the same. 11ontgomery County has 
tried to change its form ot c~nty 5ovt. on five separate occasions. There have been 
three atteapts at a county charter. In 1964, we actually had the first question on the 
ballot. In 1962 we had a petition attempt to secure enough signatures to place it on 
the ballot, but fell short. ITe have the altemate fom of county govt. on the ballot 
twice, once under the old fom in 1965, and once under the new form in 19n. lTe've 
had about every reason imaginable given as to why our attempts at refonning county gone 
have failed. They've failed due to vested interests ot o£fice holders; we've had ' 
opposition,fran political parties; we've had opposition from political subdivisions, 
sometimes townships and municipalities. I will discuss 4 subjects lnth you: first, 
1Ir1plied parers,. second, c1aasiflcation of counties; third, county chartersJ and last, 
caunty boundaries. 

On all of these, with the exception of county boundaries, and I am speaking as a 
member of the I1tg. cty. board of county camoissioners and aUo tor the urban counties-
because we have taken positions on the first three of these subjects. 

Implied powers--it's our position and it's a very strong position that implied powers 
or hane rule or residual powe~s--that this is a tool that urban counties desperately 
need. The pCMer to do those thi~s specificaJ.ly allOlled by statute, and, if the statutes 
~re Silent, counties should be able to act. In Monty. County, we just moved into a l1elf 
li>9 JIlillion oounty otfice bldg. T'Te felt that we couldn't build this f8C1lity without 
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having parking space 80 we built a parking garage under the plaza of our county admin
istration bldg. l:e got the bonds drawn up and the necessary legislation" but discovered 
that there "Tas no statutory author!ty for 118 to' finance' the garage wi. th revenue 
bonds--W8 were going to pay off the revenue bol'¥i8 by charging fees within the garage. 
Hhen Peek, Shaffer & Hilliams waa drawing up the bond l~islation, they discbvered 
that there was no statutory authority for counties to charge fees in parkillg garages" 
so prior to the time when we could get rolling on the parkiIlf!. garage" we had to get 
legislation drafted and get i t thr~h the House and then through the enate, and 
signed by the Governor before we "'auld charge fees in the parking garage. Even though 
this was emergency legislation, it still cost us someplace between 50 and 15 thousand 
dollars in delays" because of the fact that we lacked tha statutory authority. . The 
statute didn't say we couldn't do it, it just didn't say that we could. 

Montganery County government has becaDe involved in many many responsibilities" drug 
programs-envtronment--we've got one of the most active environnental health programs 
ot any county in the U.S;' On all or these, it seems that everytime we get into a 
program like this, we have to find some Hay of circumventing state law. There's an 
obscure statute someplace that allows counties to participate in any program 101here there 
is tederal money involved-and we have {;;one through sCII1e real g)'Jl1IULstics to get one 
tederal dollar involved in a program 80 that we can spend county dollars in that pro
gram. Progr8JM which are obviously the responsibil1ty of the local govt. in the 1910's-~ 

things that we should be involved in. People are constantly questioning our authority 
to act on certain things. 

Dayton and llontganery County's biggest problem area right now is our area's econallY'!t 
Dayton is really cOOling back and it is comiq, back fast. The econan:1.c picture is the 
greatest it has been for a long time--and loTe want to keep, going on it, and we feel 
county govt. should be involved in it. l:Je're the only local govt. in our area that has 
money" so we should be involved. "ie've created within the county general fund this year 
a $300 thousand econanic development tund--wetre going to spend $!.;{ million advertising 
over the ":'.astern seaboard to the Mississippi river--but we're being questioned now on ' 
our right to spend this money, because the statutes are rather fuzzy on it. The state' 
legislature hasn't becane involved in this, other than in community improvement legis
lation. Tle've got a fund set aside for the support of the arts--and now we're being 
quest1oll6d as to our author!ty to spend it. If we had the alternate form of . 
county government or if we had the impUed pat-Ters or what was House Bill 435 last year, 
we wouldn't have all. these problems--if they were just turned around so that we were 
allowed to do anything not specifically prohibited, by state statute, 95% of the 
quest10118 and c.allenges we have to our authority t-lould vanish with just that one 
simple change. So we very strongly favor implied, residual or home rule pCMers, what
ever you ,.,ant to call them. 

Classification of counties, this is something that the urban county commissioners 
favor very strongli. Heire nexible as to the method that should be used. \'le, in 
essence" favor a classification based on population. ITe favor at least two classifica
tions" urban and rural, but you could have more. You could have urban, rural, and 
urbanizing. The smaller counties that object really shouldn't object because it Hon't 
have any er'fect on them at all. If what they have works" fine, they shouldn't be forced 
to change. But there arA a number of counties that want and need change. One other 
thing that we felt rather strongly on was, if you had a classification of counties 
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where aU the counties ot 100 thousand and above are in OIlS class, and aU below are 
in another class, a county in the 2nd group which is having urban problems should 
have the right to petition the etate legislature for reclassification. Clark County whi~l\ 
is right next to }~ontganery County--if there was a bre~ line of lSO,tOOO, would fall .. 
into the rural counties, but with Springfield they have 1Il0st of the same type of urban 
problems more urban areas have. So we feel that there should be a syetem tor a county 
to petition tor reclassification to an urban type of clusU'1cation. 

County charters. l1e've had three attempts at county charters in nonty. County and 
we've never been able to get past the first hurdle--we've never been given permission to 
write a charter. The changes that are needed in the constitution are: first, to do 
away with thedouble vote which provides that you have to have a vote one year on 
whether you can draft a charter and elect a c aIIII1ssion, and the next year vote on the 
charter. 11d.s is difficult because the charter canes back a year later, givillt the 
opposition an entire year to build up their side against the charter; it gives proponents 
who have taken 10 months to wr1te the charter only two months to sell it. They have two 
months to sell it. l'Tith the question, should the charter be drawn, the people have no 
idea as to the direction the thi~ is going to take, and it's a popul.a.r1ty contest. It 
has little to do with whether a person knows arvthiIf; about local govt. And that 
charter commission just has no diredtion and doesn't have to be qualified on local 
questions. So that is the first one--do away with the dOl1ble vote. ~econd.J¥, broaden 
the powers of the board of county commissioners in the area of county charters--allow 
the board which really lives with county legislation on a day to day basis, to appoint 
a charter commission. County canm1ssioners are no longer part-time in urban counties. 
They are most qualified to know the type or things that county govt. structure needs. 
I'm not say.l.ng that we 1m. what the people want aU the time, but I do think that we 
know the type of tools that we need to operate with to make a county work in the 70's. 
Allow boards or ccunty oOllllll1ssionersJ who choose to do so, to appoint a charter cOJllll1s
sion to draft a charter for subrdss10n to the board of county c anm1ss1oners for approval 
before it is submitted to the people. Thirdly, this onl¥ SCIIJIB of the urban count)' 
camnissioners favor--sOIIle of them feel that the county caraiss10ners ought to be able 
to draft a charter and place that charter to a referendum by the people. I don't know 
if the majority believe that wa7 or not. It never same to a motion. Fourth, when 
charter votes are subnitted to the people, I feel very strOl\,ly, particularly in light 
or the one man-one vote decision, that a simple majority countywide should suffice--that 
we shouldn't have to have this multiplicity of majorities. 

count~ boundaties. This is sanething I don't think we've had discussion on and, as 
an iridiVi~ualJ I reilly don't have a position on it. I t'iould state that some change 
in county boundaries may be proper--it may be the way to go in the future. It seems to 
me that we've never had the chance to make the current boundaries work--we've never 
been able to make aounties as they now eJlist '\-lork. It seems to me that the thing to do 
i" to give o..ounties across the state of ObiI') the things they need--the pOH'ers to act and 
new stnctures--and then, based on reSUlts, mal<:e a detenrdnation as to whether changes 
in boundaries are wise or needed. In conclusion, I would say that as a county call1li.Sft 
sioner, we are well past the point "There we need change in county govt. and the tools 
we have. I mentioned the fact that there are 48 political subdivisions in Monty. 
county. Of those actual 48 subdivisions, only one is areawide in nature and that is the 
county gOY't. Our problems are areawide in nature and we are being called on more and moJ'le 
to assume responsibilities in areas that counties have not been authoritatively involved 
in. The only local t,ovt. that you have has at least a geographical representation in 
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this way i8 county govt. I really feel that the future of local ..govt. in Ohio may 
well ride with county LOvers. Hetre going to have to have the tools to face this 
responsibility, and we can't do it with 1851 material. We need laws that wcrk with .11., 
not against us. 

Mrs. Orfirerf Before I respond, I'll ask if arry of the other members have any questions. 

~enator GillmorJ I do have one, and I'd like to say that your presentation was very 
good. On the charter, what would your recanmendations there be--to let the camu:iss1oner~ 

subm:1:t a charter for a single vote. . 

lir. Cloud: Right. A number of counties have recently had charter comm. A lot of 
the canm1ssionerswere very dissatisfied wi.th the charter commissioners--they lacked 
expertise in the area of local govt. <;0 they very strongly' feel that a board of county 
callD1ss:Loners should be able to draft a charter, 1'1hether they do it all themselves or 
have their adm1n1stratora do it, or form a canm:i.ttee of county govt. officials-
and then have the board of county colllllission3rs approve the charter, and certify it 
to the board of elections, to submit it to the people for a vote. or two, allow the 
board of county canmissionen to appoint the chal-ter camdssion itself, which woUld 
then lubnit the charter to the board and then the people. 

Mr. Kramer' The double vote here-..in counties-..has been pointed out as an obstacle. 
Can you think of any reasojs why charter adoptions should be so much different 
between IlIUJ'X1cipallties and counties? He have aver 200 m.unicipal charters in the state
and the procedure for that is basically the same--what accounts for the difference? 

Mr. Cloud: P.ecent attempts to change municipal charters in Mty. Cty., at least, have 
not been success.f'ul. However, I really don't know too much about municipal charter 
adoptions. I think Dayton's charter passed in 1913 when Dqton was almost destroyed 
because of· a nood--and needed a change. The first city manager fom of govt. in1he 
country was created. But that was done uooer a crisis aituation-..and that may be 
part of it. There's another possibility-.eople can get identified more with cities. 
People are more familiar with lfflat cities do--they have ordinance making pa'lers--people 
can torce certain actions. !1e've had all kioos of requests particularly for env1r~tal 
legislation, and we have to explain to people that we will pass a resolution supporting 
your efforts, but we can't pass an ordinance to enforce the,. All our cities in Honty_ 
county are non-partisan..-there is an immense difference. 

Mrs. Orfirer: 'iould you have any objection to allowing the present section to continue 
but also providing that it could be done the ways you Buge,est? 

Mr. Cloud: No, that was going to be my next point. Leave the legislation as it is 
nOH, but add to that legislation the other capabilities. 

Mr. Russo: I think Mr. Cloud brought up sane very interesti% points, particularly 
concerning classification that I brought up at the last meeting: what does a borderline 
county do that demands the right to do what l{onty. County is lIoing?-by answering it : 
with the petition fom to the legislature demanding that right even though it doesn't, 
fit into that classification, lmich I think is an excellent solution•. It fits the 
urbanizing rural areas tdtJi grOlith problems which lack the exact qualifications to put 
them into that cla86i1'1c 2.t1on, and that was an excellent presentation. The other one 
that I liked but 1 1m sure that the committee won't buy is the idea that coUnty cClllD1s
sioners could adopt a charter and then let it stand for a referendum issue-which I 
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t.hink wOIlld be one of the greatest things that could possibly happen. Because then 
you Have the opposite effect of trying to sell sanething--and you get some autanauy. 
Tre've already got it, and it's working-it's taking a positive thil'J€" but I don't 
really think we could get it adopted by constitutional chante, but I think you've got 
a real impressive idea there. 

Mr. Cloudl So does everybody else, but everybody says it is impractical. That was 
why it didn't cane up in the form of resolution lfefore the CCA. VIe think if aD70D8 
could get it to 'a vote on referendum we could beat that•. Once we have reorganization 
and pOtoTers can demonstrate good results, we could beat a referendum•. But I can see 
problem. in gettingthe idea adopted. 

Mr. Russot Probably the charter could be standardized through the legislature. The 
standard charter could be adopted by local county govts. and then you eliminate 90% 
of the problem that you are talking about, although not as far reaching as what Monty, 
County m£j;ht want--it's standardized ellOULh to give you what you want but still 7ou're 
adopting a change--it you don't like it, JlOW get :bid at it. 

Mr. Cloudt There is one pseudo charter dfatted now--the alternate form at county govt. 
Now we do teel strongly that with classification of counties, we c~d obtain what is 
known as the alternate form of county govt•. What was acepted very favorably by the 
urban counties canmittee was that boards of county commissioners could be allowed to 
invoke the alternate form of county govt. ~ereby they would not only have the impUed 
powers, put the personnel pQfers and the finance powers--and these are tt-lO t.h:1.r8s about 
the alternate form that we .feel are good.e had the alternate fom on our lIallot tin 
1971--between Jlr¥Self and one of the other two cOlllD1ssiomrs we gave .320 speeches on 
the laternate fo1'll1. There are a tew bad th111t\>s about the legislation--first, that 
you have to mail a copy of the entire legislation out to every voter in the county-
moat of whau. can't read or under tand it. '!'her personnel section is one for which 
there is so much need. l·re get pretty good cooperation in Monty. county trOll all 
elected offioials, regardless at party--but there is a county aomplace in Chio that 
has .31 girls classified as clerk steno 2'15 and all work1~ for the same county govt.~ 
which would make it seem like they had siIIl11ar jobs--but they were being paid an .32 
different wage scale8--80 clerk steno 2 didn't mean aDTtbing. In finance, we have to 
approve budgets for elected county officials, but have no control over their expendi
tures. Suppose they run out of money? .L'hat would fall back on the commissioner's 
ehoulders to either close the office down, t-lhich we can't do, or cane up with the meme, 
to operate for the next few months. 'Telre given the responsibility of cClDing up with 
all the funds tor county govt. to operate, but once \Ie pass that appropriation, lie 
aren't given any control over the way those funds are spent. '.Ie don't moo taking the 
heat. T'Te just want to have the control after we've done it--we need the authority to 
operate county govt. County commissioners are ready and willing to do the job--they 
~ust want to have the authority to do that job. ~ ~e elect people to office, and we 
expect them to d.o a job, but then we tie their hands behiDi their backs. 

Mr. Kramerl On the question of the personnel and finance pCMers, have the urban county 
canmissioners gone to the b.a. to ask for those powers by legislation? 

Mr. Cloud: Yes, and the bills on both of them last year--neither of them made it out 
ot cOlllllittee. 11e have some more legislation drafted this year, on the implied parers•. 

Mr. Krameraould there be ~ objection to legislation to solve this problem of 
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• financial accountability and personnel accountability? 

• 

Hr. Cloud. Yes, the county canm1ssioner that. cOlMa in for a meeting on ,')at. a.m. at 9 
and it last until 10, and that's the last time he thinks about it until the follOl'Ting 
Sat. is not going to want to have all this power. That's r.,hy the legislation should 
probably say the county cOtllll1ssioners !!!!l appoint a finance officer with all the powers 
~i.ven unto the affice. So what we reallY need are for the two to be available if we 
want to use them, and don't force Vinton County to do it. 

Mr. Kramert l!ha.t Pm asking, I suppose is whether there really is a ny constitutional 
nroblem here or if it can be done by legislation?

• Hr. Cloudl I don't think we'd have any coostitutional problem, particularly if it were 
permissive. 

• 
Mr. Kramerl If' the problem exists, and the counties are pretty much in agreement, then 
you could have the g.a. adopt this as legislation. tight nOW', without any constitutional 
chqe. BUt if as a matter of fact the counties are divided aMOl1t'. themselves about 
h,a-f this can be done, and if the legislation is to apj)ly to all counties uniformly, 
perhaps a constitutional change in classification is needed. 

Mr. Cloud, I don't think there would be anything on which 264 county commissioners 
would agree--except that we need a payra1se.

• Mr. Kramer. Let's assume that without specifying any change in county govt. that the 
counties were very largely in agreement-assume 8~ agree that this basic stractural 
change was needed and petition the g.a. for it. Tbat would you think the chances 
were of getting it? 

~fr. Cloudl Pm not really sure we could get it out of committee. Pe finally got HB• 435 out� of Canmittee, but not out of i{ules. 

MrB. Ortirer. Do you have the resolutions referred to earlier which N'ere before the CCA 
in December, 19711 

• Mrs. Rriksson: ere these all adopted? 

Mr.� Cloudt "11 except one. :rithin the county commissioner's assn. I believe we are 
g~tting a much higher degree of recognition now that all counties have sane of the proplems 
ot urban CO'tnties. Sane of them are more likely to vote for something that we want 
because they� anticipate having the same problems that we are having nOli in the future. 

• He did get support in the association for the follClW'ing I 

A.� Constitutional change to provide for the classJ.fication of counties by 
the state legislature with provisions for any county to petition the state 
legislature for a change in their classification. 

•� B. Constitutional change to give county govt. residual or implied pcwers to act 
in any matter no specifically prohibited by state statute. 

C. Constitutional change to allow county commissioners to draft and place on 
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the ballot a proposed county charter without first submitting to the public • 
the question of whether a charter ah.ou1.d be drafted. 

Other resolutions are not related to constitutional changes. 

The Chairman thanked l·ir. Cloud and }OIr. Kellermyer, and the meeting was adjourned. • 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission� 
Local Government Committee� 
February 19, 1973� 

• Prelent were Mrs. Drfirer, Messrs. Ostrum, FlY and Celeste with staff members 
Kramer and Eriksson. The chairman presented a draft of Section 4 of Article X with 
propoI.d changes for di.cuI.lon. The section deals with county charter commissions. 

I1f,. Orfirer: tle've had some complaints that the size of the commission is a pro~lem. 

• This draft attempts to keep this as flexible as possible, but to maintain the odd 
number, and it is left to the county commissioners to be able to specify the number, 
within the 1~itation8 that it be an odd number from 7 to 15, when the question is 
placed on the ballot. Any questions or comments about that? Does that seem reason
able? It certainly can be less than the l5--it leaves open the possibility for chanae. 

• At the moment there is no provision in the Constitution for repeal of the charter. 
In the hope that there will be county charters in the future) and we've provided that 
a charter may be repealed in the same mannet that they are submitted for amendment. 

~~. Fry: How many count~charter attempts have there been? 

• I·~. Kramer: There have been three actual submissions of charters in Cuyahoga County, 
one in Lake, one in Summit) at least one in ~wntgomery, and one in Hamilton. Possibly 
other.. Some are recent. Lake County submitted a charter last year. Summit County 
submitted one in 1970. Trumbull County presently has a charter commission which is 
wyitlng 8 charter, so there have been an increasing number of them in recent years. 

~r•• Orfirer called attention to the problem of whether persons holding public office 

• 

• . 8h~uld be eligible to serve on a county charter commission. There are several alter
natives. The question is whether being a member of a county/charter commission is 
to be considered holding public office. Another problem is that there are statutes 
uhlch apply to some public offices, which say that you are not holding public office, 
some that do not say an,thing about it and some prohibit the holding of any other 
public office. The alternatives that would be open to us are to prohibit any public 
office holders on the commission, or provide that not more than half of the members 
of a county charter.~'QQIIDission may hold public office. 

Nr. Celeste: If "le adopt the sentence "Election to a county charter commission does 

•� not constitute the holding of a public office ll then it would be 'open to anyone.� 

Mr. Kramer: That is correct. There is 8 Supreme Court case nOl~ holding that member
ship on a county charter commission does constitute the holding of a public office. 
So that has been pretty well established. The possibility for us then is to negate 
that, or to limit the number of officeholders. 

• Hr. Fry: What kind of people run for county charter commissions'! 

}ks. Orflrer: Someone this morning said that it is a popularity contest. 

l~. Fry: Are attempts made by political parties? 

• l·a. Kramer: No) political parties are very seldom in the forefront of the movement 
for a county charter commiSSion. In Summit County for instance, it was a coalition 
of various good government groups, and the same thing was done, I understand, in 
Trumbull County. So there are really endless possibilities of people that could be 

• 
elected to charter commissions. Experience can vary greatly. There are good argu
mente on both sides for haVing public officials on charter commissions or not on 
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charter commissions. 

Hr. Ostrum: Hembers of the Constitutional Revision Commission don't hold public 
office, do we'! 

Hrs. Orfirer : No. it is specifically said in our statute that being a member does 
not constitute holding a public office. 

Hr. Celelte: Hou, mechanically. would you enforce a provision that says not more 
than half of the members of a charter commission can hold other public office. Is 
half of 15. 7 or 8? And concerning candidates. if 20 of them are public officials 
and ten of them are elected, how do you decide which two resign since you'd now have 
more than half? 

Urs. Orfirer : You'd take it by number of votes~~the top vote-getters "'auld be those 
elected. 

Hr. Celeste: Dut you might have public officials who might have more votes than 
nonpublic officials. yet they wouldn't hold the position. My OliO feeling is that 
the interelt of public officials in charter development will be pretty clear cut and 
they can make their voices hears. I don't kn~~ that we lost much by prohibiting 
officeholders from serving. 

Hr. Cotherman: The experience of 1II.lnicipai charter commissions is that one or more 
members usually is a public officeholder or employee--the mayor. a councilman. a 
fireman, etc. 

~al. Orfirer: ~o/ feeling is that they should be permitted to be on. I would just 
be leery of having the whole commission composed of them. 

Mr. Kramer: So the answer to that would be if the people don't want them on. they 
won't elect them. 

Ur. Cdeste: By feeUng on that is if a mayor holds public office. if he is helping 
his community and serving his community. you will get his testimony, and that is what 
he is elected mayor for. I am an elected state representative, I hold public office; 
l have a certain public responsibility. And once you have two public offices, you 
always invite the possibility of conflict. 

Hr. Kramer: If l1e decide that other officeholders should be permitted to serve on a 
county charter commission, there is the problem of the person who is holding a public 
office and is prohibited from holding another public office by statute or ordinance. 
So there probably should be at least some clarification. Within a county, for ex
ample, some mayors might be eligible and some not. 

~a. Gotherman: Speaking from the mayor's point of view, there certainly is 8 differ
ence between sitting on the charter commission and presenting testimony. Having 
the right to vote--and the other is to persuade other people how to vote. 

tas. Orfirer: If we leave it the way it is, some officers can and some can't serve on 
the county charter commission. depending on individual laws. 

l·a. Kramer: If ne said "does not constitute holding a public office", then there 
will be no conflict. In the case of those public officials who are not specifically 
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prohibited by statute or charter from holding other public office, we now have the 
difficult question, under common law, of whether there is a conflict even though 
it is not specified, whether the two positions are incompatible. \1e could leave it 
that way, but that's the situation that we are in now. 

l~. Ostrum: I think I'd favor the latter of the two things saying that charter com 
mission membership does not constitute holding public office simply because then 
it i. wide open to everybody. If the voters think the officials shouldn't serve, 
then they won't vote for them. It should be t1hoever the people vote for. It's the 
same with this commission. When we were dealing with the legislative article, cer
tainly the legislative members of this Commission were influential. t~en we get to 
the judicial article of this Constitution, a lot of U8 are lawyers and are going to 
have thoughts on it. I think quite often, the feelings of the legislators on the 
legillative article of the Constitution were very helpful to me. I sat there as a 
layman and felt helped by having legislative members of the Commission talking and 
voting--and they didn't all agree. 

1-~s. Orfirer; I think it is very helpful to have people who deal with these things 
every day. 

Hr. Kramer: I suppose you can take cognizance of the fact that, at least on the 
charter commission, the position of people who hold other public office is open and 
notorious, and what they urge can be taken, keeping in mind their other interests. 

Mr. Ostrum: Still, if we went along with the first idea, we'd still prohibit more 
than one half being public officers. 

~~s. Orfirer: I Dm persuaded by the argument that we should permit equal treatment 
of all within the jurisdiction of the charter commission. If ''Ie declare that it is 
a public office, you'd have some public officers permitted and others prohibited. 
I think that's hiGhly unfair. 

lIrs. Orfirer: Another point I want to mention is that this draft provides for direct 
submission by the county commissioners to the people of a proposed county charter. 

l'~' Celeste: Is the 10% of the electors standard procedure for a petition to re
quire an official body to put something on the ballot? 

l~. Kramer: Yes, and it's used fairly often in municipalities. It's in the Cpnsti
tution, and it's the electors, which is defined as 10% of the electors who voted 
for governor in the last election. 

~~. Ostrum: It's not the number that are registered to vote. it's 10% of those who 
voted. 

}~. Kramer: There are some other proposed changes in this draft we should discuss. 
t7e didn't really talk about the first provision here--the change in language--which 
now says "The leGislative authority of a charter county or the board of county com
missioners of any other county may be 2/3 vote submit the question. The language 
as it exists seems to assume that the legislative authority of noncharter counties 
uill always be the board of county commissioners. That is not necessarily true • 

. There isn't any reason not to say "as provided by the legislative authority or the 
board of county commissioners of any county." The expression is used several times. 
It might be possible here in the first paragraph to define legislative authority 
and use "legislative authority" throughout as a substitute for the longer expression. 
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lir. Kramer: Also in the first paragraph placin~ the question on the ballot would 
occur 75 days after certification of the resolution to the board of elections. •Th1e is the action that would put it on the ballot; also, the phrase :lor primary" 
has been struck out. It is not powwible to submit the question of the election of 
the charter commission at a primary election, although the charter itself has to 
be submitted at a general election. It seems to me that a primary election 1s an 
uncertainty to use for that, because it isn't provided for in the CORstitutlon. 
County prtmary elections are held only every other year, and at different t~St •and if you use this provision then you get the difficult problem of the ttme period 
between choosinn a charter commission and when it has to submit a charter. Right 
now it would have ten months to finish its'work and then it just sits there until 
the following f811-a whole year away-and the general election. Unless there's some 
really good reason to provide for the election at the primary election, it would be 
better not to. It would simplify things to provide for only general elections. • 
l~•• Orfirer: Shall we plan to act on this today or do we need another committee 
meeting? 

~~. Fry: I'd like to look at it again. •
It was snreed that the committee would meet on March 19 in Cleveland at the 

lwllenden House for a dinner meeting at 6 p.m. for further discussion of and action 
on Section 4. 

Mr. John Gotherman of the Ohio Municipal League expressed concern about keeping 
in touch with committee activities as they relate to municipal corporations, aDd • 
noted especially that he was interested in the proposed draft of Section 5, giVing 
counties certain home rule powers. 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Q110 Const:1tutional Revision Camdssion 
Local Goverment Canmittee 
March 19, 1973 

SUIlIIlary of lieeting 

Present at the meeting were Chairman Orfirer, Mrs. Hessler, Rep. Celeste, and Mr. 
Ostrum, aa1. map. J2y. -Mr. Loewe and Mr.Vitz, of the Local Govt. Services Caum, also 
attended. 

Mrs. Orfirer opened the meeting b7 summarizing the repUes to the questionnaires 
we sent out to the County Canmissioners regarding clasaificatioo. There were 88 sent 
out,. e:tde-to each county, am there were 34 replies--mos.t of them have, indicated thA 
thq are subni.tted on behalf ot the cClllllissioners as a group. The,. came out mare than 
two to one in tavor dt clUsi.t1cation, and prett,. much as you would expect-the larger 
the coUOty the more favorable tQWards clAssification. or the thitteen "no" responses, 
three at them sent in cQllllents with then, one of which was "instead or classification, 
pendas1ve legislation allowing counties to use implied powers uas needed." The secco:l 
CCJlll18nt was that class1.ficatian would only serve to give money to some and to penalize 
pthera. The third one said that the cCJl1pensation of county officials already varies 
according to Bizet which is all that is necessary because all officials have the same 
duties. Five believed that population should be the only criteria far classification, 
am 16 believed that other factors should be c011f3ic1ered, and the follow1~ factors were 
Ilentioned, number ot local units, valuation of property, location of drainage area, all 
of this k:Ln:l or thing. They listed quite a number of them. Of the 21 yes responses, 
;L3 be1J:eved that counties should be permitted to be in more than one classification £or 
difterent purposes. . 

The caranittee then discussed its proposed amendments to section 4 of Article XJ 
relat~ to county charter eCllD1ssions. It 1Ieginsl ltThe legislative authority (d1ch 
1ncludes the board of county cOOl11issioners) or any county may by a two-thirds vote of 
1ts meMbers or upon petition of ten per cent of the electoi's of the county as certified 
by the election authorities of the county, shall forthwith, by resolution sul:.nit to the 
electors ot the county the question, ItShall a county charter canmission be chosen?1t Th, 
question shall be voted upon at the next general election, occurri.~ not sooner than 
seventy-five days atter certification of the resolution txt the election authorities." 
Mr. Kramer noted that the Secretary of State wishes to make seventy-five days the uniform 
time far as many purposes as possible. That's the deadline for making the ballot now 
with a cOI18titutional amendment in order to get absentee ballots out. 

Mrs. Ortirers "The ballot containing the question shall bear bo party designation,' ancl 
provis1on shall be made thereon far the election fran the c~nty at large of an odd 
number ot electors not less than seven nor more than fifteen, as provided in such 
resolutioo, it a majority or the electors voting on the question shall hav~. voted in tbe 
aat1rmative." The change is fran a canmission of 15 to one of not less .than 7 nor more 
than 15. 

It was agreed to insert "to such canmissiant' after "election." 

Mr.. Celestea 11lat is the meaning of "at large"? Is that to insure that everyone in the 
county votes for everyone? 
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Mr. Kramer: There are no districts for this purpose. For a constitutional convention,� 
there are provisions for electing delegates-by districts.� 

Mrs. Hessler: Couldn't we say, "the ballot containing the question shall bear nD part1 .� 
designation. Provision shall be made for the election of the commission fran the county� 
at large consisting of an off wmber of electors." "As such canmission" refers back to� 
about three sentences before.� 

It was agreed that the sentence would be reworded to remove the language diffi�
culties.� 

Mrs. Orfirerl Let's go on. "Candidates for such canmission shall be nominated by� 
petition of one per cent of the electors of the county. The petition shall be filed� 
With the election authori.ties not less than forty days pl!1or to such election. Candi�
dates shall be declared elected in the order of the number of votes received, beg'inniD&� 
with the candidate receivi~ the largest number, but not more than ~ of the candidates� 
elected shall be residents of the same city or village. The legislative authority shall� 
appropriate sufficient sums to enable the charter carmi.ssion to perfom its duties and� 
to pay aU reasonable expenses thereof."� 

Mr. Kramerl NOH this is where we get into the matter of whether charter canmission� 
members can hold other public office. It's been taken out ot this draft altogether,� 
because the other one was confusing.� 

Mr. Celeste: Does this mean that if you have an excess number of people from one c01DD\lnity 
in the district:l you drop down the line to people fran. other subdivisions? 

Mrs. Orfirerl Right, this is the way it has always :)een. It used to be seven, but now� 
~t t S ~ Not more than ~ would be a maximum of 3, because 4 would be more than one halt� 
or seven.� 

Mr. Kraner: One city or village shouldn't have a majority. 

Mrs. Orfirer: One thing we have to discuss is whether charter commission members could 
hold other public office. The present constitution is silent on the question (f wheth~r 

individuals holding other public office may be members at charter cCllllll1ssions. The 
supreme court has ruled that menbership on a county charter carmiss10n constitutes the 
llolding of public office, but holders of other public ottice may be prohibited by other. 
provisl. ons of the constitution or by law fran holdi~ other public o.ffice. Those holders 
of other public office, who are not specifically prohibited m~ be members of county . 
charter canm1ssions. So there is no uniformity at present. It applies to scme public 
offices but not to all public offices. Being a menber at a charter ccnmission is prob4blT 
not the kind of public office to Which the prohibitions against holding other public ott1ce 
are generally applied. Arguments for permitting office holders to serve are l their 
knowledge arr:1 experience would be desirable, they would be able to gain the support 
rather than the opposition of other otfice holders, their political skill, and the 
general principle that the voters should have the right to select who they will. The 
arguments against are: the ottice holder whose name is .familiar to the electorate has 
an unfair advantage, confli,t ot interest and opportunity to better one's awn position 
by the way the charter is written, and potential partisanship. The changes that we 
could pro'Vide. 1) He could expressly provide that membership in a charter canmission 
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constitutes the holdiIl{; of a public office (this would not be a substantive change fran 
the present situation») 2) to provide that membership does not constitute the holding of 
a public office; 3) expressly provide that a.rry elector in tnecoWlty is eligible; 4) 
Um1t the number of holders of public office that 't-lould be permitted on any charter 
canmission. 

Mr. Celestea I wonder whether there is any kind of experience outside the state that 
indicates that there is a value to havimg public officials involved, anything useful in 
that respect? 

Mrs. OrfirerJ I don't mow anything about outside the state, but apparently the situa
tion in a<D8 counties has been opposition by the commissioners to the whole idea of a 
charter even without lmaring what the charter comssion is going to recanmend. 

Mr. Fryt I think there is a great deal to be said for the fact that saneone in office can 
be a lot of help in this sort of activity. HCM8Ver, it loTe provide that holding anot.h$r 
public office shouldn't preclude their being a member of the charter commission, then 
we should consider the larger area of what we've done as far as the Canstitution is 
concerned on other offices. In many other areas, we've said you can~t have dual office
holding. Hith respect to the Const. Rev. Camm. , welve made specific provisions, I think: 
8I11'one would agree that having people that are serving in other areas of state govt.-ha8 
helped us. 

Mr. Celeste t The procedure we go through as a Revision Ccmm. is somewhat different. 
v!hat welve developed and Where it goes is a different animal from the county charter, 
.which is in the very nature of a clallenge--if not directly at least implicitly--to 
local officials. What we should consider is the quality of the people who might decide 
that their interests might be served by being part of a charter commission or b) that 
they might get themselves elected. 

Mr. Kramer: The attorney general rendered an opinion about a year and a half ago that 
a m.ember of city council could not serve as a member of a municipal charter comm:i.ssicn. 

Mr. Celeste: There are other serious questions--for instance whether a member of cit)t 
cOUIlCil can also be an elected party official--a precinct canmitteeman. 

Mr. Kramera The question was apparently no considered by the people who wrote the sec
tion inttially. 

Mrs. Hessler: 1 fe do permit county canmissioners to put their am charter on the ballot 
so this might be a reason for not pennitting them to be members. 

Mr. Celeste s I certainly reel that what He are talking about is a public office. Now 
whether~. virtue of that we should prohibit public officials from serving on such a 
oanmiss1on is a different matter. But I don't think we should consider as anything leas 
than a publio orfice a person who runs to become a candidate as a member of a oharter 
cClmlisslon and carries out a public trust over a specified period of time. 

Mr. Ostrum. I agree with that. At the last meeting, I said that I thought that· other! 
public officials should be pennitted to serve because of the short and limited duration' 
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of a charter commission and because their experience in government problems ought to • 
be helpful. I donlt feel strongly one way or the other. 

Hrs. Hesslert The impetus for a charter cCl1llllission usually canes fran citizens who are 
not themselves involved in the status quo, azxl by pentdtting the elected officials to t:un 
against the citiznes who are interested in this, you not only give the elected officials 
the advantage at having a political name, but you {,ive them a veto pOlfer over reform. • 

lolrs. Orfirert Shall we then state that membership on a charter commission is a public 
ottice, and that the prohibition against holding other public office shall apply to 
members ot a county charter coumdssion? 

Mrs. Hessler: I l70uld think that it should be that no person holding public office •should be a member of a county charter commission. 

Mr. Fry: That would be more consistent with other constitutional provisions. I would 
reiterate that a cammission is not the only Hay nOW' to get a new county govt. fem the 
people. If the public office holders want to have a charter, they can do it anyhow. 

•Mr. Kramer: At least the canmissioners. 

Mr. Celeste: I think that the public office holders who might seek this and mit>ht be mOlt� 
Willing to speak up for this would be the ones who have tried before and lost favor. If� 
you are solent or call it a public office then you are making it subject to whatever� 
prohibitions there might be. •� 

Mrs. Orflrert I don't think we should be silent. He should state it if we want to 
prohibit other public officials from membership. 

There was general agreement. Mrs. Orfirer read the next part: liThe cCllD11ission� 
shall .frame a charter for the county or amendments to the existing charter, and shall� 
b1' a vote of a majority of all of the members election to the commission, submit the same� 
to the electors of the county, to be voted upon at the next general election following the� 
election of the canmission. The commission shall certify the proposed charter or amendments� 
to the election authorities not later than seventy-five da;ys prior to such election,� 
Amendments to a county charter or the question of the reteal thereot•••" The language� 
regarding repeal is new.� • 
Mr. Kr~rl It liould be incumbent on the General Assembly to provide a method of getti~ 
back to the statutory form if a charter is repealed. 

Mrs. Hessler: Gene, would there be any way of putting in a provision that if the charter� 
canmission decides to stay in existence, they could bring in another or the same charter?� • 
Mr. Kramer: qe have provided for that. It comes later. 

Mrs. Hesslers I'm slightly confused by "to be voted on at the next general election� 
following the election of the commission." Do we need the word "next?"� • 
Mr. Kraer= 1.t should just be the election. 
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Mr. Loewe: Does this language regarding suilnitting it to the electi011S authorities 
resolve the prob]'1..11l up i.n ~\l;'lllTlit county of to whan it is supposed to be submitted? 
Does it clarify ti.at problem? . 

Mr. Kramer: Yeso The problOl'll was an ambiguity in language problem of ~-1hat constitutes 
submission. Tb~.~,..e is cur:r.;;Fi:Jly no language about how we get this on the ballot. lIe 
went through that in Sunr.rl.t. :.(lunty and finally got it resolved in the CiJmnon Pleas 
court, 8~ng that it should be submitted through the Board of Elections. 

Mr. Loewe: Hasn't there also a problem of ,.,ho it was coming fran? The county ccmn1s
'loner, or fran the charter commission? Also, about the mailing to the voters? 

Mr. Kramer: That is clarified by providing that the camnission shall certify it to the 
elections authorlties. nus says who does it and When, and provides an absolute dead
line. The present provision doesn't even say uhen the mailing distribution has to take 
place. 

Mrs. Orfirer contimled with the draft: "Amencbnents to a county charter or the question 
of the repeal thereof may also be submitted to the electors of the county in the manner 
provided in this section for the submission of the questi on whether a charter commission 
shall be chosen. The legiBlatb'e authority or charter commission submitting any charter 
or amendment shall not later than thirty days prior to the election on such charter or 
amendment, mail or othendse distribute a copy thereof to each of the electors of the 
county as far as may be reasonably possible, except that, as provided by lal-r, notice of 
proposed amendments may be given by newspaper advertising." 

Mr. Kramer: This is a change from the last draft, which provided that the lei!;islative 
authority would do the mailing. If there is hostility between the cOllunission and the 
legislative authority, this would permit either to do the mailing. 

Mrs. Orf1rer: There would be a choice of using newspaper advertising for amendments. 

Mr. Fryz Iauld the newspaper suffice for the charter also? 

Mr. Kramer: 'The recent amendment to article XVIII, section 9, provided for the news
paper publishillf:, of amendmer.ts only in municipal charters. That was adopted in Nov. 
ot 1970" and the reason we are wrIting it this \lay is that that seems to be the policy 
which was supported. 

Mr. Celeste: If we say the legislative authority or the charter canmission shall, we 
aren't placing a responsibility on one or the other. 

Mr. Kramer. It is intended to mean that whoever is submitting the charter, the legisla
tive authotity or a corrr.llssion, has the responsibility. That's another problem that did 
arise in the Summlt COUAlty Li..tigation. The charter canmission l-1aS doing the mailing, and 
the county canm:l.:::~'ioner~ were supposed to do it. So there was an argument over that, 
qaong numerous other thi.ngs, and one thing that happened was that the board of elections 
was printed on the copy that was ailed out, and it was charged that this was improper,', 
so all 200,000 copies were retrieved fran the post office and volunteers sat up all night 
8oratchine; out "-the board of eleoti ons" • 
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Mr. Celeste. i;ouldn't amerdments most likely come from the legislative authority? 

Mr. Kramer. It has been suggested that a charter canmission be able to submit amendments 
as well. 

Mr. Celestes Couldn't the charter itself prescribe a procedure for amen:iments? 

Mr. Kramer": No. That's the problem '$-11th the municipal charter. 

~1r. Celeste: Do we allow a county with a charter to establish a procedure for amendiag; 
it? 

Mr. Kramer. No, both the municipal and county charter provision that exist now provide 
procedures for the amendment. One question that has come up with some regularity involves 
the question of municipal charters which purport to require the JIlUnicipal council to 
submit amendments that are proposed by a 'charter reView canmi.ssion under the charter, 
am the attitude now is tbat the council cannot be required to put these proposed 
amendments on the ballot because that isn't one of 'Uie methods of amendment that is 
described in the constitution. 

Mr. Celeste t Haw do you get a proposed charter amendment on the ballot for a vote� 
where it goes to the legislative body whose action is necessary--how do you get it on� 
the ballot? By the board of elections?� 

Mr. Kramer. This is very difficult. ' Fe have provided in the first part of the section 
that the certification of the number of signatures ona petition is certified by the 
board of elections rather than to the legislative authority of the county gavt. That is 

one possibility. 

Mr. Loewe: Do you happen to know the number of places in which implementation by the� 
legislature would be necessary? The newspaper advertising provision would have to be� 
implemented by the legislature, is that right?� 

Mr. Kramer: Yes, or then it would have to be othenn.se distributed. The general assem
bl¥ would have the pGler to define the tems in the newspaper advertising. Ue proVided 
that it had to be certified to the board of elections more than 75 days prior to such 
election. That \-Tould leave plenty of time for the draft to be mailed out. 

Nrs. Orfirer: l'hat do you do about a charter which canes about as a result of a� 
petition? He have the legislative authority ot a charter camssion shall 410 thus and� 
such, but Hhat about by pet!tion?� 

Mr. Kramer: The legislative authority would have to deal with it. 

Mrs. Orfirer: "A charter of amendment shall becane effective if it shall have been 
approved by the majority of the electors voting thereon. It shall take effect on the 
thirtieth c:IW' after such approval unless another date be fixed therein. :'lhen more tt)an 
one amendment which shall relate to only one subject but may atfect or include more the 
one section or part of a charter, is subnitted at the same time, they shall be so sub
mitted as to enable the electors to vote 011 each separatel7. tn case of conflict be
tween the provisions of two or aore amendments or charters submitted at the same time, , 
that provision shall prevail wUich received the highest affirmative vote.1t 
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• Mr. Fry I .Tould it be the most votes or the ereatest margin? 

Mrs. Hesslerz The moat votes. 

Mrs. Ortirer: "It a charter ~ amendment submitted by a charter canmission is not 
approved by the electors of the county, the charter commission may resubmit the same, in

• its original form or as revised by the charter commission to the electors of the county 
at the next succeeding general election or prior thereto at a special election at a 
time fixed, in the manner provided for the original submission thereof. 

Mr. Celeste: Bow es:sential is it that it be a special election? Because I think as a 

• practical matter and as a political matter, if we feel that it's very important, we 
want to get it back before the voters while it is hot. But if you're talking about a 
I!Jpecial election at a time fixed by the charter camnission, that may not be wise. 

Mr. Kramer: The way I think that this provision would be used is that it would be 
l!Iubnitted at the next primary, because you have to have certification 75 days beforeh~ 

• so after the November election, the earliest possible next date would be in Feb., and 
by the time they' got together to talk about this, and decide what they were going to 
do, it could give them the opportunity to put it on in rIay, otherwise they'd have to 
wait until the fall election. 

Mi-. Celestez ' rell, why not say primary or ~eneral election. 

• Mr. Kramera Primary election is very bad la.Ilf;uage to use in a constitution because the 
cOlll!ltitution dosl!ln't define a "primary" election and primaries are held at different 
times in sane cities. 

• 
Hr. Fry: The reason we think this is a good provision--we think it is good for a 
charter canmission to have a second crack at it. 

Everyone agreed on this. 

Mrs. Hessler: I'm just nervous about permitting it at a special election, which is a 

• 
way to get saneth1l'lf. through that the voters don't want to pass-that's why they have 
them. 

Mr. Kramer: With respect to state constitutional amendments, there is not much difter
ence betneen May and Natlember elections. 

• 
Mr. Fry: The schools feel that they've got a better shot at a special election. That1s 
tqe idea that the people who want to get out and vote for it will, and those who weren't 
interested and would have voted against it will stay hane. 

Mr. Loewe z This commission would really be drawing the ire of the public because of the 
cost of a special election it the election were not held in November or in l-lay. 

• Mr. Ostrum. This is an argument why they probably wouldn't do it. 

MJ;'s. Hessler: If the charter is turned down at a general election, and then can be 
resubnitted at a special election lihere you don't have the greatest nUmber of voters, I 

• 
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don't think this 1'1ould be good. • 
Mr. Fr)rs 1 'henever you have a special election, there is a lot of furor, a lot of 
editorial canment across the state about spendin;; the money. I think lola has a good 
point. ~-Te want to see these things go through but you don't want to sneak it through. 
The fact that they do it for municipal charter is not, to me, a good argument. 

•Mr. Kramer: There is, fran the standpoint of the charter canmission, another thing-
they've put on a long campaign, they've got a lot of volunteers, and raised a lot of 
money, perhaps, and then, perhaps, they've lost by a narrOW' vote. And they've been 
able to pinpo1nt the objections to it,. and they meet and revise it, 80 the advantage 
to a special election is that they don't have to wait a year. •Mr. F:r7t Hhy can't you identity that primary election? Don't use the word pJ'i.marT. 

Mr. Kramera But in the odd numbered years there is no primary everywhere. 

»r. Celestet In my view, lr1e're ta1ki~ about a basic tool of governance here. And I 
think that on a matter of this sort, there is a strong argument for requiring the re •submission at a general. election. 

It was so agreed. 

Mr. Loewer This limits the submission of a defeated charter to one year. Btfective],y, 
you're reall7 8iving them another year. • 
Mrs. Orfirerl "The legislative authority of any county may, by a two-thirds vote of 
i t8 members, or upon petition of ten per cent of the electors of the county shall, 
torthwith, by resolution submit to the electors of the camty, in the manner provided 
in this section for the submission of the question whether a charter c01lll1issi.on shall 
be chosen, the question of the adoption of a charter framed by the legislative authority, • or in the case of a petition, in the form attached to such petition•••" 

Mr. Fry: This 40e8 get to the thing that lola mentioned. It may well. be that the way 
that you'd want to get a charter presented is lrdthout ,';oi~ throngh this commission 
approach. •Mrs. Orfirera ~1hat' s the ten per cent figl1re derived frail? 

Mr. Kramerr That's the n\$er that is provided for for the submission of the question ()t 
electing a charter commission and also it parallels the municipal provisions. . 

Mr. Ostrum: I would question one thil'lb. He did write in in the fourth line in the • 
vel')" beginning of this article as certified by the election authorities of the county-
could you renew that same phrase over here~ 

Mr. Kr_r: I think it is incorporated by the language used here. 

Mr. Fry: I think this is the most significant paragraph in the whole article. • 
Mrs. Ortirer I "Laws may be passed to provide for the organization and procedures of 
county charter camnissions7 including the filling of an,y vacancy which may occur, and 
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othendse to facilitate the operation of this section." Canlt laws be passed nOH' to 
do this? 

Mr. Kramerr Itls not clear whether the g.a. can provide anything at all with respect to 
municipal or county charter commissions, because the provisions are supposed to be 
self-executing. You asked a question alfil) about the petition method. I think that's 
also a question l-There it might be E:;ood for the general assembly to be able t-o prescribe 
the f'orm of' the petition. lIith respect to municipal charter canrnissions, the Supreme 
Court has ruled that SCl/18 of' the procedures in the statutes as to the circulation of a 
petition and the signatures and so on apply to the municipal charter petitions. This 
may be useful in meeting situations as they arise rather than having to amend the 
constitution. It's similar language to that concerned with the referendum. It is selS
executing power, but the g.a. may provide for the operation of it by law. 

MI-. Loewe & Are you saying that the legislature would have to spell out how the petitiot). 
method of submitting a charter to the voters could be handled? 

Mr. Kramer: The g.a. could help implement that. It could provide procedures that could 
be worled out, dealing with the form of the petition and such as that. 

Mr. Loew'e: You wouldn't have to follow the form that is used in the normal charter, in 
connection With canmissions. 

Mr. Kramert The b.a. wouldn't have to do anything--this provision still is self-exec
uting. This is just a permissive pCMer for the E:;.a. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Supposing the League of Hanen Voters wishes to submit a charter. They 
draft it, they subnit it with a petition, they get the 10 per cent of the electors in 
the county--they submit it to the county canmissioners who then submit it to the board 
ot elections. The board of' elections places it on the ballot and then tile whole thiDg 
proceeds as before. Who pays for it? 

Mr. Kramerr The county pays for the election and the mailiIlb_ 

Mr. estrum: Should we reverse'the 1st sentence in the last paragraph so that we begin 
with the phrase "To facilitate the operation of this section, laws may be passed, etc." 
I thought you were saying that the whole sentence is only designed for one thing, 
which is to tacilitate, and not to hamper. 

Attar discussion, it Has agreed to leave the sentence as in the draft except to 
remove a reference to submission of charters and amendments, which is otherwise covered 
bY' the draft. 

Mr. Celestes "And othendse" will also include the provision for funding. In providing 
funds tor the charter cormdssion, you in no way imply funds for the promotion of the 
charter, is that right? Are the funds limited strictly to the creation of the charter 
and stop once the charter is canpleted? 

Mr. Kramers Actually, I don't regard that provision as addiIlf, anything to the present 
law, so it would be the same as at present. 

•� 



Mr. Loewe: So the private sector mUR bear the brunt of that cost. 

Mrs. Qrfirer: Gene, as I look back, it seems that we have made two major decisions of 
importance on this: two major changes, one of which is that we have provided that 
m8J'\'lbership on a charter canmission constitutes the constitutional holding of public 
office, and ~~e also eliminated the special election. Does everyone agree? 

Mr. Vitzi Before when we were talking about designation of public office, you pointed 
out that as it stands non 1t is rather discriminatory, because certain offices have this 
within them and others do not, and you have left it that way. That means that it will 
be different in different counties. 

Mr. Kramer: Yes, in a charter city, it liOuld be up to the charter. Sme county officers 
would be able to serve on this charter cOliunission, and other not. 

Mr. Celeste: Rather than saying that it is deemed to be a public office, state that nQ 
person on it may hold another public office. 

Mr. Kramer: The other provisions that there are now are either by the constitution ar 
statutory or by municipal charter. They're subject to change--it doesn't really happen 
as a result of just this provisi on. It I S not unifom. 

Mr. Ostrum. Instead of aay1ng that elect10n to the county charter commission shall 
constitute the holding of a public Office, what about "No person holding any other 
public oftice shall be eligible for election to a county charter commisa1em?" 

Mrs. Heisler: I don't want the sheriffs, the coroners and the county engineers to all 
run for the county charter canm:1ssion. 

Mr. Celeste: If you appear to be dsicriminatory among local officials, you just iOO~ 
criticism. 

Mrs. Hessler: I think that 1 t is a mistake to have it apply differently. 

Mr. Celeste: We say for example in the legislative section that a legislator mq not 
hold another public office-so that no one '.:lin the legislature could also be a tClifnsh1p 
trustee, or also sanethil16 else. 

Mrs. Ortirer: HOW' far down does the list of pUblic officers f,07 

Mr. Celeste: The tem public office has been pretty well defined by court decision and 
atty. ~eneral's opinion. It includes any elected official; it does not include precinct 
cClllJ'llitteeman, and I think statutory elected office is excluded frail holdi~ other 
public office. But it does include some certain appointed officials. 

Hr. Knamert It's usually sansone who has some public authority-not someone who acts 
underneath someone. It's one who is holding office for a fixed term, rather than holdi. 
office indefinitely. There are a number of definitions, no one of which is all-inclu
s1ve. 

Mr. Celeste: Another problem is we may be inviting a challenge to a charter camnission 
where tm.re is prohibition. perhaps in a c~ charter, prohibiting the holding of 
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public office. If the provision in the charter is meant to prvent conflict of intere8t, 
aI1d yet another officb~ is permitted to serve althOU()h he also is subject to no 
contliot of interest, and so yw. get into a hassle at the local level. 

Mr. Kr81118ra There is the -problem too that a person can be prohibited frc* holding 
another public ottice fran one office and not from another. 

Mr. Celeste: The question remains whether we want to make it, in addition, prohibit 
&n701M1 tran holding this public office who presently serves in another. 

Mrs. Hesslera I td like to do that. 

Mr. Delestet 'Je may simply say "No member of a charter canmission may hold other public 
office.'t 

It was so agreed. 

Hr. Loewe I Hhat about the question of the possibility of canpeting charters? !i'or� 
instance if the charter canmiss1.on works for a year, and is about ready to present its� 
product to the pUblic, and the caum:i.ssioners say, well, we don't like what they've cane� 
up with and we have one we've been saving-we'll send that out. Isn't that a possibility?� 
AJld hON 1s that resolved at the polls?� 

Mr. Kraart This is specifically provided for in the statutory provisions, concerning 
the alternative tom. 

Mre. Ortirera I really think we need something like this. 

Hr. Celeste, lie don't want canpeting charters on the ballot at the same time. 'Jhen a 
cliarter camd.ssion has been elected, and it assumes the thrust and develops a charter, and 
there should not be other charters on the ballot during that period. 

Mrs. Orf'irer, The suggestion was made that we say "When a charter camniss10n is in 
existence, no other charters can be subndtted." 

Mr. Kramer' There are three different types of charters--eanm:ission, county corrmissioners, 
aM petition. 

Mrs. Ortirers If there was a charter canmissicb.l-Thich proposed a charter and the count,. 
cQl'llldssionere also proposed one, I am opposed to having both on the ballot at the same time. 
T1lis gives 2 commissioners tOe power to undo the work of the charter cCllllJission. 

Mrs. Hessler a I think they should be restricted for the life of the charter commission� 
onl.y.� 

Mr. Ostrum agreed. 

Mr. Celestet It one goes through the expense and difficulty of creating a camnission� 
whose function it is to work deliberately toward the development of a charter, and then,� 
when it has everything in final form, what it would probably do to avoid this last para�
graph is to not have it adopted for certification until the 76th day before the elactiM,� 
in ort1er to maloe it imposs.ible for anyone else to canply. You create that ld..nd of� 
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Mr. Kramer: I don't think we can avoid that. 

Mr. Ostrum: Perhaps the petition kind of charter ahoultlhave to go through .the legis
lative authority. They could only submit their atm charter at an election at which no 
other charter is being voted on. 

Mrs. Orfirerz ''eounty commissioners may submit a charter only at such time 'When no other 
charter is on the ballot." 

Mr. Kramer: I think you should say that aIl1time a charter cOmmission charter is on the 
ballot. In other lJords, it a charter canr.rission 1s elected in November, the county •
canm:1ssiooers coold not, then, anytime during that year, put a charter on the ballot. 

lire Celeste: ~'e can't get too specific about when a charter canmission is "in existence." 
Not to have two charters on the ballot at the same time when one is initiated by a can
mission. lIe have to develop language with that in mind. Let both the petitioned 
charter and the county canmissioner charter go on at the same time, but just provide • 
which one of them will be adopted. Prohibit both when a charter c<JllD1ssian charter is 
on the ballot. 

There was general agreement. 

Mrs. Orfirert Hal may people wish to provide that we should say that membership on a • 
charter cOJllllli.ssion constitutes the holding of a public office, and how many ot you 
want to go on and say that "No one holding another public office shall be part of a 
charter cCJlllli.ssion." 

There was agreement to the second statement. • 
Mrs. Ortirer: The entire report is adopted, and we will be submitting this to the 
Canmission--then there will be a public hearing on it, and a vote followiqg the 
hearing. 

The meeting was adjourned. • 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Local Government Committee 
September 17. 1973 

•� Summary of Beeting� 

The Local Government Committee met Monday, September 17, in Cleveland. The 
Chairman, Mrs. Orfirer, Messrs. Pokorny and Heminger and Ostrum. Representatives 
Russo, Speck and Celeste were present. Also present were Mr. Kramer, John Gotherman, 
Estal Sparlin and a representative of the Citizens' League of Greater Cleveland. 

• Mrs. Orfirer invited Mr. Gotherman as a representative of the Municipal League 
to make comments, either on behalf of the League or personally. 

Mr. Gotherman noted that two problems had been referred from the Taxation Com
mittee to the Local Government Committee: the indirect debt limit and pre-emption.

• Mr. Gotherman - I don't have any official position on anything as yet. He have a 
special committee to consider the subjects this committee is studying. We are very 
much interested. 

11r. Kramer - Is this the committee that you referred to the law directors? 

• Mr. Gotherman - No, this is a broader based committee of municipal officials and law 
directors. It's a policy advisory committee. They met once during the regional 
discussions. 

• 
Mr. Gotherman was asked whether the tronicipa1 League had any specific recom

mendations on Article XVIII. The answer was that it did not. He indicated that 
he did not think the home rule provisions should be changed unless there was a 
specific reason for doing so. 

Mr. Gotherman - There are some areas where problems exist simply because people 
don't understand the decisions and because it's not written down somewhere. The

• cases are so numerous that there is always a question. Maybe you cannot eliminate 
the possibility of litigation. That's the purpose of the courts, to decide what 
the Constitution says. 

Mr. Kramer - Do you agree that in the last 10 or 15 years there probably has been 
a higher degree of clarity on this subject?

• ~rr. Gotherman - I think so, yes. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Should this greater degree of clarity be imbedded in the Constitution 
so that it will not be changed? 

• Mr. Gotherman - I don't view the Constitution as being unchangeable. I think a 
constitution should be a statement of broad general principles and you would not 
want to deal with great detail. 

Mr. Kramer - There is a conflict between local police powers and powers of local 

• 
self government. Would some change in language remove doubt about them? 

Mrs. Orfirer - Is it possible that, if the language of home rule is not changed, 
might be interpreted another way some day? 

it 

• 
Mr. Gotherman - Any change that is made opens up another 
to say "there's no easy way to say that's what ..it means, 

issue. There's no easy way 
fellows, don't make any 
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more judicial decisions about it." 

Mrs. Orfirer welcomed all present and said that the committee has not met for 
the last couple of months while the county recommendations were before the Commis
sion to make sure they wouldn't demand great amounts of the committee's time before 
moving on to another area. Now the committee will get into the area of municipal 
corporations, starting with Section 7 of Article XVIII dealing with municipal 
charters. 

Mr. Russo - I do want to say for the committee that the success of our county amend
ments is strongly due to your chairmanship. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I certainly can't take all the credit by any means. I am just pleased 
that we have all worked together so well. Everybody here has spent a lot of time 
and effort on it. We'll start with Section 8 because it's a concrete area to get 
into. If we are able to wind this up tonight we'll get into some background ma
terial on the home rule sections. 

Mr. Ostrum - Some of the things we're going to consider on municipal charters, 
follow pretty well what we have before the Commission--the recommendations for 
county charters, right? 

Mrs. Orfirer - \-fuat we have in front of us is a comparison of the present provisions 
in the Constitution for municipal charters with our recommended provisions for 
county charters. 

Mr. Ostrum - Depending on how our recommendation to the full Commission on how 
county charters goes I for one would like to see the two be parallel. 

Mrs. Orfirer - We won't take final action on the municipal charter sections until 
we can get the feel of whether the Commission responds favorably to the county ones. 
We should present to them what we feel is righ~ for municipal charters. If they 
want to amend it, fine. There are many things in the county charter provisions 
that are not in the municipal charter provisions, and we'll have to decide whether 
we want to recommend or not. In line 2, 10% of the electors may petition for the 
submission to the electors, of the question, "Shall a commission be chosen to 
frame a charter?" We changed the 10% to 6% as a result of comments from some of 
the people at the full Commission meeting who felt that 10 was too large a per cent 
to be demanded. Estal Sparlin, do you feel that the same argument holds here? Or 
do you think that we ought to recommend change here? 

M~. Speck - t~at statistical evidence do you have that 10% is difficult to get? 

Mrs. Orfirer - I don't know of any. Estal, do you have any records of that? 

Mr. Sparlin - In the campaign here we tried to get only 3% and it was a tremendous 
task. I don't know of any place where they have ever gotten 10%. 
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Mrs. Orfirer - You feel it's almost a nonsensical provision because it can't ever 
happen. • 
Mr. Gotherman - The bigger the city, the harder it 1s to get the percentage. 
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Nr. Kramer - Hhen people are all worked u!' eboOi: certcin issues you can fairly often 
Co out and get 10%. It's a much more difficult job in a large county than it is in 
the average municipality. The purpose of the provision is to make sure that it's 
something of substance and means something to a large number of people so that it's 
worth taking to an election. 

Mrs. Orfirer - {~ould there Qe any wisdom in providing differently for different size" 
municipalities? Does it have to be uniform? 

1~. Gotherman - Ten per cent is too high in big municipalities. In smaller ones) 
10% is conservative. 

~rrs. Orfirer - "fuat if we said that for the bigger ones it would only have to be 6%? 

Mr. Speck - Does this include revision of charters? 

Mr. Kramer - The first provision here is for the means of compelling the city council 
to place the question of a charter commission on the ballot. The same requirement 
obtains for listing amendments to an existing charter. I think there could be a 
reasonable distinction between municipalities and counties in this respect but to 
classify municipalities differently isn't really necessary. 

Hrs. Orfirer - He have another alternative which the Citizens' League has recommendeq, 
I understand, and their recommendation is that there would be an official charter 
commission placed on the ballot every 20 years. So that you automatically have 
this opportunity whether you have 10% or not. 

~~. Ostrum - vlherever we have provisions that have gone through many committee meet
ings and we have put before the whole Commission on counties, just to be consistent, 
I think we should make the same recommendation here and spend our time talking about 
the latter thing you mentioned--like having the question on the ballot every 20 years. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I understand your point) Dean, but hesitate to do it that way because 
counties and cities are two very different animals and I don't think we should assume 
automatically that what's right for a county would be for a municipality. Where 
they relate I'll try to pull in the new ideas. For example) with 6% as an alternative, 
I think we could discuss something such as the 20 years putting it on the ballot. 

Mr. Russo - If we're going to recommend stronger county government then we don't want 
to give municipal government any more power and the opportunity of changing their 
structure. If we want to get a strong form of county government, then we should try 
to make changes in municipal government difficult. 

l~s. Orfirer - I don't think that's ever been a consensus that we wanted to weaken 
the municipalities. It's just that we wanted to strengthen counties to the extent 
that they need powers to perform the new tasks which will be demanded of them. 

Mr. Russo - I'm looking at it this way. If we do get a stronger county government, 
some municipalities may determine that now the county has some new powers and con
sequently we're going to make charter changes to say that we will not under any cir
cumstances deal with county government at any time. 

lir. Kramer - A municipality now has full control over whether it wants to cooperate 
with the county in any particular matter. The Constitution guarantees a referendum 
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to the municipality on that. The matter of adopting a charter doesn't really change 
the municipality's powers in that respect. 

Mr. Russo - It puts the onus in the other direction. At the present time you are in 
a negotiable position. The county can negotiate with the municipality, insofar 8S 

signing an agreement. Once you adopt it as a municipal charter amendment then you've 
got a problem on your hands. 

~~. Kramer - The only remedy, if that's a problem, would be to prohibit municipalities 
from having charters altogether or prohibit them from having such a provision in the 
charter. If you wanted to go that way, 1 would do it directly, not indirectly. It 
would make it more difficult to adopt charters altogether. 

Mr. Russo - 1 was thinking of not making it easier for them. 

}~. Kramer - Thi. is probably the means by which the electors of the municipality 
can tell the council to put the issue on the ballot. Two-thirds of the legislative 
authority can always put the question on the ballot. 1 think that the experience 
has been in the municipalities, as Join pointed out, that there's not been much of 
a problem where any substantial group of citizens were concerned, although it does 
increase in difficulty as the municipality gets larger. 

Mr. Heminger - Tony has mentioned one if you want to go that far. I would favor the 
6% so as to be consistent. 

Hr. Kramer - Another factor is that counties are not only larger than municipalities 
but they also tend to be more diverse in their make-up. They don't have the homo
geneity that a municipality has. It would be more difficult to get a petition cir
culated in a county. 

Mr. Speck - I think if you can get any substantial number of people to sign a peti
tion, the issue ought to be voted on. 

1~8. Orfirer - John, does the Municipal League have any position on this? 

Mr. Cotherman - ~~ only comment would be that i£ that's the only thing you're going 
to amend in that section, that would not be worthwhile to put on the ballot~ 

}~s. Orfirer - I don't think it will be. We have quite a list to go through here, 
but 1 think we ought to save our efforts for things that are really meaningful. 

Mr. Ostrum - If we did try to strengthen county government maybe we should leave 
well enough alone. 

~~s. Orfirer - Let's move on and leave this open temporarily. We'll get back to it. 
In the county recommendations we have specified that electors shall be "as certified 
by the election authorities of the county." 

}a. Kramer - A problem that has come up in a number of the counties is that the county 
officials represent one side of the question of whether there should be a county 
charter commission and the Constitution at present puts the county commissioners in 
the po.ttlon of having to decide whether a petition is sufficient. And the idea of 
changing this was to have a neutral board of elections which has the capability for 
making this determinati.on. The county commissioners don't have access except by· ....,~~42."ao. 
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going to the board of elections to find out who the electors are, to know if you 
have proper petitions. 

}~. Speck - It seems to me that if we make a series of editorial changes, this is a 
valid one. 

• Mr. Kramer - I've seen this same thing come up in a number of municipalities. We 
saw that recently in Cleveland, where the legislative authority was on one side of 
th~ issue. There has been much litigation over the years, where the board of elec
tions really is the body the best qualified to carry out the function. 

It was agreed to. 

• Mrs. Orfirer - The county recotmlendation requires submission of the question at the 

• 

IIgeneral election:: rather than "regular municipal election." A general election is 
held each November but the regular municipal election is held in the odd-numbered 
years. I am assuming that we want it at the next one and not a year hence. Other
wise the municipal provisions provide for the submission of the question at a special 
election. 

Hr. Kramer - But you can havc:..a special election then. 

Mrs. Orfirer - It probably makes sense to change it to general election. 

•� l~. Speck - Hho pays the cost of a special election?� 

Mr. Kramer - It costs more if it is a special election on other than the day of 
primaries or general election. Then municipalities would have to pay the entire cost 
of the election. It does cost quite a bit more to have a real special election. 

•� Mrs. Orfirer - But the people who call a special election run that risk.� 

~~. Kramer - The change here is one that doesn't mean too nwch really except that 
whatever election you're going to use has to be not less than 60 nor more than 120 
days after the ordinance providing for it so that the usual practice is to time the 
passage of the ordinance such as the regularly scheduled primary or general election 

•� will fall within that time.� 

Yir. Celeste - Hhy not change "regular municipal ll to "genera111? It doesn't really 
change the substance of it. 

Mrs. Orfirer - In the rest of the sentence--"if one shall occur not less than 60 

•� nor more than 120 days after its passage." Hhat l'1e have in the county proposal is� 

•� 

to require at least 95 days before the election as recommended by the Secretary of� 
State for both the county and municipal provisions. The county recommendations con�
tain no maximum times since there is no provision for a special election. The Secre�
tary of State recommends 140 instead of 120 days as a maximum in the municipal sec�
tion. So what he l"1ou1d like is 95 days minimum and 140 days maximum, as compared to� 
60 and 120. Does this make any difficulties that you are aware of?� 

Hr. Gotherman - Hhat they have done in the past is to hold those questions submitting 
changes, charter revision changes, u~t~l the session just before the election. This 
would require them to have a meeting at which they schedule that issue sooner. 

•� 
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Mr. Speck - ~Je passed a bill this year requiring all school issues to be voted on 
to be certified at least 75 days to the Secretary of State. It would. seem. to me that .' 
we could pick up the 75 and be consistent with that. 

~~s. Orfirer - So the two local kinds of issues would be the same. It's not a great 
matter in any event. ~fuat is your pleasure? 

~~. Kramer - ~fustly the burden of this falls on the local boards of elections. The •Secretary of State will have nothing to do with the local charter election except� 
to look out generally for the boards of elections throughout the state. 1 wouldn't� 
pasa over too lightly John's comment that there have been many elections held under� 
the pres~nt provision, and it has been possible to provide absentee ballots. It is� 
one thing to change it with respect to counties ''1here there are few of these elec�
tions but it is another thins to change the existing provisions of municipalities� •involved, but there have been successful elections under the existing provision� 
and people are used to this so there should be some good reason for changing-the� 
existing provision. Not that it has to be necessarily parallel to the county. It� 
might be a good idea for the Secretary of State to say why he thinks it necessary� 
to change; any change that the committee would consider right now would be 8S a� 
result of his urging and not that of the Dronicipalities.� • 
!-~s. Orfirer - Hhat is the effect of repealing the 120 days? 

r~. Speck - It sets a time limit for calling a special election, where you pass an� 
ordinance and there is no regularly scheduled election. You would have to call for� 
a vote on an election within that time.� • 
~~. Kramer - If you change the provision to a general election so that they could� 
be held in the even years at least on the question of electing the charter comndssion� 
you would always be within less than one year of the elections.� 

Mrs. Orfirer - Assuming we leave that, is there still any valid .reason to change •
the 120 days to any other number or to eliminate it? 

Mr. Cotherman - Th~ real hang-up here with 120 is that, in the case of a November� 
general electiou t this makes it easier for the council to recess during the summer� 
period. 11hereas if it were 140 instead of 120 it would be difficult for them to� 
recess long enough on their regular business schedule which permits them to delay� • 
acting on the special proposal. That's the only leason for extending it. If they� 
had to get all their business done before June they would be severely handicapped.� 
It's just a matter of incentive and I think that's one reason for considering it.� 

like the idea of uniformity though. 

Mrs. Orfircr - Do you want to make it 75 and 140? • 
~~. Speck - It seems to me that what we do is to say regard~~ss of the circumstances� 
it's got to be held within 60 to 120 days. I'm not sure I 1~_1~~1l'rr,tand hen" a council� 
could get around holdine it. All they would do is to move it from a general elec�
tion to a special election.� • 
~~. Kramer - There's a cost factor and the onus would be on the proponents. 

~~. Speck - My own feeling is that in something as important as a charter should 
_. be voted on at a general election. Charter amendrr'ents are a different matter and 
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maybe special elections might be appropriate. 

Hr. Russo - Pol19 shou that indopendents arc increasing and they simply do not go to 
a primary election. They don't have any reason to go except for the issues and many 
times they don't even bother with them. But they will go to a general election. 

Mr. Speck - I have had the experience of having people call and say can we go vote in 
a pr~ary election? 

}~s. Orfirer - Let's contact the Secretary of State. If he has good enough arguments 
to change our minds we will; otherwise we'll leave it the way it is. 

Mr. Russo - And send a copy to the Municipal League too. 

~~s. Orfirer - Line 7 refers to tying the election to the passage of the ordinance. 
The county recommendation was tying the election to the certification of the ordinance 
to the election authorities so I suppose it should be changed to be consistent. 

t~. Celeste - You don't mean certification of the ordinance to the election authori
ties. What happens on a petition? 

~~. Kramer - There's always an ordinance here. The petition goes to the council first 
which passes an ordinance. They could be mandamused to do so. Again the considera
tions are a little different here than they were in connection with the county charter 
provision in that Article X, Section 4 provided that the election shall occur there
after. It wasn't clear what that really referred to. The date of passage of the 
ordinance is a date certain so that it's not much of a problem. It's probably a 
better procedure to say after the date of certification to the election authorities. 
That date is the measuring point. 

~lrs. Orfirer - Let's add it to that list of thinGs to do if we are going to get into 
cleaning up this provision if we agree to make substantive changes. Otherwise, we 
will leave it alone. Is that agreeable to everybody? Line 11 in the county recom
mendation we said not less than 7 nor more than 15 charter commissioners. Is there 
any reason why it should be left at 15 for our municipal charter? 

}~. Kramer - The considerations are exactly the same. The Secretary of State 1s con
cerned about it's being a bedsheet ballot of 40 or 50 people running for a charter 
commission, with a serious problem in tabulating the results. There's no magic in 
the number 15. 

}~s. Orfirer - Anybody have any objections to that kind of change? 

t~. Kramer - It is up to the council as it would be up to the board of county commis
sioners under the county charter to determine the number. 

l-~. Celeste - You could argue that it's easier to interest people in a somewhat 
smaller body. You sometimes get better people with a smaller slate. If we make 
changes I don't see uhere we weaken it by allowing that flexibility. 

l~s. Orfirer - The county provision reads "the commission shall frame a charter for 
the county or amendments to the existing charter and shall by vote of a majority of 
all the members elected to the commission". With 7, that's 4 people. Do you want 
it the same as the county?

• 



There \~as no strong feeling for change. 

l~. Sparlin discussed the need for a provision requiring regular,~eriodic review� 
of city charters.� 

}~s. Orfirer • Going on, there are no present ccnstitutional provisions regarding 
municipal charter commission candidates. The county recommendations provide for 
nominations by petitions signed by one per cent of the electors filed 75 days before 
the election with candidates being declared elected beginning with the largest number 
of votes received. the Secretary of State recommends that these provisions be added 
to Section a for municipal charter commissions. 

Mr. Kramer - There's no prohibition against petitions in Article X, Section 4. This 
would merely specify the number of votes required. They would be nominated by peti
tion signed by one per cent of the electors. Candidates are elected according to 
the number of votes received so that they would not really change that matter. 
there would just be the addition of some language. In the county provision, we added 
specific language authorizing the General Assembly to prOVide for matters not covered 
by the Constitution. It became an issue as to whether group petitions could be al
lowed and since they are not prohibited the General Assembly could authorize them. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Is there any valid reason not to make it conform? I think this makes 
it pretty clear what the procedure is to follow. Another provision in the county 
recommendation is that the charter is to be adopted by a majority of the authorized 
number of members of the commission. I think we automatically do this if we are 
going to have seven. I think you're going to find some objection to the county one 
when we get into it. I would like to suggest we hold this until the next meeting. 
I'd like to see what the Commission does about it before we spend time here discussing 
it. 

there was discussion about whether public officers should be prohibited from� 
beine charter comnlissioners.� 

~~. Kramer - All the public officials who by statute or charter are prohibited from 
holding another public office are now prohibited anyway. 

~~s. Orfirer - Do you wish to pursue this conversation now or shall we.bold it to 
see what the Commission does on the county recommendation? 

Mr. Russo· I don't have any problem. I'd just as soon move on and throw in this no 
commission member shall hold public office. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Submission of a charter within one year has been interpreted to mean 
365 days, which means that if the charter commission is chosen at one general elec
tion and the general election in the following year is more than 365 days later. a 
special election to vote on the charter must be held. The county charter members under 
our county recommendations can be chosen only at general elections and the charter is 
submitted at the next general election. Can't we just change it to 13 months and elUn
tnate the problem? I just don't see any reason to not change it. 

l·~. Kramer· Since we're dealing with possible special elections here you can't say 
at the next general election. 

Mr. Celeste - Can't it say that a charter itself must be submitted in a general election? 
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Mr. Kramer - It could be done. It isn't now. That is the case with county charters. 
But municipal charters can be submitted at special elections, or whatev2r time the 
charter commission determines. 

Mr. Celeste - My own feeling 1s that lId rather delete the months and require that 
it be submitted at a general election. 

Mrs. Orfirer - The county recommendations require the proposed charter to be sub
mitted to election authorities not later than 75 days before the election. There is 
no comparable provision here. We added it in the county one; now do we want to add 
it here? 

Mr. Kramer -
60 days. 

It might be a point of contention. I think the general practice is 

Mrs. Orfirer - Do you want to leave it out? 

Mr. Kramer - I think some deadline should be there because one of these days there 
will be a lawsuit. All the other issues now are going to be 75 days. 

Mr. Gotherman felt that the municipal provisions are working well now. 

Mr. Kramer - In the absence of a specific time for mailing and distributing copies 
in the county charter provision the county had a lawsuit on that issue among others, 
as to what was a reasonable time for distributing copies. In the municipal, it 
must be within 30 days, whereas the county charter didn't have a deadline. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Temporarily weIll go along on that. The next one is simple--proposed 
charters must be mailed "or otherwise distributed." Do we all agree? Also, a 
county charter takes effect on the 30th day after approval; a municipal charter at 
the time fixed therein. I don't see any reason to change that. Now we are up to 
additional matters that are not provided for in the municipal charter section, all 
of which were provided for in our county recommendations. There is no provision 
for'~epeal and adoption of a new charter at the same time. I think there should be. 

Mr. Gotherman - There is a procedure for repeal and that's a simple initiative. A 
Supreme Court case determined that initiative could be used for that purpose. 
There's nothing in the Constitution that says you may repeal a charter, but it can 
be done by initiative or by amendment. 

Mr. Kramer - After the Supreme Court decision about a year and a half ago on the 
attempt to put several constitutional amendments on the same ballot I certainly do 
not have a great deal of confidence in this approach any more. The idea of~.com
pletely revising a charter by means of amendment consisting of 40 or 50 separate 
changes in a charter would create great difficulties with the court in submitting 
what they regard as more than a single question at once. The real problem here is 
trying to determine when you have a new charter. What's the distinction between a 
new charter you're presenting to the people and welve reviewed our old charter, 
we've had it over a number of years, and what welre going to vote on is what amounts 
to a new charter. How do you distinguish that from, say, a charter review commis
sion being appointed and saying we're going to change this and this? There seems 
to be no distinction between voting on a new charter and voting on the original 
charter--you have to take the whole thing as a package. In the second case there 
it is many disconnected things--you may favor some and you may not favor others. 
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Why should you have to accept all these things7 Hhy not be able to- -pick -and choose 
among them? They are not necessarily related. 

Mr. Celeste - There is a point in the life of any document especially with local 
government undergoing constant change that you might want to rewrite that document. 
It would seem to me that if we establish a procedure to the poi~t where it is re
writing the charter itself you would have 80% of the words in that document the 
same 88 the original. 

Mr. Kramer - But suppose you have a charter commission elected and they propose two 
amendments to the charter and say ''Well', this is our new charter." It provides 
that there shall be no multiple family dwellings constructed in the municipality 
without a vote of the people for one change and the other change is that we have a 
commission form of government. They say "this is our new charter.;: "Vote yes or 
no on both of these." But there is no provision now for that revision unless you-
there's no way to submit a new charter, unless you find some common thread to say 
that you're changing the form of government and get the courts to accept that you're 
doing that. It's always a chancey thing. \Vhat usually happens when the charter 
review commissions go to work is exactly what I described. They take a look at 
everything and they want to change the method of electing councilmen and then they 
want to change the number of members on the planning commission and they really are 
a whole series of disconnected and unrelated changes, some of which just seem like 
a good idea to them. And very often these charter commissions feel that cha~ges 

are good and we ought to put them all on at one time. There are many people, I 
think, who would take the opposite position that these are all unrelated. We should 
be able to pick and choose among them, and vote on these amendments separately, 
just as the General Assembly 1s prohibited from log rolling. 

Mr. Celeste - The same with the constitutional revision. We can go to a convention 
and try to rewrite the whole document or we can do it on an item by item basi•• 
There ought to be some choice. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Is there any reason why if they called it a whole new charter that 
it still can't provide for yes and no on separate ameddments? Does the whole thing 
have to be 8 single yes or no vote? 

Mr. Kramer - But the question ia, is there some way that all of these things go on 
as a single question, without forcing someone to vote for the whole thing when there 
is a part he doesn't want? 

Mrs. Orfirer - We went through this when we talked about the constitutional amend
ments and decided that they had been so much of a failure when they called for a 
single yes or no vote that there was no point in submitting them that way. And I 
think people would come to this same recognition about a municipal charter. 

Mr. Pokorny - And you've got to vote on the whole thing and maybe that's 8 better 
way to have complete reform. 

Mr. Kramer - How do you prOVide some guidelines so you can say this is a new charter1 

Mr. Gotherman - lIhy can't the body that is duly chosen make 8 responsible judgment 
that it is going to submit something that it calls 8 new charter? 

Mr. Russo - Even though it's not a new charter? It's only a few amendments to the 
charter? 2~J,~O 
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•� Mrs. Orfirer - I don't think we can provide for every contingency.� 

Mr. Kramer - If you just say that whoever is submitting this can call it a new 
charter you really do open the possibility of log rolling and forcing people to 
accept something that they really don't want. 

•� Mr. Russo - I think we should pass over that and give it some thought.� 

Mrs. Orfirer - Anyone else have any different ideas? 

• 
Mr. Kramer - The courts now decide whether it is one amendment or not. You might 
make a distinction between amendments submitted by councilor petition and amend
ments submitted by a commission. The commission can review the whole thing. That 
would be one way of distinguishing. In Rocky River they had 16 amendments. They 
had a review commission and they went through section by section. It was difficult 
to do it on a voting machine. Maybe somebody could make a due process argument. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Do you want to fuss with this a little bit? I think I would feel

• better having it written out, embody John's proposal in one and your thinking in 
another. Let's have it in front of us. There is no provision for submission of 
a charter directly by petition of a specified percentage of voters, as provided 
for in the county. tle decided we could get it on in three different ways and one 
was by petition. I presume the same argument would hold here. Any objections? 
A temporary yes. All right. No provision for submission of a charter directly

• by the legislative authority. We provided that 2/3 of the county commissioners 
could put a charter on the ballot. Do you want to provide that 2/3 of a city 
council can put a charter on the ballot? I presume that the Municipal League would 
have no objections to any kind of opening up of this. 

• 
Mr. Celeste - If you have both of these together then the legislative body gets its 
own out first. 

Mrs. Orfirer - You can get it maybe put on the ballot but you still have to get it 
passed. 

Mr. Cotherman - There's a big difference between putting something on the ballot

•� and having a campaign to have it adopted. 

Mr. Kramer� - If you take the position that you're going to allow grouping of amend
ments on a single ballot, what is the distinction between allowing 10% of the 
people to submit a petition to a legislative authority which they are going to have 
to act on and allowing the same number of people to submit a charter amendment?

•� Mrs. Orfirer - How do you think they will respond to haVing it submitted directly 
by the legislative authority? 

Mr. Gatherman - I'm just guessing what officials of cities will say but I think 
they will oppose direct submission.

•� Mr. Kramer - Right now 10% of the people can circulate a petition to amend tbe 
charter to prOVide that fire chiefs shall be the chief executive of the city and 
firemen shall constitute a city council and if the electorate approves this you 
have the same situation. It's a change in submission. 

•� ~n~l
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Mrs. Orfirer - I suppose it's political philosophy again that whether you feel that 
10% is a substantial enough group so that they deserve to be heard, that they should 
at least get a whack at it. 

l1r. Ostrum - tIe may know more about this at the next meeting when the county recom
mendations are discussed at the Commission meeting. 

Mrs. Orfirer - t~e may be premature with this tonight but at least we've gotten some 
of the thoughts out on the table. Should action by the legislative authority be ne
cessary in order to place on the ballot the question of calling a charter commission 
petitioned by the necessary number of voters? 

l1r. Kramer - It becomes a mandatory duty. They can't delay it. 

Mr. Pokorny - What's the purpose of this? If there is no discretion. why have it? 
You said they could be mandamused and make them do it. ~fuy? 

Mr. Kramer - One of the reasons is that to the extent that the Constitution does not 
now provide for all of the matters at an election the municipal council has the au
thority to provide for those matters, so that the same ordinance by which the question 
1s submitted provides for the details o~ the election. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Should authority be provided for candidates for a charter commission 
to run as a slate? Did I gather from the previous conversation that there is nothing 
to prohibit them from doing this? 

Mr. Kramer - There is nothing specific on this subject. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Has it ever been challenged in court? 

Mr. Kramer - That's what I was indicating before. With power given to the General 
Assembly to provide for matters not specifically covered in the Constitution, we're 
not proposing any change. 

Mr. Gotherman - Presently there isn't any statute on it. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I gather then your answer to this question is no. 

Mr. Celeste - If we say anything about how to select candidates then we would allow 
slates as well as individuals. 

Mrs. Orfirer - My suggestion would be to leave it alone. I don't see any reason to 
build it into the Constitution. Are we temporarily agreed that's there no need to 
put this into the Constitution? Should the Constitution make any provision for expenses 
of a charter commission or for election of officers and other procedural matters? 
Remember we said in the county one that the legislative authority shall appropriate 
sufficient sums to enable the charter commission to perform its duties and to pay 
all reasonable expenses. 

Mr. Speck - Has it happened that money has not been prOVided and we have to make sure 
that it is? 

Mrs. Orfirer - Yes, the question would be whether you want that permanently in the 
Constitution so that it cannot be cha~led. 
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Mr. Kramer - I think this is a case too where it is specifically provided for as to 
•� counties and in all the recent county charter attempts that instead of asking the 

counties we probably should be asking the municipalities because we don't want to be 
creating an implication that municipal councils don't have to. I doubt that would 
happen. 

Mrs. Orfirer - John, is there anything in this wording that you feel would be pro
•� hibitive? Look at page 2 on the bottom, No.6. That certainly isn't limiting in 

any way. 

Mr. Gotherman - Probably not. 

• ~~8. Orfirer - Laws may be passed to provide for the organization and procedures of 
county charter commissions, including the filling of any vacancy which may occur, 
and otherwise to facilitate the operation of this section. 

Hr. Celeste - Why should it be provided for the county but not cities? 

• Mrs. Orfirer - Because there have not been provisions for the counties. The city 
councils� have been doing it this way and it's worked. 

~tt. Kramer - It is only by common law that we know how many votes it takes for a mu
nicipal charter commission. But there's no provision for filling vacancies. 

•� ~~8. Orfirer - Isn't it provided by charter?� 

Mr. Kramer - No, you can't provide for it. There's no way of filling it. 

l1rs. Orfirer - 1 appreciate John's feeling in this regard. He doesn't want to take 
a chance on something that is working. 

• l1r. Kramer - It's only an enabling act, to allow the General Assembly to do this if 
the need arose. It doesn't require the General Assembly to take any action. 

• 
Mr. Celeste - Let's find the gaps in the existing ability of the municipality to get 
a cha~ter commission through its duties and then let there be some kind of provision 
that will fill that gap. I hate to see extra legislative duties. 

Mr. Pokorny - I have no particular feelings. 

Mr. Speck - I am reluctant to add duties. 

• ~lt. Kramer -If it isn't in the municipal section, perhaps it shouldn't go in the 
county section either. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Why don't we leave it for the time being, assuming that you will work 
out some language to provide for vacancies. 

• Mr. RUSBO - I kind of agree that the appointing body should be other than the commis
sion itself. Let's say the charter commission is just elected and a vacancy occurs. 
There's no problem in filling that vacancy but as the charter commission goes along 
and the� lines get drawn as to what is going to be policy and then somebody dies then 
the vote� is going to line up--who'e going to come on the team? {·fuo's going to be the 
team that names the guy? It all depends on the timing. I think that maybe the
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legislative body of that muni.c.ipality shouldba able to.make. the_ appoio.tmertt..r 

Mr. Gotherman - There are many possible choices--the mayor, the council, the governor, 
the General Assembly. The mayor may not want anybody, because he doesn't like the 
idea of a charter. 

Mrs. Orfirer - The more we discuss it the more I agree that we have to be realistic 
about this and just because we've done it in one place there's no obligation to do 
it in another. Should a defeated. charter be able to be resubmitted? If so, how 
many times? When? In its original form or altered? You realize what we did in 
the county. We obViously felt a strong need because counties have not been able to 
adopt charters. We wanted to make it possible for them to resubmit them without 
going through the whole process again. Is this kind of thing a problem for munici
palities or not? 

Mr. Pokorny - Cost factors are involved. Ours was about $88,000. 

Mrs. Orfirer - It hasn't been difficult, has it, to adopt a city charter? 

Mr. Gotherman - Resubmission has been tried, but they had to have the whole process 
again. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Can we provide that it can be resubmitted in an altered form without 
going through the whole process again? 

Mr. Gotherman - It would be difficult to determine what is alteration. 

Mr. Speck - Who provides for it? 

Mrs. Orfirer - The Constitution. 

lolr. Speck • Automatically so? 

l~s. Orfirer - If a charter or amendment submitted by a county charter commission 
are not approved by the electors of the county the charter commission may resubmit 

the same in its original form or as revised by the charter commission, to the electo~s 

of the county at the next succeeding general election or prior thereto at a special . 
election at the time fixed by the charter commission. That's what we recommended. 

~~. Kramer· They have a limited time and they can revise it and resubmit it. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I gather, John, that your objection would be to "resubmit the same 
in its original form." 

Mr. Gotherman - One of the things we hear from voters now is "Oh, they're resubmitting 
that thing and will wear us down until we pass it." This is particularly true of tax 
and school levies. I wonder if we're leaving ourselves open to that kind of criticism 
if we provide. for automatic resubmission without some alteration. 

Mrs. Orfirer - We have one more. The Citizens League suggests that the question of 
calling a charter commission be automatically placed before the voters of a munici
pality (presumably one haVing a charter) every 20 years, just as the question of 
calling a constitutional convention is placed before the voters of the state every 
20 years. Would this be a reasonable alternative to the initiative petition for re
peal? 
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• 
lIr. Gotherman -Charter review is presently un<lertak.en-very -su"Ccessfully without such 
a constitutional provision. 

• 

Mr. Sparlin - I doubt if there was any intention to interfere with present successful 
conditione for charter review. We have acknowledged their success and seen some very 
good work done. But we want to take the other route of having a voter-chosen commis
sion to look at the thing, again, keeping in mind the advisability of creating a 
situation where you wouldn't have a new voter-chosen commission every two years in 
the case of a badly divided community. One would want to preserve the elements of 
stability in municipal government that we have had. Somehow, in the time period to 
get back to that original method of selecting a commission is the goal of this pro
posal. If you could somehow see your way clear as a committee to put that together 

•� with other stroilar proposals I hope that something could come of it.� 

Mr. Kramer - Relative to this question I don't know of any obstacle to providing in 
a municipal charter for the election of a charter review commission. The real ques
tion is whether you can require putting it on the ballot if it is not in the charter. 
So that would require constitutional change. 

•� ~~. Sparlin - The proposal here is that that possibility could somehow be available 

• 

at least at periodic times. I would hope you would put it together with the other 
things under consideration. 1 personally have very good experience with the earnest
nelS and application of locally appointed charter review commissions and in most 
cases they really try to do a good job. Some are wildly unsuccessful but there have 
been some very good ones. 

~~. Kramer - In some cases the municipal council has served a very useful function in 
weeding out some of the unnecessary stuff whereas charter commissions have a tendency 
to feel that they have to justify their existence, by proposing some very picayune 
amendments. 

•� Mr. Gotherman - I think the Constitution is wise in providing that screening process 
by council but perhaps that's not the only thing that ought to be available. 

Bra. Orfirer - I know we've gotten a lot of requests to eliminate this ability of a 
council to not put these things on the ballot. 

•� ~Ir. Kramer - That's not a total obstacle to people getting on what they want. They 
can al~ays do it by petition. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Apparently it isn't easy. 

tt� Mr. Sparlin - There have been some interesting examples here of where a very strong 
local group could come to a charter review commission and beat the bushes for a pro
posal. Then when they have felt they had a good hearing and a chance to discuss all 
the alternatives despite the review commission, nothing was done in answer to this 
request. So there are all kinds of ways of dealing with the public problem. 

•� Mrs. Orfirer - I've heard very persuasive arguments that you have these commissions 
appointed and they work like the devil and come up with amendments and then the 
council just scratches them. And they feel they have a right to see what the charter 
commission has recommended. 

•� 
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Mr. Kramer - In the case you're talking about l'nl sure they were appo~nted by the 
council. These bodies now are advisory to the council. • 

}~s. Orfirer asked ~~. Catherman to respond to the points raised at the meeting 
and in the memorandum. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I'd like to hear from you and your constituents as we move along. 
I'd like your recommendations. There will be many times when we will go along with •what, in their wisdom, they have found to work well. 

The committee will meet 
meeting. 

in Columbus on October 15 following the Commission 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission� 
Local Government Committee� 
October 15, 1973� 

e Summary 

Present at the committee meeting on October 15 were Chairman Orfirer, Repre
senatatives Fry and Speck, and Nr. Ostrum. Also attending ,,,ere staff members Gene 
Kramer and Ann Eriksson, and Hr. John Gotherman of the Ohio lIunicipal League. 

• ~~8. Orfirer began the meeting with the questions about municipal charters 
raised in a memorandum comparing sections 8 and 9 of Article XVIII with the county 
charter sections which have just been adopted by the Commission. 

• 
It was noted that the question of calling a county charter commission can be 

petitioned by 6% of the electors, according to the proposal agreed to by the Commis
sion. Should the percentage also be reduced from 10% to 6% in the Section 8 for 
municipal charter commissions? 

Mr. Gotherman - It doesn't make any difference to us. 

• Hr. Kramer - It is difficult in a large municipality to Get 10%, but it is difficult 
to think of 8 way that would distinguish be~1een large and small municipalities for 
this purpose. 

Mr. Fry - \~e reduced it in the county provisions, and perhaps should do so here to 
be consistent. 

• Mrs. Orfirer - Is there any reason why it should not be reduced? 

• 

11r. Kramer - No great reason. ~IDst county charter attempts have been in the large 
counties and you have large populations to contend with. ~ronicipa1ities of all sizes 
have been able to adopt charters without any particular difficulty. There doesn't 
seem to be a great amount of experience that indicates that this is an unduly burden
some requirement. 

Mr. Fry - Is there any advantage to consistency, counties with municipalities? 

~~s. Orfirer - Municipalities and counties are different types of entities and I 
4t don't think that consistency just for consistency's sake should be the final standard. 

Mr. Ostrum - But we should consider these things we have done in counties as possibly 
relevant to municipalities also. 

It was agreed that the percentage would remain at 10%. 
4t 

It was agreed that the language "as certified by the election authorities of 
the county" '",ould be added in section 8 as the body to determine the validity and 
sufficiency of the petitions. 

Mr. Gotherman - That shifts the burden of establishing the sufficiency of the peti

• tion from council to the board of elections. If the board determines that it is 
sufficient and the city thinks it is not, it shifts to the city the burden of going 
fon~ard with a law suit. Now, that burden is on the petitioners if the council 
thinks the· petition is insufficient. 

• 
Mr. Ostrum - The petitioners will still have that burden if they disagree with the 
board of elections. I~
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Mr. Kramer - There are instances of city council being opposed to what the petitioners 
want to do and rejecting the petition, even though they do not really have adequate 
records to determine whether a person is qualified to sign the petition. 

Mr. Gotherman - He don't have a position on this. 

It was agreed that that provision would be incorporated in the draft. 

The next question was whether the question of electing a charter commission 
could be submitted at each general election. Presently, it can be submitted only at 
a regular municipal election, which is every other year, not every year. The change 
was agreed to on the basis that it might cut down on the number of special elections. 

The next question was whether the question of calling a charter commission must 
be submitted to the board of elections 95 days before the election, as proposed by 
the Secretary of State, rather than 60 days as presently provided. 

Mrs.Orfirer stated that the Secretary of State's office had been contacted for 
the reasons why this change is recommended. She read a summary of his response: 

"H1s reason is that 60 days is not enough time to take the necessary steps for 
candidates to get their names on the ballot. The ordinance calling for the question 
to be placed on the ballot must also provide for election of members to the charter 
commission at the same election. With the election of 15 members, there are often 
several slates of persons who file together. Some city councils also provide for 
write-in candidates so that the board of elections must make special provisions on 
the ballot for all these names and spaces. 

"The Secretary of State's office does receive complaints from boards of elections 
. that 60 days is not enough time. He realizes that city councils which do not meet 

during the summer would no longer have the possibility of acting early in September 
to place this question on the ballot. He feels that it is, nevertheless, important 
to allow the additional time for the board of elections to prepare for the election. 

"HUh respect to the maximum time, presently 120 and he recommended it be� 
changed to 140 days, he has no strong feelings about this--in fact, he does not know� 
why a maximum time is needed.� 

"The large number of persons, 15, to be elected to a charter commission is a� 
disadvantage because the voters have 80 many names to choose from, it ties up the� 
voting facilities, and makes a "horrendous" job of counting the ballots, especially� 
if write-in candidates are permitted." .� 

Mrs. Orfirer - It seems to me that protecting the rights of the citizens is more� 
important than convenience for the board of elections. If we can do both at the� 
same time, fine. But good government should not be sacrificed for the convenience� 
of the board of elections.� 

Mr. Gotherman - Councils have the problem that it is not an easy job to take through� 
the council the question of whether or not a charter commission shall be chosen.� 
Sometimes it passes quickly, but sometimes it is very controversial, and the vote� 
will be close. Our position would be that the election authorities haven't been� 
doing that bad a job in the past, they have been making the deadlines. They may� 
not like them because they are caused to act more promptly than they ordinarily do,� 
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but it's more important to a11o," those issues to go on the ballot on a timely 
basis than to meet the desires of the election officials. It's a question of bal
ancing which is more important, although I do not think it is a critical issue. 
Ninety-five days is a long lead time for the election authorities. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Do we need an outside time? 

}~. Fry - I'd like to explore a little more the advantages of some consistency between 
the county and the municipal sections. I can see those who oppose county charters 
sayine, why should we permit 6% on petitions for counties and require 10% for munici
palities? What is wrong with making that 6%? When we get back into the full Commis
slon, it would seem to me to make sense to be able to show some consistency in the 
approach unless there is a good reason not to do so. 

Mr. Gotherman - You might find yourself in the position of taking away from the mu
nicipalities something that was never there in the case of counties because they 
didn't have it. For example, there has been little use of county charter procedures, 
but municipal charter commissions have worked out their own procedures and organiza
tion. Some of these procedures have been rather strenuous--such as the 2/3 majority 
requirement that some have adopted. If you say, as you did for counties, that the 

General Assembly will prOVide procedures, then you are denying a power which is 
presently being exercised by municipal charter commissions. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Reducing 107. to 6% wouldn't be taking anything away from cities, it 
would be giVing something to the people who are petitioning for a charter commission. 

Mr. Gotherman - Right. I am talking about the general principle of changing the 
municipal charter sections just for the sake of consistency. This is a source of 
diuent if it means that some kinds of things will be taken away just to be consist
ent with the county sections. 

Mrs. Orf1rer - Hhere it makes a difference to municipalities, we will not conform 
just for the sake of consistency; we will discuss each point on its own merits. 
Since there so seem to be some reasons for reducing the 10% to 6% as the number of 
signatures necessary for a petition on the question of calling a charter commission, 
shall we agree to that change? 

I t was agreed to. 

It was also agreed to leave the time before the minimum election at 60 days and 
remove the maximum time. 

Mrs. Orfirer - The county recommendations tie the time of the election to the certif
ication of the ordinance to the election authorities whereas in the municipal section, 
it is the time of passage of the ordinance by council. 

Hr. Gotherman - He have a problem in changing to certification. It's not a great 
problem, but it is a p~actical one. Most city councils just have a part-time clerk 
of council. The passage of an ordinance is clearly determinable, recorded in the 
records of council. l'fuen it's certified is less clear--the clerk could, by neglect 
or even purposefully, fail to certify or even in due course it might take a week to 
certify to the board of elections. It is probably safer to rely on the passage date 
rather than the certification date. It leaves open the question of when is the cer
tification date. These things usually fall toward whatever deadline is fixed. 
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~lrs. Orfirer - Aren't there statutes relating to certification of ordinances to the 
election authorities? Don't they have to be done in a certain period_~£ time? 

Mr. Kramer - There is no specific provision on this question. I think the argument 
goes the other way--now we have no deadline specified as to when this goes to the 
board of elections. The board of elections could, if they decide they don't have 
enough time, reject it, although I do not believe that has ever happened. Requiring 
certification to the board of elections by a specific time is the same kind of re
quirement that's made for tax levies, bond issues, etc. The ordinary case is that 
submission to the board of elections is the deadline rather than action by council 
itself • 

Mrs. Orfirer - Shall we include this recommendation? 

It was agreed to recommend that the deadline be the certification of the or
dinance to the election authorities rather than passage of the ordinance. 

Mrs. Orfirer - The next question is whether we should have the submission of the 
charter commission question only at a general election. 

Mr. Gotherman - tIe have a strong objection to eliminating the special election here. 
The usual argument--that fewer people vote at special and primary elections--really 
doesn't hold much water when you are talking about a municipal charter election be
cause it's such an overriding issue and so controversial and so well publicized in 
the community that there is no question that all people interested in the charter 
issue come out and vote. On the other hand, at a general election, you pick up a 
lot of people who have no idea about the municipal question but come out to vote 
simply because they come out to vote every November. 

~a. Ostrum - A special election could be the primary, couldn't it? 

Hr. Catherman .. Yes. 

Mr. Kramer - This would be taking away something that exists now.. -the ability to 
place the question to the voters at a special election. 

Mr. Gotherman - Another problem would be that villages making the transition from 
Village to city always wait until the last year to decide whether they want to become 
a statutory plan city, or a charter city. To permit them to elect a charter commis
sion only at a general election would require them to have a greater lead time or 
they would have to make a double transition. 

~~. Kramer - The number of special elections on the question of electing a charter 
commission is relatively small, anyway. The special election on the charter itself 
is Muchmore prevalent. 

Mr. Fry - This question comes up in school questions all the time--most people don't 
care and it's really only those who feel strongly for or against who should vote 
an~fay. It gives those who are organized an advantage. 

~~. Ostrum - If we keep the special election but eliminate the maximum time, do we 
need the expression "within the time aforesaid tl ? 

Mrs. Or£1rer - If there were nothing there now, I would tend to think we should not 
permit the special question, but unless there is a good reason to change, my 
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inclination would be to leave it the way it is. 

Hr. Fry - I can see good arguments on that side, also. 

It was agreed to keep the special election but reword the sentence to eliminate 
"within the time aforesaid ll since the maximum time is being eliminated. There should 
be 60 days beb~een the passage of the ordinance, or certification to the election 
authorities, and the election, whether general or special. 

Brs. Orfirer - Since the county recommendations do not now include a recommendation 
to reduce the number of charter commissioners to not less than 7 nor more than 15, 
rather than requiring 15, I aSSume that we do not want to make that change here either. 

It was so agreed. 

~~8. Orfirer - The next point is the prov~s10n for candidates. There are no present 
constitutional provisions regarding municipal charter commission candidates. The 
county recommendations require petitions signed by 1% to be filed 75 days before the 
election. 

Nr. Catherman - Presently, the ordinance refers to procedures established in the elec
tion procedures. The problem might be some unusual procedures in the ordinance that 
the board of elections does not otherwise ordinarily encounter. But it is easy enough 
for them to read the ordinance. 

Hr. Fry - One per cent of the electors doesn't sound like too many, though. 

Mr. Kramer - No, it isn't. Of course the "75 days" would have to be changed in con
formity with the other provisions. I don't know of any reason why minimum provisions 
like this could not be prOVided in the Constitution--there is nothing burdensome 
about it, and the municipal attorney drafting the ordinance could look to the Consti
tution for direction as easily as to some other city's ordinance. It would then be 
a uniform procedure that all boards of election uould know about. It would be sim
ilar to the second paragraph of Article X) Section 4. 

Hr. Fry - I have great respect for letting cities do "'hat they want,. but it seems to 
me that if there is no unfairness in this and lole can do it without taking away any· 
thing from anybody. 

Mrs. Eriksson - This provision was incorporated in the county provisions after some 
years of experience with the municipal sections, and I think that whoever drafted 
the county provisions must have used the municipal sections as a base and then added 
things about which there had been some problems or questions. 

Mr. Cotherman suggested that the 60 days before the election be changed to 75) 
and that the deadline for candidates to file be fixed at 60 days before the election. 

It was so agreed, and agreed to add the provision for candidates filing peti
tions with 1% signatures. 

lIrs. Orfirer - In the county recommendations) lIe have eliminated the provision that 
no charter commission member can hold other public office. 
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Hr. Ostrum - If we eliminate that here, do t~e also llant to include the affirmative 
language so that there will be uniformity with respect to all public officers? 

It was agreed to insert the same language in the municipal sections. 

Hr. Gotherman agreed that it would be a good idea to clarify that point, be�
cause every· tUne a councilman is elected to a charter commission, the question is� 
raised whether he forfeits his council seat.� 

It was agreed to add the provision that a charter must be adopted by a majority 
of the authorized number of members of the charter commission for submission to the 
voters. 

The next provision discussed was the submission of the charter within one year 
after the election of the commission. It was agreed that this should be extended to 
113 months. Hr. Gotherman stated that, even without the technical problem of "one 
year" when the next general election is more than 365 days from the election of the 
charter commissioners, many charter commissions feel that the job cannot be completed 
in that period of time, and need additional time to do a thorough job. Especially 
when some time must be allowed for public comment and study before the election. 

Brs. Orfirer - Helre now at the provision that the charter must be certified not less 
than 75 days before the election. 

t~. Kramer - If 13 months is provided for doinG the work, it would not seem burdensome 
to get the charter to the board of elections 75 days before the time of the election. 

It was so agreed. 

The next provision is mailing or otherllise distributing a copy of the proposed 
charter prior to the election. 

Nr. Gotherman - He have a technical problem 't'lith this provision. He are not sure 
much thought went into the original constitution on the difference between registra
tion counties and nonregistration counties, poll books, whether you are required to 
send the charter to people you know are dead or no longer living there but their 
names are on the poll books, particularly in nonregistration counties. l~elve had a 
few charters that have been attacked on the basis that proper notice was not given 
because the technical requirements of this section were not met. l~e think it should 
be clear that this notice is an attempt to notify everybody but that it does not i 

actually require that every person be notified. For example, a husband and wife living 
in the same house, can one charter addressed to both of them jointly be sent, or do 
you have to send one copy to each person? 

It was noted that both the original lancuage regarding distributing of in
itiated constitutional amendments and the language in the county charter sections 
call for mailing or other distribution "as may be reasonably possiblei1 thus preclud
ing the holding up for technical reasons if the distribution is reasonable. It was 
agreed to add such language in the municipal section. 

Mrs. Orfirer - lJe now get to the new matters that were added to the county provisions. 
The first is a provision for repeal or for repeal and adoption of a new charter at 
the same time. 
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Mr. Kramer - The problem here is whether we shou ld provi_de for repeal and adoption 
of & new charter or whether you can adopt a new charter by the amendment procedure. 
We didn't reach a conclusion at the last meeting. We can provide for a simple repeal 
as we have done in the county recommendations. 

Mr. Gotherman - Our group thought it would be fine to provide for repeal and repeal 
and enactment of a new charter at the same time, and also for the grouping of amend
ments so that you would have maximum flexibility in how you wanted to present things 
to the voters. So that you could repeal; repeal and enact; or amend and group the 
amendments. 

Mrs. Orfirer - What do you mean by grouping amendments? 

Mr. Gotherman - If you are dealing with taxation, for example, that might take four 
articles of the charter. We would like to be able to group those together for just 
one vote. 

Mr. Kramer - We provided in the county section for grouping of amendments as long 
as they relate to one subject. The judgment question is what is one subject? 

Mr. Gotherman - If there 1s an issue about grouping, the Constitution ought to resolve 
it in favor of grouping rather than otherwise. 

Mr. Kramer read the one subject per amendment provision from the county section. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I move we lift that wording and insert it here. What is the county 
wording on repeal and repeal and adoption of a new charter? 

Mr. Kramer - It provides that amendments to a county charter or the question of the 
repeal thereof may also be submitted in the manner provided for submission of the 
question whether a charter commission shall be chosen. If you want to get rid of 
your charter, either a 2/3 vote of the legislative authority or upon a petition, you 
can submit the question, shall the charter be repealed? 

Mr. Gotherman - You could also in the same fashion submit the question of repeal and 
re-enactment which is really just a complicated amendment. 

Mr. Kramer - You could elect a charter commission and put on the ballot the repeal 
of the old one and adoption of a new one at the same time. 

Mr. Gotherman - So many t~es a charter revision commission makes so many suggestions 
that they have, in essence, written a new charter. Not everything is new but a great 
many things are. So you could have a new charter without electing a charter commis
sion because you have a charter review commission and they submit their recommenda
tions to council and they can put it on the ballot as an amendment. 

Mr. Kramer - In the case of municipalities, we have a separate section dealing with 
amendments. In this section, we could add repeal and adoption, and save the ques
tions about amendment for Section 9. The county section has everything in one sectiop. 

Mrs. Orftrer - We will add the provisions for repeal, etc. in this section and deal 
with the amending questions in Section 9. The next provision is one about submission 
of a charter directly by petition of a percentage of the voters. At the last meeting, 
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we agreed to add that to the municipal section. 

Mr. Gotherman - We have strong opposition to that idea. It would permit police and 
fire organizations and other vested interest groups to put their version of what 
city government ought to be on the ballot as a specific charter without requiring 
them to go through the deliberative process of haVing the merits of their reasoning 
aired over a period of time and giving the people the right to elect their own 
charter commission. In recent years we have had a lot of experience with police 
and fire organizations going to the people with amendments and this would enable 
them to go with their own charter. They do not have difficulty in most instances 
in getting 10%. Any dissident or vested interest group could cause a particular 
structure for the government to be voted on. The same thing is true of the council-
they should not be permitted to submit their own charter. 

Mr. Kramer - But since you can group amendments, what is to stop a police or fire 
organization from submitting drastic alteration to the form of government in the 
form of a group of amendments which are very extensive? 

Mr. Gotherman - It is possible for that to happen. At least it is limited to those 
things you can do by amendment and it is limited to those cities which already have 
charters adopted by what we believe is the better process--a charter commission. 

Mr. Ostrum - How about the legislative authority submitting its own charter? 

Mr. Gotherman - Our group feels that neither the council nor a group of people 
should be able to submit a charter directly and avoid the deliberative process of 
a charter commission. In Celina, for example, the council might submit a charter 
taking all the power away from the mayor because they do not get along. You would 
always be fighting this issue of somebody putting their charter on the ballot. 

It was agreed that there would not be a provision for direct submission of a 
cha'rter by either the legislative authority nor by petition. 

Mrs. Orfirer - The next question is whether action by the legislative authority 
should be necessary in order to submit the question of electing a charter commission? 

Mr. Kramer - The ordinance does provide for a number of matters about the election, 
and is not just a perfunctory thing. You could provide for the procedures either in 
the Constitution or by statute rather than in the ordinance. Then if the petition 
is 9igned by the 6% of the people, it would go directly to the board of elections 
and the council would have no part in it. 

Mrs. Orfirer • What would be the reason for this? In case city council is opposed 
to the idea of electing a charter commission? 

Mr. Kramer - Yes. We have in the county sections the provision that the legislative 
authority must pass an ordinance, to provide for matters having to do with the elec
tion not otherwise provided for. 

Mrs. Eriksson - By providing that the sufficiency of the signatures be checked by 
the elections authorities rather than by city council, since city council is man
dated to submit the question if there are sufficient valid signatures on the petition, 
you have probably eliminated the major element of control that city council has over 
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submission of the question, anyway. The council can be mandamused to submit the 
question if there are sufficient valid signatures on the petition. 

It was agreed not to make the change since there is no compelling reason to 
do so. The next question was whether authority should be provided for charter com
mission candidates to run as a slate. 

Mr. Kramer - The names appear individually on the ballot and you have to vote in
dividually, but you only need to get a person to sign one petition instead of 15. 
The 1% requirement would not change the present practice, and there is no need to 
add anything to the constitution since that is the way it presently works. The 
Secretary of State has always provided that type of resolution--for a slate of can
didates to be nominated by one petition, but voted on separately. 

Mrs. Orfirer - The next question is whether the constitution should make any provi
sion for the expenses of a charter commission or for election of officers and other 
procedural matters? 

It was agreed to add the sentence requiring the payment of expenses. 

Mrs. Orfirer - How about the other provision--that the General Assembly may pass 
laws providing for the organization and procedures of county charter commissions, 
including the filling of vacancies? 

Mr. Cotherman - We would object to giving the General Assembly power to pass laws 
regulating the rules and procedures of charter commissions. We don't know what 
kinds of restrictions the General Assembly would place on them. As it is, they all 
adopt their own rules and procedures and we really haven't had great problems with 
doing it this way. You probably will raise more technical issues if you let the 
General Assembly get into it with complicated, rigid procedures than if you allow 
charter commissions to determine their own procedures. We really don't have any 
problems except for vacancies. 

Mrs. Eriksson - vfuat does usually happen when a vacancy occurs? 

Mr. Gotherman - They just don't fill it. 

~~. Kramer - I don't disagree but perhaps my expectations about what the General 
Assembly would do about it are different. I think the General Assembly would not 
act on this unless they were asked by somebody to act--it's not mandatory, it just 
says that laws may be passed. 

Mr. Cotherman - My thinking is that we would have a statute on it, especially as we 
have new members in the Ceneral Assembly coming off city council who are more con
cerned than in the past with the details, legislative and administrative, of city 
affairs. I see a lot of statutes coming our way on what a charter commission mayor 
may not do, publication requirements, etc. It really works well now because it is 
flexible. Suppose a charter commission wants to have a 2/3 vote requirement •. 11any 
would still want to do this at least to add things in a preliminary draft. 

Mr. Kramer - It is possible, of course, that even under the present constitution the 
2/3 vote for submission of a charter would be unconstitutional. The common law with 
respect to deliberative bodies is a simple majority and there is a question whether 
you can require more in the absence of something in the constitution. The General 
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Assembly could provide a set of procedures for a charter commission which would apply 
in the absence of a different set of rules adopted by the commission itself. 

Mrs. Eriksson - If the only real problem is filling vacancies, why not just provide 
for that or provide that laws may be passed to provide for the f1lling of vacancies? 

Mrs. Orfirer - Why don't we provide that the mayor or council should fill vacancies? 

Mr. Kramer - I think it is a legislative matter. The General Assembly may provide 
one way of filling vacancies and experience will show that it's better to do it 
another way and it's easier to change the law than the constitution. 

}~s. Orfirer - We haven't brought the General Assembly in any place bere so far, so 
why should we here? Shouldn't this be as self-executing as possible? 

Mr. Kramer - The self-executing theory goes to making it possible to get a charter 
drafted and on the ballot without reference to any other law, but I do not think that 
some of these details about elections end filling vacancies on the charter commission, 
once elected, should have to be self-executing. 

Mr. Gotherman - There are two points of view--we think the charter commission can do 
this 8S adequately and perhaps more adequately than the General Assembly. Some mem
bers of the General Assembly aren't that anxious to see charters adopted. 

}~. Kramer - With the filling of a vacancy, it seems to me you must have some pre
existing procedures. If you have several occurring at once, the question is whether 
you fill one and he participates in filling the next, etc. The problem with the com
mission itself dealing with that question is that it is not likely to come up until 
the situation occurs. Nor many have enough foresight to adopt such rules at the be
ginning. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Uhy not provido that the charter commission shall provide for filling 
vacancies upon election? 

~. Kramer - It seems to me that's cluttering the constitution. 

Mr. Ostrum - Even though we did insert that sentence in the county section, I~d just 
as soon leave it out unless there is a good reason to put it in. 

It was agreed that, at the present time, a vacancy on the municipal charter com
mission cannot be filled. 

Mr. Gotherman - There are people in the General Assembly who would make it as tough 
as possible to operate a charter commission. They may come from a noncharter city 
and may not wish to see the politics of that community changed. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I think that my vote would be against bringing the General Assembly 
into this. 

It was agreed to hold that question open until the next committee meeting. 

The next question was whether a defeated charter could be resubmitted and under 
what circumstances? 
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It was suggested that the defeated charter could be resubmitted in its original 
form or as changed by the charter commission within 13 months of the date of the elec
tion on the original. It was so agreed. 

The next question was the suggestion that the question of calling a charter� 
commission be automatically placed before the voters every 20 years. This idea was� 
rejected.� 

Mrs. Orfirer - There is one more point--whether the changes suggested by a charter 
review commission should go directly on the ballot and not be subject to city council. 
Many review commissions feel that after all the time they have taken to deliberate on 
the charter and study it, they should have the right to go directly to the people and 
not have their work reviewed or altered by city council. 

Mr. Kramer - That really should be part of Section 9. 

Mr. Gotherman - Would you consider one further thing that is not in your proposals-
to permit the charter commission to submit the charter directly to the election au
thorities rather than to city council, because the council has to take time to pass 
an ordinance and they may run into problems getting it to the election authorities 
on time; often they have to pass such an ordinance as an emergency and may have dif
ficulty doing that. We would like to eliminate the idea that there might be some 
discretion in the council after the charter is drafted whether it is to be submitted. 
We'd like to see it submitted directly with some provision for changes if they find 
there's a typing error in it. 

It was agreed to so provide in the section for direct submission. There was� 
discussion how to provide for correcting errors up until a time - suggested 30 days �
before the election when an exact copy of the charter must be distributed. It was� 
agreed that such a provision would be drafted before the next meeting.� 

The committee then turned to Section 9 of Article XVI. 

Mr. Gotherman noted that some question has been raised about whether notice of 
charter amendments is required because of the use of the word "may" in this section, 
but it was agreed that this was not a serious problem. 

It was agreed that amendments could be petitioned by 6% rather than 10% of the 
electors, to conform with action just taken in section 8 for petitioning for the 
question of electing a charter commission. It was also agreed to have the validity 
of petitions checked by the election authorities rather than by city council. 

The next question was whether a charter review commission should be provided 
for whose recommendations could go directly to the voters or council could be required 
to place them on the ballot. 

Mr. Gotherman - l~e feel strongly that the charter review commission should be advisory 
to council, just as the Constitutional Revision Commission is an advisory body to the 
General Assembly. If a charter review commission feels that council treated them 
badly, as citizens they can organize a campaign and set petitions signed to propose 
their amendments and then council is required to place them on the ballot. Experience 
has shown that some review commissions start out theypropose extensive revisions to 
the charter just because they want to change things, not for any really good reason. 
Then council didn't think that was in order and didn't adopt all their recommendations. 
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But they can still put it on by petition if they feel strongly about it. We also 
thought that you shouldn't try to structure a review commission in the Constitution 
because almost every charter has some provision for it. Let the charter decide how 
they are to be selected and so forth. Some charters even say that they will submit 
the review commission's recommendations directly to the people, and those charters 
may be invalid to that extent because it provides a different method for amending 
the charter than is provided in the Constitution. 

Mrs. Eriks.on - Once a city has a charter, can the question ever be put under section 
8 to elect a charter commission? 

Mr. Gotherman - No, but the charter itself could provide for an elected commission. 
We don't think that should be structured in the Constitution. 

Mr. Kramer - But the question is unanswered as to, if you have an existing charter, 
how do you get rid of it and get a new charter? Under the procedures for charter 
review commissions, you are always limited to the amendment process and the one sub
ject per amendment. 

Mr. Gotherman - I don't think a charter could provide for electing a charter review 
commission which would write a whole new charter, to be put directly on the ballot. 
The only way to revise a charter is to amend it, by a 2/3 vote of councilor a peti
tion to place the amendments on the ballot. 

Mr. Kramer - You can't really submit a new charter. It has to be through groups of 
amendments. 

~~. Cotherman - If you repeal a charter, then you have no charter and have to start 
allover again with the election of a new charter commission. 

l1r. Kramer - What we want to suggest is a procedure for the repeal and the enactment 
of an entirely new charter at the same time. 

Mr. Gotherman - And we would want to provide for it within the structure of the 
charter itself. tibat we want to avoid are constitutional provisions which trigger 
an automatic disruption of city government. The Constitution should not promote 
flipping from one form of government to another. If there is some demonstrated need 
to change the form of government, a way can be found. But some people just like to 
come up with changes just to make changes. We need to have some stability. 

~~s. ETiksson - The question is on the ballot every 20 years to call a convention to 
revise the state Constitution, and people do not react favorably to it. 

Mr. Gotherman - The state Constitution is more sacred than city charters, and people 
are more reluctant to change it. The votes on a city charter can be very close, and 
it can be very easy to promote change. 

Mrs. Orfirer - If you have a group of citizens dissatisfied with the present govern
ment, hm~ do they get a vote on repeal of the existing charter and immediate enactment 
of a new charter? 

Mr. Gotherman - By amendment. 
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Mr. Kramer - You would have to authorize them to submit the new charter directly by 
petition and this charter if approved would replace the old one. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Can a charter commission be in session preparing a new charter while 
the old charter is still in operation? 

Mr. Gotherman - A charter review commission can do that but charter revi~~ commist 

sions are provided for by the charter not by the Constitution. The charter review 
commission may be working on a new charter and they will go to the council with 
that and council will put it on the ballot as an amendment. You then get into the 
tangle of whether or not those amendments are linked together sufficiently to permit 
only one vote t but that is being done presently. 

t 

Urs. Eriksson - Are charter review commissions ever elected? 

Mr. Gotherman - I don't know of any that have been, but I don't know any reason why 
they couldn't be. 

~~s. Orfirer - What I want to get away from is the city council that doesn't want to 
see the charter changed and thus refuses to put the review commission's recommenda
tions on the ballot. 

~~. Gotherman - It's the same as with the Constitutional Revision Commission-- the 
General Assembly didn't want a constitutional convention any more than city council 
wants a charter review commission going directly to the people with a new form of 
governmemt. A lack of disruption of government. 

Mrs. Orfirer - But the people could have voted for a convention. I want some way 
besides the petition of going around a reluctant city council. 

Mr. Kramer - He could simply permit the election of a charter commission even where 
you have a charter. They would be charter commissions of the kind provided for in 
section 8. 

Mr. Gotherman - The Citizens League suggestion of placing the question on the ballot 
every 20 years is better than allowing this to be done promiscuously. We have some 
cities that would change every couple of years if you allowed it to happen that often. 

~~. Kramer - But you can change now from mayor-council to city manager by amendment 
if you want to. 

Mr. Gotherman - Yes, but it is more difficult. 

It was agreed that there was need for a constitutional amendment to permit the 
repeal and enactment of a new charter at the same time, as an amendment to the old 
chA~ter, and it was further agreed that alternate drafts would be prepared for the 
n~xt meeting setting forth the possibilities of an elected charter review commission 
Vhose product would go directly to the voters. 

~~. Gotherman - You could clarify what is an amendment. 'le would like to see you 
permit the repeal and re-enactment and the grouping of amendments. If you say it 
correctly, it really won't make any~fference when the amendments become so exten
sive as tn conBtitute 8 new charter. 
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Mr. l<ramer - It does make a difference if ypu abandon altogether the idea that 
people should not be required to vote separately on disparate amendments. Should 
they be required to accept some restrictions on zoning to get the change in the • 
form of government they want? 

Mr. Gotherman - That language about one amendment is not in the municipal section, 
but the restriction seems to apply anyway, at least in the minds of council. We 
think the Constitution should negate that issue and allow a revised charter to be 
voted on whether it is grouped amendments or repeal and re-enactment. With one • 
vote. 

~~. Speck - I think you should permit one vote on the Whole package. Otherwise. 
when you start cleaning up on a piecemeal basis, I think it's almost impossible. 
Politically, you often have to make some compromises. And I think that is the only 
way to get the things you are interested in through. • 
~~. Ostrum - As long as the voters understand what they are voting on. 

ttt. Speck - When you have so many issues, they become very confusing to the voters. 
I really don't understand how they got all those things through in 1912. • 

It was agreed that a new draft would be prepared prior to the next meeting. 
with alternate language on the points still in doubt. 

The committee will meet on Thursday, November 8, beginning at 1:30 p.m. in 
Columbu8. • 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Local Government Committee 
November 3, 1973 

Sununary 

Present at the committee meeting on November 3 were committee members Mrs. 
Orfirer, Chairman, Representatives Fry and Speck, and Messrs. Ostrum, Heminger, and 
Carson. Also participating in the discussion were ~~. Gotherman. Ohio Municipal 
League, and Dr. Frederick Stocker, Professor of Economics and Public Administration 
at Ohio State University. 

Dr. Stocker had been invited to give the committee an overview of local govern
ment structure and services in order to. initiate the discussion of home rule and 
intergovernmental relations. 

Dr. Stocker began with a description of the range of goods and services which 
people need or desire, and the level at which decisions regarding those goods and 
services are, or can be, or should be made. For example, he said, a person who 
wishes to repaper a-bathroom wall makes the selection of paper himself, and makes 
his own arrangements for having the room papered. At the other extreme national 
defense i8 a concern of the entire nation. - No individual is responsible for de
fending himself against foreign enemies, nor is any level of government between the 
individual and the national government. Dr. Stocker discussed goods and services 
as containing "negative externalities", that is, being entirely internal to the per
son or group making the decision and having no effects on persons outside that group, 
or as containing "positive externalities", that is, containing "spillovers" or effects 
which go beyond the person or group making the decision. 

tIith respect to goods and services generally provided by governments, he noted 
that police and fire protection and water supply, at least some aspects of all 
three of these services, can adequately be supplied by small municipalities or 
neighborhoods. He indicated that the best arrangement is to permit local communities 
to do what they want to do, as long as they can pay for it, and as long as there are 
no spillovers into other communities. Following this theory, he said that he felt 
that water fluoridation was such a decision that could be left to local decision 
unless it is demonstrated that there are health problem spillovers that make it 
necessary for the decision to be made by a larger community, such as the state. 

He noted that political subdivision boundaries are usually drawn, initially, 
in order to internalize the benefits of a substantial number of services while, at 
the same t~e, providing a general form of government which is accountable to the 
people who elect the officials. However, he said, such boundaries tend to obsolesce 
and are difficult to change, and therefore there is need for flexibility in the ar
rangements for providing goods and services on a local level. 

Several methods exist for providing such flexibility. The service areas them
selves can be changed through annexation of territory, consolidation or merger, or 
interlocal contracts. Functions and responsibilities can be shifted from one level 
of government to another. In addition, there is need to allow for substantive powers 
in sublocal units, on the level of neighborhoods. Some zoning decisions, for exa~ple, 

might be left to units which are smaller than the municipality but within the munici
pality. 

Functions should be shifted to the state when the benefits (or disadvantages) 
which flow from the particular service become so large that they can no longer be 
effectively regulated or provided at a local level.
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Education is an example of a service which is highly regulated by the state 

because the benefits or disadvantages from purely local control are not locally 
confined. • 

In discussing the fiscal aspects of providing services by government, Dr. Stocker 
noted that the need for the service and the ability to pay for it sometimes do not 
coincide within the boundaries of the subdivision set up to provide that service, and 
then the state or some other governmental unit must step in. The problem with the 
poor, he noted, is that they have money neither for private nor for public goods and .. 
services, and cannot, therefore, levy taxes on themselves sufficient to provide the 
necessary public services. Moreover, a low level of public services in one unit of 
government has adverse spillovers on the rest of the society. Therefore, if the 
state mandates a certain level of services, it must be accompanied with matching 
funds, taking into account the fiscal capacity of the individual units of government 
which are to provide the services. Provision of money from the state or federal • 
government may be in the form of grants or individual payments to individuals, but 
must have the effect of providing equality among rich and poor communities with 
respect to the minimum level of services which is mandated. 

In his opinion, it is not necessary to provide a tax base which is at all times 
large enough to enable the collection of sufficient moneys from taxation to provide • 
the minimum necessary services. Indeed, he feels that this may not even be desirable. 
Re feels that it is appropriate for there to be greater variation among local units 
that would be afforded by such a system, and there the maximum amount of option and 
flexibility should be maintained locally. Therefore, although some functions must 
be moved to a regional or state level, he believes that many things should be kept 
locally even though some equalization is necessary because of the inability of some • 
local units to provide sufficient money themselves, 

In summary, he noted three things which should be kept in mind in devising 
local government structures which can provide the necessary services to citizens: 
local control of the decision-making, insofar as possible; efficiencies of scale 
where they exist; and fiscal capacity. • 

The committee then turned to a review of the outline of discussion on home rule 
which had been provided. The first question raised by the outline was whether the 
state has sufficient power, under present interpretations of the home rule prOVisions 
of the Constitution, to enact laws to solve urban problems. Specific areas mentioned 
were zoning, land use. and planning; transportation; crime and law enforcement;. 
housing; pollution; water supply; waste disposal; welfare, recreation, parks and 
open space; economic development and job opportunities; and health. Except in the 
field of transportation, where there is some doubt about the ability of the General 
Assembly to confer the power of eminent domain on a transportation authority to be 
exercised against municipal incorporation property, the discussion did not reveal 
any substantial problems in any of these areas. It 

The next point on the outline raised the question whether home rule provisions 
Should not be altered, even though they may not impede state power, in order to make 
it clear that the General Assembly has paramount power in order to avoid lawsuits 
on the questions of whether a particular power is one of local self-government, or 
whether a particular ordinance conflicts with state law in some area of police power. • 
The outline noted that this could be done by making the action of the General Assembly 
final, as is done in the Illinois constitution, upon the agreement of 60% of both 
houses. The burden of determining whether something is a matter of local self-gov
ernment or not would be shifted from the courts to the legislature. 
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After some discussion, the staff was asked to review all the cases which have 
involved an interpretation of section 3 of Article XVIII to ascertain which were 
related to interpreting "local self-government" or wheth~r a particular ordinance 
conflicted with state law in order to determine how great the burden has been on 
the courts, and whether it would be desirable, in the future, to shift this burden 
to the legislature. A request was also made to draft some language suitable to 
clarify the local powers. 

The next suggestion on the outline was that, even though the state is not 
prevented by home rule from taking necessary actions, should the Constitution be 
altered to make particular presently shared state-local functions, particular 
ones exclusively the duty of the state. Transportation is one such suggested function. 

Dr. Stocker - t~en you say state take it over, does that mean that there would be 
no leeway for local add-ons or variations--that everything would have to be done by 
state agency, by state law? 

Mrs. Eriksson - Transportation is partly now, of course, a state function but never
theless local communities do provide for local streets, etc. I was thinking more 
about mass transportation, maybe rail transit, and making a provision for state 
mass transportation just as we have for state highways. 

Dr. Stocker - That wouldn't be exclusively the duty and responsibility of the state? 

Mrs. Eriksson - I think it would depend on how the legislature conceived the need 
of the people of the state. 

Mr. Heminger - Maybe the General Assembly would just say that municipalities must 
provide 'mass transit systems. 

There was discussion about whether the General Assembly should mandate units 
of local government to provide services without assisting them financially. It was 
noted that if, for example, transportation were made a state function, it could be 
provided by the state legislature providing for state operation of part of the 
system, as it presently provides for state highways, and local operation of part 
of the system. Similar provisions could be made for a mass transportation system. 

It was noted that the Ohio Constitution presently places a responsibility for 
education on the state, as well as for maintaining institutions for the insane, 
blind, and deaf and dumb. 

Dr. Stocker - I think Ann is raising the question as to whether the Constitution 
ought to mandate the state to get involved, maybe not exclusively, but involved 
in some way, in certain functions. l~at puzzles me is, is there some reason to 
think that the people would be more likely to mandate the state to get involved 
in something than there is to think that the legislature would move into that area 
through legislation 1f they have the power to do so? If the state ought to assume 
the entire and total responsibility for a function-wi thim< welfare is the clearest 
case-wand even that would be a mistake if to do so would deny a county the right to 
add on a levy if they wanted to. 

~~s. Eriksson - At the New York constitutional convention they debated the welfare 
question and I donlt knm~ that the question of denying local government the power 
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to do additional things was as central as the question of trying ~o force the state 
to do something. 

Dr. Stocker - The situation is quite different in New York. The Illinois situation 
was different on this other matter. In New York the responsibility for welfare fi
nancing still resides, I believe, at the local level. New York City carries its own 
and that's what they were probably speaking to. I don't think that's relevant to 
Ohio. Speaking in abstract and conceptual terms I think the only basis on which you 
could rationalize making something exclusively a state responsibility with no oppor
tunity for local variance is if we were to argue that there is no part of thatac
tlvity that is purely local. Therefore we cannot permit any local government to 
do something different or additional because the benefits are not purely local. 
It's entirely statewide in its scope. That's a very difficult position to maintain. 

Mrs. orfirer .. It seems to me that this hinges around the word "exclusively" whi~h 

is in here, which makes a whole differnt argument out of it than saying should the 
state provide for the function because it is so essential to the state as a whole. 
I think we rnay be talking about two different things. 

Mrs. Eriksson .. My thought in saying exclusively was that in fact if it's going to 
become a responsibility and duty of the state, now the state may decide to exercise 
it by still permitting some local variation. I didn't really mean exclusively in 
the sen.e that the state would have to do everything to do with that function. 

Mrs. Orfirer .. tet's discuss it without the word exclusively, and see whether there 
is any area that just is so important that it should be mandated in the Constitution 
that the state take over the responsibility for it. 

Mr. Gotherman - Everybody knowsthe state has to get involved in education and trans.. 
portation. Is the province of the Constitution to develop a relationship between 
cities and regions? A lot of factors have to be taken into account, how much money 
they have, etc. This discussion is really boiling down as to whether or not the 
state should be able to regulate municipal affairs or county affairs where ~heyare 

really not of any importance except to the local area. 1 think it is fairly clear 
that they may do that already. On mass transportation, in Cincinnati it goes from 
the border of Cincinnati to the border of Cincinnati. Why should the state regulate 
that system? 

Mrs. Eriksson - If, in fact. however, there are persons Who are not served by a mass 
transit system but who should be, perhaps that is a public concern of somebody's, 
and 1 think that this discussion turns on the fact that nobody is perhaps providing 
some services which are necessary. 

11r. Fry - I thimt in this matter of education there's too much telling the local 
school board what it must not do. I'd like to go the other way. I think we should 
just oome up with a general statement that would be applicable. You talk about the 
reformers that want to get the state into areas like welfare and education and trans
portation. You're really not interested in whether it's the state or local govern
ment. You just want something to happen in those particular areas where they felt 
something should be done. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Isn't this a matter of degree? I don't think that we want to see in 
the Constitution something that spells out the officials involved in rapid transit 
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or what the fares should be or some of the details of it. ~'fuat it is reasonable in

• my mind to talk about is should there be something that states that the state is 

• 

responsible for seeing that mass transportation is available to all people of the 
state. Assuming that mass transportation is a good which should be provided to all 
people of the state and that say1ng this in the Constitution does not mean that the 
state would have the power to regulate how it works but only if the local community 
doesn't provide it then it's up to the state to see that it is provided by somebody. 

Mr. Carson - It's just to say that we think there are areas important enough that 
the state must deal with. It doesn't mean that the state would tell the City of 
Cincinnati how to regulate its transit system. 

• 
Mrs. Orfirer - I think that if we were to attempt to write up something that would 
place the responsibility on the state that we would have to be very careful to 
write a limitation on the powers, that they cannot get into these areas of local 
regulation. 

• 
Mr. Fry - It may well be that when we pass the school foundation bill that we say 
in order to get the money you have to do certain things. 

• 

Mr. Gotherman - The reason why the General Assembly can tell school districts what 
to do is because the Constitution says that education is a responsibility of the 
state. I think that's what the Constitution means. It would be the same thing as 
transportation. It wouldn't make any sense to have a constitutional provision that 
deals with different governmental relationships differently depending on what re
lationships you're talking about. Presently, it's clear that the state couldn't 
tell the city how to design the layout of its streets. If you had a constitutional 
provision on transportation similar to the one on education it seems clear the import 
would be just that. 

• Mrs. Eriksson - It's possible that the General Assembly would look only to areas of need 
and still permit local discretion 

The staff was requested to draft a provision for transportation for discussion 
purposes. 

• Mrs. Orfirer - At the next meeting we are going to take a few minutes to finish up 
the municipal charter provisions. There has been some redrafting here--one or two 
points that we will need your opinion on, and the rest of it Gene and John have 
written together and redrafted to provide for the decisions at the last meeting. 
Then we'll pick up this discussion where we left off. The next meeting will be in 
Cleveland, Monday, November 26. The meetine after that will be in Columbus on 

•� December 13.� 

The meeting was adjourned. 
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Ohio Constitutional. Revision Commission� 
Local Government Committee� 
November 26, 1973� 

Summary 

Present at the meeting were Linda Orfirer, Chairman, Dean Ostrum, Rep. Anthony 
Russo, and from the staff, Gene Kramer. 

Mrs. Orfirer noted that Gene Kramer had met with John Gotherman, and that� 
there were just a few things that remain to be worked out in Sections 8 and 9.� 
municipal charters.� 

Mrs. Orfirer: A minor change in Section 8 from 18 months to 19 months a8 the� 
time a charter commission has to, frame a charter. It was changed from one year� 
fo 18 sonths and from 18 months to 19 months in order to extend the time and to� 
eliminate the existing problem of elections being slightly les8 than 1 year or� 
18 months apart.� 

Mr. Kra~r: If all the primaries were changed to September, you are really� 
talking about 25 months. Nineteen months allows a year and a half for the� 
charter commission's work and would allow for submission at a special election� 
on the first Tuesday after the first Monday in May.� 

Mrs. Orfirer: Is this going to be obsolete before we begin? 

Mr. Kramer: No, 1 don't think it would render it obsolete. It's just giving 
them a longer period of time than they now have. 

Mrs. Orfirer: 1 can't see where there would be any sense in extending it any 
further because then you're back to a regular election. 

Mr. Kramer: That's right. You may remember the discussion on November 4 when 
John Gotherman was here about the possibility of a relatively short period of 
time for a charter commission because they are elected in November, it's usually 
the first of the year before they are organized, and they have to complete 
most of their work by about June in order to make the November election, and 
most of their work is very hurried. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Next, it says "The charter commission shall cause to be mailed� 
or otherwise distributed a copy of the proposed charter." This could mean that� 
they can either do it themselves or have somebody else do it.� 

Rep. Russo: Does this necessarily mean that anyone else can help with the dis
tribution? 

Mr. Kramer: Yes, this is parallel to the county provision which would allow� 
door-to-door distribution if it were feasible. In some of the smaller villages� 
it might be. And perhaps some of the smaller cities can do it that way.� 

Rep. Russo: How about by newspaper advertising? 

Mr. Kramer: No. It requires a copy of the charter itself be distributed,� 
which strictly precludes newspaper advertising, and our Section 9 was original�
ly amended to allow for newspaper advertising only for amendments. At least in� 
county and municipal charters, the people should have a copy of the charter.� 
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Rep. Russo: One of the things we were discussing is how expensive it is to� 
distribute amendments to the constitution.� 

Mr. Kramer: it involves a lot of expense even to print it in a newspaper.� 

Mr. Ostrum: Could you, under this language "or otherwise distributed" make� 
copies available at certain places, for example, libraries? 

Mr. Kramer: The copy must be given to each elector, as far as is reasonably 
possible. 

Mr. Ostrum: Perhaps say, 'shall be available to ••• ', just to make sure that 
it'. accessible to whoever wants it. 

Rep. Russo: In many instances, it's very difficult to send a charter out in 
its original form. Perhaps the wording of the sentence ought to be changed so 
that the charter is not required to be distributed in the same way as a consti
tutional amendment, because the cost is just so much greater. 

Mr. Kramer: It gives everyone an opportunity to have one. There's a certain 
amount of public interest. I'm not sure that anyone who was reasonably intel
ligent can't read a charter and understand, at least basically, the form of 
government established, and the restrictions on powers. I think the whole his
tory of the constitutional provisions for charters has been based on the as
sumption that there are intelligent voters, and at least people should be given 
the opportuni~y to exercise their vote intelligently. They say that a large 
percentage of people will throw these things away and won't look at them, that 
therefore we won't require that they be sent to everybody, but that could be 
penalizing those who are interested citizens. Moving away from this would be 
a fairly drastic change. 

Mr. Ostrum: Then you'd really have to depend on the League of Women Voters, 
citizens' groups. 

Mr. Kramer: It seems to me, also, on that point. there is a certain amount of 
notice that due process requires. and to the extent that you make every effort 
to include every elector, you've certainly satisfied it. It's certainly a way 
of countering the possibility of challenges on that ground. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Turning to the questions of filling vacancies and organization, 
there are two options. One would prOVide that the General Assembly can pass 
laws to provide for reorganization procedures. This is what we discussed at 
most of the last two meetings, and this is something that the Ohio Municipal 
League is very strongly opposed to. This would be the opening wedge. in their 
opinion, to legislative involvement in the charter process. The second version 
provides that the charter commission would provide for the rules of its reor
ganization, and they could do this by majority vote of the members of its com
mission, leaving it in the hands of the commission itself. 

Mr. Kramer: Under the provision that's already been approved for county charters, 
the General Assembly would provide by general law the procedure for filling 
vacancies. The General Assembly itself wouldn't do it. The General Assembly is 
prohibited by the constitution from making any appointments. They can just pro
vide the method of appointing. Presently, with municipal charter commissions, 
there'. no prOVision for filling vacancies on the commission. If you have a 
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vacancy. you just operate with that vacancy. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Do they make their own rules of procedure? 

Mr. kramer: Now, yes. 

Mrs. Orfirer: There may be arguments on both sides. and I'm sure there are, 
just personally don't feel that it's that important to impose it on them. 

Mr. Kramer: I think one thing to keep in mind is that there have been rela
tively few procedural problems in anything that a charter commission does be
cause there are very few procedural requirements. All that a charter commission 
theoretically has to do is to meet one time and by majority vote their charter. 
They don't have to have any meetings or do anything else. Now of course they 
do more than that, but I think it's important to avoid having more procedural 
requirements than there already are, which are not really essential to doing 
their work and which only serve to provide the ability to challenge it on 
procedural grounds. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Turning now to section 9. The first item is: "Proposed amend
ments to a charter may also be submitted to the electors of the municipality 
in the manner provided in this section, by or at the direction of any auth
ority as provided in such charter." This would provide that the charter, it
lelf, if it wished to, could provide for a commission or any other way, to place 
charter amendments directly on the ballot without council action. We had 
several people talk to us about thi~. One letter dates back to October 20, 
1971 from John Duffey. "Ireceived a letter from Mrs. Francis A. Wan with re
spect to an amendment to Article XVIII, Section 9 of the Constitution relating 
to charter amendments. I do firmly believe that the charter amendment pro
visions of the Constitution neeed a study and review. At present, apparently 
ministerial actions of City Council in referring a matter for vote of the peo
ple as an amendment to the charter can lead to a total defeat of an opportunity 
of the people to vote. It would seem to me that this is a perversion of the 
intent ·of the 1911 constitutional provision. Mrs. Wall's particular interelt 
appears to be in a charter provision which requires the submission of a special 
committee's work on a periodic basis. This would llppear to be in conflict with 
the provisions of the Constitution as to the manner in which a charter is to 
be amended. Still, the point that she makes as to the right to have charter 
provisious and amendments submitted to the people without councilmatic inter
ference appears an appropriate thing to consider.

There i. also a statement from the Citizens League of Cleveland. '~en 

the Citizens League wrote the municipal home rule amendment to the constitution 
in 1912, it was our intention that, after the first charter was adopted, ad
ditional charter commissions could be convened as the years went by, in the 
same way and with the same powers as the original charter cOllllllission. The 
courts have interpreted the language different than we meant it and we have 
been stuck with no effective way to revise charters for all these 60 years. 

"The plethora of ..: charter revision advisory commissions that have sprung 
up allover the place in recent years is ample evidence that the people want 
and should have a crack at charter revision from time to time. However. charter 
revision advisory commissions do not meet the need. In the first place they 
are appointed by the mayor or council instead of being elected by the people. 
In the second place, they can only recommend and the council decides if the 
proposals will be on the ballot. 
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"This year. the council of Cleveland Heights kept faith with its citizens 
revilion advisory commission and placed all of its recommendations on the ballot. 
But this was the e~ception. In several other municip81i~iEs, the ccuncils re
fused to put parts or all of the recommendations of their revision commissions 
on the ballot. The right of the people to vote on the questions was thwarted. 

"Several years ago. the Cleveland council appointed a citizens revision com
mission and it came up with some 13 or 14 recommended amendments to the charter. 
The council put all of them on. EXCEPT the recommendation that the size of the 
council be reduced. In addition. the council placed a couple of their own 
pets on the ballot that had not been recommended by the commission and t~ied 

to shill the voters into thinking they were recommended by the advisory com
mission. n It then went on to say that the home rule article should be amended 
to require the question of whether it should be on the ballot every 20 years. 

Mr. Kramer: In conjunction with considering thiS, there 1s also the provision 
on the next page for giving an elected commission this power. and this is re
v1aed language. 

Mrs. Orfirer: What we've done is to provide for a commission to be chosen 
after the municipality already has its charter. 

Mr. Kramer: And this 1a~guage is slightly different from the language that you 
had previously. It was added to it the provision that they could submit amend
ments or a newly revised charter. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Is a revised charter a total amendment? 

Mr. Kramer: It would be voted on as a single question, where amendments would 
relate to single purposes. But they would have the authority to revise the 
charter and provide for a single vote on the entire package or revision. They 
may submit one or more amendments or a new or revised charter. This is what 
the commission calls a revised charter, and they put it on the ballot, it would 
be 8 single question. 

Mrs. Orfirer: That's just implied. 

Rep. Russo: That means you've got to buy all 15 of the package, right? 

Mr. Kramer: Right. I think upon the adoption of an original charter or an 
original constitution, there's no other way to do it than to take it as a 
package. It has to be a unified document. And, of course, the court did hold 
that constitutional amendments lIlve to relate to a single purpose. The only 
major case dealing with amendments to municipal charters was a case involving 
a series of changes iu the Cleveland charter which the court found to be a 
single amendment because they were related to a single purpose, so changing 
the form of government, providing for a proportional representation, seems to 
be clearly implied in the court's opinion that there is a single purpose for 
an amendment. There's no language in the constitution now explicitly requiring 
that, but it does refer to submission of an amendment, and I think when we use 
the term tlamendment" , we speak legislatively. Amendments have to be germane to 
the bill and they have to relate to a single purpose. At least with regard to 
state legislation. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Not the congress. 



s. 

Mr. Kramer: Right. Congreu is not similarly constrained. Th~ provision in 
the first page here would be the same as the provision that's i~ the county re
cOlllDlendation, that when more than one amendment, which shall relate to only 
one subject but may affect or include more than one section or part of a charter, 
are submitted at the same ttme, they should be submitted so that the electors 
shall vote on each separately. This would be the requirement a8 to amendments 
whicb, of course, would be submitted directly by the councilor pursuant to 
a petition. This section providing for a commission to submit a new or revised 
charter would provide a procedural difference. Only an elected charter COlll

mission can cODbLne in the sa-. question a number of unrelated amendments and 
put them on 88 a revision. You wouldn't be able, under this, to have it done 
by the council or pursuant to a petition. These are not really inconsistent 
alternatives. They could operate together so that this .ection's additional 
sentence with the asterisk would invalidate a lot of existing charter provisions 
and would permit a charter review commi8sion appointed under a charter to sub
mit amendment. directly to the people. It would not allow the same kind of sub
mission or a new or revised charter Dhat an elected charter commission could 
submit. And this other proviSion would apply to every municipality haVing a 
charter whetlE r or not the charter contained any provision for appointing a 
charter revision commission, 80 that this would always be available. The Muni
cipal League is strongly opposed to the provision with the asterisk allowing 
the by-passing of the council to put amendments directly on the ballot. 

Rep. Russo: They could stUI prOVide it in the charter. Are they .till op
posed to the charter providing it? 

Mrs. Orfirer: They are al.o opposed to a separate vote to each amendment, I 
gue8S under any condition. 

Mr. kramer: The main reason for opposition by the Municipal League to this 
kind of provision is that there is a tendency for a commission like this to 
justify lts existence by putting on a large number of amendments which may not 
be very meaningful. The council serves a meaningful function in weeding these 
out, and determining which ones are really useful, and they may be more con
scious of the cost of elections. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Why don't we put in something to the effect that instead of 
providing for direct submission, say that a cbarter commission may place amend
ments on the ballot unless some kind of extraordinary majority of council ob
jects? To take care of this possibility of when something fairly outrageous 
is proposed. Supposing you said that a 60' majority of the municipal council 
could keep it off the ballot. 

Rep. RUllo: Firs t of all, they couldn't inc lude this in the cbarter in the 
first place - the right of a charter commission to submit charter amendments 
directly to the people. 

Mr. Kramer: No. a charter can't presently do that although many of them do ••• 

Rep. Rus80: Unless we provide for it by adding this additional language. 

Mr. Kramer: Many of them presently purport to require the council to put on 
the ballot proposed amendments suggested by charter revision. 
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Rep. Russo: But council can either ignore it or change it. Or it can act on it. 

Mrs. Orfirer: The petition method is mighty rough to go through again after� 
you've gone through the whole bit with the commission.� 

Mr. Kramer: Well, the cOtlll1ission, of course, is appointed either by the council,� 
or by the mayor so it would be a case of people not being satisfied with council 
action.� 

Mrs. Orfirer: 1 am persuaded by some of the arguments I've heard that some� 
remedy is needed.� 

Mr. Ostrum: Referring to the revision you just handed out, it starts out "There 
may be submitted to the electors of any municipality having a charter the ques
tion 'shall a commission ••• " How does this question get submitted to the electors? 

Mr. Kramer: It would be either through a vote of two-thirds of the municipal 
legislative authority, or a petition of 61.. 

Mr. Ostrum: Where does it say that?� 

Mr. Kramer: "In the manner provided in Section 8 as to the question of choosing� 
a charter commission." It's a shortened reference to incorporate that procedure.� 

Mr•• Orfirer: Now that can provide for either an elected or an appointed com�
mi.sion?� 

Mr. Kramer: No. This would provide for an elected commission.� 

Mrs. Orfirer: "Shall a commission be chosen ••• "?� 

Mr. Kramer: That's a question that goes on the ballot.� 

Mrs. Orfirer: I don't know why any commission that is elected by the people� 
should not have the right to put the results of their work on the ballot.� 

Mr. Kramer: That's what this would provide. 

Rep. Russo: Well I'm from a legislative body and I could argue against that. 

Mr. Kramer: This commission would have the same sort of status that the orig
inal charter commission has because it is directly elected by the people as 
distinguished from one that is appointed by public officials. 

Rep. Russo: An eleven member commission could much more easily be handled than 
a 33 member council. It could really come up with some changes that are not 
necessarily in the best interests of the city. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Why would city council place this on the ballot? Why would 2/3 
of the council choose to put this question on the ballot, to have an elected 
commission which is empowered to by-pass it when they can use an appointed ad
visory commission which they don't have to listen to if they don't want to? 

Mr. Kramer: This provision with the asterisk would not necessarily involve any 
action by the council. If the charter so provided, it could authorize the sub
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mission without council action. The kind of dichotomy you're setting uP is 
between this provision, and the eXisting situation. And if you ask why would 
a council do it, 1 guess just for the same reason that 2/3 of the council would 
put in the ballot the question of electing an original charter commission, op
erating under the statutory form. They come to the conclusion that their con
stituents feel that they should examine the question of the charter. 

Mr. Ostrum: Assuming that council is satisfied and they are not going to do 
it, this provides that 6t of the electors can petition to get it on the ballot. 
That's the more likely thing that would happen. 

Mr. Kramer: This is a procedure that 1 think was originally established in the 
constitution to provide for a broad-based citizen representative commission. 
The size of it, the way it's elected, is intended, as far as possible, to pro
vide for a group which i. not likely to be representing only a single interest. 
It's not a very convenient or useful device for somebody that's trying to ac
complish a particular change, because a great many people can run for those 1S 
slot. and very few successful attempts that I have ssen where you can elect 
the whole slate of people who represent only a single viewpoint. So that this 
is quite a bit different from the existing amendment process. Putting single 
amendments on for particular purposes would not be the objective. This would 
offer genuine review and consideration as a whole new charter. 

Mr. Ostrum: Why should it not be just as easy to revise and get complete re
vision as it was to face the question should we elect a charter commission in 
the first place? 

Mr. Kramer: There really is a difficulty now in attempting to provide for the 
complete revision of a charter. There's not simple way to provide for a new 
charter. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Are we all in agreement about number 2 - 'there may be submitted 
to the electors of any municipality the question fo electing a commission to 
revise the charter'? Gene, is there any question here about when it's new or 
reviled and when it's a lot of amendments? 

Rep. Russo: That would not be a lot of amendments once you elect a charter 
revision commission, because once you elect a commis8ion to revise the charter, 
then whatever they submit will be one amendment. 

Mr. Kramer: They could submit one or more amendments to the eXisting charter. 
Whatever they do, if they say that this is a new or revised charter, it will 
go on as a single project. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Let me make sure I understand you. They can submit three amend
ments for separate votes? 

Mr. Kramer: Correct. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Or they can submit three amendments and say that,tbis is a 
revised charter? 

Mr. Kramer: Right, because 1 think it's virtually impossible to try to write 
any distinction between the two things. 
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Mrs. Orfirer: Where are we saying that it's up to them which it is? What hap
pens if the court comes in and says it isn't? 

.,� Mr. Ostrum: The question that the people voted on 1s: shall the charter be re
vised? It doesn't 8ay anything about amended. It just says revised. 

Mrs.Orfirer: Maybe we have to put 'be chosen to amend or revise'. 

•� Mr. Kramer: Yes.� 

Mrs. Orfirer: But now, supposing that they say it's an amendment or it's a 
revision, and the court comes in and says it's not a substantial enough number 
to be a revision. 

• Rep. Russo: I think we should change the wording where it says one or more 
amendments ••• strike that out of there, if you are right about saying that we 
can't distinguish between amendment and revision. 

Mr. Kramer: Those elected may decide that the existing charter is adequate 
without any changes, or they may want to propose alternates which is sometimes 

• done, and they may be inconsistent alternates, and the one that receives the 
highest� vote not less than a majordty would prevaul. If you limit them to a 
new or revised charter that would have very few amendments but it would not 
fall into the same category. 

Mr. Ostrum: How do you amend 1t to get maximum clarity?

•� Mrs. Orfirer: "amend or revise" 

Mr. Kramer: I think the way we have it now. 

• 
Mrs. Orfirer: But what about my question? Do you just have to leave it to 
the courts? 

Mr. Kramer: I think there is a possibility of what you suggest happening, 
but the only way to avoid that is to someway attempt to define the difference. 
I think that the courts will attempt to define the difference, and the differ
ence does not necessarily have to contain any specified number of changes. 

• 

• Mrs. Orfirer: I think we Qught to be clear in our intent here because I think 
that it's entirely possible that the court may someday go back to the minutes 
of this commission to find out about what we've intended. We should say that 
we feel that it should be the prerogative of the charter commission to make the 
decision as to whether the amendments are substantial enough to constitue a 
revision. 

Rep. Russo: You can't just go out and elect a charter commission. You have to 
say, let's go out and elect a charter commission because we need x,y,z changes. 
You've got to have a platform that you're getting up there with. 

• Mr. Kramer: That may be true, but the process of electing a charter commission 
reaaly militates against accomplishing any specific purpose by doing it, unless 
you are able to elect people who are running on a platform like yours. It's 
not too often that this can happen. 
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There was agreement on the provision for an elected commission to amend or� 
revise.� 

Mr•• Orflrer: Now go back to an appointed commission. If we didn't include 
this language would we still have appointed commissions? 

Mr. kramer: As long as the charter provides for it. It would just be the ex
iBting situation. they would be responsible to the council. 

~s. Orfirer: Would municipal councils use the method of elected charter com
missloDs more often? 

Mr. kramer: No. I tend to think it would be the other way. If the charter 
provided for the council to appoint the review commis.ion and if that commission's 
proposal had to go on the ballot, there are councilmen who would want to appoint 
people they have trained in advance who will recommend the kind of changes 
the councl1 would want. If it were a matter of control over the ballot, theY 
would probably have more control over an. -appointed coaabsion. than they would 
over this independently elected commission. 

Mrs. Orfirer: This would also permit the charter to provide for an elected 
coamil8ion. 

Mr. O.trum: Supposing the charter itself provided the method of change would 
be an elected commission, but council could also appoint a commission but it 
would be advisory only. Which would prevail? Do we need stronger language 
to make it clear that not withstanding anything else, a commission could 8till 
be elected1 To eliminate confusion. 

Mr. Kramer: The provision you just agreed to would apply to every charter, no 
matter what the charter lays. 

Rep. RuSSO: Why provide for it at all if it can be prpvtded in the charter? 

Mr. kramer: It would be possible to provide in the charter for an elected 
review commission or one appointed solely by the mayor rather than by council, 
or one appointed by counCil, there are a number of ways you can do it. 

Mr. Ostrum: All you are trying to do here is eliminating the question of the 
legality of that charter provision. whatever it is. 

Mr. Kramer: All they can presently say is that the procedure shall be as pro
vided in the constitution - by 2/3 of the councilor by petition. 

Mrs. Orfirer: This would leave it open for a charter if it wishes to prOVide 
for a review commission. 

Mr. Kramer: An argument that can be made for this provision is that many 
charter. do contain this type of provision and it seems to reflect a strong 
feeling that this is a good way to provide for charter review. 
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Mr. Ostrum: Would Mr. Gotberman favor this? • 
Mr. Kramer: No. Review coumissions sometimes tend to feel they have to justify 
their exlstence by putting on thf ballot many changes which may have merit b~t 
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really are not of sufficient weight to go through an election and the feeling 
of the League i8 thClt the council bas more experience and that they know what 
changes should be made. They would like just to retain what we have now. which 
i. for Itrictly advi80ry commissions. 

Mrs. Orfirer: This would permit going directly to the people with amendments. 
Thil makes it more flexible. 

Mr. Kramer: "Authority" could mean a review commission. 

lep. RUIso: If the charter provides for a review commission, either elected 
or appointed, once that comea about. does this say that that authority has the 
right to by-pus the council? 

Mr. Kramer: The words "in the III8lU\8r provided in this section" refer to the 
method of lubmitting proposed amendments which can be submitted by or at the 
direction of any authority provided in the charter. "Authority" here means 
review cOlllDislion. It is "as provided" in the charter -relatel to a method or 
procedure. You would have to look to the charter. 

Mr•• Orfirer: "In the manner provided in this section" refers to the manner 
of submission of the amendments. 

Mr. Kremer: As.uming that this section is approved, the intention 1s that it 
would only be as the charter provides. It is not intended to mean that any . 
body provided for in the charter would have authority to place the question on 
the ballot; only if that was 80 provided in the charter. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Instead of saying directly in the constitution that a charter 
review coamission's work would go directly to the people, we are saying that 
the charter may provide that. If that i. the wish of that particular muni
cipality, 80 be it, it i8 not being mandated in the constitution. 

Mr. O.trum: We have already provided a method by which a coaais.ion can be 
elected and get directly to the people. Do we need that? Couldn't you have 
a 8ituation where the charter might provide to go dieectly to the people 
without fir.t golng through council? 

Mr. Kramer: Many charters do provide for that, but the constitution presently 
provides only 2 methods for amending a charter - by 2/3 vote of council to the 
people and the other is council pursuant to a petition. The constitution says 
nothing about a charter review colllD1ssion. So it has been held that there are 
only those two constitutional methods. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Council can appoint a recommending body of its own; what we are 
providing is a way through the constitution for the people to elect a commission. 

Mr. Kramer: A recent article in National Civic Review is about an initiative 
pe~ltion in Minneapolis on which only 16% of the voters voted and voted 3 to 1 
to place a spending limit of $15,000.000 for any project. It was aimed at the 
domed stadium which many feel would not be good, but the city fathers feel 
this amendment will cripple the city and hinder future development, by the 
action of a small minority of voters. We had a similar situation in Toledo 
and it took another charter amendment to undo the damage done by the first one 
because it brought the city to a standstill • 
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The committee voted to eliminate the provision under discussion. 

Mr. Kramer: Shall we consider the question of single purpose amendments next'? 

Mrs. Orfirer: In section 9, where it says "When more than one amendment which 
shall relate to more than one subject." 

Mr. Kramer: This would be applicable in any case where amendments are proposed. 
It would be possible under this to submit a very substantial change as a single 
amendment· to change, for example, from a mayor-council to a city manager 
form of government by one amendment because although the changes are exten8ive 
they would all be related to one subject. You could not put aD the ballot for 
one vote two unrelated questions - one, for example, having to do with the term 
of office of the mayor and one which might be a restriction OD council's ability 
to levy an income tax- entirely separate questions. Under this language you 
clearly could not submit them as a slngle question. To permit multipurpose 
amendments would be inconsistent with the constitutional provisions for amending 
the state constitution and with the county charter provision as to amendments. 
Bond issue•• tax levies all have to be for a single purpose. 

Mr. Oetruu . suggested taking out the material in parentheses and making it a 
separate sentence. It would be clearer. 

It was agre.d that it was a matter of style not substance. but that it would 
be made two sentences since that seemed clearer. It was luggested that a 
.imiler change be made in the county section. 

Mr. Ostrum: Lift the language from Ar~icle XVI section 1 and add the definition 
of one amendment. Another suggested change was to keep all one sentence by 
putting a semicolon and saying "however, an amendment shall relate to only 
one subject •••" It was generally agreed that either approach would be better 
than the s1ngle sentence. 

Mrs. Orflrer: Now we will talk about repeals. "A charter may be repealed in 
the manner provided in this sec tion for the amendment of a charter" - that means 
2/3 of the council of 6~ of the people by petition or by a review commission, 
since we have now provided for a review commission. 

Rep. Russo: Haa anyone ever tried to repeal a charter? 

Mr. Kramer: Yes, there have been a few attempts. An attempt to amend a charter 
by abolishing it. It was approved by the Supreme Court, but they had to make 
up the doctrine out of the whole cloth because it is not provided for anywhere. 

Mrs. Orfirer: "by subudssion to the electors of the municipality of t~e question 
"Shall the chartes form of government for the (city or village) of •••be re
pealed?" That means that the 3 methods can be used to get the question of 
repeal on the ballot. Right? tlExcept that such question shall be submitted 
at the next general election occuring not less than 180 days after certification 
to the election authorities of the ordinance. 

Mr. Kramer: This was written in terms of council action or a petition and 
this language might have to be revised if you want to include the possibility 
of a charter review commission recommending repeal. This parenthetical language 
is optional - it is a restriction suggested by the Municipal League so that there 
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would be a greater time period prior to the election than on other types of amend
ment. - 75 days • 

Mr. Ostrum: 
inance. 

the word "ordinance" bothers me because it won't always be an ord

Mr. Kramer: We can work out something on that • 

Mrs. Orfirer: Isn't there .ome way of saying it easier than all that? We could 
drop the parenthetical language, but we should consider whether 7S days 1s e
nough time to mount 8 campaign for or against something a8 important as repeal. 
Does the 180 days have to be after certification? Isn't there an easier land
mark? 

Mr. lCramer: that's the landmark we have been using for other situationa. The 
alternative would be the passage of the ordinance or submission of a petition. 
But the important time is when the board of elections is apprised that the mat
ter is to go on the ballot. 

Mrs. Orf1rer: Why not 8ay "after certification to the election authorities"? 

Mr. Kramer: Certification of what? You have to certify something. 

Mrs. Orfirer: If it come. out of the review c~i•• lc~t what is it? If not an 
ordinance, what is it? 

Hr. kramer: We can work on the language after you decide whether you want the 
parenthetical language - to require at least 180 day8 before the election. 

Rep. Russo: 75 days i8 the minimum time, isn't it? They could always have more 
time if they get the question certified earlier. 

Mr. Kramer: this would just substitute, in effect, 180 for 75. It could be 
more but it could not be 1e88. Since there is a 75 day period for considering 
a whole new charter, also, so this would be more time for conside~ing the ques
tion of repeal. 

lap_ Russo: I prefer to leave it at 75. 

Mr. Kramer: ltt s a concern for stability of the charter; I don't know how im
portant it 1s. It'. a question of a period of time to defend the existing char
ter, and I don't know what value to place on that. In view of the 7S day pro
vision for the original charter and for amendments, is the question of repeal 
either .0 different or so important that it reqUires more time? 

Mrs. Orfirer: then let's leave it out. It was agreed to take out the 180 days. 
"If such question is approved by a majority of the electors voting thereon, the 
charter .hall be repealed a8 of the first day of January next following the next 
general election for municipal officers and the nomination and election at such 
general election of the officers who will govern the municipality after the re
peal of the charter •••• tt That's very complicated. 

Mr. Kramer: We are talking about 2 things - the repeal of the charter the first 
of January after the general election. then, when you repeal a charter, you go 
back to the statutory form of government and you have to have an election for 
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the mayor and auditor and treasurer and members of council. So even" though 
the charter is still in effect you elect the officers as though you were oper
ating under the statutory form. But there 18 an exception provided for both of 
the.e things. If, following approval of the repeal question, a new charter is 
adopted, you could provide in the new charter that instead of the exi~tlng char
ter being repealed as of the first day of January, repeal it at a different time, 
and you can provide a different method of electing officers because you have 
officers under the charter and not statute. 

Hr. Ostrum: Is the provision for repeal even necessary now that we have a pro
vision for revision? 

Mr. Kramer: .You might have a one-sentence charter saying that the organization 
and government will be as provided by general law. Until recently, there was 
a difference in general law in the direct debt limit between cities which had 
charters and those which did not - those with charters had a 5\1 debt limit 
and those without charters had a 4% debt limit. So a city might adopt a charter 
such as 1 have just mentioned just to be a charter city even though they did 
not change the form of government from the statutory form. That distinction 
has jUlt been abolished, however. 

Mr. C.trum: But should we spell out in the constitution a method for reverting 
back to the statutory form rather than having it spelled out by law. Perhaps 
we should permit the statutes to provide for these details. 

Mr. Kramer: That would be inconsistent with the self-executing nature of the.e 
constitutional provisions. There's also the danger that the General Assembly 
might not get around to passing the law, and there would be a gap. 

Hr. Ostrum: Why do we need to provide for repeal if the Supreme Court has ap
proved the repeal of a charter? 

Hr. Kramer: Its an old case, there seem to have been some political consider
ations that went into it, and it may not be such good law anymore. 

Mr. Ostrum: What did we provide for repeal in the county provisions? 

Mr. Kramer: Saae way as for amendments, but we do have a provision in the 
county section for the general assembly to provide for some of these things. 

Hr. Ostrum: 1 would like to keep it as nearly as possible like the county 
section. 

Hr. Kramer: One problem now is the very long lead time necessary before the 
election of officers since the filing time for the May primary, which is the 
only one provided by general law, 1s in February. It might be possible to 
provide something different by law in this situation where a charter is being 
repealed and officers must be elected under general law. 

Mrs. Orfirer: If such question is approved by a majority of the electors voting
thereon, the charter shall be repealed and a subsequent form of government pro-
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Hr. Kramer: 1 would want to work on that language. That's the general idea, 
except ae provided by the charter. 
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Mrs. Orfirer: I raised the possibility that you might have on one ballot the 
repeal of a charter and a new charter and they would be 2 separate questions. 

Hr. Ostrum: If you repealed an old charter and at the same election adopted 
a new one, you wouldn't have to revert to general law for the form of government. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Do you need the exception? 

• Mr. Kramer: Yes, because subsequent to the repeal you might elect a charter 
commission and they would propose a new charter and the charter should prevail 
if adopted over general law. Then you would need a transition to a new charter 
form of government. 

•� It was agreed that Gene Kramer would work further on the language.� 

The meeting was adjourned until 1:30 p.m. on December 13 at the Commission 
office in the Neil House. 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Local Government Committee 
December 18, 1973 

Summary 

Present at the committee meeting on December 18 were Mrs. Orfirer, Chairman, 
Committee members Senator Calabrese, Representative Fry, Mr. Carson and Mr. Heminger; 
staff Mrs. Eriksson, Mrs. Mills of the League of Women Voters, ~s. Cave of the Ohio 
Municipal League and Professor Vaube1 of Ohio Northern Law School. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Sections 8 and 9 of Article XVIII dealing with municipal charters, 
except for the final page have been reviewed and agreed to. Please look at the last 
page of Section 9. It deals with repeal of existing charters and election of a 
charter cotnmission at the.·same time. Without such a provision, there was a possi
bility of conflict. If both questions are submitted together, the one with the 
largest vote would prevail. The second sentence is particularly important: "The 
question of repeal of an existing charter shall not be submitted to the electors at 
any time after a commission has been chosen to frame a new or revised charter and 
before the submission of such new or revised charter to the electors, or within two 
years following the adoption of a charter or a new or revised charter." This last 
clause takes into consideration a point that John Cotherman raised, when he stressed 
the importance of stability of municipal government and not going back and forth 
between charter and noncharter. This gives the charter a period of two years to 
prove itself before it can be repealed. 

Mr. Heminger - If the charter is repealed, then we're back under state law? 

Mrs. Orfirer - Right. And then rather than spelling out in the Constitution all of 
the steps that have to be taken in election of officers, etc. to go back under the 
statutes, it would be provided by general la1;-I. Since they would be under general 
law anyway it seemed like a logical step. 

Mr. Heminger - There is no provision for repeal at the present time? 

Mrs. Orfirer - No. 

~trs. Eriksson - The question of repeal has been tested in the courts, and the Supreme 
Court has held that you can repeal a charter, but it's an old case and there is sub
stantial doubt as to whether the Court would follow the same reasoning today. Therefore~ 

it seemed best to put something specific in the Constitution about repeal. 

Mrs. Orfirer - If no other comments, we will consider sections 8 and 9 agri!ed to 
as you have them before you. 

It was so agreed. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Now, let's move on to material on home rule. You have a page headed 
"discussion outline." It sets forth three possible approaches to home rule. The 
first one is the one from the Model Constitution and would limit the home rule powers 
by the General Assembly. The second would spell out the respective areas of authority-
what's a stdte concern and what's a local concern and the third one is what we now 
have. The main question is should the existing provisions be revised to adopt 
either of the other approaches. You might tie this in with the other papers that 
were handed out today. We also have three drafts. These were very preliminary drafts 
drawn up to give you an idea of how these approaches could be wrItten in the Con
stitution. If you look first at the draft marked "Version B", this would be a very 
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definite limitation on home rule as it now exists, because municipalities would� 
only have authority to adopt measures for local self-government which do not vary� 
from general law.� 

Mr. Heminger - Let me ask a general question. We have moved to make it easier to� 
get a county-wide charter. I think that might be desirable. To what extent will� 
this affect the likelihood of county-wide charters? If we give the cities more� 
powers than they now have would it make it easier to encourage county government?� 

Mrs. Orfirer - I don't think that any of these would broaden the powers under home� 
rule. Version B would limit them. It would make them subject to whatever limita�
tions the General Assembly wanted to put on them. A gives them what they now have� 
but spells out the fact that there is no difference whether the municipality has a� 
charter or doesn't have a charter. By practice now, as I understand it, rather� 
than any spelling out in the Constitution it is just by legal decisions that it has� 
come about that the charter municipalities have a degree more of home rule than� 
noncharter. Am I correct in this?� 

Mrs. Eriksson - That's correct. The courts have generally said that the powers of� 
local self-government apply to all municipalities but in fact has limited the exer�
cise by saying that state law does govern in certain instances for noncharter mu�
nicipalities, but not for charter municipalities.� 

Mrs. Orfirer - But that difference isn't spelled out in the Constitution. What� 
Version A does is say there is no difference. It redefines what's in the Constitu�
tion now with or without having adopted a charter. Now what Version C does is to� 
make a differentiation and again it puts noncharter municipalities in a position� 
where they may not be at variance with general laws so that they are limited in� 
the same way that Version B would limit all municipalities.� 

Mr. Fry - What are the arguments for saying that a municipality shall adopt a� 
charter? Is that they feel they are better able to govern themselves under a charter?� 
If we make a differentiation between those that have adopted a charter and those� 
that have not.� 

Mrs. Eriksson - Well, I am talking about powers. As far as the structure of govern�
ment is concerned, if a city does not adopt a charter it has to follow one of the� 
optional forms set up in the Code and it can't vary from it. If the Code says that� 
councilmen are elected for two-year terms, the city cannot change that, unless it� 
has a charter. The advantages of a charter in the form of government are that a� 
charter city can do whatever it wants to as far as the form of government is con~
 

cerned. It can elect who it wants to, have whatever form it wants, but it's in the� 
powers that the more problems come.� 

Fry - It seems we have to have legislation involVing noncharter cities. I would� 
like the cities to handle for themselves what the term of a mayor shall be or a� 
city treasurer.� 

Mrs. Eriksson - Of course any city can adopt a charter if they want to make variations� 
from those statutory forms and that is certainly one clear distinction between charter� 
and noncharter cities. Where it becomes fuzzy is in the exercise of the powers of·� 
local self-government, which the Constitution gives to all municipal corporations •� 

. . 
Mr. Fry - Just to get it out here on the table, I personally like the idea of giving 
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strong home rule power to the local governments. I don't enjoy exerc1s1ng the rights 
the legislature has in changing some of these things. Just as we like to have as 
many powers as we can for the state, apart from the federal government, I'd like to 
see local government given as much power or authority as they can have apart from 
state government. If· you look at the legislation that's passed in the General Assem
bly having to do with noncharter cities I never felt that we had any greater wisdom 
or are any more familiar with the problems than the people in the city. 

Mrs. Orfirer - How does this tie in in your thinking with the discussion that we had 
at the last meeting about what is a statewide concern and what is a local concern and 
where do they conflict? I think the only reason for making this kind of change would 
be to permit the state to play a stronger role in determining the issues that were 
broader than one municipality. 

Mr. Fry - Are you referring, for example, to something like fluoridation? The cities 
were told: you don't really know what is best for you, so we'll make this decision 
in Columbus. For the people who wanted fluoridation this was good, but that decision 

should, I feel, have been made in the local communities. 

Senator Calabrese - We've had a lot of dissension in Mayfield Heights. They had to 
come to Columbus. Sometimes there is a lot of jealousy in the local communities, not 
only political. 

Mrs. Orfirer - A lot of the overlapping problems were discussed last time, transpor
tation, housing, pollution--this whole list that we went through at that time, and I 
think the feeling at that time was that we didn't feel that the state was too hampered 
by the existing provisions, but I wondered whether there were second thoughts on this? 
We had a general discussion of this with Dr. Stocker who was talking with us and I 
just wanted to be sure that we do have a consensus, if we do, that we don't feel that 
we need to limit the powers of municipalities. 

Mrs. Eriksson - One of the things that came out at the last meeting was again this 
old problem that there seemed to be so very many court decisions in Ohio interpreting 
the constitutional provisions. The thing that has to be interpreted is the expres
sion "local self-government." You can say that measure shall not be at variance 
with general law but you're still saying that somebody has to decide what's local 
self-government, and what isn't local self-government. Even if you take Version B, 
you're saying that municipalities have authority to do certain things for local self
government as are not at variance with general laws but you still have to decide hoW 
to categorize various powers or functions. A fourth proposal would be to look at 
the new Illinois constitutional language which phrases it this way: "Except as 
limited by this section, a home rule unit may exercise any power and perform any 
function pertaining to its government and affairs, including but not limited to the 
power to regulate for the protection of the public health, safety and morals and 
welfare; to license; to tax; and to incur debt." The limitation is that the General 
Assembly can override this general power by a 3/5 vote. N~~ at our last committee 
meeting, we talked about that and the committee members did not seem to favor that 
approach necessarily but you might like to consider this general language of grant 
of power at the beginning. Then if you like the idea of the Fordham approach--which 
is not to permit var1ance--you could do that instead of the 3/5 of the legislature. 
But the general language says "any function pertaining to its government and affairs 
including but not limited to" so that the grant of the police 'powee ;is' within that 
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general grant. It makes it clear that's not a separate thing. It's within that 
general grant, "including but not limited to the regulation of the public health, 
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safety, morals and welfare; to license; to tax; and to incur debt." I offer that as 
another variation which would spell out to some extent what local self-government is •. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Then we go on that all these things are providing, they are not at 
variance, is that corre~t? 

Mrs. Eriksson - The Illinois provision says that the General Assembly may deny or 
limit the power to tax and any other power or function of the local unit by a 3/5 
vote. 

~~s. Orfirer - Which is really very different from what we're talking about. They 
have the power unless the General Assembly specifically takes it away. 

Mr. Fry - I like that approach. 

}~s. Orfirer - It certainly is a compromise between the two points of view. It's not 
as limiting as saying that they must conform to general law. 

Mr. Carson - I'm not aware of what the Fordham approach is, but I haven't been a~are, 

aside from the litigation over the meaning of these sections, that there has been 
unhappiness over grant of home rule powers that we have had. Are there problems that 
I'm not aware of? 

Mrs. Orfirer - The problems, as I understand them, are in this area of where the 
state can really step in, what is a statewide prerogative and where they can't act 
because of home rule. 

Mr. Carson - So it's the meaning of the language then rather than interpretation of 
the words in litigation that results from it? 

Mrs. Orfirer - I think it is both. It's not just a matter of words although the 
words are not making clear what powers belong where. It's never been specifically 
defined and it's hard to do so. I don1 t think anybody wants to spell out in the 
Constitution precisely which specific powers each level of government has. But 
there's been some ambiguity in terms of what constitutes a power that the state has 
to step in to some of these areas that really extend beyond the borders of a munici
pality. It's open to question on some of these problems. 

Mr. Carson - The alternative here is to radically restrict, I guess, the Ohio system 
of local self-government. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I suppose you would call it radical. It's a strong restriction, and 
that is what the Fordham approach is. 

Mr. Carson - My real question is is tbere a need to do that? I'm not just aware of 
it if there is. And you were asking whether we favor the Fordham approach and I 
wouldn't be unless there were need for restricting home rule powers. 

Mrs. Orfirer - The difficulty is determining what is really a statewide concern. 

Mrs. Eriksson - I don't think that anybody has come up with a need to restrict home 
rule powers in the sense of finding municipalities which, under home rule, are doing 
things that are detrimental to the public good. The only need that ha$ been demon
strated is the fact that there is a continuing question as to the meaning of it and 
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what is suitable for legislative action and what is not suitable for legislative action. 

Mr. Carson - So your approach is to try to define powers of local self-government to 
eliminate ambiguity. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I know from my reading that there have been a great many cases because 
all the political scientists are talking about it at great length. Besides the fact 
that there has had to be litigation about it, has it created a problem in a realistic 
sense? Does the state have difficulty in asserting itself in some of these areas? 
Does the legislature never come up against the wall of home rule? 

Mrs. Eriksson - Indeed the question does come up, if the legislature has before it 
any bill which is going to affect municipalities •. But the legislature often is able 
to resolve the question, if the legislature has gone ahead, as it did in the case of 
fluoridation, and enacted a law, then the question is whether these laws are going 
to be upheld by the courts. Home rule may create problems for the legislature and 
there may be times when the legislature fails to act because of that but it certainly 
doesn't stop the legislature from acting if the members choose. 

Mr. Fry - You can establish a theoretical vi~~point and then you can build your 
language from there. I get disturbed about organized groups, organized for one 
purpose or something, coming to Columbus and being able to have legislation enacted 
with affects a lot of people who, were they organized, would probably not approve of 
it. I think we should keep the control of these things at a local level. Let's go 
back to fluoridation (that may not be the best example, we could go with police and 
fire pensions). In city after city it was submitted to the voters and was opposed. 
The majority of the voters, right or wrong, said they didn't want to have their water 
fluoridated. So then this group gets together and comes to Columbus and they pass a 
law that affects all these cities. We did have an escape clause in there, as I recall, 
that if the city wanted to get it on the ballot with sufficient signatures, etc. that 
they could reject it. But unless we have a matter that what one city does affects 
adjoining municir;;~ n~r;2s, such as water pollution, I'd like to keep just as much 
power as we CO~U:.1 ;j.1~,~ local government. I think if we can agree on that it would 
be a lot easier to p:L~K ehe kind of language that would reflect that. 

Nrs. Orfirer - My impression, as we have traveled these months together, is that, 
yes, we would agree that what affects the ones in the local government should remain 
there· .. I don't thinl :. we have any dissension about that. The problem is deciding when 
it affects more pcur1e and what to do aboQt it then. 

Mr. Fry - Possibly we can work some language out that when we say as are not in con
flict with general luws that we mean the general laws that are enacted for the local 
governments. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Is it anywhnre spelled out where the General Assembly can step in? 
Supposing "le followed CharL.t': '/ [; suggestion and said that municipalities shall be 
subject to the limitations O~ not be at variance with the general laws but the gen
eral laws can only be promulg~ted for those issues that extend beyond one boundary. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Are you sure that you want to put it on the basis, though, because 
many laws which are of statewide concern are enacted for the welfare of the people, 
but may not actually be intergovernmental in nature. Fluoridation j~, maybe, a good 
example because it is arguable as to whether it's a health regulation of such impor
tance that all people in the state of Ohio should benefit from it or whether it's a 
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marginal matter. If you had a health matter of [' ~eat importance ~or example, that 
all children should be vaccinated you're trying t) eliminate small pox perhaps it 
shouldn't be left to local government, so r don't think that you want to talk about 
boundary lines. tfuen you have something that is clearly for the benefit of the people, 
it shouldn't haye to be intergovernmental in nature. 

Senator Calabrese - For the general welfare of the general public. 

Mrs. Eriksson - The illinois provision illustratE', this--it 'says "perform any function 
pertaining to its government and affairs including the power to regulate for the pro
tection" then you make that subject to not being in conflict with general laws which 
is the way our present Constitution reads. Then you could always rely upon the Gen
eral Assembly, it seems to me, to do that which is for the general public good, in 
any of these areas. Whereas, it would leave to the local units their own government 

and affairs just as long as they did not conflict with-- and I think there you might 
stick with conflict rather than using the variance langu~ge, because if you say it 
cannot vary from general law then it really means that the local unit cannot have an 
additional requirement. tfuereas if you simply make it a question of conflict it means 
that the local government can still proceed even if there is a state law as long as 
their own law does not conflict with it. 

}~s. Orfirer - What you're saying is that even if it is something that the state 
deems is for the good of the people of Community A and doesn't affect anyone else 
in the whole state--something that is going on within that one community that is 
harmful--that the state should have the right to step in to protect the welfare of 
the people, even though it is restricted to the one community. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Yes--or it might be for the good of the people in A, B, C etc. but still 
not be intergovernmental in nature. It might pertain to the people in every community 
without necessarily spilling over. You wouldn't want to have to prove that it was 
going to spillover. 

Mr. Carson - I am aware of the path that the Supreme Court of Ohio has laid out in 
section 3 and section 7, the charter sections. In reading section 3, I would have 
interpreted it to mean exactly what Illinois has said. Don't you think that was 
what was originally intended in section 3? The Supreme Court has read in the differ
ence between the powers of local self-government and the police regulations. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Yes, I believe that that's probably what the Convention intended. 

Mr. Carson - And secondly, do you think they intended a difference be~~een charter 
cities and noncharter cities? 

Mrs. Eriksson - That I don't know. A lot of the political science writing does urge 
that a distinction be made but I am not at all sure that the drafters of the Ohio 
amendment intended that there be a distinction. It seems to me that if they had so 
intended, they certainly would have written it in there, without letting section 3 
sit by itself the way it does. My answ~r to that would have to be that I don't think 
they intended a distinction between charter and noncharter cities. 

Mr. Carson - The final question~ The words tlincluding but not limited to" in the 
Illinois constitution tie the twq ends together, and if section 3 were amended just 
to include those words, we might solve our problems. rim not sure that the Illinois 
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definition is any better than ours is. 

r~S. Eriksson - The fact that it ties them all together and doesn't make a distinction 
between local self-government and the police powers is an improvement ! think. 

~~s. Orfirer - I canlt see what we have to gain by using the Illinois wording. 

Urs. Eriksson - Hhat we would have to gain would be that in our Constitution there's 
a definite separation between exercising the powers of local self-government and 
adopting and enforcing within their limits police powers--which are not in conflict. 
And it's only the police powers which must not be in conflict. Nolan is pointing 
out that the essential difference is that in.the Illinois version government and af
fairs includes but is not limited to--in other words, the police powers are definitely 
part of the powers of local self-government. You don't have a distinction between them. 
You have defined the powers of local self-government, by giving an example and that's 
not the case in Ohio. That's why local self-government has to be interpreted all the 
time because it's really not defined. And you wouldn't have to change the Ohio lan
guage if you didn't want to. You would only eliminate changing "and" to "including 
but not limited to." If you didn't want to chamge the words themselves. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Then you are increasing the powers. 

l1rs. Eriksson - In some respects you are increasing them. In other respects you would 
be limiting because then you would make the whole thing subject to the conflict clause. 
'~ich it presently is not. And which is why the distinction be~~een statewide concern 
and local self-government is so important. 

~~s. Orfirer - I thought what you were doing was removing the local police, sanitary 
and other regulations from the conflict clause. Now we're putting it all under it. 

Mrs. Eriksson - That's right. Making the whole thi~g subject to the conflict clause. 

}~. Carson - That's exactly what Illinois does--it ~akes it all subject to the con
flict clause. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Ue're back to a very basic decision Whether you want to place any 
limitations on the present home rule provisions or lot. I definitely agree that if 
we do it should be conflict rather than variance. 

lirs. Eriksson - There's one other difference in Illinois and that's that the General 
Assembly can deny the exercise of the power. Under our terminology the General As
sembly would have to exercise the power itself, in order to have a conflict. 

~~s. Orfirer - There they don't have to exercise the power. 

l~s. Eriksson - No. They simply deny it, by the 3/5 vote. 

Mra. Orfirer - Professor Vaubel, would you like to comment? 

Frof. Vaubcl - I could. I think we're really dealing with three or four separate 
problems, or maybe more than that. One is the scope of the grant in the first place. 
I think immediately you're going to have to make a division between" city power and 
state power. I don't care how you phrase it. You're going to put it in terms of 
local self-government, pertaining to the government and affairs of a city or you can 
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use the term that was rejected in the Convention, "local affairs" which was used in 
the California Constitution. So you've got the outside circle and I don't see any 
way of avoiding some method of defining it. If you can come up with a good defini
tion, that's another matter. The other proposition is if you make any internal di
visions within that slice, and I think that \'1as Ers. Eriksson's main point, between 
local self-government and police power. Being a traditionalist, I can find some 
reason for retaining what we've got, but it's not quite as large a problem as some 
of the others except for the fact that it makes a lot of sense to not try to divide 
that which is not divisible. In other words, shared power, which we have in the 
police power area. Both the city and the state can operate the police power and I 
think that's really a plus in our present system. Insofar as local self-government 
is concerned, it is not shared and at. that point it breaks down, but exactly what 
do we have there? I am sure there has been litiGation but basically it's about 
structure. A f~~ other powers have been involved--eminent domain and off-street 
parking and a few others, but so far as structure is concerned, I think I can sym
pathize with the legislator and the local man that maybe the city, charter or not, 
ought to be able to say how much they are going to pay their local officials, how 
big their office is going to be, how long they're going to be in there, how to fill 
a vacancy and so forth. It really doesn't make much difference to the state. The 
trouble, of course, is once you say that you have to find a dividing line. 

The next problem is how much control does the state have within this circle of 
local self-government. Is it a matter of conflict? Is it a matter of variance? Is 
it a matter of no control at all in local self-government, if you have a charter? 
Is it a matter of denial? Is it a matter of preemption? Personally I don't like 
denial and I don't like preemption and we do have most of our pie in the police power 
area. Mrs. Eriksson raised the point which is close to my heard--when she says that 
statewide concern has become so important in Ohio. How are you using the term? 
What do you mean by it? 

Mrs. Eriksson - Statewide concern is whatever the General Assembly does that the 
Court upholds. Isn't that about the only way you can define it? I don't know any 
other way to define it except to run down through the areas where the Court has up
held a particular statute. 

Dr. Vaubel - I think you would be defining it analagous to the police power, and I 
really don't think it is necessary to use two different terms. As far as I am con
cerned the state had complete police power. It can do anything it wants to as long 
as it is exercising police power. It can even tell the city a few things along the 
way, sort of indirectly, by exercising its poli~e power so I really don't think 
there's any need for using statewide concern. "fuat the courts have done is use that 
t~rm to grab a little bit more than tlno conflict" will permit. Hhen they do •that.,: 
they leave confusion. Do they mean it throughout the entire area of police regula
tions or do they mean it outside? Obviously if it's outside of city power entirely, 
it's clearly statewide concern there shouldn't be any problem. The city shouldn't 
be there at all. Of course, you have to define that area but if statewide concern 
is defining that outer area--the governor's salary, his term of office, the legis
lature possibly streets, courts, education and a much greater debate when it comes 
to utility regulations--it shouldn't create problems. As far as I am concerned, in 
all the health matters, the state can do what it pleases. It can pass fluoridation-
it can pass regulations at the state level so long as it wants to regulate it. What 
I have some misgiVings about is, are the courts going to use the term "state"1ide 
concern" to broaden the "no conflict" concepts, because if the "Stat~ can come in and 
say no, you can't do it, or we have someho" preempted it, then the city cannot act. 
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Denial or preemption, I think, '~ould be very lnJurious, because it makes exclusive 
state power in an area where there is mutual interest, and it ought to be a shared 
power. • 
i~B. Eriksson - To that extent, then, wouldn't we improve on the situation then if we 
made the local self-government come under the "no conflict" clause? 

Prof. Vaubel ~ I uouldn't have any objections. 

Mrs. Eriksson - The legislature would have to do something, they could not simply deny. • 
~~. Fry - For example, on the matter of licensin~ plumbers, it's always been a matter 
of local concern. Now we have a bill to try to make it a unified approach allover 
the state. 

Prof. Vaubel - ReGardless of the merits, the state has police power to require a li • 
cense. They are exercising police power and not just telling the city what to do. 
Then if the city requires a license and says no you can't act until you get ours, 
and the state has said yes you can act when you get ours, you have a conflict. If 
that's what the state wants to do, but they can't step in and say cities can't issue 
licenses. But you will not prevent any action at all. • 
Mrs. Orfirer - How will the municipal officials react to this kind of change? Bring
ing "local self-government" under the "no conflict;! clause? 

Mrs. Cave - Ohio Municipal League - We prefer to leave Article XVIII, section 3 alone. 
John Gotherman feels very strongly about that. • 
Mr. Fry - Notwithstanding that recommendation, I do think that this language from 
th~ Illinois Constitution has some merit. 

Mr. Carson - It's so new in Illinois that they haven't had any litigation or inter
pretations. I'm not sure these words add anything to what we've go~ except the one 
big substantive thing and that's "including but not limited to" which ties these • 
two things together and has been an area where I personally think the courts have 
misconstrued the Constitution over the years, although I may be wrong. 

Mr. Fry - Do you think this would clear it up? 

Mr. Carson - Yes, but it's a question of whether you want to do it. I think it cer • 
tainly would be a major change. 

Mrs. Orfirer - It would be a change in either direction. Put it all under the con
flict clause or all out from under it. 

Mrs. Eriksson - You could eliminate the conflict clause. That would really be a change. • 
Mr. Carson - Under the local self-government portion of section 3, how often would 
the state actually legislate in areas within the structure with respect to charter 
Cities? 

•Mrs. Eriksson - I think the area that is fuzzy is ,~here structtireends ,and powers begin. 
A good example is whether the state could mandate through civil service laws that the 
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deputy police chief must be chosen through examination or whether the city charter 
could provide otherwise. This is the kind of question I think that you get into as 
far as local self-government is concerned. 

Prof. Vaubel - So far as legislation is concerned, there's a lot already on the books. 
The code of 1902 has never been repealed. At that time the state had complete control. 
If you put the charter cities under general laws, you put the charter right with it. 
Cleveland's structure of government would be the statutes, not the charter. 

Mrs. Eriksson - You still would have section 7 which prOVides that any municipality 
may frame and adopt a charter for its government. 

Prof. Vaubel - If you bring in local self-government under the no conflict clause, 
that would eliminate the need to distinguish between the two. Then that would be 
the whole ball of wax under general laws and would include the 1902 code. Now on 
the other hand you might get yourself back out again, phrase it properly, with a 
charter under section 7. The minute you do that you would have to redefine what 
local self-government is. In fact, that's where we are. For local self-government, 
you're under the general: laws if you don't have a charter, so you have to go with 
the term of office the state legislature establishes. The way you get out is through 
section 7 with a charter. 

Mr. Fry. - Would Version A take care of this, where you eliminate the necessity of 
having adopted a charter? Why have a charter? 

Prof. Vaubel - There is an answer--distribution of power. And, further limitations 
than are in the Constitution. 

}~s. Orfirer - Should we differentiate between charter and the noncharter cities? 
We're discussing powers under the no conflict provision, may not be in conflict with 
the state laws, not just the police and sanitary regulations but all powers, dis
cussing with them not being in conflict with state laws. Should that apply just to 
noncharter municipalities? This could be the method of separation of powers between 
a charter and noncharter municipality. 

Mrs. Eriksson - You would also have to know what kind of powers you were going to give 
charter municipalities. 

Mr. Fry - Local Government is local government, whether or not you have a charter. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Should there be any advantages for communities that do have charters? 

Prof. Vaubel - The courts have said that the noncharter city, in an area of local 
self-government, cannot vary from the state law. They have the power but they can't 
vary from the state law, in an area of local self-government, that's the Pettit v. 
Wagner case. So a noncharter city can't vary from the general laws of local self
government and it cannot conflict with general laws in an area of police regulation. 
So they're bound by general laws but they can act in the absence of the law. The 
charter city, on the other hand, prevails over the general law in local self-govern
ment and cannot conflict in the esse of police powers. 

Mrs_ Orfirer, Sue, do you agree with this interpretation that then9ncharter munici
palities are subject to not being at variance with general law? 
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Prof. Vaubel - I think ~~. Gotherman would not agree. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Basically what you're saying is that noncharter municipalities are 
subject to not being at variance. Do we want to spell it out in the Constitution, 
or don't we? Because it's really there by adjudication and not in the Constitution. 
Does this help any? 

Mr. Carson - We ought to do what we think is right and the Ohio Municipal League can 
object before the full Commission, lobby against it in the legislature, and then try 
to defeat it at the polls. I don't think we should just leave the subject because 
Mr. Gotherman doesn't support it. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I think it's a question of deciding whether you want that spelled out 
in the Constitution, or whether you are willing to leave it as it is under the court 
interpretations and figure it will keep on being interpreted that way. 

Mr. Fry - I think it should be spelled out in the Constitution. If, for nothing else 
from the standpoint of the people who use the Constitution. It's a lot easier for an 
ordinary member of councilor a commissioner to read the Constitution and be guided 
by it than to dig back through a lot of court interpretations. The Constitution 
should be as clearly stated as possible for the benefit of the people who use it. 
I don't like the idea of digging back through a lot of court decisions to find out 
what really is and isn't. 

Mrs. Orfirer - As Nolas has pointed out, the important thing is to make the decision 
as to how it should proceed. We'll begin, at least, with that one statement that 
noncharter municipalities should be subject to the state law. Is that what we want? 

Mr. Fry - Personally, I don't. 1 think the fact that they don't have a charter should 
not matter. They should have the same authority except where there is state law, that 
has a broader application. 

Mr. Carson - Can they decide the number of councilmen in a noncharter city? 

Mr. Fry - They cannot at this time, no. 

Mr. Carson - Would you favor permitting them to adopt their own form of government? 

Mrs. Orfirer - Why don't they adopt a charter? 

Mrs. Eriksson - Would there be any advantage then to a city adopting a charter, or 
would it then operate only as Prof. Vaubel suggests to place limitations on the city? 
If a city can vary its from of government, the pure structure, whether or not it has 
a charter. 

Mr. Fry - Are we interested in encouraging cities to adopt charters? 

Mrs. Orfirer - Not necessarily. It depends on the size of the city and whether they 
feel a need for this. If the statutory form is sufficient for them, why not let it 
stay? If they have problems that necessitate having a charter, they do choose their 
own form of government, then we're at the point where I think we have to decide that 
having made that decision are they entitled to greater powers than. tPose small com
munities without charters. 
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Mr. Fry - We have some pretty large communities that don't feel the need for a 
charter. Canton doesn't have a charter. Parma doesn't have a charter. 

Mr. Carson - I guess one form that can be adopted, and I think that's what the 
framers of home rule powers probably meant, would be that you can have a group of 
general laws passed such as we now have on the boo!:s governing the structure of 
local government that would apply to all municipalities that don't choose to change 
it. 

Mr. Carson - Unless the municipality decides to make it different you would use the 
state law. If they decided to change it then they can do it under the home rule 
powers. The function, then, of the charter would solely be a restriction as I view 
it. You wouldn't really need a charter unless the people of that community wanted 
to restrict their city or village council from exercising the power in the way they 
have done it. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Yes. And I think that's what Prof. Vaubel is saying. 

Prof. Vnubel - A charter would add the distribution of power which is a form of re
striction, setting up departments meeting this or that need where a general statute 
might not be applicable. The distribution was a function of the charter prior to 
the Hagner case and until the court informed us that we were teaching the wrong thing. 
Pettit v.Wagner, about 1960 as I recall, the city charter said promotion to the chief 
of police must Come from the ranks and the state statutes say from the department 
and this fellow was appointed from another city and brought in as police chief. The 
question arose as to whether the charter provision as to any policeman could be pro
moted rather than the statute which said a policeman from the department could be 
promoted. It did decide the local self-government matter. You could not vary from 
the state law unless you did have a charter provision. 

Mr. Fry - I can understand that law being lobbied through by the Fraternal Order of 
Police--if we're going to have a chief, we want him to come from our force. But 
this doesn't necessarily mean that that's best for local government. I'd like to 
get away from things like this. You may just be perpetuating a problem. 

Mr. Carson - I suppose one problem that you have under this approach you would be 
putting all the burden on the local citizens to closely observe what their council 
is doing and take some action to adopt a charter to restrict them, if they go too 
far. Under the present system unless you are a charter city, you have to look at 
the state laws the legislature passed and if council wants to go beyond that you're 
going to go to the people and adopt a charter. I suppose maybe you're putting more 
burden on the people. 

~~. Fry - We had a long debate having to do with the City of Lorain and the City of 
Canton about the length of terms of mayor, city treasurer. It went on and on and 
of the 99 members on the House floor there were probably 16 that really cared. The 
members of the legislature were not qualified in that case or have enough interest 
to make a decision. I'd much rather see things like this decided at the local level. 

Mrs. O~firer - My only view is that as I understand it, the Constitution does not 
really state what e,cists. It is now operating under court decisions rather than 
und~r the Constitution, and my feeling is that whatever we determine ought to exist 
w~ ought to write into the Constitution, and let everybody else argue about it from 
there on. I don't have strong feelings, perhaps because I don't have enough knowledge 
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to have a Clear cut opLn~on about ~"hat the prov~s~ons ought to be. I guess I have 
been raised on the idea that once you have a charter you ought to be able to have 
more power than if you don't have one, and this whole idea of being limited by the 
charter is kind of foreign to me. I'm not sure I understand that. 

}~s. Eriksson - One limitation is debt incurrence and the ten mill limit. Although 
a charter can permit the levy of more than 10 mills it could also restrict so that 
the 10 mill limitation could be something less than 10 mills. 

Mrs. Orfirer- Well, the charter can provide whatever the people want it to provide. 
So in that sense it can be made to restrict. But it's within the power of the people, 
they're given free rein to adopt almost as much pm~er as they want, e~cept when it 
comes under the health and sanitary regulations. Is that a correct interpretation? 
The people can determine to put any power in their charter except as it conflicts 
with the state health and sanitary regulations, and taxes. So I don't see there's a 
limitation unless it's a limitation that the people want to adopt, which is free 
choice and not a limitation. 

Prof. Vaubel - It's the local people's limitation on themselves. 

Mrs. Eriksson - If you look at Version C, you will find a clear constitutional dis
tinction between charters and noncharter cities based on variance or conflict. 
Version C, as far as noncharter municipalities are concerned, would essentially say 
what the present situation is. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Version A makes no differentiation between charter and noncharter and 
says that neither of them may be in conflict in police powers. 

Hr. Carson - Does the ~o1ord variance come from the Supreme Court? 

~~s. Eriksson - Yes t it does come from court interpretations and variance is the word 
that we used in the county local self-government. 

Hrs. Orfirer - That's a lot stronger, a lot more restricting than "in conflict." 

Hr. Fry - I suggest ~o1e take Version A and use that part of the language that we've 
got in the Illinois Constitution as to those powers. I think this would clear up a 
lot of the misunderstandings. 

r~s. Orfirer - Let's try together to outline the possibilities, and then maybe we 
can eliminate. Supposing \'Ie start ~'1ith one, "No differentiation bet~'leen charter 
and noncharter and the possibilities under that ~"ould be that nothing could be in 
conflict with general law or it could be the revene of that. 

Nrs. Eriksson - Or that police rt:'~o1en; coul rl !'1oi: be in conflict but that structure 
could C"'onfllct. 

}~s. Orfirer - Another possibility is that a noncharter Qunicipality would have 
these three possibilities. I think we're back to the point of whether there should 
be any difference bet~Jeen a charter and a mncharter municipality. 

Prof. Vaube 1 - If you leave the city l-1ithout a charter, to have the ~ ame power over 
its structure I guess it resolves itself as to whether you're leaving the structural 
problem in t.hp ~ands of the people or in the hands of the city council. If it is 
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left in the hands of the people, it would say you could only set up your structure by 
charter. Do you want the structure given to you by the people for the city or a 

, council for the city or the legislature of the stnte? 

Mr. Carson - There is an alternative which I am not sure has been discussed. An al
ternative for a noncharter city \~here a structure question occurs and you may not 
want to frame a charter is a referendum issued to the people. Has that been discussed? 

• Mrs. Eriksson - Section 2 of the Constitution presently says that the General Assembly 
passes laws for the general government but additional laws may be passed for the gov
ernment of municipalities adopting the same, referring to the general statutory pro
visions. "But no such additional law shall become operative until it has been sub
mitted to the e1ectors." So there is a referendum on something which is considered

• to be an additional law. 

Mr. Carson - Now let me just take a simple example. Let's assume that the Ohio 
statute for a 5,000 resident city is a 7 man council. llow let's say that this 5,000 
population city has no charter. They've tried a charter commission and it hasn't 
\'1orked--that they want to have 15 councilmen--and so they \~ant to vary from state law

• and they don't want to adopt a charter. Let's say they are required to go to the 
people,� on that one aspect of structure. This is another alternative which would 
permit individual municipalities to vary from state law on local government issues. 

Mr. Fry. That answers my objection. The control lies eventually with the local 
people.

•� Mrs. Cave - I want to comment further on the case that you gave. If they are going 
to have a 15 member council and they are able to do this by submitting it to the 
electors then the next election they have for councilmen they get a whole new council 
or half a new council these people decide its ridiculous having a 15 member council-
councils are like thiS, there's quite a turnover in city councils. vo you want them 

~	 to be playing around with the structure of their council every time there's an elec
tion? 

Mr. Fry They still have to go back to the people ngain. 

~~s. Cave - If they campaign on that issue and get elected on it, it's a disruption 
.. of the government of the city. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Of course, if they had a charter they could. Go back and forth every 
election if they wanted to. 

Mr. Carson - I think there has been a feeling around the state that there should be

• some encouragement toward cities adopting charters So that they can plan their o~m 

destinies. Yet the progression toward charters hasn't been oven~helming. '~hat I am 
suggesting is a means to permit municipalities to go part way and directionally per
haps this l'1ould not be repugnant. 

• Prof. Vaubel - What about the question whether the council would be elected at large 
or by ~recinct? Bould this be determined by the public referendum? 

Nrs. Eriksson - If it varied flom the statute it \'ould be a referendum just as the 
number of councilmen T'!ould be. 
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number of council would be. 

Hr. Fry - In other words, you t~ould have the council as set up by the statute and 
any variance from that would be by referendum. 

11r. Heminger - You're still envisioning state statutes that they can vary from. 

Mr. Fry - '~hich answers the problem that we're getting to. It gives local government 
the final say in the form of government they have. 

Mrs. Orfirer - This would be a third possibility. You would be putting in an inter
mediary step. 

}~. Fry - It would just be a variation on one of the two possibilities you have right 
now. You've got either charter or noncharter and this is an alternative for the 
noncharter type. 

Mrs. Orfirer - That's what I'm saying. It's a middle alternative. 

Mr. Fry - There has to be a structure that they can start with. 

Mr. Carson - This would settle the disturbing question about the 1902 code. 

Mrs. Eriksson - This would almost require writing sometlling into the Constitution 
from Pettit v. Wagner because that's where we're getting the restriction from, and 
if we're going to vary on that restriction we have to put something in here express
ing that. 

Hr. Carson - Houldn't the "including but not limited to" take care of it? I'm 
talking nere only about noncharter cities. 

Prof. Vaubel - I still have a question. The state law provides that for this size 
city, we have 7 councilmen. If we're going to char ;e either the number or running 
at large would it require a referendum or can coun( LI say next time we'll elect by 
pr('cincts or change this system to at large? 

}~f,. Orf1rer - Now let me ask a question. Is it your intention to provide that this 
type of referendum could be used for any organizati.ona1 or functional purpose? 

}~. Carson - {~e get into definition questions, but I guess I am talking about local 
self-gove,rnment, 

Nrs. Orf"irer - Not only organization but government. Not only structure but powers. 

Mrs. Eriksson - 1 think what Nolan would mean would be whatever local self-government 
presently me81"~ .:if-l, ··I>CI~ect to noncharter cities. 

Nr. Carson - The reason I'm saying this Linda, it's a half way step tm-lard a charter. 
To date there's been only one alternative and that's a whole charter, and this would 
be a step toward a charter ~7ithout having to permit it to vary either in structure 
or power if the people approve it as it is. 

}tt. Fry - And you're not doing anything in ~he noncharter field that we can't do 
with a charter. We can cha"ge th~ charter. 
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Mr. Carson - Charlie's reference to the legislature, not liking to get into the subject, 
reminds me of one time when I was up there that we were asked to amend the sections 
dealing with villages. It set the date of election and everybody thought there was 
nothing substantive to the whole amendment. Nobody knew that there were some villages 
in Ohio that have primary elections and somebody called me on the phone; in fact people 
had already been elected at the primaries whose primary election would have been set 
aside. This wouldn't happen if these unusual cases could be settled within a munici
pality. 

Mr. Fry - I think that approach certainly satisfies me in what I '07as saying originally 
about keeping local government at the local level where we can. And it answers the 
question of confusion on apparently not always consistent dec1sions. We don't have 
the language but can agree on the intent. I '07ould suggest that we take that combina
tion of Version A with the limitation as proposed by Nolan Carson. I want to see 
this authority given to the municipalities whether or not they have adopted a charter. 
Also, I like the more specific language in the Illinois Constitution with regard to 
power. 

Mrs. Eriksson - The first thing you're sayin2 is that you would like to see the non
charter cities have the power to vary from state law on 30vernment structure subject 
to a referendum, and this variance could come about, I would assume, either by city 
council presenting the ordinance to the people or through the initiative. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Right. So we want that to carryover into powers too? 

~tts. Eriksson - Police powers cannot be in conflict with general laws. I would think 
you would not want to change that. 

~~s. Orfirer - Is there agreement on that? That's the second point of agreement. 
Noncharters ~ust not conflict in police or sanitary regulations. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Now then there is a group of presllmably other powers which are not 
po&ice powers but are the powers of local self-government which under the present 
language in the Constitution really includes structure and there is no other lan
guage for structure. Now can we distinguish between structure and what these other 
powers are? 

Hrs. Orfirer - He mayor may not need to depending on hm-1 we answer the question of 
what should be done with them. If we make the same determination as to powers as we 
just passed as to structure then l17e don't have to separate it. He can leave it as 
local self-government. 

Hrs. Eriksson - There again, going back to Illinois, it says "exercise any pO'-Jer and 
perform any function pertaining to its government and affairs." Hhat are the pO'17ers of 
local selt-government that are not structure and are not police powers? 

Prof. Vaubel - Civil service, of course, eminent domain can be held to be local self
government, off-street parking and then one left over which I hate to bring up because 
it may Color the whole picture and that is l1eight limitations on highways, and local 
regulation prevails over the state law. 

Mrs. Orfirer - What about things like garbage collection~ There isn't any law that 
says they have to provide f~l garbage collection. 
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l1rs. Cave - You ~on't have to provide a police force either. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Civil service we could get rid of by saying that there is another 
section o~ the Constitution, section 10 of Article XV, which says appointments and 
promotions to the civil service of the state of the counties and cities shall be 
made according to merit anclfitness. Let's talk about eminent domain or disposal 
of eoverru~ent property ~ecause one would question tnlether they were a power or a structure 
no I would think that t70uld be a good example of a power of local self-government which is 
not structure. 

Prof. Vau~el - We can vary the state law for an eminent domain procedure by setting� 
up our oun procedure in a charter.� 

Mr. Carson - This might be two steps toward a charter. Is there any reason why they� 
shouldn't have the power to do that? A city may want one o~two things varying from� 
state lnu, whereas a charter normally covers all aspects of the city's operations.� 

}~s. Eriksson - If you adopt a charter and don't have something in there it really 
is a restriction upon the operation of local government to that extent, so that there 
could be a real distinction between just wanting to vary one thing from state law 
and not '-1anting to bother "'ith everything else. 

~~s. Orfirer - Next year you can come back with another one or this year you could 
have five of them. According to What we're proposing there is no limit on the number 
of chan3es that are put on the ballot by initiative petition or by the council to 
change either the structure or the functions of the noncharter municipality. You 
could have ten things on it. You could have one this year and one next year. Since 
you can do it this way is there any advantage in haVing a charter? I ask that ques
tion alon3 two lines. First of all. is this a preferable method to enacting a charter, 
so we want to encourage or discourage the adoption of charters, because I think this 
would diminish the number of municipalities seeking charters. How many every five 
years seek a charter? But I think it would be fewer. 

Urs. Cave - They're not rushing to adopt charters. He have maybe 5 a year. 

~Ir. Fry - I would guess that there are enough of them that I wouldn't suggest that 
we eliminate the charter. The charters in many communities represent a lot of study 
and desire on the part of the people. 

~~. Carson - We're in the process of revising the Cincinnati charter. There are some 
things that we have to do--our council are paid $8,000 a year and they're almost ful1
time people and we know we have to increase salaries and we think that if we go to 
the people with that one issue we won't have any trouble. They're also suggesting 
that the rnayor be elected at large. Now he's elected by city council. That's 
another issue. They're making a four-year rather than a o-1o-year term. That's 
another issue. If we go to the people with 15 changes it may be too much for the 
people to accept. I think that can be translated here a little bit. I thirut perhaps 
one reason why charters haven't been adopted is because the whole package is a scary 
package. But you may have one issue that is real important. You may need a little 
larger council, you think, or it may be four-year terms or something that could be
come an issue in one community. That one thing you might be able to sell and get a 
better form of government, where the powers that be aren't conVinced that you could 
sell a Whole charter,so it seems to me that there is a possibility that you might be 
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able to get a little better government to solve specific problems more quickly than if 
you \'lait for a charter to be adopted. 

Hrs. Orfirer - I'm just being devil's advocate for the moment. Hhat I ''las leading up 
to is a point that I think John "lould make if he were here ,·,hich is the concern about 
making the whole thing han3 together. But if you're going to make some 3 or 4 or 10 ~hanBe~ 

are people going to look at the whole structure the way they '10uld have to if they 
were writing a charter? Tentatively ''le have made two decisions. 

Hrs. Eriksson - A decision for noncharter municipalities for referendum on structural 
points and leave the police power conflict clause the same. Now we're talking about 
these other powers. I assume Nolan has reached the conclusion that he sees no reason 
why, if a noncharter city wanted to modify the state eminent domain law within its 
own confines, it should not be able to do so. 

Hr. Carson - A charter city can vary with respect to nonstructure powers, so on this 
theory I am unable to see uhy a noncharter city could not. 

Itrs. Orfirer - Let me try to pull this together. As I see where we're getting to it's 
a three-step procedure. You would have noncharter municipalities which could not be 
in conflict '1ith state law in any regard, unless they take the intermediary step by 
referendum, in which case they could vary or be in conflict with any state law except 
police p~~er. A charter municipality can do anything it wants except that it may not 
be in conflict on sanitary and police regulations. Is this total paclcage what you 
think you would like? 

~~s. Eriksson - A charter city also is subject to the stat~1ide concern doctrine 
which means that if the legislature determines that something is of statewide concern 
it is not a matter of local self-government. 

Prof. Vaubel - One thing that is likely to create a problem and that '-]QuId be the 
change from your referendum in changing from 7 to 15 members, how can you change back 
again? 

Itrs. Orfirer - The same way. 

Prof. Vaubel - Only in the same way, not by council's further action? So that it 
would have the effect of a partial charter. Then you also said the possibility of 
initiating an ordinance rather than passing one and sending it to referendum. 

~~. Carson - I must differ with Charlie Fry on the Illinois language. 1 don't think 
it is that much better. 

}~s. Eril~sson - I think we'know '''hat police, sanitary and other regulatbms are in 
Ohio. If l-1e changed the "lording we would have more problems in interpreeing them. 

Mr. Carson - I call these mini-charters. 

!-Irs. Orfirer - Are we still faced with the problem of a definition of state concerns? 

Hrs. Eriksson - He have now discussed uhat we conceive to be included in th,is question 
of local self-government. Perhaps in the drafting we can present one or two alternates 
that would resolve this question with respect to noncharter cities. The important 
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question is do you ~l<lnt to make any changes \'1ith respect to charter cities? 

Urs. Orfirer - Changes of l1hat kind? 

~lrs. Eriksson - Either in the police power clause or in the powers of local self
government. Helre going to be doing this with respect to noncharter cities. Perhaps 
what we need to do is to make a list on the other side of things which the court has 
helel are not pO\olers of local self-government, with respect to charter cities particu
larly. 

Prof. Vaubel - I think I can see where lole had an inttiat conflict in terminology. 
You were thinking of the importance of the local self-government definition. I was 
thinking or it as distinguished between police power and local self-government. You 
were thinking, I think, between local self-government and statewide concern. There's 
a lot of prn1er in the police power alone. For example, again, when we start to list, 
I think you would have to look at it from the standpoint of what kind of control you 
want. If it's exclusive state control, I would equate that with statewide concern. 
Such things as education, possibly building of state highways, and annexation. 

Mrs. Eriksson - t~e can exclude courts and education because the judicial system is 
established by the Constitution and education is a specific constitutional state con
cern. But take a question like annexation. Even a charter city cannot provide differ
ently from the state law with respect to annexation, so that's something that somebody 
put under this stat~7ide concern doctrine. 

Prof. Vaubel - That gets me to the point. Annexation has some effect within the city. 
It also has some very substantial effect outside. In fact it's really controlling, 
because you're giving the territory back to the township so it is exclusive state 
power. tIhen you get to utility regulation, do you want this to be exclusively state 
power? I would call it a police power myself. It's hard for me to think of it in 
any other ''lay. If it's supposed to be exclusively state pOl-ler, we can treat it as 
exclusive. Secondly, I don't think it is exclusive. I think there is a mutual inter
est. In the Beac1mood case, they said anything "'hlch has any effect out of the city 
is a matter of statewide concern and up to the legislature. Now if they meant exclu
sively up to the le2islature, ,~hat' s left? Anything that has any effect outside the 
city--and they used that for the Painesville case to get into the utility area. 

Mrs. Orfirer There's really nothing in the Constitution that states that this is 
strictly the state's concern. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Hhat the court can oh.,ays say is that this is not a power of local 
sclf-govermnent, and therefore charter and noncharter cities alike are subject to 
state la,'1. And that's ''1hat they have said in some of the cases without relying on 
its being police power. 

Mrs. Orfirer - So we have to make a decision as to whether we want to do something to 
try to clarify this in the Constitution. Supposing that we do, and I am making that 
supposition, how do we go about it? Somewhere you have to figure out this dividing 
line that we ~ere talking about earlier. 

Mr. Carson - Why not give the legislature in the Constitution the power to determine 
what statewide concern is? 
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simply to include everything again within the conflict clause. At the present time 
charter cities anyway under interpretation have an absolute power to local self· 
government. And the only way the General As~embly can prevail is if it is not a 
matter of local self-government. Now if you make that subject to the conflict clause 
then the General Assembly will always prevail. But a city can do somethin~iwhich 

varies from that general law as long as it does not conflict with it. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Does that 8'01..re our problem? I'm not sure it's the right way but it 
does solve the problem of what belongs to whom. 

Prof. Vaubel - It brings more of the structure under the state but I keep coming 
back to the case of where the state came in and said the city can't put wires under
ground. Does it affect something outside of the city? The court approached it from 
that standpoint. The other possibility would be whatever affects outside the city, 
the city can't do, which is the Beachwood case. By a kind of accident I fell back 
to the proposition of whatever is a police power and is directed territorially only 
to the management not trying to regulate something outside but only what occurs 
within. In other words, you have to put your wires underneath in this city, but we 
don't control what you do outside of the territory. In other words, making the 
limits of the territory the limit of power in the area of police power and when you 
try to move outside it's a shared power that the state and the city can exercise. 
But the city can't conflict. 

Mrs. Orfirer I thought that's what you got through saying was so terribly limited. 

Prof. Vaubel - You're legislating only for the people within our borders. If they 
carry that Beachwood case much further I think police power, so far as local automomy 
is concerned, will be pretty well wiped out. Because almost anything which the city 
does which regards police regulation, almost anything is going to have some effect 
outside. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Can you give us a couple of examples, using the territorial limitations? 

Prof. Vaubel - It would be a way of preserving, I think, municipal police power but 
preserving it in the form that initially was, namely, shared power. It would only 
preserve it and not permit the state to come in and start grabbing police power ex
cluding the cities, within the boundaries of the state. It would preserve the police 
power as a shared basis and I think on a shared basis it works out pretty well because 
if there is an interest at both ends it ought to be recognized, and if tt's an inter
est that's going to be represented by both sides trying to do something. And both 
sides can do something except that the state has a superior authority in case of 
conflict. Right now a city cannot order a high tension wire to be underground within 
city limits. 
think so. 

Now isn't the city interested? Is the state's interest superior? I 

Mr. Carson - Let's say they shared it. 

Prof. Vaubel - Then the state could regulate. 

Mr. Carson - Let's say the state would say we don't want any underground, and the city 
wants it underground. Would the state prevail in that case? 

Prof. Vaubel - A very tight situation. 
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Mr. Carson - Power that's shared works only if there 1s agreement. 

Prof. Vaubel .. The state would prevail if they "pass general laws, tI rather than deny 
the city power to act. If the state simply said we want no wires underground I think 
that conceivably could be called a general law regulating wires.. And any conflict 
on the part of the city would not be valid. This is a simple change in terminology 
but I think it has a substantial effect. If the state came in and said the city 
will not enact any ordinance requiring them to go underground or not to go underground 
or any regulation on this particular point, then they are denying the city power and 
they're leaving the thing unregulated, until they themselves come in with what they 
want and that's the vacuum I was talking about. You can't have a vacuum, as I view 
the general laws concept; it's the price that you pay. There may be circumstances 
where absence of regulation may be a desirable thing. They don't need a doctrine of 
statewide concern, only of the police power. 

Mr. Carson" A charter city and the powers of local self government and the statewide 
concern aspect of that, does the city win? Or the state win? 

Mrs. Eriksson - The state wins with the charter city, if the court says it is a 
statewide concern and not 8 power of local self-government. 

Mr •. Carson .. In the police power aspect in a charter city, both can exercise the power 
so long as the city does not conflict. 

Mrs. Orfirer - The problem is that the Constitution doesn't say anything about state
wide concerns, and this is where the confusion comes in. 

Mr. Carson - Let's assume that in this area that in order for something to be of 
statewide concern that the legislature had to declare it as such in the legislation 
regulating that aspect of life. So they have to make a positive decision that it is 
a matter of statewide concern to take it away from municipalities and shall so state 
in the legislation. It would be one way to eliminate the litigation aspects of 
what is and what is not. 

Mrs. Orfirer .. Are you assuming that if it were of statewide concern it would preempt 
the matter? 

Mrs. Eriksson - That would be the next question. 

Mr. Carson - What you're really doing is taking from the courts the determination 
and giving it to the legislature. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Then would you permit cities to vary but not conflict with a state
wide concern doctrine? Or would you say that they could not vary from it? 

Mr. Carson - What is the situation today? 

Mrs. Eriksson - If it is a statewide concern doctrine then the city cannot vary from 
it. It's a preemption. 

~r. Carson - Just for starters all I'm saying is that you could transfer that deci
sion from the courts to the legislature, as to what is a matter of statewide concern 
and hence what i8 preemptive over the powers of a charter city. 
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Mrs. Eriksson - Would that determination be conclusive? 

Mr. Carson - The city could act unless the legislature, in its wisdom, decides that 
here is one area which they say in the legislation is of such statewide concern that 
it needs to be preempted. They have to make a determination and state it in the 
legislation. This is a little bit different from the Illinois language. 

Prof. Vaubel - Of course the crucial question at this time is what are you seeking 
to achieve? 

Mr. Carson - I don't know. I'm not so sure that the problem worries me as much as 
it seems to other people. 

Mrs. Orfirer - What we're seeking, I suppose, is a distribution of power • 

• Prof. Vaubel - Is there Bome desire to have preemption as distinguished from what 
we now have? In general, there is no conflict. Is there some area where we prefer 
preemption to no conflict? 

Mrs. Orf1rer - I would pose another question which is to use what Nolan is saying 
and change it from at variance to no conflict. You still have the same decision to 
make. Do you want the legislature by whatever majority you choose to be able to 
determine where the local governments cannot be in conflict? 

Mr. Carson - I am not advocating anything. Just trying to drop possibilities. I 
don't even know what the dimensions of this problem are. 

Mrs. Eriksson - We need a list of these cases which have relied upon the statewide 
concern doctrine, as opposed to a police power, and the subject matter. 

Mr. Carson - Let me ask, Ann, are there inequities except perhaps the one that the 
Professor mentioned, that are taking away powers that the municipalities ought to 
have or is it a question of trying to clarify situations to prevent future litigation? 

Mrs. Eriksson - I would assume from the fact that Mr. Gotherrnan wants us to leave 
section 3 alone that he does not believe that there are instances where statewide 
concern has been identified to the detriment of the power of municipalities • 

Mrs. Cave - I just think he doesn't like to see the Constitution tampered with. 

Mrs. Orfirer - It seems to me that someone has to make a decision. It has to be the 
legislature or it has to be the courts. Or it has to be in the Constitution. So 
that's our three choices. You proposed that it should be the legislature; John says 
it should be the courts; I think my feeling off the top of my head is that it ought 
to be the Constitution but I don't know a way to do it. 

Prof. Vaubel - I think when we say the court we really say the Constitution. 

Mrs. Orfirer The question is where we want to give the deciding power • 

Mr. Carson - It would seem impossible to me to write language in the Constitution that 
would help much in this area. 

Mrs. Eriksson - You can throw the burden one way or the other to the legislature or 
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not to the legislature, either by doing as you suggest or by including it under the 
conflict clause. 

Mr. Carson - In the debt article we did not make it capr1c10us. Action by the legis
lature could still be overturned by the courts, as I recall. To go back a moment. 
I do think, Linda, that the first thing would be how serious this problem is. We had 
this discussion at the last meeting when Professor Stocker was there. I'm sure there 
are questions we have to worry with. But is it important enough to take something 
away that now resides in the Constitution and the courts? 

Prof. Vaubal - I think statewide concern as it has been used in our courts is quite 
dangerous to home rule. I think it could upset the whole civil service system. The 
other side of the coin is that if you don't adopt a greater power than fino conflict" 
you are acting as a limit on the state's ability to deal with problems. If you don't 
give the state the opportunity. there will be an area in which there will be no regu
lation. If the court continues to go the route of statewide concern it would be a 
very serious curtailment of city power. The state has to have authority. The ques
tion is do they have to have more authority than no conflict provides? 

Mrs. Orfirer - Before we adjourn, I would like to go back to our discussion at the 
last meeting about whether there were certain areas which the state should take over, 
should have the responsibility to provide, and we talked about education and trans
portation. You have received some suggested drafts, for the purpose of helping us 
to clarify our thoughts as to whether thiS type of provision should be in the Consti
tution or not. Whether it could be done in a way that could be acceptable. 

Mr. Carson· This type of provision, I would guess, goes way beyond the function of 
this committee alone. These examples certainly do. 

Mrs. Eriksson - I don't know what other committee will specifically be dealing with 
this kind of a topic. For example, both of these subjects, consumer protection and 
transportation, are certainly local government functions. They're also state func
tions. 

Mr. Carson - You may remember I raised this with Mr. Carter, at the time of our last 
Commission meeting. What we've been looking at so far is revision of what we have 
already got in the Constitution. How about new things that may need attention? I 
think he was planning to create a small thinking committee on this. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I would suggest that we turn this over to the committee on committees 
and suggest that this whole area of where the Constitution should mandate the state 
to provide a service be taken up by this committee. 

The next meeting will be in Columbus on the afternoon of January 9. 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Local Government Committee 
January 9, 1974 

Sunnnary 

Present at the meeting on January 9, 1974 were Chairman Orfirer, Committee 
members Heminger, Ostrum, and Fry, and several guests, including Mr. and Mrs. Stewart 
Wallace, Professor Vaubel, John Gotherman of the Ohio Municipal League, Ed Loewe 
of the Chamber of Commerce and Lois Mills of the League of Women Voters. 

Mrs. Orfirer • Through our public hearings and other sources, we had some input 
from county officials when we were considering the county provisions, but have not 
really had input from local officials. The Ohio Municipal League has formed a com
mittee which is responding to the suggestions that come out of this committee, so 
we have asked them to meet with us. We want to hear from these people who are in 
constant working contact with these constitutional provisions as to whether there 
are substantive problems with the home rule provisions, or whether the problems are 
only semantic. We would emphasize that we are using the present drafts as a point 
of discussion only, not as representing any conclusions the committee has reached. 
We would like some of their own experiences and thoughts about what problems if any 
they see arising out of the present home rule provisions, whether they are semantic 
or substantive, and not approval or disapproval of specific ideas or language. 

You will recall that Nolan had asked that the staff do some work reviewing� 
cases to see what types of things had had to be adjudicated in recent years.� 

Mr. Kramer· There is a very small amount of home rule litigation in recent years. 
The Supreme Court in the last 20 years has been making a concerted effort to forge 
a logical and consistent theory of home rule. The best example is the Leavers case, 
where the court set out a number of propositions saying "this is what home rule is 
in capsule form." I examined all the reported Ohio cases beginning with January 1, 
1970. 1 found 5 decisions; 2 Supreme Court, 2 in Courts of Appeals, and 1 Municipal 
Court. In the Supreme Court were State ex rel. Cronin v. Wald and Village of Will
oughby Hills v. Corrigan. The Cronin case involved a charter section of the Cleve
land charter permitting entering into contracts without competitive bidding where 
the amount in question was $3,500 or less whereas the state statute at that time 
required competitive bids on contracts of $1500 or less. An old case from 1930, 
Phillips v. Hume held that that kind of statutory provision prevailed over a charter 
provision because of the power of the General Assembly under Art. XIII section 6 and 
Art. XVIII section 13 to control municipal debt and taxation. In the Cronin case, the 
Supreme Court overruled the prior case and held that the process of entering into 
contracts and incurring indebtedness in that sense was a matter of local self-govern
ment and the charter provisions prevail. Many municipal attorneys felt that this 
was the proper interpretation and that Phillips v. Hume was wrong in the first place. 

Mrs. Orfirer - In terms of the draft which places all powers of local self-government 
under the conflict clause, what would have been the result? 

Mr. Kramer - I think the Court would say that there was a conflict and the state 
statute would prevail if section 3 placed all powers of local self-government under 
the conflict clause. Of course, it does not. Since the Court held that it was a 
matter of local self-government and the conflict clause does not apply, the City of 
£leveland can decide in any way it wanted. It could provide for entering into con
trac~c without any competitive bidding since it is not a constitutional reqUirement. 

Mrs. Orfirer - What would have to have occurred to make it a variance instead of a 
conflict? 
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Mr. Kramer - Perhaps another case will illustrate that. It is a 1973 case from the 
Franklin County Court of Appeals where the Columbus ordinance imposed a heavier 
penalty for a traffic offense than the state law provided for the same offense. The 
claim was that the municipal ordinance was in conflict with the state statute. The 
state motor vehicle code also specifically provided that an ordinance could not 
provide for a different penalty. The Court held that it was not a conflict--a con
flict only arises where an ordinance attempts to permit that which the state law 
prohibita or prohibit that which the state law permits. The mere difference in 
penalty docs not give rise to a conflict and the attempt by the General Assembly to 
limit the power of the municipality was ineffective. In the earlier West Jefferson 
case, the General Assembly had attempted to limit the power of municipalities to 
pass ordinances dealing with door to door sales. The court held that if the General 
Assembly directly regulates that by law, then a municipality cannot be in conflict 
with that law but that the General Assembly cannot specifically limit the power of 
the municipality to deal with such matters. The same is true with a variance, al
though a variance is any difference. If the penalty were different, the municipal 
ordinance would be invalid to that extent, if we were concerned with a variance. 

Mr. Kramer - The conflict clause is more restrictive on the state's power than it is 
on the municipal power. The variance language is more restrictive on the municipal 
power, because it permits really no differences. The conflict cases specifically 
arose out of police power. So the variance is tighter language. If there is any 
difference, the state will prevail so making the police power and the power of local 
self-government subject to either variance restriction or conflict in effect means 
a very limited kind of home rule. The home rule would apply really in those areas 
where the state has not legislated. It's the same sort of thing that the committee 
has already recommended with respect to counties. The counties would be free to act 
only in those cases where the General Assembly has failed to act. I think either 
conflict language or variance language would be applicable to both the first part 
and the second part and would be a great change in what we know as home rule today. 
It's a limitation on existing home rule. 

Mrs. Orfirer - This is my understanding and that's why I didn't follow what you were 
saying when you said the conflict clause was more restrictive on the General Assembly 
than on the municipalities. 

Mr. Kramer - I was speaking of the existing interpretations of the conflict clauses 
applicable only to the police power. But it you make it applicable generally I 
tend to think that using conflict language rather than variance language in that 
context might lead to more problems of interpretation because of the existing con
flict cases dealing with police power where some differences are permitted, in the 
penalties and this sort of thing. How it applies to self-government questions I 
am not sure. But we do know from the use of the variance language in recent cases 
in the Supreme Court that they're talking about differences and just about any 
difference is a variance. The statute then would prevail over any ordinance of 
charter provisions. In fact this kind of language making the conflict clause ap
plicable to both would seem to limit greatly the effect of a charter. And without 
any restriction on that language if the conflict language or variance language was 
applicable to both organization and government you would have to make an exception 
for a charter if you wanted the charter to be able to make any change in structure, 
because othen~ise a charter itself would be in conflict with the state statute, as 
to the organization of the government. 

Mrs. Eriksson - But section. 7 makes a distinction between government and local self
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government. Section 3 talks only about local self-government. 

Mr. Kramer - But I think you would have to spell out the difference so that there 
could be no argument. The charter itself would provide for a different form of gov
ernment. Getting back to the cases, I don't think it's necessary to go through each 
one of them individually. The only other Supreme Court_case was the Village of 
Willoughby Hills vs. Corrigan case which ue have also discussed previously involving 
airport zoning. Actually it involved the Cuyahoga County Airport which is located in 
Willoughby Hills. It is a charter municipality and the airport zoning was enacted 
by a joint airport zoning board by the county commissioners of Cuyahoga and Lake 
Counties, and the Village of Willoughby Hills challenged the zoning regulations on 
the basis that they interfered with the home rule powers of Willoughby Hills, under 
its charter. The Supreme Court applied the doctrine of Painesville vs, C.E.I. case 
that the regulation of the use of the airports and air space leading to the airport 
was a matter, they used the term of stat~~ide concern, a matter of concern to more 
than just l~illoughby Hills, and therefore that this was a proper subject for legisla
tion by the state and to the extent that this might be in conflict with any municipal 
legislation that the state regulation pursuant thereto would prevail. 
The case is found in 29 Ohio St. 2d 39. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Did the case hold that the municipality could not enact zoning 
measures which conflicted with state law? Or that this is a matter of state concern 
and that the locality cannot do anything at all? 

Mr. Kramer - Well it was interesting that the court found that there was no conflict. 
The Village of Willoughby Hills challenged the authority of the Joint Airport Zoning 
Board to enact these regulations. It was more in the nature of a declaratory judg
ment than anything else, and the Court held that the regulations were valid, and 
after saying that this was a matter of statewide concern and applying that doctrine 
said that, as a matter of fact, there was no conflict that they say between them, 
the airport zoning regulations and municipal regulations. It was in some respects 
a hypothetical case. 

Mr. Ostrum - What was Willoughby Hills real concern? What was there about the airport 
D!gulations that they didn't like? 

Mr. Kramer - From the case it's difficult to tell but I think their probable concern 
was the establishment of a principle that territory within the city was subject to 
the zoning power of an agency created by the state. 

Mr. Ostrum - Then there was nothing but principle involved; rather than a concern 
about airplanes flying too low over residential areas or something like that? 

Mr. Kramer - The court did get into a discussion of that and recognized that 9rigsby 
and other cases hold that constant overflying can be a "taking" but that v18sn' t really 
involved hereM-there was no complaint that that was happening. No property owner 
was complaining that his property was taken. It was only the principles that were 
involved. The case isn't cluttered uith facts. It seems further to reinforce the 
doctrine of the City of Beachwood case where the court held that the matter of de
tachment of territory was not a matter involving solely the city but involved terri
tory outside the city and was not, therefor, a matter of local self-government, and 
the Painesville case which held that the transmission of power over long distances 
through municipal territory was a matter that concerned more than just that munici
pality and the state statute governed. It is not clear ~y the Supreme Court, especially 
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in the Painesville C::lse, felt constrained even to talk about state"lide concern, when 
the cases, both zoning and transmission over high tension wires, could have been 
decided on n conflict basis since both could be considered exercise of the police 
power. If you go back to some of the basic cases on licensing, such as liquor li
censes, the state grants a license to permit that particular business 'oJithin a mu
nicipality and the municipality may not also regulate and license that business, 
because it would be an effort to prohibit that which the state law permits. So, if 
the state establishes regulations under which high tension wires can be constructed 
this i.s, in effect, a license to operate. If the state says you can construct a 
wire and a municipality says otherwise, there would be a conflict under the police 
pouers. 

Mrs. Eriksson - If that is ~~ue, then if we bring all matters ~f local self-government 
come within the conflict clause, that ,,,ould not make any difference in that particular 
case, loJould it? 

Hr. Kramer - I don't like the term lt s tate"lide concern." As long as it is of more 
than local concern, by definition it is not a matter of local self-government. It 
may concern the city, but if it concerns more than the city, it is not, by definition, 
n matter of local self-government. The classic matters of local self-government are 
'''hether it's a m"'n:'~cr form or a council-mayor form. And the police powers are a 
matter of loco I ~cL[-government, they are not 8 separate category. 

Nrs. Eriksson - This draft of section 3 mal~es it clear that the police powers are 
matters of local self-government. We still have the court saying whether or not 
somethinG is a matter of local self-government. If there is a need to distinguish 
between government, which I think of as structure, and pm~ers, perhaps there is a 
need to write such a distinction in the constitution. 

Mr. Kramer - There now is a very definite distinction between charter and noncharter 
municipalities. The real question is whether any change is desired or needed in 
home rule and the powers of local self-government. The cases and the interpretations 
are pretty lIeU fixed, and from the point of vievl of the municipal attorney, he can 
predict results in particular cases. 

}Irs. Orfirer .. Just the fact that you miGht be able to predict results does not 
necessarily mean there are not problems and need for changes. 

Mr. Kramer - There are always problems, but I think this is a different situation 
from that of counties l'lhere there l'las desire expressed for changes in the existing 
system. 

Mrs.Eriksson - At the last committee meetincs, some committee members were focussing 
on changes designed to give to noncharter cities the powers of charter citc~s. 

Hr. Ostrum - Charlie Fry was sayinG that he ll1anted local self-government to every'Ol) 

thing for itself that it could reasonably do. Problems are better solved at the 
grass roots. This draft appealed to me because it seemed to be clean cut and simple-
maybe it isn't--but does it do what was intended? rwking everything subject to non
conflict, including but not limited to the police powers. 

llrs. Eriksson - Nr. Fry was talking about the pOl'l1erS he would like to see cities 
have. All the examples were of a structural matter, and to that extent the language 
drafted for section 2 l'l18S intended to enable a noncharter city to vary as far as 
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structure is concerned from the state law, becausE that basically is what section 2 

• is talking about--if incorporation and government are interpreted the way I think 
they are. 

• 
Mrs. Orfirer - I think Charlie used those examples because they are easy to grab hold 
of, but didn't he also mean to include the powers of local self-government as well? 
If that is so, would section 3 tend to go against his wishes? Section 3, in the 
draft, eliminates the distinction be~~een charter and noncharter cities, but it is 
limiting the charter '~itie8 in the way that noncharter cities are nm~ limited, rather 
than expanding noncharter pm1ers to the way charter city powers presently are. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Except that noncharter cities could exercise powers of local self

• 
government not in conflict with general laws, whereas the Leavers case prevents them 
from varying from general laws. 

}~s. Orfirer - In all future drafts and discussion, while we are in a decision-making 
phase,� I sUGgest that we separate charter and noncharter municipalities. Then when 
we decide what we want to do, we can bring them together. 

•� Mr. l~amer - I think there is very little evidence of noncharter municipalities com�
ing to the General Assembly for legislation regarding either structure or powers.� 

Mrs. Eriksson - This was exactly ~~. Fry's point, though, that he thinks the legis
lature does spend too much time on these requests--terms of office, salaries, number 
of councilmen. These matters are frequently before the General Assembly. 

• 

• Hr. Kramer - But treating those things as an exception, most of the requ2sts for 
legislative action deal with finances--taxation and debt. Both charter and noncharter 
municipalities are subject to legislative control in these areas. But there has been 
very little legislative change in the basic structure and powers--the number of of
ficials and depar~~:n~L1ts, and what functions they perform--since the munj .:.ipal code 
of 1902. As a practical matter, most of the smaller municipalities are very content 
to work within the municipal code. Even if you tell them that in many a~£3S they 
have the power to go beyond the municipal code they wouldn't do such a thing. 

Mrs. Eriksson - The~e are a few large noncharter municipalities and it is in these 
cities that the pr:.>iJlems come of \lc,Ji!"~g co char.ge the law ,dth respect t:- ;;h";;.r

• particular situation. These things do engage the time and attention of tJ-.-::: :',~~isla

ture. 

Mrs. Orfirer - If ,~e start with noncharter municipalities, and we want to d,,-,:'<;-~:::nine 

whether they need more powers than they nm'1 have, does the new section 2 d-~'<','-; solve 

• 
this problem? permitting them to vary--or l](11l1d you ,~ant to consider chan,~, "< i.t: so 
that they can vary but not be in conflict? Do you want to vary their pm'1e:;:;.; ','··,.'l'=!r 
section 3 or is section 2 sufficient? 

~~. Heminger - vlliat are examples of local self-government that a charter city has 
but not a rL:,acharter city? 

•� Mrs. Or£irer - Disposal of property and 8:- ;" ,"',i' :bmain are tHO that \~ere ment".:~lled at 
the last meeting. I would like to form:,.:" ';·'.;i.~ questions to be sent out to members 
of the committee and the Ohio }funicipal Le~gue committee. 

Should the tentative wording in section 2, conceived of as ~pplying only to 
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structure. he expanded to cover nonpolice l'0Hcrs in section 2 '? 

lJocs the committee feel that they \-lould like noncharter municipalities to 
have more local self-government powers? 

~fr. Kramer - You are really asking whether you are going to adopt the theory that 
all municipalities have all powers of local self-government, as distinguished from 
police pOHer, and that none is subject to any overriding po\-ler of the General Assem
bly. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Do we want to permit noncharter municipality to have local self-gov
ernment pO"lers Hhich are not at variance or in conflict either one \-lith statute& or 
powers as charter municipalities? I think there are degrees of limitation on the 
powers of noncharter municipalities which ~e can identify. The next question would 
be whether l1C \-lant to make any changes in charter municipalities. One proposal is 
to place the powers of local self-government under the conflict clause. I doubt 
that there uill be any support for any limitations on the local self-government 
powers of charter municipalities. 

Hr. Ostrum - Is II charter munic ipality presently unlimited in the po'Jers of loca 1 
self-government or docs the st8telJide concern doctrine limit the local self-govern
ment aspect'? 

Mr~ Kramer - To some extent it can be a matter of semantics, but I think that on an 
abstract basis if the Court determines that the matter is a matter of local self
government and the chart~r municipality, as provided under the authority of its 
charter, is free to do what it wants to do. 

Mrs. Orfirer - But the court is free to determine that it is a matter of larger 
concern. 

Mr. Kramer That's the question, whether it is a matter of local self-government. 

Mr. Ostrum - If it's statewide concern, then the municipality cannot act at all. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Right. All this discussion arose in the last couple of months out 
of our trying to nork ,.,ith the question of ''1ho dra\-ls the line or hm1 the line is 
drawn bet\-leen 'tJhat is local concern and "lhat is state'-lide concern. lvhere the Gen
eral Assembly can act and where the charter municipality can act. Has there been 
enough of a problem that we should redraft the constitutional provisions? 

Mrs. Eriksson - Perhaps the question should be put in terms not only whether local 
self-government should be made subject to the conflict clause, but is there any way 
to define whatever this local self-government is in such a fashion that there would 
be any expansion of the powers of charter cities to delineate areas ''1here there can 
be both state and local action, rather than simply viewing statewide concern and 
local self-government as the opposites which means that in fact if it is statewide 
concern then a charter city has no pO'tJer. Perhaps there are areas '-1h ich are both 
statewide concern and local self-government \-lhich we could identify if we could re
define those terms somehow. 

Professor Vnubel - You're using the '-lords lIlocal self-government" and"state"lide 
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concern" as t110 antagonists, yet I think we're using local self-government in two 
senses. It is not unusual that that should occur because the Court itself does it 
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time and time again, and Judge Taft didn't help matters any because he said local 
self-government includes the powers and structure of local self-government and police 
power. But in most of your discussion here we have talked about local self-government 
here as being structure primarily and eminent domain and a few other things. At least 
I would choose that terminology which means the police power as a separate entity. 
We have one circle of local self-government and police power and I'd bring them all 
under as city p~1er. Or you could call them all local self-government but you'd 
have to realize that in so doing you're repeating yourself. Now I would say that 
statewide concern has nothing to do with the city. It's the state's power which 
ought to be exclusive state's power. tlhat the court has on occasion done, though, 
is use statewide concern to grab up some of the police power of the state, which the 
state has anyway. If it's a police power measure both the state and the city are 
concerned, but it seems to me that if the state's concern is superior then the state 
can go ahead and regulate it. 

Brs. Eriksson - Hhat I'm saying is that perhaps the state has a right to regulate 
whether wires should go overhead or underground but perhaps the city also has that 
right. 

Mrs. Orfirer - It is my understanding that in this case they ~'lere not permitted to 
put the wires underground if-they were within their municipal boundaries. I agree 
with Ann that they should have the right to. 

Professor Vaubel - You can't divide the question that way. 

Mrs. Orfircr - Hhy can't you? 

~lr. Kramer - That was the whole question involved ~n the case. The fact whether the 
wires were going to run above ground outside of the municipality, then go underground 
and then come back out. 

l~s. Orfirer - If the municipality wanted them underground, why not? 

}~. Kramer - That was the point of the case. Because the court said that these are 
transmission lines that run interstate, or vast distances, to serve others than this 
municipality and if all the municipalities and jurisdictions along the way were able 
to make varying regulations about this that there could be a hodge podge and the 
ability of a single municipality to do something like this would greatly affect not 
itself so much as all the other municipalities who are dependent. 

l~s. Orfirer - If it's a question of fluoridation I stand opposite you and say the 
state ought to be able to decide that the state needs fluoridated water. Putting 
wires underground I think the municipality ought to be able to decide. 

Mr. Kramer - Obviously, it affects the city but what the Court is saying is that the 
power of local self-government concerns only the city, since this is not a matter 
which affects solely this municipality, therefore it is not a matter of local self
government. 

Professor Vaubel - Does it only concern the state: 

ltt. Kramer - Of course not. 

Professor Vaubel - If there is joint power the state prevails. 
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ilr. Gotherman - 1 1 m not so sure that that statute passed in the hot wires bill \'1as a 
police regulation. I think if it had been general law the utility company would have 
araued that very strenuously. • 
Bra. Orfirer - He have a situation \"hereby the Court decreed that anything that extends 
beyond one municipality is within the jurisdiction of the General Assembly. This is 
by decision of the Court. This is not in the Constitution. 

Hr. Kramer - There is no reference to statel1ide concern in the Constitution. I think 
the best analogy to all of this probably the interstate commerce clause of the federal • 
constitution. Interstate commerce may sound like a very simple term and the states 
may not interfere by regulating matters involving interstate commerce. Yet there are 
many volumes of interpretation by the Supreme Court on \'1hat is interstate conunerce, 
and actually the ability of the Su~reme Court to deal with this very broad concept in 
changing circumstances over the years is probably the thing that has held the union 
together. Had it not been for the ability of the Supreme Court to do that, the Union • 
would probably have foundered long before the Civil War. A concept like local self
government is one that is very much like interstate commerce, in that it is a very 
broad term subject to interpretation which the Supreme Court has said varies accord
ing to time and circumstances. It's really a matter of judgment as to how well the 
Supreme Court of Ohio has done that. Personally, I think that the consensus that you •\Jill find among those most directly affected by it is that the Supreme Court has done 
\~cll. I think the dearth of recent cases dealing with this subject is a further in
dication that the concepts are well understood and that there are relatively few 
qU~8tions that require litigation to solve them. The function of a constitution is 
really to govern the relationships and provide the fundamental law on which you govern 
conduct and relationships. Then I think I would have to conclude that the existing •sections, ambiguous as they may be, are serving their purpose pretty well. That's 
what we're talking about--whether some change has to be made for noncharter municipal
ities, whether the language is perfect or not, I would think that any attempt to 
change the language is an attempt to make clear what we already knm1 would lead to 
more questions, just as to language and not as to substance. •11r. Gotherman - If you include local self-government under the conflict clause, the 
General Assembly would pass laws that would change the structure of the City of Cleve
land, or of Shaker Heights because they would be in conflict \'1ith the charters of 
those conununities. It ll10uld be in conflict \-dth the general latl1 of structure, the 
procedure of passing ordinances. Those statutes would suddenly become operative with 
regard to all municipalities. It is irrelevant as to whether it is a matter of local •concern because you would be changing the Constitution and saying that the state can 
decide. Under this draft, the only way you could vary that would be to submit every
thing,like the councilmen's salaries, the structure of the government, everything 
that is in the charter would have to be voted on under section 2 in order to vary 
from state la\l1. •tiro Kramer· The intention was make the structure of the government at least fall under 
section 7 and be prOVided for in the charter. 

Hr. Catherman - Let's take an example of \-1ho has the authority to plan for residential 
streets. The law could be passed giving the Department of Transportation authority 
to plan for all streets and this would be in conflict with general law. • 
I~s. Orfirer - I don't really think that that's what anybody on this committee really 
\'1ishes to do. 
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Mrs. Eriksson - That certainly isn't what was intended to be covered by this concept 
of local self-government. John, can a noncharter city presently control the planning 
and specifications of its own streets? 

Mr. Gotherman - Just to the extent that the General Assembly has not acted. To the 
extent there is a conflict between local and state powers, the local power is in 
doubt. And that's true whether we're dealing with structure, or procedure passage 
of ordinances or whether we're dealing with the simple matter of councilmen's salaries. 

Mrs. Eriksson - At the last meeting we did talk about the possibility of including 
everything under the conflict clause, by making it clear that police powers were part 
of the powers of local self-government, but there was certainly no agreement reached 
on that and I put it down this way to focus on it more than anything else. I think 
there has to be, and could be, a distinction between government as referring to 
structure and local self-government in sections 2, 3, and 7. 

Mr. Cotherman - As an example, Chapter 721. which deals with the sale and lease of 
property which is not a police power, is not a structure power. It probably isn't 
even a procedure power. So it is an example of a power of local self-government 
which would apply to charter and noncharter cities. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Are we all agreed that we do not want to subject charter municipalities 
to having to bring all their powers under the state statutes? 

Mr. Fry - On the contrary, our idea was to give noncharter cities more power. 

Mrs. Orfirer - That's one thing we can clear away, so that we're going to have to 
deal with what we want for noncharter municipalities and then decide whether we want 
to bring them together or not. Where we are, it seems to me, is back to determining 
what we want for noncharter municipalities, whether we want to expand their powers 
in relation to the Ceneral Assembly or not. Charlie, your feeling is that we want 
to expand the power of noncharter municipalities. And I think that was the general 
feeling at our meeting a month ago. Is it your feeling that you want to make the 
same as the charter municipalities? 

Mr. Fry - I really don't know that much about the relative powers but I am certain 
that it was pretty much a consensus that we felt if we could give more local self-
government to noncharter cities that this was the feeling of this group. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Did you mean this to apply to powers as well as structure? 

Mr. Fry - Yes. 

Mr. Gotherman - The new paragraph in section 2 is probably the evidence of that 
feeling. You might divide section 3 into three separate sentences, even if you had 
to repeat some language--one would deal with all powers of local self-government for 
noncharters; one would deal with all powers of local self-government for charter 
cities; one that deals with police powers treating them the same which is the current 
law, and doesn't cause too many problems. It wouldn't make any sense to distinguish 
between charter and noncharter so far as police power is concerned. For noncharter 
cities, you've got to tell the Supreme Court that they have to get rid of the 
variance concept or you have to adopt the variance concept as a matter of constitu
tional fiat. 

•� 
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Mrs. Eriksson - The other question to ask, as far as noncharters are concerned, is,� 
if you want to permit variance from the general law then do you want to require that� 
each such variance must be adopted by the people which is what we do in section 2� 
with what I have termed to be structural? Or do you permit city council to--as in� 
a charter city--to enact that power?� 

Mrs. Orfirer - In the new 2 where you use "laws for the government of the municipalitY"1 
Ann has interpreted that to mean structure. Hould you interpret that the same way, 
John? 

Mr. Gotherman - Sections 2 and 7 read together say that charter cities can do what�
ever they want to in structure and procedure. The problem is how do you define� 
structure and procedure? What is a power that deals with planning, for example?� 
At least we have the existing case law to tell us what they said.� 

Mrs. Orfirer - The basic decision that has to be made is whether we want this new� 
wording in section 2 to apply only to structure or not. Then, how it should be used,� 
whether by the people or by council.� 

~Ir. Kramer - Under this language presumably it could be applicable to a particular� 
situation. This language is not limited to changing the size of councilor the term� 
of the mayor. This would allow a variance in any particular situation. Sale of� 
property, anything provided for in the Revised Code has to be--whatever a municipality� 
can uo, whatever falls under governmental structure--you could put to the people the� 
question of zoning a particular piece of property in a particular way which would� 
differ from the Revised Code. This language is not really limited to those kinds� 
of matters that you would provide for 1n a charter.� 

Mr. Gotherman - Charters are changing and no longer deal only with structure and 
. procedure problems. 

Mrs. Orf1rer - I don't feel that they should have to go for every little tiny thing� 
to a.vote of the people.� 

Mr. Kramer - Allowing the council to change something like the term of the mayor� 
or the size of the council are things that even a charter municipality cannot do.� 
It seems to me too that you have to find some method of trying to draw a dividing� 
line between this individual approach and a charter. This would allow for the� 
piecemeal enactment of a charter without the kind of procedural time safeguards that� 
we have in all the other methods existing up until now, of a fundamental governmental� 
document by the state or by counties or municipalities. It's easy to talk about in� 
terms of specific things you might want to do but it really does carry one possi
bility, if it isn't limited, of allowing the adoption of a charter in effect without� 
the same kind of procedure that a charter municipality has to follow or of this� 
ability by initiative and referendum really to do anything on a particular subject� 
rather than establishing a general power of government. There are a lot of problems� 
involved in something like this, and I am concerned about the amount of language� 
that it would take to hedge it around with the kind of limitations to limit it to� 
the sort of things that it is really intended to do.� 

Nr. Gotherman - I really didn't mean to subscribe to the new language in section 7.� 
I merely referred to that as a way you might approach it. I do tend to agree with� 
what you have decided and perhaps we should not at this point raise a lot of ques�
tions. Powers of taxation are powers of local self-government. Would this be included?� 
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It is difficult to distinguish between procedure and structure. 

Mr. Fry - I think you're making this a lot more difficult than it needs to be • 

Mr. Gotherman - In sections 2, 3, and 7 one issue is whether it's a power of local 
self-government. One is the variance problem, a concept that has been introduced 
by the Supreme Court in their own line of cases. Another would be the police power 
question. If we introduce a lot of new modifications you will no longer have four 
issues, but whatever number you come up with. 

Mrs. Mills - I'm wondering if you couldn't solve your problem by making it easier 
for a noncharter city to become a charter city b> the method of adopting the general 
law--those elements of the general law which would create a charter. By a vote of 
the people adopt that charter and then amend it to give them whatever powers they 
want to adopt. Change the procedure so that without a charter commission they can 
adopt a charter which is similar to what the law now provides. 

11r. Gotherman - The law provides optional forms which you can adopt by just a vote 
without having a charter. 

Mrs. Mills - It would also enable the city to create power and do these other things 
that you want them to be able to do. If they had it at the same status as the 
charter city--

Mrs. Eriksson - In effect that's what we're doing here. What she's saying is that 
they should be able to adopt a charter and amend it and that's what we are really 
providing here. You could amend that by a referendum. 

}~. Fry - It seems that we have agreed that we want to give noncharter cities the 
right to alter the law with respect to power and structure and procedures, all three 
of these, then we go to the question whether it is necessary to go back to the people 
each time or shall the elected council have certain of these powers? This may be a 
simplistic approach but I would like to see if it's possible for us to have as 
simple language as possible. I'm not concerned with all the things we have in the 
statutes right now that might be in conflict. If we make our language clear enough 
in the Constitution those other statutes won't interfere anyhow. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I don't know that we're agreed on all of that. 

Mr. Fry - Well, let's come to a point of agreement. Tentatively we have agreed that 
we would like to expand the abilities of noncharter municipalities to change their 
structure--we said structure and procedures because everybody said they had to go 
together. Now do you want to expand the nonpolice powers of noncharter municipalities 
and if so do you want to amek them the same as charter municipalities have? 

Mr. Ostrum - I don't know the answer to the question. I'm not so sure that I can 
speak for the noncharter cities on the powers of government and that's why I think 
it's important to have a session like you're planning with some city officials. 

Mr. Kramer - If you go about doing all that you're talking about then isn't the only 
real distinction between a charter municipality and a noncharter municipality is 
the fact that one had an elected charter commission at some point? Wouldn't the 
simpler solution be simply to abolish the provisions for charters, charter commis
sions? You're talking about expanding the powers of noncharter municipalities by 
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letting them do anything that charter municipalities can do without having to go 
through the step of electing a charter commission. There are no rules as to what 
a charter has to say. You can adopt an extremely simple charter and. make very few 
changes and by reference adopt all of the rest of the general laws, and most sections 
adopt great sections of the general law. Many charter commissions go out of their 
way to make very few'changes because they want to get the charter adopted with the 
few changes that they feel are important, with the idea that any additional changes 
can be made by amendment. So that I think there really is an existing procedure. 
The only real stumbling block seems to be going through the procedure of electing 
a charter commission, to accomplish what you're talking about here. So that I 
wonder if the whole change in the Constitution and all of the verbiage that would be 
involved and all of the new questions that it could open up are really justified in 
light of the fact that the goal can be accomplished. 

Mrs. Orfirer - But why should you have to go through a city charter commission just� 
to change the number of people on your city council?� 

~~. Gotherman - That's a bad example. because the law has been amended recently to 
permit cities some !eXibility • A better example would be the mayor's salary. 
After the 1970 fede 1 census the reapportionment figures in the Revised Code were 
revised and the legi lature enacted a general law which allowed cities to vary the 
composition of counc 1 in terms of numbers--! think they can't exceed 17. The only 
thing it doesn't permit them to vary is the term of office. 

Mrs, Orfirer - Are there other changes that a municipality might want to make that 
would not be permitted under existing law? 

Hr. Gothermnn The most common example is the desire to locate an urban renewalM 

department or income tax office in a particular existing department. Under the case� 
law today it is very unlikely that a city may give a new function to a brand new� 
department.� 

Mrs. Eriksson - Are there not also instances where city, small communities particu
larly have wanted tOt combine presently required officials into one department. like 
have a department of safety and combine police and fire? 

Mr. Gotherman - The kind of problems smaller cities, noncharter cities, have are the 
structural procedures, not wanting to do it exactly as the General Assembly has 
provided for. 

Mr. Kramer - 1 think that we will open a number of real questions in any kind of pro
visions like this. If we use the term "government ll I think we know pretty broadly 
what that is, but I don't think we really can say that "government" means only 
structure because the whole question of the powers and who exercises them is so 
much bound up together. The general laws provide not only for certain departments 
and agencies and boards and commissions but also says that certain powers are to be 
exercised by them. Suppose a particular municipality says, by one of these enact
ments, abolishes a dbrtain commission and creates another or combines the functions 
with another, is th~ just a matter of government or is that a matter of procedure 
or is that a matter bf the exercise of power? I think you will open up a lot of ques
tions. 
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ltr. Fry - But if you list all three, they are covered. If they want to do it that 
way, I don't see why they can't. 
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Hr. Kramer - But then you are obliterating distinctions between charter and non
charter cities. What is the purpose then for retaining this procedure for electing 

., a charter commission? 

Mrs. Orfirer • If we don't want it that broad, all we have to do is say "structure 
and Procedures" and let the courts decide. 

•� Mr. Fry - I think that we agreed that we didn't care about the distinction--the� 
only reason to continue ,to have charter and noncharter municipalities is that so 
many cities already have charters. 

• 
Mr. Kramer - If there is any validity to the charter commission procedure it is the 
ability of a group of people elected for that purpose to survey the whole situation 
and recommend a comprehensive charter. My question really goes to this. We've 
seen 50 years of litigation over "local self-government" and it is important to 
think about the consequences of introducing new terms in the Constitution. 

• 
Mrs. Eriksson - One advantage of having a charter even if additional powers are 
given to noncharter cities would be to provide for a form of government which is not 
provided for by statute. Which might be a very good reason to adopt a charter. 

• 

Mr. Kramer - I think you could adopt a whole different form of government by this 
procedure. Simply adopt variances from the general laws. Couldn't this "variance" 
be a comprehensive ordinance setting forth a whole new form of government? You 
could adopt a charter and short-cut the charter commission procedure. I don't be
lieve that there would be any necessity to elect a charter commission to adopt a 
charter. 

Mr. Gotherman - I think Representative Fry is suggesting a return to the Perrysburg 
doctrine which would eliminate the variance doctrine of Pettit v. l~agner and Leavers 

• 
v. Canton which introduced something foreign to the Constitution--saying that whether 
or not you have a charter, you have the basic pouers of local salf-government and if 
there is a statute which conflicts with those basic powers then the statute is in

• 

valid. The cases still said that in matters concerning this "government" problem-
structure and procedures--the law is still applicable to noncharter municipalities. 
Something like the salary of a councilman, that ~~ould be valid as determined locally, 
regardless of what the General Assembly would say. Although I think our people would 
stand up and cheer, I'm not so sure that is easily accomplished in light of the 
fact that you've had 50 years of case law interpreting these sections. I'm not sure 
how you go about doing it. 

• 
Although there is only an average of about 5 charters adopted a year, I still 

think charters are very important because about 60% of the cities. representing the 
major urban area ggvernments, have charters. As we go on year after year. the 
variance doctrine becomes less and less important in the activities of the urban 
areas. 

Mrs.Orfirer - How ~o you interpret the difference between a variance and a conflict? 

• Mr. Gotherman - A conflict. according to the cases, is applicable only to police 
powers and means any ordinance which prohibits something the state permits or permits 
something the state prohibits is in conflict. 

~~s. Orfirer - Not different from. but prohibit? 

•� 
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Mr. Gotherman - Yes. You can have comprehensive legislation in the same field and 
not have a conflict. In the private bottle club case, where the state did not 
regulate, but Cleveland did, there was no conflict. It can differ, but not be a •conflict. In a variance, you can't have any difference at all. If you applied 
the variance doctrine to the police power. every time the state did anything, all 
a city could do is pass a parallel ordinance. 

tk. Kramer - If you take the cases involving local self-government, most have in
volved structure and government. The Leavers case, (retirement age) the variance •language is used because the municipal ordinance said a person had to retire at a 
certain age and the state law said continue on during good behavior. That was a 
variance, which the city could not have. In that case, there was also a conflict. 

, ' 

Hr, Gothennan - Possibly one reason the court used that term is because they wanted 
to avoid the very problem we've been talking about, and that is applying the con •flict clause to all powers of local self-government. So what they said that if it 
is a matter of local self-government, and you don't have a charter, you cannot vary 
from state law. 

Mrs. Orfirer - If we change the powers of noncharter municipalities to not conflict
ine with state law rather than not varying, would we be making those powers greater •or would l"e be restricting them? 

~k. Gotherman - I think you would be broadening them, but to what extent, I do not 
know. 

Professor Vaubel - I don't know of any case defining variance, so you could say •initially';that it is different from conflict, but you don't know exactly how. 

Mr. Kramer - The terms are used interchangeably in a couple of the propositions in 
the Leavers case, 

Bra. Eriksson - Gene's example of a city adopting a complete charter by this procedure • 
was not what was intended, But I think you could solve that problem by redrafting. 

The meeting was adjourned, 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission� 
Local Government Committee� 
January 29, 1974� 

Summary 

A meeting of the Local Government Committee took place January 29, 1974 in 
Parlor 7 at the Neil House, Columbus 

Chairman Linda Orfirer presided. 

Committee members present were Chairman Orfirer, llessrs. Carson, Speck, Russo, 
Ortrum and Calabrese. Staff members Kramer and Eriksson also attended. A committee 
of the Ohio Municipal League met with the committee. Larry O'Dell, Professor Vaube1, 
ancl Lois Hills were also present. 

• ~~s. Orfirer opened the meetinc by expressing appreciation to 11r. Gotherman 
and his committee members for being present. Present from the rfunicipal League 
were At Strozdas, City Manager of Springfield, Peter Donelly, Finance Director 
for the city of Akron, Jim Mann, assistant city solicitor for Chillicothe, Tom 
Luebbers,' solicitor for Cincinnati, Dale Helsel,C,ity'Mgr of. Middletown',HFratrk Pizza, Law 
Director of Toledo, Walter Kelly, lwyor of Shaker Heights, Mike Gable, Administrator 
of Dtate and federal programs, Columbus, Donald Barrett, llayor of Athens, and James 
Flick, Finance tirector of Cincinnati. 

• 

Mr. Helsel - You already recognize the diversity of positions, size and territory 
that these people bring to this meeting. I might mention one further diversity 
and that is that both charter and noncharter citie6--~~e think a quite broad repre
sentation of Ohio municipalities. I would like to give you a quick consensus of 
our report with the questions that you had raised. Before I do that I want to men
tion that it was the feeling of the group today that the home rule provisions are 
working pretty well in Ohio as far as we are concerned. They seem to be working 
out alright. Over the years there have been court cases, but it has stabilized to 
where most communities know where they stand on matters of home rule. Obviously 
there are exceptions but the broad picture, from a practical point of view, as the 
people who have to work with it ~e feel that the home rule provisions and the charter 
provisions are working pretty well and not creating widespread problems. The first 
question is, should Ohio adopt the home rule provisions of the Model State Constitu
tion? We felt that it should not adopt that. It might be that the provision would 
work~in a state that does not have a history of home rule but we're talking about 
vhio where we have had home rule for many years under one particular type of home 
rule Constitution and this would change it. It would be a whole different way of 
looking at it. It throws into question a lot of cases that we have dealt with up 
to this point. I don't feel that it's necessary, frankly, that we change those pro
visions. Second, we don't feel that further classification of municipal corpora
tions is desirable. The problems communities face are not necessarily a function 
of their size. Small and large communities frequently share the same problems. l~en 

you do get into classification you're going to get into the problem of what would 
be the basis you use. We can show you Villages that operate utilities, that have 
a full police department, and a full range of municipal operations and we have 
cities of 75,000 that are not that sophisticated, not doing that many things, so 
that size does not determine the problems that cities are going to face. That same 
reasoning app lies to limiting charters to cities. He fee 1, however, that the Con
stitution could prOVide the state the right to alter boundaries. We think there 
are some powers that ought to be spelled out. He would hope that clearly would 
include that it be done by general law and not special law and we don't feel that 
the Constitution should tell the legislature that this should be done any particular 
way. Should it be done by a qtate boundary commission, local boundary commissio~? 
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They ought to give broad powers to the legislature, to say how they are going to 
go about this, not to use the Constitution to tell the legislature how to solve the 
problem. On the question of neighborhood governance, there was a long discussion • 
on that and there were some who didn~t knm~ what the question was all about because 
it was n~J. We are of the opinion that through charter revisions neighborhood 
governance could be accomplished. Certainly through a combination of charter changes 
and legislative actions neighborhood government could be provided. We don't want 
to answer the question, should there be neighborhood governments? The problem of 
nei3hborhoods 8S opposed to regional concepts is well recognized by us. The big • 
problem iR how do you make your government bigger and go into regional government 
at the same time make it smaller and go into neighborhoods? He don't have a clear 
cut nnswer. I would say only that we do feel charter cities could create neighbor
hoods if they want to. 

On the question you asked about noncharter cities you might be interested in • 
ho\" tId.s worked out. First \"e ~.,ent through and ans\'lcred yes, roncharter cities 
should be able to change the structure and it should be done by a vote of the people 
and yes, they should be allowed to maI~e changes different from general laws by a 
vote of the people. Then we got to talking about it and thinking ~'lhat \~ould that 
do to those communities back home--what is the purpose of the charter in the first 
place? The charter commission should provide over-all relationships--it should be • 
done as a comprehensive look at your city with the elected charter commission should 
give that. Now when you start allolling tinkering l1ith the structure of organization 
and procedures by making changes piecemeal in your government then we think changes 
should be done with an overall vie\'1 so we reversed ourselves and felt that :'no:: is 
our answer to these questions. He knovl there are some problems, but we should go 
to the legislature and talk about what the problems are--and representatives of • 
noncharter cities were in accord that they would just as soon go to the state legis
lature to correct some of those problems, than to go this route and have a piecemeal 
approach in each community. Now some of these special problems dealing with trans
portation snd consumer protection He felt that special treatment in a Constitution 
of functional type of thing really ought not to be. In other words don't add the 
functions that are fads of the day to the Constitution. It raised the question of • 
usin3 the Constitution as an educational tool to mandating that the state legislature 
address specific areas. The problem with mandating is that the General Assembly may not 
want to do it in the first place and the mandate will not be effective. So we would 
prefer that special functions be kept out of the Constitution. Also, while we have 
your ear, \'1e would like to urge that if it's at all practical we wish that something 
could,be done about eliminating the indirect debt limitation. Some adjustment to • 
existing restrictions on taxing pOllers is needed. All of us feel that mandated functions 
by the state that cost us money--money that we can't raise due to restrictions on 
taxation powers puts us in a most difficult situation. 

Mrs. Orfirer - He appreciate your positions and \-lould like to discuss with you some 
of these areas. Having everyone express their point of Vi~l on it will help us find • 
our \lay through it. You feel that population is not a criteria for basing classi
fication. You disapproved of any further classification or change in classification, 

gather. Do you feel that that 5,000 limit is the correct one? 

Hr. Helsel - I do know there are villages that are much more active than cities many •times their size. That is they are active governmentally. They have utilities, 
water problems, sewage treatment plants, special police and then there are other 
citico that operate entirely outside of that--someone else is doing most of these 
thin3s for them. So my personal feeling is that 5,000 isn't necessary but I wouldn't 
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",ant to speak for the group. You take four or fi-'e cities of equal size and compare 
what they are doing and I think you'll find that they are doing a lot of different 
thinas and then you might take Cleveland and compare it to a smaller city and find 
that they have the same type of problem. 

Brs. Orfirer - Hould density of population be a better standard? 

Mr. Helsel - Density tnight be, poverty might be. The ability to raise taxes would 
be just as valid a classification. 

~~s. Orfirer - How would ypu react to permitting a choice of criteria? If popula
tion does not determine, what does? If you all feel that yoe have not found any 
need for classification, then we're interested in kno~1ing that too. 

Mr. Donnelly - Classification in the past ~vas used to avoid doing things and there 
are no safeguards built in to any classification scheme that you might put into the 
Constitution that would prevent the legislature in the future from opting out of 
certain responsibilities they have to citizens in the state. The whole thrust of 
the home rule amendment was in fact to get around the old classification scheme that 
existed prior to that time. Classification raises that :ro1d" specter. l1aking what 
amounts to a good classification of city problems today might not be a good classi
fication ten years from now. Cities exist in a dynamic "or1d. Eost of the cities 
in Ohio share the same problems. The main difference is one of scale of the problems-
not different problems due to size. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Hhat if you don't spell out the criteria or +-he types in the Consti
tution but just say that the legislature may classify? 

11r. Helsel - You might end up, as a few years ago, where the state said that the 
state highway department would maintain interstate routes in communities of certain 
size--under 100,000. The larger cities re~led under that. There is a fear that you 
would use some arbitrary division--that's one time even the smaller communities 
said that wasn't fair in treatment of large cities. 

Nr. Russo - I am in agreement 'lith t~~e tlvO previous speakers. I don't think that 
we should have classification of cities in the Constitution. 

Hr. Gable - I think the crux is why classify? Hhy have classification? He ('on' t 
see the need. Uhat you're really talking about is to what use is the classification 
goin3 to be put? You would say that certain cities in a, b, or c class have certain 
powers but others in a different classification cannot exercise those powers. Hhat
ever your criteria for classification, whether it's population or density, it's 
bound to be an arbitrary one. l~e're talking about the principle of home rule. 
Hhether you live in a city of 5,000 or 500,000 who is to say you should not have 
the some right of home rule? 

~ks. Orfirer - That, of course, is the crux. Should any municipality, regardless of 
size, be able to have a charter or be able to have home rule? 

Mr. Helsel - I think we have all taken the position that it is possible to be too 
small to be a city, charter or noncharter. 11e ought to try to prevent incorporation 
of communities which now exist with 10 or 20 population. There is one Village that 
doesn't have enough electors to fill the positions required by law. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Don't you think something should be done about that? 
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Nr. Helsel - Yes, I agree that a munic lp<1lity \Iith only 6 registered voters oUBht 
not function as a mlmicipnlity. 

lIrs. Orfirer - How do you sucgest we solve this prob1e@ in these tiny communities? 

~~. Donnelly - That raises the question--is it really a problem that has to be solved? 

lir. Flick -That is one of the important things; in our deliberations, generally, the 
2 classes seem sufficient. He have a uhole lot of other devices to solve problens, 
like the adoption of a charter, lettin~ of contracts or cooperation with COGs. Hhat 
is the problem that seems to indicate that a further classification system should be 
established? 

Hrs. Orfircr - He have not proposed anything so far as either a recommendation from 
us or LIS response to the problems thnt ue have had brou13ht to us. He have looked 
at the Constitution section by section and determined uhat the possibilities are, to 
see whether things done in other states or recommended by students of political 
science nre things that we want to do here. lIe wish to consider anything that is 
reasonnble, and one of the reasons that "le wanted to have this opportunity to speak 
'1ith you is so that you could give us your experience as to whether there were prob
lems in this area or not. lle're not going to recommend changes for the sake of 
recommendine changes. But we also are not goin~ to close the board to anything just 
becauac it is a change or because it ~iGht make for some slight difficulty in the 
changeover. 

Mr. Kelly - I think our consensus is that with relation to incorporation that the 
present Constitution ~ives the legislature the proper authority. The legislature has 
e.cted to raise the criteria for incorporation. The problem that exists with existing 
municipalities which are too small to be efficient might be ~et with some general 
law under the exist inc Constitution. 

trrs. Or£irer - You said something, D~le. about the Constitution could or should give 
the General Assembly the power to determine boundaries and make it clear that they 
have this but not have to do it but just to have the power to do it. Do you have 
any feclinz about whether the Constitution should make this permissive or mandatory? 
I guesr. I'm thinkinp, in terms of a boundary connnission, not what you Here specifically 
..,f(~rrcd to so in other words you wouldn't demand that they set up some system, in 

other "ords, for handling boundary problems. 

l'~. lIelsel - State la,'1 has been amended from time to time in an attempt to take mvay 
the diccretionary power from the commissioners so that their function is to simply 
malee cert~in findines, such as the territory had a proper description, ue met all 
the stl'ltutory requirements on signatures and then 1'1hat is the effect on the people 
to be anne)(ed. The legislature has set some guidelines for the county commissioners. 
If they set a boundary commission the le3islature could do the same thing. There 
are both restrictive and permissive limi-::ations on what they might do. And that's 
''1hy I uould not like to see a boundary commission mandated. Fe' re cO'lstantly t'1orldng 
t'1ith annexation 1a''18 trying to make them more meani'lBful. There's th ~ merger of t"70 
communities, detachment problems and a number of ot'ler things other t:lan annex-ation 
on \1hich t-Ie currently t'lor!t on by lecis lation. If :here is sufficien:: pOto1er it') the 
le:?,islnture to deal t'1ith the problems of merger and detachment, chang,~ of boundaries, 
etc. 
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Nr. Kelly - I think some ",dditional T'70rding could b,~ put in Section 2 of Article XVflJ, 
C6nstitution. 
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r~s. Orfirer - To clarify? 

l~. Kelly - I personally feel that some of the existing municipalities which are too� 
small should have something done to them. And I'm not sure nm'l uhether the Hard� 
"incorporation;' goes far enouGh. I would like to see the legislature have the au�
thority to set up the machinery by a boundary commission or some additional criteria,� 
that could be applied over a period. The legislature could do this by means of the� 
local government fund incentives, etc.� 

Mr. Strozdas - I personally "t'lould lil~e to see the legis lature mandate the process.� 
If it's just permissive I don't think the legislature l'lould ever cope uith the prob�
lem. Unless it is mandated we uould have the same kind of problem that we have nOH ~1ith
 

al\nexation. problems. He' re never ~oinB to get viable annexation lavIs as long as� 
other units of government are politically more interested than '1e are.� 

l~. Flicl. - I think the consensus reached by our group t;1is afternoon ,~as that we� 
were more in favor of general control of mergers, consolidations, boundary changes,� 
annexations all of those things by the establishment of possibly some commission by� 
general law rather than by constitutional revision. 11e thought that this might help� 
with some problems that we sometimes have with the approval by county commissioners.� 

lIrs. OrHrer - To get back to the problem of the noncharter municipalities being� 
able to adopt changes without going through the charter commission route, I didn't� 
understand something that you said, if I heard you correctly, Dale, about they should� 
go to the legislature rather than the piecemeal approach.� 

l·Ir. Helsel - Hell, if there are problems "lith the statutory form one ought to go to� 
the legislature and say the statutory form isn It l70rking here. How about some changes?� 
And make them in the general law. Look at it this way, the smaller communities 0ie� 
do have Canton but that is an exception) nO"1 have a body of la,~ to find out l-1hat the� 
procedures are. Now you start to have a referendum ~(piecemeal) you look to see how� 
your referendum on procedure differs from the state. If you do it piecemeal it means� 
a problem.� 

l~s. Orfirer - Does it matter? 

Hr. Helsel - It matters in finding out llilere you are. Even rr.ore important you've 
lost the purpose of the charter in the first place. This is giving the same power 
to the noncharter city as to the charter city. ~Jhy go throueh the charter commission? 
lfua:t's so important about the charter commission? Except that this is a group that 
looks at the whole government and says this is how we tie everything together. You 
vote on the whole issue. Now we're tall~ing about arrivinG at the same position on an 
issue by issue basis--first we look at the president of council, the mayor, then 
we're Goin3 to talk about whether the la~-1 director ought to be elected or not. Over 
a period of time we've lost the coordination of your government. 

Mr. Kelly - The same thing can occur once you have a charter. You can have 50 amend
ments. 

l~. Barrett - That's bound to happen, and I don't know hOH to prevent it. 

Mr. Kelly - I think the feeling was that it is desirable in the first place to have 
some comprehensive thinking about procedures and structure, if you're going to make 
change you have a charter and a charter commission to begin with. 
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Mrs. Orfirer - I'm not takine a position on this but since you've taken one I'll� 
take the o:)posite one and l'le' 11 see where 'tle go. Supposing ~hat there is just one •� 
specific aspect of the structure that tIle municipa Uty at that time feels that they� 
l'1ould 1iI~e to change, and if l'le pentit this by the kind of change that's been pro
posed then they "li11 ~o ahead and mal~e that change. liaybe another one will come� 
along in ~10 or three years. 7hen they'll chance that ~ne too. Do you think it� 
likely if they get to the point 't'lhere tl1ey are restructurinG on a broad scale their� 
structure nnd procedures or pOl'1erS that tiley uould not decide at that point to go •� 
the charter route~ llould they say now the time has come when ~e're making this broad� 
t\ sweep l7e' 11 tal~e a total loo!t at it. Or do you think that has to be mandated?� 

Mr. Darrett - I'm from a noncharter city. First of all we started out with a set of� 
~round rL~lcs on ho,", \'7e run the city in tiH~ statutes. If there is sonething about� 
those around rules "le don't like I think we t'lould be immediately challenged should •� 
ne go for a charter, or uould ue be better off changing the .structure piecemeal'? He� 
at least have a set of ground rules to o~,erate under the statutes and uhat ue're� 
saying is that \'11th even a serious probler,l ne ought to consider a ch<1rter.� 

Urs. Orfircr - You don't have the !:ind of problem that one specific referendum might� 
tal~e care of? •� 

l~. Barrett - I don't know whether I can say that or not. In some small cities, per�
haps it would. The point that we raised this afternoon--1irst of all there was an� 
initial ~eeling that maybe we should have this provision--then given the fact that we have� 
limited D~a[f, we don't have, [or e:-;aople, a city solicitor--given those conditions lIe� 

heve somethinc to rely on in the state stntutes. If lole have a problem uith that •� 
system, then at that time we should consider a charter.� 

Nr. Gable - I think our approach was thet there are alternatives that can solve the� 
problem, short of making changes in ~he Constitution. One is in a noncharter city� 
which io experiencing problems caused by the statutes under "1hich they are operating� 
~ut now they can go the charter route. The second alternative ,.,ould be to address •� 
the legislature based on general lau which amends, changes, or replaces the statutory� 
powers, or a general law providing for an act of deviation by city.� 

Urs. Orfirer - '.:.'hese are botll very large scale and difficult procedures, or can be.� 
Do you see any ;.lerit in malting the situation more flexible? GiVing further alterna..� 
tives such ns this? •� 

Hr. Gable - liould you not agree, houever, that if a change l'las made in the Constitu�
tion that the legislature uould be required to pass a general law regarding the ira�
plementation of that prOVision, uhich also is a long process.� 

lIrs. Orfirer - I '''ould have to defer that qeestion. I don't knOll.� • 
Hr. Kramer - It 't'10uld depend on the provision itself. It could be t-lritten in such a 
way thnt it would be self-executine. 

Hr. Carson - I think the example th~~ ue had taken "las in a noncharter city. lIo"J 
lar~e is a council in noncharter c1~ies, ceven? (Answer-it varies) I guess if a •city thot\~ht that a larger council uould be more suited to their needs a simple change 
1il~e that uhich they could not do 't'lithout ~oing the full charter commission route and 
ado~t a charter. Is there any reason to prohibit a city from making a minor chan3~ 
in its structure? For such a minor thing that all the citizens could readily under~ 
stand? I think that ,..,a8 the simplistic uay l'1e t'1ere trying to raise the question. 
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i-ir •Luebbers -1 think they can do that now l1ithout a charter. I thinl~ there's a 
statute uhich authorizes a change in t~le nL'-mber of councilmen. 

~~s. Orfirer - lnlat is it that they can't do, raise salaries? 

I~. Flick - He've pro;"ably silt'~,lified our response to this, by::saying that any non
charter city that has a problem or several problems should Bo by the charter route. 
Secondly, if they have a problem "ith structure, organization or procedures this 
can be ta!:en care of by amendments in the exist in:; general lalls. This means that 
they have to go to the General Assembly. Our feeling is that the home rule provi
sions and the case law which have solidified, let's say cleaned up the difference 
betueen hone rule and the statutory form of government is such that any other posi
tion that we might take miBht bring about a llhole series of cases that would put 
the pOl1ers of laree charter cities in question. 

llr. Kelly - Ue '"1ere considering r;eneral l~u that went further than that. That is if 
the leciGI~ture could by general law simply say that a municipality could adopt its 
~1n proce~ureo and or3anization without ~ constitutional change. 

Nr. Gable - They already have the pot-1er to allow cities to GO their ml1n uay. 

r~. Carson - Also we started with the belief, anc I think Ann's research has shown 
it to be true, that the drafters, we felt, of the Constitution who put section 2 
and section 3 in there didn't mean to make the distinction that the courts have 
found between charter and noncharter cities. He were curious how this all happened 
and whether there'a any need for using the full charter procedure for some minor 
changes. r.eally J I don't think lole' re tal!dng so much about procedure as structure. 

i..ir. Gotherman - In the last 15 years tole hnve had tHO expressions of concern that 
there OUCht to be some flexibility, the village administrator plan and the alterna
tive plan for council composition. The people have to approve the alternative form 
of council nnd the council, by ordinance, creates the villa3e administrator plan. I 
These me~sures were not difficult to pans in the General Assembly. 

l~. Gable - The Constitution already provides the General Assembly with authority 
to provide statutory plans. 

i·Irs. Orfirer - Across the board. 

Hr. Cable - ::Jut they could by ~eneral lsu establish a :)rocedure. 

~~s. Eriksson - They already have of course, and there is a procedure there for 
adoption of one of the plans. I think a ~rocedure for a referendum on individual 
questions t10uld probably be no more difficult to establish than the other procedure. 
You mentioned an interestinG possibility ~Jhich was that the General Assembly could 
by general law simply say that a noncharter city could adopt its ~Jn form of govern
ment. Is that l"1hat you meant? And I woncer if that l"1ould, in fact, conform to the 
constitutional requirement that the General Assembly shall provide for the govern
ment of cities. Do you think that that would fit within that constitutional mandate? 

~Ir. Cotherman - ltt s never been done and you've never had a case so you can't be 
sure but I thinl<: the consensus T"1as that probably it could. Not that it's very likely 
that you can pass such a statute. 
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lir. Hann - One very practical probler.l ue discussed regardinr; the variances that each 
statutory nunicipality might tal~e. For instance, suppose they decided that they 
uouid take th~ option to change the procedure someuhat and a feu years later they 
decided to chan~c another procedure, most of your statutory provisions or your smaller 
cities--thcir staffs are relatively small--no rersonnel director, t~8 city solicitor 
is not a full-time job, he also practices law, and council nembers and mayors come 
and Co. Ii you uake structural chanGes by passinn an ordinance,--~~hen many do not 
have their ordinances codified--it becomes a real problem ~ryin~ to find out what 
the 1l\t'1 is. t!here£ls if it is the state code, it is codified and the la'" as amended 
is rendly available. If you're talkin3 about an ordinance that was passed 5 years 
before and it is not codified maybe you do W:1St the state lau sayc but as the city 
solicitor you don't knOl" that sometime bac~: the ordinance ,ms passed, so your advice 
is that ue' 11 do it under the s tnte code, not knOl'1ing of the locally adopted option. 
It's just n practical problem of findinc out '1hat the law is in a city where you 
don't have codified ordinances. 

llrs. Erikcson - This could apply to charter ns "leU as noncharter cities. 

Hr. Helsel - HUh charter cities it's easier to solve the problems. If one wanted 
to pay the council more I should think that the lal" could el;1,sily state that non
charter ei'des had the right to eztablish their oun salaries. Hhen you get to some 
of these quections as to who is coing to be elected, hoW many times you are going to 
read the oruinance, '1ho is going to be responsible to whom, etc. uight not be as 
easy to handle. 

Hr. Flick - Them it seems to me that you should be thinldne in termz of a charter, 
a complete form of government. 

Hrs. Orfircr - I think we understand your point of vie"l. IIy very strone impression 
is that none of these areas are ones that you see any need [or chance in. Jim re
ferred earlier as some of the thin~s that you all die! see as problems and I wonder 
whether you l10uld lil~e to discuss some of these, llhether sone of them have constitu
tional bendng. 

ilr. Carson - I had a question. It was on the neighborhood question and I thought 
our gentler~en got ofr a little too easily on that. As llr. Luebbers knowsr,very well, 
the neighLorhoo(l question is a very vital one in Cincinnati and I'm sure it is 
else''1here. One night Inst ueek I ~'las at n peetin~ lvith 65 very articul&te repre
sentatives of all the neighborhood councils in the City of Cincinnati and ,~e had a 
vel'y interacted bunch of people uhose vie~'lS on how to eive neighborhoods voices 
varied from a scale of 1 to 1,001, I uould guess. He i.1i Cincinnati are very con
cerned about ~']hether or not the legislature itself has the power Hithout a change 
in the Ohio Conatitution to give a range of power to a charter city, or can a 
charter city exercise a ranGe of pO~1ers to either delegate, allocate or listen to 
neighborhoodc, or to create another nei~hborhood layer of 30vernment is the sugCes
tion some people had. 

Hr. Ostrum - Uhat is a neighborhood council? 

Mr. Carson - A neighborhood council is a no~public croup of residents of the neigh
borhood and has no legal status. These ~roups are askin3 to be heard by our city 
councilmen and officials at city hall. l~ real question is is there any need for a 
change in the Constitution or do any of you ~entlemen see any need? 
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Hr.Leubbers- He did discuss this at some lcn2;th this afternoon. Heighborhood govern
ment probably means a lot of thinBs to a lot of people. It seems to be the consensus 
of the group ~hat as to powers of local self-Government that a charter can take care 
os most of the things desired. There are linitations--tax and debt--controlled by 
the legislature. 

lIr. Kelly - In section 2 couldn't the leBislature by general law do about the same 
for nonehBrter cities? 

lIr. Ostrum - mlst was the origin of the quel3tion? Didn't 've have a professor here 
s couple of neetings azo who advocated that problems be solved at the lowest level 
in the stC1te" 

Ura. OrUre:: - That Has part of it but there's also been a great deal of ,·,riting 
about this, 0 ne\'1 movement no'~. '.rhey "lant to decide the thinGs that relate to that 
neighborhood. 

l~. Pizza - nut how far will they go? Is this an erosion of representative government? 

V~. Carson - At the Cincinnati meeting I went to I lJaS very interested to find almost 
all of them neerned to feel that they "1eren' t ready to ask any more than that either 
city council arrange some way to listen to them or for some city department to be 
set up to be a liaison uith the neighborhood councils. 

l~. Pizza - You can listen to them: But once you formalize them you're laying the 
format for ~ sophisticated form of gan~ wet • 

Hr. Flick -lTei::;hborhood government really :3ets you into the issue o~ vards for repre
sentation. 

Hrs. Orfirer - Hho "las the nei::;hborhood cOl:nci 1 president, a very tlrticulate man 
who spoke uhen "1e '\-1ere havine our public hearings on recionai ljovernment? And pre
sented a point of vie1 that "'3S really ~uite valid. As I recall it, the city was 
takinc over some of the property that they had just redeveloped in their particular 
neighborhood. I raise this to ask if there are not some le3itirnate functions that 
these neighborhood councils should be permitted to perform? 

IIr. Strozdas. - They are performing them nOll by virtue of their right to be heard. 

lIra. Orfirer - Isn't there a difference betueen being heard and maldng the determine
tion yourself? 

1Ir. Strozdas - If you carry that to the ul~imate let's assume that there's a 45-55 
split in the neighborhood. He've got representative government no"1 and it seems to' 
ule it'!'l a matter of deciding hOl'1 local is local government. 

lI.trs. Orfirer - Do you want to r:arry that dOl1n to the municipal level? You can say 
t1hy should each municipality be able to do it differently why not just have the 
counties have the say1 

I·Ir. Stro~das - If the counties h~d the authority I'm not so sure that that might not 
be the ''lay. 
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lir. Fliclc - Hi:at is :-:;quested? Are you ta:!.~~inG about the pOl-ler to establhh police 
forcca, a veto pOller on thic thrt and the other thing by the nei~hborhood? The 
abiUty to ;"'orrot'l, to incur debt, the pOl-ler to ren: locate revenue? There are a lot 
of ramifications as to l-lhat this thine is that He I re tallcin~ about. 

Nr. Corson - '.i.:he most liberal voice expressed at the meetin~ uas su~gesting that the 
city council should establish a procedure for recognizin3 duly established community 
councils, and they should have appropriated to them small suns of money to pay for 
office e':penses. To rec:uire city councils or city offices to notify then of matters 
comine before them which l~ould affect that neighborhood. And third to have council 
listen to thCf.l before a decision is made. llobody sungested that any decisive power 
be given to them. 

Several persons noted that, in some cOlinmmities, there lJere demands that certain 
pou:!rs, such ~:; zoning and police forces, be r;iven to neighborhoods. 

!-ir. Donnelly - ~Te have a lot of experience l1ith cormnunity groups through Nodel Cities 
and other ~roups. He I ve found that the l-leIl o4'ganized neir;hborhood groups have 
used their mlrd cour,cilmen. He also have a cOllununity division in our planning 
department uhich meets "lith neir;hborhood groups to get their input. Before plans 
are solidiried ror any project, a meeting is held with the neighborhood group, 
usually usinG the "'ard councilman. So we ~rovide a vehicle for this sort of thing 
and I think ~hat helps. 

i~. Carson - The question I was askin~ lias not whether this is a good or a bad idea. 
I don I t think l-le can say that the neighborhood voice idea is not upon us. Is there 
flc:cibility under the present Ohio Constitution if a city feels that it should es
tablish such a procedure in its charter, can it do so? 

Question: nOll did they do it in Dayton') 

Hr. Gothernon - I think their city council simply toolt the necessary action, allo
cilted money to neinhborhoods and asked the!' hOl·l they would spend the money. I do 
think there uas a clear consensus that, by charter action a charter city or by Gen
eral Assembly action a noncharter city could do l1hat they Hant to in this area, 
given the ability of the General Assembly to limit debt and taxing powers even of 
charter cities. If you uanted to give taxinG pOlvers to a district "lithin a city, 
you "'ould pro:>ably have to ::';0 to the GeneraJ. Assembly. 

I·irs. Eriksson - Has that \-lhat you meant, ilr. aelse1, by your openinr; statement tlhen 
you said that restriction on taxation l~as one of the things that you would like to 
sec somethin3 done about? You l1eren 1 t re~errinc to the preemption doctrine, were 
you? Hould the unHormity provision be an additional constitutional restriction 
on this kind of thinG or did you discuss that at all? (No) He're talking about 
taxation and the ability to levy different taxes within one taxin::.; unit which 
presumably uould still be the city. 

IIr. !relsel - fTe did say that you lmuld have to be careful that you didn I t incorporate 
within the city the tax enclaves in subdistricts. I uould say that one of the things 
He all rec03nized t-las revenue sharing which could be distributed, without reference 
to taxation. Oe do need to discuss this uhole prob1em--neighborhoods in relation 
to cities, cities tn relation to counties, counties in relation to regional planninn 
rlistricts. 
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Hr. Gotherman - I think the ansner to Ann's question is that obviously there are 
•� some problemv that neither the General Assembly nor the charter commissions can cure. 

lx. Donnelly - In two districts in Akron they had special assessments. Because of 
social considerations different assessment rates exist on opposite sides of a street 
in a Hodel Cities area. 

..� l~. Helsel - ~here are many things you could do, streets, 8arbage collection. You 
could vary within a community just by using a special assessment power. 

• 
lir. Flic!~ - I think that Nolan raised two significant points. Can a city appropriate 
a sum of money to staff and that staff would determine what that community needed by 
way of programa? ~70 was that a general recognition that anything that occurred 
within the public body they would have an opportunity for input. Those are the two 

• 

big thincs and it seems to me that both of these things can be taken care or locally 
either by charter or by ordinance. I think that the fact that we have appropriated 
ooney to health agencies--they are not city-operated health agencies--would be in
dicative of making moneys available for the.t Idnd of thing. ':Chat' s aside from '\-7hat 
::hese things oiGht build up into. The auditinG requirements, the political problems 
that might derive from mishandling of funds--those are another topic. 

• 

t~s. Orfirer - I'll repeat the question I as!~ed earlier. You raised some areas l7hich 
you thought 17ere of concern. Do they shm·7 a need for constitutional change? Are 
there areas nhcre you l1entlemen 170uld like to suggest change, other than the indirect 
debt limit? 

ttt. Helsel - I don't think we came pre~ared but lJe talked about the possibility of 
meeting� again some time to cover such matterv. 

l-1r. Flick - He l10uld like to see you repeal the indirect debt limit. 

• Brs. Orfirer - Perhaps somethinl1 nelol which is not now in the Constitution? In your� 
course of daily living l'lith the problems tire there problems that you feel need a� 
constitutional Eolution?� 

•� 
llr. Flick - Has there been any consideration Given to the repeal of employee lolelfare,� 
section 34 of Article II? Have you been discussing the limitation on the use of� 
gasoline taxes?� 

•� 

Mr. Helsel - In looking at municipalities around the country one thing comes out and� 
that's revenue sharing. The idea has been proposed that maybe somethinl1 could be done� 
to solve that problem and maybe pass the money back to the municipalities and let them� 
decide l'1hat they are going to do with it. i~bout civil service laws--l1e can change� 
t hat through the charter. He do have a safety va 1ve lolhen ne have a problem. So I� 
can't say constitutionally that we see a need for change. 

Hr. Flick - Sometimes I feel that we ought to have some kind of constitutional pro
vision that prevents the state from imposinl1 an expense or limiting a revenue, or 

• reducinG a revenue. Another think I think it 110uld be l'7ise to look into the ability 
to incur debt, pledging any kind of revenue. These are some broad areas that I 
think we l."ould be interested in. 

Hr. Gotherman - One of the problems we have had is that the Commission divided iQto 
committees ~~ith ~omc overlap of subject natter coverage. 7here is interest in negating
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t~e prohibition against lending of credit so ounicipalities may become more deeply 
involved in providing loans for rehabilitation of housing. 

~~. Flick - ~here needd to be some type of revenue sharing for taxes levied by the 
state or some renoval of the preemption doctrine. 

l~. Helsel - Is there a ~uestion or interest in a proviaion on statewide transpor
tation sY8ter.~? 

Ura. Orfirer - The question came about in ter,_1S of l'lhether certain areas so vital 
n~~ that they should be spelled out in the Constitution as a state obligation just 
8S education is. This was the background of raising this issue. 

1~. Gable - They may be vital issues now but I don't believe that 30 or 40 years ago 
any of us would have thoueht of setting cp a system of statewide transportation. A 
lot of functional issues may be very important now but may not be in the future. 
He don't see the need to add special provisions since the legislature has the au~ 

thority to go into those areas. 

11rs. Orfirer - He're back to the same question llhicil is l-lhen the le::;islature has the 
power but doesn't use it,ll0uld it be a good idea for us to mandate some action in 
the Constitution? 

Hr. Donnelly - If the legislature doezn't see a need to act, they 110n l t act. 

Hr. Carson - :';ome of these gentlemen may not have l~nol'1n hol'1 l'1e struggled over 
Article XII, section Sa. This came out of another committee and there were recom
mendations made on it to amend the section. It takes a 2/3 vote of the l'1ho1e Com
nission to mal~e any recomr~endation for change. The committee recommended that sec
tion Sa be amended by permitting highway user taxes to be invaded for other uses, 
by a 2/3 vote of the General Assembly. Someone else moved that it be amended to 
penait the funds to be used for mass transit. Another moved to repeal the whole 
section. l~. Itichley testified that he first l-las opposed to any chance at all, then 
changed his testimony that he l-laS l'lillinC to r.w.!~e some limited changes. He couldn't 
3et a 2/3 vote for anyone of these positions, l'1hich is indicative that there was 
no consensus and I woulGn't think there uould be one in the legislature either. 

Hr. 1<e11y - Has there a consensus that somehow highway funds could or should be used 
for other transportation purposes. And the dif=erences were just on what basis? 

lIr. Carson - He don't really know but I l'lould think that by a 2/3 vote some kind of 
change might be made in Sa. But we couldn't Cet 2/3 vote for anyone change. 

r~. Flick - ~o/ personal view on that is that there is a need to loosen up the current 
restrictions, at least for mass transit. I thinl~ t~is would be applicable to the 
enercy crisis and a whole lot of other thinss. The automobile needs to provide some 
assistance in financing mass transit. I don't l:now that we ought to go any further 
than that, not to open it for any operating expense that somebody wants to spend the 
money on but, I think mass transit 110uld be a worthy change. 

l~. Ostrum - Ehen this l-laS ar3ued before the Conunission, it ~las before the energy 
~risi.~ became prevalent in everybody's mind. I bet if it came up today you might 
find more support for mass transit. 
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~k. Flick - It is a rough row to hoe, no question about that. Not much support from 
•� small cities. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Mr. Richley came up with a proposal which was that all transportation 
funds could be used for any form of transportation. Some of us objected to that on 
the grounds that it was really a further earmarking of the funds in the Constitution, 
which we wanted to undo rather than add more to, and that there was no insuring in 

•� that event that any funds would go into anything other than highways. It might be 
just taking more money for highways. It was worded that all transportation funds 
could be used for any form. It didn't say it had to be other than highways. The 
Local Government Services Commission just took a position favoring the Richley proposal. 

Mr. Carson - This is not dead. We just didn't have anough people to vote on anyone 
•� amendment. 

Mr. Helsel - There are two problems. Right now, are we going to have enough money 
to pay the bonds an~~ay? With the fuel crisis, we'll get a decrease in the number of 
gallons sold and there has to be a dec.e8se~ in the revenue to the state. Another 
example would be reduction of personal property taxes, A community which has high 

•� personal property taxes sustains a serious blow if those taxes are reduced and not 
made up some way. It may well be that that valuation is too high but when a legisla
ture tinkers with that it seems to me that it is important that they should have a 
hold harmless clause to cities. 

l/~. Flick - Like the homestead exemption a property tax roll back. At least we don't 
•� lose revenues that we had before. 

Mr. Donnelly - You might also mention the unforeseen consequences of changes in the 
state statutes, like new responsibilities for prosecution of nonsupport cases under 
the new state criminal code. 

•� Mr. Carson - Has anyone given any thought to drafting any proposal for compensation 
for lost revenues or new responsibilities? 

I'ks. Eriksson - He walked about this in terms of the county, but were not able to 
d~cide how you could word such a proposal. 

• Mr. Gotherman - One of Dean Fordham's seldom discussed proposals would require city 
by city approval of legislatively mandated expenditures. 

• 
Mr. Kramer - I would ask a question on that point. As John says probably we could 
draft some broad language on that but it is disconcerting to think about all the im
plications of it. First, what happens when the General Assembly provides minimum 
standards for water purity and sewage treatment, etc. Then does each municipality 
in the state have a right to tell the General Assembly that we simply refuse to do 
it until you give us the money to do whatever you are demanding? Those are only two 
examples of limitless areas. We did struggle with this in connection with the counties 
and how do you go about determining whether the municipality really has the resources? 

• And you get into arguments of whether you are providing more than you need in the way 
of certain functions and couldn't you take some of the money out of that to do what 
the state is demanding. That's the kind of argument you get into and that is the 
reason that we've abandoned it as something that's not really practical. Does the 
state have to provide yon with thp funds or the power to raise funds, or does it pro
vide both or either? 
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Mr. "elRel - Every time you !IHVC an as~eS6ment this happens--there's always a little 
old lodyon Qvcry street that can't afford thp 8sscasment) so what do you say to her? 
We don't like it when we Are in the place of the little old lady but what can we do? • 
l1r. Kramer - That I s one of the thinns that constitution drafters "lorry about because 
the consequences are really unforeseen. 

~ks. Orfirer - I surely want to thank you for coming tonight) and when we get to the .. 
indirect debt limit we will contact you. If you all would like to experiment with 
wording on this last item we would be delighted to reopen it in terms of municipalities 
because we recognize it as a problem. 

The meeting was adjourned. 
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•• Constitutional Revision Commission 
Local Government Committee 
January 30 t 1974 

Summary

• The Local Government met at 9:30 on January 30, 1974 in Parlor 7 of the Neil 
House. 

Present were Chairman Orfirer t Messrs Carson and Ostrum. Also present were 
Professor Vaubel, Mr. Gotherman, and ~~s. Mills (LWV) and staff Kramer and Eriksson.

• Mrs. Orfirer - I think the time has come to reach some hard decisions on home rule� 
powers. It seems to me that we have probably three choices: one would be to make� 
no changes for the following reasons: the Municipal League persons, from their ex�
perience,feel that no changes are necessary and see some dangers in making changes,� 

•� 
and the only source so far to request changes has come from some of the legislators,� 
such as Mr. Fry, who feel that they would like home rule strengthened in the non�
charter cities rather than having the problems brought to them in the legislature. 
A second choice would be bo reach a conclusion, if we did, that we think expanding 
the power of noncharter cities is worthwhile and to propose it to the Commission and 
let the Commission make the decision. The third alternative is to submit the draft. 

• 
or some version of it to the Commission without a recommendation, and tell them that 
this is the result of several months of work and investigation on our part--that we 

• 

feel this draft has merit that we wish to submit it for their discussion and study 
and determination without a recommendation from us since we don't feel in a position 
to argue for or against it. 

~. Carson - I think that we should recommend to the full Commission that no change 
be made but include in our report the possibility that the committee had considered 
but not implemented because of no support, really opposition to it. 

Mr. Ostrum - I agree with Nolan that I feel that we've got an obligation as a local 
government committee to make a recommendation, and not dump the whole thing on the 

•� Commission. Therefore I don't think that the third alternative is very sensible.� 
As a practical matter I think we should go with the first alternative. 

• 

Mrs. Orfirer - Then I think we should consider that decided. We do have a redraft which 
8S Nolan suggests, could be included in the report as something we considered but did 
not recommend. There may be flaws and I would like comments on it even though it is 
not a committee recommendation. I wanted committee members and Gene to comment on 
it, and see whether it needs further discussion here before it's adopted and included 
into a report. 

Mr. Carson - I think it is quite good and I was pleased that it was brief. I had 
thought it might take three or four pages to do this. 

• Mr. Kramer - I would want to suggest some redrafting. It's more a matter of languag~ 

than substance but I would need more time to think about it. 

Mrs. Eriksson - I would also like to ask John Gotherman for his comments, with the 
understanding that he is not supporting the idea. 

• Mr. Gotherman - It is unfortunate that this draft wasn't available as a specific 
approach to what the questions indicate in a broad general way before we had our 
committee meeting to deal with that subject matter. 

• 
Mrs. Eriksson - This is not substantially different from the draft that you had before, 
and that we discussed at the last meeting. The main difference is that it separates 
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charter and noncharter cities. 

Mr. Gotherman - You can't in 5 or 10 minutes digest the impact of this kind of pro�
vision� 

Mrs. Eriksson - That's why I would welcome your comments when you've had time to look 
at it. 

Mr. Gotherman - But I do think it's unfortunate that if you had a specific proposal� 
that it wasn't available.� 

Mrs. Orfirer - John, I would like to answer that because that comment disturbs me. 
You've had plenty of opportunity for any changes in those drafts that you would have 
liked to make and to have discussed them with your people yesterday and asked them 
whether they wanted to comment on it or suggest any changes themselves. This draft 
was not submitted to you because the concept was and if you were not going to report 
the concept and the aims and the purposes of the proposal and if you did not have 
any feeling that change was necessary, there was no need to get into specific word
ing. The door has not been closed and if you would like to pass this on to your 
committee we would be more than happy to have it done. We'll be in operation for a 
couple of years yet. No doors are closed. We would be very pleased to have you 
send this out if you wished or work with Gene and Ann on a modified version of it and 
send that out to your people for comment. If you want to come back alone or with 
them and reopen this subject we would be more than happy to have it done. We will 
leave it then that this draft will be resubmitted at the next meeting, to be included 
in the report but without a recommendation. 

Mr. Carson - May I make a suggestion? ~le've got so much to do in this Commission.� 
We are talking about a provision for historic approach and I wonder if we should� 

take staff time to polish something that we're not going to recommend.� 

Mrs. Orfircr - I think it should be kept simple but anything that is to be a part of 
a permanent record should be something that can be implemented. We either submit 
language which we feel can ·'stand up to scrutiny or otherwise submit a concept and 
not try to put it into draft language. 

The next item of business is the idea of stating clearly in the Constitution 
that the General Assembly does have the power to do something about the boundaries 
of municipalities--annexation, merger, dissolution. One proposal is a boundary com
mission. It's my impression from the meeting last night that this subject, all 
agreed, needed some clarification. One proposal is that it should be stated in the 
Constitution that the General Assembly has the power to dissolve or alter the bound
aries of municipal corporations but not state specifically how they should go about 
it. One area we ought to pursue and make some decisions on is this idea of stating 
something in the Constitution about the creation of a boundary commission. John 
Duffey brought this question up earlier. He did a considerable amount of work on it 
and recOTmnended it to the Local Government Services Commission. He has turned all 
of his materials over to us for whatever help that they might be in the hope that 
we would do something. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Briefly, this is the problem: The Ohio Constitution says that gen
eral laws shall be passed to provide for the incorporation and government of municipal 
corporations. "Incorporation" is the only word in that section which indicates 
either the formation or alteration of l~hatever power the General Assembly has, other 
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than its inherent legislative power, to deal with municipal boundaries. There are 
some doubts in the minds of some as to how far that power can be carried. It seems 
to me there are basically two choices--one is to add some additional words in that 
section which would make clear the General Assembly's power, by general law, to 
provide for other aspects of the. formation and deformation of municipal corporations. 
The other would be to specifically provide for either a boundary commission or au
thority of the General Assembly to create a boundary commission. You could also 
permit the General Assembly by special law to act on municipal corporation boundaries, 
and then there's a variation of that. which is similar to the county provision, that 
the special law which would be subject to a referendum in the area affected. There 
is substantial feeling against the General Assembly acting in this area by special 
law. The ~orandum you received simply went into the boundary commissions that have 
been created in other states. None of these boundary commissions have the authority 
to impose boundary changes on unwilling jurisdictions. They can initiate proposals 
but they do not act as a final judge in the sense of ordering changes which are re
sisted. It would have to be by vote. if you're talking about a municipal corporation 
that has acquired its incorporated or consent status. For the most part, they have 
affected special districts and have been instrumental in consolidating or eliminat
ing a lot of special districts which have overlapping boundaries. It seemed to me 
from the discussion last night that some of the people preferred to add some addi
tional words to section 2 to make it clear that the General Assembly can pass laws 
concerning merger and annexation and some of the people thought that a boundary com
mission would be a good idea but it should not be put in the Constitution. 

Mr. Gotherman - Our consensus was that the Constitution should be clarified,concern
ing the:'. legd.s lature,t s"power but no .particular direct1on: should .be pointed in the 
Constitution, either by requiring it or permitting it specifically. A lot of people 
seem to think that 8 boundary commission might be the answer but they are not con
vinced. That's something that could be open to a prolonged legislative process. 

Mr. Ostrum - I would be interested in any example you might have of where there's 
been some problem existing, whether there's a desire to correct it and what were 
the obstacles either constitutionally or statutorily. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Mr. Kelly spoke up most strongly, having mind, I am sure, some of 
the areas in Cuyahoga county. He said that he felt there was a need to mandate 
mergers of smaller municipalities, particularly in the high dense population areas. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Some of the examples you know about were all the attempts at metro 
government in Cuyahoga county. It has not been possible to be accomplished. t~e 

voted it down several times. 

~~. Kramer - I'm not really aware of any substantial doubt as to the power of the 
General Assembly to deal with the kind of annexation and merger questions that come 
up now. I think it was clearly established in the Beachwood case, at least by in
direction. that questions of annexation and all the matters of changing municipal 
boundaries are a power of the General Assembly. 

Mr. Ostrum - What would have to be done right now under the law if the City of Cleve
land decided it wanted to take Shaker Heights into the city of Cleveland? 

Mr. Kramer - There are procedures that are established already. 

Mr. Ostrum - Could it be done without Shaker Heights wanting it done? 
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Mr. Kramer - No. It couldn't be done involuntarily. 

Nr. Ostrum - Is there anything being suggested here that would permit it to be done 
over Shal~er Heights objections? 

Hr. Kramer - I think that's the question. Before you start deciding what has to be 
done to the Constitution you have to decide what it is you think has to be done. If 
anything could be done under the existing power, under the Constitution, it's a 
matter of removing power from the Board of County Commissioners to deal with annexa
tiona which many municipal officials would like to see done, and put this into a 
boundary commission established by the state--or you could have regional boundary 
commissions--all sorts of things could be done, but not requiring any constitutional 
change. It's probably only where you would get into the area of involuntary boundary 
changes that you might run into a constitutional involvement and I am not positive 
that that's the case. 

Mr. Gotherman .. We think the General Assembly has the pOl'1er to do whatever they want 
to do. But if there is substantial doubt that that is the case, we would support 
clarification. 

Mrs. Eriksson - The basic thrust of the Alaska provision is the ability to mandate a 
change of boundaries. This I think is the basic issue. Is this a power which is 
desirable for the General Assembly or a body created by the General Assembly? 

Mrs. Orfirer - There are all kinds of problems with the boundaries. One that we were 
discussin~ in the other commission is the problem of townships, of municipalities 
annexine portions of townships and leaving the rest and I guess this also happens 
with municipalities. They don't have to take the whole thing so they can take a 
very desirable part and leave the rest. 

Hr. Kramer - As to municipalities--it you're going to merge with another municipality, 
you have to take the whole municipality. You can annex a portion of a township. 

Mr. Ostrum - If you want to annex a whole municipality, it can't be done involuntarily? 

Hr. Kramer - The statutes do not permit it. We don't have any case law and we don't 
really know if it would be possible for the General Assembly to provide for annexation 
without the consent of the people livins in the territory. Judge Duffey argues that 
the General Assembly does have the power, in fact, to unincorporate territory. If 
it can do that, it probably can provide for the involuntary annexation. That is an 

larea where there is some real doubt--a dispute over what the existing powers of the 
General Assembly are. 

Mr. Carson - I can give a good example. The City of Cincinnati wanted to annex an 
area of about 50 acres in an adjoining township. This plot encompassed almost all 
the industrial acres in the township. There was only one person residing in the 50 
acres. And that one person signed a petition--no vote ,.,as required and the final de
cision was made by the county commissioners. 

Mr. Gotherman - There are two methods of annexation: one involves the petition by a 
majority of the owners, not in the township as a whole, but in the area to be annexed. 

Mr. Kramer - It used to be residents but is now owners. 
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r~. Gotherman - There is no statute in exiatence today that authorizes the annexation 
..� of a part of a municipality, although it u~3d to be possible for a city to annex a 

part of a village. That statute was repealed last year. The second method of an
nexation is where the municipality initiates annexation of an area by petition and 
in that case you have to have a vote in the entire unincorporated area of the town
ship, not just the e~fta proposed to be annexed but the full unincorporated area of 
the township. That's when the city petitions in its mm name for annexation. 

• 

• This is never used because there is no t~ay to convince just the people tolho live in 
the unincorporated area of the township that they should give up a part of their 
township. The main annexation procedure is to have a majority of the owners of land 
petition the county commissioners for anne:~ation--the commissioners conduct a hearing 
and make a series of findings and either allow or disallow it, based upon those 
findings. 

Hrs. Eriksson - The statute that used to provide for annexation of part of a village, 
what was the procedure? 

• 
wishing to be annexed 

Mr. Gotherman - The residents of the area/could petition to the county commissioners 
to be annexed to the adjoining city. 

Mrs. Eriksson - It didn't require any action by the village council? 

Mr. Gotherman - No. It was just be~1een the inha~itants of the area and the annexing 
city. 

•� Mrs. Orfirer - Somewhere along the line ue are going to have to come to grips in 

• 

this state with the problem of the good of the majority. I don't know whether it's here 
and now or not but somewhere somebody is going to have to start making the decisions, 
such as a boundary commission. I don't think the General Assembly is ever going to ~e 

in a political situation where they can take this bull by the horns, and fight off 
the kinds of pressures that they would be subjected to. 

• 

Mr. Kramer - The problem we're talking about is not the garden variety of annexation. 
The problem already exists. There are municipalities in the state now that could 
not be incorporated under the present statute--they don't meet the minimum standard-
so we're not talking so much about the ordering of boundaries. It isn't very accur
ate to talk about boundaries. You're talking about the size and composition of unit$ of 
government. Right now there's not much question that the General Assembly could 

• 

create a boundary commission to deal with questions like what is an appropriate area 
for annexation to make the kinds of determinations that county commissioners make 
now. You might even give more power than the county commissioners have. But we 
have to consider other things such as forcing the consolidation of several munici
palities into one or forced annexation of township territory and municipalities, or 
dissolution of municipalities that cannot form a government. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Hhat do we do about the problem of these municipal corporations with 
10, 20, or 200 people? 

• ~lr. Kramer - There are some that have many more people than that but under existing 
corporation laws they do not have the population density or assessed valuation which 
has been determined as requisite for initial incorporation. 

Nrs. Orfirer Could the General Assembly today dissolve those in your opinion? 

• Mr. Kramer - I don't know. 30S5 
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lIrs. Orfircr - Uhere "le don't knO''1, I thinl~ lie should say somethin3 about wanting it 
a certain llay. There's a difference betlleen naking it clear t.hat either a boundary 
commission or the General Assembly has the pOller to do something about incorporations 
that should not exist and the 3rant of pOller either to the General Assembly or a 
boundary commission to take tllO viable corporations and say they have to merge. 

llr. Gotherman - Today you can I t incorporate ,·,ithin 3 miles of an existing corporation 
without their consent but Shal~er Heights ane all those communities with populations 
of 70, GO or 100,000 population--they're ri2ht together--there's no way to straighten 
that out. 

llr. Ostrum - ~Iistorically, when did this requirement corne in~o being? 

lir. Gotherrnnn - 1967, I believe. There ''las l\ desire to incorporate Valley Hi, so 
they put the loophole in which permits incorporation of ski resorts and resort areas 
"lith fewer people than you would need for a village so even no"] you have one loophole 
that exists and that is the' resort areas. ~hey needed police protection, fire pro
tection and similar things. 

Brs. Orfirer - He 1<00''1 there's a division of op~nl.on on this but if it's something 
that 'ole feel ought to be done, I think \'1e oU3~1t to say so. 

Hr. Gotherman - But you don't necessarily have to create a boundary commission in the 
Constitution. 

lIrs. Orfirer - No, just make sure that somebody has the pO''1er. Let's start with 
,·]hether it is your feeling that you Hant either the General Assembly or a boundary 
commission or someone to be able to dissolve small corporations or to provide for 
mergers. Let's ~egin with what we are tryin3 to accomplish. 

l·ir. Carson - By vie,." I suspect, is at variance with those on the committee. I see 
no good necessarily to the big r.etting big3e~. This committee recommended and the 
Comnission ndopted a proposal permittinc county charters by a simple majority vote 
\'1hi ch could do all the things "1hieh could be suggested by this proposal. It seems 
to me that chere is not a lot of value in eliminating large or small units of govern
ment when you have n vehicle whereby the poHers of that government or the services 
they perform can be handled on a broader basis. You can leave the eovernments there 
but you can add to, take away or change their pmolers, as I understand it, by a county 
charter, by a simple majority vote which this committee recommended and the Commission 
adopted. I think this is a doubling up of \lays to do the same thing. I don't see 
any necessary benefit in just eliminating or giving some super group the power to say 
this little 3rouP of people who have been in this municipality for 100 years must nOll 
become a part of a large city. 

Hrs. Orfirer - \7hat would be the advantages of being able to force a dissolution or 
a merger? 

r~s. Eriksson - A county charter could, in fact, assume whatever p~lers the local 
30vernments are performinc. nut some of the small municipal corporations are unable 
to find enough people to elect the requisite officers required by 1aH. Now maybe 
there's nothinc wrong "lith that, but it l10uld seem to me that there must be a lack 
of performance of whatever the duties are that are imposed by law, on these officers. 

Urs. Orfirer - Hould they just revert to being part of the tm-mship? 
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Bra. Eriksson - If you're just going to dissolve them and not merge them with some
•� body else, they l70uld then be part of the tounship. 

Mr. Kramer - Assuming that there was still a tOBnship. Some of the townships have 
been abolished because all their territory hns been incorporated, so there would have 
to be some statutory provision for what happens to this territory if there is no 
tOl-lnship.

•� lIrs. Eriksson - Then it would be adjacent to a municipal corporation l'1hich mayor may 
not l~ant to take it in. 

Hr. Kramer - l!ost of that would be a statutory problem. 

•� ~tts. Eriksson - Perhaps my concern is not a real one. It just seems to me that if 
you are unable to fulfill the statutory duties of electing officers there must be 
some lack of performance. 

• 
1~. Carson - Under the county charter provision could not the little tiny ones be 
totally absorbed by the county? 

ltts. Eriksson - Certainly all of their powers could be. I don't think the county 
charter itself l,ould provide for the going out of existence, unless the county actually 
became a municipal corporation. That is possible but that l70uld mean that all within 
a county. 

• ~tt. Carson - l~ybe the county charter prov1510n could be changed to permit the total 

• 

absorption by the county of the small municipalities. Hhat I'm really trying to get 
at is--I believe you all think that the county charter provision should be more 
readily available for use. We're ta11cing about a state boundary commission with 
perhaps pOl'1er to obliterate municipalities. Hho is better prepared to determine 
uhat should happen in a particular local area than the people of that county because 
if there's a little municipality or a series of them and they should be disbanded or 
merged shouldn't the people of that county be interested in that? 

Ursa Orfirer - It occurs to me that there are problems with this. Hhat was the 
situation at the public hearing in Cleveland when someone came in about the water 

• problems in this little area that l~as not incorporated and nobody could solve their 
water problems? 

l~. Kramer - Rock Creek is an incorporated village but it is so emaIl and lacking 
in financial resources. 

• l~s. Orfirer - tfuat would have solved their problem? If Ashtabula county had a 
charter 'oJol'.ld that have solved Rock Creek's problems? 

Ursa Eriksson - If the charter provided for the county to perform that particular 
function. 

• l~. Kramer - The county can establish sewer and water districts and with the consent 
of a municipality can include the territory and can provide service there even with
out a charter. It's not a political problem, it's an economic one. 

ltts. Orfirer - t·fuy did Rock Creek have no recourse, to anybody? 

•� 
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Hr. ~~amer - In general there is nothin3 in the statutes which uakes it absolutely 
impossible for any area to get sewer and water services. But you have to have 
enough customers to operate a utility. 

Hrs. Or£irer - There may not be anything that makes it impossible but a Rock Creek 
situation should not exist. It doesn't have enough population, or money or resources 
to take care of itself. It isn't enough for the county to care but the answer is 
that it be merced. 

tao Kramer - t~rged with what? 

lirs. Orfirer - tIhat would be the answer governmentally for a Rock Creek? 

Hr. Kramer - :here nas not a large enough concentration of people ,·,ith sufficient 
economic resources to provide necessary services for themselves, they either do 
without or some larger governmental unit has to subsidize them. 

Nrs. Orfirer - l1hat would you compel them to do? 

}~. Gotherman - The federal government should mandate that the state of Ohio pick 
up the cost of the water pollution problems that the people cannot support. The 
county commissioners did not do anything because there are not enouch people in the 
area to raise the revenues to build the seller. The problem is always the same-
whether there are enough people there to build the facility and payoff the debt. 

Hr. Kramer - Another approach is the one that the federal government has ta!~en with 
Appalachia. ~he people want to stay there and the way to help is to provide assist
ance to them so that they can develop their Ol~n economy. It's not just a question 
of mercer "1th a municipality and extending nunicipal services because the munici
pality has an obligation to its citizens for services. They may have some objections 
to 8ubsidizinc another unit. 

iks. Orfirer - l~ybe they have some objections and maybe it's important that they 
be made to do it for the general ~l1e1fare. It's conceivable if Rocl~ Creek were next 
door to a viable municipal corporation, recardless of the fact that these 200 people 
might want to continue their separate rural existence, they could be merged and get 
these services. But their answer is that the county or the state ought to come in 
and provide all of these services for them. Do you have the right, if you prefer 
to live this way, to demand that special services at a great economic cost be put 
in here so you can continue to live this way~ 

~k. Carson - The county charter section says "Any such charter may provide for the 
concurrent or exclusive exercise by the coun~y, in all or in part o~ its area, or 
of all or any designated powers vested by the Constitution and laws of Ohio in 
municipalities; it may provide for the o~gan~zat10n of the county as a municipal 
corporation; and in either case it may provide for the succession by the county to 
the rights, properties and obligations of municipalities and townships therein 
incident to the municipal powers so vested in the county.a This can be done by a 
simple majority vote of the 'l1h01e county. Hho are better to determine ~l1hat should 
be done in Ashtabula county than the people of the county? l~ybe there are 3 or 4 
such areas. :hey should be administered by the county and the municipal powers of 
those 3 or l~ should be taken away and vested i,!!. the county. Don I t you have a so
called boundary commission available already? It wouldn't be impossible to amend 
this charter provision and put a deincorporation power in the charter. It doesn't 
necessarily say that. 
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Urs. Eriltsson - The ?-OO people in noc!, Creel: <::re still subject to the mandate of 
the laH l:hat thay must have certain SC\7;Jlje (~isposal facilities. '!:'he state is cer
tainly coine to have the po\\'er, if there IS a question of health or ;?ollution, to 
mandate then. 

are 
lIr. Gothernan - If they / dischargin3 into navigable \'1 a ';:er , some villaces faced \-lith 
that kind of a problem may very well utilize corporate surrender sections of the 
Revised Code and let them place the order DGainst the county. That doesn't solve 
the problem. And some villages may do that if they cannot comply \-lith an ~PA order. 

lirs. Or:Hrer - Our solutions come about throu~h the back door. 

Hr. Gothcrnan - nut you canlt solve that by a political decision because even the 
state of Ohio \olhich Oi.>ViOllSly has more resources than any county or any city i5n' t 
putt ina a nickel into thi:;. Some counties ore not able to Cet together the ne
cessary money. 

lIr. l{romer - f.s a practical matter, too, it rw,y be that state government \'1i1l fincl 
more pressinc cmd immediate needs and T]i11 everloolc some of these ar~.:ls. 

l'Irs. Orfirer - Even though He support the county charter idea, supposing that \-IC 

don't Get a clulrter'? Are these pro!JleDs Great enough that ue need to do something 
uhich directly leads to dissolution or merger? 

Hr. Ostrum - If I had to take a positi.on ri3ht nOH, I Hould tend to feel that 
maybe just add inc a fe\l \'lords to the ;'incorporation" \']ords indicating merger and 
dissolution uould be \1iser than nandatinc a boundary con~issiou at the state level. 

Hr. Kramer - The liinnesota provision is very similar to our e:dstin3 language and 
\'lould probCli.>ly 20 a long U<1Y to\-1ard clearinc up any problems. I think we Hould 
still be left uith the que~;tion whether 'i:he:cc is somc'chine in home rule ~'lhich uould 
preclude the General Assembly from applyine dissolution uithout the consent of 
the inhabitants. It seems to nc that as a political matter it ~'lill be a long time 
before the General Assembly Hould attempt to do that anYHay. You would add to 
section 2 the \'10rds I:consolidation, division, dissolution'. 

Hrs. Orfirer - And it leaves it up to the leLislature Hhether they want to provide 
for a referendum. 

~~. Kramer - RiGht, just as with annexation. 

Hr. Carson - If you add those \'lords I trust that the legislature could create a 
state boundary commission. 

l-irs. Orfirer - Hhat aJout putting in the Hords ;1 inc luding creatine a boundary" 
"hich doesn't make anythin~ happen but calls something to their attention? 

lIr. Kramer - It only adds a name. It doesn't tell you anything about a boundary 
conunission 0;: llhat pO\'lers it h",s. The ;,oundary comrdssion lvould be an administra
tive body \1hich Hould operate under the lau. 

Mrs. Eriksson - If you l'lant to r;ive a brundl:lry commission particular pOl'1erS then 
you ought to do that in the ConstitutioJ. 

l~s. Orfirer - I think when you c1.iSCUSI> oound<Jry comr.'issicns t1-lerc m;e too possi
bilities: one that it \vould be a recomr,;cndin8 body and 'i:h~ o~·,het' uould have en
forcement povers. HOl-l does Alaska do it? 
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!inJ. Er Ibll10n - Ii.: provides for the Doundary Corar.1ission in the Constitution and 
l;j veA it pot-lcr to f;llll,:c changes. 

iir. Kramer - An lonr; as ehe lenis lature enacts t~le law, dec lares the standards and 
procedures under '(,hich H:. can be done it uould be very much lil.:e the operation of 
tile Public Utilities Commission. It has broad pot-lers under a ~:rant from the General 
As~embly, not in the Constitution. As lone as the legislature has the p~1er to pro
vide for these things I don't have any doubt that it could provide for a boundary 
cornrJission and establish its powers under which it could operate. 

lirs. Orfirer - Let us prepare a draft adding these words and zend it out to the rest 
or the membern of the committee and ask for their reaction to it. 

lir. Carson - T~1ere is another alternative. The alternative is rather than give this 
po"er to the legislature, "hieh is '(~hat this '~ollid do, the Constitution could give 
this p~1er to the counties. For instances, here is a county charter that has a bad 
name historically--this may not be the solution--you could add a n~] section in the 
Constitution uhereby the basic document con£era the pol-lerS to the people of Cuyahoea 
county or Ashtabula county to create a boundary commission either by action of the 
county commisaioners or by a vote of the people or hO\leVer you want to do it. That 
commission can recommend tlhat needs to be done with respect to the Rock Creeks of 
:)h10 by vote of the people in that county. It tJould not be tarred '('lith the county 
charter brush because it "ould be a ne'(., sectiol1. It "]ould be c~lled local or counlty 
boundary commissions. A recommendation from that vehicle could relate only to a 
D.ock ereet, you uouldn't hcve to have the whole county. I don't think that possi
~ility has been discussed. 

lire Kramer - Isn't uhat you described uhat the legislature could do under this 1an
[juage or possibly could even do nm'l? 

lire Carson - I::: seems to me by and large that these are decisions uhich do not 
affect the state as a whole but basically it a£fec~s the people in a local area. 

Hr. I~ramer - Ol!r experience so far has been uith respect to the question of annexa
tion. The General Assembly has left this up to local determination. They never 
creatad a state annexation board. This kind of change would really continue what 
~,e have had and le~ve it up to the General Assembly as to whether they should be done 
locally or on ~ regional or state level, rather than putting some direction in the 
Constitution as to whether it should be state or local. 

Professor Vaubel - I thinl~ Nolan is suggesting' giving law-making powers to counties 
or local boards, instead of giVing it to the General Assembly. The local board would 
cnact 8 law for their county. 

Eriksson - 17ouldn't you still need some state standards? I am thinking particularly 
of dissolution. If ue have created state standards for incorporation wouldn't it 
be logical to have some kind of standards for dissolution? 

Hr. Carson - He've said that if the people in the county vote on it you can take all 
the pOl/ers away from a city regardless of size, or a village, without any standards 
being imposed by state la'(~. You could take a,·,ay all the po,..,ers of a city like 
Cincinnati under a county charter which so provided. 

Hrs. Orfirer - But it is a constitutional duty of the state to establish stat~o1ide 
regulations concerning incorporation of municipalities and they;·should do the same 
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in dissolution. In the case of powers, cities already have them from the Constitu
tion. 

Mrs. Eriksson - In case of the powers, the county could take away the powers of 
Cincinnati but whnt those powers are is already deter~lined. The powers are derived 
either from the Constitution through the charter or from state l~~. Perhaps just 
using your idea but providing for some standards perhaps we could provide for such 
a boundary commission at a local level and still provide that whatever standards 
are .pplied could be enacted by general law. 

Mr. l<ramer - I don't see putting anything in the Constitution which should and can 
be handled by the statutes. The General Assembly has used the commission approach, 
because the board of county commissioners is a boundary commission. 

Hr. Carson - t'funt you are proposing is that you think it best to give the legislature 
the power to enact a law to deincorporate municipalities under a certain size or to: 
merge them. They could create a state commission which would mandate this. You're 
saying that's much more desirable because the legislature hasn't ever acted vary 
irresponsibly so far, so they probably won't. nut I think the question is, should 
that power be in Columbus, Ohio or in the area where the people are affected? It's 
one thing to give the municipalities the power to incorporate and I think it's 
another to take it ~~ay from them without their consent. 

Hr. Kramer - He do of course have the possibility of changing the bounty boundaries, 
which is a further aspect of the complication. 

1~. Carson - Didn't the alternate forms bill permit cross county lines? t~e have 
grappled with that in the statutory law. 

1«. Gotherman - I think it could be handled but it would be a complex subject matter 
but I agree that this sort of thing should be in the statutes. 

Mr. Kramer - I think there would be a great deal of opposition around the state this 
time or any time in the near future to a statute ~~hich would give extensive powers 
to Bome state commission to provide for dissolution without the consent of the people 
in the municipality. I also think the General Assembly could pass something like 
that only if the people think it's needed. 

Nrs. Orfirer - It's the same argument as ~~hat you all convinced me of earlier--that 
you don't want to write in a constitution that it has to be done by a boundary com
mission. John and Gene are saying now that they don't want to write in the Consti
tution that it has to be done by a county boundary commission. 

Professor Vaubel - If, however, the committee believes that the boundary commission 
is the modern approach to the problem, the possibility ought to be considered of 
putting it in the Constitution to indicate which way you think things should go. 

Mrs. Eriksson - To the best of my knm'11edge, houever, Alaska is the only one that has 
any provision like this in the constitution. So what we're really talking about is 
the language in the Minnesota Constitution which uould add essentially "dissolve or 
change boundaries:: or words like that to the Ohio Constitution. 

1~. Kramer - A state like Ohio where the damage has already been done has a much 
different problem from that of a state like Alaska. Unless we could show some 
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really compelling need to put in the Constitution a boundary commission it's up to 
the General Assembly. I think it is clear from the discussion that most of us just •don't know exactly Hhat a boundary commission should do. 

lirs. Orfirer - I' d lil~e some simple addition of '-lords to be put in section 2 and 
sent to members of t~le committee. Weill come to some kind of decision at the next 
meeting. At the beginning of this memorandum on municipal corporation boundaries 
the point has been raised in the second paragraph there is no provision for direct •incorporation of cities) only villages. Should something be done about this? 

lir. I~ramer - It's a statutory problem. The General Assembly has done that and just 
never changed it. They have full control over incorporation and annexation. No 
reason why you can't incorporate as a city with over 5,000 population, if prOVided 
by statute. • 
Bra. Orfirer - It seems to me that, as we perceive constitt.tiona1 changes, we have 
come across many areas where we feel that there are statutory: changes needed. t10uld 
we Qe out of line to make certain statutory recommendations too? 

Hrs. Eriksson - The mandate to the Conunission is to recommend changes in the Consti •
tution but there is nothing prohibiting from recommending changes in the statutes. 

Hr. Kramer - The committee could say this is the problem, we have considered it. No 
change in the Constitution is required but it could be changed by statute. 

Hr. Cotherman - If you reconunend legislative solutions then I think you almost have • 
to start haVing hearings on what the solution should be. Once the Commission recom
mends something to the General Assembly it becomes of greater significance than if a 
member introduces a bill. 

t~S. Orfirer - The legislature will hear people if a bill is proposed but I don't 
think we have to have hearings. Ue might start keeping track of 
Anything else that's related to this subject matter? 

It was agreed to begin the discussion of the indirect debt 
meeting. 

The meeting ~djourned until ~~nday evening, February 18, at 

somr= of these things. • 
limit at the next 

7:30 p.m. • 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Local Government Committee 
February 18, 1914 

Sumnary 

Present at the meeting on February 10 were the following committee members: 
Mrs. Orfirer , Chairman, Hr. Carson, Hr. Ostrum and Mr. Heminger. Staff members Kramer 
and Eriksson were present. Also attending were Mrs. Mills, representing the League 
of Uomen Voters, Mr. John Coleman, Executive Director of the Ohio Hunicipal League, 
and Mr. Ed Lo~le, of the Chamber of Commerce. 

The first item on the agenda was further discussion about possible changes in 
Section 2 of Article XVIII to clarify the authority of the General Assembly to deal 
with matters such as dissolving municipal corporations and mergers, consolidations, 
and Dlterations in boundaries. A number of possibilities had been discussed at the 
previous meeting, tncluding the creation of a State Boundary Commission, but there 
''las general agreement that such a Commission sh,)uld not be created by the Constitu
tion but could be created by the legislature i ~ that \-lere determined by the legis
lature to be the best method of handling these matters. I 

A draft 'las presented to the committee to add the £0110''1in8 words:! "consolidation, 
division, dissolution, alteration of boundaries, II after the word ::incorporationl!in 
Section 2. After discussion, the committee ac~eed to the draft. l~. Carson noted 
that since there were already laws providinG for annexation, merger, consolidation, 
and detachment of territory, the General Assembly would not have to pas~ laws in 
these areas. It was agreed that there are no laws presently providing ~or dissolu
tion of municipal corporations, and that la,~s are probably needed in th~s area, 
particularly in view of the statements at the previous meeting that some municipali
ties exist which do not meet present incorporation standards. 

Mr. Carson thenreview~dthe problem of the indirect debt limit, whi~h results 
froPI Court interpretation of Sections 2 anc 11 of Article XII. This problem had been 
discussed by the Finance and Taxation Committee. of which he was chairman, which com
mittee agreed that, because of the new proposal for state debt to be incorporated in 
neloJ provisions in Article VIII, the reference to the "state" in section 11 should be 
deleted, and the problem of the indirect debt limit thus became a problem solely of 
political subdivisions. He explained the nature and extent of the problem, and re
ferred to a memorandum which was distributed to all members. He noted ~hat charter 
cities could, by charter, authorize the levy of taxes beyond the one per cent (statu
tory 10 mill) limit for debt purposes, and stated that the Finance and 1axation Com
mittee considered whether or not the eeneral assembly mieht not be able to authorize 
a similar authority for noncharter cities. r~. Kramer stated that such authorization 
might not be in accord with section 5 of Article XII which requires the stating of a 
purpose for each tax levy. The matter was left unresolved. 

A draft llas then presented to the committee which would replace existing section 
11 yith a new section 11 of Article XII. The draft would permit political subdivisions 
to prOVide for the timely payment of debt by taxation or "by any other means by which 
such subdivision is authorized by this constitution or by law to obtain moneys for 
such purposes ••• 11 The present section requires the levy and collection, annually, 
of taxes. Hr. Kramer discussed the draft and 3ave his opinion that it would not per
mit any subdivision to go outside the one per cent limit (statutory 10 mill limit) 
without a vote of the people. l~. Carson suggested that this prohibition be made 
explicit in the draft. 

After further discussion. it uas agreed that the draft uould be submitted to 
various bond counsel and an effort made to obt~in unde~1ritersl opinions, if possible, 
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as to t~hetheJ:' the proposal is acceptable and \Tould not adversely affect the credit 
rating of Ohio municipalities. The draft will be considered again after these 
opinions are obtained. 

The meeting was adjourned. 
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Ohio Constitution~l ~cviDion Commi~Dion 

Local Governr~cnt Comr~ittee 

April 17, is 7l:. 

S1.lmr.18r:y 

Present ct the con~ittee meetin~ on April ~7 ~lere cOLunittee mecbers C~rson .nd 
HUson, staff t:lef.10erS Kramer and Eriksson, j,~s. Cnve of t~le Ohio iIunicipal League 
and Hr. LoE!':'7e of the Chamber of Cor;rr.1erce. It uac announced that the chairman, lirs. 
Orfirer, uas ill. 

The first iten discussed uas the prelininary draft of Section 11, f.rticle ~aI, 

dealinG uith the indirect debt linit, 17~lich :la<.1 been discussed by the comr.dttee at 
a f,Jrior meetin3. 

llr. Kramer ~ iTe asked [or the reaction of bO.ld counsel to this draft. One firm in-
d kated that '::he draft uould overcome the cotlDtitutional probler.1s of the indirect 
debt limit, uhi1e another firm expresoecl some reservations about its eHece on the 
quality of ceneral obliGation indebtedness. I have responded that the proposed 
amendment would not h~l:e any chan~e in the cxis~ine situation because the uniform 
bond 1mJ contains the Dame conditions uhich create the indirect debt limit and 
chancinc the constitutional prOVisions thenselves Hould ma!:e no automatic change in 
the law. ?herefore, it is difficult to see hO\) the amendment could ueaken the se
curity of :cnc~al obli~ation debt. ~fuen statutory implementation is pendine, perhaps 
statutes can ~e drnf~ecl to apply only to the li~ited number of ounicipalities that 
have problcoc ~71th the indirect debt limit. It may be impractical to think about 
doin~ this for counties ~nd school districts and others tnlich rely larGely on the 
property tax. Jnly municipalities ~~hich have sources of larGe amounts of funds 
other than froD the property ta~c micht be treated differently from the l'1ay it is 
done nO\J, retaining the property tax basis for all but exceptional cases. Generally, 
I think tha~ I can report that from at least 2 of the 3 bond counsel in the state, 
the opinion is that this proposal ~70uld not adversely affect the quality of the bonds. 
~he implement~n~ statutes would, o~ course, h~ve to be examinee very carefully. 

Hr. Carson - Do t7e have assurance that people uho market the bonds don't feel con
cerned L1iJou~ it? 

lIr. r:ramer - It is difticult to approach the r,"::inG services because ue are asking 
a hYf-otheticc.l (jueotion, anc.~ miGht not Get a nconineful response. Le:al counsel 
:eel that the uonds, even after the £l(10i'~:ion o' such an amendl,lent as this, ~'70uld have 
the 8al,le secur ity Ellld be issued under the same conditions as nou as long as there is 
no change in t~le unifOlin bond Ian. 

Ur. \~Uson ~ She real question is ~)hether tIley::an be sold <!t the normal price. 

lir. Kramer 'ihe bond marl~et is e~ctremelj' conservative. It ~'10uld not be desirable to 
tal~e the chance 0::; an impression beinG Given t:lst somehol'7 the quality of Ohio local 
Government dcL.>t is beinG inpaired or ~'7eakened in any Hay by the adoption of a con
stitutional auendnent. 

llr. Hilson - :lhen you ~et dOl1n to it, all bonds are based on the full raith and credit 
ofi:he r.~unicipa1ity. Even if revenue bonds fa::'l, you are still not coing to default 
ane let sooeone -::a!~e over your utility. 

lIr. I~ar.l~r ~ Dut revenue bonds st::..11 sell :':or a hiGher interest rate because ,you 
don't have that absolute security and the ability to mandamus revenues. 

• 
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)]r. \Tilson - \ic ~,l[lve no cases of: an Ohio munic:'.pality ueraulting llm: comeone ta!dnr; 
over a utili::y. 

Ii1:. {(roner - r~he r.tarl~et is very technical, tl'.Ol!;J:1, and there are ::;ti11 Tlunicipalities 
that arc pe~TinG the penalty ~.n hiljher intercct Lates even nOll ror defat~lts during 
the depression. 

dr. Cnrson - I thinl~ ue agreed to put"nOl71e adc1i~ional language in the draft. :las 
that been done? 

lirs. Eriltsson - do. He llere uaitinr; for tilcse respor.ses before presenting another 
draft to the conrnittee. :he' conmittee a0reec1 to the addition o~ some lanr;uage that 
Houle', in effect, say ths'i; this section does no::' authorize 30:1.ng 0eyond the 1% un
voted taxes rectriction in ~ection 2. 

i.1r. Carson - \!~lcn ue l1orkec1 on the de0t proposals, ne felt very cor'lfortable thnt we 
tJould be Elble to maintain tlle hi::;h quality of bonds that Ohio has had. I had hoped 
that He could do the same thillL here, but He shouldn' t t'1ait lon.ger for responses. 
If Sor,lconc feelo there is a problem, that cml still be correcte{~ in the Cor:nnission. 
I thinl~ the lttn~·.n:.;e is good l1nd eve.:yol1e ::h~'i: I 've tall~ed to does , end I think the 
llunicipo.l :L..MCUe people do too. It is tty feelin~ that t'le should move this alon:;. 

iir. Krar.1er - ~~rlC statutory implementa'::ion is the really/difficult problem and the 
constitutional lanGuaGe is only r~uovinc a barrier to statutory prOVisions which 
could h~ndle this problem, preicravly on ~ li~ited basis. ~here seems to be some 
question about thc desirability of caancing ~ local 30vernment debt provisions, 
,t-1here only Ll :i:C'i'] 1:1ay need it. 

ix. Loetle - Has ,:he advent of lederal noney, especially in the seuer and uater bus
iness, cut bael: on the amount of de0t local governments are rcquired to issue? 

i:r. Hilson - "Ie have a community college and tecimical school being buil~ outside 
our city lit:1its and t'le made a moral commitment to e:(tend "later am~ setoJer lines. He 
arplied for federal funds 18 months ago and are now l29th on the list and have no 
chr~ce of gettine feder~l money. In the ~eenti~e, the school is being built. If 
uc c:m't GO ile~'ond present debt limits, lole can't do it. Helre already borrolled to 
the hilt on the e,( tension of seller lines--on the utility itsel:;;. 

lirs. ErH.:sson - ~he lanGuage sugGested to be added to the section 'Has something 
1 il~e this: 11110thin:3 in ::h18 section shall be construed to alH:horize the levy of 
prot,erty ta::CG contt"ary to the provisions 0::: :::ection 2 0;;; At"ticle ::11. 11 He uill 
prepare a dra~~ anrl send it out and perhaps action can be tal~en at the next meeting 
on this provinion. 

~he co~wittce next discussed sections 4, U, and 12 o~ Article ~~III relatinr; 
'i;o utilities. 

;,.x. l~rar.\er - The first is Section 4, Article :=VIII, uhich basically provides the 
pouer for a r.1Unicipality to oun, operate, lease t'lit~lin their co::porate limits public 
utilities. ~he pro,osal before you uould add to this section: :lilunicipalities may 
impose such charges for such services nnd use th~ revenues therefrom ~or such rJU
nicipcl purposes an cleteruined by the municipclity. iI The main obj ective l'7oule be 
to overcome the Roettinr,er case in l1hich the Guprel:1e Court held that any charge for 
municipal utility services over and above thece required for the operation, maintenance 
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ond retirement 02 debt of the utility constitutes a ta:: and is therefore subject to 
re~lation by the General Assembly. ~he ~oettinHer case has e::fectively limited 
rronicipalities to charginz only the amount it needs for operation, ~ainte~ance and 
de~t service Zor ounicipal utility products and services. The lancuaze suggested 
~'1ould accomplish that :3oal of undoing t~le eHcct of t~~e case and allo\1ing munici
palities to icpose such charges as they deem ~ecessary and to UGe the proceeds for 
such purposes as they deem necessary. 7h1s auenc1r..lent would undo e decis5-on that 
most li1~ely is m:ong and has been pe;:t:uasively arGued by lir. Farrell as incorrectly 
decided. nut it should 1:>e considere<l 17hcther the amendment mi:3ht not ct'eate more 
difficulties than it would solve because the 0usic effect would be to allow munici
palities to mal:e a profit from the LnJnicipal utility services uhich could then be 
applied to other functions of the nronicipality, not related to the utility. That 
is the t7ay it r.tizht be presented to t:le public. There is a policy question involved 
about whether ~mnicipalities should do that. 

tir. '1ilson - nlthou:3h I thin~ this approach i~ desirable I ~onlt thiru~ we could sell 
it. I personally uould like to ::;0 for an in b3tneen course. Pe1re not permitted to 
build up Ti'l1ch of a bac!~log even for the expansion of that utility. Ue can take care 
of present debt and current operation~ Jut can~ot build some sced money for a project 
such as I am tal~1nG about right n~~ l~lere we could handle something unexpected that 
comes up--an unforeseen major expansion. If ue could do that ~n~ ~eep ~he money in 
that utility for a number of years and then E it uas not needed--for e::ample. 
annexation or incorporation of tIle territory I ml tall~in::- about--then the rates 
could be reduced. nut if the L~ney could be use~ for any purpose--I think it would 
be hard to sell. P~o~le would Vi~l it that t~e utility rates were beine fixed and 
they had to pay them so that they could support the police departuent or fix the 
pothole on someone else's street and they wouldn't like that. 

Hr. Loel1e - If a city buys utility service s-~:ch as electricity uholesale and then 
resells it to conowners cannot they char~e a hi::;~ enough rate to subsidize the rest 
o~ the municipal 3overnment? 

l~. Kraner - Ho. Once you buy and then resell the utility service, you are in the 
utility business. That doesn't mean that yOt! ~f.m't attribute to tIle utility rate 
all the Dervices that 30 into the utility--thc salaries of all euployees, portion 
of the office ~pace attributed to c~llection esuipuent, etc.--all treated as part 
of the operation. Part of your rate base consists of these costs. Dut you cannot 
Co beyond that anc attribute unrela~ed costs to the utility. 

1-~. Loeue - Colunbus tal~es the surplus funds from the utility and invests thel~ and 
puts the intere~t in the :3eneral fund. 

i..ir. Krama:: - There are ot3t:utes which say uh~t r.mst be <lone t~ith interest but some
~imes charter nunicipalities are not Gubject to those. 

l-~. C~rson - Is sotaeone proposin::; this change: 

l.ir. Kramer 110. It is a theme thClt hes run Gtro1l3ly through the l'lriting on this 
subject and ~here has been so~e unhappiness ataons municipal officials •. This draft 
l7as prepa::ed to bt'ing the L~tter before the cO~~littee. ~he Court, in the Uoettinger 
case, said the eJccess rate uas a tax and the::elore subject to the General Assembly 
and the General Ascembly has provided by statute l'7hat can be done uith surplus util ... 
ity rates. The basic arguuent against the ~oettinr.er case is that this is not a tax, 
thct municipCllitiec have :;be power to oun anG operate utilities and to charge rates 
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therefor and that you con I t turn this into n tm~ just by sayinr; it. Also, the arcu
nent is unde th~':: it "tlllS not necessary for the court to hold as it did in order to 
protect the people ~ror.1 e:~cessive rates becau:;;c tl'.ere is a common 1m'1 obliGation on 
n public utilit~', '1hcther municipnlly o"tmeel or other"t'7ise, to provide service at 
r~asonable rate:;;, DO they cannot be excessive (mel confiscatory. As Hr. Farrell noted, 
n uunicipal utili~y ic in t~e snne position vic a vis the consuner as a private 
utility uas before t:1e establis~lment of the PUCO--~hat is, you aluays have a CODml0n 
1<1"t1 ri::;ht to erlforce the cormnon lau ob11C81:ion 0;;; a l'.tility to provide the service 
to a conoumcr on n reasonable basis, uhich includes not charging excessive rates. 
/. r.lunicipal utilL.:y, not subject to the ruco, has t~le same conanon lau oblications . 
<Ie ot;lero. It cannot discririlinate ClGainst consumers outside the supplyin::; municipality 
once the supplyinC ounicipality has dedicated itce:f by contract to supplyinC con
!lunaro in that arcn outsi-:1e its boundaries. 

iir. Carcon - Uou1<.~-n' t p<:!rt or this probler,l 08 obviated if you just added the 'ford 
':rc~80naLle.;'? Jrnot excessive';. Isn't that tIle concern--that this might be used 
~s an operatine ~uno basis for ~ nunicipclity? 

lir. Kramer - 'I'o the (mtent that y01.-'. c.lo this ,,~ all, that's "lha1:' c 30inc to happen 
if: it' 0 cmplo}cd. 7he utility l7i11 ~e viel1ed as a source of opera'::inB revenue. 1 1m 
not sure that ~ddin3 the nord t1reasoi.1.able·; !"e~l1ly t'.dds anything. 

i.1:. Corson - I cecao you could do nilat Ja::l~ "t'7<:1nts to do if the legislature permitted 
it. 

llr. Uilson - '':here' s an inhibition a[;ainst raisinc ::ntec too hiCh--1::: f.lunicipal of
ficinlv authorizcl( rotes that people consider l~nrear,onable, they uill shortly not 
be r.mnicipal officill}.S. People uill ilc voted in ~,hv uill reduce t:10se rates. If 
people thinl~ they orc pnyinc three times l1hat thcy should for electl.'lcity in order 
to patch streets, tlley uill protest and a protest on a local level is usually ef
fective. It Houl(1 l~cpcnd on lJhcther :':he local electorate Hant the other iMprovements 
f:unded this uny. 

I;r. C<:1rson - I 'fit .:l little conccl"ned about l1ritin~ a const:i.tutiona:!. provision "t·,hich 
deols Hith c:lI:lr:.:es anel then rely on the COl.lf:10n lau--case lau--to ir.1pose a restriction 
that they not b~ e,:cessive. 

1r. ~~rnm3:::' - I included the ,",0:':-0 :treasonable'; in the initial drafts but that seems 
"0 create adc1i::ion.:tl problems--H you say they cnn impose reaso:1able charges for 
ccr'i:ain produc:':o <:InC:: services, it's not really aclc:;.inc anything to;:he comnon lau, 
uhich is alre~C:y uell es:':nblished on this point, and puttin3 i:l IIreasonable;) implies 
sone test. You could very easily Get jacl: to the same situation "t'le hove nO"tl--the 
co~~t could say that n reasonable rate is one that oakes the utility self-supp~rtinB. 
H you say thot the munici:jality cnn charce such charGes as it deeLls neceosary, you 
still can fall bac!: on the cor.lJilOn lau liuitation and you don't create the possibility 
0::: undoinc u:1at yOl! are trying to do. 

iire. Eriksson - IJU you give ,my thouCllt to reversinc l1oettinr:er sir~rly by saying 
th[1t charces in excess of amounts necessary to naintain and operate the utility shall 
not be conotrued to j)e 1I tax? ':~his 110uld not upset the comrJOn 1all rule that charges 
hlUOL: be reasonab le. 1.s it n011 reads) could the Court read it as nbro[;at inc the com" 
l.lon lau rule of rensonnbleness'": HO"t'l can the Court jucl3e l1hat is reasonable? If 
yot: just say it is not a tv::, you have removed control frora the General !:..ssembly be
cause that is uhat the r.oe~tin:-;~r decision !1eld. 
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.•� l~. Carson - Perhaps we should drop the first part and just use the last half of� 
that clause? to use the revenues therefrom II�II 

Hrs. Eriksson - That ",ould be another suggestion. ~o eliminate thin reference to 
imposing such charges as determined by the municipality and say simply that the mu
nicipality may use revenues for purposes as determined by the municipality or restrict 

•� it to specific purposes, as Mr. Wilson suggests, rather than general municipal pur�
poses» restrict to specific municipal purposes or future expansion of the utility.� 

~~. Carson - The problem is that there is no FUCO here for municipal utilities. 

• ~~. Kramer· I will review the Roettinger decision again and let you know why I 
thought it should be done this way. 

Mr•• Eriksson - Perhaps the municipal officials will have some pertinent comments. 

• 
Hr. HUson - I thin!':. you will find that municipal officials have felt somel.,hat limited 
by the Roettlnger case. Although I know of no specific action by the League to 
promote a constitutional change. 

• 

I~. Carson - If there is a way to accomplish some relaxation so that we gave home 
rule powers to deal with surplus funds that come from reasonable or not excessive 
rates, that doesn't offend me, but I surely do not wish to permit utility rates to 
be used as a tax device to operate the city. You have captive people who have no 
choice and they can't get their services an~~herc else. 

~~. lCramer - I thiN~ the concern you are expressing is the real basis of the Roettinger 
case-

• }~. Wilson - This is somewhat similar to the income tax where the income tax is im
posed on people who live outside the city--the people in the city can throw out 
those who imposed the tax but the ones who live outside the city have no say. 

Mr. Loewe - Utility rates apply to people living outside the city also. They have no 
control over the elected councilmen. With a widespread metropolitan utility it will 

•� affect quite a large number of people, in and outside the city.� 

~~8. Eriksson - Let us move on to section 6. 

¥«. !jilson - I thilUC section 6, limiting the amount a municipal utility can sell 
outside the municipality, should not be in the Constitution. I am concerned with 

• public service. Suppose there is an area that can only be served by extension of a 
municipal utility but would require quite a bit of capital improvement by a private 
utility. The municipality cannot go over the 50% rule by going into that area, but i£ 
the municipal utility cannot go in, the extension of the private utility is going to 
be at 8 greater cost to the consumer. Is this in ti,e public interest to require 

• 
that the more expensive route be taken? This limitation, in such a case» prevents 
the best service to the consumer. There is no reason for this. There is always the 
law of supply and demand. If someone else can supply service at a lower cost than 
the city� in the outlying areas, they ~ill do so and the city won't even get up to 
5~. But 1f the city can do it cheaper, why should the people in the ares, incor
porated or unincorporated, be penalized because of the 50% limitation? 

• l~. Carson - Does this mean 25% of the total? 
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Hr. Hilson - No, it means 30% of the total. 

l'~. Kramer - You can see, in the case of transport~tion, one of the items proposed 
to be added to the exemption, it is very difficult to determine what you are going 
to measure to find out what the 50% limitation means. 

11r. Hilson - ~}e are under orders to extend our water treatment system by the EPA. 
Of course, sewers 'uere exempted in 1959, but suppose \ole had to extend a solid waste 
management system, ~'e could be in conflict with the :onstitution. If we proposed 
repeal of the section, there would probably be oppo&ition from the private power 
companies. 

lire I.oewe - In the l1ater and sewer field, are there any private companies? 

~~. llllson - No. It is the electric utilities that promoted this limitation in the 
first place. 

lIr. Kramer - Hhat has been your experience \'lith a municipal electric utility? 

UrI nUson - So far, ue are OK, but we did go over once and got called on the carpet 
by the state. We supplied electricity to one of the first rural electtic co-ops 
and at one point their demand got to the point where we went over the 50%. 

~~. Carson - Do you have a contract with the county commissioners? How do you do 
that? 

Hr. Hilson - No, '(o7e just know that there are enouah people out there \'7ho will buy 
poneI' • There is no contract \~ith the county, only "lith the individuals. 

C~. Carson - But with a municipality you would have to have a contract? 

Hr. HUson - He couU not go into an incorporated area without a contract. ~Je don't 
have any situations like that. Our extensions are into unincorporated areas adjacent 
to the city. In Gome cases there ere dual power lines and the peo~le have a choice. 

l~. Carson ~ You do operate at an advantage in those areas 8S opposed to a private 
utility~-i.e., no tax. 

~~. tlilson - Yes, but why should the consumer be penalized and made to pay higher 
prices to a private company? 

Hr. Carson - I guess the question is, what are municipalities formed for? 

~tt. ~Jl1son - Yes, you could always stop at the corporate limits for everything. One 
reason we like to expand is because electric power use peaks in the city in the day
time and in the countryside around us is greater at night and early morning. So to 
get 8 good operatinB level for our light plant we uelcome this early morning and 
'night service needs--it permits us to operate our plant more efficiently. lIe don't 
therefore have to expand our plant for the rural consumer. 

r~. Carlon - If yoc did repeal this aection, the city of Piqua couldn't, however, 
suprly power to the entire unincorporated area of the .tate of Ohio legally 4 
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economically we couldn't do it. Extending power lines any great distance is expen
sive and I don't think any city electric plant would try to take over all the unin
corporated area in the state. If they can do it more cheaply than the private com
panies, more power to them. I think we are talkin3 about the ~eople of Ohio and 
the best way for them to get electric service. 

1~. Carson - I like that transportation addition. 

Mr. t1ilson - Yes, some of the larger cities with their municipal bus lines are going 
to have to serve t~e suburbs because the suburbs cannot afford mass transit them
selves. 

t~. Lo~le - Not too many of the large Qunicipalities are in the transit business; 
most of them are regional authorities, or count~1ide. 

Mr. Kramer - Of course, you never know when things t·1ill change back again. This 
constitutional provision may affect some of the smaller municipalities even more 
than the larger ones. It's most likely that you will have transit authorities in 
the larger cities but in the medium sized and smaller cities the bus company may 
well be citY-~lned. Transportation especially is very difficult to measure the use-
the number of people, the num~er of buses, the number of miles? It is also a 
problem for airporto. 

l~s. Eriksson - l1r. Parrell raised that question--for a municipally owned airport, 
it would be very difficult to ascertain how to measure the 50% limitation. 

11:r. Carson - Has anyone requesting this one? 

Mr. Kramer - No, it's proposed s~ply to raise the questions for the committee. In 
1959, the limitation was removed as to sewer and water services because some munici
palities were running into some serious problems with the limitation. This draft 
is an attempt to look at some of the other cases where there presently or potentially 
are problems. 

11~. Wilson - The reason the water and sewer exemption was adopted in 1959 is that 
there ere very fe"('1 llater and sewer companies, and tIlere was no opposition. 

r~. Kramer - One of the practical questions is the feasibility of repe&l--talking 
about those areas where there 1s substantial private competition. 

l~. Carson - Could we have someone from the utility group in to discuss this with 
us? If we add transportation and solid waste, we're practically repealing it any
way. What else do lIe have besides electricity? 

l1(s. Eriksson - There is a potential for municipal gas. 

~k. ~lilson - A municipality coule own the transmission system and buy the gas for 
distribution in the municipality. 

ik. Kramer - Practically, those are the only ones--clectric and gas. 

Mr. Hilson - CAT.V - I don't know whether they are E! public utility or not. In some 
cities in the west, they are publicly owned--the Ct.T.V system. 

• l~. ICramer - I suppose there could be a municil'al phone company but it seems unlikely. 
..... ·->'«>1 ...1.'U0 
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l1ith the addition of electric. this would cover all the major possibilities for 
municipal utilities. 

hr. Carson - If this nerc repealed. ,']ould there be any conunon law that would prohibit 
a city from taking its electric lines all across the state? 

~·ir. :Cramer - I don I t l~nol'1 of anythinG that would prevent that except that they 
probably co~ldn't get the right of way to do it. The B~itt case. recently decided 
by the Supreme Court. mal~e8 it ci~ar that the right of eminent domain is not available 
if the property acquisition is just for the purpose of supplying customers outside 
the city ltmits. There is a statutory eminent domain power also but the city must 
pay taxes on property ta!;en that "('18y J so the City of Co lumbus J in the Britt case. 
was insisting that they hcd the power under the Constitution to use eminent domain 
to acquire the right of nay they needed to expand sener lines. 

iir. Carson - Do priv~te utility companies have eminent domain power? 

~k. Kramer - Yes. 

L~. Carson }~ybe thct is enough of a limitation. then. to city expansion of utiliti~s 

to permit section 6 to be repealed. 

iir. Hilson - I don't tllinl; any city ,.,ould ever go anY"lhere "(-lith its utility lines 
where it l'1ould end up having to charge more for its service than a private company 
could. 

Hr. Kramer - Let us 1001; at Section 12 of Article XVIII. the last one on the utilities. 
It deah mainly 'tilth financing. For Borne reason, the section as originally written 
providas only for the issuance of mortgage revenue bonds. requires a mortgage on the 
utility property and requires the grant of a franchise. This proposal ,.,ould permit:, 
in addition to the bonds J notes in anticipation of the bonds·--temporary financing, 
especially during the period of construction until you know what your final cosks 
are GO ;h~t you could then issue bonds. This would be the same as you do with general 
obligation financing. ~here have been ways of approaching this. such as issuing bonds 
'lith short call features and so on, but this would specifically provide an additional 
method of financing which seems desirable. It would also make the mortgage and the 
franchise optional so that you could use strai~lt revenue bonds for uti1ities--you 
might ,,,e1l have to pay a higher interest rate for the honds if you don't give the 
security of the mortgnge and the franchise but that is a function of the marketability 
of the bonds. It 'lou1d also authorize a mortgage to be granted on part of the prop
erty if you could segregate it. The second paragraph deals with a problem of refund
ing ceneral obligation ~onds with revenue bonds and vice versa. If you start out 
with ~ortgage revenue bonds because you couldn't finance within your debt limits by 
3ener~1 obligations and as years go by you may have mortgage revenue bonds outstanding 
at a fairly hir,h interest rate, it may be to your advantage to handle it within your 
debt limit and refund 'tlith general obligation bonds at a lower interest rate. Although 
man] people think you can do this now, there are no cases on the subject and some 
municipalities have been advised that they cannot do it--that they could only refund '," 
mortgn3e revenue bon~a with additional revenue bonds. This would seem to be a matter 
of providing additional fleXibility in financing. where there are questions now abqut 
the ability to do it. 
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i~. Carson - How could anyone reach that conclusion? If you have revenue bonds 
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outstanding and the municipality has the pouer within the debt limits to issue gen
eral obli~ation bonds l~hy couldn't you use the general obligation bonds to payoff 
the revenue bonds? 

~~. Kramer· Right now, you have the requirement of the mortgage and the franchise. 
You can issue general obli3ation bonds only to acquire or improve permenent improve
M0nts and you can refund general obligation bonds with other general obli~ation 

bonds but there are no provisions for crossing over and using general obligation 
bonds to payoff the revenue bonds. It may be that the General Assembly could au
thorize refundins a8.unlin~ that you have proper provisions in the revenue bonds to 
a11o,., cancellation of the mortgage and franchise and to pay them off. As the pro
visions exist n~", you can issue revenue bonds only for the purpose of acquirtng, 
constructing, etc. a utility so that if you have issued general obligation bonds 
you have already acquired or constructed the utility and if the purpose of the revenue 
bonds is simply to refund that debt you couldn't do it. ~hat is where the question 
arises. 

Hr. "(-Tilson - This l-1ould Cive flexibility to either way. 

~~. Carson - The sole purpose, then, ~10uld be to refuno ~nd not to extend. 

HI'S. :eril:cson - Is the 20 year provision for the franchise a problem? I thought the 
franchise uas deemed to be a limitation on the bonds. 

~~. Kramer· no, the bonds cnn extend 10n8er than 20 years. The 20-year franchise 
limitation does not operate as a limitation on the bonds. It's just something that'. 
tllclced on. 

'Hr. Hilson - Gene;:ally, by the time that franchise expires there is no concern over 
the situation. It's generally the first f~l ye~rs of ~ utility that are crucial to 
the bondholders. 

~~. Kramer - There's also the question o~ hOl~ much security the franchise is anyway. 

Hr. Hilson - Hhat bondholder is going to come in and start running the Sel-ler plant? 

Mr. I'Jamer - That IS ,.,hy ue have this suggestion to IIUll:e both the mortgage and franch~se 
optional. Then you can determine what bondholders are interested in th~. If it is 
important security, then the franchise can be given as security. 

:Hr. Cnrson - This oecond paragraph is undoubtedly good 110rkmanlike language but if 
there is any l1Sy we could either find it is not necessary or cut it down I think it 
uould be desirable, ae it is very technical. Perhaps ue could add to the existing 
language in the second line IIfor such purposes or for reiunding general obligation 
or revenue obligations thet are outstanding: l

• Perhaps we could make a simple change 
lilte that rather than the more complicated language of the second paragraph. 

Er. Kramer· The limitation on the purposes of issuing ceneral obligation bonds is 
in the uniform bond l~l. It may be that the general asse~bly could authorize that 
without constitutional change. It would uork only in the case uhere we had some of 
these other provisions though--only if we had a little nore flexibility in the 
issuance of mortgage revenue bonds. 
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ur. Cnrson - Yes, I like the rest of ~his. It permits notes in anticipation of bonds, 
it ~ermits'you to eliminate the ~ortgage, to mort~age part but not all or all of the 
p4operty, and/or franchisc--you don't have to give the franchise, and that's really 
it. I think all those ere desir~ble. Ho need to give the bondholders any more than 
they uant or need. 

Hr. Filson - All of th is does provide more flexib ility for local decision-making as 
to "'h ich uay to go. 

iir. r:ramer - ':hese drafts are "i:o present ideas for discussion and are not in final 
form. 

Hr. ':-Tilson - In the 10nr, run, everythine you are 
Job of municipal officials easier. The concepts 

The meeting uas adjournec1• 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Local Goverlnnent Committee 
April 17, g74 

Summary - Evening 

A dinner meeting was held with represen~atjves of the Ohio lronicipal League. 
HI's. Linda Orfirer, committee chairman, we" not present due to illness. Present 
were committee members Carson and Wilson, staff members Kramer and Eriksson, and 
the followinG from the Ohio llunicipal League: L'r. Dale Helsel, liiddletown City 
Manager, Hr • .Js-Jes l'iann, Chillicothe Assistant City Solicitor, llr. Al Strozdas, 
Springfield City Manager, and 1~. Thomas Luebbers, Cincinn~ti City Solicitor, and Mr. 
John Gotherman, Ohio Municipal League. 

Sections 4, 6, and 12 of Article XVIII dealing with municipal utilities, were 
before the group for discussion. ~~. Helsel commented on the sections on behalf of 
the ~kmicipn1 League officials. 

Mr. Helsel - He feel that the constitutioncl provisions relating to utilities are 
95% effective. There are minor things which need adjustment but basically we feel 
we can live with the existing provisions. ~hey have served the cities well and 
cities have been able to develop utilities, so as a general rule we would probably 
not come to you with suggested changes even though, as we Co through them, we find 
no problems with the proposals. {Ie recoGnize that there are in some areas, such as 
mass transit. 

The first proposal deals with the ri3ht~ of cities to set rates and to use 
revenues for any purpose. lIe were for it, although we recocnized that some problems 
might arise. \1e're not suggesting it but it ~-1ould be something l7e could support if 
it appeared in the constitutional revision program. 

Mr•• Eriksson - Hhat pro~lem8 do you have in mind? 

Nr. Helsel - I was thinking of political quentions that might be raised. ·.~he rates 
that are established are not really estsblishe(~ in a complete vacuum. It's very 
difficult to raise rates, city councils are reluctant to do this, sometimes even 
for their ~fll good and the good of the utility Jet alone to get money to run some
thing else. But I don't see communities wantin[ to ra~se utility rates unless they 
absolutely have to. 

~~. Wilson -. l~ith present limitations you can't build up ade~uate surpluses for 
unexpected or large expansion of a utility.. ~!Ol' ld any city really go overboard and 
try to fund the whole city operation from utility rates? I don't think that ~ould 

happen because the electorate would be so uNlappy with the councilmen and commis
sioners who tried to run the ~hole city off of utilities and vould replace them 
l~ith others • 

Hr. Helsel - ~here is something in the system that will prevent municipalities from 
raising these rates, particularly if it creates a surplus because the first thing 
that happens l.,hen people find a surplus is :llet' S cut the rates. II So if you allow 
for surpluses for future expansion you can almost be sure there will be a lot of 
pressure to cut the rates. In my experience in three Ohio r.l~nicipalities, raising 
the rates is a last resource and usually six months after it should have been done. 
It's difficult to take some of this money to pay for part of say bookkeeping opera
tions, or the rental of offices. It's good to have a surplus to meet contingencies 
and expansion and so that you can move very quickly. 

t~. Carson - You're saying that the rates are never going to be high enOUGh to help 
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the general revenues of a city. ~he council won't permit that nor will the people~ 

llr. Helsel - The problem you run into in setting utility rates is first finding what • 
is ~n equitnble rate, which is not a science at all but jus~.kind of close your eyes 
and jab. Do you charge everybody for that basic cost, including industries? There 
are some that soak the industries. Or do you 3ive a single family a low rate? 
Hhen you set these rates, you're t~inking of all these othe~ considerations. How is 
it going to affect the retired person? 

•iir. t1ilson - nasically any municipally owned operation sets its rates somewhat as a 
private utility--different rates for commercial and residential • 

. 
dr. Helsel - The city has one process that the private utility doesn't have. The 
political- process. host of the conununities have ,found that the political process 
operates to restrict rates. In ~1orking ",ith legislation affecting utilities, the • 
criticism has usually been that the larger cities do not charge a sufficient amount 
of money for the city to make the necessary improvements to clean up the environment-
to do the thinljs that the regulatory agencies have told us to do. The private 
utility doecn't h~e the elective official answerable to the people. I don't think 
councilmen really 1view the utility rate as much .different from a tax. They view 
service taxes, ut\lity charges, the same as they do taxes, not to be increased with- tt 
out political eff4ct. 

iir. Hilson ~ Our situation is very unique because we have t~10 pouer lines in the 
same territory and people can switch if they want to. 

Lir. Helsel - I like the statement that the municipality determines the rate structure • 
and if it determines that it wants to give a break' to the individual I think that's 
~ decision that they ought to be able to make. In water rates we're not charging 
enough to eive industries a free ride. Under the federal regulations you're not 
allowed to Give industries a free ride even if you want to. 

I~. Gothersnn - Currently you can't discriminate unreasonably amone the inhabitants • 
of a municip~lity in your rate structure. If you have such an unlawful discrimina
tion the court will intervene to correct that. This language isn't intended to allow 
an unlawful ~iscrimination. The common lall prevents unlawful discrimination and 
unreasonable rates. 

i'ir. Carson - I guess you are saying that under the political facts of life, utility • 
rates are no~ structured 80 important surpluses are generated for purposes other than 
the utility. 

l'ir. Helsel .. Ii: is possible to have a surplus this year and then see it dwindle out. 
It's not lil~ely in these days of inflation. Instead of a 10% increase, someone might 
suggest a 15% increase so they won't have to do it next year. So that first year 4t 
you may end up With a surplus that the next year you uon't have. Technically, I 
suppose you should set the rate every year. I don't see the surpluses developing. 

iIr. Hilson - He sllould have a chance to create a surplus for future expansion, moreso 
than under presenlI 1al.,. 

! •Hr. lIelsel - In terms of transit you might l'1ant to start building up a fund to re
place buses, or something of that sort. 
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Y.&r. Kramer - I don't think there's any problen a10ut reasonable repair and replace
ment, even under the ~oettinger decision. Buildjng up any aizeable fund for future 
expansion is another question. 

Hr. Gotherrnan - In those instances where, over tle years, villages have accuIm.1lated 
a fair amount of money l'1hich ''18S small annually 1,ut; collectively amounted to a sur
plus I can 't thinlt of any time when the municipality had difficulty in convincing 
the court, with one exception, that they could use the money for another public pur
pose. There h~a been only one case in the last 15 years where this was refused. 

Mr. Helsel - Section 6 deals with the 50% limital ion. He felt we could support 
proposed changes adding transportation and solid waste mana~ement to the exception. 
We did raise the question of why other utility services would not be added to the 
e::ception. Hhy enumerate exceptions? There may be something come up tomorrOl1 which 
we can call a public utility which we don't today. I guess we're talking about word
ing. I prefer the wording that 50% shall not apply to the sale of: public utility 
services. 

Mrs. Eriksson - You mean we might as well repeal the section. 

f~. Carson - I proposed that possibility this afternoon. Is there anything other than 
electricity that anyone sees as a problem to repeal? 

M:r. Hilson - l~ot at the moment. 

Mr. Helsel - There are some municipal gas plants but there can't be more than three 
or four of them. Cable television might some clay become a public utility. That's 
conceivable that the 5~1. might create a problem there. Just trying to guess what 
might be a utility is difficult. 

~~. Strozdas - I think solid waste management is a potential problem. 

i~. Helsel - Ii it is true that it's going to take a certain technoloGY to develop 
a good resource recovery in the solid waste field, Cleveland might be the city in 
the metropolitan area with the capability of starting it. I would say either repeal 
the section or broaden the language of the e~{ception even more than is indicated in 
this draft. 

ix. t~ilson - I think the basic reason for havin~ this restriction in the Constitution 
no longer exists. The electric companies wanteG to protect a u~rket in the rural 
areas, and now there are not too rnany rural 2reas that do not have electric serv~ce• 

}~. Helsel - ll~l do you measure 50% of an airport? 

r~. Catherman - In the case of an airport what do you deliver, except a terminal and 
a runway and the airline does the rest? One problem is this: Are lle raising questions 
about things that are not now considered utilities? If people vote on this and re~ect 

the amendment are they then going to be vialecl by the courts as utilities? We don t 
have the an~7er--just what a utility is ror purposes of this particular provision? 
Is solid llaste now considered to be a utility? And if it is not, by putting it on 
the ballot and having the people reject it, as sometimes they do, do we give the 
courts a reason to say that something that l~as not previQusly a utility is now a 
utility subject to this limitation? Bould it be better to have this provision 
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'lfor everythinr::; except" in reverse? That ~'10uld eliminate the problem of ~'1het are 
the unnamed public utilities. 

la'. Carson - lIi'.y I ask 0. question on a very in teresting point ~'1hich none of us dis
cussed? The question of ~,hether solid waste u~nagement is a public utility has not 
been decided, 1s that correct? Garbage collection? 

lir. Helsel - Very feu cities do r;arbar;e collection as a city function. 

i·.ir. Kramer The question has never 'i.;;een raiscC:; although solid uaste management 
certainly has ~ll the characteristics of a utility. 

Ur. Helsel - ~!e issued r,1Ortgace revenue bonds in Bedford for an incinerator and 
served several conununities. 

i~. Gotherman - If the practical problem is avoiding mention of all these things which 
may some dDy Lc treated as a utility, would it ~ot be better for a constitution to 
approach that issue by simply saying electric~~y is the only thinG to which the lim
itation applies? If that is the policy decision thatls going to be in the Constitu
tion, would it not be better to have it limited to that particul~r service? 

Hr. Carson - Let me get bacl~ to so lid waste. I don I t think anybody ill uriting th is, 
I trust, ,~as intendin~ to def:initively determine that solid waste management is a 
public utility and that the City of Gincinnati or the City of Cleveland has exclusive 
jurisdiction to reGul~te. ~hey donlt now, do they? 

}~. Gotherman - I thinl, the city does have tha right to franchise this, and license 
or otherwise ~e3ul~te. 

Hr. Helsel - ?here was a time ~'1hen ne prohibi'::ed private haulers in the city. 

1!r. Carson Is this an exercise of the pO~07er to regulate utilities? He I re saying 
thet this is n public \.!tility uhen it hasn I t yet decided to be one. 

i-~. Strozdas - ':l:ot probably sp·,.'aks all the more ;:0 the issue of repeal. Is the prob
lenl of the elect~ic utility the problem that we're imagining it is? Itls been the 
problem, but except for Piqua which has unusual pr0duction capability, is the average 
city which procluces electricity cape~le in toc:ay' s r:tarlcet of expandinG their sel-vice-
Imov1inG the kind of investrJent it takes, ane "ith the EPA requirements'i 

i-~. Gotherman - Cuynhoca Falls simply buys from a private company and under federal 
reculations I donlt think a private utility can cut off a municipal distribution 
system. 

l~. lIelsel - And then you get into the su~ll places like Brynn. Itls the only thing 
in the whole county. 

iJr. Strozdns - I was thinking with the places that are being built you are just not 
in the ball r;nne with them. I was thinking of a municipality that 'Has generating 
electricity. 
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Hr. ~lilson - I think the private companies "1i11 still object to repeal, but not as 
strongly as they did in the days ,.,henrural areas had' no electric service. 
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Hr. Helsel - ~jater and Set-1er are pretty ue11 settled dmm in Chio, and there's not 
a lot of competition in the s·ewer business. '..\lere are only 1 or 2 private water 
companies. As to transportation, there may Je some prob1ens there that repeal of 
this "10u1d help. 1 don't see what good the section does. If it weren't in the Con-' 
stitution would you "ant to put it in there? ~id anybody suggest there be a 50% 
limitation? 

~~. Carson - John, you were suggesting that instead of doing what ,1e're doing here 
by excludinr; specifics that ..,e begin tha section by saying ;'except for a public 
utility generatinc electricity"--is that right? 

Hr. Gotherrnan - If the public policy of the st~te is going to 'i>e to prevent municipal 
electric utilitieo from sellinz more than 5C% o:.:tside the city boundaries and it 
isn't really depencent that any other utility ~unction be governed by that provision, 
it would be better to state it that uay and say that the limitation applies only to 
electric. An~ the reason for that is that constitutional amencments last a long 
time. l·~ss trnnsit in 1912 was not a problen. Today Cincinnati may need to have 
an exception to this provision to eifectiv(::y o~;erate a city bus system. 

Hr. nilson - I can't see any justification for. t, as far as creating better service 
for the consumer. There's no reason for it. I~ a municipal utili~y can extend its 
service to selling 51% outside of to~n at a 10,]8r rate than a privat~ company could~ 

the Constitution prohibits the renderin~ of the best possible service. 

lir. Helsel - Cection 12 deals with utility revenue bonds, which are not general 
obligation bondo. There are Bome word chances in this one ~hich have been suggested 
such as addinc :'improve." Apparently someone 2eels that acquiring, constructing or 
extending does not include improvements to the system. And if you can't issue notes 
in anticipation o~ the bonds, you could just issue I-year bonds, or bonds with an 
early call date. Dut that seems a way of gettinz around the Constitution so that 
I think ~'le could support provisions such as these. He are in favor of making it 
clearer. He are in favor of prOViding as sect~r:i.ty either a mortgage or a franchise 
to operate the utility as security. Electric utilities sometimes have difficulty 
in issuing additional bonds 'i>ecause of this pre~ent requirement because they can't 
give a mort0ace on a mortgage. 

l1r. Gotherman - tlould this be the same as the r(~venue bonds that may be issued for 
nonutility purposes under Article ~~III, section 37 Or would this still require a 
franchise? 

Hr. ~{ramer - It's a question of ~hat security uould be required in order to make 
your bonds marketable. They shall be secuLea cy revenues and, if provided in the 
ordinance, you uould grant a mortgage or franchise only if you ~ere to so provice, 
just as your per~inG bonds are. If you can sell your bonds and get a favorable 
rate,wlthcut Q. morbgage or franchise, that l10uld be O~(. 

Hr. Hilson - I don' t 1~0l~ who uants a franchise to operate a suinuning pool but \~e 

r48Y have to Give one. 

l·ir. Uelsel - Fe're building a parking garage and a golf course out of general obli
cation bonds but the revenues, of course, are pledged. "fust's false in the whole 
mortgage revenue is the idea that the city l10uld let someone take over the utility 
or default on the bonds. The city is not ~oin~ to let any bond be defaulted under 
any circumstance except as a last resort in a depression. 
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ilr. Uilson - He tal:~ed about this before as to ~1lce'~her there hC!d '.:leen any record of 
any default <:Ind ue couldn 1 t think of any e}:cli:lplec. 

iir. Helsel - I thin1: the "(-)hole idea of a mort:::;uGG is l~ind of a;;chaic. You'd get 
the money from so~e source. 

L~. Kramer - 7h8t 1 s an additional reason for givinG this kind of flexibility. Bond
holders are really looking at the revenue. 

iir. C~rson - I thinl~ this is really a good one. Hhy r;ive the bondholders more 'i::lan 
they need to bu] the bonds? 

L::. Helsel - Hliortcnee revenue 1Jonc~s cOl'ld ~.Je reZunced by 3eneral oblicatiol\ bonds 
and then the General oblication bonds could be refunded by ~ortca3e revenue bonds.;; 
John thoueht r:utyue one of them could be clone by statute. 

Lr. l':ramer - ~1e uere tellting this afternoon about the possibility that refunding 
tIle revenue bonds by ceneral obligation bonds could perhapc be prOVided by statute 
but not the other Hoy around. 

i~. lIelsel - If i~ needs to be said, then pttt it in there. You couE have a utility 
that could no lonGer meet those mortgage payments, and you would need to get the 
money from some other source. 

Hr. I~ramer - There's another problem not covered here and that deals \'lith the refund
inc of straieht revenue bonds issued under Article ~CVIII, section 3. This covers 
the utilities, but ~1here a golf course is funded '.:ly revenue bon~s under Article ~~III, 

section 3, they may not be r.larketable and you uould uant to finance l1ith ceneral 
ouliCPtions and then refund with revenue bonds. That might be another case to consider. 

l~. Gotherman - Is i~ clear that the failure of Article ~rvIII, section 12 to mention 
ref:undillC in tt;c :::irst part of the section l10uld prevent the General Assembly from 
authorizine the refunding of the general obligation by mortga3e revenue if the original 
purpose l~as to acqUire, construct or extend the public utility? Is that something 
t.~ll1t l"1e cannot handle by statute? Can the entire last paragraph be handled by statute? 

i~. Krnm~r - In the case of refundin3 general obligations by mortgaee revenues, we 
hnve no authority and I think it l'lould take a Supreme Court decision, abse!lt specific 
constitutional lan~uage. In the second case, reZund~ng revenue honds by 3eneral ob
lig,tions, that seems much more likely. 

l~. Helsd - H;;.Ilis ~lere in this particular section, there l'1ould be no question 
about it. 

ill:. I~ramer - You can sometimes make great savin::;s if you can refund 101hen you l~ant to. 

i~s. Eri~sson - Let us discuss the indirect debt limit a little bit ~efore we go on 
to section 13. Getting rid of the indirect debt limit was one of the thines you 
indicated you uere interested in doin3, and lie have "lorked uith John to have 8 draft 
prepared uhich, as far an I knm'1, the 1.Lunic1pal League ~grees ~1ith. The only item 
that our comraittee indicated they 110uld li!~e to add to this draft, \'lhich has not yet 
been added, is cone lanGUaee which 110uld specifically reiterate that unvoted taxes 
beyond the lO-r.lill limit are not being authorize~ by this section. Gene, ~10uld Y9U; 
lil~e to comment on bond counsel reactions to this section? I think that our committee 
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is ready to recor.1r.lend this lan8ua~e with the [l(lc~ition of the lan~c:;e I suggested. 

Ill". Kramer - Since this uas drafted the iiunici;.)a1 LeaGue has received copies of all 
the correspondence uith bond counsel. One firm indicated that they find the language 
satisfactory for accomplishing the objective of providing the ability, at least, to 
eliminat~ the e:cistinc problem of the indirect debt limitation. Lnother has indicated 
some reservations if this l'lere to lead to a gene:ral ueaI~ening of the quality of Ohio 
eeneral obligation bonds--raising this question. ~le have responded to that letter 
pointing out that there's nothing in this section itself which changes the indirect 
debt limit and no change is beine made n0l1 in ;::1e statute. The indirect debt limit 
would still exiot and problems of the quality o~ the bonds would really have to be 
faced at the tine statutory changes were nade. ~o I think we have agre~ent that 
the provision itself would be an enabling provi~ion allowing the General Assembly 
to deal with this. ~le have made the suggestion in the implementation ox this by 
statute that it might be best to limit the abi~ity of local subdivisions to issue 
bonds secured by other than the ultimate pled3e of property taxes. The ones ~lho .. 
face this pro!Jleo have substantial revenues other than property ta.: revenues. The 
broader pledBe of taxes should be limited to those f~~ cases where they needed some 
relief from it. ~hatls statutory. 

Ur. Gotherman -Je have "'orked ~11th representntives of bond counsel in Ohio and 
everybody aereea that it's necessary but evei'JboC:y gets nervous ~bout hOl7 you change 
the concept. He've taken the position that lie uould like to have it eliminated but 
not at the expense of the quality of bond issues in Ohio. I understand from talk 
with t:1e three bond counsel everyone is pretty '7e11 convinced that that can be done 
and that you really donlt have to cross that brldGe in the constitutional provision, as 
much as in the lan:;u8Ge of t~le inplementing statute. It seems ';:0 me that the extra 
lanzuage you are sUGGestinn is probably totally pnnecessary. This oection doesn't 
really deal ",1th t4~es and the other one clearly does say that you cannot have taxes 
except in certain cascn. It seems we mi:;ht revi~l that language. 

lIra. Eriksson - He are going to draft it and send it out again. 

l.lr. Gotherman - Sec. 5705.51 Brents soue extra ta~:inr:; pOl'ler under the constitutional 
10-mUl limitation and l1ithin it, but over and aL>ove the existing statute. The 
problem with that statute is because of the uniform rule, the equal protection issue, 
bond counsel will need a C2se to test the validity of that section of the Code but 
if the language to be added to this section llould eliminate and prevent the drafting 
se! use of that ~~ind of a section uhich oakes use of the ('!fference bet'tleen true 
value and tax value, which is a substantial mar3in, I think that we would not be 
interestec in doing that. 

ijrs. Eriksson - Section 5705.51 is being used 1: itl1in section 2. And l'1e' re-emphasiz
ing the fact -:::1at section 2 is the ultinate lLi.t. 

I·Ir. Carson - John J do you disa~ree with the concept of limiting and making it clear 
that this section cioes not expan~ the linitation of section 2? I don't think you're 
going to get this out of the Commission without making that cle<:'-!'. 

1~. Gotherman - I don't see hou the lanGuage that I've read here uould expand the 
lO-mill tax limitation. 

lIre Helsel - If it's a matter of lanL~ace soncone else should review that, but if 
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it len M<lttcr 0::: principle, I clon I t t~1ink "e uant to attack the 10-ni11 limitation 
here. Hhile some or us ~,lny not a~ree uith it, H ue uanted to attack it t'1e uould 
GO Lacl~ to::he se~'doni::l<lt deals with it. 

lir. Gothermnn - ~Te do have to he careful here that the language aC:.:ied here doesn It 
liuit the flexibility that we do have. 

loco Carson - Gene told us that ile did not thin1~ this lanGuage did, in fact, expand 
the 10-\.'li11 lLnit.THon. If that's true t'1hy don I t ue say it? A year or so ago when 
ue uere uorl:inr; on this before, t!1C vie" by people advising the cOmr;li·::tee at that 
time uas that there ':1aa no l1ay to elil;'\inate indirect debt limit t'lithout invading the 
one per cent j:ulc .nnd thut uas the languace in the drafts that t'le considered. And 
~hc '.l'lIxation Conu,l.i'c::ce concluded that it uas unuillin~ to recomoend, and didn It think 
it tlaS beine pract:l.c£\l to recommend, a change in section 11 uhich permitted an invas.ion 
o:~ the one per cent rule. I think this approach is fine and if it solves the problem 
uit:I:out touch inc t::e one per cent rule t t1hich to be practical I don't thin!: 'tole Ire 
noinn to be able to uo, then I thinl: tle should accept it. Because of the importance 
of th is anu the inportance to so many COI.lI',1Uni';:ies uc Id kind of li1~e to cet it out of 
~h io COl;lIIlittee ne::t lllonth. And net it into the Cor.unisston so this doesn't Cet bom:;;ed 
doun in November lIhen lIe're trying to rush thin:2;s through and. bond counsel have to be 
consulted. 

l~r. i::elsel .. i.s a practical nat'i:er» in the last lC years hOl1 many cor.nnunities have 
had to UDe the 10 Mills for debt? have they had to levy that tax? 

lIr. :~ramel· - Ho) I t111n1, )Tot~ have to Co back some years to find that happening. 

Hr. Carson - If ~le C£:rI net this one to the Commission, there t'1i11 be time to consider 
it. 

lIr. lIalsel - \1ould you need help before the rull Cor.nnission? 

Lro. Eriksson - J: thinlc ~hllt t'1ould be most helpful, if you plan to appear l1~~en the 
COI,u:lission holds i.to public hearing on this. Shall tle discuss section 13? Hhc.t t'le Ire 
tryinG to do hc>:"e is to Cet rid of section 6 of Lrticle XIII while not eliminat::"ng 
any power that t~e General Assembly I:11Cht feel it didn't want eliminated. 

Hr. :~rar,ler - I In not al1are 0::: ,my case under section ~ of Article ~aII that inter.. 
preto that ocetion that t1ouUn' t £:150 applj to section 13 of Article ;:VUI. 

l.tr. Gothcl:nar~ - ~·.re l1e r;ivinG up anythinG here.? 

l~::. r~l·amer - I t;~inle tIe do have cases sayin3 that '::he po't-ler to limit may not be used 
to prohibit. ':.:'he::e \11S a cas·~ in l1hieh the General Assembly tried to prohibit the use 
o~ 3eneral obli3ution bonus for utility purposes, and the court said you cannot ~ut 
0;;:2 altogether their pouer to is~ue 3eneral obli3ation bonds. 

lir. Geisel - He untlerstand th.nt you'll also be discussinG f:oHnships and "e feel ue 
can't ienore ~i~lat happens to tounships and t'le I c.l li~:e to have some input on that 
oubject too. 

drs. BritesBon - 'rhe:Lc are still tuo other questions referred to this committee and 
the one is preer,1p::ion. The other question is the initiative and referendum prOVisions 
tlhich are beinG dcalt with by our Elections Conunittee but they are recommending that 
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• section in Article II be referred to this cor.m1ittee. You miGht uant to recommend 
something different as far as municipalities are concerned. I am sure that you ui11 
uant to examine their recommendations as far as ctnte issues are concerned, to see 
hm'l they \'1:1.11 affect cities and "7hether you uould uant to put anythinG different in 
the Constitution. 

•� The committee adjourned, to meet at the call o~ the chairman.� 

• 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission • 
Local Government Committee 
May 13, 1974 

Summary 

Present at the meeting of the Local Government Committee were Mrs. Orfirer,� 
Chairman, and l~. Carson, Staff members Mr. Kramer ano Mrs. Eriksson, ~~. Gotherman� 
of the Ohio l~nicipal League, ~tt8. Brownell of the League of Women Voters and ~x.
 

D. Bruce Mansfield. The committee met at 1 p.m. in the Commission offices. 

A proposal to recommend rearrancement of the Article XVIII sections was agreed 
to. It would place the present sections in the following order: I, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 13, 
11, 4, 5, 12 and 6. Section 10 may be recommended for repeal and the initiative and 
referendum section, section If of Article II, may be added, and section 14 will be 
revl~le~ wh~ the committee considers Initiative and Referendum. The Elections Com
mittee!o\fPfnttiative and Referendum will be ready shortly so that you can see what 
they are recommending as far as the state initiative and referendum is concerned. 
Section If simply says that the right of initiative and referendum shall be reserved 
for municipalities. Should this be moved to Article XVIII, either as is or altered 
in some fashion? I would think that if it should be altered, the MUnicipal League 
and those who know the various charter and statutory provisions would make sugges
tions. 

Mr. Gotherman - We haven't had a chance to digest this but we may want to suggest 
something in the constitutional provisions to eliminate the confusion about whether 
charter cities can provide by charter for something different from the .tatutes. We 
may want to recommend following the classification in Article XVIII already, with 
respect to charter Gnd noncharter cities. 

Mr. Kramer - Under Article II, section If, it really leaves it open to the extent 
that it provides for initiati~e and referendum in the charter. Sometimes it's a 
problem of just charter drafting, and the real problems come with ambiguities in the 
charter language. You're not quite sure to what extent some of the statutory provi
sions prevail in the absence of 8 charter provision. 

Mrs. Orftrer - But then that is not really a constitutional problem. 

Mr. Gotherman - So far the court has been inclined to side with the charter in these 
cases but I would be inclined to think that we would want to clarify that. As to 
charter cities. the charter will provide the criteria for initiative and referendum. 

Mrs. Eriksson - For instance, there's a situation like this. The Constitution, with 
respect to referendum. says that the legislature can pass a law as an emergency. 
Could a municipal charter el~inate the possibility of an emergency ordinance or 

could it be for other purposes? Or could it make a municipal ordinance passed as an 
emergency unrepealable by initiative? There are a number of questions here that might 
create court questions. 

Mr. Kramer - Courts have held that the emergency provision is not a necessary, part of 
referendum. 

Mrs. Eriksson - But this is the kind of question though that people raise jlfcourt
suits. 

Mr. Gotherman - In the Oxford case. the court looked at the section dealing with the 
state, in order to determine which kinds of laws could be adopted by charter that 
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• would exempt the charter from initiative in that case. I think there's an opportunity 
to clarify it, don't you think so, Gene, simplify those kinds of legal arguments and 
.ay .imply that whatever the charter say8 will prevail, not tied to the state initia
tive and referendum procedures. 

• 
Mr. Kramer - Initiative and referendum, just the words by themselves, have very 
little content. 

Mr. Gotherman - I think the ~portant part is that this is an area which needs rather 
clo.e attention again. 

• 
Mrs. Eriksson - At the next meeting of the committee, the Initiative and Referendum 
report should be prepared. Of course, you still have the township questions. 

Mr. Gotherman - I think our committee expressed <l desire to be available to give 
their impresB10ns about township powers. They would like to say a few things about 
townships, constitutional provisions on township!3. And we could do that at the same 
time al� we addres. ourselves to the initiative aad referendum. I think Ann suggested

•� that t~fDBhipI might work in between initiative and referendum.� 

Mr•• Orfirer - Well, I think what we'll do then, is have a committee meeting at which 
we take care of .ome other matters and have a second meeting at which your people 
will discuss both initiative and referendum and townships. 

• Mr. Gotherman - I don't think that either one of those subject matters are the kind 
that really need a lot of different people. I think that maybe myself and a spokes
man for the committee can handle a position on the initiative and referendum which 
has to be somewhat technical. The township powers are not going to be that hard to 
articulate unless you would like to have a lot of people there to say the same thing. 

•� Mrs. Orfirer • On the townships, I would really like very much to have a broader view.� 

Mr. Gotherman - It will be a party line on that from our side. There's no disagree
ment about it. 

Mr•• Orfirer - One of the questions that I had was whether on the ballot the renum
•� bering of sections can be one question. 

Mrs. Eriksson - There's no way to change a number except to put the whole section on, 
and do it by amendment, and you wouldn't want to put the same section on twice so that 
a change in the section number would be an inher~nt part of whatever changes were 
made in the section, and if there are sections with no changes other than the number 

.,� 1 don't know any way to do it except by putting the whole section on the ballot. 

~~s. Orfirer - That couldn't be all one question, those that weren't haVing any sub
stantive changes? Just a number change. Could they be on one vote, do you think? 

Mrs. Eriksson - If there were no substantive change, yes, I think they could be 
•� grouped together, assuming that if you can do it in such a fashion that if one issue 

fails and another one passes, you don't end up with ~~o sections with the same num
ber. That's a question of making sure that you can do it in the drafting process. 

Mr. Carson - It would be good if we could find a way to rearrange 80 that we don't 

• have to put the whole section on where there's no substantive change. 

~O~~
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Mrs. Eriksson - I thought about that. The key, perhaps, to that is Sectio~ 7 and I 
don't see how you can do it in any l03ical way without either changing 3 or 7. I 
couldn't find any way to do it. As far as sections Without any substantive change 
it really wouldn't involve perhaps one or two depending on what action the committee 
takes on the utility sections, because even though the changes may not be of impor
tance there will still be some changes in the sections. 

Mrs. Orfirer - We have the new language here for section 12 of Article XVIII, the 
section dealing with utility revenue bonds. Gene, would you comment? 

Mr. Kr&ner - There is no substantive change made or intended between the two drafts 
with the exception that if you look in the April 1 draft the second sentence of the 
added paragraph makes a statement authorizing refunding of the revenue bonds by gen
eral obligation bonds. I think there is nothing that would prevent the General As
sembly from providing under .existing law from doing that, so that it is not essential 
in the Constitution, since this is a provision authorizing the revenue bonds and 
authorizing the refunding of general obligation notes or bonds by revenue bonds. 
The substance of the first sentence has been moved up and begins in the last two 
words of the second line of the second draft. The language in capital letters found 
in the second, third, and fourth lines of the ~~y 13 draft is the provision for re
fundine. The language is changed som~~hat. It adds to purposes for which bonds can 
be issued under this section--to provide for refunding at any subsequent date any 
notes or bonds including general oblication bonds or notes issued at any t~e for 
such purposes. Refunding at any subsequent date language is to permit both refund
ing or advance refunding. With immediate refunding you refund outstanding obliga
tions at their maturity. In case of advance refunding, the bonds that are being 
refunded are maturing sometime in the future and you issue bonds at the present time 
and invest the proceeds and as they mature, the proceeds of the refunding bonds pay 
off the principal and interest of the outstanding bonds when they become callable. 
It makes it clear that as long as bonds are issued for the purpose of acquiring or 
constructing a public utility then they can be refunded also. The additional language 
specifically authorizes notes to be issued in anticipation of bonds under this sec
tion. As in the previous draft, the nord "mortgage" which describes bonds bas been 
eliminated because the provision for a moragage is made optional. The bonds may be 
.further secured by a mortgage on the property of such public utility, which mortgage 
may provide for a franchise. The reason for the changed language is that the para
graph said either a mortgage or a mortnage and a franchise which isn't strictly ac
curate because you have a franchise only in the case where you have granted a mort
gage, because a franchise becomes operative only on foreclosure of the mortgage. 
If there are mortgage revenue bonds, they can have a mortgage or a mortgage and a 
franchise. 

Mr. Carson - This is quite a bit more compact and I think that is good. Is there any 
substantive difference between these tuo? 

Kramer - No, there's an attempt to clarify in the case of refunding that the word 
"refundingll may also mean advance refunding. It's not a substantive change, but 
more clarification. In the second part, rather than saying "either or both the mort
gage or franchise" since you can't have a franchise only with the mortgage, it's 
more accurate to say "secured by a mortgage and a mortgage may provide for a franchise." 

Mr. ~~nsfield - As a matter of curiosity I thought I heard yo~ say it's the first 
time I have heard the word lIrefunding,;: used to issue bonds to payoff bonds. 
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•� Mr. Kramer - It's where you hav~ notes in anticipation of bonds. \-fuen you issue the� 
bonda you're really refunding the notes.� 

Mr. Mansfield .. Let's 8ay you have 30-year bonds. You pay them off and issue new bonds. 

Mr. Kramer .. No) you wouldn't be refunding those. It would be refunding those bonds 
•� when they become callable. 

l~. Mansfield .. I'm a little curious as to why you're recommending this change. 

l1r. Kramer - Mora flexibiUty for the municipalities. Sometimes the majcr reason that 
mortgage revenue bonds are iS8ued initially 1s that the municipality just doesn't have 

•� the capacity within its general obligation debt limits to provide for this) aDd they'll� 
i.eue the more expensive mortgage revenue bonds for that reason. In later years) they� 
may find that their situation 1s such that they could issue general obligation bonds� 
at a substantially lower interelt cost and refund the revenue bonds.� 

Mr. Mansfield - I would think that) if you can refund general obligation bonds witb� 
.. -revenue bonds, that would detract from the marketability of the bonds.� 

Mr. Kramer - If they are general obligation bonds, and as long as they are outstand
ing as� general obligation bonds, the pledge of taxes 1s made. 

i" 

Mr. Mansfield - vlbat I'm asking is that if you have in the original bond agreement a..� provision that the general obligation bonds may be called and refunded with revenue 
bond. aren't you impairing the value of the written bond? 

• 
Mr. Kramer" 1 don't think the source of the refunding makes any difference. The 
fact that they are callable at all may make them less attractive, but you're not 
changing the character of them ae general obligation bonds. I think the point 11 that 
what you're talking about i8 mainly a matter of market limitation and its rightful 

• 

function of economic.. As of DOW many municipalities are unable, due to legal resttic
tione, to do thoae thing. which make senle economically. They vary from time to time. 
As far 8S the issuance of a franchise is concerned it may be that in many cases, 
even molt cases, the bondholders may still want a mortgage on the property, and that 
you won't be able to issue straight revenue bonds. Experience has been such over the 
years that these thiDgsare all worked out on the basis of what is saleable and what 
i8 not. The purchaser is in a position to demand what he wants in the way of security, 
and revenue bonds have been issued for other purposes, like parking, without a mort
gage, authorizing the municipalities to do whatever is necessary in order to market 
their bonds. 

•� Mrl. Orfirer - Any other questions or comments? Then we will consider that ready to 
ba put� before the Commission. The next item is s~ction 6 of Article XVIII and this 

• 

hal to do with the 50% limitation. Ue have discussed several options. The draft 
that you have before you provides for adding to tle exemptions of water and sewer, 
transportation and solid weste management. The q~estion c~ up as to repealing the 
provision rather than just adding a list of utilities which ~ould be exempted from 
the Sm. limitation. Apparently there have been several problems that I'll sure you 
are all a'fare of in terma of what constitutes 50% and what ~onstitutes being outside 
the uunicipality. Do you people who have much mo C'e experi~ce with it feel that repeal 
would be a good idea? Would there be any objecti~n8 to this or would there be any 
reason� to maintain it al it now is? 

• 
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Hr. Mansfield - I would say very quickly that the electric public utility industry 
would be very much opposed to repeal. 

Mrs. Orfirer - You think that they ,,'ould still feel they needed this protection? 

Hr. Hansficld - Much more strongly than ever. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Why more strongly than ever? 

~~. l1ansfield - For a number of reasons. When this section was originally adopted 
back in 1912, the electric utility business was considerably different than it is 
now. You had a lot of small generators in small towns, and that day is long since 
gone. It's very unusual for a utility now to build any less than 300,000 to 500, 
000 kilowatts. The fact of the matter is that there are very few cities having 
their own 3enerators. In order to be able to get generating capacity on somewhat 
competitive costs there is quite a trend now to have the municipality at least re
quest that it be given tenancy in common ownership of the large units that some 
people are putting up. And I would think that in the future if the municipality 
wished to stay in the generation, transmission, as well as distribution business 
it is very unlikely that it will build or expand its own generator. So I think 
it makes it all the more important then, if you agree that at least electric util
ities should be primarily investor owned, it seems to me that you donlt deliberately 
do anything to impede its effectiveness of operation. Of course the purpose of this' 
50% limitation, as I understand it, was to see to it that the municipal utility was 
operating primarily for the benefit of the citizens of that municipality, recognit
ing at the same time that building generating facilities, of course while itls not 
easy, in fact it's almost impossible to build a generating facility coincident with 
the demand so that right after you put in a new facility you've got some 8urplus 
power. So I think this was an effort on the part of the framers of the Constitut~~ 

to recoBnize the economics of this kind of a situation and that any surplus would . 
be sold outside. And yet at the same time they wanted to preserve the free enter
prise system, basically, and this was a compromise limitation. At the last meeting; 
the question was raised, what difference does it make if the municipal utility goes~' 
outside when it can provide the consumer with a more economic service? I think it 
comes bact: to the basic philosophy that the municipal utility pays no property 
taxes or income taxes--you can see that there are obvious advantages built in. 
Normally, if the utility is being operated efficiently, the very nature of things 
can produce the product at much lesser cost. In the old days they could. This is 
not t~'l~ now because, as I said earlier, it's not very efficient to build a small 
she ,oJ ~ctric generator, so you lose some of that tax benefit in the smaller units. 
It cC'\uo back then to whether you really ,.,ant to expand the competition between tax 
eXemFl" organizations and taxable organizations and if you do not want to do that 
then '11e limitation ought to stay. And if you want public ownership of all utilities 
th3~'~ something else. 1 come back to my original statement so long as we're still· 
in l)' :;=liness ,.,e ",ould be much opposed to repeal of this section. 

Mr~. ~riksson - tIben you talk about tenancy in common, so you mean that if a municipal 
uti~.ii::y uished to expand it ,.,ould probably have to either go together with another 
municipality or with a private utility in order to construct a generator or secure 
power? Are there any Situations like that in Ohio? 

~~. Mansfield - There are some pending. For example, the Ci~ of Cleveland municipal 
operation has requested membership in what we call the Central Area Coordination 
Pool which is comprised of Toledo Edison, Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, 
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ourlelve. and Duquesne Light. Now I understnnd, and this is slightly hearsay, that 
actually Cleveland l1un~ doesn't want to actually own any of this capacity, but it 
really wants to ule this 88 lome lort of leverage in order to get a favorable whole
,ale rate. 

Mr•• Eriksson - Do they wish to expand their awn distribution? 

Mr. Man.field • Of course they can expand their own distribution any time. People 
who live in Cleveland have a choice of whether they want to take the C. E. I. or 
take the thni. By the same token, we have a couple of places like Newton Falls 
where we operate, in fact our line goes down one side of the street and Newton Falls 
goes down the other. There is a statute t~1ich says you can't ~litch from one utility 
to another unless your service has been cut off for so many days. This is not ao
plicable to a municipal system. 

1~8. Orf1rer - Does 11wni light want to be part of this pool in order to get back-up 
power? 

Mr. Mansfield - It's not only back-up power, it's base loaded too. I don't think I 
can 8ay with any degree of knowledge, Linda, whether it really wants to own generat
ing capability or whether it doesn't want to use this right, if it has a right, and 
this il au anti-trust question that's coming up more and more over the country. If 
the Huni has a right to buy into this capacity then they could use that right as 
leverage to get a more favorable wholesale rate. But at least they have requested 
the opportunity to become a member of our pool and yet we have asked the anti-trust 
people to malte a study. 

Mr. Carson - Is there a right for municipal utilities to join one of these poole? 

Mr. 1~n8field - I don't know. Ten years ago I would have said that we have a per
fect right to exclude them. Now I'm not at all sure we have. It's a difference in 
attitude taken by the Department of Justice and the anti-trust division. There was 
a day, goine back 10 or 15 years, when by and large public utilities were not subject 
to the anti-trust 1~'8, but that may no longer be true. There is one exception-
where you have areas of operation certified by the state, and we don't have this in 
Ohio. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Wouldn't there be a problem with section 6 of Article VIII in con
junction 17ith a municipal utility joinill8 a pool of private companies? 

Mr. Mansfield - Yes, it's a problem not yet resolved. 

Mr8. Eriksson - Are there any other utilities that you would see section 6 as af
fecting? 

Mr. l~nsfield - I think Hamilton has a gas system. Hamilton doesn't produce its 
own gas. The section is talking in terms of "surplus". That is a question that, 
as far as I know, has never been resolved. He serve 20 municipalities at wholesale 
and I suppose that one could well argue that if you are supplying the requirements 
of X city that, in theory at least, the city can't get a surplus, and yet I am sure 
all of these municipalities go outside the corporate limits. 

Mr•• ~riks8on - Is that true in gas? 

•� 
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Mr. 11ansfield - I can't answer. In fact I don't knou of any other municipal gas 
operation other than Hamilton but there may be some. 

Mr. Carson - Do either of these instances you're talking about have their own dis
tribution systems? 

}~. l1ansfield - Yes. 

Mrs. Orfirer - 111en the municipality itself is making money on doing this. 

l1r. Hstlsfield - The ability to make money is there. Host of these municipalities 
to uhich ue are selline set their rates almost the same as ours. In most instances 
they are making a profit. 

}~s. Orfirer - Then they are not undercutting you in terms of rates. TheyJ re not 
interfering rate-wise with what you're doing but still are bringing in funds for the 
city. 

M~. I~nsfield - At the expense of you and me and the rest of the taxpayers. 

t~. Catherman - The city doesn't have the leGsl ability, we talked about this last 
time, in the Roettinger case. it doesn't have the ability to use the electric rev
enue to pay the police department. It might be able to use the proceeds for street 
lighting and thus prevent a special assessment or higher taxes for that purpose. 
And they mieht build up a surplus and then transfer it but you don't do that very 
often. The municipalities which have money between what they pay for electricity 
and uhat they charge use that normally for street lighting functions. 

Mr. lwnsfield - They're not supposed to use n surplus for general funds. 

l~. Cotherman - You may charge overhead expenses. 

~~. Mansfield - There may have been instances where the municipality has made an 
effort to avoid this limitation. 

Mr. Gotherman - You can transfer the surplus with court permission but you don't do 
it very often. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Uhat happens lmen cotmnUnities l"lithin the state go to providing gov
ernmental services on a regional basis? 

11r. Mansfield - \"1hen you say IIgovernmental" I'm stopped because I think you and I 
would agree that what's governmental and what's propri~tary are changed from time 
to time. Take water. for example; water service used to be considered to be a pro
prietary function, but now I'm sure no one ~lould question but that is a governmental 
function. Dy the same token, in 15 or 25 years it may well oe that electric service 
would be considered to be a governmental function, as opposed to a proprietary func
tion. This uhole concept is not a static concept. In the last 15 or 20 years 
private transportation companies found it uneconomic to operate and aLMost overnight 
you had a switch to what is now considered to be a governmental function. And no
body quarrels with the city now getting in the transportation business. 

~~s. Orfirer - In Cleveland, they are not going to be able to exist as a city trans
portation system and it's going to a county one. It may go to a wider area. 
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Mr. }~nsfield • 1 suppose what you're getting into are these divisions that the 
Governor set up by executive order. 

Mrs. Orfirer • Yes, or something in terms of governmental regions. 

Mr. I1Bnsfield • You've got. to assume, I think, that there's going to be full aceep· 
tanee of the concept of regional government, or metropolitan government or whatever 
you want to call it. It certainly isn't here yet. It's almost impossible for them 
to get together on combining . governmental services, far less government structure. 

Mr•• Orfirer - tfhat I'm thinking about in terms of these services, i£ it becomes 
~necoDOmical for cities to provide cities within their own corporate limits • • • 

Mr. r~nsfield • It's uneconomic to generate, it's not uneconomic to be in the busi
neS8. With tax breaks they ought to be able to make money, at the expense of those 
of us who are paying taxes. 

Mr. Cotherman - No one in the Cincinnati area uas willing to take on the burden of 
financing the transit system. ':through an extra income tax levy, the city agreed to 
take it on, but this restriction raises the issue of services outside the boundaries. 
As for generating electricity, everybody realizes that they can't generate as cheaply 
as a combination of privately owned and public utility. lIe would hate to see every
thing go dO\iD, yet there is a need to expand certain exceptions to this rule, like 
transportation and solid waste. Private vs. public power has always been controver
lial, and so perhaps the eggs should be in different baskets. If you have any 
critical transportation problem and waste management problem, they can be treated 
differently from electricity. The people from Cleveland and Cincinnati are somewhat 
intereated in the problems of transportation right now. I doubt very seriously if 
they care whether repeal of this section gets on the ballot or not, if a large effort 
il mounted in opposition. 

Mr. Man.field - Our company used to be in the local transportation business. We 
got out of it back in 1930. Then there was a private company that changed hands a 
number of times, and in the late 50's they were doing so poorly that they wanted to 
give up the franchise. We turned to a metro-transit authority which is located in 
Akron but operates in Barberton and Cuyahoga Falls through a contractual arrangement . 
among these three cities. We can have the same kind of a levy in Akron--we had a 
one mill levy for ten years--and it now supports the metro-transit. I think everyone 
in the private sector realizes that it can't compete at the moment in transportation. 
Oddly enough, the post office, in our lifetime, has been operated by the government 
and yet there is a private outfit, United Parcel, which beats them all silly in costs 
and time of delivering. l~at effect this is going to have ultimately on the post 
office I don't l~. ~~at I'm trying to say to you is that so long as the people 
want private power ownership, then we need this section, and so long as those of us 
who were in the private sector of the electric utility business are still in opera
tiOD, we want this section. 

Mr•• Eriksson - lr. Mansfield, it was suggested that, rather than si~nlply adding more 
excepttons, that the section simply read only as a restriction on a municipality 
operating an electric public utility. 

1~. ~~nsfield - I'd hate to disturb it anyway. The theory wouldn't make any differ
ence as far as we are concerned but personally I like it the way it is. 
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l~s. Eriksson - But you have no objections to adding transportation and solid waste? 

l~. }~n8field .. 1 certainly have no objection to transportation. I don't know enough 
about solid waste management. 

hr. Gotherman - Apparently it's only profitable if the government prOVides whoever 
does it with the tipping fee which is what you have to pay to deliver it. It is 
usually financed either by user surcharges or ta:tes. 

Hr. Nansfield - Ue have something going in Akron. Our own company, 8 certain per 
cent of our business is selling steam heat, in Akron, Youngst~ln and Springfield. 
It's a losinc proposition and has been for years. Some years ago we filed an appli
cation to get out of the business. ~fuile this was pending, all of the environmental 
problems came along so by the time they got to a hearin8 on whether we could abandon-
the oil wasn't available--they said no, you can't get out of the business. We're 
still burnine coal, contrary to present standards, and we haven't litigated it to the 
bitter end. If we lose, I don't kn~~ what's going to happen. In the meantime, the 
City of Akron has gotten very enthusiastic about the solid waste problem and in the 
process of constructing a solid waste disposal operation with the thought that that 
will generate enough steam as a by-product so that the City of Akron can take over 
our steam distribution system. Whether this will become a reality or not I don't 
know, but it's a possibility. 

f~S. Or£irer " From ~hat I've learned on the Local Government Services Commission 
it sounds to me as though at the moment the technology is not there to the point 
where it can ~o without some kind of a government subsidy. 

V~. Gotherman - The only part that the private sector takes over is after you've 
collected it all. And they have to be guaranteed so much ray material. So the cost 
of collecting that and getting it there is financed by service charges, as in some 
cities householders pay so much to have their garbage picked up, or by taxes in most 
of the large cities, where you don't pay any fee. That's a governmental subsidy. 
It may cost $10 to get it there and they may only pay you $8.00. If they bought it 
for any more than that they wouldn't be able to economically produce the energy. 
I'm not sure that this amendment isn't designed to cover the resource recovery aspect. 
1 suppose ,.,here a cii.:y like Akron is going to have one of these resource recovery 
plants it needs a broader base in order to collect their raw materials. Isn't that 
what's involved? 

Mr. liansfield - I'm not registering any complaint, about putting solid waste manage
ment in here. I'm just saying that I don't know enough about the problem to state 
an opinion, and as a member of the Commission I certainly youldn't vote against 
putting it in. From the little I do know, I don't see anybody in solid waste man
agement maltinc any money. 

Hr. Kramer - He lJant to make sure that it covers all aspects. At the present time 
we're looking at the collection aspect. 

•� 

•� 
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• 
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Ur. Mansfield .. He've talked to a number of prospective business people, wanting to 
Itnow about buyinG the end product. The difficulty is that you talking mostly in •large communities and the municipalities we ~erve, with some couple of exceptions, 
our major power plants may be 100 miles ~lay from that community. There's no way we 
can buy lome solid waste and not have a freight problem. 
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•� Mrl. Orfirer - If we add transportation and solid waste management to the exception,� 
what do we want to do about defining what the 50% really applies to?� 

Mr. 114nsfield - I think it would be better to leave it alone. It can be court de
termined, 1f necessary. I thinlt you would get yourselves a great many headaches 
if you tried to fix standards as to how you measure the 507•• 

• Mrs. Eriksson • If we add transportation, we have elim1nated that problem. 

• 

Mr. Mansfield • I am not so sure that solid t"1aste management liould be construed to 
be a public utility. By putting it in here you make it a public utility which, if 
it weren't a public utility in the first place to the extent that you have put it 
in here and made it a public utility you've really put some restrictions on it that 
may DOt be here at all. 

• 

Mr. Gotherman - ~~at'8 the reason I suggested last time that if the real problem 
il electric or perhaps gas and electric, although there are few municipal gas plants, 
it might be advisable to avoid that issue and to avoid the problem of now knowing 
what might some day be held to be a public utility to turn the section around and 
say that 507. applies to electric instead of having exceptions to it. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Hould you foresee that it would make any difficulties for you if we 
turned it around the other way? So that we could avoid future difficulties? 

• ~~. 118nlfield - Is this was the consensus, no. Although we would prefer to leave 
it alone. 

Mr•• Orfirer - I would hate to see anything that we do, such as solid waste manage
ment, create more problems than we already have, but I think it is important that 
if it be construed as a public utility, that it be exempt from this l~itation.

• Hr. Carson - Another approach would be to take the "lords "public utility" out. 

Mr. l1absfield - I can understand why you suggest this. A municipal plant under the 
statutes 1s not a public utility. By definition it's excluded, and yet here in the 
Conetitution the term is applied to them.

• Mr. Gotherman - I think the term here is being used in a broader sense. 

M~. Mansfield - There isn't anything in the Constitution that defines public utility. 
It's not a status concept. 

• Mr. Gotherman - But it is a defined concept by common law. 

Mr. Kramer - It is a concept that can change from time to time, and you can't define 
it in the Constitution without doing a lot more harm. 

~k. ~~nsfield • That's right and I think any time you change it you're likely to 
It have results you don't anticipate. 

Mr. Kramer - On this question of solid waste management, something that may not be 
a public utility now, what disadvantages do you see might come from it if it were 
treated as a public utility? 

•� 
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lir. Mansfield - This limitation is one. 

~~8. Orfirer - But we're exempting it. 

va. Gotherman - It might mean you couldn't treat people within your own municipality 
differently. In some cities they have found it makes more sense to collect garbage 
twice a week in some areas but not others and then when you apply public utility to 
it, does that mean that is discriminatory? As far aa 1 know where is no law saying 
we have to provide uniform governmental services. 

~~. Kramer - Do you think that the concepts of classification are really any differ
ent with respect to a municipality 88 to whether it is a utility or other govern
mental services? 

~~. Gotherman - We don't have a lot of case law. 

Hr. Kramer - I don't think there's any problem with putting extra police in a high 
crime area, for instance. It's a reasonable classification. If we only add "trans
portation" we have no assurance that solid waste management is not or will not now 
or in the future be a public utility in which case the 507. limitation applies to all 
public utilities. 

Nr. Catherman - I'm not arguing that it should not be excluded. I think if this 
approach is taken it should be an exception to the 50% limitation. The issue is 
whether or not you should take the exceptions in reverse. 

V~s. Orfirer - v1hat I was gathering from this conversation is that we were in rather 
general agreement that we should state it in reverse and apply it only to the gas 
and electric utilities. 

Mr. Carson - What is there are others? 

Mrs. Orfirer - We'll certainly hear about it in our public hearings. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Should we add steam to electric and gas? 

l'~. l1ansfield - I don't think you have to worry about it. It's not an economic 
business any way you look at it. 

l~. Carson - If the section is left this way and if the Constitution defines solid 
waste management as being a utility would this give you the right to regulate them? 

1/~. Gotherman - I think they have that right now. They currently have the right of 
police power to regulate private services within the municipality. which are not 
regulated by the state: taxicabs. CATV, any number of things the municipality would 
fix rates for. 

~~. Carson - I'm afraid of what may happen if you start singling out two utilities 
in here. 

Mr. Mansfield - This is why I said originally that I'd be happier if you keep it the 
way it is and add to the exceptions. 

•� 
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• 
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• 
~~s. Orfirer - I agree that we have to accomplish what we want in the most pragmatic 
way and not stand on form in the Constitution but I do think that this listing and 
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and having to add to the Constitution a new service possibly is not good constitu
tional writing if we can avoid it. Would you be willing, Nolan, for us to present 
it to the Commissionln this way and see if we get any adverse reaction at a public 

! hearins? 

Mr. Carson· I have no objection but I guess what we really want to do is make sure 
that transportation i. excluded and solid waste management is excluded. These are 
problema that we can see that need to be solved. 

Mrs. Orfirer • Five or ten years from now there may be problems we don't see DOW. 

l~. Carson - Right today there is real need to exclude these two things. Can we 
get the reverse one passed? 

~~. Kramer· Now there are two exceptions and y)u're adding two more. I think it 
is not beyond our capacity to look in the futur~ and speculate that there aren't 
any major categories that in the foreseeable future that you might be adding. 

Mrs. Orfirer - As long as we're accomplishing the same thing we might as well do it 
the most .aleable way we can find. 

Mrs. Orfirer thanked Mr. Mansfield for being present. 

Mrs. Orfirer • Let's move on to 4. There were several suggestions made--one to re
vera. loett1pser by saying "shall not be construed as a tax. II Another was to start 
the new language with "may use the revenue therefrom" and eliminate the words "may 
impo.e .uch charge." which appealed to me. I certainly understood your reason for 
recOIDending that. "May impose such charges for such products and services" and 
that wa. the clau.e that you suggested might be removed. Jack Wilson has suggested 
restricting it to specific purposes. Then there was also the problem of tbe con
flict .bout eminent domain, between two governmental units. 

Mrl. EriksSOD - The first thing is whether you want to do anything at all in this 
section. We drafted it only because the Roettinger decision has been 80 widely 
criticized by writers on the subject, not because there had ever been any great movement 
afoot to alter the section. 

Mrs. Orfirer - It seemed an infringement on municipal power. 

Nt. Gotherman - The municipal officials felt that no matter what the Constitution 
said, the result would be the same--practically, you don't set utility rates to 
raise revenue. The averase citizen views increased rates as a tax. Take the water 
problem··counc1l raises those charges to operate the water facility, not raise it to 
produce more policemen. 

lIra. Orfirer • Let us see it as a governmental purpose in the law. They know what 
the rates are. They know What the bill is. If the rates are going to be going up 
so much in the private sector would they be going up at the same rate for municipal 
function,? 

Ur. Gotherman - lfunicipal business functions are like private business functions. 
Costs are increasing. 

Mrs. Orfirer - As the rates for C. E. I. go up, do municipal rates go up? 
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I1r. Cotherman • As their costs·go up. 

1~8. Orfirer • As sharply? 

1~. Kramer - There would have to be a study done to see. 

Mrs. Orfirer - vlliat I'm getting at is isn't this in the minds of the people a fairly 
painless way of raising revenue? 

}~. Gotherman - In the larger cities they have attempted to keep their utility rate 
down, beyond the point l'1here they probably should have increased them. They have 
cimply subsidized to some extent the operation of water and sewer. The cost of 
sewer is fantastic in recent years, and that has a direct relationship' to the cost 
of water. So their rates have tended not to rise as rapidly as other utility rates. 
If you happen to live in a new Village that didn't have a sewer plant you have tr
mendous new charges. I think our people felt that it wouldn't make any difference 
~rllether or not you put this in or left it out. The City Manager of l1iddletown 
said "I'm not going to recommend to council that we increase taxes by increasing 
water rates. I' 

itt. Carson - I h~d the feeling at the end of the meeting that it wouldn't accomplish 
anything to change it. By defining solid waste management as a public utility, 
woul~ a municipality have the power of eminent domain to obtain 8 private waste 
collection business? 

~~. Gotherman - If it were for a municipal purpose 1 think they would. 

Hr. lCramer - I don't Imow of cases where it's been attempted. However, solid waste 
management is not now a public utility and the question has not been raised. 

Hr. Carson - tlould the city have the power to acquire the property of a company 
already engaged in the business? We have a good one in Cincinnati and it operates 
at a profit and the city 1s happy with it. I just wondered whether we would be 
niving the city pO'ler to take that company over. I don t t think it I S a very good 
idea. 

1~. Gotherman - ny amending the section and perhaps making them a public utility 
are we then giving them the eminent domain power under Article XVIII, section 41 
Let's say that's a landfill operation. If it's essential to the city operation 
for commercial waste, the city could buy it today, without relying on public utility 
powers, because it's a question of whether it is a public purpose. And I don't 
think you ~ould want that any other way, really. You would not want your government 
without a means to provide you with a place to dispose of your solid waste ~omewhere. 

And somebody always owns the land. You can very seldom negotiate these kinds of 
arrangements. Lima is going through that with sludge, the farmers won't negotiate 
the sale of their farms--they'll probably have to use the power of eminent domain. 
I don't think you would want to deny any government the right to acquire land to 
perform their services. 

l~. Kramer - The power to condemn a business may be different from power to condemn 
property. The pOl~er of eminent domain, under the Constitution, is limited to util~ 
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l~. Gotherman - They could if they had the statutory authorization for it. They could 
go out and condemn a private fire company, couldn't they? Take their equipment. 

~~. Kramer - ~llien you get into the solid waste disposal company, they already have 
the power to regulate this business--not just regular wages and hours--but actually 
to regulate the business and its rates, because it affects the public interest. That 
is really the dividing line between the public utility and the private company. 

~~s. Orfirer - Itts already a public interest but it's not a public utility. 

~~. Gotherman - It's more than just the land. The public utility test is being 
affected by the public interest. I dontt think public purpose means you have to go 
that far. Both the U. S. and Ohio Constitutions would prevent the state from taking 
my suit without paying me for it, as well as my house and the land that it sits on, 
yet I suppose if they had valid reason to take my suit for a public purpose they might 
be able to do that if they paid me. That's what I think Nolan was talking about-
could they take the whole business, not only the land, but the incinerator, chairs, 
etc. I think they could. 

Mr. lCramer - Look at the Youngstown Sheet and Tube c~se in 1952, when the President 
seized the steel mills. 

l~. Carson - With transportation, I think that we all feel that this is a public thing 
and private ownership has struck out, in Ohio at least. With respect to solid waste 
management, I thin!~ 'ole need every resource we can Get, both public and private, to 
get rid of trash that we accumulate and I hatc to put an impediment in the way of 
private enterprise. 

~~8. Orfirer - I 'louldn l t want to either and if, upon further investigation any of 
you come up with anything bring it to our attention and we can re-discuss it. tfuat 
about this problem of co-equal governmental units in terms of eminent domain? 

}~s. Eriksson - There are two questions now. The Blue Ash case was be~1een two 
municipalities but the recent case, tAe Britt case, has to do with taking property 
outside the boundaries of the municipality, private property. The City of Cincinnati 
tried to take property which had already been taken by another municipality for 
street purposes. Cincinnati wanted the street for the airport. 

Mr. Kramer - An existing municipal street which Cincinnati attempted to acquire for 
an airport, sought to appropriate that existing street. It's one governmental unit 
attempting to acquire property of another municipality already being used for a 
public purpose. 

Mrs. Orfirer - It uas my opinion that one was a higher public purpose than the other. 
Hhat do you do in this case, where there's no provision. 

Mr. Gotherman - Canlt those matters be resolved by statute? 

~~. l~amer - There's no question that the General Assembly can and has granted munici
palities pouers of eminent domain. 

Hr. Gotherman - And they certainly granted the state powers to purchase municipal 
property. 
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11rs. Orfirer - t~at do you do when you have two municipalities and they both want 
the land? 

~~. Gotherman - If the state wanted to provide for these certain kinds of airports,� 
it ~lould have the Dbility to authorize the municipality to take streets. You might� 
have to spend several pages defining them. I think they would have the power to do� 
that. The municipalities involved would probably have to adhere to the statute.� 

l~s. Orfirer - What happened with the expansion of the Cleveland airport? 

l~. Gotherman • If they go down to Wayne County there will be trouble with the county 
co~unissioners on the highways, because the commissioners are not going to sell vol
untarily, and they would be up against Blue Ash. On the other hand I think the Gen
eral Assembly could pass a statute that would say under what conditions airports are 
more important than county roads. 

l~s. Orflrer - tIhat happens when it's something besides an airport? Do you have to 
pass a statute? 

l'ir. Gotherman - t'1hy not? 

t~. I~ramer • The Supreme Court has decided that the constitutional provisions do not 
permit taking property already devoted to public use. There is nothing to prevent 
the General Assembly from providing for that. In the' constitution, ho\-' could you do 
that? Provide that any municipality acquiring property for the construction of an 
airport may take any property that is already devoted to public use? I think most 
everyone would regurd that as being unsatisfactory because you could have a munici
pality wanting to run a street right through a big airport. Or they might u8nt to 
run a sewer line, right through a big airport. So then you have the Constitution 
requiring that the acquiring municipality must Sh<n-l that it is for a higher use. 
vfuat is a higher use? Things might have been simpler had the court gone the other 
way in the Blue Ash case, and decide by judicial decision which is a higher use. 

Hr. Gotherman .. Hhich is determined by the courts to be a higher use. I think that's 
"that you would have to say. 

l~s. Orfirer - But at least they would have to decide it on that basis. 

Nr. Kramer - "A higher use ll seems to be a very unsatisfactory phrase to use. It 
should be possible to find something a little more precise than that. 

lir. Carson - The Blue Ash street was needed for airport construction. I'm not sure 
I necessarily dlsacree with the Supreme Court. 

Hr. Kramer .. I thinl~ it's easy to conjure up fact situations where this could be a 
case of real obstructionism. But, of course. if in the future the court is presented 
uith a compelling fact situation, it might find that the Blue Ash case can be dis
tinguished or they ~1ill reverse it. 

~~s. Orfirer .. Since there's only been one case, perhaps it's not that great a problem. 

l~. Gotherman .. I think the Britt case is much more important. It may very well stand 
in the way of providing regional solutions to local problems. It means that you cantt 
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tio wch outside your o~m territol."y even thollgh you do not have a product limitation 
because 1f you have to buy land you can't negotiate and usc eminent domain if the 
negotiations fail. It could be a real problem ~~ith all the nevl environmental regula
tions--if Columbus is ordered, for example, to serve Obctz and has to eJ~pand its 
sewer lines to do so, it may be difficult to acquire the necessary pr.operty. If you 
had a method by which the larger city--generally, in the area of utilities, the city 
is more capable than the county .. -could provide the senrices areavlide ••• 

Hr. Kramer - There is statutory pouer, if not power ciirectly under the Constitution, 
to toke the property outside under the eEl.!:! circumstances. The problem is that if 
they do it under the statute they have to provide payments hi lieu of taxes. Once a 
govermnental unit tal:cs the property_, it is no longer subject to taxation, but the 
statute requires the payment of money in lieu of taJces. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Do they have to pay forever'? 

Mr. Kramer· If the city is unable ur un\jilling to acquire the property if it means 
the payment of money in lieu of taxes, one Hay to accomplish this misht be a county 
sewer district. which then could contract ~lith the municipality for the service. 
loThether there I s really any advl3ntag8 to dotnL it: tha:: v7ay·-have the county acquire 
the land as opposed to having the municipality dcqu:lre the land and operate it as 
part of the system would depend on the individual facts in the case. 

Itr. Carson - '1e have 0 metropolitan sewer district--itUs a county district but run by 
the city and uses city cmployees t the c.ity treatment plant and seHer lines, etc. 

111". Gotherman - That's done by contract in Hamilton county, which is different from 
Cleveland ,"hich is a regional $C"3er district impose{ Py the court. 'i'here are some 
cities in tLwnilton county that have their own system. In Stark county they're trying 
to put together a real statutory sewer district. ~his case may be a hindrance to 
some future arrangements--it is certainly not a help. If ue were talking about a 
reservoir instead o[ a sewer line I think it is fairly clear that the payment of 
money in lieu of taxes l'l'ould malee it impossible for the city to acquire the property. 

Nr. Kramer - If the payment of taxl~S i.s the only PJ:oI,)J.cm, this could be solv~d by an 
amendment to the statute. It may of course be dif~icu1.t to get the General Assembly 
to change that provision. 

Hr. Gotherman - It \1ould be easier to get the people of Ohio to approve it by voting 
on a constitutional amendment than to bet the General Assembly to change that statute. 

Nrs. Orfirer - lIot-l \1ould we do j,t constitutionally? 

~~. Kramer· It would relatively simple to revise tile language of section 4 to provide 
for the acquisition of any public utility or property required in connection thera-lith 
whether within or ~~ithout the corporate limits of '\:llC city. To mal~e clear that the 
power of condemnat.ion e~ctends to the acquisition of property by the municipality for 
the expansion of services outside the municipnlity. It already has the power to 
prOVide the service. It I S only a question of hO\I1 fat· the condemnation power extends. 
Drafting would not ue a real problem. 

Hr. Carson - How do i:hey do this for electric tranGnission? Do they get riGhts from 
the county along the roads to ffiun:Lcipnlities that tbey serve? Don ':t they have to use 
eminent domain? 
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Hr. Kramer - I don't l:noll that the question of eminent domain has ever been raised. 
~'le Columbus sewer system goes all the way up to Dublin and it is possible for any
one along the way to refuse to sell. 

Brs. Orfirer - I'm not so sure that I think they should be able to go into another 
cOfiwunity and take property off the tax duplicate in that community without making 
some provision for payinG taxes. 

Hr. Gotherman - It would be like having rhe county do it. Or the state. 

ltts. Orfirer - But the other community is part of the county or part of the state, 
but it is not part of the municipality ~.,hich is tal~inc the property. 

l~. Kramer - Under the Britt case it is still possible for a municipality to go 
outside to acquire prop~so long as the purpose is to serve the residents--such 
as a reservoir. 

Mr. Cotherman • nut what if it is a mixed use? lIe don't have the case on that yet. 
As Hoover Dam is. 

l~. Caroon - Or you can build your sewage treatment plant outside--to take the wastes 
from the city itself. ~he only question is the right to take property to build tines 
only to serve people outside. 

lirs'~ Orfirer - Hho' s being deprivsd of the taxes if the city can take that property? 

~~s. Eriksson - A school district, some township and county taxes. 

1~. Kramer - If Columbus needed that exact same land in order to serve the residents 
of Columbus, there is no question about the ability to take it. 

Hr. Gotherman - One of the results of that case, whether anyone ought to get any tax 
money or not, may be that Dublin will have its own sewer system located upstream 
from Columbus, with their effluent comine do~mstream. There is more than one way 
to have a metropolitan sewer system. In Franklin county it makes a lot of sense to 
let Columbus prOVide water and sewer services. Beeause they already prOVide it to 
a number of existing couwunities. But I don't lmow whether we have a recommendation 
right now about a conotitutional change. Perhaps the option is to go to the statute 
and try to chance the statute. 

l~. Carson - Could Duulin establish its own sewer lines and use its power of eminent 
domain to condemn the land between there and Columbus to run its effluent to the 
Columbus treatment plant? 

~k. Gotherman - That's a possibility, but they may not have the ability to do that 
because of finaneing. And Nolan suggests that the county may be able to eondemn 
this land and have the city pay them for it. 

~~. Kramer - You'd have to have a county sewer district for the county to have the 
power to do that. 

}~s. Orfirer - It seems to me. there are several good reasons to change the Britt 
case--rather than haVing each community constructing its own sewer system as sug
8ested. 
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Hr. Gotherman - Haybe 't'l1e should give some thought to just hou broad the case is. Is 
it relatively unimportant or uill it constitute a major I1indrance? Theoretically, 
it's a bad case for municipal home rule but we need to consider its practical impli
cations. tJill it prevent Dublin from connecting with Columbus or are there other, 
practical uays to do that? I think 'tJe ought to contact Columbus and find out just 
what this case means to them. Perhaps those who have to live with this decision 
should be given an opportunity to thinl~ about. 

Nr. Krauter .. He should also consider this question a mbed use--\-Jhere the property 
1s acquired partly for supplying residents of the municipality and partly for supply
ing persons outside the municipality. 

~~. Gotherman .. \1e could go che~k with Mike Gable, a member of our committee, and 
see what kind of a practical impact the case will have. 

1~. Carson - I would specifically like to know whether there are any other routes 
open under existing constitutional and statutory provisions uithout using the exist
ing statutory authority 't,hich would require then to pay the taxes. For e:~amp1e, 

could you turn the coin over and have Dublin acc;uire the property? Or the county? 

~~. Kra~er .. We could think about the possibilities. Dublin must already have a 
sewer collection system and what we need to do is get it to Columbus to be treated 
there. '.:ho problem is probably economic. 

Mr. Gotheliman - The smaller community doesn't hnve the capital to put forth to n~ke 

the investment for acquicition. 

lIr. Carson - I am concerned about the principle involved here and I think Linda is 
too. 

}~. Gotherman - This is an example of how a major city using its own powers could help 
solve regional problems. 

}~. Cprson - Linda expressed concern about a city usinC its power of eminent domain 
not to serve its own people but to extend its serlice beyond the limits. 

l~s. (irfircr - But once they can already go in anl condemn the property and itls not 
for the cood of the cotnL1\.mity 'toJhere they are cond~mnin3 it, then I don't see nhat 
difference it makes. 

I~. Carson - I'm not opposed to the city condemnirg outside its boundaries to benefit 
its own residents because there may not be any other place, geographically, to put a 
sewage treatment plant. Or to build a reservoir. 

l~s. Orfircr - There may also be compelling reasons to try to prevent each community 
from building its o~m treatment plant. 

l·~. Carson" Should it be a municipality that doe:; it or should it be a county or 
some broader jurisdictionl 

Nr. Gotherman .. In Franklin county it is imposnibLe for anyone else to duplicate 
what Columbus has done. In Hamilton, the county ,md the city got together to handle 
most of the problems. 
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It uas agreed that lire Gotherman would contact Hike Gable, HI's. Eriksson would 
contact John Duffey, counsel for the persons oPposin3 Columbus in the Britt case, 
and llr. Kramer tlould list the various possibilities for accomplishing what the Britt 
case had proposed to accomplish. 

It was also agreed that no recommendation would be made in respect to the 
Roettinger case. 

It lIas also agreec~ to recommend the modification of Section 13 of Article XVIII� 
and the repeal of section 6 of Article XIII as proposed in the draft.� 

Hr. l{ramer - There was even a statement made in the discusoion in 1912 that they in
tended to repeal section 6 of Article XIII but it got lost somewhere. 

Urs. Orfirer - Ue haven't looked at section 5. Are there any problems? 

1~. ~ramer - I don't know that this poses any problems for municipalities or that it 
is possible to define in the Constitution, or even desirable to do so, what ordinances 
are subject to referendum. 

Yae. Or£irer - Does anyone disagree? Then we assume that this is not a problem need
ing clarification in the Constitution. We assume that section 5 will be left as is. 
On section 10, we were coine to discuss repealing. 

tiro YJomer distributed copies of the 1912 debates on section 10, and some court� 
decisions relative to it. The section authorizes "excess condemnation" by 8mici�
palities.� 

l'Ir. Kramer - These would be revenue bonds secured only by the property being taken 
and would not be general obligations of the city. Secured by a mortgage on the 
property. The framers of this provision set out to accomplish the ability to condemn 
more property than is really needed for the immediate project. 

~lrs. Or£irer - {'1hat about this business of the city being in the real estate business? 
Deing able to make a profit on the later sale of this property? 

Hr. Kramer - That was hot1 it l-1aS supposed to work. In 1~30, in a case in 1'1hich the 
City of Cincinnati atte~pted to make use of this pm-1er in a case involving street 
uidening in which they attempted to condemn three other parccls--more than was ne
cesoary--and the U. S. Gupreme Court said that the city did not shmf that it was in 
furtherance of the public use. The Court upheld the prior federal court decisions 
that the city, under the 14th amendment. did not have the power--absent a shmfing 
a necessity of takinc for a public purpose--to appropriate it. The Court was saying 
that the Ohio Constitution could not have intended that the city have the power to 
take, unrelated to a public use, or that if the Ohio Constitution is to be upheld 
under the 14th amendment, it would limit its effect to be in accord with the 14th 
amendment. If the takinc is to be within its authority the city is called upon to 
specify definitely the purpose of the appropriation. I think you come back around 
in a circle--if you have to specify the purpose of the appropriation--a public pur-
pose--it must be related to the other purpose of the appropriation, then it isn't really 
excess condemnation. 

~~. Gotherman - Of couroe that is an old case and there has been a lot of 14th amend
ment case ImJ since that time--perhaps the section has some validity nou that it 
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didn't have then. He have land use laus nOH that are vel.·y different from llhat He 
had then. 

!~r. Kramer - But the notion of liexcess" condemnntion I think is almost unconstitu
tional on its face. If it's really excess, it's exceS5 :::or any purpose--uhatever 
purpose the city is given by statute to acquire property, it's not e~ccess. 

Hr. Gotherman - But the caGe doesn't say that the section is unconstitutional, only 
that it l1as not constitutional as applied to the facts in that situation. 

l~. l~amer - But the ciZy tried to uphold the proposition that it didn't have to 
specify a public purpose in conderaning the property, and the court held that it did. 
If the condemnation is in furtherance of a pubHc purpose, you have to specify what 
it is. The Ohio Suprer.le Court in 1931 also hel< that it lIould not sanction n taking 
Hithout showing a public use and necessity. 'Lhf City 0::: East CLeveland mlB attempt
ing to acquire property on both sides of a street expansion. 

f~. Carson - I don't thinl~ the city should be in the real estate business through 
its pm~er of eminent domain. 

lirs. Orfirer - Hot just ~or the purpose of makin2, money. 

l;~. Kramer - As this has been interpreted, I do not believe it adds anything to the� 
power of a municipality to condemn property. This is not related to utility matters,� 
it relateD to any condemnation. It '\-1as an attemlt to add somethine; to r.ronic1pal� 
powers over and above the pouer to condemn for a public purpose.� 

Hr. Carson - The langua::;e of the section is l:in furtherance of" a public use. Don't� 
those nords have any meaning?� 

Hr. Krailler - Cincinnati toJns ,"1idening 5th Street and the city council, in its ordi�
nance to appropriate the property, said that in furtherance of the public use of� 
widening 5th Street we are appropriating the additional property. There ~~ere no� 
findings as to the manner in which this public purpose uas being served by the ac�
quisition of the additional property.� 

Mr. Gotherman - Isn't the court really just saying that if you have a public purpose� 
it is always subject to judicial review?� 

i/~. Kramer - But that is already the law. Section 10 really does not ~dd anything� 
to a city's power to acquire property for a proper public purpose. If you are� 
widening a street and you need property on either side in connection with that project� 
certainly the power is already there and you don't need section 10 for that purpose.� 
Under section 19 Article I all property is held inviolate subject to public need.� 
If you can show a proper public purpose, you can take the property.� 

Nrs. Eriksson - In the true meaning of eminent domain, the section is redundant, and� 
in the meaning that the framers intended to give Lt, it's been declared unconstitu�
tional.� 

Hr. Kramer - Yes, I think that if the ordinance had stated that the purpose of ac�
quiring it was to resell it, the court would have strucl~ it down.� 

•� 
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~~. Carson - If you are Juilding a high,~ay today and you want to acquire twice as 
much as you need for future expansion, can you do that? 

Nr. Kramer - Yes, if you have reasonable grounds to believe that future e:tpansion 
will be called for. Or if it is really need to protect the right of way--that sort 
of thins. It 1s a matter of what is reasonable in connection with a public purpose. 
Otherwise, the state could approrpiate all the property in the state. 

Mrs. Orf1rer - Let us hold this and give further review to it at the second meeting 
from now. after John has had time to consider it further and we have had time to 
read these cases. H()'(~ about sect ion 11? 

Hr. Kramer - This is a limitation on assessments and that has been enacted as part 
of the statutory law in Section 727.08. which mirrors the constitutional provisions. 
I donlt kn~' of any problems that municipalities have with this section. nor do I 
know of any sentiment for chan8e. It could be, and is, provided by statute, but if 
you uanted to repeal the constitutional section it would appear on the ballot in 
terms of removing the limitation and might be difficult to explain to people that it 
1s covered by statute. 

It "as agreed to recotilnend no change with respect to section 11. 

The ne"t topic was the indirect debt limit. 

I1rs. Eriksson .. You have a new draft. which is the same as the prior draft with the 
addition of the last sentence. 

Mrs. Or£1rer - In the 9th line where it says "making such provisions for timely pay.. 
ment of principal and interest" l.,ouldn't it be sufficient just to say "make such 
provisions"? And in the next line where it says the "treasurer or other officer I 

couldn't ll1e just say "the officer"? 

lIrs. Or£1rer also queried ,.,hether the expression "including moneys first re
ceived tl made it clear enough that the governmental unit was required to make the 
payments. 

Hr. Kramer noted that all these expressions are clearly understood by bond 
counsel, and that the section is modeled on the provisions for state debt which have 
been recownended by the Commission. He stated that he believed the obligation to 
oet aside and pay from moneys first received, to the extent those moneys were not 
othertlise pledged, was mandatory. This provision was added for emphasise It re
quires no action by the municipality. 

It was agreed to recommend to the Commission the draft for section 11 of Article 
XII, to deal with the indirect debt limit as presented to the committee and discussed 
today and at the prior meeting. 

The next topic for discussion was pre-emption. Mrs. Eriksson explained that in 
Ohio cities acquire the power to levy taxes directly from the Constitution bdt this 
power is limited if the state adopts the same or a similar tax unless the General 
Assembly specifies its intention not to pre-empt. there are several possible consti
tutional positions that could be taken, and which were considered by the Finance and 
Taxation Committee. The present rule could be written into the Constitution, or it 
could be reversed. Because the problem affects only municipal corporations, it "as 
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referred to this committee. Considerable opposition arose in the discussions of 
the Finance and Taxation Committee to putting any language regarding pre-emption in 
the Constitution. The principle of pre-emption presently is one enuncia~ed by the 
court and is not found in the Constitution at all. 

}~. Carson reviewed the procedures and discussions of the Finance and Taxation 
Committee on the subject and the positions taken by the Ohio lfunicipal League and 
the Cham~er of Commerce. 

l'~s. Orfirer questioned whether the Constitution couldn't require the General 
Assembly to specify its intention to pre-empt or not to pre-empt. l~. Gotherman . 
no~ed that the General Assemuly usually does this now an)ro1sy because there is great 
awareness among both members of the General Assembly, dealing with state taxes, and 
local officials, dealing uith local taxes, about the problem and the necessity to make 
clear in the legislation whether or not pre-emption is intended. It was agreed that 
it would serve no useful purpose to put in the Constitution a requirement that the 
General Assembly specify l7hether or not it intends to pre-empt unless a rule is 
stated as to the results uhen the General Assembly fails to specify its intention, 
and that stating the rule is what arouses the controversy, since the municipal 
officials prefer to leave the situation the way it is rather than specify the 
present lau in the Constitution. 

After discussion, it was agreed that no recmnmendation regarding pre-emption 
would be made. 



Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission • 
Local Government Committee 
May 30. 1974 

Summary 

Present at the May 30th meeting held in the Rollenden House in Cleveland 
were committee chairman Mrs. Orfirer, members leps. FrY, Russo, and Celeste, 
Mr. Gotherman of the Ohio Municipal League and Mr. Kramer. 

Mrs. Orfirer opened the meeting by reviewing the sections agreed to at the 
la.t meeting for the benefit of those who had not been present. These were: 
section 13 of Article XVIII (with repeal of section 6 of Article XIII): section 12 
of Article XVIII (utility bonds). Mr. Russo questioned whether the latter is 
broad enough, and Mr. Fry stated that he wanted to give local government all the 
tools possible, and not mandate responsibilities without providing funds. 

Mr. Kramer: These are revenue bonds for which only the revenues are pledged. 
What we 've changed is to gtve the issuer and the purchaser a chance to negotiate 
as to the kind of security needed ~ if the purchaser doesD' t need the security 
of the mortgage and franchise, it will no longer be necessary to give these. Now 
it 18 IINUlda ted. 

Mrs. Orfirer: The eoe1.ttftfurther decided to recOllllllend no changes in sections 
4,5 and 11 and to make no recommendation regarding the addition of a pre-emption 
provision to the Constitution. As you know, there i. nothing there now regardlDS 
pre-empting tax sources. 

It was stated to the committee that everone knows what the rules are, and� 
the general assembly is aware of this problem and is urged in all tax matters� 
to say it e1ther is or 1s not pre-empting, and everyone seeme satisfied.� 

Mr. lusso: I prefer to get it into the constitution. We've really strapped local 
government - they can't go anywhere unless the legislature determines. Clevel_ 
can only increase the income tax or a real estate levy. I think a big city should 
have access to any source of tax the state has. 

Mr. Gothet1ll8n: We went through this with the taxation c01lllDittee and what it boil. 
down to is whether you have pre-emption codified in the constitution, which is 
what the Chamber of Commerce wants or whether you leave it the way it i8 which 
1s what we would prefer - 1n reality, today, it's a legislative matter anyway. 
Cities might have the ability to levy a eale8 tax, but t~re would likely be 
a bill prohibiting it if they did. The seneral 488embly has control of the tax
ation. 

Mr. Fry: If the people of a coamuQity are amenable to increased taxation on any 
of these levels, that local government unit should have the right to do it. The 
state could alleviate a lot of local problems by better use of its data processing 
techniques. People should take the responsibility at the local 1evo1" to raise 
money for what they think is right. 

Mr. Russo: The 8ales tax is the, greatest source of income and the easiest to get 
many people will accept sales tax in lieu of income tax at the local level but 
we 4on't have the authority for that. We couldn't even p~t that on the ballot if 
we wanted to. 

Mr. lramer: The legislature could authorize it. 
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Mr. RUllo: I'd rather the legislature would have to say "you can't do that" be
caule it' 8 harder for them to say that. 

Mr. Gotherman: This is really a political problem. The taxation committee 
recommended just what you said but the Chamber of Commerce is opposed to that, 
and wanted to codify the present rule which is that.the tax source is pre-empted 
unle•• otherwise .pecified. We would rather leave it alone than put that in the 
con.tltution, because we would still be able to go to court this way~ But it 
i. pO'8ible, legislatively, if you have the right cause, to get the legislature� 
to act to secure additional taxing powers for local government. This week in� 
the SeDate we have gotten the Senate to give transit authorities the right to� 
levy au income tax.� 

Mr. Russo: But the problem is that you have to go to the legislature to get the 
power. 

Mr. Gotherman: Although this committee might start out helping local government, 
we think we would be up against such opposition that the end result would be 
greater restrictions than we have now. We think we can handle the present sit
uation better than we could if something were put in the Constitution. 

Mr. Fry: I'm not satisfied that we shouldn't give municipalities more options. 

Hr•• Orfirer: After I heard all the discussion about pre-emption, it seemed to 
me that if all of the•• force. are against putting something in the constitution 
and if the municipal league prefers to leave it alone. and presumably we would 
be helping the cities, then who are we doing it for? If they thing they can 
get what they need the way things presently are, perhaps we should leave it that 
way. 

Mr. Fry: But perhaps the people should be given the opportunity to say whether 
they want this or not. 

Mr. Russo: I think we can go ahead without the Commission's consent and maybe 
draft something for the House just to see what the reaction will be. 

Mr•• Orfirer: Sure. All I can say to you is this - Those opposed will try to 
turn it around and say that all taxes enacted by the state are pre-empted unless 
the general as.embly says it isn't. And then the local governments are going to 
be in a worse position than they are now. 

It was tentatively agreed to recommend repeal of Section 10. This is the� 
"exces. condemnation" section.� 

Mrs. Orfirer: Gene, would you brief us on what the decisions have been and why 
we think that it may be used for the urban development and so on. 

Mr. Kramer: Article XVIII. Section 10 prOVides basically for power for muni
cipalities appropriating or otherwise acquiring property for public use, so 
they may, in furtherance of such public use, ~ppropriate or otherwise acquire 
an excess over that actually to be occupied b: the improvement and may sell such 
exce.s with such restrictions as shall be appJ ~priated to preserve the improve
ment made •••and then bonds may be issued to ~ apply the fund in whole or in part 
to pay for the excess property. Those bonds (re lien only on the property, and 
are revenue bond. payable only from the revenl~S from that property. In the 
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Debates of the 1912 constitutional convention, you find that the drafters of the 
provision looked upon it as a means basically of allowing a municipality, when 
it's making a public improvement, to acquire either by purchase or by condemnation 
more property tban ia needed for the improvement, then to lell ~he property with 
an increased value because of the improvement and make enough ~DeY to offaet a 
.ubstantial portion of the C08t of the 1q>rovement. That 8eemd to be the reaaona 
behiDd it in the Debates. There have been case8 decicled in the United States 
Supreme Court and the Ohio Supreme Court on this sect,ion. The U.S. Supreme Court 

. case when the city of Cincinnati attempted to employ this procedure where they 
were widening Fifth Street and acquiring a 2S-foot atrip of property for the 
wideninl, and a180 acquiring several other tracts of property some of which did 
not even abut on either the street or the 2S-foot Itl'ip. that waa being acquired. 
In the r.lolution and ordinance providing for the appropriation, the city council 
only stated that the reason for the appropriation val betag in furtherance of 
widening Fiftb Street and necessary for the complete enjoymnt and preaervation 
of public use· not really specifying exactly why it was nece8lary. the property 
owners sued in the federal court to enjoin thil appropriation as a violation of 
the 14th amendment guarantee of no taking of property without due process of 
law and that the property wasn't really needed by the city. The court recognized 
the argument of the city that thb kind of excess caude.atlon can have one 
or more of three purpolle.::' one, i. the avoidance of limple relD.nt lots since 
when you are acquiring property, and the property that isn't being acquired il 
BO small or irregularly situated that it really becomel unusable, that you should 
be able to acquire all of it even though it isn't strictly speaking needed for 
the improvement to the preservation and amplification of the improvement. You 
might need some for reasonable future expansion or to protect a right-of..way frODl 
being blocked on a road. Third. the recoupment of exp.u. in iDcr.aaed values. 
Third is the kind of thing that the drafters vere lookins at in 1912 • lelling 
the property at a higher price to pay for the improvea8nt. Both the Federal 
District Court and the 'ederal Court of Appeals beld that the real purpose was 
the third - this recoupment. The city', defense was that they really couldn't 
say exactly what it was going to be used for but at lealt the purposes were proper 
and authorized by the Ohio' Constitution. and they didn't agree with the lower 
court's contention that it wa8 golng to be used only for recoupment. But the 
U.S. Supreme Court said that the appropriation could possibly be for a c••e that 
wal impermissible under the 14th amendment. and held that. in order for the city 
to justify this appropriation of property. it had to .pecify clearly the purpose 
of the appropriation and that since they did not specify this, it wa. a violation 
of the 14th amendment. Then they were enjoined from acquiring this property. 
A later case in the Ohio Supreme Court looked to the provision again in cODaection 
with street extension in the city of East Cleveland where they were acquiring 100 
feet of right-of-way on either side of the street. The cla~ made by the city 
was that this wide area on either side was necessary for the full enjo,ment and 
use of the street widenlng. The testimony" was taken on the city's need for 
lateral support because the road slopes up on both sides of the street. Te.timny 
showed that only a very small amount of that which was being actually taken was 
needed for that purpose and that they really hadn't shown a need for the rest I 

of it except possibly to use as a park or somethina. The Ohio Supreme Court held 
that the municipality not only has to state a valid purpose for the appropriation 
but also has to prOVide the nece81ity of it and that they had not carried the 
burden in that case. These cases were interpreting this prOVision that went in 
in 1912. Where we're left now is that it seems pretty clear from the case. that 
you may not use this prOVision for acquiring property just for the sake of re
selUng it to recoup part of the cost. It has been interpreted narrowly to mean 
that its use for the excess property must be in furtherance of the improvement 
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that you're making, you have to specify it for that. and you a~so have to prove 
that it's necessary. There are cases in other states dealing with similar pro
visiou. which indicate that where it's one of the fitst two pu~p08es - that is~ 
to prevent remnants being left or if you can really show that tt is necesaary 
and you're protecting the improvement 8omehow~ that it may hav~ 80D1e vitality. 
It', been very little used during its life. But 1 think itts not possible to 
conclude from the ce.e. that it has no possible beneficial application for muni
cipalities. In the Case of State ex rel Bruestle vs. Rich~ which is a basic 
ca.e in Ohio dealina with urban renewal power for municipalities to acquire pro
perty from property OWtte.rs· in an area which is blighted or is in danger of being 
blilhted, aDd then to clear the property and sell it for redevelopment, the court 
considered the question of the degree of title the city could 8cquire~ conceding 
then that in aome cases it might be possible to require les8 than a freehold 
intere.t~ a total interest, and require something lass like a leasehold eatate 
or a termtnable fee. But usually the city will go ahead and acquire the fee 
interest. 1'be court in answer to that said that however, even if purchase or 
condemnation of the fee stmple interest of the real estate involves acquisition 
of a are.tel' interest in such real eatate than actually necessary to accomplish 
the purpo.e of eliminating slum conditions and prOViding againlt the reeurreace, 
this acquisition is now spetifically authorized by section 10 of Article XVIII 
of the constitution aDd the court quoted that. So section lO~ as it was used 
in thi. ca.e, forma part of the underpinning of the urban renewal power that 
municipalities can pre.ently exerci.e, 80 that, on that basis, it doe. have a 
1004 cle.l of importance. The Court might have reached the .ame conclusion 
without .ection lO~ but the fact i. that it was referred to on that basis - I 
think it is important that it be retained a8 part of this municipal power. 

Mrs. Orfirer: As we went through this we felt. lett. repeal it~ because the 
interpretationa have made it not useful and in the sense that you would be able 
to acquire what was needed without haVing thia. But the urban renewal case 
indicates perhaps we should leave it unchanged. 

All Agreed. 

Mrs. Orfirer: We also discussed the Britt case, and this concerns the question 
of eminent domain outside the municipal corporation limits for the expansion 
of the utility in order to serve people who are not in that municipality. 

Hr. Kramer: The point of the case was thet the city was attempting to rely 
solely on power derived directly from the constitution to exercise its power 
of eminent domain to condemn a .trip of land for a sewer right-of-way. the 
court held that in that particular circumstance, where a municipality 1s at
tempting to acquire .property outside the corporate ltmits~ serve only people 
outside of the corporate limits. that this powwr did not flow directly from the 
cout:l.tution. Now, there 18 statutory authority to undertake thi' kind of 
condemnation. the problem from the city's staDdpoint is that the statute requires 
that if a municipality acquire. property outside of a municipality for thia 
purpo8e it has to make payments to the jurisdiction where the proper~ i8 loca
ted in lieu of the taxes that the property would yield had it not been condemaed 
and converted to a public use. 

Mr. Gothermen: 1 have gone to Michael Gable who met with the COIIIIl1ssion once 
before to inquire of Columbus wbether or not this meant that they could not ef
fectively service Dublin which would mean that Dublin would have its own sewer 
.y.tem. 1 think we will hear from him before the next meeting on June 5• 
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Mrs. Orfirer: We're going to start on tOWDships, and I think you may be aware 
that there is very little on townships in the constitution. You're going to hear 
a great deal about some of the problema that they are having. We can leave this 
pro~lem to the general assembly. Or we can determine whether we want to do 
something about it in the Constitution, and I think before we get into any of 
what .~e proble.. are or what tbe polsible solutions are that it'. very important 
that we think out loud together about where we see our role and responsibility in 
thi.. My feeliDg on it i. that we're discussing a balic unit of government, and 
that if the ,oonatitution ian' t ~o provide for basic.Uilitl of localgovermaent, 1 
don't kndW wh.t it'. for. I th!hk this i. a role of the ebn'tltution. t think 
tl\e legill.ture 11 being lobb"d very strongly on this. 

Mr. Fry: If we can devote lome time to this, 1 think it's worthwhile, because 
tbe -.abera of the legislature aren't going to be giving it the attention it 
should have· they don't have the time. 

Mrs. Or£t,er: The legialature has before it bills asking for home rule for town
.hipl. The local government services commission committee report came out with 
a recommendation that urban town.hips be given all powers not specifically denied, 
wbich 11 more than municipalities have. You're fam11iar with this limitation 
about not being able to incorporate within three mile' of anotber municipality 
unle•• tbe municipality agree. to it. 

Mr. ·Celelte: 1 have understood that the Cincinnati township. were dividing and 
conquering on annexation. They would want to have municipal services so some of 
them petitioned for annexation. Others would immediately petition for incorpor
ation which divided the people who wanted municipal services into two camps 
which _at that you never had an annexation. So incorporation was used as an 
aati-anaexation tool in the Cincinnati and Columbus areas primarily. In Columbus 
it didn't work particularly well, but in Cincinnati it did work and therefore 
you hsve the townships left. The municipalities passed legi.lation, with the 
8upport of the townsbiptruetees association at that time, to prohibit incorpor
ation within three miles of the existing municipality sethat they could contin
ue to grow reasonably. That's the his tory of it in a nutshell. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Varioue sUSgestions with respect to townships are they should 
ha~ all powers not specifically denied, powers be accorded township. to oppose 
annexation, that incorporation be made easier, that ordinance powerl be granted 
in Ipecific areas, that they should be able to impole an ancome tax. These are 
some of the things. There are several things .that we can do. 1 would like to 
ha". us begin to think aboUt them here tonight. There is a .pUt between urban 
townlhips and rural township•• everyone leems ·to be fairly .atisfied, as far a. 
I know, with wh'8t's going on in the rural townships. So. people propose abol
lIhilll townships altogether, having tbe county··take care of the needs of the rural 
town,hips. 

Mr. Fry: POI' the rut,1 township, It'. pretty easy to say that the county will 
take charge or take care of them. 

Mrs.· Orf1:r8r: Yes. If you ware 80ing to abolish the urban townships, obviously 
the)' would incorpOrate or they would be annexed. Another proposal is tbe clas
litlcation of townahipl. The same way that yo~ cla'lify municipalities into 
'cities and vl11ag~s you could cl...ify township. into rural and ·urban. Then 
you set into the question of what klDd of powers you do want to provide for the 
urban town.hip.. Aboll1b the 3 1I11e ru'e'l I think you bave to determine whether 
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you really want this proliferation of corporations~ I spoke with Gene briefly 
about the idea of asking them when they reach a certain population density whether 
they want to be aDl1exed or whether they would want to incorporate. Gene, you 
might talk about your reaction to that. 

Mr. Kramer: A tOWDship can bound on several municipalities. 'lbe propoaition is 
that when a townahip reaches a certain population density or a certain valuation, 
perhaps the lame aorta of tests that the legislature provided for the ability to 
incorporate, provide for a mandatory vote for either incorporation or annexation. 
But the difficult question would be - annex to which city? That would arise in 
many ca.es and a110 the question to be considered as to whether the city or Village 
that's adjacent or cities or villages would be equipped and willing to take on 
this additional territory too. Sometime, it', more difficult to take on a populou8 
area which may have problems becau.e it has a lot of population and not all the 
muniCipal .ervice.. If the municipality haa to take on all of that territory 
aad be reapon.ible for it • sewer., water, police, aud fire protection, it could 
overload the city. 

Mr•• Orf1rer: You could have the tail wagging ~ dog if it'. a lot bigger than 
the new territory. 

Mr. Iramer: lighti the new territory could be . lbstanUally larger and more pop
uloua than the municipality. 

Mr. Russo: Are there any townships that are 1:'1 ~er than the municipalities? 

Mr. !ramer: Many are larger in territory, and s ·me in population. In Hahoning 
County, some of the townships are 30,000 and 40.000 people. 

Mr. Fry: Thll is true of Cincinnati, and it's true in Montgomery County. 

Mr. Gotherun: I've worked on a compromise that would result in negsting the 
3-mile limitation by legislation. Have a petition and have a ballot go to the 
county .commissioners, show that they meet certain standards,. and then the people 
vote for three alternatives. One ia to annex to tbe IDOst populous 'city within 
three 1I11es, one is to incorporate a8 a Dew municipality, and one is to remain 
jutt the way they are. 'the town.hip trustees have opposed that becsuae they simply 
want to maintain township government a. it is today but give them more powers. 
The city officials from Youngstown and Dayton - Cincinnati didn't really care 
about it - there was no clash in that area. Those townships will eventually be 
taken by suburb.. anyway. Another idea would be to create a body which would 
investigate that particular case of a perticular townsh1p which reaches a certain 
slze and begins to have these urban problems and that would'make some determinations 
with regard to annexation or incorporation. or wlatever. to hold hearings and make 
recOOll8ndatlons to tbe county cOlllllissioners. 

Mr. Fry: Who makes the final decision? 

Mrs. Or£1rer: The .county coomi88ioners make the final decision now, don't they, 
with the approval of the City that's aunex{D3, if it's an annexation? 

Mr. Kramer: It's a requirement of a vote in a t>WDship in the cas. of an annex
ation proposed by the municipality or to have a letition or a majority of the 
property owners in the area when it's p::oposed >y that method. 
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Mr,. Orfir.l': When it', initiated by the property own'1'8 in the township they 
apply to the county commi,.toner., and if the county commissioners agree then it', 
up to the cOUDcil of the municipality to accept it or reject it,land there'. no 
vote by anybody. It can be partla~ annexation, it can be total annexation,it 
can be corridor aDD.xation • there" all kinds of probl81D8 involved. When ltt s 
initiated by the municipality, the council may petition the county comai••ioners 
and it can be ar8l\ted if the land ia owed etther by the city or the county. 
If itt, DOt publicly owDed, then there 1. a vote throughout the entire uoiucor
,orated area when the city propose, it. 

Mr. Gotherman: A good ex...,le of that being a useful way of getting the thing 
before the people is the Bud.on township', proposE~d _rger which was just voted 
on recently and went down. The city of BudsOQ' propoI.d to annex the whole town
.hip. The only people tbat call vote are those thut tlve in the unincorporated 
area of the towIUIhip.In thb c..e, since everybody Val affected, it made ..n.e 
to vote OIl it and .0 that wal a lasical way to get the issue before the people 
that were affected in the entire township. But if you wanted to use if just for 
5,000 people, and the town.hip vu 25,000 "eople total, or eYen 7,000, everybody 
aeu to vote, and you could· never set it approved. And there are instanc.. of 
people voting who are Qot residing in that territory. That was never used except 
in the UQu.ual .ltuation where there il • propoled ..rger of what l • left of the 
t0Wft8hip with a particular municipality. 

Mr•• Orlir8r: It'. never used to get the vote through the whole incorporated 
area becaule you woulcln't pt it. ror incorporation, a majority of the adult 
freeholder. petition the county coad.•• ioners who may grant it except that they 
.., not incorporate within the three mile. without the city pa.sing and approving 
• ruolutioo. An~ then the other exception is that they may incorporate if they 
b«ve tried in ~ leet two year. to be annexed and the municipality has refused 
to accept them. That'. wtthin the 3 mile.. Hal any city fllier refused to allDex? 

Mr. Gotheaun: The:re have been a couple that have granted permission to incor
porate•. One" .W(l~· Valley as.. the eki re.ort. ' Another val Rockville. They originally 
If.ated permi••ion to a biS resort area with ••veral privete buildings - nice homes 
Oil the lake - to incorporate, and 1 lIIlderatancl they were trying to revoke that. 
'l'b.at will probably wind up in court whether they can revoke consent once they've 
given ft. Normally, they don't try to incorporate unle•• they're as.ured that they 
can set permi.lion. There have been very few incorporations ln Ohio since the 
....cc.ant of that bill - maybe 4 '0'1'5. 

Mrs. Orf1rer: It'. serving its purpose. 
,

Mr. Gotherman: It il effectively eltminating new municipalities. 

Mrl. Orfi'1'e'1': Then we get back to the question of what are we going to do with 
the.e big urban town.hip.. What do you think of this ldea of lome kind of a body 
to recommend to the county commissioners? 

Mr. Ruslo: Basically the voters are going to make a final determination. It's a 
very emoti.onal 11.118. 

Mr•• O~·f~,:..~~: But it'. not up to vote at thiS pont. If you're going to annex. 
take the ~.: 1': t case where the property ('I-mers request it of the county coDlllissioner. 
and then no,)ody vote8. So there 18 no vote involved there at all. 
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Mr. Kramer: But it takes s majority of the freeholders to petition it • 

Mr•• Orfirer: So you can have some business property thatls on one end of the 
town.blp and they decide they would rather be in the city where they get all of the 
clty .ervlce. or for tax reasonl. or whatever. and then these handful of people 
can d~cid. ~hat they want to do it. and leeve the whole rest of the township with
out any iDduatry. 

M'f, ~the1'1ll41l: They don't automatically leave the township. The current statute� 
p.~it. the city to petition to have them excluded from the township. But they� 
do not automatically leave the townahip when there is an annexation, the city is� 
.till 8 part of the town,hip unles8 there i. a separate procedure had before the� 
county commi••ioners to eliminate or to reform the township boundaries to exclude� 
them.� 

Mrs. Orfirer: I ju.t can't understand bow you annex to an incorporation and you� 
still sit in the township, and you pay taxes to both?� 

Mr. tramer: The only case in which a township is eliminated 1s where it become.� 
co-term1nous with a municipality.� 

Mr. pry: 1 think the basic question here is whether this is something we have 
to write in the constitution. It'. pretty complicated to put in the constitution. 

Mr. lu••o: 1 much prefer to leave the concepts entirely out of the constitution. 

Mr•• Orfirer: I agree with that. I just think that tbere ought to be something� 
in the constitution about the powers of townships.� 

Mr. au••o: Townships are much more politically powerful than we think they are.� 
They have a good strong handle on the legislature when they need it. We've got� 
a division of thought. on them because they are urban and rural and they have� 

notbl111 ill coamon l)uUide of the fact that. as you say, they want something for 
nothing· stUl maintain the township and get all of the powers not granted to 
them and tha t'sit•. 

Mr. Gotherman: We feel that county government is much more viable in the future� 
than it is now. but that once you've created townships in urban areas becoming� 
municipalities under another name. itls going to deter the reasons for municipal�
ities. And also, it tends to eliminate growth under txisting powers. That's� 
our case in a nutshell. Several years ago we did a study for the lational� 
League of Cities on the manpower training program which involved ~icip8lities,
 

cOUQties and townships •. Mt'. Huumel gave us a list of urban townships having� 
more than 20.000 population. I think there were about 15 of these. And we found� 
that there were about 4 or 5 that we didn't realiEe had disappeared from the� 
state of Ohio, not'because they dissolved but because they'd been annexed.� 

it appeared� 
Mrs. Orfirer: In the Local Government Services Commission./they donlt want to� 
inc,orporate because they don't want to take on the whole structure of municipal� 
govern~~~~. They want the powers, but they view the structure as being too� 
complies t~1.
 

Mr. Goth~r~du: In a way you've already done some of this. If you recell. when� 
we were haggling over Article XVIII, section 2, one point that we were not hard� 
to get al~~g with was on the clarifying that the general assembly has the right� 
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to restructure boundaries and that the municipal home rule powers do not interfere 
with that. We don't really think that they do now but 1n case they do, you've 
clarified that 80 the Ganeral Aueamly couJ.d in e.sence adopt a boundary C0lllli8Sion. 
that could adopt any of these proposals and could provide any solution for local 
government structure that they \Bnt to. . 

\ . 

Mr. Kramer: I would susgest as a conatitutional matter that 1£ there is validity 
to the claim that the lo-calle4 urban townships have special proble. that the 
rural townships don't have, and that there il a present inability for the General 
A.semb1y to provide differently for the two kinds of towalhip8 b.cauae of the 
requirement of uniformtty, a provision permitting cla••iflcatiOD!would be helpful. 
We've had a number of cases dealing with attempt. to cla••ify count1e. in various 
ways, and where the ca.e•. have gone to the Supreme Court and nearly all of them. 
have struck downattempte at cla..1fication. 1 think that in towra.hip. that'. a 
very real problem and the attempt to clas.Uy tOW'lllhip. into urban towuhip. aDd 
rural township. and provide different forme of goy.~nt, that you have a case 
that's going to have to be resolved by the Supreme Court. It would be my jud81l8nt 
that it would probably be held unconstitutional if it were done on that clearcut 
basil. One thing that could be clODS constitutionaUy "toprovicle for the abUity 
of the general assembly to classify townahlp. • perhaps into not more than two 
d.asllfications, and leave it up to tbe generat a8sembly to prOVide how tbey wou14 
be claS8ified • not on a rigid basia. This t. a constitutional. solutio.. to what 
has been advocated a8 a problem. As to the second point that Llnda raised, the 
objection i8 made that town8hip. want to be townships. They don't want to 
incorporate because they don't want to take on the full structure of municipal 
governments prOVided for in the statutes. A possible solution to that mtght be 
to prOVide in the sectiOn dealina with DlUIlicipal cb~rter. that a propo.ed charter 

Q)uld be submitted witbin a township which would bec~ eff.cti.. at the tille of 
incorporation, 80 tb~t they would not be required to incorporate first, take on 
the Itatutory form .ad then submit a charter if they wanted to have a different 
form. !tOw, thb would not help solve the problem of the 3 IIlile limit. You'd 
still be faced with that as louS as It'. part of tbe ltatute. It just provide. 
a meane of incorporation and maving immediately to a charter form of goverDm8nt. 

Mr. lU88o: The township. want to amend S.D. 220 which t. the county·power bill to 
include townships. 

Mr. Fry: WbatGene's saying would be in anlwer to this, and a more permanent� 
answer than the bill.� 

Mrs. Orfirer:· You mean to let them incorporate and charter at the same time? So� 
that they could choose their own form?� 

Mr. Kramer: This is a problem involved with incorporation. Thts ~pproach does 
not in any way change the incorporation and annexatioD policy. If the towubtp 
wishes to incorporate they could do 10 initially with a"charter form of goyern
ment rather than having to convert, which is expensive~. Proyieions dealing with 
municipal charters are all cODtained in the coustitutionit.81f. and only a 
municipality can adopt a charter. 

Mr. Russo: Anything we grant townships in the way of powers i. in direct conflict 
with the ccu~ty concept of government and will work detrimental to 18tting any 
regional kit.d of government. 

Mr. Fry: 1 don't think we have that conflict. 1 ueed to feel it was a conflict 
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but 1 like the idea that we're going~to put it on the ballot and let people vote4 
~u recent year., I've become convinced that the Ohio General AS8embly iau'tgoing 
to give the persONl attention to the things that they will get when they're put 
in the ballot for .. conalcleration. 

tk. a~.o: If we g:l.V18 the. same 'poJren·,to the townships as to the municipaliUes, 
,Cbay're gotna to have· 66 atructurea to deal w:l.th in Cuyahoga county. I'd rather 
."-~ th_ di••ppear gradually if we pos8ibly can. 

~•• Orfirer: I clon't think we're here to~lte them out of business in the con
Ititutioll. I think w.'re just here to .olve some of the problems of urban town
.hlp. al best we can. 

Mr. RUllO: If you're letting them into busine.s by giving them real powers in 
."ftce you're Degating the goal that we have for the counties. If we want to 
go for county or re&lol.'al form of government. when we give townships that other 
thruat, then we're ad41D1 more ene~es to the concept. 

Mr•• Orfirer: I agr.e with you, Tony, and there is obviously already a way for 
th_ to go - to incorporate. Row if they want to get rid of the 3 mile limitation, 
that's up· to the legislature. 

Mr •. 1lua80: My argument is not the 3 mile limitation. but pay the penalty of incor
por«tion if they want to incorporate. 

Mrs. Qrfirer: What's the penalty? 

Hr. Gothetman: There are some penalties involved in te1'1llS of cos t (roads t bridges • 
• tc,.) • 

Mr••~so: 1n Warrenlville township, the state has to run out there, or the 
countY, I'm not lure which, eo maintain Route 8 because they'te not going to do 
it.' That'. a benefit of being a towrtwhip. 

~I. Orfirer: I thought town.hip. did maintain theit own roads. 

*. Cothetulan: That's township roa4s t not a state highway. 

~. luseo: They want that benefit by remaining a town,hip but won't accept the 
peaality of being a dUnlclpality aud maintaining it~elves. 

Mr. Kramer: What some people call penalty could be called responsibility. 

Mr•• Orfirer: I think there is a great desire on the part of town.hip people to 
maintain their townships. I agree with you that when it gets to be certain town
,hips and if they don't have the powers or the structures to deal with the problems 
they're having then they should change their structure. 

Mr. Gotherman: I was interested in ticking off the powers that they don't have, 
which Nolan started to do at the last meeting. The only powers they don't have are 
ordinance making. The gene7;al assembly could give t.bem that power. The do have some 
re801ution·maklng power. So they do have some legielatlve powers but not total 
legislative powers. 

_ •• Orfirer: They don I t have the power to levy an income tax. But they have a 
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part of the inside millage. 

Mr. Kramer: They can .ubmit tax lev1e. to the votera. There are III8ny purpoa.a 
f6r'vhlch tax levi•• can be voted 1n 8 townsh1p. 

Mr. Gotherman: They're in the same polition aa municipalities, mcl that's becaul. 
outside of the income tax, there is no taxing powers that are the 881De aa our 
tax. Their taxing powers are about the same as our taxing powers really. 

Mrl. Or£1rer: You mean they just haven't been granted a8 much by the General 
Aasembly a8 municipalities have, i. that the idea? 

Mr. JluaIO: I think so. The fact is that they have no legislative authority, but 
they have backing. 

Mr. Gothezman: But they have complete lervicel. County service departments haradla 
the county bUilding department problem. but really there aran't that many powers 
they don't already have. Maybe they clon't have as mucb power al they would like 
to bave. 

Mrs. Orl1rer: What are the problelll that are burdening thea that they are golng 
to come to U8 and say they can't handle? 

Mr. Cal•• tel I'm not aure. When you analyze that, it seems to me that it'. not 
quite correct to lay townlhip. don't have powers. 

Mr. Fry: Are they allowed to elact their adminietrator now if thay want to? 

Mr. Celeate: They don't have any alternative form of govermaent. 

Mrs. Orflrer: Undet' S.B. 220, as the township. want it, they're a municipaUty. 

Mr. Kramet': With probably greatero poweros than non-chartered municipalitias. 

Mr. Gotherman: It gives tbem the powers that you gave counties ••• 

Mrs. Orfirer: It would be defeating what you give to the county. 

Mr. Gotherman: Townships want the power not to become part of a municipality and 
if you make them a municipal corporation, there's never ever any roeason why a 
bu.lne•• or a gt'oup of people would want to aDnex a municipality. And that's the 
real attempt behind what they'roe a.kina for. 

Mrs. Orfirer: If they incorporate they'lL never annex? 

Mr. Gotherman: The re would be no roe88on to annex. '.there' 8 no reaSOD for them 
to ever become part of Columbus and Columbu8 is a great example because it's 
Bort of roeg10nal in itself. If thOle townships had the power to prOVide water and 
sewer systems and proov1de all of the zoning restrictions of the clty of Columbus, 
the, would never have become a parot of the city. 

Mrs.Orfirer: Now you are telling about powero. tbey don't have. 
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Mr. Gotherman: Ye., the powers that the general assembly has given them are re
.tricced. They have to submit a zoning orodinance to a vote of tbe electors. The 
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• 
city doe.o't do that unl.aa the people ,ubject it to referendUM. So they are re
.trlcted in the exerci.e of thoa. power.. But they have thoa. power.. And 
the re.ult of hevins full power. would be that there would be no reaaon to join an 
.xlltlal municipality. 

)b:. Fry: X don't ae. anything wrong with giving an alternative form of government. 

• Mrl. Orfirer: Depending on the alternative form. You wouldn't give them the same 
alternative form of government that we give counties. 

Mr. Gotherman: Basically home rule powers are subject to certain limitations t and 
we aupported that bill. 

• Mre. Orfirer: You don't want to set up another ~ivision that's going to be in 
conflict with municipalities. 

Mr. lUllo: I'm against giving them anything other than what they have now except 
1eaielative1y. 

• NI:. Pry: X'd 11ke to give them an alternative form of government. 1 don't care 
about additional powers but where you have theSe townships that have a lot of the 
.... problems, 1 thlbk they ahould be able to have an administrator if they want to. 

Mr•. au..o: We could do that legislatively. I don't think we have to change the 
Coutitution to do that.

• Mr.~ Orfirer: Then your objective is to give them an alternative structure. Not 
with more power. but with a different structure. Nothing wrong with that. 1 8UP
pOI. if they wanted an administrator, or if they want mare than 3 township trustee. 
thay could do the•• thiD88. 

• 
. ' 

_. Fry: If a township wants to put a levy on for the purpose of improving tbetr 
hiibway8 in the town.hip, they can do it. 

Mr. Kramer: Or police, fire protection, hospitals. 

•� 
Hr. Fry: 1 don't see a8 the objective to get all townships to annex.� 

Mr. Gotherman: But we would like to not have township structures and powers so 
that they never do. 

Mr•• Orfirer: We're not talking about forcing them to annex. We're saying, don't 
make them equal to a municipality and still stay a township. What do you think 

41� of Gene's 8uggestion of permitting them to incorporate and charter at the same 
time so that it will anawer their 8tructural and power problems? 

Mr. Fry: I don't see any objections to that. 

• Mr. Kramer: It would be a matter of providing in the section dealing with the 
adoption of 8 charter that it could also be submitted to the electors of the town
.hip proposed to be incoxporated; something to that effect, so that it could take 
effect when incorporation becomes effective. 

• 
Mr. Gotherman: In urban areas you have an adversary relationship between the 
town.hips and municipalities. Currently townships are weak, which gives the 

~-1l ?"f'- ,.,~.. ~.. I: 
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municipality some chance of annexation, even though that'. highly difficult. 

Mrs. Orfirer: We've heard lot. of things that we don't cover constitutionall, 
but you have to har e some basic id.a of what all of theproblelD8 are whether you, 
.olve them constitutionally or not. Are there other kinds of constitutional 801. 
utiona that you would lilte Gene to begin to work on or to thing about or for us 
to think about? 

Mr. 'ry: I think we either ought to say that the township form of goverament is 
a viable form of government aDd has application in certain part. of the .tate or 
take the other attitude that we .hould eliminate tOWl'l8hip.. What happeu if we 
don't have towtllhipe? Can we get along without thea? . 

Hr. lusso: I think if we just allow 8 .D8Cul'al a.ttriciou.cotlcept with the aames
aCion aDd the right to incorporate, that the problea miaht Just go atlay in a 
period of time. ' 

Mrs. Orfirer: I don't think that politically you are going to be able to eU.nate 
townships. Nor do I think it's neCe"a8ary. A lot of people would b. for it but 
a lot of people would be against it•. I don't think any of us feel, do you, that 
we have any need to el1lll1nate or tbiDk about eUminatiq rural tOlmlhip8? I doIl't 
think that'. a problem at all. Bow do we want to prOVide b•• icaUy for urban 
townahip. to Bolve their problem? 

Mr. Ce1e. te: I think the answer' a pre tty clear.. I don't think anyone around the 
table ha. laid given them that power.· The only 'usae.tion i., to allow th_ if 
they want to to organize th..elves.' Allow that option. 'l'b.y can attack probl_ 
differently but that'. not incr8.,ins their power at aU. 

Mr. Fry: ODe thina that conc.rus me 11 that we've talkecl about a lot of thillp 
that r8a11y don't deal with seneral principle.. The municipalities are not 
anxious to lee the eownlhlp••ocourag.d to the poio~ where they resist anaesation. 
And it may well be that the finest a.rvlce we could do aa a subcOllllllittee of the 
Constitutional lavision Commi8sion is give the people of the state a chanc. to 
8ay how many levels of govermaeot they want. 

Mr. Russo: They don't even have any concept of what 1.vela of government there 
are in the state at the present tilDe .. 

Mr. Catherman: But the question is Uke the pre-emption doctrine issue. Do you 
a8k them to abolish township8 01' do you ask thell to give them more power? ~ 
you might set an affirmative re.ult that you don't espect. . 

Mr. Kramer: Looking at the present Constitution and the pre.ent provi.ion, 
Article X, section 2 is really a very curious provision, aDd as part of consti
tutional revis:Lon you lII8y want to look very clos.ly at that, aDl1 'ee to the at.nt 
that it's going to be a constitutloaal revi.ion dealina with towa.hip., wbether 
this should b. r.worded, not n.ce•••rily f·rom the standpoint ()f l118king any cbaDge 
in the law but at 1ea.t providing lomethill8 that ..... to uke a little mare .... 
than this does. It now 8ay. that the sener«1 ..."1, .hal1 pr$lde by 1_ for 
the election of such t~fn8hip officer••• .., be nec••••ry. The trustees of t" 
township shall have such power, of local taxation as _, be, prescribed by law. 10 
1IDU8' .hall be drawn ftom any townehip trea.ury exc.pt by authority of lav. TIN 
first part seem. to create some implicatioa about bavlal appointive township of
ficere if you want to make any chana. in' the fora of a"e~nt - specifies, ia 
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• f~.ctt that there _,hall be trustees of townships, rather than some other form of 
gOV'I'DID8D~. Why 1,- thit provlliOll, "no mouey shall be drawn from any township 
tr.a~,,,,l')' except by authority of lawtl ill there? It .eems q a1lffully curious pro-' 
vi,toa sonerally, that the .entra1 ..sembly can provide the conditions under which 
lIIOney CaD be draw frOil the tOWD.hip treasury is part of the general power to 
'1'0914. for the goveraaent of the t~hips. 

*. rl')': I had a COUllty euaiAeer in the southern part of the state somewhere that
S.'" - a 118t of privata driveuy. that were paved by township trustees. 

Mt:. lCI'_r: Should I make an attempt at Ndrafting a general provision? It 
.ay.that ~e .eneral a••8Gbly .hall provide by general law for the election of 
.uch ~ip off1cer. a. may be neces8ary. 11 that really satisfactory? Should 
there DOt, be a mora .aural, provision a. to the power of the general a8.eubly to 
provi4le: for the gov.~t of towDahip.? 

Mr. Cele.t.: I think the main question 1& whether or not there should be township•• 

Mr. luelo: ~ This vel')' fact that thb is in there riaht now provides for toWn8hlps.· 

Mr. Cotherman: But it dMsn't require them•. And it .eems that the general a88embly 
could 1.lally not have town8hip•• 

Mr. lramer: Some writeI'I bave noted the fact that townships and counties both 
p~e·4at.d the ozaaoization of the state of Ohio and pre-dated the Constitution. 
The tcNuhipe mel counti•• were pt'ovicled for in tbe Northwest Ordinance. There 
.... to be DO doubt that the general alsembly C811 do what it's etOIle to provide the 
cOlaClit1ou under which townshtp. cbaap 01' the township is abolished where it 
b.c~ co-tel'll1iuoue or co-territorial with the amlc:ipal1ty. I think you raise 
• CQnltitut10Dal que.tion ~f the general 8ssembly attempted by statute to say 
that all townlhip. are hereby abolt.hed, and 1 clon't know how it would come out. 
I ••apact it llligbt well be that the Supreme Court would say that the general as- . 
sembly 408. have that power but 1 think there 1s a real constitutional question. 

Mr. rry: Don' t we have two type. of township.. ' We have the type of township. 
that we referred to • we mentioned Boaretaum up in Mahoning County, Delhi down in 
Bam11ton County - where they really have respon.ibilities - they are the local 
lov.7:DID8nt in tbat area and they have big responsi.bilities. 1'beawe 've got a lot 
of town.hipe in the .tate who.e rel~ibiU.tles f.U on the county •. In many 
c.... they've aaid to the county ena~r, ''We know we're supposed to take can 
of the tOwnship. roadl, but we'll give you a percentage of what we're aetUna' a~ 
you take care of them." WheTe, if we dido I t have t~ahip government. it really 
woul4n',t· make that -..ch difference. Isn't there a pos8lbility that if we said 
that 'township., where it was necessary, would be akin to munic~a1ities, which 
would take care of Boardman and lame of these other areas. But then in those 
other areas we would .Uminate 8 level of government. 

Mr. aualO: They can do that if they become a municipality. 

Mr. pry: In Clark County, you have about 10 townships where the work of those 
town8hips could be alsumed by the county and no one would even know that we no 
lODger had township trustees except that there would be fewer name. on the ballot. 
Because other than maintaining roads, I think that'. the extent of their respon
aibiUty. 
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Mr. RUS80: We're going on a pht.losophica1 issue. The real issue of the town.hip� 
is the identity of the t~ship's city hall with the people who live in the town�
ship. That's the great thrust. The real crux of the matter is not what they can� 
or can't do. The people who live in that township. and· who have a great argument� 
made for this k1nc1 of a thbg. is of tlae' lc!euUty. They don't want to lose iela�
t~ty. 10 that', the reason they want a townlhip.� 

Mr. Pry: It would be a healthy thins to have these people .ay: alright, we bad 
the opportunity to vote OIl it and we want to -bave our towubip. I would gue8. 

that 901 of the voters in IDOst of the counties couldn't tell you who their tGWD
ship tru,tees are. 

Mf. Cele.te: There 11 a coalition that hal never jelled OIl township iI.ue.. '%bat's 
not to get into the area of whether you ought to get. rid of them or not, but there 
are a lot of people in this Btate, a lot of sp.cial iutere,t groups, that really 
think tOWD,hip, are necessary. What .... to be happening in the 1..t 5 y.arB 
ia that a few vocal tOWD.hip truste.t are aetting 8 lot of play, witlns a lot of 
letters. Why not mandate the t the general assembly put OD the ballot the 1s.ue of 
wbether or not township government shall be continued? 

Mr. Fry: That's exactly what I'm saying. 1 1m not saying that 1 want to elillinate 
it. but I think it's certainly something that the people could vote on. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Would you have a statewide vote about whether townships should 
be abolithed? 

Mr. Gotherman: A constitutionally mandated referendum on whether township. are 
to continue. 

Mrs. Orfirer: I don't think the people in the state know about townships· they 
don't even know what their county government is. 

Mr. Cotherman: 1 thlnk it would be well,to try to -inform the people about what 
• county 18. 

Mr. Pry: Why should the people in Cleveland really determine how local govern
ment will be operated in Wayne County or Ashland? 

Mrs. Orf1rer: I agree. Why would you want a statewide referendum on whether 
there could be a township down in Hamilton County? 

Mr. Fry: Make it an optional thing dmm at that level if they want to have 
township lovernment. If Pike County wants to have township lovernment then they 
can have township government. Let the people in Pike County vote on it. 

Mr. Gotherman: I think there is a constitutional que8tion about whether they are 
required, I thtnk. 

Mrs. Or£irer: How do you abolish them? Do the p~ople have SOllIe lay about whether 
they continua to have it? Can the people in Delhi t"Dship take a vote as to 
Whether they want to dissolve their township or become anaexed to whatever. or 
a form of municipality? 
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Hr. Kramer: A township can incorporate any time it meets ,the standard. provided 
for in the incorporation statutes. 
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Mr. Pry: 1 think this i8 the 80rt of thing that we should certainly raise next 
weak. I haven't: chane" aI)' poa~ticm,eout letting local government make their 

•� cleobion. on this. ' 

Mr•• Orfirer: But a 8tatewide referendum would. 

•� 
Mr. Fry: Maybe the statewide referendum says that those areas that want to con"� 
tinU8 township government shall organize and do it within their county.� 

Mr•• Orfirer: Let's answer some of these questions that were just raised. Is 
there • means where the people who live within a township can determine whether 

, they want to change their form of government or not? 

Mr. Kramer: One means is by incorporation if the townlhip meets certain standards. 
•� or a portion of the township, any area that meets the staDdard8 can become incor

porated. Number 2. as far sa the people tn a county determining -whether a township 
c. 'cODtiDue to exist. the county charter provides a method of determining that. 

Mr•• Orf1rer: " •••• a majority of adult freeholders petition the county commi8sion
ers who may grant tt". Bow does a whole township take a vote about whether they 

•� want to incorporate or aamex? 

Mr. Kramer: That territory can be the town8hip. 

Mr. Celeste: It would be 8tated in the petition. You would state in the title 
of your petition what i8 the geographical boundaries for which you petition. 

•� Presumably, you could do it for a portion of the township as long as you reside in 
it. Or you could do it for all of the township. 

Mr•• Orf1rer: All they can do is petition the county cODIDissioners - that does 
not provide for a referendum. 

•� Mr. Kremer: If a majority of the people say they want to do it, what's the point 
of having a referendum? 

Mrs. Orf1rer: Why can't they? Why do they have to leave it up to the county 
cOlllll1••iooer.1 

• Mr. Gotherman: Because it has an effect broader than the territory which may in 
fact be incorporated~ It could affect the surrounding territory. You have to 
con8tder more than the wants and desires of the particular people looking at that 
area. 

• Mr. Kramer: The procedure is right here. '~illage9 may be incorporated as pro
vided in Chapter 707 of the Revised Code. The application is made to the board 

• 

of county COllllli8sioner•••••The petition shall be signed by a majority of the 
adult freeholders residing within the territory pr,posed to be incorporated". 
And th1e is contained In addition to a description of the territory proposed to 
be incorporated. aod the county auditor who sets v lluation. Those are the iJn
portent parts. A statement that the area consists of not les8 than two square 
mitle'" with a population of not le8s than six hundred persons per .quare mile, 
aa4 has an aooe.sed valuat~on of real, personal, and public utility property 
subject to general property taxation of at least $2000 per capita. And then there 
i•• provi.o for the ski areas. which is something with varying application. 'lbose 
'are the basic cr1teria and a township mayor may not meet those criteria for in

•� 
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corporation that the general assembly has established. 

Mrs. Orfirer: So it's up to the county commissioners whether they get to incor
porate or not. 

Mr. Gotherman: If the facts are with the Side of incorporation then the commi,
s10neTs must grant it. 

Mr. Kramer: There's a particular provision that the county c0Dllli8sioners IlUSt 
find that the territory included in the proposed municipal corporation 1s compact 
and is !lOt unreasonably large, municipal services such a. police and fire protec
tion, street construction and maintenance, sanitary and storm eewers, planniDI, 
zoning and subdivision control and parka and recreational facilitie. are capable 
of being financed by the proposed municipal corporation with a reuonab1e local 
tax ua1Dg the current a..essed valuation of property as the ba.ia of calculation, 
and the general good of the community, including both 'the propo.ed municipal cot
poration and the surrounding areas will be .erved :l.f the incorporation petittOl1 
is granted. 

Mr. Gotherman: And that really says that both the general good of the cOIIIIUUity 
both within the propo.ed corporation and I urrounding areal. Out.ide of tbatit' • 
• trictly a finding of fact by the county commissionera. 

Mr. Fry: Suppose we provided that on a certain election date that the citizeus of 
each county should vote and determine the nature of their government. They de
cide wbetber they want township government or not. If we say, on such and such 
a date you're going to determine what kind of local governlMnt you want. You're 
going to have cities and village. and county govetlUllent, or if you want tOWllship 
government io addition to this, you delianate it. Th1l 11 off the top of IIJ bead, 
but this would be a great thlng for people being 1II8de aware of what's golol OIl. 

Mr. aus.o: I don't think the geoeral public has any Ullder.tanding of that, what
loever. 

Mr. Fry: If they don't, it would just prove that what you're saying is rf.:aht. 

Mr. GotherNo: This 1. an alternative way of re,pOlldina to what the township. 
say they want, and I guels there are other group. who don't feel they are tmpor
taot in terms of lX'dern day government in different area. who w111 C01l8 to you with 
suggestions i£ they have not. But if you are going to coa.ider reacting to What 
a very l1mi ted number, really, a handful of the urban township. want, then, perbap. 
it 11 time for other groups to suggest that you think of other questiona aDd 
decide whether or not they should exist at all. There are a number of groups 
that have never pushed this, but in response to that perhaps would susselt that 
as an alternative view rather than simply reacting to what a few tOWDsbip tru.t8es 
want, aDd 8 few hundred thousand people who live in~. t~hip8, want. 

Mr. Fry: 1 think it would be a healtby thing to get the people in eacb county 
looking at local government and saying this is what we want. If they don't care, 
then we learn s01D8thing from that. But in a lot of counties it would force them 
to look at their government. 

Mr. Russo: How about some county alternative fo't1l8 minus the villages and toWn.hip8'l 
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Mr. Kramer: Isn't this something that the general as.81Db1y could really do l\OW? 
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Mr. Fry: The General Assembly's not going to give it any attention, Gene. 

"� Mr. Kramer: What you suggestad a couple of minutes ago was in effect a mandate 
that a county charter or what would amount to a county charter must be submitted 
in each county. A vote shall be taken in each county to determine what forms of 
local SoVernment shall be •••• 

• 
~. Celeste: 1 think you should say whether township government shall continue ••• 

Mr. Rus.o: WeU, you've only got two townships in Cuyahoga County. I mean, what 
kind 1f intereat can we generate with that? 

Mr. Gotherman: The 118ue 18 really to te.t whetht:r the urban townships can get 
what they want?

• Mr. Fry: You can do thll by making requirementl of each county and let those"urban 
townships where they are cio it in their own county. We can tinker with the language 
1n this Constitution, but that was not the rea.on we created the Constitutional 
Revision ColllD1.lion. 1 really think that there is an opportunity here to look at 
this que.tion. I think we're givi48 more options to local government in letting 

•� them determine whether they want t0WU8bips in the:~r county or not. The issue would 
be, on and after .uch and such a date each county shall make a determination ae to 
the type of local government. 

Mr. Gotherman: One way to do this would be to sa}, unless affirmed by positive 
vote of the people of the county, the township sh~ll terminate as of such and such 

•� a date. 

Mr. Pry: I really feel that we've got a chance t) sort of blow some fresh air 
into tbi. thina and aet people with it in the state to make this major determin
ation. 

•� Mrs. Orfirer: We will be meeting wednesday evening, June 5. at 5:00 at the 
.eil House. 

The me~ting wal adjourned. 
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Ohio Constitutional ievision Commission 
Local Government Committee 
June 5, 1974 

SUlllDary 

The Local GoverDment COIIIID1ttee met on June .s at 5 p.ll. in the NeU HOede. 
Preeent were chairman Linda Orfir8r, Representatives Anthony R.edlO and Charle. Fry; 
Nolan car.on and Edwin Heminger. Alao attending were John Gotherman, Al Strozda., 
aDd Dale Helsel, representing the Ohio Municipal League, and ADD Brik.soQ aDd 
Gene Kramer from the staff. 

The Britt case, which denied Columbus the right, under the constitution, to 
appropriate property outside the city for utility purpos•• to .erva perlODe out.ide 
the city, was di.cussed first. Mr. Gotherman stated that no re8ponse had beau 
obtained from Columbus al to what wal pl8Dlled. He stated that the problallllllOit 
probably could be handled by statutory enactment lince one of the problems i8 the 
payment of in lieu taxes, which could be eltminated from the statute. If it ts a 
cODIt1tutlonal problem, it could be undertaken 8S 8 special ...-..nt later. 14) 
propo8al for con.titutional change is .ugested nOW. ' 

Mr.. Erik.son reported on a talk with Judge John Duffy, cOUDael in the cue. 
H. f.ell that the case hal broader 1aIpltcat1ons than the _re fact that a amicip.1
ity cannot conatitutionally appropriate property outside of its bOUDdar1e1 to .erv. 
only residents outside of the city boundarie.. Ie noted that there 11 the statutory 
prov1eion, prOViding the city pays lIlOIley in Ueu of tda.. The g8118ral a....1' 
could ..ncl that to relllOVe the tax pa,.nt provision. It', htl opiD101l; however, 
that the tax payment provision 11 a good provision. 'J:bia 11 part of the whole 
problem of local tax structure, and there could be .chool district. that could 
.uffer from the 1088 of this revenue; not in thb puticul'lr ca•••0 aucb, because 
the property being taken for a sewer extention i. not that ext"'live. If the city 
should decide to bring itself UDder the statute, it Is hiB op1Dioo that the,city 
would ~ be .aying, in effect, that the municipal utility i. DOW a public utility 
and, if it makes itself subject to oae statutory provision it could have the ~ 

pU.cation that it was making itself aubject to .tatutes having to do with public 
utl1itie.. Thi' would be a very radical chanae for .untcipal utilit1e. if they 
were subject to the Public Utilities C0IID1.eion, They are not at the preaent 
time. He doeanlt conaider that to be such a problem on rates, but be feels that 
the implicationa at'e with re.pect to .ervice anet the po.'ibl1ity that there could 
then becOlll8 a ruling that cities would have to extenet aenice to persona who 
were in a position to be served by the utility. 

Mr. Gotherman: That certainly is looking much further than what the caae .aid. 

Mrs. Brik.son: Yes, however, that's hie interpretation of • possible effect of 
the city using the statute. He haa alto discue.ed with IPA ofticiels aDd others 
the :Jmplications of this that Dublin may have to build Its 0WIl e.wage treac.ent 
plants and he agrees that that i. not a destrable re.ult beeaute if Columbus has 
the capacity you should have other cities using it, that you .hould not bwe a pra
liferation of sewage treatment plant., perhaps under circumstances in which s~ 

of them might not be good, some of tbem mgnt be polluting water. farther dOVD, 
and 80 forth. But he feels that the whole problem abould be 'olved on a regioaal 
ba.is aDd that you .hould not be juat looking to the provi.ion of a regional sewer 
pint which the city of ColUlllbua could supply, but you .hould be looking to a total 
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laDe! uae policy for the whole of central Ohio which would take into account the 
total effect of the tax structure and how takina property for a public purpoae ie 
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SO~ag to affect the various .ubdiv1siona in which this property 18 located. He 
u.e. a. 811 eX8IIIple the Delaware reaervoir. A reservoir takes a aubstantial 8IIOU1lt 
of property. this is an example of valuable property being relllOVed frOill the tax 
lilts of aaother county, primarily for the benefit of the city of Columbus. Be 
fe,l. th.t the whole are. lhould be consider.d. He a1.0 w.a concerned with the 
tlkiaa of some what he lay' are really good scenic erea. alons the river that be 
f ..l. per.oa.ally that alternate routu could be selected. The whole problem ,hould 
ba .olved, 'DOt on the b••te of the Columbus ,ewage treatment plants, but looking 
at. elM whole of ceatra1 Ohio. 

Mr. Hebel: It ..... that you're combining a couple of different problema, arn't 
yout rir.t of all, if Dublia' builds its own sewase treatment plant it g08' off 
the tax duplicate an4 valuable: lad is lost to the tax dupUcate 88 a re.ult Of 

thair activitie•• 

Mr•• Briks.on; If they build it within their own city limits, then they're af
.fectina their own re.idellt., maybe in several different ways, but at least' their 
ra.1dent. are benefiting from it. If Dub11n build. the 11ne to Columbus, the 
effect on the tax duplicate is the aame. If the municipal utiUty were subject 
to the POCO, the PUCO could require the utility to serve the cOllllDUDity. There i. 
DO way to require the city of ColUlllbus to serve the residents who.e property waa 
beiDg taken tD thi. ca.e. 

Mr•• Orfirer: It rem1Dd. 1D8 of the revereal of the Minneapoli. deal where 4<n. of� 
the DIW growth of the tax duplicate geta .pread arouacl all the l1un1cipal1tie.� 
within it. Perhap. larg. area. that are removed from the tax duplicate, the� 
101. can .OMhow be .pread out over all of the local government area•• 

Mr•• Erik18on: The tax problem, as Judge Duffy .ee. it, i. only ODe of many pro
bl... to be .olv.c! in any metropolitan area. Another 1s the belt way to uke 
the I18Xtaun uae of the land for the resident benefit of everyone. 

It was aareed that no reason to luggest coutituttonal change in this 
matter had appeared from the di.cuslion of the Britt caae, and no change would 
be recommended by the committee unless the circumetances changed. 

Mrl. Orfirer: The next question 18 the initiative aIld referendum in relation to 
lDUDf.cipal1ties. 

Mr•• Eriksson; The one thing that the Elections and Suffrage C01JIDittee recoaaeDded 
was tryins to make local is.ues clearer on the ballot. No specific rec(DIleM.tlon 
.. to how thi. could be accompli.bed. 

Mra. Orfirer: What they were talkiDg about was the votin.g no when you mean yes. 
'1'bls 18 true on the atate level. Of course, I hope it will be solved with the 
ballot board. Perhaps they were thiaktDg about having a municipal ballot board. 

ME'. Gotherman; The initiative and referendum, as applied to municipalities, 
is different from the problems the state has. 1 haven't viewed enough charters . 
to be albe to lay how different they are, but there is a provision in the charter. 
which do provide powers to make it more difficult, or require more signature. or 
le.s, or to go into the £ltate regulations, which I think is probably what IDOlt 
charters do, aad I have been involved with a number of them. They're not cumber
some. It isn't terribly difficult to get a referendum on the bal1ot~ nor 11 there 
a proliferation of them. I'doG't 8ee, either, a cry on the part of the public that 
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we want to decide more of these things. 

Mr•• Eriksson: In other words, your thought would be that the present provision 
in the Constitution is perfectly adequate? 

Mr. Gotherman: Yes. 

Mr•• Erlksaon: It would seem to me that the molt basic question would be whether 
any charter Gities have had charter initiative and referendum provillona upset on 
the theory that they differed 80 radically from the provisions in the ~on8tltution 

for the state, thatth. courts held that they hadn't really provided for initiative 
and referendum. 1 don't know of any such cases. 

Mr. Gotherman: There was a recall case that settled one on the grounds but it 
probably was a poor decision and I think it was a court of appeals decision. It 
held the statute of recall was unconstitutional. And then there was a later 
charter case which held that a charter provision providing recall was conltitutlon
a1. One case upheld the right of a charter to prohibit". initiative as to tax 
meaBure. or as to appropriations measures or as to certain kinds of seasures which 
people felt should &e in the hands of the councUs. If they didn't like whattbey 
did in the councils it should be defeated in the election. It happened in a very 
few easel, really, I think on the constitutional issue. And there are a n....r 
of charters that provide conaiderably different kinds of procedures than we find 
in the statutes. You find some charters which take the referendUil back to the 
council and give them the opportunity to act. If the don't, or if they amend it 
and chanae it, they give the people who initiated the petition the right to 
again circulate the petltiona if they want the reVised ordinance to be voted on. 
So the charter provision hal provided some innovations and some fleXibility 
locally. Columbus, for example, and aome of the other cities allow refereodum on 
emergency ordinances and it seeme to work very well, evea tboup most do not, in 
the statutes do not allow it on emergency. AI long a. the charter provlcles for 
something that can reaaonab1y fall into the right to initiative aad refereneh., 
and that prese rYe. the voter.' rights and 11 not a ,ham, I don' t see tha t there 
i. any problem in the courts upholding it. 

Mr. Helsel: I think our only concern would be technical concerns that in the 
process of ,eparating constitutional provisions, because now they are currently 
housed together. We wouldn't want to 10ae the benefit of the case law that we 
have that does make a reference to one of the other sections of the Constitution. 

Mrs. Eriksson: That could be done in the wording of it. Do you want to keep 
this section with the other section. or do you want to put it into Article XVIII? 
And this might be appropriate to discuss whether you want to extend it to any 
others than municipalitie.. The right DOW only applies to municipalitie.. It', 
not anything that's given to residents of counties and townships. 

Mr. Gotherman: Perhaps we might be able to codify DIOre clearly in Article XVIII 
what the rules are which at times do raise the question like the Oxford cas•• 
I suppo.e the~e would be no problem in moving to Article XVIII. 

Mr. Kramer: This could be rewritten and put into Article XVIII. In att81iptiDg 
not to make any change i:.1 existing law, I think rewriting it to make ,ure that 
happen. would require a longer prOVision, though. When you separate it from the 
initiative and referendum in Article II, the terms really don't have much meaniDg 
except by reference to the state prOVision,. and you have to spell it out a little 
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IIlOre Or� make reference back. ADd it a1gbt not be a bad idea at all to have SOlIe 

refenace to chartere .....UU.U.y. If it lan't there then it', really by ineer

• pr.~tiOD that we know that the charter provilions are valid even though they do 
conflict • .re different from the Itatutory provilion.. As far al the other local 
."n-nt. are ooacerneet, initiative and referend. weTe not provided tor .. to , 
th.. at ,the time it w•• to Itate aDd munlcipalitie., becaule they do not have les
t.lati.e bodie.. AI to the parmi.eive county taxes, there is a refereodum pro
cedure, provided for by .tatute, and for town.hip zoning. The general 8888mb11 

•� bat power to provide for it.� 

Mr•• Erikl8ou: The county charter provisions have .ome referencee also as to 
refereMum. 

Mr. Kremer: And the section as to the traasfer of authority and powers from 
town,hipa - in Article X, .ectlon'1. This has never been intplemented by legis•� latiem. ' 1'I1ere are cemtractual arranaements. ' 

Kr'.Orfirer: Now, how does this situation change if our new provisions for 
.tnnathenina the county'. powers ce:-e into effect? 

•� Mra.' Irik••on: We have nothing: in our powers section which refers to referendum. 

Mr•• ' Orfirer: Do we DOW need to do something along thoee 11nes if we do bave a 
ohaale comtaa about in the .tructure .0 that there is a county legislative body 
or 1f ... do fiDally .et county charter govermllent and they do have a legialative 
body?

• iIr~ Car.on: If counties have ordinance making power, it seems the people .hould� 
have the initiative and referend" powers.� 

Mr•• Orfirer: We've given thel1l the power. We haven t t maudated a change in structure',� 
but I presume it will come.�

• Mr. Beleel: One other thing that COllIeS up is the uee of the ballot for straw votes.� 
You don't have thia in Ohio and I don't know where it comes from. Using the ini�
tiative to find out the ,,111 of the people: shall we build a city hall on block� 
-.' rather than block 'be. 

•� Mr•• Orfirer: Or a referendum on the Vietnam war. 

1Ir•• B1:lkI8OD: The Supreme Court h.. held in the case of municipalities in Ohio 
that 10u CaD't put 8.DYseneral question on the ballot. You can only put a 8pecific 
ordinance on the ballot. The quastion "shall we get out of the Vietnam war", in 
.ome cities 1D. other states was put Oft the ballot. But I don't think you could do 

•� that in Ohio. Bec.....e the .eetlon specifically says "now or hereafter authorized 
by ~aw to control b)f leslll.ttve action", 10 lit hal to be by an ordinance wbich 18 
bow the municipal 1eSil~t1ve body act•• 

• 
Mr. Kramer: I thi. chose cue8 are confined. to statutoty cities. I'm not lure 
oharter municlfalit.148 couldn· t provide in theit' cbarters for a straw vote. 

Mr. Gotherman: The otlly c~uestion would be whether that eXpenditure for that elec
tion would be a valid public purpo8e, TJ:.r.t could change 81 the times change and 8S 

the view of the people in the courts chan~e which 18 perhaps not a bad way to have 
it interpreted. 

•� 
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Mr. Kramer: there would have to be some question of general public interest. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Let's r.solve this question of the fir.t half of the problem which 
11 whether we should be extending the initiative and refer£ndum provisions to 
counties. Th. argument .8eme to me to be going along the lines that if it', 
available to municipalities, and counties are going to have the same powers or 
similar powera, then we ought to provide for it for thelll too. Are there my 
thought' otherwise? 

Mr. Car.on: That', been traditional in Ohio. 1 think we .hould. 

Mrs. Erikeeon: You'd want to tie it in to the county powers sectlon? 

Mr. Carson: Could we write a section just incorporating the municipal section 
into the county one or reviae the municipal one to include both counties and 
cities? 

Mrs. Orfirer: My thought, at this po1nt, is tha t since we have agreed that there 
would be considerable difficulty involved in moving the initiative and referendum 
lection over to Article XVIII, anyway, why don't we I.ave it where it is, or 
wherever they're going to put it in a leparate article - leave it with the rest 
of the initiative and referendum procedures and expand it to counties a8 well a. 
municipalities. Otherwise, it seems to me, you really Med it in three place•• 

Mrs. Erikelon: If the county powers lection is not adopted, 1 don't know just 
what it would mean to have counties in here becau.e the counties don't have an,
general ordinance making powers now. Perhaps we should have a separate section and 
add it to the county propo.al. Then it could go on the ballot al one i.sue. 

Mr. Carson: But not the amendment to this one, you don't think, together with the 
county powers section '1 

Mrs. Eriksson: If you're not making any other change in this section substantively, 
other than mov1ng it someplace, then it might very well be that you could do that. 
Put thi8 on as a separate iSlue. 

AMrs. Orf1rer: How does putting it on as a separate i8sue tie it to the county 
powers? 

Hrs. Eriksson: No, I mean put it on with the county powers section. 

Mr. Carson: You'd have one issue including both sections, implied powers and thil 
amended lIlunicipal provision incorpoeatt6a.tbe initiative. 

Mrs. Eriksson: If you're not making any other change in the section, then there's 
really no other question other than transferring it. Now, if you're going to 
make any other 8ubstuntive changes in the section, then 1 think there IIlight be a 
question as to whether you could tie it in with the county powerl. 

Mrs. Orfirer: What if the county powers thing g08. down? What happens to thb?1 

Mrs. EriklSon: Then yoc:'1'luld have to put this on again, I think, at a later 
time. You'd just end up with section 1f sitting 1n Article II, which wouldn't be 
e dba.ter. 
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Hr•• -orf:Lrer: No. it wouldn't be a diAaster, but :Lt's not very good. either. 

Hr. Ir_r: OtMrwite, you. bave to have a provi.si0111n Article X as to countle, 
em initi.tift asuI referaDeba. and theft thla ,ection 14 Article XVIII 80 you'. 
haft oue on cOUlltie. aDd OM OIl DMmicipal1t1.... They would probably be very .ucb 
, ...nal but Just two different articl••• 

lin. Orfirer: well, why don't we lA8ft it to you to thra.h our where it belcmp 
ad bow it'. 101D& to SO OIl the ballot, ancl to tell you jutt;. that our poeition 
11 tbat we would 'liM to baYe it a",l, to counties. 804 let you take it from there. 
An tlwre .y 0*1' ..... that you WaDt to Wlke while we're OIl, itt . 

Hr. 11'..1': '1'be 0811 otIaar poa.ibllity for change 1u the laDguage hav~ to do 
with ebe initlaU.. aa4 "".TeDium would be • refuoeuce to chartera. And tt.re 
.. '4 baYe .a.tbt.aa of .. prob1ee becaus_ the charter lection already provicle•. 
that the 1Dittatlve .. refeAD<ha .ball be guarantied to the people of the COUOt7 
ta CODMCt1oDwith tb. aa.rtel'. The 1DUU1cipal eharter .ectiOlUl don't .ay that... 
80 it you were IO£D& to ...... OM .ecticm daalina with both countiel and aunic;ipal
itt... you'd 8io.r ... an, ldIusa relatiDg to charter. appltcabi_ to --.lci
palltie, onl,., Ol' you'd jlolet .... ,. reclundacy aud prov1d. both in thl. aeedon 
aa4 t.a ,ection 3 that the co.,. obarter 'llllUt provide for initiative cui ref.re1ld_~ 

A. of DOW, there·. ftC) capelli... "OIl wby you'd baY.. to provlek aaythtal 1a tala 
••ct1G1l .. to cba:ter proceclur.. pwtE'ntaa the iAitietive aod rel...__• 'uc I 
til....... 1...... ,rokbly voulct aaatc .1 • clecbioll tbat would require muolcl
,.litS. to .e ltatu«:el7 prO&1lll._. Do YO. agr.. With that, John? 

Mr. Gotbal'llall: Ya.. I think there 11 10lIl8 fluelUon. That', on. of the que.tl0D8 
that hava b.. litigated and the litilation has been 1D favor of the boldinl of 
the charter provi.iou OIl tbe initiativa and referendum. It 18 lubject to ' 
c08CiDuiDg inquiry by cua law. If by putting tbe lIU11icipal initiative' and 
refanDd_ pl'OGeclun. lD A"ticl. XVIII, you cou14 perhaps clarify at leaet that 
poiDt. ADd. if you have the county provisions in the county article. it doe. aclcI 
• few acre word. to the cOUtitutiOll. but it would be somewhat .asial' :Lf in the 
future, aDd if .00000I\e want. to chaDge the procedure between the municipal ..CUOD 
mel the couuty .ectlm that it wou1cl be somewhat ea.ier for tbaa to do that. 

Mr. Kr_r: There may be different questions for counties and municipalitie.. 0,. 
• whole, 1 would think :;bat it probably 18 preferable to have a section relating 
to the cou nty init1atlve and referendum and B separate one relating to the 
municipalitie•• 

Mr;, Carlon: 1 don,' t UDders tand why there' 8 any need to have two. 

Hr. 11'_1': If you're going to combine thelD into ODe .ection, it probably should be 
in aeither Article X nor Article XVIII. 

JIr. Car.on: Why can't 1 t 8 tay in II where it is? 

Hn'. Orfirer: Becau•• the other cOllllD1ttee 1s recOIIIDending 1DOv1ng all of the ill" 
:Ltiativ. and referendum .ectiOllS ' -to a separate Articl•• 

Mr. Kramer: And if you were going to make any change in the exiating language of 
if other than just adding counties to it, if you were going to add counties to It 
aDd alao add sOlIl8thlng about the charter provisi.on. then it probably b8Cca.. a 
que.t:Lon by It••lf that you couldn't: combine wi th the county powers section. ~ 
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you wouldn't want that to pass without the county powers section passing, bec...e 
~en the initiative and referendum would be applicable to all county actions to which 
it'. not now applicable. We would just reflect the exiating law that if the charter 
provides for the initiative and referendum, those provision prevail rather than 
the Itatutory provisions. 

It was agreed that drafts would be prepared. 

Mrs. Orfirer: That brings us to the townships and I regret that we do not have 
any of the township people here as we bad planned. Mr. HuDllel planned to COllIe but 
he regrets that h. could not be here., He made an earlier atatement to us "hleb 
Ann haa aent out. I wanted us to have tbe opportunity to ask very apecitic questiODS. 
Nolan, I know botb you and Ed live in townships and I don· t know how involved 
you·ve b.en with the governmental procedure. or lack thereof, but maybe you can 
cOl'llll8nt. What thinss are not being taken care of in the way that they would wlab 
becauae of lome lack in tOWlUlhip powers? 

HI". carson: 1 have been copaael for the township 1 have 1f.ved in for a brief 
period of time and did it without compensation. 80 I didn't make a career out of 
it. But 1 find examples of problems we ran into where powers were insufficient. 
I really don't want to be in a position of repre.eat1Qa''tbe toWn8hips because I'. 
not an expert OD the subject. I live i.n a very urb..1Hcl townahip. The people 
who live there like it. The do not want to hea .part of thecityofCf.lrc1i*il~i. 

They do not want to be a part of the village of Newtown which ia actually in the 
townahip. They might wish to incorporate. 1 don't know. iut tbey do want to 
pr08r••• and they are willing to be tasecl •. 1 clon't lmow wbether giv1n& trU8tee8 
more powers is the .ewer. or matda8 it ...ler to ~ate.0I'8~otlan' 
vehicle. I'm juat S.yillltbat tUl'e'. a prob1ea 1Il,....udHm b....11··..... :town
ships that I chiDk chi. ca-is.ion 0,& bt to·l'ec0lltue., 

Mrs. Orfirer: Is the problem one of the structure ,of IC'Wrament. that there la 
not a large enough body wUh jUlt the three towuhip truatee.? 

Mr. Carsoo: 1 think it'l the lack of powel'l or the seeming lack of powers - I 
really can· t tick them off. 1 can give you one example that 1 ran into. There 
are 10 "many things for whichtbey have to go down and baag on the county commis
sioners' desks to get the county cODlDislioners to do thing. for them. There'l a 
total progressioo down to the county courthouse to get things done out in the 
township. It seems to me that shouldn't be. They should be able, with the nUlllber 
of people' that live out there, to tax their citizens and have powers t9 do thinS. 
themselves without having to haa the county commissioners or the county engineer 
do it. One experience I recall was that there was a township 8treet in a subdivi
sion with a dip in it and everytime it rained that dip in the street would be filled 
with water. And the rain water would innundate the yard. of the people 00 both 
sides of the street. Three or four families on each side were affected by thia. 
There was a natural run-off creek where the water could be drained, but in order 
to do so, it wa. necessary to get about a three foot easement. a right-of-way. A 
lady that owned some property behind the residents, and it turned out that the 
township didn't have the power of eminent domain. She woa14n't,:selllt, they tried 
to buy it from her. and' so they had to go to the county end the county had to in
stitute proceedings, whlc.h just seelDll wrons. It· took a year and a half to get it 
done and finally the cou::.ty did it and they were able to get rid of the water. 

•� 
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Mr. Helsel: Is that problem really the l.ack of itower or is it the ineptDe8s on the 
part of the county officials in responding to the problem? The township people 
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are the constituents of the county officials. The problems could probably have 

• been handled in much less time, had there been a disposition on the part of the 
county officials to do so. You're assuming that township officials would have 
acted more expeditioos1y. 

Mr. Carson: 1 wasn't using the year and a half to say ••••1 think it probably would 
have taken that long anyway. But you first had to go to the county engineer and 

• he had to draw the drawing, and they've got other problems of their own. They'~e 
worried about the county highways· ~uch more than the township roads and streets. 

Mr.-Helsel: What I'm trying to suggest is that the county officials really should 
be there to represent the township. After all, who else are their constituents? 

• Mr. Carson: There are tots of constituents including those in the ci~ies and 
Villages. That's the problem. They've got lots to do and not just handle township 
road problems and drainage problems. 

Mr. Russo: This is not a constitutional issue. I think that would be a legis
latlve matter to delegate some powers to the townships. 

• Mrs. Orfirer: This is something that we have to decide. 

Mr. Ruslo: 1 would say that it could easily be handled with legislative powers 
much more .0 than by the constitution. 

• Hr•. Orfirer: This specific kind of thing, perhaps, but there may be other•• 

Mrs. Erik88on: Mr. Hummel agrees that townships should be given the same pavers 
in the constitution that we're proposing to give the counties. This is essentially 
what he's saying: that it should be a constitutional delegation. 

• Mr. Russo: If we're going to do it by constitution, we in essence are taking the 
positive attitude and protecting the townships and thereby making the dissolution 
of townships much more difficult, because we're writing into the constitution and 
maybe offsetting the concept of county form of government. If we do it in the 
legislative halls, we can always abolish the concept immediately by repealing the 
law. Repealing a section of the constitution would be much more difficult. 

• Mr. Strozdas: It's a very significant point really. It get's down to the issue 
of how much you want to proliferate additional units of government or is the 
objective to do away with those that are unnecessary?" 

• 
Mr. RU8S0: 1 don't know what the rest of the committee feels, but my argument 
would be to. by attrition, do away with them. if they don't want to incorporate. 

Mr. Kramer: Any unit of government which is created by statute or derives all 
its powers from the legislature is basically in the situation where the power. 
that can be exercised are only those which are specifically granted or which necel
sarily flow from thOle that are specifically granted, so that just as counties 

• now and school districts and all other districts have to go to the legislature 
when they run up agains': a problem or they canlt find statutory authority, and 
townships also have to Jo that. I think the real question is whether townships 
should be another general unit of goveLnment. The only general unit of government 
that's provided for in our Constitution is the municipal corporation. '!be cOlllllittee 
and the commission now have already proposed that in effect counties be made a

• 
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general unit of 8ove-mment in that they would have limited legislative power. The 
question youtre facing is, should townships be another form of a general unit of 
government which would have powers which they would derive directly from the 
constitution or through legislation? 

Mr. Strozdas: If county government were modernized, 1 think it would eliBlinate the 
kind of problem that youtre talking about because 1 think the counti-.s would be 
prepared to provide more and better service and would be better 8taffed - would 
have the ability perhaps to tax and to provide services that they're DOt. now able 
to prol,ride. I would be a little scared to prOVide in our county eight more units 
of general government. There'8 lots of contention now, and if you're going to step 
along the county lines, be prepared that the cannons may be pointed in your direc
tion. All of it gets pretty ridiculous, really, but is even worse if you create a 
lot of little fiefdom•• 

Mr. CarsOD: What county are you from? 

Mr. Strozdas: Clark. 

Mr. Carson: Are those urban townships? 

Mr. Strozdas: A coupIe of them are. One of them is perhaps 14,000 and another one 
e or 10,000, so in our context they're urban. But in many respect. their power 
or their influence 18 already too great. 1 can cite you a very precise example 
of what happened In Clark county. We were being considered as one of three citie8 
for an experimental program - it wa. a housing program. Apparently the federal 
government has recognized that present housing programs haven't worked and they 
went to experiment in three different c01llDunities on a voucher 8y. tem. Without 
gOing into the details of the thing, one of the requil'_nts was that the entire 
housing market area, the unit. of government in the entire housing market area 
accept the program. Because the experiment couldn't work if half the people in 
the housing market aree didn't accept it. The entire county didn't have to accept 
it, but the city of Springfield did, the county 80vernment had to and the three 
urban townships surrounding us. This program VOGld have meant· 40 to 80 million 
dollars in the towns outside of Springfield over a ten year period - the equivalent 
of an indus try employing 700 people. 'lbe city approved of the program, the cOUllty 
approved of the program, t~o townships approved of the program, bu t the thin 
township had one trustee for the program. two township trustees against, aDd 
the fede refused to give us the program because one township trustee, representing 
an insignificant part of the housing market was able to thwart a program for 
100,000 people. And 1 think that's power that's way beyond what these two iDdiv
iduals ought to have had. 

Mr. Carson: Maybe the feds were wrong in the regulation. 

Mr. Strozdas: Maybe so. I think the feds were wrona in a lot of the regulation., 
but these are things we have to contend with and they come froll afar. And yet 
you see these people in this township are dependent upon Springfield for their 
livelihood. In the main, their jobs are in Springfield, their a.sociations are 
in Sp::::.ngfiE=d.d, they wouldn't be livin$ in the township if it weren't for Spring
field. So they accept aU of the benefits of an urban area and none of the res
ponsibilities. 

•� 
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• 
Mr. Carson: 1 live in a tOWDship and 1 happen to pay a lot of tax to the city of 
Cincinnati in the way of a very stiff earnings tax which 1 pay and my firm pay. 
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ta.-s. We pay a very stiff rent which goes into paying taxes. I'm also a lawyer 
there - I think 1 assume some of the obligations of the core city where 1 live, 

•� but I choose to live out where the trees are, so I really don't think you can say 
it'. all a one way street. 

Mr. Strozdas: Perhaps not an all one way street. Certainl> some of our best 
citizens who are supporters of municipal government live around the periphery of 
the city.

• Mrs. Orfirer: I think, if I may say so, that we're getting a little bit far afield 
here from what is a constitutional problem. 

Mr. Strozdas: It 18, except that if we're talking about powers, what I'm suggesting 
i. that as 8 resident of a city, I'm fearful of additional powers being granted to 

•� township officials, when I don't think, frankly, that they're capable of handling 
the powers they've got.now. This i8 8 generalization, of course. There are those 
who can. 

Mr. Heminger: I might just add for perspective that I happen to come from a rural 
township in a rural county, and I think, numerically, we probably represent the 

41� g~eat bulk of the townships. I receive very little service from the township, and 
I'd say it is the opposite of the situation that Nolan comes from. I don't know 
of a single thing that we receive that couldn't better be provided by the county. 
It does tend to represent the other end of the spectrum a little bit, I think. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Apparently there is no great problem existing for rural townships, 
•� 80 it's very easy to 8ay to just leave them alone because they're not having any 

problem like the urban ones are. On the other hand, we get your~point of view which 
i8 that there is no reason why they really have to be there becauae the county 
takes care of it. 

Mr. Heminger: Particularly if we move in the direction we're talking about, strength
•� ening oounty government. 

An outline of township powers was distributed. 

• 
Mr. Kramer: The reason that this outline of the powers of the townships was prepared 
was 80 that everybody could get a better idea of all the things that townships are 
capable of doing under existing law. It really began, of course, as a special unit 
of government - a really limited unit of government dealing mainly with roads. 
From time� to time a few other things were added like the authority to quarantine 
places where infectious diseases were rampant and that sort of thing. As the-
years have gone on, however, the general assembly has added a large number of sig

• nificant powers to townships so that 1f you look over the list, townships that 
would make use of all of the powers that are listed on these three pages would have 

• 

a very large percentage of the power that a municipality can exercise with the ex
ception of the utility powers. And the way that the statutes have provided for this. 
it's largely a matter of the townships choosing to exercise these powers so that 
rural townships make use of very few of the powers whereas so-called urban townships 
may make us~ of a large ~umber of them.iincluding setting up full-fledged fire 
departments, police depa:,'::ments, and you could drive through some of the larger, mor:e 
populous townships, and i~om looking at the services that are provided and the public 
buildings� that you'll see, you couldn't distinguish that territory from a municipal
ity, so that. in effect, the townships can become very much like a municipality 

• 
today in powers exercised, except for their forn of government and except for the 
municipal utility powers. 
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Eminent domain il not provided generally - it's provided with respect to particular 
powel". The end result 1n many townships i. not that 1Duch different from the result 
you would have if you were living in a municipal corporation. There' 8 no power to 
levy the municipal income tax, which also is a basic cliffel'ence. Thel'e b • lal'ae 
nuaDer of provision. fol' voted tax leviel - that has been the _in aoul'ce of the 
townships for their local purposes. rOT their roads, they get large 8111Dunt. of 
IDIOney from the state. In order to get a charter, an artl!a fir.t.has-to incoqJOrace, 
and when it incorporates, it takes on the vUlage form of govel'Qlllent, aad to move 
from that, either to a city form, if you have the 5,000 population, or go through 
the proce.s of chal'ter adoption. 

Mr. Be.inger: 1 suppoee the 3-1I11e limit would tend to discourage them frOID be
coming 8 corporation. 

Mr. Carlon: If you incorporate a8 a municipal corporation, you could then adopt a 
charter. I'd like to have somebody explain the three mile provision to .. - why 
that's in and i. still needed. 

Mre. Orfirer: It'l there to avoid the kind of thing that'l happened in Cuyahoga 
County where everytlme you move two stepl out of the city of Cleveland, you're in 
another municipal corporetion. There's no room for any annexation or _rger in 
Cuyahoga county at all. Thi. causes great public relations problems in govern
ment, great waltefulness, and uneconomic and lneffective kind of operation. 

Mr. Gotherman: Speaking from the standpoint of thol. who helped paa8 that provi
8ion, it allo provides a sort of buffer zoae or cooU.ag off period becau8e annex
ation ta8usa become quite emotional. Moat cities, Whether they're large or .mell, 
feel that they 8hould have lome future to expand rea.onably by annexatlon. In the 
Cincinnati area, particularly, a number of yeal'a 8g0 it was true, a8 aoon a8 people 
wanted municipal aervice. and annexation petitions were filed, the people who did 
not want annexation started circulating corporation proceedin.s which i8 another 
method by which you can pl'ovide municipal service. other tben 8DDexation. So ..ny 
people who wanted to be within a municipality were divided. If you divide the pro
ponenta for having muniCipal services between tho.e wbo want annexation to Ciacln
nati or aome other suburban cOlllllUllit, and th08e who vant to eatablish a new COll
munity, you maintain the statui quo which happened quit. aucc...fully in a number 
of areas. And the corporation law was uaed, quite fl'ankly, by the township fire 
departments who had their own reasone for not wantina aDMxation, a. a weapon 
against annexation. It was also prOVided to prevent a proUferation of new 1IIm!
cipalities in the urban areal, hoping that eventually cOD.olidatioD would occur, 
as opposed to haVing a lot of new cOIIIDunitie.. But it did have the other feature. 
And it started off not as a straight pl'ohibition but a•• delaytng kind of thing. 
You couldn't incorporate within 3 miles for, 1 think, 30 to 60 or 90 days - so 
many months, and then after that ttme, the municipality would have the ability to 
annex and theoretically you could get both isSUS8 before the people. It was evan
tually established as a prohibition, taklag the 3 mile. a. a nece••ary growth area 
which ahould be preserved unles. the municipality wants aad coneents to the incor
poration, and admits they don't want the al'8a, or unl••• they've rejected a_ex
ation of the area within 2 years. 

~8. Orflrer: One of the complaints we hear frequently i. that 1f the tOWDships 
were to incorporate, th~y would have to take on a lot Ohat they weren't ready to 
take on, and didn't feel it was neCe8Saj~Y to tak. Oil. And the cure fol' that, in 
our mind, was that you can adopt a charter and not have to go through this busine8. 
of changing their fo~ of government. So this waa the reason for thi. draft that 
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you have. Have you all had a chance to look at it? If not, do you want to do so 
now for a moment? 

Mr. Fry: I suggelted that we pick a specific day and give each county the oppor
tunity to vote on whether or not you want to have township government and commi8sion 
government. I think this is a good way to focus the attention of the voters on the 
proble.. of local government. In some counties, they won't do anything with it. 
But, you know, we could put a lot of these things in the constitution and noth~ng 

will happen. They'll just say we want to go on just the way it is. 

Mr. Carson: Set up a local option for townships? 

Mr. Fry: Yes, and establish the fact that they've got to settle on what they want. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Was your suggestion that there be a mandatory referendum at which 
the townships would decide whether they wanted to incorporate? 

Mr. Fry: No, not township incorporation. I want to go to the bigger problem of 
what kind of government we are going to have in the counties, and aive the voters 
of each county the opportunity to say, yes. we want to continue with township 
government; we want to give the county commission the opportunity to restructure 
itself or be restructured; and force:.llome Idecistons that we\ve iouncl out from 
history that aren't going to come out by initiative. If we wait for the citizens 
to organize and do it we run out of steam and nothing happens. I think that if we 
did it statewide, in every county at the same time. people would be interested in it. 

Mr. lusao: You could do that by state law couldn't you. Charlie? 

Hr. Fry: I think we should mandate it in the Constitution. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Would the ques tion. be "eball a co~ty charter be adoptedl1 or 
I1 shali a county charter cOD'lllisslon be electedl1 ? 

Mr. Fry: I'd rather deal with the alternatives on the type of government and not 
go through the charter part of it. We would ssy that on such and such a date the 
question shall be submitted to the voters of the state as it applies to their par
ticular counties. The first question would be to continue with tOwnship govern
ment. Secondly, do you give the commission the opportunity to select the commission 
manager or something comparable to a city manager1 Some of these things we've had 
recommended in a study of local government and some of the things we've talked about. 

Mrs. Eriksson: In other words, you'd put some alternates for county government on 
at the same time, is that what you would do? 

Mr. Fry: Hot all at the same time but dependirg on what happens ~n the firat 
question. 

Mr. Russo: Do you have to adopt a constitutional amendment first that you can 
make this kind of approach, is that correct? Then the next move is that anyone 
who is a resident of a county going to vote on determining whether toWnships shall 
exist .. in the county. M":". Russo noted that many detailS would have to be worked out. 

Mr. Carson: 1 wonder if it would be po~~ible that if the constitution had a pro
vision which required a mandatory vote in each county of the state to be counted 
separately - local option - in a series of years. Let's say that in November fol
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lowing the adoption of a constitutional amendment the first vote would be on whether 
a county charter commilsion shall be appointed (or whatever you do to see if they 
want a county charter in that county). That would force the issue in those counties. 

Mr. Russo: You could force that issue tmmediately, couldn't you? 

Mr. Carson: But nobody's doing it. 

Mr. 'ry: So we don't have to wait for local initiative to put the questions on. 

Mr. Carlon: If this is done Itatewide at the lame time, there could be a great deal 
more talk about it in the pre.s and you might get a better airing than you would 
otherwile. 

Mr. Kramer: If that were done, it could render the illue of township goverlllllent moot. 

Mr. Carson: Then the constitution would say that in those counties where the pro
position fails, the following year a proposition would be put on the ballot in 
that lame county with respect to whether .ome change in townships should be effected 
to give them additional powers or made more amenable to progrels. In other words, 
if the county charter route was lucceslful then you have the problem lolved. If 
it didn't pass in the county, you've still got the .... problem. And hODestly, all 
I'm laying is that in my county annexation bal been a dead hor.e for fifteen yearl. 
Nothing has happened, the city of Cincinnati has stayed right where it is and it 
will stay right where it i.e. The county charter i88U8 i. dead. Ie lot of u. think 
that that's the .olution, but right now nobody'. doing anything and it'l not 
working. And a lot of people live in areal where they don't have the powerl. The 
services aren't there. So there's a problem, and even though we .ay that this .y 
take away lome of the rights of municipalities to annex township. or to cODsolidate 
goverl\lll8nt, it'. not happening in my county, and it haln't happened for 8 nuJlber 
of year.. I think the local option ha. to be preserved here, and whatever we do 
in Hamilton County shouldn't affect Clark County. 

Mr. Cotherman: It would seem to me that 1£ there were a constitutional provision 
that forced the issue periodically on the county government, it would really render 
the other i8sue lIOot whether or not it was approved, because you can now legielativ
ely grant whatever powers you want to to township8. 

Mr. Carson: But they haven't. 

Mr. Gotherman: If you can't get it done legislatively, it's going to be a lot 
harder to get it done constitutionally. 

Mr. Fry: I think where we 8tand right now is the legislature's not inclined to 
do it and the townships aren't reque8ting it, and in a particular eounty you'll 
have some people stirred up who will say they can get alon8 without township•• 

Mr. Kramer: Historically, charters have been proposed only in a handful of counties 
out of the 88. And realistically, it's only in tbe larger counties where there 
have been or are likely to be any real sentiment for county charter form of govern
ment. It's probably an exerci8e in futility as to at leaet three-fourths of the 
counties to put thet question to the people. 

Mr. 'ry: I think the question would have activity In Springfield. 
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Mrs. Orfirer: I do think that it needs to apply only to a limited number of areas 
where there i, a problem. And I think that if your recommended county measures 
get passed, it is going to make it so much easier to get a county charter that 
you're going to see some action there without having to put it on the ballot 
statewide for people to take a vote on. 

Mr. Helsel: In those counties that have g~ten a charter or have voted on it, 
it's not been a problem getting a charter commission to best of mind, that which 
1 think is significant that the people 8ay. "something's not working". It seems 
to me it's been very easy to get a charter commission, at least in Lake County 
which 1 'm familiar." with. Of course, the charter went down because of the fears 
of taxation and everything else began to get raised and all the other items. But 
it begins to show that people are thinking about this. Now, if it were a periodic 
reView, it would be helpful, since 1 doubt they're going to try it in another ten 
years. 

Mr. Carson: By constitution? 

Mr. Helsel: However you can do it. Townships can be just as different as muni· 
clpalities. We've heard of two townships here - one that's completely rural and 
One that has trees, but there are townships that don't have trees and have 30 
foot lots. This type of township exists also, adjacent to municipalities, and 
they like it where they live with septic tanks on 30 and 40 foot lots. 

Mrs. Eriksson: The first question that you mentioned submitting was: do we want 
to have township government in this county. Nolan suggested the first question 
should be: shall we call a charter commission? I think these are two different 
ideas. 

Mr. Carson: Let' 8 8ay that the constituti on mandates the first issue would go 
on the ballot in November following the adoption, which would be::shall a charter 
commission for the county be elected? And if the answer in a county is yes, then 
the charter commission is elected and they follow the provisions in the consti 
tution. Is that right? For framing their charter? 

Mrs. Eriksson: Yes, the charter commission is elected and then the charter is sub
mitted. 

Mr. Carson: The charter is submitted by law to the voters. I wonder if this 
second constitutionally mandated vote would be that if in a county the first vote 
is no against a charter commission then you have to go back to the voter with 
i8sue number 2. Or if after 3 years, say, if they initially vote to elect a 
COmadBsion, but within 3 years or some period of time, a charter isn't adopted, 
then in those counties you would go back to the voters with issue number 2. And 
issue number 2 is an issue which would do something about these urban unincorpor
ated areas. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Nolan, you're assuming then that if the answer on issue number 1 
is yes, and that a charter commission is elected and a charter adopted that pro· 
bleme in the urban townships will be subsumed in whatever kind of charter. 

Mr. Carson: 1 assume so. But at least the county has attacked the problem and 
they have come up with a solution, in other words, they've voted on a solution. 
And 1 wonder if the constitution should go any f~ber than that in the county. 
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Mr. Russo: What happens if they turn down the charter? Are you going to mandate 
another election? 

Hr. Carson: Then you mandate another election. I'm not lure what the i8sue ia. 

Mr. RU8.0: I just want to point out that to me that the significance of what 
you're .aying has not really penetrated to a lot of U8 becau.e we're practically 
coming to the kind of a governmental concept that .ay. we're telling you what to 
do and when to do :I. t. I can' t buy that kind of a theory because it's the next 
Itep to fa.cbm or cOlllDUnilm. You're telling them practically, "now we're goial 
to make you vote untU you eat th:18. II 

Mr. Carlon: First of all, we're goins to the voters and saying: now here'. a 
constitutional amendment which provides these thing.. Vote yes or no first of all 
on the amendment that would set up this mandated vote. I'm not talking about a 
periodic vote. I'm talking about for the first time in this state having all of 
the counties decide. They're all changed in character from what they were when 
they were created. 

Mr. Runo: I would even go 80 far as to say mandate the change without a vote of 
the people. 

Mrs. Orfirer: What would your reacUon be to just simply providing in the consti 
tution that the general a.aembly shall pr~vlde for a referendum on forms of govern
ment? 1 don't like spelling it out in the constitution the vote on charter com
m:188ion and whether you want townships. vote on this, and .pelling out how Dt8Dy 
yeaTI apart. 

Hr. Fry: The general a888mbly won't do anything. 

Mr. Carlon: If mandated, there would be a thorough airing of the issues scatewide 
which I think would be beneficial. 

Mr. Strozdas: The interest of cities here la affected. The rural towships 
which are self-contained and the people who live there probably farm or work or 
have all of their contacts or associations within that townships, these things 
really don't affect cities too much. But the other kind of township, the kind 
Mr. Car.on was talking about i8 not self-cODtained. They're interdepeudent. The 
city and the township have too mu~ in common for the townahip to be too independent, 
from our point of view, of the problems of the urban area. I think the prahleDlS 
we have are that the people who live in tbetown.hip, it~. an enclave that really 
retreats from the problema that they're a part of. And this bothers us. Somehow, 
you've got to remain a part of the problema that you're a part of. I~..·gen.ral
bing, but for those of U8 in city government this 18 a real problem. 

Mr. Carson: I don't live in the Village of Indien Rill., but the whole city of 
Cincinnati is economically aDd morally run out of the village of Indian Rills. 

Mr. Strozdas: We can't isolste oUTselves and I think this is what some urban 
townships would like to do. 

Mr. Car.on: I'm trying to recognize pTactlcal1tles and the practicalities of my 
county 1s that the city of Cincinnati is not going to expand. They don't want to, 
the city doesn't want to and the people outside don!~ want to go in the city. 
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Mr. Fry: Then in the county the township govern~ent is going to be the government. 

Mr. Carson: Yes, sir. And the solution to this problem in my county is an ef
fective county government and an effective city ~overnment working together. 

~r8. Orfirer: Do you think that their basic desire is to retain their identity? 

Mr. Carson: Yes. It's very much so. I don't think they necessarily want to remain 
a township. They don't want to be annexed tG the city of Cincinnati. 

Mrs. Orfirer: So they want to be a separate entity and maintain their roots a8 a 
c01lllllunity and their involvement as their own community as it now exists. You don't 
think they would be particularly opposed, then, to incorporating as long as they 
retain their separate identity. 

Mr. Carson: I don't know, but I don't think so. 

Mrs. Orfirer: We've asked Gene to draft something and 1 think then we can discus8 
it a little more specifically. Looking at this draft providing for adopting a 
charter at the time of incorporation, isn't it possible to set it up so that it 
could be a concurrent vote, so that you're not only voting on setting up a charter 
but on incorporation? 

Mr. kramer: The constitution provides that a municipal corporation may adopt a 
charter. Until such time as an area is incorporated and is a municipal corporation 
there is no way that it can adopt a charter. It has to incorporate first and elect 
the 6fficers and then adopt a charter. Under this proposal the general assembly 
would have to enact aome provisions here, first of all, to define what a territory 
proposed to be incorporated as a municipal corporation would be ~ in which a majority 
of adult freeholders have signed a petition and submit it to the county commi88ioners. 
What you could do then is provide for a period during which or a method by which 
the question of choosing a charter commission within that defined territory would 
be submitted, and to elect a charter commission from within that territory to frame 
a charter and submit it to the people within that same area, and the ch8r~er, if 
approved, would become effective to provide for the government of that area when 
it becomes a municipal corporation. That's a legislative question, and the general 
assembly has provided this for incorporation. This doesn't address itself to. that 
que.tion, as to how incorporation takes place. 

Mrs. Eriksson: It would just presumably hold up the incorporation until the charter 
question is submitted. 

Mrs. Orfirer: It just seems to me that you go through all of this business of ap
pointing a charter commission, writing a charter, and it could sit there. 

Mr. Kramer: No, it wouldn't sit there because the question would be settled. The 
incorporation would simply be delayed until the charter is approved. If the charter 
was not approved, then the incorporation would proceed, as prOVided by law. 

Mr. Carson: Is this really a substantive change? 

Mr. Kramer: One of the arguments that has been raised by township people is that 
a deterrent to incorporation is the form of government that the township would have 
to use when it becomes a municipal corporation and that they don't like the village 
form of government. It's too complex for their needs. But if they could incor

~~':: !? f:l 
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porate with 8 different form of government, they'd do so. This would simply permit 
the incorporation to take place with a form of government chosen by the people. 
The charter form of government is neither village nor city; it', whatever the 
people want. 

Mr. Carson: You .aid that if you go to the statutory form, you adopt the v111age 
form of statutory government. I think maybe I'm one minded, but the kind of town
.hips I!m taking about aren't vUlages. They would be cities iaaediately. 

Mr. Kramer: Again, that's a statutory problem because the statute now provides 
that you incorporate as a village first. Even if there are more than S,OOD people. 
Let'. a••ume a hypotbetical township or a hypothettcal area within a towaahip that 
wants to incorporate and they know that prior to their attempt to incorporate, they 
would Uke to have a particular form of government that would be provided by a 
charter. There's no way under the eXlating con.titution aDel statutea that they 
could avoid the necea.ity of incorporattna fir.t a. a villase, having statutory 
form of goverD1llllnt, and then going through the proce.. , wbich takes approxt..tely 
two years, a. to convert to a charter form of govel'Dlll8nt. In the meantime, you 
bave to elect the statutory officers and tben provide for getttug rid of thea. So 
thb addreeaea itself to that kind of situation, whicb I •••ume is very l1ll1te4 in 
the number of are.. that migbt be .ffected. 

Mr. Hell.l: If the proble_ that we're talking about reside in urban towuhips, 
ought we not to provide that the incorporation procedure and the charter commi.sion 
and all would apply only to township. above a certain population? 

Mr. lCramer : The s tatutes already do that. You can't ·even propose to incorporate 
an area unless it has a certain minimum population, population density and as.e,.ed 
valuation. Any area wishing to incoqx»rate is subject to the s.. standards a8 
the .tatute provides now. 

Mr. Helael: But here you're talking about ',000 people spread out over a 50 aquare 
mile area. 

Mr,. EriklBon: They couldn't incorporate because they wouldn't meet the density 
requirement. 

Mr. Kramer: They would have to comply with whatever statutory providoD there was. 
There's no constitutional prOVision for incorporation. 

Mr. lIelsel: I understand that but that statute could be changed to allow the kiDd 
of township that he lives in to incorporate and thb certainly 18u't what we're 
after, is it? 

Mr. Kramer: Tta t's right, but the question then would be whether you want to pro
vide the incorporation standards in the constitution. There have never been in 
Ohio any standards provided in the constitution as to incorporation. I". always 
been a statutory matter, and the 3-mile limit for incorporation is .tatutory a1.0. 

Mr. Fry: I don 't llke putt1ng statutory matters in the constitution. What we really 
want is something very simple, but a. a political real1ty, 1 don't think we'~a loina 
to get the general as.embly to address themeelvee to reor8anizina local government. 

Mr. Kramer: As a matter of pollt1cal reallty, though, it's true that when you look 
at both Canadian and American experience, that proves that county or regional gov
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ernment in the United States moves at a glacial pace - that the only place we're 
really seeing something like effective regional government is in Canada where it 
come. as a result not of local action and the people determining themselves that 
they want regional government but as a result of. the ability of the legislatures 
to mandate this kind of government despite the uishes of the people in those areas. 

Mr. Fry: Why did the Canadian parliament or regional government mandate these 
changes and we don't do it here in the states? 

Mr. Kramer: Because they have the power to do it. 

Mr. Fry: We have the power to do it right now. 

Mr. Gotherman: Local option is not part of their way of life. 

Mr. Kramer: The residual power has always been there in the legislature and they 
have exercised it and they have provided for effective regional government. It 
is a real difference. In the United States there are very few examples of county 
charter government being adopted or anything like a regional government being 
adopted s. a result of locsl initiative. A fairly recent example, of course, is 
the Indianapolis-Marion County situation which is not a full-fledged county gov
ernDent. The Commission has already proposed a very important change that would 
affect s11 of the counties by giving counties legislative powers. 

Mr. Carson: But that's not done by the legislative authority - it's presented to 
the people, which is a big difference from what you were talking about in canada. 

Mr. Helsel: We may go through some different times and some different situations 
which may lead to it being a little easier to accept regional government. If we 
go to national land use policies on a regional level, I can envision municipalities 
wanting to get together in order to have more power and say so in the region. 
Beyond the county level, to get them to say. "Hey, maybe we need to do something," 
right now there's no good excuse or reason to do it. 

Mr. kramer: I tend to think, especially with the reapportionment of the legislature 
and the greater representation from urban areas, it's very doubtful that those in
corporation standards are going to be generally relaxed. Obviously, it could 
become a constitutional problem if it were a question of such magnitude that there 
wae a great danger of incorporation in areas that shouldn't be incorporated and 
the legislature was not taking care of the problem - then it would be 8 GAtter 
for the constitution. It's a question of whether that situation exists now. I 
think one matter to be considered seriously in connection with this draft. This 
procedure would be somewhat different from that of a municipal corporation that's 
already existing because there you have an established territory and you have a 
legislative authority already established that can put the question on the ballot, 
or you have readily available means of determining who the people who sigh the 
petition are. And that's the reason why this section is init1atied with the words 
"under regulations provided by law" because this is a case where the legislature 
would have to act to establish the means by which you determine the area that's 
involved and the time periods and how you would delay the consideration of an 
incorporation petition, at what point you would get that before you would submit 
the question of choosing the charter commission. And another question that's 
raised too is the question of p~ying the expenses of the charter commission for 
its work and for mailing of copies of the charter. In the municipal corporation 
situation that clearly is a municipal expenditure. and in the suggested amendments 
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to ••ction 8 of Article XVIII that the committee and the Commission have already 
approved that this is spelled out explicitly that the municipal corporation is 
to provide for this. Where you have territoriea propo8ed to be incorporated 
which mayor may not be a township or part of a townahip or parts of two or more 
tOWD.bip., you don f t have oy readily dllceruible body which should be responlible 
for thea. coate. And it aee. that the question would be difficult to .olve in 
the conatitution, .0 that this is something also tha~ the geaeral as.embly would 
have to provide for, pOlsibly by means of having the county pay for it anct then 
when the municipality 11 incorporatad, tbey would re1lllbur•• the COUllty - something 
to tbat effect. 

Mr. Car.on: Could I ,ullelt 8 very • imp Ie alternative, Gene? That ia, in our· 
report recca.end to the legislature that they eliminate the city to village 
.tep, the villase atep by .tatute when an area;of over 5,000 i. tDvolved. 

M1'8. Erik••on: Our plan is to make such a recoaaendadon 80 that you could in
corporate directly as a city under the atatutory fora. You still would be re
quired to adopt the city fona of gowrament and then chooee a charter c01llllillion. 

M1'. Caraon: What about a Village now going into a city? Do they have to first 
become a city before they can adopt a charter? 

Mr. Kramer: Ho, a village can adopt a charter, which would carry over when they 
becoa a city. 

Mr. Car.on: It s.ems like a mechanical thing, and I ju.e wonder whether it's 
all that important. 

Mr. Haleel: Do you feel that it's wi•• to have a cOD.titutional nt to 
provide for thil charter arranaement prior to incotporation? 

Mr. Kramer: How elee do you do it, The problem i. until you have a lllUDicipality 
which hal the leaislative authority uDder the present constitutional language, ~ 

there f. no way to .ubmit the question of choosing a charter cOllll1.s10n. Because 
under aectiOD.8 the leaialative authority of the municipality has to submit the 
que.tion. 

Mr. Car.on: Who was it who made this susae.tion? 

Mr. Kramer: No one • it was just ODe of the proposala which ha. surfaced in all 
the town.hip questions. that have been rataed. I suppose one factor to consider 
1s how much application it actually ha. and that probably is impol.ible to deter
aiDe. But there does seem to be in the exi.tins .yatem a aap there which perhaps 
logically .hOuld be fl11ed. The people of an area.., wish to incorporate. they 
ma,. have a very 100d idea of the kiDd of soven.nt they would like to have, but 
the oul,. way they can set it i. to incorporate firlt BId e.tabUsh a statutory 
fo~ of government and adopt their preferred form of ,overnment. 

Mr. Carson: It might juat be a great idea for them to practice a couple of years in 
the statutory fo~ where the rule. are pretty well e.tabli.hed before they write 
their own charter. 

Mr. RUI.o: Most charters are exactly the same. 

Mr. Kr-.er: They're very much the 8ame and of course it's po..ible in the charter 
:'?, ;ii 1"-' ") 
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to adopt great amounts of the statutoTy pToYiaione and make only thoae few changes 
that you wish to have. Thatls what a charter is all about. People can do as 
little or aa much al you want. I think that if there is a real problem in the 
form of government upon incorporation then this is a provision that could lolve 
the problem. 1t ls 8 matter of judgment 88 to whether this 1s 8 ~eriou8 enough 
problem to require a proposed constitutional solution. 

Mrs. Eriksson:, Does any member of the committee have any feelings about it? 
It was agreed to consider it again • 

Hr. Kramer: Let us look at the draft for a new section 2 of Article X. Most of 
the dbcus8ion has .~eentered around this distinction between so-called urban and 
so-called rural townships. There are-real problems with overclassification. If 
townships can fall into those two general categories, and if, as 1s suggested here, 
the general assembly really would be able to determine the dividing line between 
the two classes - it would not be a rigid population figure as is provided for 
municipalities which are either cities or villages. It is interesting that using 
these tools of being able to divide the townships into two classes and determine 
the ba.is of classification that maybe the general assembly really could provide 
for the necessary differences in government and powers of the two kinds of townships. 
Obviously. if three or more would be required, there'd be a change. They do 8eem 
to fall into two gene~al classes - those so-called urban townships which a~e in 
metropolitan areas surrounding cities and the rest are rural. The section is not 
really intended, except for that provision. to make any change 1n existing law. 

Mr. Gotherman: Except for providing for classification, canlt the general aS8embly 
do all the things that are outlined now? 

Mr. Kramer: Yes, 80 that's not an attempt to change existing law. If you look at 
the language of existing A~ticle X, section 2 you find that its really 8 mixture 
of Bome very specific powers rather than being, as in the case of Article X, sec
tion 1, relatina to counties and Article XVIII, section 2. relating to municipal
ities, a general statement of the power of the general assembly with respect to 
that particular form of government. 

Mr. Carson: But the courts have held that the legislature does have the power 
to do all these things, even though the I constitution seems to be rather specific 
in them. Can the legislature change boundaries? 

Mr. Kramer: t •• , e~re are many provision for the way that township boundaries 
are changed and townships are abolished. When the township becomes co-extensive 
with the municipality the township is automatically abolished. In some cases 
though. if incorporation takes place, a new municipality may be entirely within 
a township and part of the township also exists outside the municipality. then 
generally the township continues to exist so that you can be a resident of both 
8 township and a municipality. 

Mr Carson: Could the legislature today just abolish a township and incorporate it 
into an adjoining township? 

Mr. Kramer: Not by special law. but by general law. After all the incorporation, 
20 square miles have to be left over. If the remaining township is less than 20 
square milijs have to be left over. If the remaining township is less than 20 
square miles, it automatically goes to an adjacent township. There are quite a 
few provisions relating to township organization and they get to be fairly complex. 
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But there'. no real question about the ability of the general assembly to do that 
a. long a. it's done by general law. 

Mr•• Erik.son: If tbe general as.embly wanted to abolish all t~shtps, could it 
do that? 

Mr. Xr_r: That's a question which can be raised and to which we have had no 
real answer but lince the township. exi.ted before the state, it can be argued that 
the Conatitutions of 1802 and 1851 were adopted within that framework of existing 
towIl.hip. recognizin8 that they're permanently embeelded in the Con.titution. So 
parbap. the general ..seably could not abolish them altogether, but I don't know 
whether tbat araUMnt would be upheld by the Supreme Court. If the general a..e1IIbly 
wanted to do tbat. tbi8 provision providing for the ell.solution of townships pro
bably would obviate that arsument. This is the .... language that's u.ed for 
municipalitie8 • organization, cODlolidation, diVision, dis.olution, alteration of 
boUDdarie, 1n govem.nt. That is deliberately patterned after that. 

Mrs. Brik,scm: As recODlDend.d by the cOlllllittee. It', not the existing language. 

Mr. Kramer: One of the real problems of the larger townships doe, relate to the 
fo~ of government. When you look at the listing of township power. and duties 
that are provided and all of the things that they can do, you see that there 1. 
quite a fo~idable lilt of cbtngs for a township trustee to undertake ancl they 
might be better off with the government more on the model of the municipal type of 
goverameot. !his would permit the general assembly. if it chose to do so, to pro
vide a different form of government for those townships as compared to the rural 
townships. 

Mr. Car.on: Have you analyzed what aren't in this 11s t of powers? 

Mr. Kr..r: They don't have utility powers, they don't have power to levy an 
income tax al municipalities clo. 

Mr. Carson: How about sw1aaing pools? 

Mr. Kramer: It's part of park, and recreation faciliti8s. 

Mr. Carson: You're telling us that township. have almolt as ID81JY power8 a. muni
cipalities. Probably, they've got all they need. And that's just contrary to' 
what everybocly's been saying. 

Mr. Kr.-r: I think there is some lack of recopition. OIl the part even of urban 
township•• a8 to what they really can do and many of these thing. are of fairly 
recent Vintage too. There'. been a great deal of amendment of the tOWllship ,.ctlona 
in recent years. In practically every session of the seneral assembly they've been 
aclding to those township powers. 

Mr. Carson: Would it be possible to have a list of those missing powers put in? 

•
 

•
 

•
 
•
 

•
 

•
 

•
 
• 

• 

Mrs. Briks80n: Certainly it would be pos8ible to compare the township power. with 
tha statutory powers - cities that operate under statutory p1aa. But because. as 
you waU know, the meaning of h01ll8 rule may mean that there are things that cities • 
can do that they .maybe don't even know about, it would be kind of hard to .ay that 
we have an exhaustive list. 

•
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Mr. Gotherman: It is less a problem what they're legally empowered to do than it 
is what they're physically and organizationally structured to do. With 3 township 

•	 trustees who work on a limited part-time basis, even with all these powers, you're
 
really not physically structured in most townships to assume these powers. Or
 
financially. I think that's a far bigger problem really than having the powers.
 

Mr. Kramer: There is a governmental problem in the provision here for classifying 
that would permit the general assembly to provide a different form of government 

•	 to handle these problems. 

Mrs. Erik.son: 1 looked at a number of studies of annexation proposals and the 
molt outstanding problem that the township people expressed in those studies was 
the lack	 of adequate sewer and water facilities - their inability to acquire those 
service.	 or demand them from the neighboring municipality or pay for them even 1f 

•	 they had the power to buy them. 

Mr. Carson: Gene,isn't really what you're saying that they have everything they 
need except their organization is deficient? 

• Mr. Kramer: Most of the ability to levy taxes is only with the vote of the people. 
They do have a share of the ten mills. For road improvements they have a share 

• 

of the state gasoline and prices taxes. And they can charge fees for refuse collec
tion and disposal service and they can levy assessments for road improvements also. 
They do have some limited funding and the structure is not really conducive to 
carrying out the full range of powers. Three elected townships trustees, an 
elected clerk treasurer - that's the basic structure of the whole government. They 
can e.tablish a full-fledged police department, a fire department and have all of 

• 

those officers. But there's no structure of safety department, service depart~nt, 

administrative agencies to carry out a lot of these powers that might make them 
more effective in the larger townships. But I think it's difficult to say that 
town.hip. simply don't have a large number of the so-called urban-type powers. In 
many areas you'll find that in the case of hospitals and fire protection that the 
townships are really on an equal footin& wIth the municipalities because they form 
these joint hospital districts or joint fire districts - even joint police districts
much operating in commin in those areas. 

Mr. Carson: What do we say with respect to classification of counties? 
• 

• Mrs. Eriksson: Not more than 4. 

• 

Mr. Strozdas: One thing that you don't "lant is to end up with a municipality and 
you call it a township. If the goal is to stop the proliferation of municipalities, 
then you don't want to fool yourself by giving more powers and tell them you're 
calling them a township when you could not lool at it and distinguish it from a 
municipality in terms of powers and structures. 

Mr. Carson: But the legislature has that power now. do they not? 

• 
Mr. Strozdas: Yes, 1 would think they probably can make townships into municipal
ities just by giving them additional powers. I don't know whether they could give 
them those broad home rule powers or not, whether they could give them just a broad 
grant of	 power or whether they would have to enumerate powers. 

Mr. Carson: This wouldn't permit that either' a broad grant of home rule power? 

.... '" ,.. , ..... ,-.". 
•	 ...~.•~. l':"~.) 
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Mr. Kramer: I don't think so. It seems to me tbat if the general assembly can by 
single act give the townships what amount to home rule powers. then Article XVIII, 
seetiOl\ 3, ia pretty superfluous. 

Mr. Got"rman: Why would you want more than two classes? 

Mrs. Brike.on: With respect to municipal corporations. tbe cla8sification 11 mean
inal••• partly becau.e of the ability to adopt charterl. But we're aSlumina here 
that the aeneral a••embly would provide a different kind of structure and po.sibly 
dlffer~nt power~. 

Mr. Carson: If thi. comaaitte. end the full CODID18sicm did decide on a different 
claslification sy.tem or categories for counties, ~ question 18 ~hether we felt 
IIOre than two was necessary for counties. 18 there any realon why that same philo
lophy .houldn't apply with respect to township.? 

Mr. Itramer: It'. one of thelle thiDgs thee. very d1fficult to detS:lline because 
you're talking about something of which you really don't har e any experience. You 
bave to l118ke what you hope 18 an educated gueS8. the nUllllber 4 for countle. i.s 
fairly arbitrary. OrigiDally there was no limit recOllllll8nded - it was left to the 
discretion of the general a••embly. Just workina on the basia of all of the dis
cussion that has been presented to the committee thus far as to the township•• 
nobody has really attempted to break this down any farther than urban and rural. 
And from ., own experience. I tend to think that thole represent probably two 
broad categories that Probably would suffice. 1 doubt that problems of your town
shiP. Holan. are that ~uch different from the relatively 81D811 number of similarly 
.ituatad town.hips in othel aountie•. that are around major cities. 

Mr. Gotherman: In my experience with tOWll.hips. you don't find that large difference 
that you find with counties. Cuyahoga County i. a lot different from franklin CoUIIty • 
and that', a lot different from Clark County which i8 quite different from Vinton 
County. But in town.hips. you're either Uke Boardman or the 'tOwnship that you're 
in) wbere you're next to a llUIIicipal1ty feeling the growth. or you're out in the 
country. In some case. the.e two are right side by side. 1 think in our situation, 
the township, right next to us have an urban characteristic and then right next to 
them have a hlghly rural· they're jU8t entirely rural· IDOstly fat'1DS. 

Mr. Kramer: Townships. just in the way th~y're establi.bed, h~e a fairly uniform 
size which is anot~r very much distinguishing ch8rae~eri8tic from either the muni
cipalities or counties. Some of the townships have been cut down in size because 
of annexation. but they don't have a great disparity in geographical she that the 
counties have. There is not. of course, the great differences in population.· 

Mr. Strozdas: I think there are real hazards in classifying cowttes and townships 
really. 1 think this begina to result in legislation which is applicable only to 
ons or two counties - special legislation - and it would seem to me that leglelation 
which ie passed for the good of the largest coun~ should be equally applicable to 
the smaller counties. Mr. Strozdas presented the Municipal League's position on 
townships. which will be submitted later. It was agreed to again invite township 
representative. and county representatives to be present at the next meetins. to 
be held on the afternoon of June 17. 

The meeting was adjourned. 
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• O.l~.L. DISCUSSION OUTLWE - TO"..~::';HIP PC.iERS 

June 5, 1974 

•
 
1. TOI-Jl1ships should remain D. u:-ansitioa foreT' C govcrnm(~nt. in u'cban are<ls.
 

That is, tm.mship l;ovcrnmcnt should se::rvc, those needs of po?uloUol1 centers
 

located in unincorporated territory only ~urin8 th~ p?ricd of transition from 

rural to urhan. After the areR is urbanized it should be available to existing 

•
 municipD.I corporations by annexation.
 

• 

a. In limited circllmstances, ne,) cor,u'luniti,'~; may need to be incorporated as 

municipal corpor<.lti.olls. But the c:ci V~ri<l antl n;cthod of incorporD.tion should 

be determined by legislative action of the Ge:neral Assentbly, not constitu-' 

tional mandate. 

• 
2. Why not offer, by consL:itution31 an~enJmcl1t, the right of t;lC people in each 

county to vote every 10 years to do m:3)' \-Jith tC",vnship govcrnrr.ents in the county. 

(A crunty by county vote mandDted by the cons:.-L:Jtion.) 

• 
3. If expanded tonship powers are needed, thc~ this should be a concern of 

the genenll assembly and not constitution"ly ma.dated. 

4. Expanded township powers would result in a ~unicip21 corpor&tion by another 

name. 

• a. Problem of some lTIunicip<Jlities (n;ost villages and some cities) being 

in an existing township. 

b. Would bring about a further proli feratio'n of viable local units of 

• government at a time when consolidation should be encouraged. 

c. Would practically stop all future annexations of unincorporated ter

ritory to existing municipalities and cause them to suffer economically 

and socially du~ to an inability to have rc~sonable expansion of their 

boundaries. 

5. Giving to\oJllships more powers would wake the future role of county government 

• less viable. The goal should be t.o limit local government units providing other 

•
 



-2-	 •than	 special [unctions, to lOunicipalities and counties. 

6. Townships cllrcady helve limited poltJers in most areas including: police, fire, 

mad and street, and various legislative powers such as zoning, etc. •a.	 Only powers not granted are utility services and broad legislative pOwers. 

b. Taxing power of township is governed by the legislature. They may now
 

tax property and transient lodgings. (hotel-motel tax on establishments in
 

unincorpo~ated areas)
 • 
c. Municipalities have more taxing powers only in the taxation of income
 

and permissive motor vehicle license taxes. (where the county has not levied
 •the	 tax) 

d. Greater powers can be granted by the General Assembly, whether limited
 

or more general po,,'Jers.
 •
7.	 Ironic that even now townships can have a profound effect upon cities, but 

cities	 have none on townships. 

Generally - residents reaping benefits of the cities without any of the •
responsibilities. 

• 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Local Government Committee 
June 17, 1974 

Summary 

The Local Government Committee met on June 17 in House Room 11 of the State 
House in Columbus. Present were committee members Nolan Carson, Reps. Charles Fry, 
Anthony Russo and Sam Speck; and Edwin Heminger. Mrs. Eriksson, Director of the 
Commission attended. Also present were Chester Hummell representing the Township 
Trustees and Clerks Association, Frank Weikel, Township Truste& Springfield Township, 
Hamilton County. W. Emerson Rhoades. Township Trustee from Delhi Township. Hamilton 
County, representing the townships. Norman Sponseller, Stark Countv Commissioner, 
Donald Kauffman, Richland County Commissioner, Richard McFarland, Fairfield County 
Commissioner. representing the counties, Sue Cave of the Ohio Municipal League, Ed 
Loewe of the Ohio Chamber of Commerce, and Lois Mills of the League of Women Voters. 

Mrs. Eriksson: This meeting is being held for the purpose of obtaining the opinions 
of township representatives. It was also suggested at the last meeting that we ask 
the County Commissioners Association to invite some county commissioners, and the 
Ohio Municipal League is represented. We did have some Municipal League members, 
some city officials at our last meeting and those city officials did make a state
ment and expressed their thoughts on what the constitution should or should not do 
about townships, which is of course the basic question that is before us. 

Mr. Carson asked Mr. Hummell to begin. He noted that Mr. Hummell's prior statement 
had been distributed to all members. 

Mr. Hummell: Mr. Chairman, I really have nothing new to add to the general state
ment I made here some 2 years ago. In summary, our association feels that the main 
problem that perhaps this commission should address itself to is the lack of 
authority of the first level of local governments to serve the people in the un
incorporated areas. In reference to my statement, this problem was solved in 1912 
for municipalities when they received home rule power from the Ohio Constitution. 
And at that ttme, there was no demonstrated need for this power or anything similar 
to it for the unincorporated areas because they were so sparsely populated. We 
all know what's happened in the interim. We have many areas, I won't classify 
them politically, but many areas in the unincorporated parts of the state that are 
heaVily populated now and by reason of the heavy population they have problems 
now that municipalities had some 60 or 70 years ago. The townships, like the 
counties, as you all know, have only the authority specifically granted to them by 
the state legislature, whose other incidental powers must necessarily be inferred 
from the specific grants of power. By and large, the Ohio general assembly has 
done a pretty good job of granting townships the authority to meet the major pro
blems for unincorporated area and I fefer, for example, to zoning, police protection 
and fire protection. But there are problems that are of such a nature that they 
are peculiar only to certain localities. For example, a problem might arise in 
Delhi Township in Hamilton County that would not be prevelant in one of the large 
townships in Mahoning County. In the same way, we have problems in Cincinnati that 
aren't common in Youngstown. But if we have problems in Cincinnati that aren't 
common in Youngstown, the municipalities can solve these problems as they come up 
by reason of their home rule powers. It is our feeling, in summary, that this 
legislature should address itself to a means of providing a solution to these pro
blems which is really what the people of Ohio need. Some criticize granting a 
certain measure of home rule power to townships, saying that this looks like the 
same power municipalities have. And I say, yes it does, and there is no reason to 
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apologize for this at all unless we take the position that the p~ople in an unin
corporated area just aren't quite worthy of the same type of government that the 
people in the incorporated areas are. Very simply, and to vastlf oversimplify the 
situation, the people in many of these highly populated UDincorp9rated areas have 
the same problems as the municipalities have and we feel should ~ave the same tools 
in their local level of government to solve these problems. Thete have been 
efforts made in this session of the Ohio General AS8embly in that direction, I'm 
very happy to say. Some of these take the approach of grapting certain statutory 
authority to townships which they don't now have - another took the position of 
granting certain limited statutory authority to counties that they do not have. 
We feel, in our association, that county government certainly should be granted 
powers but we do not feel that the county can provide the whole answer to the 
unincorporated areas in its boundaries any more than they can provide the answers 
to the incorporated areas, because county government represents the entire county. 
We would like to see county government strengthened so they can adequately serve 
the people, but also thin,It there is a real pressing, and a long overdue, need to 
have additional authority at the township level. We think this should be on the 
perm18sive basis. By that I mean, it should be on the basis that the people in 
the township should be able to elect to have this authority. And I say this be
cause out of the 1320 townships in the state, probably certainly fewer than lot 
have problel1ll today that they cannot .olve with.·their present statu tory form of 
local governments. And these len. or fewer today need some additional authority to 
satisfy the needs of the people. I could take the time of this commission to 
give maybe certain illustrations but I don't want to do that now. Illustrations 
of problems that, say, my local government can handle because I happen to live in 
a little village ill Franklin County. 1 go outside of my village limits, and my 
neighbor outside of the limits has the same problem but he has to come to the 
state legislature to get them solved. This puts a tremendous burden on the state 
legislature, which is flooded with bills every year dealing with county and town
ship problems. We could minimize their problems and yet do a better job for the 
people in unincorporated areas if we would grant some general authority at the 
local level. Mr. Chairman, I beUeve that would be my general statement here. I 
hope to enter into discussion later. 

Mr. F~y: Mr. Chairman and township representatives, I think that the sentiment 
has been at our local government committee meetings to give more authority of the 
home rule nature to both county and township governments where you really need it. 
Where you've got large populations - you're the real government. I know in 
Hamilton COunty you've got several townships like that. Now, are there other 
areas where it's hard to justify township government? And do you think if we 
gave the people a chance to say "we want a charter type or a home rule type of 
government in our township", there would be other areas where the voters in the 
county might be given the opportunity to say "our problems are such that we could 
get along without that extra level of government". 

Mr. Weikel: The only thing that we're asking for is permissive legislation. We 
feel that there are townships and there are areas that don't want this - they
don't need it. 

Mr. Fry: Do they even want township governments that now exist? 

Mr. Weikel: Yes. I might a little later on in some prepared remarks answer that. 

•
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•
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•
 

•
 
Mr. Hummell: Under a very recent revision of the Illinois Constitution, a vote on 
the question of whether or not a township government should be retained 1s permitted. 

~,.r' r'- ·...:.'~.,O • 
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It is my understanding that the county commissioners can put this on the ballot.
 
That issue was put on the ballot last year, and in some few townships with very
 

•	 sparse populations and the overwhelming vote there was to retain it. 

Mr. Fry: Could each county go its own way? 

Mr. Hummell: That's my understanding of the constitutional provision. 

•	 Mr. Loewe: If the township ceases to exist then it no longer becomes a subdivision 
of the county and idS just part of the county with no boundary lines or service areas. 

Mr. Rhoades: That's the way it is in Kentucky right now. 

•
 
Mr. Carson inquired about township pcpulation.
 

Mr. Russo: Why don't townships want to become municipalities? What is the great 
disadvantage? 

Mr. Hummell: I think there are certain provisions in the statutes right now which 
prohibit townships from incorporating. For example, they could not meet, perhaps, 

.. the population density requirement.
 

•
 

Mr. Russo: Those that don't have that kind of a population wouldn't want to in

corporate anyhow. But those that can incorporate - those that have the population 

those that are saying, "give us the privileges that we are asking from the legis

lative body but we want to remain townships". Why is that?
 

Mr. Hummell: If you had a township that could, under statute, incorporate and 
doesn't want to, I don't know. One very big hurdle now is the prohibition against 
incorporation if you're within 3 miles of the existing municipality. 

•
 Mr. Carson asked Mr. Weikel to proceed.
 

Mr. Weikel: I'm a newspaper columnist for the Cincinnati Enquirer~ I'm in the 
second term of township trustee in Springfield Township. Hamilton County, Ohio. 
I'm vice	 president of the county association a~l. a member o~ the board of directors 

• 
of the state association. If 1 might, for those of you who aren't familiar with 
the compleXities of metropolitan townships, let me give you some examples of what 
we in Springfield Township and urban townships, in general, face. Our population 
is near the 45,000 mark. It includes 76 miles of township roads which we must 
maintain. Twenty-five miles of county roads are patrolled by our police in addition 
to this. We have a couple of miles of state highway and a small portion of inter· 
state highway. Last year we had, at one time or another, 66 different people on 
our township payroll. This breaks down to road crews 10 full time employees. We 
have a 25 hour a week time-keeper, we have our own police department, full time -23 
members. Our patrolmen are payed a minimum of $10,500 a year up to the ranking 
chief which is dose to $15,000. We have crossing guards at our school locations . 

• 
10. We have a fire prevention officer, two recreation coordinators, a zoning board 
secretary, a zoning board of appeals secretary. a zoning inspector, legal counsel, 
and four SUnmler help employees. We have township zoning, as 1 mentioned, and this 
requires us to appoint without pay a 5-member zoning board of commissioners and a 
5-member zoning board of appeals. We have appointed an advisory commission to help 
us on recreation, also serving without pay - 9 more people. In addition, Springfield 
township operates a volunteer bureau staff to provide senior citizens and other qual
ified individuals with supplementary social security income information and helps 

•
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the~ get food stamps and other things that we feel 1s close to ~ur own area that they 
might not be able to get it by going downtown to county gover~nt. The town.hip 
supplies fire protection and ambulance services for 9 different fire districts. 
Our budget last year topped $1,500,000 and we anticipate submitting a budget this 
year close to $2,000,000: That gives you a biief thumbnail sketch ot the complex
ities of the metropolitaD town.hip. 

Now, let me move, if I might, to why it's impoTtant for you to as.ist the 
town.hips on thi.. As you know, today is the second anniversary of Watergate. 
And the people have lost confidence in molt areas of government with one exception
township government. It's the oldest form of government and stUl untainted by 
.cancial. The trustees and clerk. run, like judges, on nou-parUsan ballots. 
It's the closest form of government to the people. To aDlwer an earlier question, 
it is also an economical form of government, which the citizens like. It still 
has the favor of the cOlllDunity. However, ladies and gentlemen, we must have some 
tools to operate this government. Let me cite you a few examples. In the incor
porated areas around us, the villages and municipalities have ou their books sol
icitation laws. We don't want to keep out people like the Avon products and the 
fine solicitors that come around and talk to us at our homes. But we do want to 
keep out the fly-by-night solicitors that come in, and our neighboring communities 
all adopted regulation which simply requires a solicitor or peddler to come in 
and give the name, &ddT.SS, and location where they're located in doing business 
out of. As a result, the booksalesmen, the Williamson clan which is a band of 
gYP8iel, they stay out of these area8. And they come into our area, and all un
incorporated areas and just are a plague of locusts. We get hundreds of complaints, 
and by the time we locate which motel they're operating out of, they're gone out 
of our cOIIIDUnity and the damage is done. An example of what happens is a book 
aale.man comes up and a lady doesn't want to buy a book and she tells hi~ no, and 
he look. at her house and says, "I. wonder how fast your house would burn." And 
she call. the police. We can't find them - their car's goue - it took us three 
deys to locate them and they're gone. But it certainly ca~.ed some damage. The 
communities around us have also established, because of juvenile probleme, curfews 
for juveniles~ It's worked well in some of the communities, and some of our citizens 
come in and ask of our police department could not establish a curfew. We have 
not been able to find such authority and this is one of the things that we would 
hope to get with ordinance-making authority. We had a situatiou in Hamilton County 
similar to the Boston area. A strangler was hitting. Nine women were raped and 
murdered. Our road crew - the 10 people I told you about • were around picking 
up brush and debris in the yards, doing their normal work, and we were innundated 
with a number of telephone calls. "Strange people at our house - send the poUcel" 
So we solved that problem by putting our road. crew people in uniforms - iden
tifiable as Springfield township road employees~ We were told that tn1s is an 
illegal expenditure by the state auditor and we cannot do it because the legislation 
is silent on it. The people that operate Rent-a-Kid programs came into Springfield 
township. They had staff and set up a program - but needed some funding from us 
that would permit us to pay their staff. Thanks to revenue sharing we did have 
some funds available, but when we asked the auditor, he said we could not help in 
this worthwhile project so we ran into some difficulty there. 

The dilemna of the township is growing each year. I'm not going to go into 
a long detail giving you a history of townships, but as you well know between 
1960 and 1970, metropolitan townships grew in population by almost 17% compared 
with the 10% for the state as a whole. Increased population involves increased 
service demands. The township structure was developed 170 years ago and today 
is not suitable for providing the full range of services needed by the urban 
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township residents and powers are needed by our people and deserved. Let me now 
conclude, 1£ I ~ight, by giving you some recommendations. One, ordinance-making 
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authority for board of trustees in urban to~nships on a permissive basis in any 
matter that is not specifically prohibited by the general la~ of the state of 
Ohio. Two, power to levy an earnings tax or an income tax ~ith voter approval. 
Many of our residents pay an income tax to Cincinnati, but none of this revenue 
comes back to us for services to our people. And lastly, consideration to be 
given to townships - I give an arbitrary figure here of over 20,000 in population 
to be permitted to appoint a township administrator on a full-time basis because 
this is big business that we are operating. These three are crucial. There are 
those who have said that there is no need to change township government. They 
argue, "let them become a city if they want home rule." This is a very insensitive 
response. The people have a right to choose what type of government they want 
and they have expressed in our township preference for township government. I 
urge you to give us the tools to make our services what they need - good and ef
ficient. Thank you for the opportunity and I'll ans~er any questions. 

Mr. Carson: Just one fact. Did you mention population? 

Mr. Weikel: Around 45,000 in Springfield township. 

Mr. Carson: This report ~eferring to a Local Government Services Commission Table) 
says 41,611, second in the state, apparently. 

Mr. Weikel: I don't think that's accurate any more. It's around 45,000 now. 

Mr. Carson asked Mr. Rhoades to speak next. 

Mr. Rhoades: I'm a township trustee in Delhi Township which is one of the larger 
townships in the state with some 25,000 people. I am, by profession, a stock bro
ker. Formerly, a full-time broadcaster, presently employed on a part-time basis 
by WKRC in Cincinnati. I was a member of the Local Government Services Commission 
for two years by appointment of the Governor. What I want to make to you is two 
appeals. First, an appeal to reason and second, an appeal to practicality. An 
appeal to reason is merely this: right no~, through a system of state laws, we 
in Delhi township are prevented from upgrading our form of government and changing 
our form of government or if we live in Delhi we don't have the same rights as 
people who live in municipalities. The state laws that prohibits our incorporation 
if we should choose that course was passed in the late 60's - 67 or 68. The law 
has never been tested. It puts us in a position where our people can't come to 
us to solve the problems that need to be solved. It n;akes no sense when you look 
at Hamilton County with 6 townships and more than 25,000 people and little tiny 
cities of 638 that have home rule power. Now it's just plai~ flat out, inequitable. 
It's a violation of our civil rights. It probably couldn't stand according to the 
constitution of the United States which guarantees equal protection under law. By 
liVing in a township right now, I don't have it. Now that's the appeal to reason. 
The appeal to practicality is simply this: the Commission has come up with a set 
of recommendations for the improvement of county government. So has the comadssion 
tmt I worked on. I opposed them for a very plain and simple reason. Right now, 
taking the example of Hamilton county, 75% of o~r people live in incorporated 
areas - little less than 50% in Cincinnati, 20% in the cities and villages, and 
25% tn the townships. I am not going to sit by and allow our local responsibilities 
to be put in the hands of a county government. It's that cut and dried, that is 
why alternative form hasn't passed in 40 years and that's why any proposal to up
grade county government won't go either. It will meet with statewide opposition 
on an organized scale. Now, we don't want to deny the county an improvement that. 
we feel they need, but what we're saying is this - you can't have a county existing 
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half slave and half free. If the people in the city of Cheviot can go to their 
local community for local ordinances and decisions, you can't teil me that I've 
got to go to the county courthouse. ADd this is really what it ~omes down to. 
If you really want to improve county government, every single unH on the local 
level has got to have the same rights and responsibilities. Thef either can opt 
out or opt in, but they've all got to operate together. Because;as it stands now, 
the county commissioners who are elected by the whole county, le.s than 25% of 
their vote will come from township ~e8idents, in Hamilton County. That's a violation 
of one man one vote. So the point is we've got to get together on a quid pro quo 
baais. You can't give home rule to some communities and effectively not give it 
to others. It'. just flat out wrong and yet that's what the state of Ohio is doing. 
And 1 submit it makes no sense. 

Mr. Speck: A couple of questions. Most of the discusslon up to now has focused 
on changes in the powers that would be given to townships and I'm generally sym
pathetic to enhancing the powers of townships. I didn't hear any comments in terms 
of the structure of township government, perhaps diViding it up into wards and this 
kind of thing where you get a township of 45,000 indiViduals, or at least a larger 
board of township trustees. I would be interested in hearing some respODses in 
that respect. But in my own district, I know of problems where there have been 
townships losing population. They can no longer really function very effectively. 
The question comes up: do we need a change in structure to make it easier to define 
townships? These would be my questions in terms of a restructuring. 

Mr. Huamell: Mr. Speck, you always have nice questions. We do feel that the 
township should be restructured if it has ordinance-making powers. Our recom
mendation is for at least a 6-member legislative body, but only in those townships 
that have the ordinance-making power. I suppose we took this figure because that 
is the legislative body of a statutory village. We are not locked in on this. We 
do realize that the 3-member board doe. not lend itself to this type of government. 
And it Ihould be larger. Now, whether it goes into ward. or districts within the 
tOWDship is an open question. 

Mr. Speck: Would you favor home rule in terms of charter type option for urban 
townships? 

Mr. Hummell: We think that's one possible solution where the people would vote: 
do we want a charter form of govet1Ullent. And if they do they would adopt a dif 
ferent structure and with that structure would come the additional authority. Then 
to your other question about the smaller townships, I think if we get right down 
to the basic philosophy of our democratic society, the people we think should be 
allowed to vote on this. Now, this has not been a policy that'. been adopted by 
the board of directors of our association. There was a man in ~ office a few 
months ago from one of the smaller townships from a district farther south than 
you are and his township had a population of fewer than 800 people and had a budget 
of something like $30,000. He was hard pressed to find the money to do the things 
that he thought the township government should do for the people. And it might 
well be that somebody would suggest that: you just haven't got it. Maybe until 
you have more people and mOre money you just can't function properly, but he, of 
course, Was not receptive to this suggestion. 

Mr. Speck: We get into this problem particularly in surface mining areas. Should 
there be some mandatory level of population requisite for being a township and hav
ing township government in the first place? 
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Mr. Hummell: I have always shied away from this area of saying mandates from the 
legislature on any given level which has to be so and so) because you can always 
find exceptions) when you sit here in this nice committee room and legislate for 
what's going on in Fulton county and Meigs county and so forth. But why not leave 
it up to the people - let them vote on whether they want it or don't want it. Just 
as they do 1n Illinois. 

Mr. Fry: What was the reference to Kentucky? 

Mr. Rhoades: the plan is they just have the counties and if you're incorporated 
you're incorporated and if you're not you're in a county, and there are no townships. 
the cities have been gradually annexing and moving out. 

Mr. Speck: we haven't made any recommendations as a Commission in this area, have 
we? 

Mrs. Eriksson: Only the county recommendations. 

Mr. Rhoades: Which would adversely affect the township - that's our point. 

Mr. McFarland: Mr. Chairman, you're worrying about county government being con
trolled by the cities. How would you handle this type of thing in the townships? 
I know many of the townships have corporations within them and the township could 
be likewise controlled by those corporations. 

Mr. Rhoades: It's been my experience that most of the villages that are part of 
townships are pulling out and forming their own townships because of revenue sharing 
primarily. But I think there is a validity, even if only 5% of the county was in 
the township, you can't say that 95% of the people are going to vote on their of
ficials • 

Mr. McFarland: Would you ask them for the unincorporated area only? 

Mr. Rhoades: Certainly, for the unincorporated area only of the township. You 
see, our township is self-contained. 

Mr. McFarland: You would then force the municipality to withdraw from the township? 

Mr. Rhoades: It's our experience that most of :hem are asking to now anyhow. 

Mr Weikel: We had one where the last village o~ city in the township withdrew 
last November because of revenue sharing. On their own they can do much better 
financially. But just because you're an urban township doesn't mean that you don't 
have the problems that are faced by a farm community. I've solved or had line 
problems in our area where cattle had been going over. Qne of the insensitive type 
things that I think happens occasionally at the county commissioner level • at a 
recent meeting, we had a gentleman come in that is very allergic to poison ivy and 
on some county property within the township on the county right-of-way was loaded 
with it. So we explained to him that it was county property and that we would see 
what we could do. the auditor again told us that we had no authority to spend 
money so we wrote a letter to the county commissioners. 1 got a letter back on 
May 28 from the administrator of the county commissioners explaining to us that 
the matter came up on their agenda, and I quote the second paragraph. '~s a matter 
of fact, this request caused some chuckles on the part of the commissioners who had 
never before received a request to kill poison :_vy." Now, it might have been small 
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to the commissioners in a metropolitan area where they have a million people but
 
it was important to this individual. And this is wlly we find that the citizens in
 
our area like the township government. They have a better communique with us,
 
and they can go to us and we understmd the problem.
 

Mr. Carson next asked the commissioners for their remarks. 

Mr. Carson: Are you aware of the background of what this Commission has already 
recommended with respect to county government? Very briefly, a. 1 remember it, 
the full Commission recommended a change in the provision of the Constitution 
dealing with the right of a county to establish a charter form of government. 
In effect, the recommendation would eliminate the three vote requirement and permit· 
a charter to be adopted by s:l.mple majority of the county. Secondly, we have recom
mended a change in the Constitution to give implied powers to all counties in the 
state· in effect giving some ordinance-making power to the county commissioners. 
Thirdly, it has recommended a chaoge which would permit counties to be classified 
in legislation that passes different types of legislation 80 that, hopefully, 
proble.. can be solved more effectively. 

Mr. Sponse ller : I served as a township trus tee in Boardman township. we faced 
many of the problems that these two gentlemen today say tbey face. I am in my 
seventb year a8 county commissioner, serving as secretary of the stae association. 
I would certainly have no quarrel' with the township form of government. I think 
they function as the grass roots government closest to the people. I would not 
speak in any way to deter the township effort in trying to apply themselves to the 
problems that come to them in the township hall in your meetings (every week). It 
would seem to me that some of the things that have been said point to an over
lapping of authority, but township government does serve a purpo8e. Some of the 
rea.ons they seek additional authority are the same rea80ns we do. I refer to the 
point ra1aed by the gentleman from Delhi County and their worries of county com
missioners coming from distant cities and the rural areas Dot being represented. 
We h~e three major towns in Stark County: one of 110,000, another of 90,000, 
and another of 72,000 and two of the commissioners happen to be from outside of 
any incorporated area and I happen to be one of them, and the other gentleman 1s 
from the largest town, which 1s Canton. The power in our particular county is 
pretty well balanced .s to rural versus municipality. We have yet to have our 
first town come in to be withdrawn from township form of government. Possibly 
one of these days it will be arising, but at this time it hasn't: As to home rule 
authority to be given to the townships, I-think there should be a choice. Wecer
tain!y have some counties where town8hlpewouldnbt b~ interested in having the 
ordinance-type of legislation handed to them. I particularly like the fact that 
it gives a chance for any ordinance that would be undertaken for the people to 
vote on it or have a referendum vote on that and that makes good sense. As to 
how you structure it or how many elected officials there should be - whether the 
number should be increased, I leave that to the wisdom of the legislature as to 
what they feel is best, and what would be better suited for the particular areas. 

think if you ask for the charter form or alternative forms I'm afraid that you 
can run into a headlong problem. 1 think that the home rule authori~ should be 
looked at first. We're down here indefinitely bending legislators' ears, constant
ly asking for legislation to be changed to meet the specific needs that arise in 
each of the some 88 counties, and certainly spend a great deal of your time trying 
to sift the chaff out of the grain as to what's good for and how it can be applied 
if in ca.e it will be, whether the law can be applied in the other 81 counties. 
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In the past 10 or 12 years we have seen the exodus of people going to the suburbs 
from the cities. And to have someone call you on the telephone and not be able to 
deal with the problems as was once dealt with when they lived in the city is pretty 
exasperating to any elected official, whether he be commissioner or township trustee. 
And certainly that citizen who has moved out of the city should not be looked upon 
as a second-class citizen. I would say that I feel that any elected official on 
the county level certainly should not be looked at as a second-class elected of
ficial and not have the authority to make the proper decision for the people they 
represent. 

Mr. Carson: Thank you, Mr. Sponseller. Let me ask one question and make sure I 
understood. Do 1 understand you saying that you had no objection toward giving 
selected townships that need it ordinance-making power? Did you then say you think 
that ordinances adopted ought to be voted on by the people of the township? 

Mr. Sponseller: 1 think they should require readings. so that they cannot just 
arbitrarily pass it - read it this Monday night and then not have the chance to 
have someone come in and question it and find out why the officials of that partic
ular township made that recommendation, any more then I would want to make an 
ordinance in the county without giving the voters the right to have someone come in 
and question my authority and my reasons for making the decision that I made. 

Mr. Carson: Mr. Kauffman, do you have any comments? 

Mr. Kauffman: I was a township trustee for some 7 years before I became county 
commissioner in Fairfield County. and I'm now 1n my second term as county commission
er, so I'm somewhat aware of the problems that exist in towns on these two local 
levels. and I believe that the closer you can keep the government to the people 
here today - the better these people have of representing them. You know the 
problems and this is really the best way to solve them. I think it was also said 
that you need tools to work with. I think this is also the legislature's job to 
better provide townships with these tools. So if they had the opportunity, if they 
had the tools to work with. I feel sure that they would be able to administer to 
the people the best type of government. The closer you are to the people. the most 
economical type of government you get. The farther up the line you get to govern
ment the more cost there is. This is one of the first basic type of government 
we've had for 200 years and I would certainly hate to see it move out of existence, 
eapecially if it is the people's will and I think it is the people's will to keep 
the local government as close as possible so that they have a voice and have control. 
Thank you. Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. C,rson: Thank you. Mr. McFarland. 

Mr. McFarland: I served as a township trus tee f·)r 15 years and am now a county 
commissioner in Richland County. Certainly. I tnink we all realize that the day 
of a trustee as being simply an arbitrator of line fences is a'jay of the past as 
well as the commissioner being an officer who comes in once every two weeks and 
signs the bills and takes care of the drainage ditches. Our problems are quite 
similar to their problems, because of the growth, particularly since WW2, since we 
got the country out of the mud. with people wanting to get away from the problems 
of the cities and migration out to the unincorporated areas. I'm sure that somehow 
we've got to have some unified moethod of serving these people. Sometimes they 
move out into the country and expect all of the services of the city. but never
theless they do have a right to some of these services. We have to set them up 
with a vehicle. I think it has to be a combination of the county and township to 
solve these problems - street problems. light problems, water problems. sewer prob

.~ ,',1 of:''''-' 
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le~s - you can go on and on. I certainly have little quarrel with the argument 
which the gentleman from the Town.hip Trultees Association has brought before you. 
As I .ay, I've been there and I know it's frustrating to have these problelll8 and 
have to tell the people that there is nothing you can do for them. I am sympathetic. 
However, 1 would want to emphasize that in the office of commission~rs we certainly 
need powers that would have been given to us in S.B. 220. I'm dis.appointed that 
the people in town.hip government took a position of opposition. I think counties 
have to have additional powers. And townships certainly need some like power. 
To what extent 1 don't know - I'm not qualified to be able to sit here and say, but 
I think we have to get together and find vehicles that are not in conflict. I 
see the problems we have with the cities, where a man draws an imaginary line and 
say. it's my jurisdiction up to this line. There's no way of getting ~ogether even 
though the particular problems of water and sewer cross these imaginary lines. I 
think we have to somehow find vehicles to solve these problems. I think that's all 
I have to say. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. Speck: I always feel I'm entering a boxing match where the gloves never touch. 
We talk about home rule for counties and home rule for town.hips and we can all pay 
lip service that those should have home rule. But one of the really difficult 
problems seems to me: what do you do when the home rule exercise by one comes in 
conflict with the home rule exercise by the other? Wbo has precedence? How do 
you resolve potential conflict between home rule powers for counties and home rule 
powers for town.hips? 

Mr. Rhoades: If I could answer that, it's the same thing as home rule for cities 
and villages and home rule for counties. In other words, what we're saying is that 
you can't build a house when you start with a roof. The foundation has got to be 
there. And you recognize it the same way as you'd have a problem between the city 
of Mt. Healthy and the city of North College Hill til a county. In other words, 
everybody on the bottom level has got to be on the same level, otherwise the thing 
will never fly. That's the point we make. Everyone's got to be at the same point. 
Then they get together at the upper level of government. 

Mr. Speck: That's great, but I still don't know what you've said. Specifically, 
what do you do when you've got home rule exercised by a county and home rule exer
cised by a township and they're in conflict? 

Mr. Russo: Let me give you an example. In Cuyahoga County, we've got a regional 
sewer authority, but just say it was a county authority. When this county author
ity now determines that these are the plans for the county. The townships now 
have their own self-jurisdiction. We've got a conflict going here now. We say 
a 12" pipe is going through the Delhi and they say no, yeu're not coming into our 
township at all because we've got our own plan here. How do we resolve this? 

Mr. Sponseller: I think you've raised a very interesting question and I think 
it's very easily answered and let's look at it from the dollar standpoint of view. 
I don't think any township can afford to set up a sewer system. 

Mr. Russo: The argument that you've all propounded was that when you keep a gov
ernment at the local level, the cost of government is cheaper. Now, if you're going 
to talk about sewers, and you're going to keep it at the local level, is it 
cheaper or are you going to give it to the county where it's cheaper. 

Mr. Sponseller: Mr Russo, I think that the counties and the cities have had proven 
track records in handling sewer problems. 1 do not know of any townships that are 
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in the sewer building business nor in the sewer plant. I think that they would be 
looked upon as a bad entity of government by the federal gover~nt to receive 
federal funds for this sort of thing and the Wcy federal funds are coming through 
now. it looks as though we're talking about mole counties or more political juris
dictions of cities and counties together to receive funds with the way the distrib
ution of federal funds is going to go. The laws are pretty specific between county 
and township government. We have no desire to take away any of the zoning rights 
that any township has ever passed. We do not want to supercede their authority 
of making that. The same way with the water plant. I don't know of any township 
that has control of a water plant. I'm probably wrong when I say that but speaking 
from limited experience 1 don't know of any. I think that would come from the 
city or the county which has a broader base to attack it with a bond issue - they 
would be able to float the bonds which would be able to be paid back at the end 
of that time. We would not want to set ourselves up as the garbage collectors of 
Plain Township, where 1 live. But if that would 80 be the desire of the township 
trustees to have some sort of garbage disposal service for them that would be per
fectly alright with me. 

Mr. Russo: Some counties are having studies done on garbage disposal. And you 
know that the state of Ohio already is considering full control of gArpage dis
posal in the state of Ohio and has several biL.s pending already. but not with
standing your own philosophical concepts of what local government should be all 
about we (the political body) are moving in an entirely different direction. Two 
bills were killed in the environmental protect.on committee simply because they 
had the eminent domain situation, where the county could go move in and take over 
in any township or anywhere else a landfill site. And there was enough complaint 
on that particular issue to knock those bills OlJt. But sooner or later. something's 
going to be developing along those lines and t,is is where the real conflict is 
going to come in and this is where you have to have a line of demarcation and say. 
this 1s what the county's going to do from now on - this is what the villages and 
townships are going to do. 

Mr. Weikel: To solve these problems, they couLd be handled by the local government 
if they chose to do it. 1f they found that it :ould be done there. If not, then 
it would go to the county government. On the 3ewage question. we already in Cin
cinnati and Hamilton County have a metropolitsl sew£'r district which takes in the 
entire thing. 1 think reasonable men can solv~ these problems if we're given the 
tools that we're asking for. 

Mr. Speck: How about a sa~ary code? 

Mr. Rhoades: Why can't we have the same sanitary code that the city of Parma has? 
Or any city? I have no objection to a state delegating authority to the county 
if it delegates the authority to the county that's everywhere. It doesn't sto~ 

at the limits of the city of Cincinnati just because they're big. 

Mr. Hummell: I think Doctor Speck's question has not been answered directly. In 
the event of conflict between home rule with county and township. Assume now that 
the counties had the home rule that you recommended here - assume also that there 
was a conflict between that and the municipalities. Then the municipality would 
prevail. The counties' home rule would go only to those areas that did not now 
enjoy home rule. And getting back to the very good question that Mr. Russo raised, 
1 think we see here that the state is getting into fiel~ that they woutdn't have 
gotten into 10 or 20 years ago. The federal government is getting into fields that 
we never thought they'd get into. We're going to see more and more of this higher 
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levels of government getting into governmental services - but not powers - and 
that's where I'd meke that distinction. 

Mr. Speck: Are the c0DlJ11ssioners saying to us then that they would be happy to 
relinquish home rule powers in any township which exercised home rule powers? 

Mr. Hummell: They wouldn't have any jurisdiction, for example, in the city of 
Columbus, speaking of Franklin County. There is a municipality in this county 
that has fewer than 200 people - the little community of Bryce - they wouldn't 
have any jurisdiction there. And under our proposal which would make home rule 
permissive with townships, only upon a vote of the people and only 1£ they had 
5,000 or more people, for example, if 3 townships out of the 14 in this county 
voted for home rule then they would not have any more jurisdiction in those three 
townships than they would have in the city of Columbus. And I don't think that 
detract. from the county whatever. They certainly have enough to do taking care 
of the remainder of the county and legislating for it, omitting the home rule 
municipalities and the home rule townships. 

Mr. Speck: Except that you could not conceivably compare the capacity of townships 
to provide .ervices under home rule where they have to operate on some economy of 
scale • where you have a couple of urban townships and the rest are small rural 
townships. 

Mr. Sponseller: Some of that can come into direct conflicts between trustees and 
commissioners and you can see those sort of problems arise. I think there has to 
be a time between the handing of home rule powers to counties and home rule powers 
to townships -some interim time that gives the time for the county, which is now 
a broader base, to make some regulations before the township can supercede them. 

Ms. Cave: I really have just one cODIDent. You want to create units of government 
at the local level - call them townships or whatever - but what you're doing is 
you're just creating more municipalities and calling them townships. I thought 
we didn't want to do that any more. I thought that was the reason for the incor
poration laws and the 3 mile limits. I thought we didn't want to create any more 
municipalities, townships, whatever you want to call them, with these home rule 
powers. 

Mr. Weikel: The Municipal League in Hamilton County which is very active wrote 
a letter to our association, saying in effect, that if we don't live together 
we're going to die separately. Please appoint a committee to work with the 
committee from our organization 80 that we can have mutual understanding and 
mutual cooperation for mutual problems. We had already appointed three members 
and I understand that they're in the process of doing the same thing' They under
stand that there are mutual problems and it's my understanding that we may be 
haVing a marriage of convenience very shortly at our level - I think this would be 
statewide too. I believe it's an encouraging trend and one that we're going to 
work very tirelessly on. 

Mr. Rhoades: . May I suggest that it doesn't make any sense, though, to freeze the 
status quo. If we were to incorporate tomorrow, we'd be larger than all but 2 
of 37. You can't just close your eyes and say that everything 1s going to remain 
locked the way it is right now when you've got Cities 88 small as 638 people with 
home rule power and townships with as many as 50,000 without, and no way to get it 
short of being swallowed up that they don't want to be swallowed up by. I would 
object to, for example, the county moving in and making some local decisions for 
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us before we got the authority to. We've got three Republican commissioners 
we've got a township that generally elects Democrats. 

Mr. Weikel: This is where Mr. Rhoades and I cross, because I believe the township 
level is more to keep politics out of it. 

Mr. Russo: The could ask for proportional representation in a county charter. 

Mr. Rhoades: The proportional representation still means that the people in Cin
cinnati still have a voice in electing the guys who make our local laws. No matter 
if they all live in Delhi. They've got to get 50% of their vote from the cities 
and that blows it right there. 

Mr. McFarland: The problem in the commissioner's office is the problem where the 
law is silent. We are mandated or given authority to do certain things yet it's 
impossible, just a limited amount of ordinance making powers would enable us to 
clean up those situations, and make it possible to administer. 

Mr. Russo: live always supported that concept. 

Mr. MCFarland: It's obvious that the people of Ohio are not ready to accept and 
1 1m Dot sure I blame them the charter form or the alternate form. I think those 
sections are going to have to be cleaned up before the people will accept them. 
So we're particularly interested today in being able to give some of the services 
that we were already mandated to give and yet the law is silent. The attorney 
general has ruled that when a law says nothing you can't do anything. 

Mr. Fry: If you don't get together the legislature's going to keep giving you more 
responsibility with more expenses. I voted against a lot of it and opposed a lot 
more. 

Mr. Speck: If the Constitutional Revision Commission recommends in essence home 
rule powers and having a vo~e in terms of ordinance-making and in terms of charter 
opportunity - this kind of thing, what's going to be the position of the township 
trustees on the area of the county wide option on a straight majority vote for the 
charter form of government? In other words, if we recommend the option of home 
rule for townships. what kind of a position would you anticipate your association's 
going to take in respect to the charter option for counties for a charter in a 
simple majority vote? 

Mr. Hummell: I would anticipate, my uneducated guess would be. that we would not 
oppose that if the home rule power for townships were on the same basis as munici
palities on the question of fitting it in with the counties. 

Mr. Speck: I've got some letters from constituents in which this issue of the power 
of municipalities to remove themselves from townships and the power of the townships 
to remove municipalities is raised. Is this a problem we need to look at? 

Mr. Hummell:" There is statutory authority for both. Ai a practical matter. 
statutory authority for a municipality to establish its own internal township with 
the boundaries coexten5~~e is the one that's most commonly used. Very rarely is 
the other statutory device used where the township creates a new township excluding 
the municipality. From what correspohdence I've had and discussion, I'd say there 
is very little need, if anything, for anything additional in that area. 

•
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Mr. Carson: Can I throw out a proposition in front of everybody here that was 
suggested at one of the recent meetings of this committee? To see what the gentle
men here might say about it. This would be an attempt to force an issue in various 
counties of the state on upgrading or modernizing their forms of!government. The 
proposal would go something like this· I'll just throw it out and you can think 
about the possibilities. Let's sa, the state constitution would require, perhaps 
two years after the amendment were put in the constitution, a vote to be taken in 
each county of the state, and the issue before the electorate at that vote would 
be "Shall a county charter coamission be appointed?", to look at our county govern
ment and see whether a charter should be adopted in this county. Maybe this could 
be restricted to counties of a certain size. Let's assume the issue is answered 
yes by the voters, the provision of the constitution will then say that the 
charter commission in Hamilton County will have 2 or 3 years to attempt to put 
together a charter and go back to the voters with the charter. If a charter is 
adopted, then presumably the issue has been settled in Hamilton County. If, however, 
the original charter commission goes down, or the commission that's appointed doesnt 
come up with a charter within 2 or 3 years, then a second issue goes on the ballot 
in that county which would be "Shall all townships of a certain size be given home 
rule powers?" 

Mr. Rhoades: And everybody in the county gets to vote on it? 

Mr. Carson: No, 1 think it's by township on the second vote. 

Mr. Rhoades: Then it would be in our interest to fight the county charter going 
in and try to whip up the sentiment against it which we hate to do. 

Mr. Sponseller: I'd like to speak to that, make all the township-trustees mad. 
And that is the fact that they're going to defeat the county proposal because 
they're going to want to get power themselves. 

Mr. Carson: Understand that it takes a simple majority vote in the county. 

Mr. Sponseller: I understand, but it's going to be defeated. What does the 
general assembly of the state of Ohio look to as the most responsible piece of 
local government? Do they look to the county as the most responsible or do they 
look to the townships? And which tool is the best tool to use? 

Mr. Weikel: Mr. Chairman, may I say that we can all go home very happy perhap~ 

with the exception of the Municipal League, if S.B. 220 was amended to give town
ship trustees the same authority that the county commissioners would have under 
the proposal. I would think that we could have the tools that we sorely need aod 
you need and 1 would think that the association would give support to that. 

Mr. Fry: Just a few more l\1Ords on what Mr. Carson brought up. The idea would be 
that if you did it statewide instead of, as you say, in a particular county - where 
they work on it and it goes down,· it would focus attention of a lot more people 
of the state and of each county on it. Hopefully, it would make people realize 
the importance of their local government. And in doing so, come up with some 
definitive ideas of what they want to do. I don't see any reason for the township 
trustees not to go along with the idea of charter powers if in those charter powers 
the trustees have the rights. You see, you can have a charter commission of the 
county or in the townships, and you'll have certain things that you're looking at. 
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Mr. Hummell: I think the charter could be worked out so that it would be satis
factory to us. 
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Mr. Russo: It depends on the kind of charter that you're talking about. 
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Mr. Fry: Right, but it's the idea of making people focus allover the state - you'll 
have the editortBl writers across the state, hopefully, and the political parties 
and the groups that are ordinarily interested in good government saying. "Let's 
tale a look now at local government" and all the things you've been saying about 
it being the most re.ponsive, it being the most economical level of government 
and .0 on can be said, and I think you might overcome what has defeated other 
attempts at charter for counties because they never get the right amount of pub
licity and a lot of people say that if you get more governments you're going to 
have more taxes and a lot of things like that. 

Mr. Speck: What you need to do is to make the one contingent on the other. If 
the people vote for county charter provisions this then opens the door to township 
home rule. 

Mr. Russo: You can't have the two live together with home rule powers because in 
the final analysis the county has got to come out on top. 

Mr. Fry: I think you'll find in the long run that your common interests will make 
it worthwhile looking at. 

Mr. Carson: Let's say this commission came up with a recommendation that would 
eliminate the present barriers to incorporation in unincorporated areas. Take 
the 3-mile limit out of the law through a constitutional ameDd~nt. Do you think 
the townships would try to incorporate? 

Mr. Humme11: 1 dOll tt know. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Along the same liDe. Mr. Weikel made a statement that the people 
expressed a preference for township government, but I wondered what the basis for 
that statement was 1 This has to do with t he incorporation question. 

Mr. Weikel: This has come up to us particularly vivid in police powers and in 
township zoning. We created our own police department in Springfield township 
because the people said they preferred it. We created some areas of township zon
ing because they expressed a desire to leave the county zoning, and this is what 
I was basing it on. 

Mrs. Eriksson: But if you were a city, if you incorporated, you would presumably 
have these powers. 

Mr. Weikel: But right now that is impossible to do. 

Mrs. Eriksson: But Nolan is saying if the 3-mile limit is removed ••• 

Mr. Weikel: I'm not prepared to comment at this time. 

Mr. Hummell: I think we have to be practical. I think it would be impossible to 
get the repeal of that provision to the legislature. 

Mrs. Erl~son: Mr Hummell, when you are speaking of the people voting in the town
ships for a charter and this would then permit them to acquire certain powers, 
you're speaking of some kind of a separate charter as a township and not as a muni
cipal corporation, is that correct? 

•
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Mr. Hummell: That's right, and rill come back to what Mr. Weikel says. If we 
used something like the vehicle of Senate Bill 220 which I assume you're familiar 
with, which is a statutory grant of authority to the county commissioners, some
what limited, we would be satisfied to tie into that, not for every township, not 
for 1320 townships, but for only those townships that have, say, more than 5,000 • 
and then only if they vote for it. So we're going to have less than 10% of the 
townships that are even eligible and then you're going to have to say to the 
people in those townships, "Do you even want it?" And they're going to have to vote 
yes. So it might be that we never have a one. This leaves it: with the people 
and it certainly does not encroach upon the board of county commissioners in any 
way. And to get back to one of Mr. Speck's apprehensions, if the township does • 
vote for it, I see no conflict between that county and that township any more than 
there is between that county and, say, Cambridge or Cincinnati. 

Mrs. Eriksson: But that would not be a charter in the senle of changing structure 
of the township at all. • 
Mr. Hummell: No, but we have to work this changes of structure in it, because
 
a three member board just doesn't lend itself to ordinance-making powers.
 

Mrs. Eriksson: One of the examples you gave, Mr. Weikel, was the solicitation.
 
You said that the people around you can require registration, and I assume that •
 
you're talking about cities and villages.
 

Mr. Weikel: Yes, I'm surrounded, in my area we have the city of Cincinnati bounding
 
me on the south. And on my west, I have the city of North College Hill and then
 
right in the heart of the township I have Mt. Healthy, Green Hills, on my west
 
the city of Forest Park then Wyoming. We have many many areas that did incor- 4t
 
porate in the township when it was possible to incorporate. So these areas sur
rounding our big area already have these solicitation requirements on their books.
 
But we're 8till cl08e by, and this is what's bringing this influx of peddlers into
 
the area.
 

Mrs. Erik••on: You are saying that what you would need is etatutory authority to ..
 
require registration?
 

Mr. Weikel: Yes.
 

Mrs. Eriksson: If the county had that authority to enact an ordinance to require
 
registration and even with the cities and Villages requiring registration, then
 •this would apply to all unincorporated areas. 

Mr. Weikel: But the problem with that would be that what may be the problem in 
Anderson township or Delhi might not be what I'd like to put in my area. They 
have no cities surrounding Delhi so it wQuld be a little bit different. I think 
we have to have the right, 1f we can get it, to put 1n what is the need of our •particular community. It would be better than nothing. Our policemen are enforcing 
state statutes, but our problem is that by the time our po11cemen~ get to this 
location, we have a license number, but they're operating on a rented car, ~ on 
an Alabama license poate or a Michigan plate, and we have no;way to check out 
what their local address is because they're gone from the 1E8ediate vicinity of 
the complaint. Whereas, if they. bad moved to a different area in the township •and yet 1 knew that they were operating out if 915 Vine Street, I could go to 
915 Vine Street, bring the fellow in and say "Is this the man that male the 
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• 
threatening remarks?" Take them down there and get an identification, because 
these operations are a week or two at the most and then they're in a different 
area. They go state to state, city to city, and this is what concerns us on the 
solicitation. This is what unfortunately was misunderstood by Avon or the Green 
Rivers type thing. we didn't want that. All we wanted to do is for them to tell 
me where they're at, and 1f 1 get a complaint. I could find them. We sincerely 
thank you for the opportunity for coming and speaking to you. 

• Mr. Carson thanked all the participants, and the meeting was adjourned. 
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'j:.l1o Constitutional Lzv~o:.i.uu \,;omm1ssion 
Locol Government Committee 
July 0, g7~ 

Summary 

The Local Government Committee met at 2:30 p.m. on July 8, 1974 in the Commis
sion offices in the Neil I~use. Present were Chairman Orfirer, Representative Fry 
and Hr. Heminger; Ed Loewe of the Ohio Chamber of Commerce, Ms. Sue Cave of the Ohio 
Hunicipal League, Mrs. Lois tiiUs of the League of Women Voters and Ann Eriksson, 
director of the Commission. 

Hr. Loewe - Hill any of these· to'(·mship items be set for public hearing on the part 
of the comnir.tee, or would it be ~he full Commission? 

lira. Orfirer - On the part of the full Commission. He have really what amounts to 
public hearings within the committee. 

~~s. Orfirer - Let us begin with the initiative and referendum draft. ~fuat we have 
done is to give the people in the counties the same rights of the initiative and 
referendum that those in cities have. We are advocating placing it in the new Ar
ticle that the Elections and Suffrage Committee is proposing for all of the initiative 
nnd referendum proposals. It spea!~s of the matters which the municipality or county 
may now or hereafter be authorized 80 that it doesn't matter whether our county pro
posals pass in terms of this initiative and referendum. ~fuat it does now is something 
't1hich has not been done before. ~resently the counties are not subject to initiative 
and referendum for anything that they may have the power to do but we didn't see any 
reason why they shouldn't be subject in the same "lay as cities are. I don"t think 
it's going to be too much burden or hardship on anyone. 

l~s. Eriksson - There's one other thing that I think maybe should b~ noted and that 
is the fact that it does specifically refer to charter provisions, which the present 
section does not, In other words, it specifically permits the procedures to be pro
vided by charter, either a city ~harter or county charter as the case may be. Court 
suits have been brought on whethe~ the charter can vary from the statutes, so that 
the intent of this is to make clear that a charter can vary. 

i~. Loewe - This means that if you have an alternate form you do not receive the
 
initiative and referendum powers.
 

Brs. Eriksson - Yes, you do. Then it would have to follow the statute and the Gen

eral Assembly will have to enact a statute providin& for county initiative. Not now
 
except in some cases, for instance the permissive taxes, there's a provision for a
 
rererendwn.
 

iir. i-leminger .. I will move that the cOlm'll1ttee recommend this to the full Commission.
 
i~. Fry seconded the motion.
 
The section was agreed to.
 

lira. Orfirer - Gene had. recommended the word "right" instead of "power." It is one
 
uay one place in the Constitution and the other way in the other place. This went
 
out to all committee members and lIe received no criticism. Can this be raised at
 
the Commission meeting, along with the other Elections and Suffrage proposals?
 

lirs. Eriksson - Yes, if we get it out right away, so that it is at least seven days
 
in advance of the meeting if there's going to be a vote on it. The public hearing
 
can be at the same time the Commission votes on it. The Municipal League is the
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organization that would be most concerned with it, because the present section only 
applies to cities. I'll notify the county and tm'Jnship people and if they want to 
appear snd be heard they can. 

drs. Orfirer - As you are all aHare, we have spent several sessions and months delv
ing into this problem of what needs to be done about tm1nships, and as I have re
read ~ll of the minutes I feel we have been going around and around on how to solve 
this. I have tried to map out areas where we might be able to reach agreement. It 
~10uld seem to roe the place to start was with some of the objectives and then how 
you best attain those objectives. 

One of the primary questions is, do we want a third level of government with 
home rule powers? In counties, cities and townshi~s? If this a goal that ought to 
~e encour,lged? Or doesn't it matter? Is it redundant or would we be creating mu
nicipalities under another name called urban townships? 7his seems to be the basic 
question. 

Ix. Fry - I think there's another alternative too and that's whether or not He want 
to let the people in that particular township or county determine whether they want 
that third level of government. 

Ers. Orfirer - Except that I thinl~ it is broader. It affects the whole state. 

j,·ir. Fry - If we were to give them the opportunity to say yes, t~e do think we have 
pro~lems in our particular county that require t~~nship government so this is the 
third alternative in addition to the two that you have mentioned. You do have it, 
you don't have it or you let the people in the county say we want it or we don't 
uant it. 

~ks. Orfirer - My problem with that, Charlie, is that it doesn't affect only the 
people in the township or county. It really affects the uhole state. Do ll1e want 
to further annexation? There are certain corollaries that go with the answer to 
this. An obvious one is if tole t~nnt to further annexation then we don't give home 
rule power or encourage incorporation. We don't get rid of the three mile limit 
uhich wor!ts against the tendency to annex. A lot of the argument that we have gotten 
is that we can't incorporate because of this three mile limit. At our meeting with 
the township people, itt. Weikel made a statement that the people expressed a pref
erence for totl1nship government. Hhat is the basis for that statement? Hr. Heikel 
ansuered and says this has come up in the fields of police powers and township zoning. 
"He created our oun police department in Springfield Totmship because the people 
said they preferred it. He created some areas of township zoning because they ex
pressed a cesire to leave the county zoning and this is what I was basing it on.;; 
"If you were incorporated you t'1ould presumably have these powers," 111'. Weikel, "but 
right now that is impossible to do." "1,Irs. Erik::son - But Nolan is saying that if 
the three mile limit is removed" 

hr. Heikel ~ I am not prepared to comment on thaI. ii 

They do have this opportunity to get Hhatever powers they think they nant, if 
they can incorporate. There are certain things that go along with it that the town
ship people apparently don't want. I can understand their desire to maintain their 
oun identity. I dread the idea of building things into the Constitution that are 
going to make it impossible or very difficult for a county-wide government to evolve. 
This is why we gave up our regional suggestions hoping that as we strengthened the 
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counties that they ~10uld begIn to fulfill this role and then the counties might 
combine into the regiollal form. He have not given the opportunity for the county 
proposals to work before, and do not know whether there are these problems, to 
see whether these problems are going to exist or not, or whether they will be suf
ficiently resolved by strengthening the county. 

I do have one suggestion to mal~e. We're all aware that there are problems in 
the urban townships and frankly I think that some statement about townships belongs 
in the Constitution. It describes a level of government and I don't know what 8 
constitution is for. if not to describe levels of eovernment like this. :'~at one 
tounship people think they "'lant is home rule power. They want not only the home 
rule power but they want precedence in case of a conflict with the counties. I 
think they want the best of t~o worlds. That's all right with me if it doesn't 
disrupt other things, but 1 think it does and it seems to me that people toss phrases 
around without really thinking what they mean. 1 reread those minutes and I kept 
hearing "He ,~ant home rule power. i: "He want precedence over the county in case of 
conflict.:! But what do they really want? It seems to me that there ought to be 
some way without the whole scope of home rule powers and precedence in case of con
flict, th~t this can be accomplished. Now I don't !tn~1 uhat that way is. 1 spoke 
to Gene about it and he said I don't know how you have limited home rule. 

i~. Fry - I think one thing more that might be said at that point. 1 don't think 
that the three township trustees that appeared at this meeting were necessarily 
representative of township trustees across the sta~e. I don't think that t~e 
tO~1nship trustees have the same political impact that they did 0 or 10 years ago. 
I feel that 1£ the people in a county are given the opportunity to express themselves, 
there's not going to be people rising up and saying '~e want to keep our township 
trustees. II 

Hrs. Orfirer - Uould you tal(e Draft 4/:2? It seems to me that thiS draft comes the 
closest by going with what I su~cested, ~1hich is to give urban townships the powers 
they need. In the fourth sentence ::l'lo alternative form shall become operative in 
any township until submitted to the electors thereof and approved by a majority of 
those votins thereon. An urban tOl1nship which adopts an alternative form may except 
as limited by general law, adopt and enforce within the limits of the unincorporated 
territory of thw township" •••• then you pick up the municipal wording "as are 
not at variance with the general lau anc in conflict with the exercise by the county 
of any pO~'1er authorized by this Constitution or by 18\'1." So they can't be at var
ia~ce with the general law and will not have preference over the county or the mu
nicipality. It would apply to the few urban townships and they would have to vote 
on it. So we're limiting it down to where it's needed. I have a further suggestion. 
Hy thought 't-lould be to insert a sentence before "No al ternative form" along these lines-
"1'To alternative form shall be submitted to the electors of said townships until or 
unless proposals for incorporation and proposals for annexation have preViously 
been submitted and failed." These proposals would be submitted by action of the 
trustees or by initiative petition. This forces on the ballot "Do you want to be 
annexed, do you "'ant to incorporate?:' If neither of these, then you have the choice 
of voting on this alternative form with home rule pm~ers that do not conflict. I 
didnlt think it was fair to put an lleither/or do you l-lant to incorporate or annex?" 
It would hav~ to be a separate kind of vote and I think it should be left up to the 
lecislature as to now they want to work this out except that they might put in that 
it could be submitted on the ballot by the township trustees or by petition. 

Hr. Fry - Uhat is the three-mUe limit? 
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Hrs. Eriksson - It provides that v1ithin three mil,~s of the boundary of a city or 
villnce you cannot incorporate if ~hc city counci objects. The city council has) 
in effect) a veto pOl'1er over incorporations withil' three miles of the city boundaries. 
Thi~ new language would not chance that. If the,eople in the township did vote ~o 

incorporate the city could still veto it. 

• lira. Orfirer - And v1ith annexation, Hehe townshi) votes to annex to a city) the city 
doesn't have to accept them if they donlt ",ant to 

• 

lire Fry - The cities usually want annexation but they don't uant separate corporations. 
I don't l:nou of any area "('1tere there uas a des ire on the part of a group "(-lanting to 
incol:~)orate. I ,vould guess that the city is going to object to it unless they could 
see more problems than they can see revenues, or something. 

Nrs. O::firer - He asked this question) 'vhether there had been any turndowns and 
nobody could come up "'ith any. 

• 
Urs. Eri~;;sson - There heven' t been any incorporations or very) very few since the 
law ues passed. 

Mrs. Orfirer - They've been annexin~ rni:her than incorporatinc. 

urB. Eriksson - I don't knOl'1 any thet have tried to incorporate, and I don't know 
if it has ever gotten as far as the ci~y vetoing it. 

• l1r. :Ieminger - aou old is that stat,-~te? 

Ers. Crfirer 1967 or 1960. 

•
 
lirs. Eril;;sson - It is conceivable that some of the t mvnships might not be contiguous
 
to a Dunicipal corporation and there r,1ight not be arybody to annex to. If not con

tigt~'=',-!s) the question of annexation uould not be proper.
 

•
 
Ers. Orfirer - I'll read my language a3ain. And t len I ''1Ould go on to add a sen
tence that such proposals can be sucQitted by the·t ltlnship trustees or by initiative
 
petition. I just think we need some modifying wore:; in relation to the proposals
 
for annexation nhere applicable. If the people in :hati:ownship have turned (10wn
 

the o~~ortunity to incorporate or to J~ annexed the! then have the right to vote to
 
accep~ thi~ alternative form. I feel that in the CJnstitution the usual remedy is 
to use the remedies that are no" at hand. There are two at hand and I think that 
if ne don't Hnnt to ram it down their throats and ~f they are really truly unhappy) 
ii the people don't want it) this provides an opportunity to find out. They'll 

•
 have the opportunity to decide how they want it.
 

Hr. Fry - I don't see anything uron:::; nith that approach. llost people feel that there 
are c:\reas Hhere tOl1nship government is not needed b".t they may have urban townships 
l1here they do need it. They proba1ly do have areas tlhere they need additional powers 
right nou. The people "ho came to our hearinG. the:! need some sort of approach to 

• handle these problems. I don't find nnything bad a~out that approach. ~fuat I Hant 
is to 3ive the people an opportunity--does every county need township government? 
Let's deal 'vith the pboelsm of the urban tmmships first. 

lit'. i~e..1!-1.13er - I th inl: that's a va 1i4 apprc,ach. 

•
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11rs. 1riksson - Although not inherent in the draft itself, I think it should depend 
upon the adoption of the county power cection. That would be a separate section. 
One of my objectives in this draft was to make it clear here that if the county ex
ercised the power and I have in mind here the home rule powers. It seems to me that 
this must be presented to be dependent upon that section. I think that ought to be 
stated, but I am just now sure how th~t	 ought to be done but it has to be one pro
posal on the ballot or it has to be a series of proposals so if that one fails this 
one uould not. 

t~s. Orfirer - He have a tentative a~reement on this and would like to see a final 
dr8f~. 

Mr. Lo~~e - Does this apply to the turndown within the three-mile limit or does it 
also apply to a turndown by the voters of the township to incorporate? 

Ursa Eril'sson - If the to~mship electors vote to incorporate but the city says ;:no 
you can't ll "then the tm~nship could ~o ahead and adopt an alternative form and acquire 
these po~~ers. That's the concept. The city could still reject the incorporetion. 
The tounships could not acquire the powers until it had opted for incorporation, and 
uas rejected by the city or by itself. 

1~s. Orfirer - If the city turns them down, they have done all they could and then 
they're entitled to take this alternative form. 

Iv~s. Hills - Is there some sort of time	 limit? 

11rs. Eriksson - You mean if they vot~cl against incorporation and then adopted an 
alternative form and acquired home ~ule	 powers, they woul~ not have been rejecting 
the idea of incorporating at some future	 time? 

r~s. Orfirer - If I understand you, supposing that they try and fail on the incor
poration then t~eylre entitled to move ah~ad to the alternative form but they don't 
take that step of putting it on the bullot and they put it on the ballot 10 years 
later. 

~as. Zriksson - I don't kh9W why not. 

~~. Loewe - They might fail to achieve it and might try again five or ten years 
later and they might achieve it at that time. 

Brs. Eriksson - Let's say you had a tO~1nship that met the standard for urban tOl1n
ships and then something happened to industry and it no lonser met whatever standards 
the General Assembly set up then it would no longer be able to adopt the alternative 
form an~~ay. This depends on the General Assembly defining an urban tm1nship. 

Hr. "i-":y - Is there any Hay we could tie the standards for urban townships into the 
standards for cities and villages? 

iIrs. Eriksson - The problem l1ith defining the urban tounship is that the standards 
for cities and villages for incorporation are set by the General Assembly. The only 
thin~ the Constitution says is that the difference between a city and village is 
that one is over 5,000. 

i~s. Orfirer - The General Assembly can	 change the standards for incorporation. 
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If they did that, I uould think) Charlic, that they 1I0uid jUGi: use the same kind of 

formula. 

I-irs. Eriks~on - Evcrybody has [1 diE~t"ci1~ iuea of just lIhat an urban tounship is. 
That' G uhy I found it difficult toi:ry to "rite it into the Constitution. The def
inition of urban townships in the oriGinal civil service bill \185 a tounship of 
25)000 or more <1hich has a police and ~ire department of 10 or more full-time paid 
employees. That definition may h2ve Jean modified before passage. 

IIr. HeminGer - They used the r-hrase :;ur"'van tmmship II in that bill? 

l.irs. Eril~sson - Yes. 

i.·irs. Orfirer - I think this is sOLlething t:lat may \']or!: for us. HO\'l let us talk 
about lir. Fry's idea of Getting riel of :rural tounships. 

Hr. F!:y - I don't \-,an-(; to get riel of ·:::lem. I just ;-lant the people to face up to 
and mal~e their own decisions. ~his i2~2 of putting in the:onstitution a mandated 
vote 1'1,1 not very comfortable lIith. I don I t think yot~ can pu'&: somethinG in the 
Consti':;ution lil~e that. I don't kno\7 u~:ere there's any place in the Constitution 
\'1here they have to have 2 vote on such £lnd such a clay but I lIould like, in the 

countie:: across the state, to have an anS\'lcr::o tlvt C'uestion 

Hrs. ~ril~sson - I Houid hesitate to say that it uould oe <'. ;5ooel idea to put it in 
the Con:::titution. But you might be L1i:erested in somethinr; that came up at that 
last meetin~) the statement tllat in Illinois the ne\-l constitution provides for e 
vote on n~tainin~ tOHnships so I checl~cd that out and the situation ill Illinois is 
intere:::~ine. The n~~ constitution does indeed contain something very similar to 
whnt you' re tal~~in8 about. It' 5 not it'. the terms of a state\-lide vote in every 
county. At'.d I'll read you ~he provision in the net? constitution in Illinois. It 
says ;'?he General Assembly shall provide by lau for the formation of to\mships in 
any county \'lhen approved by county-uide :::eferendum. Tounships may be consolidated 
or merGed <\n(: one or more tOl1nsh1.ps ftlay be divided \1hen approved by referendum in 
each tmlnship affected. All townshi~s in a county may be dissolved when approved 
by a refcrendum in the total area -in uhich to\1Uship officers are elected.;J I 
thou3h'i; that '-las interestin3 becaus~ it is sometJhat similer to l1hat you're talldn3 
about. It's part of the Local Government Chapter in the Illinois Constitution. 
Houever, in goinG back, we discovered that in Illinois the prior constitution had 
had a very similar provision and this \1aS not very much ~ifferent from the prior 
provision. Ar-~t moreover, in Illinois apparently traditionally townships have 
always been vieued as a unit of county Government, not as a Gcneral unit of local 
governoent. The old constitution did oay that the General Asscmb1y shall provide 
by lau :~or tounship organization under uhich any county may or3anize Hhenever a 
majority of the legal voters in the county choose to do so. So I think this is 
quite £1. different concept. Apparently -::he tOlInships t;ere not the original unit of 
local r;overnr.lent, that they have becn::raditionally in Ohio, and it does seem to 
arise from a completely different !:ir-d of tradition than Ohio does. No\'1 ~k. Hummell 
made the statement that they had a nur.iller of referendum votes and that nobody had 
voted allny townships in Illinois ,~hich mClY very \!cll be true. I uasn' t able to 
cheer: that out) but apparently this h<.1o been possible over th~ years, for this kind 
of thin~ to be done--that counties ccn either or~anize in tm1nships and they can 
get rid of the tmmships by a vote of the people \-lhen they no longer serve a purpose. 
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And basically all this provision in the new constitution die was to shorten and get 
rid of some of the detail in the old constitution, about managing the fiscal affairs 
of the county and they apparently had some tradition of doing it that way. So I 
chinle there is a difference betl'1een what has traditionally been the case in Illinois 
and that in Ohio. But if you want to loo:~ at the specific language, it does contain 
a provision that you might want to tal1~ about--all the tm'Tnohips in a county may be 
dissolved ~o1hen approved by a referendul'l in the total area in ~'7hich the to'VTnship of
ficers are elected. And that is intended to be what we would call the unincorporated 
area, so that you would not be voting in the city which no longer participated in 
tmmship affairs. That ~'7as put in to take care of Chicago, which is still technically 
in a tm7nship, in which they do not vote for township officers any more. That last 
sentence is of interest. 

iirs. Orfirer - l1hat does it really mean? All tmo1nships throughout the county in 
'ihich township officers are elected. toes it mean the tOlnlship or the county? 

lirs. Er1I~oson - Ho, it means throughout '::he county. Hhat they r.lean is that in a 
county yOtt can have tm'Tnships or no tounships. 

dr. Fry - In other words, let's take Clark County. Take out the cities we have all 
the ones nho vote for township trustees 110uld have a question on the ballot--shall 
tmnlship ~overnment in ClarI':. County be continued? 

iirs. Orfirer - In Cuyahoga County where we do have tl~o or three townships, they would 
be the only ones that ",ould vote on it. 

iirs. Er:tI~sson - He l10uld say in the entir~ unincorporated area of the county. 

Hr. Fry - At least it gives the local people a tool if they ltant to take it to the 
ballot. 

Bra. EriI~sson - This doesn't say you put H on the ballot statewide, the uay your 
ori~innl concept was. This is simply a provision in the Constitution. 

i~. Fry - I just wanted everyone to face up to it. 

~~s. Or1irer - Let me ~s~--would you need a second sentence which spells out uhat 
happens if they vote to ~issolve? 

i'~s. Eriksson - In Illinois they don't 'because it's obvious that if they do dissolve 
the county takes over. I think you woulc need a second sentence, because you have 
to provide for a transfer of those powers since the powers are derived in Ohio from 
the General Assembly not from the county. Nolan is still interested in this question 
of the stntclJide vote on the county charter question, but not with the idea of dis
solving tOl'7nshi.ps. It's basically the same as you received in the mail except that 
we did limit it to counties with population of 200,000 or more. It would go on the 
ballot every ten years. 

Hr. Fry - If you're going to put it in, l1hy don't you mal-:e it at the next general 
election in the even year, if you lJant to, after adoption of this section? Can you 
have any provisions that are self-destroying after a time? 
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uould want to put that in the Constitution. I question pu~tin~ anything in the Con
stitution sayinG that you're going to mundn~e putting a certain question on the ballot 
in a certain time, although the question of calling a constitutional convention every 
20 years ia mandated. If you are interes~cd in pursuing Domethin~ like the Illinois 
language, I think that could be attached to section 2, as part of the general provi
sions on tounships. If you l"anted to put in som-::thin~ like ~ivin~ an option for 
t~o1nshipo ~o be dissolved then there's a vote in the unincorporated areas that co~ld 

also be done then by petition of the people or by the tOHnship trustees if they should 
ever \lant to put such s. question on the ballot. 

urs. Orfirer - I'm afraid that if there's any thought of dissolvin~ tmmships, it may 
raise the lackles • 

lir8. Eriksson - It could be a separate section. It really involves both the county 
and the tmJnships. 

lk. Fry - I don't lilce to see the mandate~ co~nty charter ~uestion in the Constitution. 
liaybe the uay to do it is simply adoption of a resolution that: is independent of con
stitutional revision, just a legislative r~solution. 

iirs. Eriksson - I Hould like to distribute to yot' Holan's local option for tounship 
home rule. IIe also gives the county home rule precedence over::olmships and he also 
said he uouid mal:e it dependent upon the cotmty pouers section. Du·:: it does not have 
the same concept of an alternative form. 

i'lrs. Orfirer - I ,",ould like to handle thic ·i:~le u<,.~' ue haVe! ~1andled every other sec
tion. Unless there is dissent, ~le Hill adopt the draft 1;:2 as modified by our dis
cussion today. 

lirs. laUs - I Hould like to make one cor:Ir.1en"1: about Draft :,:'?. Is it really necessary 
to put all that in the Constitution? Cnn·'t the General A£sembly right nOll accomplis!l 
llhat this says? 

Ers. Orfirer - This ,.is an argument that ,JC have ~one throu;jh ma..l.Y times. Hhen \ole 
feel that something is as serious and oasie enough then He h<!ve decided as a conunit
tee and a Commission to put it in the Conctitution even though the General Assembly 
may have the right to do it. 

Brs. Eril:sson - There is some question asi.:o uhether the Genei.-al j.ssembly could clas
sify tounchips, l1hich is one reason for pU·i:ting it in the Constitution. 

lrrs. Orfirer - Another reason is that ~Je feel th2t the provisions in the Constitution 
as they relate to t~o1nships now are very unsatisfactory. 

ilr. Fry - I think ue 're takin~ care of Loth sides, the tOl-lnships trustees uho feel 
they need more pOl·lers and those uho do no·;;. 

Hrs. Eriksson - The urban tounships are still goinli to have to :;0 to the General 
Assembly Defore they will ~cquire nnythinc, under this provicion for a definition of 
urban tOlmshi:.' and an alternative form of Lovernraent. 

l1rs. Orfirer - Are you all mlare th~t the indirect deot linit is ~oing to come up for 
a vote at the next Commission meeting? Un.;:ortunately I shall not be able to attend 
but Nolan is going to present that • 

")--.' .-. "}
'-..,. _~. t.·. ~.1' 
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Brs. Eriksson - It ,·1111 just he up for discussion and a public hearing. He never did 
dispose of s~ction li~. of Article :~III. ~ection Ii:. says ;;All elections and submis
sions o~ questions provided for in this article shall be conducted by the election 
authorities prescribed by general laue The percentage of electors required to si~n 

any petition provided for herein shall be based upon the total vote cast at the 
last precedin~ ::;eneral municipal election.;; My concern \'1as that 11 't'le put initia
tive and referendum in here, it might be subject to change. I know of no reason 
now to chnn~e that section at all, unless somebody has problems uith it. The peti 
tions be:l.n.::; talked about here "'ill only be the charter and charter amendment peti 
tions, "hid. have already been discussed. 

Hr~. Orfirer- Then uelre ready to eo ahead uith our proposals to the full Commis
sion on municipalities and t~1nships in September or whenever you can get it on the 
agenda. 

Brs. Eril~sljon - He "lill draft a provision similar to this last sentence from 
Illinois uhich uill say that to'unships in a county may be dissolved upon petition 
of so many electors in the townships or the tO~7nship trustees, not in any mandated 
stat~1ide election. 

Urs. Orfirer - I think l1e have about Hnic~led our ,~orlc as the Local Government CorJ.
mit"i:ee. l'le m:e reservin~ the right to go back and discuss regionalism 17hen \"1e see 
''lhether -::he county provisions are adopted and hOH they lIorl: since lie still have 
another si;: years of life as a Commission. He reserve the ri:.;ht to COr.le back and 
look at thos~ drafts we did originally. 

The oeetin3 was adjourned. 
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Summary 

The committee met in the Commission offices at noon on November 26. Present 
were members Mrs. Orfirer, Hr. Carson, Mr. Wilson, Repnsent8tives Fry and Speck 
and Mr. Heminger. Mr. Carter also attended. Present from the staff was Mrs. 
Eriksson. 

Mrs. Orfirer opened the discussion about the rereferra1 of Section 10 of 
Article XVIII by the Commission to the committee. She noted that the section did 
not permit condemnation in excess of that needed for the public use, and that repeal 
of the section would open up a great deal or 1itig,ltion. Therefore, Mr. Kramer's 
recommendation is, as before, to leave the ~;ection unchanged. She read some language 
proposed by Mrs. Eriksson. The present Constitution reads: "A municipaity appro
priating or otherwise acquiring property for public use may in furtherance of such 
public use appropriate or acquire an excess over that actually to be occupied by 
the improvement," and the proposal would adJ the words "WHICH EXCESS IS NEEDED FOR 
A PUBLIC PURPOSE," and then it goes on "and may sell such excess with such restric
tions as are appropriate to preserve the improvement made." She noted that some 
Commission members objected to the idea of "excess" condemnation. 

Mr. Wilson - If it's needed, is it excess? 

Mrs. Orfirer - It seems to me that the problem is that people aren't reading the 
whole thing. They balk at the word "excess" but don't realize it is "excess over 
that actually to be occupied by the improvement." It's not excess beyond that needed 
for a public purpose. It's only excess beyond that actually to be occupied. 

Mr. Carter - Paul Gi11mor and others expres~)ed the concern at the Commission meeting, 
and I became one of the number, that municipalities using the extraordinary measure 
of appropriation should not be permitted to take allY more than immediately required. 
They can negotiate and buy, but should not use eminent domain. 

Mrs. Orfirer - The concern was the protection of private property and that the gov
ernment should not be able to step in and take anything in excess. Unfortunately, 
in our report and explanation, we got into the thinking of the 1912 convention when 
this was added to the Constitution. At that time, they thought this would be used 
as a means of raising revenue. You sell it after you've made the improvement and with 
restrictions, and in that way you would help to pay for the improvement. That use of 
the section was ruled unconstitutional. Moreover, the Language doesn't say that--if 
that was the intent of the 1912 drafters they didn't express it in the constitutional 
language. But this is what lurked in the backs of theiJ~ minds. 

Mr. Carter - The feeling expressed by Commission member:, was that, even though the 
courts have ruled this unconstitutional, we cannot support an idea which we feel 
is wrong. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Gene's point was that the language does not say that. It does not 
express the thinking of the people who wrote it. 

Mr. Heminger - The word "excess" implies something more than is read1ly needed. 

Mr. Carson - What is an example of something excess? 

....~ .... ~ ". . ".~ 
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Mrs. Orfirer - Ground around a building, half a building, half a plant whe~e you 
would still need to take it all, parking purposes. 

Mrs. Eriksson - In the East Cleveland case, the city tried to appropriate property 
for street improvement--much more than they needed-- and then they were going to 
sell that excess property and expected that it would increase in value because of 
the street improvement. The court held that was unconstitutional. But if you read 
the language literally, you would reach that conclusion anyway. I don't think you 
can take anything that is "excess" because the eminent domain powers of the state 
would not permit that. Section 19 of Article I would not permit a municipality's 
right to rise higher than that of the state itself. Section 19 says that private 
property is subservient to the public welfare, and you have to establish public 
welfare or public use before any governmental entity can take property by appropria
tion. 

Mrs. Orfirer - One of the problems is that this section was cited in the court case 
upholding urban renewal. And this is one reason there is reluctance to recommend 
repeal. 

Mrs. Eriksson - The Municipal League opposed repealing for this reason. 

Mr. Carson - The state has no such power as this, is that correct? For highway ap
propriations, they cannot do this. 

Mrs. Eriksson - The state cannot take more than needed for a public use, and neither 
can the city, under this provision. 

Mr. Speck - Why not just eliminate those words excess? 

Mrs. Eriksson - In urban renewal, the proposition is that the city condemns and 
takes a plot of ground and then does ultimately sell it to private developers for 
private purposes so that the public does not occupy that property. There may be 
some public buildings, but not the entire property. The concern is that if you 
remove that language and the language permitting the selling of the excess you might 
be doing something adverse to urban renewal. 

Mr. Carson - There is no constitutional provision specifically authorizing urban 
renewal? 

Mrs. Eriksson - No. The court had really reached the conclusion that urban renewal is 
a proper public purpose by simply discussing eminent domain power--most of the de
cision is based on Section 19 of Article I, with the court finding that urban renewal 
was a proper public purpose under that section and therefore land could be appropriated 
by a city for that purpose. Then, after that conclusion had been reached the court 
cited this section as reinforcement for that conclusion. There is no specific refer
ence in the Constitution to urban renewal. 

Mr. Wilson - There is one other possible example. If you have to take property to 
put in a sewer line, you might want to take the whole property even though only a 
small portion is needed for the sewer line and then sell off the excess. 

Mr. ~peck - Can't you appropriate an easement? 

Mr. Carson - You can appropriate an easement. The highway department does it all 
the time. 
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•	 Mrs. Eriksson - I suppose there might be circumstances where you would appropriate 
the whole thing if the easement renders the remaining property unuseable. 

Mrs. Orfirer - We're not recommending any change in this. It's there and has been 

• 
ruled upon. It is apparently incapable constitutionally of being used as intended. 

Mr. Speck - You are relying on a court decision for that. 

Mrs. Orfirer - But also relying on other provisions of both the federal and the 
state constitutions. My feeling is that by leaving it alone we are not doing 

•
 anything that endangers the rights of private property.
 

Mr. Carter - What's the problem with changing it? 

Mrs. Orfirer - Every time you make a-change it should be for a purpose. What 
kind of power are you adding or withdrawing? That's what people will look for. 

•	 Mr. Carter - This proposed language makes it clear that you can't take private 
property unless for a public purpose. 

Mr. Carson - Rather than putting that new clause in where suggested, how about "and 
may sell such excess when it is no longer needed for a public purpose"? 

• Mrs. Orfirer - I think that is different. We arf saying you may not acquire excess 
which is not needed for a public purpose, and yOl are saying you can sell it when 
no longer needed. 

• 
Mr. Carson - But if you read the language, it all eady says that you may only 
acquire property for a public use. I'm just sugl esting that the language be in
serted following the language about sale of the (xcess "when it is ro longer needed 
for a public purpose." It would mean to me that the excess had to be for a public 
purpose in the first place. 

• 
Mrs. Eriksson - I think you might still run into objections as far as the urban 
renewal situation is concerned because there the concept is that it is needed for 
the public purpose and part of the public purpose is served by the selling. It 

• 

is not a question of no longer being needed, but you are serving the public purpose 
by selling the excess. The court, in upholding urban renewal, said that the fact 
that the property was not even intended to be occupied by the public did not make 
it not a public purpose. If the "no longer needed" language is inserted, it might 
raise the question as to whether it was a public purpose to begin with. 

Mrs. Orfirer - The idea of urban renewal is a public purpose itself. 

Mrs. Eriksson - The court had difficulty reaching this conclusion because Section 
19 uses the words "public use." 

•	 Mr. Carson - Does this power vary from the state's power? 

Mrs. Eriksson - Not in my opinion. 

• 
Mr. Carson - Would there be a possibility of rep~a1ing this section and writing 
in the Constitution a provision that the power of eminent domain as given to the 
state applies to municipalities? 

Mr. Wilson - No. 

•
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Mr. Speck - Is it really necessary to have anything in the Constitution at all? 

Mr. Carter - The original recommendation of the Committee was to leave this alone and 
members of the Commission objected, feeling that it was very wrong to have something 
in the Constitution which permits the power of appropriation for excess land. Even •
though it has been qualified by court decision. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Is it your feeling that this does give the right to appropriate land 
in excess of that needed for a public purpose? 

Mr. Carter - Without a Supreme Court decision, there is a question in my mind. It 
may be a philosophical problem rather than a practical problem. I like this language 
that has been suggested. 

• 
Mrs. Eriksson - I was trying to make it clear that noone has any rights that rise 
higher than those granted by the Constitution to the sovereign, and permitted under 
the due process clause of the federal constitution. In our Constitution, this is 
Section 19 of Article I, which is the general eminent domain power. However, that 
section, rather than using the expression "public purpose" uses the expression "public 
welfare." Let me read that: "Private property shall forever be held inviolate subservient to 
the public welfare." Then the rest of the section speaks only about public use, as 
does this section--Section 10. So it would seem to me we might say "which excess is 
needed for the public welfare" rather than "public purpose." Public purpose is not 
otherwise found in the Constitution. 

' 

• 

• 

Mrs. Orfirer - The other alternative, suggested by another attorney whom Ann asked 
to look at the problem, is, instead of the suggested language, is "Consistent with 
the limitations imposed by Section 19 of Article I of this Constitution." I don't 
think it makes much difference. • 
Mrs. Eriksson - It is my opinion that we are not really doing anything. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Except reassuring people. We have several alternatives--recommend 
repeal, say we like it the way it is, propose the new language, or turn it over to 
the bill of rights committee and then let them work on it. If you feel one of these 
proposals for new language would satisfy people, my recommendation would be that we 
propose it to the Commission. 

• 
Mr. Carson - This language talks about public purpose, this section and Section 19, 
about public use, and Section 19 about public welfare. Why did you use public purpose? 

Mrs. Eriksson - Because that is the language of many of the court decisions. But I 
would rather use public welfare because that is the language of Section 19. 

• 
Mr. Carson - Where this new language now appears, it occurs to me that most of those 
concerned with this problem--this still permits you to find a temporary public purpose 
for the excess land and sell it the next day--if you attach the new words following 
the provisions for selling, it seems to me clearer that at some point you had to have 
put that property to some public use. You could say "when it is not longer needed for 
the purposes set forth in Section 19 of Article I" if you want to. 

• 

Mr. Carter - I think the bigger problem is the acquisition of the land. Once that 
is done, the damage is done. • 
Mr. Wilson - You can really appropriate almost anything by saying you are going to use 
it for a public park. I see no reason to change this. 

•
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Mrs. Orfirer - I think people would be more comfortable if we refer to Section 19 
and say the power goes no further than that. We are not harming the usefulness of 
the section in doing that, we are just doing something that people can subscribe to. 

Mr. Wilson - But it is not necessary to add those words, and we shouldn't add un
necessary verbiage to the Constitution. 

Mr. Heminger - But if genuine concern has been expressed on the part of some com
missioners to keeping it the way it is, I think we ought to try to meet that concern 
by adding some suitable language. 

Mr. Speck - One problem, if we propose any changes, is trying to explain eminent 
domain and appropriation of property when it appears on the ballot. It is a hor
rendous task, and overshadows everying else on the ballot. 

Mrs. Orfirer - We can explain that we are protecting the people more this way. 
What is your feeling about how this should be presented to the full Commission? 

Mr. Carson - I like the reference to Section 19 of Article I. 

Mrs. Orfirer - That language is "consistent with the limitations imposed by Section 
19 of Article I of this Constitution." 

Mr. Carson - Where does it go? 

Mrs. Orfirer - Where the other words went. Why do you need "limitation"? Let's just 
say "consistent with Section 19 of Article I of this Constitution." 

Mr. Carson - If you add those words, do you want them in that location? 

Mrs. Orfirer - Perhaps at the beginning of the section. Why not put it at the 
beginning "Consistent with Section 19 of Article I of this Constitution, a municipality 
appropriating or otherwise " 

Mr. Carson - Then it would apply to acquire also, and I think it should. "Public 
use" in the second line applies to acquisition. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Section 19 says "when taken" and I ,think that means appropriated. 
However, I don't think there is anything wrong to placing it at the beginning. 

Mrs. Orfirer - It applies where it applies and doesn't where it doesn't. 

Mr. Carson - Would you explain, with this language in here, what restriction that 
places on the operation of this section? 

Mrs. Orfirer - I think it restricts it to the use that the courts have interpreted 
cities have under this section--that land may not be taken for the purpose of raising 
revenue. It must be for a public purpose. 

Mr. Fry - This section might make the impact(~d cities bill a little easier. If it is 
consistent with the idea of urban renewal. 

Mrs. Orfirer - That is the reason for keeping it rather than repealing it. 
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Mr. Carson - I just don't know what the cases under Section 19 of Article I dealing 
with public welfare have held. 

Mr. Wilson - I don't agree that what you have called an illegitimate purpose on the 
part of the drafters is necessarily wrong. If you have to acquire property for an 
improvement, you may acquire more than is needed for the improvement. 

Mrs. Orfirer - But if you read the words of the debates, you find that they viewed 
it purely as a profit-making venture, and I think we want to make clear to future 
users of the Constitution that we do not approve of that, and what our intention is. 
Gene's response to this will be that we are opening it up to litigation, and I think 
we have to make a choice between that and assuring those Commission members who do 
not like the present provision that we do not intend that this be used for any wrong 
purpose. I think people's legitimate concerns should be reflected. I think we do 
more harm by repealing it and I don't think we will getthe votes to leave it the way 
it is, so I think we are coming back with a reasonable proposal that will satisfy 
those who are concerned about this language. 

There was considerable discussion about whether the committees should recommend 
a change, and since 2/3 of the Commission would not be necessary to leave the section 
as it is. No vote need be taken. 

Mrs. Orfirer - How should we present this to the Commission? 

Mr. Carson - It could be presented to the Commission as a recommendation for no change 
on the basis that since the matters of concern are protected by decision of the Supreme 
Court. we don't think the language ought to be touched, and that it will be open to 
litigation. 

Mr. Fry - Just because it means that there might be further litigation doesn't mean 
that we can't touch it. 

Mr. Wilson - I don't think it is an improvement. 

Mr. Carson - I move the adoption of the language just read to the committee. 

Mr. Heminger - I second. 

Mrs. Orfirer - You're suggesting that we present it as a committee recommendation? 

Mr. Carson - Yes. 

All voted yes except Mr. Wilson. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I would like to discuss another matter. We had expected that, at this 
point, the committee would become dissolved because we had completed our work. Dick 
Guggenheim raised a good point at the last- meeting in the discussion about townships. 
We are all off on the wrong track in the discussion about townships. The problem is 
an urban problem or a megalopolis problem. I have been giving this some thought 
and whether there is a job still for us to do, and that is to pursue the problem of 
the cities, primarily the way taxation is used to either promote or impede proper re
growth or development of inner cities in order to see whethere there is a constitutional 
role in this problem. I discussed this with Gene Kramer and with Dick Desmond and 
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• they felt that it is a proper pursuit for the local government committee. That 
it would not be an easy thing to do on a piecemeal approach but worth looking into 
and interviewing some people and asking some questions as to what people in the 
urban centers see is this relationship and what they feel is the problem and to 

• see whether it is worth our making any recommendations or giving serious study. 

Mr. Fry - It is my feeling that we did explore this. We heard from the Municipal 
League, who would be most conversant with it. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I'm not talking now about a township problem. 

•	 Mr. Carson - I'd like to recommend that Linda prepare an outline of what exactly 
she has in mind. As one of your committee, I'm at your disposal and if you feel 
we ought to investigate other things, I'm willing. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Let ms pursue it to see whether it's worh our considering. 

• Mr. Fry - I'd like to identify the areas we are going to get into that we have not
 
already discussed.
 

•
 
Mrs. Orfirer - This would not be in relationship to fovernmental structure, but in
 
relation to how to deal with the problems today of t] e core cities, primarily deal

ing witll taxation.
 

•
 

Mr. Carson - I was absent from the last meeting, but wholly approve of the action
 
taken with respect to townships. However, I personally have some ideas on this and
 
would like to present them, either to this committee or to the Commission, on
 
townships. I think there are a lot of alternatives. Should I present to this com

mittee or to the Commission?
 

Mr. Carter - I think it would be better to present them to the committee. 

Mr. Carson One-third of the people in my county li,e in townships. There is no way 
they can incorporate. There is no way they can annex. 

• Mrs. Orfirer - Have you tried to incorporate? 

Mr. Carson - Under the law you have to get 50% of the resident freeholders to sign 
a petition. In my township there are 28,000 residents. It's just not feasible, 
10,000 land owners. 

• Mrs. Orfirer - That's not a constitutional problem, it's a legislative problem. 

Mr. Carson - But what are we doing? Don't we have a role in determining that the 
needs of these people are being met? 

•
 Mrs. Orfirer - I would like to have the committee reconsider it.
 

Mr. Carson - Have you thought of, by constitutional provision, relaxing the incorpora
tion requirements? 

Mrs. Orfirer - No, because we thought it was a legislative matter. There is very

• little about townships in the Constitution, and my interpretation of the feelings 
of the Commission as expressed at the last meeting is that they do not want to lock 
into the Constitution anything more about townships. Townships are in a state of 
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flux and let's not lock it into the Constitution. 

Mr. Carson - But we have 300,000 people who live in these townships with no way to 
incorporate. •
Mr. Heminger - I don't think we are very happy with where we ended up with townships. 
We are really faced with the question, should the Constitution mandate something 
about townships or incorporation? 

Mrs. Orfirer - We could recommend some changes to the legislature. •
Mr. Carson - I think we ought to do what we think is right in the Constitution. 

There was agreement that the question would be reconsidered at the next 
committee meeting on December 18, and the meeting adjourned. 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Connnission 
Local Covernment Connnittee 
December 18, 1974 

Sunnnary 

Present for the meeting of the Local Government Connnittee on December l8:at 11 a.m. 
in the Connnission offices in the Neil House were Chairman Orfirer, Connnittee members Carson, 
Russo, Fry, Speck, Celeste, Staff Director Eriksson, and Consultant Stine and visitors as 
follows: Lois Mills of the LWV, Jack Rhymers of the C of C, Chester Hunnnell of the Township 
Trustees Assn., and Sue Cave of the Ohio Municipal League. 

Orfirer - Nolan has a draft on townships for our discussion. 

Mr. Carson - I have expressed the view during the deliberations of this committee, before 
the connnission, and even before that that, at. the time of the last material revision of the 
Ohio Constitution in 1912, I don't think we had any urban townships - at that time, they 
were rural and at that time I think the constitutional treatment was probably correct. I 
happen to live in a county that has quite a number of urban townships - in fact, about 1/3 
of our population lives in these townships. I live in one myself so I am a little bit familiar 
with the form of government and what people think about it and so on. I had hoped to come 
better prepared with an itemization of the townships like these around the state, but I vas 
not able to do a statewide survey and I don't know whether anyone has ever done that. My in
formation is really in Hamilton county. We have 13 townships. They have had the same form 
of government since they were formed. The largest is Colerain Township which has 5l,000·.pop. 
Where I live is Anderson with population of 28,000. Columbia is 26,000. Delhi is 26,000. 
Greene is 50,000. Springfield is 49,000. Sycamore is 31,000. So, we have 7 which are in ex· 
cess of 26,000. Two are in the 50,000 range. All in Hamilton County. There are also two 
with just a little less than 10,000 and two very small ones - Crosby and Whitewater with 1700 
and 3200. Two rural townships only. Total population in the 13 townships is 291,819 people 
which is about 1/3 the population of the county. It's nearly 3% of the population of the 
state of Ohio. Our biggest city is Cincinnati. We have many small municipalities. There 
have been few new ones in receat history and there has been little annexation in recent his
tory. The City of Cincinnati, from all I can see in recent years, has not really seriously 
attempted annexation or expaasion and I don't believe the political climate today in the 
City of Cincinnati would favor annexing more territory. 

The connnent I've heard a number of times on this committee is that if you give town
ships that are urban in character powers similar to those of Municipal corporations, you are 
creating another governmental unit that is not a municipal corporation, not a township, not 
a county - just another layer of government. My response to that is, that may be, and I have 
no concern with that - whether the people in these areas incorporate or whether you give them 
powers they need as townships. The overriding concern with me is that an awful lot of souls 

live there, and the legislature has been pretty much leaving them in status quo - increas
ing the powers occasionally when asked to, but no really broad look at this problem. People 
say you should incorporate, but the fact is, you can't incorporate. Practically, you can't. 
The statutes require a majority of adult freeholders to sign a petition. The first thing the 
circulators have to do is make a list of all the adult freeholders and prepare a plat showing 
all the land and the parcels and names and addresses of owners. It's just not a majority of 
the population. If you wanted to give Anderson Township, where I live, municipal powers, - in 
order to forma municipal corporation, you'd have to get the specific signatures of 8,000
10,000 people, I would guess. I don't know how many parcels there are or how many freeholders 
there are but you have to get those specific people, not just electors or population generally. 

•
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You could, I suppose, incorporate a smaller part of the township but then the rest of the 
problem isn't solved - you have the rest of the township with the same problems. When you 
sny, incorporate a township, to me it is just not feasible. I think the legislature pro
bably knows that. The other stumbling block is the 3-mile limit - of any municipal corpora
tion, as I understand it. (Mr. Carson displayed a map of Hamilton County and demonstrated 
that there were six municipal corporations whose consent to incorporation would have to be 
secured if Anderson Township residents wished to incorporate. He noted that the same thing 
was true of all townships.) This is the practical problem - the laws are not geared toward 
incorporation. The other thing I should address myself to - I guess there is some feeling 
in this committee that this is a legislative problem and the constitution should not be spe
cific about townships. The drafters of our present constitution felt that municipal powers 
were a problem and they recognized that in the constitution. I don't feel the Constitution 
has to be specific - but I certainly think there is a problem here that the Constitutional 
Revision Commission should recognize, and if they consider it a problem they ought to deal 
with it rather than just say "It's always been a matter for the legislature." 

I have no brief for any language I've suggested. It was a hurried attempt. I do 
recommend that if anybody felt favorably toward some kind of a provision in this regard it 
should go in the section where we have implied powers for counties for practical political 
n'asons and that is, if the provisions are in separate sections, the township zealots 
might well urge adoption of the one relating to townships and vote against the one relating 
to counties. If some relief for townships were allied with the county provisions, I think 
it would help the passage of the county provisions, which I very much favor. 

Mrs. Orfirer - J've been involved with efforts trying to solve the township problems for some 
3 or 4 years now. I am very aware of the felt problems in this area and sympathetic to the 
feeling that there have to be some changes made. I feel regretful that there is this divi
sion within the committee. We all have respect for the energies and good wishes of everyone 
on the committee and on the commission. What we are all seeking is to solve the same prob
lem. It is hard to find ourselves on opposite sides but I guess this is inevitable. 

In this committee we did draft something that we hoped would solve some of the prob
lems. We were not terribly happy with it. It was the best we could come up with, given 
our feelings about the situation. At the time we got through discussing it and hearing from 
people at the public hearing, the conclusion was really what we had started with, that it 
really was not a constitutional matter. We are starting from two different premises, because 
you feel that it is a constitutional matter. The problems as I have been told them, and as 
I believe them to be, grow out, primarily, of statutes that the General Assembly has passed 
there is nothing in the constitution that stands in the way of anything for townships. The 
problems are the 3-mile limit, and the majority of freeholders - both imposed by the legisla
ture, and both its problems to take away. I have not heard, and I think we ought to know 
this, what attempts have been made in any of three areas - 1, what attempts have been made to 
incorporate and been turned down by the city or cities around the townships; 2, what attempts 
have been made to get petitions signed, or is it just felt it is too difficult; 3, I know 
that the townships have petitioned the legislature for greater powers for townships but I 
don't know whether they have petitioned the legislature to remove the 3-mile limit and the 
requirement of the majority of the freeholders. I find myself at a loss to go on from there 
without this information. I think we all feel that you don't lightly change the constitution, 
you use it as a remedy when there is no other recourse, and my own feeling is that if some 
of the energy that the township people put into the letters we've received, the threatening 
letters - if some of that energy went into legislature to get some of the statutes changed, 
we would not be sitting here saying it's in our lap by default. I also feel very strongly 
about the county provisions - I've worked on them 2 years so I care very much whether they 
go down to defeat and so I ask myself how political do I want to be? Is the price going along 
with township provisions in order to not get opposite of the township people? I can't do it. 
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I feel we have to do as a committee what we feel is right. 

Mr. Carson - I hope you don't feel that is my motive. 

• 
Mrs. Orfirer - No, I am just talking for myself. I don't by any means think that these 
people can be ignored. I don't think they should be. People feel strongly and positively 
about township government and I don't think the 40 or 50,000 people in an urban township 
have the kind of government they ought to have. I don't live with the problem, but I 
am willing to accept the fact that there are problems. Again, I just don't feel that 
the constitution is the place to deal with it. 

• Mr. Russo - I am not from a rural area. I am firmly convinced we should not give any 
more power to townships because it will delay the concept of county government. In Ham
ilton County, for example, you will have 13 more governmental units to deal with in 
bringing county government about, if you give home rule power to townships. We had a 
strong	 dissertation about 4 years ago on why we should have townships. People living in 

• 
an area they can identify with, a closeness, a feeling of belonging to a lot of people. 
In the final analysis, though, if you give any more power to townships, and if the county 
form of government is to become a reality, I think you are making that more difficult 

• 

and postponing that day. If you take the city of Cleveland, with its urban decay and 
all its problems, the only way we can solve these problems, in my opinion, is by going 
to a county form of government. And I think that should probably happen in every large 
urban area so that part of the county than can help solve some of the problems of rejuve
nating the inner cities will help do so. We have 63 municipalities in Cuyahoga County 
but only 2 or 3 townships, so we don't have the same problem as in Hamilton County. 

• 

Mrs. Orfirer - Of course we are already going to have this problem of multiple municipal 
corporations. I don't know that we want to compound it, but I don't think it is all that 
serious to add 11 more or whatever. You made a comment, Nolan, about another type 
of government, and what I think some us think is not that is is another type of government 
but the same government with another name - you will have a duplication. Why not, then, 
just plain incorporate instead of making a whole other kind of thing. I do agree that 
you need to be able to incorporate. But what is the matter with taking the legislative 
approach? 

• Mr. Carson - For some reason, the legislature hasn't responded. The statutes stay on 

• 

the books just the way they were and there are 300,000 people who don't have the benefit 
of these powers that you are suggesting. If there is any purpose in this commission, it 
is to recognize problems in this state, particularly with respect to governmental structure, 
and if we think there is something awry in this state, we ought to recommend a change. I 
thought that was what we were for. The legislature has passed some laws evidencing a pol
icy on incorporation, maybe at a time when this problem wasn't so serious. If we find 
problems, we should recommend reasonable solutions. 

Mrs. Orfirer - But not necessarily constitutional. 

Mr. Carson - Whether we give townships powers or make it possible to incorporate, we 
•	 ought to recognize that there are people living in substantial numbers without their pub


lic officials having the tools to do the job that should be done.
 

Mrs. Orfirer - I agree that there are problems to be solved, but I do not agree that it's 
up to the Constitution to solve them. That's what the General Assembly is for. But I 
would like to know the answers to some of these questions. Chester, how much have 

•	 you appealed for these changes to the legislature? 

• 
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Mr. Hummell - We've appealed quite frequently, for specific items and for some general 
things. In this session just concluded, there are about ~ dozen bills addressed to the 
general subject of giving townships more powers. There is one question that I don't 
think this Commission has ever touched on and that is whether the legislature has the 
authority to give townships authority to pass ordinances1 The Ohio Constitution pro
vides that all the powers are reserved to the people, and then it goes on to provide for 
a state legislature and authorizes the state legislature to enact laws. In 1912, why 
didn't the legislature give home rules power to municipalities? There is a serious 
question whether the legislature can do that. Or whether you have to go the the Consti 
tution and get the people to say that cities could enact ordinances. So I think there 
is a serious question whether the General Assembly can say to the townships, you can not 
enact ordinances. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I agree. 

Mr. Hummell - And if there is a serious question, the only place that question can be 
answered is in the constitution. 

Mrs. Orfirer I agree, but that is not what I was talking about. I was talking about 
the question of incorporating - the majority of the freeholders, and the 3-mi1e limit. 
Have changes in those things been sought from the legislature, and when, and with how 
much strength, and have they been turned down? You have answered very bread1y, and said 
we have had several attempts in the legislature to get broader powers. I asked three 
specific question: 1. what kinds of attempts have been made to incorporate. Have 
attempts to get the signatures failed? Have there been specific attempts in the legis
lature and how frequent and when to get the 3-mi1e limit changed and the provision about 
the freeholders? 

Mr. Hummell - Attempting to incorporate is just an exercise in futility. With all the 
work that's involved, a person would have to be a blooming idiot to go into Boardman 
Township and try to get a petition to incorporate signed by the adult freeholders and 
then when you get it all done you know very well that the city of Youngstown is gO'ing 
to say no. Now, why was the 3-mi1e limit put in? That was about 1967. It was because 
the professional planners, among others, convinced the legislature, that what had 
pappened in Cuyahoga County was a horrible example of what would happen in the rest of 
the state. That was put in the law to back up the broad concept that is was better for 
existing municipalities to become larger than to create a multiplicity of municipal cor
porations. At the same time, the annexation laws were amended to make annexation easier. 
Now, realistically, I am not going over to the legislature and ask them to remove the 
3-mile limit. Again, it is an exercise in futility. They are not going to do it. They 
think there is more to be gained by leaving it there than there is to be gained by tak
ing it out. I've appeared before you 3 or 4 times, and I don't desire to be repetitious 
although I cannot help it. I think you ought to be concerned about people, and concepts 
and everything else comes second. When a person has a problem at the local level, he 
wants to be able to go to his government and get it solved. If he goes to his village or 
city government the chances are he can get it solved at the local,leve1. If he goes to 
his township govt., maybe yes and maybe no. That's why we think there should be more 
authority for township government. I'm not familiar with the proposal before you now, 
but we have proposals that we think provide a realistic answer - that this broader power 
should be given only to certain townships with high population and then only if voted by 
the people within the township. And considering the history of voting on county per
missive government it might well be that no township would get this authority because I 
think it is characteristic of elected officials whether in the state legislature or in 
the governor's office or the mayor's office or whatever, they think they need more power 
than their people think they need. So they may vote them down. 
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But we think this authority should be at the township level if they need it. Countywide 
government, there is a lot to be said for and against it. But it covers a large area. We 
had an example coming from Hamilton County before our Local Government Services Commission, 
where people say the City of Cincinnati is too big to respond to the needs of the people, 
we need neighborhood government. And if a city is to) big to respond to the needs of the 
people, certainly any county is. If people have problems in a local community, it won't be 
long, if we have county government, until they complain that the county does not respond to 
their needs. We need local government that can answer their needs. We think it is vitally 
important that townships have some authority. And we don't apologize if these powers look 
like municipal powers - we think the people in the unincorporated areas have every right to 
the same powers as the people in the municipalities. To some extent, the legislature has 
ignored these problems, and we realize that it is not entirely their fault because the town
ships don't have problems of the magnitude that the ci_ties have. But we are getting to the 
place where we do have some of these problems and we do ne(~d some authority to solve them. 

Mr. Russo - The county should take over some of these serv=_ces though because any way you 
figure it, the cost per unit is higher at the local l~vel than if the services are performed 
on a countywide basis. Supervision may be multiplied 50 times in Cuyahoga County. If we 
give those powers you are asking for, we are going to come up with a greater cost for local 
government. 

Mr. Hummell - How else are we going to provide these services? In Hamilton County, Cincinn
ati provides some of the services. But right next door in an unincorporated area, the town
ship must provide services. In Cuyahoga County, there are so many municipalities they prac
tically covered the map. The City of Columbus had this aggressive annexation policy. So 
the counties are all different. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I would like to answer one thing you SQid, Chester, which was that you had not 
heard this committee discuss whether or not the legislature had the power to grant the legis
lative powers to the townships. We are very aware of this problem which is one of the rea
sons we have provided that the county changes be constitutional. The reasons we have not so 
provided for the townships is because we didn't want it. We didn't feel that townships 
should constitutionally or any other way be given the same powers as municipal corporations. 
If there are 40,000 people and they need those powers they should incorporate. What we are 
hung up on, is where is it done. Mrs. Mills just made a good point, that one way or the 
other this is going to have to go through the legislature. If we recommend it, it still has 
to be approved by the General Assembly. If the legislature doesn't want it, it isn't going 
to be done in any event. We are planning to make some specific recommendations to the legis
lature on statutory material and I think this might be something we should think seriously 
about doing. It might be to remove the 3-mile limit or change the freeholder requirements. 

Mr. Carson - How many are on this committee? 

Mrs. Orfirer - Mr. Wilson, Sen. Calabrese, Mr. Heminger, Mr. Fry, Mr. Speck, Mr. Celeste 
in addition to those of us here. 

Mr. Carson - Tony, I would like to comment on one thing you said - that you think a county 
charter is the salvation of the problems. Perhaps that is true in Cuyahoga County but I do 
not believe that is true in Hamilton County. However, one thing this committee did before I 
was a member of it which I approve of is the county powers section. You apparently want to 
drive counties toward charter government, but what we recommend was that we also give coun
ties which don't vote a charter the implied powers - even without a charter, counties would 
have these powers. So I don't think this committee has recommended what you think ought to 
be done. 
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Mr. Russo - What we are doing is g~v~ng them both - where possible, get a charter, 
where it is not, we have an alternative. If townships all had their problems in common 
we could get to a constitutional issue on it but their problems are not common. A 50,000 
population township and a 3,000 population are not the same. 

Mrs. Orfirer - No one is asking us to touch those 3,000 population townships. They are 
just asking for the powers for the urban townships. 

Mr. Russo - I don't know whether you can put anything in that doesn't affect all townships. 

Mrs. Orfifer - You would have to provide for a classification, which is what we were doing 
in our original proposal, which is essentially a classification no matter how you write 
it. 

Mr. Carson - I would like to underline, just for the record, that the county commissioners 
who appeared before this group who were representing the association said that they had 
no problem with giving townships more powers but they wanted to make sure that the exer
cise by the county of powers would be paramount to the exercise by townships of powers. 
They indicated that they would favor that kind of move. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I really don't understand why the township trustee association, particu
larly, as you point out, without opposition from counties doesn't go to the legislature and 
be persistent about incorporation. They are persistent in all places except there. 

Mr. Hummell - Perhaps I can explain this to a certain extent. Some of these problems that 
you live with at the local level are pretty petty to the legislature. They are the prob
lems that are being solved in village councils and city councils. Are we going to have a 
leash law for dogs? Are we going to have a Green River Ordinance? Are we going to have 
a housing authority, in some of the'bigger communities? You cannot go to the legislature 
and get up any enthusiasm for a law saying you have to have all dogs on a leash. Some
how we have to solve the local problems without going to the legislature. We need this 
authority. 

Mrs. Orfirer - What I meant was to incorporate - to get rid of these things that are stand
ing in the way of receiving powers the same way any other group does. 

Mr. Carson - The change in philosophy of this committee from one that is not a constitution
al problem occurred a few weeks ago - in fact, this committee recommended a constitutional 
amendment with such barriers in it that it would not have been of any help and then it 
was withdrawn when it was presented to the commission. What happened? Was it a~ the 
commission meeting? 

Mrs. Orfirer - My feeling was that there was not a radical change in the committee's atti 
tude. If you go back and read the minutes and review our struggle and confusion, we felt 
this is a problem everyone is saying we 'ought to do something about and we recognized it 
as a problem and we began learning about townships. I said I think that form of govern
ment is something that is constitutional. We traced what is in the constitution on town
ships. Then we discussed: what do we want for the future of government in Ohio? A strong 
feeling that the future of government is changing, in relation to townships. A lot of 
opposition to the idea of freezing something into the constitution rather than leaving it 
flexible so that the legislature can expertment just as they could change the 3-mile limit 
without having to go to a whole constitutional amendment. We felt we should make this 
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attempt to solve the problem. Perhaps we should never have brought it to the commission. 
None of us were totally happy with it but we felt we should do it. We took it to the 
commission to see whether someone could find a better solution or thought that was a good 
one. What came out of the discussion at the commission meeting, was more of the same 
opposition from townships, opposition from municipalities, and a strong feeling on the 
part of the commission members that this doesn't belong in the constitution, it shouldn't 
be brought before us, forget it. I would have fought for it in the commission if I 
felt it was right. We brought it to open up the discussion and because so many people 
had applied to us and said there was a problem. 

Mr. Carson - I wonder if there is any need to prolong this? 

Mrs. Orfirer - I'm willing to take it to the entire committee and take a vote of everyone, 
even those who are not here. 

Mr. Carson - This meeting was called for this purpose and they are not here. I trust 
neither of you have any problem if I took this to the whole commission. 

Mrs. Orfirer and Mr. Russo agreed. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I would insist that we get a vote of the entire committee except that, 
from my reading of the committee and from prior discussions, I think it would only be de
laying what you want to do. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I move we reject the proposal and that you take it to the full commission 
if you want to. 

Russo - second. 

The motion was adopted, with Mr. Carson voting in the negative. 

Mr. Russo - My philosophical concept is county form of government and anything I see that 
stands in the way, I am opposed to. As a matter of fact, when we started out, I went so 
far as to say that we should have mandated county form of government without elections. Of 
course I backed away from that because it seemed so strong. 

Mr. Celeste arrived. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Nolan spoke for the draft he had prepared for township government. We 
have discussed it for an hour or so and heard from Ml;'. Hummell and have rejected it, "but 
agreed with Nolan that he carry it to the full commission because we as a committee don't 
want to recommend it. Briefly, we agreed that there was a problem in townships, and that 
the 3-mile limit and the necessity to get signatures of a majority of the freeholders were 
obstacles to incorporation, but we felt that these had been legislatively imposed and 
should be legislatively removed. Incorporation, we felt, was the answer for these urban 
townships rather than creating a duplicate form of government. Nolan feels that the 
legislature has not acted and he feels this is a constitutional problem. Is there any
thing else to discuss? There will be up this afternoon at the commission meeting the ques
tion of Article XVIII, Section 10 - the eminent domain section. There was a vote in the 
commission to amend it, which failed, and then a motion to repeal which received 8 yes 
and 6 no votes, and was submitted to vote of commission members after the meeting. There 
are no where near enough votes - there are 12 yes votes at the present time. 
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Mrs. Eriksson - I'm sure Dick will call the roll of those present today who did not 
vote but it does appear unlikely that there will be enough votes for repeal. The amend
ment proposed at the last meeting would have inserted a specific reference to the emi
nent domain section. That failed. Then the motion was made to repeal the section. 
If that does not receive sufficient votes, that leaves the section standing as it is in 
the constitution, and if the committee wishes to pursue its proposed rearrangement of 
Article XVIII we would have to get a commission vote on changing the number of this sec
tion. The Municipal League wishes to retain this section as it is. 

Mr. Carson - We have tried everything else. I would think they wo~ld vote for that. 

Mr. Russo - Since we did not recommend the township proposal that was presented and if
 
it fails in the full commission when presented, should we then meet with the township
 
officials to see what proposed 1egislation they want to recommend?
 

Mrs. Orfirer - I think we might ask them to send us any proposals that they might have.
 
And then we could discuss them and decide whether we want to recommend the legislative
 
proposals to the full commission or just attach them as an addendum to our report. In
 
our report, I think we have to say that we have determined that there should be no con

stitutional provisions or changes for townships.
 

~. Carson noted that he would file a minority report. 

Mr. Carson - I presented two proposals. One that would add a new prov~s~on to the county 
implied powers section which would permit townships of a certain population - 10 or 
20,000 or whatever - by a vote of the people - to adopt implied powers, and automatically 
their board of township trustees would be increased from 3 to 5 because there was an ex
pression that you need a larger legislative body than 3. It also prOVided that any con
flict between the exercise of these powers by the township with the county of their or
dinance powers or of a municipal corporation of its municipal powers or any exercise by 
the state legislature of its powers would all be superior to the township - the township 
would always lose. For instance, in Anderson Township there is a small municipality 
Newton - 150 years old - encircled by the township - it.has never grown and never wanted 
to grow, never will grow - it is a part of the township. This provision would provide 
Newton's decisions with respect to its territory would always be superior to the town
ship's. The last thing is that the township would have no taxing power unless granted by 
the legislature, consistent with the county power section. The other approach which would 
also solve the problem, would take a constitutional amendment. I have some language that 
would provide if an entire township with a population in excess of, say, 25,000, desired 
to become incorporated it could do so by a vote of the people upon petition and would ex~ 
elude the necessity of getting the signatures of the adult freeholders in the township and 
would also eliminate the necessity of getting the approval of every municipality within 
3 miles. This would apply only to the whole township. Only then would you relax the in
corporation restrictions. If you just wanted to take a part where the industry is, you 
couldn't do that. I don't care which of these approaches would be taken to get the 
necessary powers. I have no problem with the 3-mile limit in a normal incorporation 
only under these particular circumstances. In my township, there are about 6 municipali- . 
ties within the 3-mile limit and there is no reason why they would all consent. 

Mr. Fry - What would they lose if they do consent? 

* Ms. Cave - The reason for the 3-mile limit was to prohibit small areas with industrial
 
tax base from incorporating and reaping all the benefits.
 

Mrs. Orfirer - We are talking about two different things; one that we would have to have 
constitutional change for classification of townships; otherwise giving relief to the town
ships would mean that any size township would get the same powers. 

•
 

•
 

• 

.. 
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Mr. Carson - The option to annex a valuable part of the area if they want to.
 

Mr. Fry At the present time the township is taking care of a lot of services in
M 

•
 
that area. Don't they have their own police protection, fire protection?
 

Ms. Cave - I got the impression that the township people really didn't want to incor
porate, they wanted the home rule powers without incorporation. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Dick Carter said that he thought they wanted the powers without the res
ponsibilities. Financial and otherwise. They have not ever said that they really did 

.. want to incorporate. I think Chester said pretty much the same thing today. They never 
have tried to have the incorporation laws changed. 

The meeting adjourned until called by the Chairman for the purpose of discussing 
the problems of the inner cities • 

.. 

• 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission • 
Local Government Committee 

April 10, 1975 

•Minutes 

Present at a meeting or the committee on April 10 were Mrs. Orfirer, Chairman, 
Mr. Unger, Mr. Russo, Mr. Heminger, Mr. Montgomery, and Mr. Nemeth and Mrs. Eriksson 
of the staff. Ms. Cave represented the Ohio Municipal League. •

Mrs. Orfirer introduced the members of the committee and stated that the com
mittee would be dealing with the problems of the inner cities. 

Mrs. Orfirer: One of the problems is this inability to raze vacant and vandalized 
buildings. Mr. Russo is talking about a bill he sponsored. •
Mr. Russo: That bill allows a city to tear down condemned property and then apply 
the liens to the remaining property. If that property is sold, the money is paid to 
the city. It should go into a rotary fund. As they collect money, they can continue 
to spend it. I think what we should really look at is the seizure of property in a 
designated urban renewal area so you could speed up the movement of property. If 
there is one piece of property in litigation, you have to wait until the litigation •
is over before you can go forward. We should consider some constitutional solution 
to allow the city to take title to the property, no matter what kind of court action 
is pending, and allow for the settlement of the questions in court later, even though 
they are using the property. The problem of urban renewal is the acquisition of 
property and waiting while the court finds heirs, etc. It is a long legal matter. I 
think we should shortcut it by saying,"Look, this is a designated urban renewal area", • 
and let the city take title and use the property and whatever litigation is going on, 
let it go on forever if necessary, but why let a few pieces of property hold up the 
entire project? 

Mr. Montgomery: You want the same thing that is used for highways. •Mrs. Eriksson: You're talking about "quick-take." 

Mr. Russo: Right. The city doesn't have that right for urban renewal. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Have you ever introduced such a bill? •Mr. Russo: The bill to raze condemned property has been introduced in the past. 

Mr. Unger: I think you have put your finger on one of the crucial issues. Not just 
demolition, but it relates to any kind of action in an area that is blighted or for 
some reason needs something, and the crux of the problem is that under the federal 
program and the money available, a lot of things could be done. Now that the money • 
is no longer available the desire to designate it and give certain authority to local 
governments no longer exists. If the cities need these things perhaps we need to ex
amine whether we can do it under state auspices and whether we need enabling legisla
tion, or whether we need constitutional amendments to make some of these things 
possible we used to do with federal money and authority. • 
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Mr. Russo: The fact of the matter is that the city of Cleveland has $18 million in 
property value in the urban renewal program. They have abandoned it, so to speak, 
and they can't use any of that property because they are still asking them to adhere 
to the original plan, and the original plan wasn't going to be funded in the first 
place--if there is private property in that area, they say we are not in an urban re
newal area because the original plan is gone. Consequently, the city of Cleveland 
has many acres that are empty that they can't get off dead center and offer to private 
developers, or to anyone that's interested. The streets, the water and the sewers 
are all there. You could get cheap high-grade housing because all those initial costs 
are already in, but you can't do it because you don't have financing for that particular 
purpose, and I think that will take a constitutional amendment. 

Mr. Unger: We have to get out of the federal lock, and if we need authorization or 
jurisdiction we have to find it in state law. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Is the real question a money question? That the city doesn't have 
the money to put in the sewers and the streets? 

Mr. Russo: No. What happened was that they moved too rapidly on too many projects. 
And as they moved too rapidly in order to get the great flow of money, rather than 
completing one project at a tUne, they are locked in with about $18 million worth of 
land and there isn't any more federal funding for it. 

Mrs. Orfirer: There is nothing to do with it now that they have gotten into the diverse 
number of projects. 

Mr. Russo: We tell them, you can pick up those five houses and tear them down and put 
together five acres and offer it to a developer; I think that could happen very easily. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Is the question about being able to turn the property over to a private 
developer? 

Mr. Russo: Not quite that. I think the taking of the property by the city without 
going through all the court motions of the judicial system. First, take the property, 
and then go through the judicial system. You can't do that,now. 

Mrs. Eriksson: So it's the quick-take question, and then the city assembles the 
property and so you are not really talking about the authority to turn over to a private 
developer--the money is the money necessary to purchase the property, not the money to 
develop or build the project. 

Mrs. Orfirer: To put the package together • 

Mr. Unger: There may be subsidy money needed in writing down the value of the property 
which is a part of the federal urban renewal. It is done by other states, but not by 
Ohio. Under the federal urban renewal legislation, you can take property in a designated 
area for a designated purpose and pay, for example, $1 million for it and sell it for 
less than $1 million after you have determined that its market value is less than you 
had to pay for it--market value in terms of putting a price tag that is economically 
viable on it. That's called "write-down." 

Ms. Cave: I would like to comment on a couple of points. There was a proposed consti 
tutional amendment on the ballot recently that dealt with quick-take for water and sewer 
purposes. It had opposition from almost everyone. It was very yppopular. I would 
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assume that it would have the same degree of unpopularity no matter what the quick
take was to be for. Also, there was a bill passed last year that does permit cities 
'to turn over property to a private developer with a provision for tax abatement. It's 
almost impossible to sell such a program. •Mr. RUSBO: That bill--the impacted cities bill--did more things than we are talking 
about. And that was the big fight over the bill. Also, in the eminent domain matter, 
that was authority to call another area blighted. All we're talking about is the 
present urban renewal areas. That's the difference between that and the sewer concept. 
In the sewers, you are talking about private property, and you are taking away private 
property in different areas. We are talking about urban renewal areas where everyone •can see their plight and there shouldn't be any fight over that kind of an issue. 

Mrs. Orfirer: I recall very vividly our discussion in the Commission about the taking 
of so-called "excess" property. That was fairly innocent compared to what we are dis
cussing now. And that was the section that was used for urban renewal. We're going to 
have some opposition in trying to implement it along those lines, but at least I'm •
glad that this has come out and that this is an attack. 

Mr. Unger: Housing legislation was enacted a few years ago setting up the housing 
board with authority to give seed money to private nonprofit corporations to build or 
rehab lower or middle income housing and also to supply loans. It's hampered now 
because it is waiting on court decision to see whether it is constitutional to pro •
ceed with what the law has prescribed. Meantime, it is a problem. The question is 
whether it is constitutional for the state to loan money to private nonprofit cor
porations for the construction or rehabilitation of low or middle income housing. 
Whether housing is a public purpose is not yet established. That's the reason it is 
held up in the courts. •
Mr. Montgomery: I would think that that can be done. 

Mrs. Orfirer: I have jotted down some of the goals we discussed. Encouragement and 
promotion through governmental action of industrial and commercial development within 
urban areas, creation and preservation of employment opportunities. Are these goals 
which you think we can endorse? Are there other goals we should add to our study? • 
Mr. Montgomery: Better invite the Governor to sit in. These are the things he is 
promoting. 

Mr. Unger: One of the Governor's proposals--the one on housing--is the same one I 
mentioned. • 
Mrs. Orfirer: Some of these goals we already worked on in terms of what Section 13 
of Article VIII does to extend the authority not only to create jobs but to preserve 
them. In the statement of these goals, we ought to say, obviously, as related to con
stitutional possibilities. • 
Mr. Montgomery: When you say "commercial and industrial development in urban areas," 
that is a big thing and is flying in the face of conservationists and others who say 
that we should get out of the congested area where it is going to cause all the smoke-
it might be better to disperse development than to concentrate it. 

• 
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Mrs. Orfirer: What do you do with the depleted tax base of the city where they have 
•	 nothing left to provide services? 

Mr. Unger: I was going to take it around the other way and say that maybe a third ob
jective is to protect and develop local government revenue, particularly in inner cities 
which	 are deteriorating. 

..	 Mr. Nemeth: We haven't talked about housing. Is that implicit in what you say, or do 
we want to exclude it? 

Mrs. Orfirer: I don't think we want to exclude it. My feeling is that in preserving 
cities, one of the things we have to do is to get people to move back into them. 

•	 Mr. Montgomery: I know it is important to rebuild inner cities, and also the question 
of what should be where is important--should we permit the urban sprawl, cutting into 
the countryside and making a mess of things? I just don't know how much is a consti 
tutional problem. 

•
 
Mr. Unger: Only in terms of whether there are limitations on getting the job done.
 

Mr. Montgomery: We should remove any impediments. 

Mr. Unger: I think the biggest impediment is the lack of cash, the lack of desire in 
many cases, the lack of organization to get it done, and the Constitution is at the end 

•
 of the line. But there are some constitutional problems.
 

Mr. Heminger: Wherever we can identify the constitutional problems, it is certainly 
worth looking into. 

Mr. Nemeth: A Department of Economic and Community Development publication that I have 
been reading mentions that one of the problems of Ohio municipalities or local govern

•	 ments is the doctrine of pre-emption. Do we want to go over that again? 

Mr. Russo: Yes. 

Mr. Nemeth: Do you think that is an impediment? 

• Mr. Russo: I really do. Cities just can't get any money with the pre-emption concept. 
You have to get money somewhere and we only allow them a very narrow field to get it 
from. They become stepchildren of the state and federal government, seeking from 
various agencies. No bold mayor can get out there and ask for a tax increase, because 
he is limited to what he can ask for. It's very difficult to get an issue passed. If 

• we change the pre-emption doctrine, at least we can change the source. Of course, it all 
comes	 from the taxpayer, but at least the gathering point would be different. I 

Mr. Bemeth: Wouldn't the legislature still have to authorize the Lmposition of certain 
kinds of taxes? 

• Mrs. Eriksson: I would put pre-emption at the bottom of the list. As a constitutional 
issue, I really don't see how it will solve the problems you have raised. 
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Mrs. Orfirer: At our meeting in Cleveland, we mapped out a tentative plan of procedure. 
This will be mailed to you all. We started with a research plan. A statement of the 
problem from other sources, such as the DECD, local officials, urban renewal adminis
trators, housing administrators, and from non-public development interests such as •chambers of commerce, growth associations, etc., so that we would get a broad view of 
how other groups see the problem. Then research into the various types of inducements 
or incentives offered by other states to combat the same types of problems. Some of 
these would be tax incentives for locating a commercial or industrial facility to a 
low-income area by way of credits, exemptions, or abatement of various types of taxes 
for various periods of time. They wouldn't have to be permanent tax abatements. • 
Mr. Russo: We passed a bill like that four or five years ago, that was for residential 
and industrial development also, in urban renewal areas. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Let's find it and see what it says and what has happened to it. Another 
type is tax increment financing--payments in lieu of taxes made by commercial and in •dustrial establishments to finance acquisition of land and construction of improvements 
in the area in which such establishments are located. 

Mr. Nemeth: We already have that in Ohio, also. Community improvement corporations. 

Mrs. Orfirer: I wasn't aware of that. Is it working? • 
Mr. Nemeth: I'm not sure how much it is used today, but it was at one time. It was 
counted as being quite an accomplishment. 

Mr. Montgomery; I think it has been used quite a lot. A lot of communities have in
dustrial parks that never thought of having them. • 
Mr. Unger: Its use has been limited, but where it has been used it has been very 
successful. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Why was it limited? •Mr. Unger; I don't know what the problem is--why its use has been limited, so that it 
was not used more effectively, and more widely. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Maybe that's what we need to look at. 

Mr. Montgomery: In small towns that had no big entrepreneur, no big operator to push •this, they weren't able to use it. 

Mr. Unger: The same thing is true with this revenue bond financing. When this is 
available to counties and local areas, some use it very effectively, others haven't used 
it at all. But I don't know what the problem is. •
Mrs. Orfirer: At least, apparently there is no constitutional impediment. 

Mr. Montgomery: We just built a $1 million addition to our home office building in 
Celina and saved $300,000. by using it. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Maybe we need to promote it or advertise it more. • 
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Mr. Montgomery: It's being used in smaller projects. One reason why, is the in
vestment houses haven't been able to float any new issues because of the stock market 

•	 disaster, and McDonald and Company have promoted it and they've been able to make money 
on it. 

Mrs. Orfirer: The next point is the one we discussed earlier--the use of eminent 
domain to assemble land for redevelopment, including creation of land banks and ex
tension of eminent domain powers to non-governmental entities. We see the red flag. 

e	 Low-cost financing by way of loans, or loan guarantees, including the issuance of 
bonds, both revenue bonds and general obligation bonds. 

Mr. Unger: This is where the housing can come up, and the constitutionality of that. 

Mr. Russo: If we recommend constitutional change for this November, we don't have to 
•	 worry about it's being hung up in the courts. 

Mr. Montgomery: This is why we should look at the Governor's proposals. 

• 
Mrs. Orfirer: I think, with relation to the Governor's propsals as well as any legis
lative proposals, we should look at them and come to our own conclusions. We can support 
them if they agree with our conclusions. One of the things on our outline is a study of 
recent proposals by the Governor. 

• 
Mr. Russo: We should also look at the bills proposed by the legislative democrats 
since the differences and the hangups seem to be on minor details, not on the major 
concepts. Maybe we can be the catalyst to get these things off dead center. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Maybe this is where we should begin. Give us a rundown on what they 
really mean and perhaps some comparison with other states and how they would fit into 
implementing our goals, maybe we could begin in the next month or two to take some 
stands on them. 

•	 Mrs. Eriksson: I would like to emphasize that before the committee makes any decisions 
you should look at the debt recommendations that we have already made; they deal with 
some of these issues. 

Mr. RUBBO: Is there any legislation in on the debt limitation? 

•	 Mrs. Eriksson: They had hearings last session and now Mr. Roberto has introduced a 
resolution that incorporates part of our debt recommendations. 

Mrs.	 Orfirer: But the Governor's proposals would really wipe out our debt recommenda
tions • 

.,	 Mrs. Eriksson: His proposals are a continuation of the past pattern of approval of 
individual debt. 

Mrs. Orfirer: But the amount is so enormous that the amount would use up all the amount 
available in our prcposals. 

• Mrs. Eriksson: I'm not just talking about the debt, 1 1m talking about the constitutional 
prohibition against doing some of the things you are talking about--lending aid and credit 
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of the state and the prohibition against political subdivisions lending aid and credit 
also--those two proposals are incorporated in the debt proposals. We would modify 
them. "Lending aid and credit" we would replace with a proposal which authorizes the •General. Assembly to specify public purpose. It may be that you are going to run into 
other constitutional barriers, but I think the debt proposals has to be an inherent 
part of this committee's study--what the commission has already recommended. They 
might solve some of these problems in a way that may be better than the Governor's pro
posal. •Mrs. Orfirer: Please present us with the materials you think we need to proceed in
telligently with our study of the problems and goals we have outlined. 

Mr. Montgomery: I think our input is very important and we ought to get it to somebody. 
We have been working on it for two years. Our proposals are made with deliberations, 
unemotional. It seems a shame to waste it. • 
Mr. Unger: We should look at the debt package of proposals made by the Commission to
gether with the Governor's proposals and see where we 

All agreed to proceed on that basis. 

The meeting was adjourned. The next meeting was 
night before the Conunission meeting, in the office. 

are. 

set for 8 p.m. •on May 8, the 
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• Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Local Government Committee 
May 8, 1975 

Summary 

• The Local Government Committee met at 8 p.m. on May 8, 1975, at the commission 
office, in the Neil House in Columbus. Present were Mrs. Linda Orfirer Chairman, 
and committee members Fry and Guggenheim. Also present was Julius Nemeth of the 
Commission staff and Ms. Susan Cave from the Ohio Municipal League. 

Mrs. Orfirer - To begin with, what I'm going to ao is to run quickly through

• what we did at the last meeting. We started out with Tony Russo talking about 
the cities needing the "quick-take" ability for urban renewal, the same type of 
thing we have for highways. Paul Unger pointed out that federal money is no 
longer available, and that we should look to the state now. He asked whether we 
need enabling legislation or a constitutional remedy. Mr. Russo pointed out 
that Cleveland has about $18,000,000 worth of land tied up which they can't use 

• now because there is no more federal funding and there is also the problem in 
relation to taking the property. Mr. Unger said that we may need subsidies for 
"writing down" the value of the property. This is done by other states but not 
by Ohio. I have a question here--why not? Maybe you can answer it,Julius, 

• 
Mr. Nemeth - It would probably amount to the extending of aid and credit. Under 
the present constitution, it probably can't be done. 

Mr. Guggenheim - I have a whole lot of questions already. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Fine. Let's start right here. 

• Mr. Gu~~enheim - When you talk about "quick-take", would that require a constitutional 
amendment? Under what authority do they do it with the highways? 

Mr. Nemeth - I think that took a constitutional amendment. 

• 
Mr. Fry - No, it's by law. We went into this when we had the "impacted cities" 
hill at the last session. We were able to get part of it through. But where the 
General Assembly backed off was where the local urban renewal organization is given 
the right to make a "quick-take" on this sort of property. They felt that this 
was denying property rights, and that it does have to be a constitutional amendment. 
But if we establish this through the constitution, then we're going to get the 
problems of decaying inner cities and things of that sort. 

• Mr. Nemeth - Wasn't there an amendment on the ballot a couple years ago for "quick
take" for sewer and water easement purposei? 

Mr. Fry - Yes, and it passed. 

• Mrs. Orfirer - No. 

Mr. Nemeth - In fact, it was very badly defeated. 

Mr. Guggenheim - If we donlt have to put it into the constitution, why do we get 
into it? 

• Mrs. Orfirer - I imagine we do, Dick. If it were declared a public purpose, 
couldn't they do it with a "quick-take"? 
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Mr. Guggenheim - How are they doing it with the highways? They are doing it with 
the highways. 

Mr. NC'meth - I think it is under a constitutional authorization. 

Mr. Guggenheim - What I'm trying to sort out here is what our constitutional problems, 
because I get completely bogged down--Mrs. Orfirer, let's make a note to find out. 

Mr. Fry - I know that when we were talking about the" impacted cities" bill, we were 
under the impression that if the legislature adopted it , it would be possible for 
urban renewal authorities to go ahead and do this. But I may be wrong. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Back to this "writing down" of property, ~·'hich is done in other 
states and you said it's not done here. 

Mr. Guggenheim - Where would the money come from? 

Mr. Nemeth - That would be selling the property at a 
municipality bought it for, isn't that correct? 

lower price than what the 

Mrs. Orfirer 
different. 

- Well, that's what Paul defined it as. I thought it was something 

Mr. Nemeth - No, that's what I understand it to be. 

Mr. Fry - The proposal we had was that the land would be valued at whatever it was 
on the tax duplicate prior to any improvements. And they made improvements, they 
would receive a tax abatement for a number of years. 

Mrs. Orfirer - That's a different thing. That's "tax increment" financing, isn't 
it. In a "write-down", you take the cost of the land and subtract all the other 
costs. 

Mr. Guggenheim - That would give them the authority to pay a million dollars for 
some land and sell it for $800,000.ls that what it is? Where does the $200,000 
come from? 

Mr. Nemeth - Well, I presume that that is something which a city would pick up in 
the first instance--that would be the lending of 8. 

Mr. Guggenheim -There is no authority for the state to give them that $200,000, 
as I understand it now. 

Mr. Nemeth - It would have to come from the municipality. 

Mr. Guggenheim - Is there any authoritybr the municipality to give them that? 

Mr. Nemeth - well, we don't believe that there is. Not under the present consti 
tution. 

Mr. Fry - But the local government has the authority to abate taxes. 

Mr. Nemeth - Yes. But they don't have the authority to sell for less than what they 
bought for. 
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Mrs. Orfirer - I learned about this in class. What we were told is that there are 
four different kinds of costs: the purchase of the land, the infra-structure costs, 
and a couple of other things. You can deduct this from the value and what you have 

• left is called the "write down".In our example, that would be $800,000. We were 
discussing the fact that the federal government would then pick up a large propor
tion of the "write-down", like 75/0. I don't know whether they still do that or 
whether you have to have a law in your own state to take advantage of it. 

• 
Mr. Nemeth - I don't know whether it's in the 1974 act, which apparently could control 
here, because all the prior categorical grants were merged into it, that is the 1974 
Housing and Community Development Act.This is a block grant type of program. And 
whether you can do it under this law or not, I don't know,but we can certainly find 
out. We'll probably invite Some people from HUD, which is a federal agency, to the 
next meeting. 

• Mr. Fry - I think that gentleman over at HUD would just love to come over here. If 
we called him, he would be here in 15 minutes. 

Ms. Cave - May I suggest a quote "a city person"? He has conducted seminars all 
over the country about the federal block grant program. He had charge of it for the 
city of Dayton, and a very competent young man. His name is Ron Gatton. He is the 

4t assistant to the City Manager for development, and about 20 other things. 

Mr. Nemeth - Would he be in a position to say what there is in the present Ohio 
constitution? That would prevent us from getting the full benefit of the federal 
program. If you asked him, I am sure he would come. 

•
 Mrs. Orfirer - What about Dick Desmond?
 

Mr. Nemet~ - I don't know. I've never really discussed the problem with him, but 
I imagine we could find someone closer. 

Mrs. Orfirer - 0 Kay 

• 

• Mr. Fry - We're going to use the impacted city bill in Springfield. We have an issue 
on the ballot in June which if it goes through would allow us to buy the whole central 
core of Springfield, with city money and will encourage people to develope it and 
build on it, with the incentive that their taxes will be abated for a period of 20 
years. I don't think we'll get any federal money but we already have two commitments 
on it, for example federal credit corporation which you may not have heard of 
but it is a large corporation. The difference between their building and our new 
downtown area and the building where they are now is what they will save in taxes. 

Mr. Nemeth - Is this a 1728 type of corporation, an urban redevelopment corporation? 
That we are talking about.

• Mr. Fry Private money, absolutely. It's not a big deal for cities the size of 
Cincinnati or Cleveland but it's a lot of money for Springfield--S or 6 million 
dollars. 

Mr. Guggenheim - Will they be free from all taxes on the property?

• 
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Mr. Fry - No, no. They have an abatement on the improvements. They will still have 
to pay the taxes on the property that they bought to put up an old building. 

Mr. Nemeth - At the level at which taxes stood at the time they bought the property. 

Mr. Fry - And those buildings have all been torn down and they are putting a new 
building up. What we lost in the legislature for groups wanting to do this is the 
power of eminent domain, where they could go in and say we are acting on behalf of 
the urban renewal corporation, go into property that didn't want to sell. 

Mr. Guggenheim - Does the city have the power to go in and take it? 

Mr. Fry - Not unless they were going to use it for municipal purposes. They can't go 
in and take it and then sell it to a private operation. They can go in for the pur
pose of putting up a city building or a jail. 

Mr. Guggenheim - In Cincinnatii I don't know how they do it, but they do it. They do 
a great job, but a community improvement corporation can appropriate land and sell 
it to a private developer. 

Mr. Fry - This is a really si.gnificant proposal because we could really change the 
complexion of our local community. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Sue talked about the "quick-take" for water and sewage having failed 
nnd n bill last year permitting cities to turn property over to a developer with a 
provision for tax abatement. Now this would do what you were just talking about 
it would permit the cities to buy the property. That's the impacted cities bill 
which passed at the last session. 

Mr. Fry - That's what I was talking about. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I didn't realize it was that recent. 

Mr. Fry - But the power of eminent domain was removed from that bill. 

Susan Cave - Well, the power wasn't removed for the cities. In the original bill the 
cities were to delegate their power of eminent domain to private developers. That 
part was refused. The City still retains its power of eminent domain, but they do 
have to go through all the standard court procedures, before taking the property. 
Then they can turn it over to a developer. This is permitted by the impacted cities 
bill Senate Bill. 90. 

Mr. Guggenheim - But can they sell it for less than they paid for it?That's what we 
were asking before. 

Mr. Nemeth - I don't think the bill addressed itself to that. 

Mr. Fry - No. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Getting back to what we discussed at the last meeting. Mr. Unger 
brought up the matter of seed money for private corporations to build low and middle 
income housing. 

Mr. Nemeth - Well, the problem with that is that there's nothing in the constitution 
now which authorizes either the state or a political subdivision to lend money or to 
guarantee a loan for housing purposes. 
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Mrs. Orfirer - Now we could do that if we got a change in the constitution which 
declared housing to be a public purpose.

• Mr. Nemeth - Certainly there would have to be a determination that housing is a 
public purpose but I'm not sure that that would have to be handled in the constitution. 
The Supreme Court would probably accept a legislative determination. The problem 
is that the Qther purposes for which the state or political subdivision may lend 
their faith or credit are listed in the constitution. Housing is not. I am 

•	 thinking now of Section 13 of Article VIII. However there are other approaches
 
including removal of the prohibitions presently contained in Sections 4 and 6 of
 
Article VIII concerning which the Commission has already made a recommendation.
 

Mr. Guggenheim -In other words, section 13 overrides Section 4 in that respect. 

•	 Mr. Nemeth - Yes. That was one of the reasons why it had to be enacted. There had
 
to be a way around that prohibition.
 

Mr. Guggenheim - Four and six say that neither the state nor any political subdivi
sion can give money to anybody. 

• Mr. Nemeth - In Saxbe v. Grant the court decided that the use of the word "credit" 
in Section 4 meant/aRty the loan of money but extending the power of the borrower 
to borrow. 

Mr. Fry - Right. 

4t	 Mr. Guggenheim - I can't help but think that there was a reason for putting these 
prohibitions in, in the old canal days 

Mr. Fry - Or the railroad business 

• Mr. Guggenheim - Now this Section 13 has really reversed that one and they could 
really put the canals and railroads right back in. 

Mrs. Orfire!'-Maybe tlL"y should. 

• 
Mr. Guggenheim -I'm not so sure about that but I can't see why they don't include 
housing, in here. Take distribution is a highly private thing really. 

Mr. Fry - I think the difference is in the days when that was made a part of the 
constitution the railroad and the canal interests were so powerful that they could 
control the will of the General Assembly. I don't think that's the case today. 
In the last year we have two or three corporations come in and take advantage of 

• 
this new change in the constitutiou 

Mr. Guggenheim - What happened is the state loaned them money 

• 
Mr. Fry - No, we are not loaning them money but you've got the credit of the state 
supporting the bonds that are issued. For example, we've got an example of the 
Castide Corporation whose headquarters are located in Portland, Oregon and they 
have a branch in Springfield and they recently decided to spend $2,000,000 to expand 
their facilities there. So the community improvement corporation issues bonds, the 
local institutions take the bonds, and if the bonds are not paid off somewhere in 
the background there is_the fact that the state is going to take care of them. 
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Mr. Guggenheim - Is it a revenue bond? 

Mr. Fry -It's a revenue bond. Payments on the bonds come from a monthly check 
from the corporation. 

Mr. Gu~~enheim - And the state's credit is in back of it?I have been involved with 
revenue bonds where the state has no liability. 

Mr. Fry - Maybe it's the county's responsibility. I don't know, but there are gov
ernmental guarantees on these bonds, either at the county level or the state level. 

Mr. Nemeth -It goes through the Department of Economic and Community Development. 

Mr. Fry - That was my impression. 

Mr. Nemeth - There's a state reserve fund for the purpose. I think they're called 
moral obligations because you don't have full faith and credit of the state involved. 

Mrs. Orfirer - You mean you're doing like New York? 

Mr. Fry - Maybe you could check this out, Julius and give us the word. 

Mrs. Orfirer - All right, gentlemen, let's move on. 

Mr. Fry - Linda, may I suggest this? This goes for everything we're doing. You 
know time is getting short as far as the Commission is concerned. If we want to 
do it, we'll have to have another meeting in another week or two weeks. Let's get 
it done so we can get it to the full Commission. I'm going to say the same thing 
at the Commission meeting tomorrow. I think we're going to have to press this and 
get it wrapped up. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Right. Let me say just one thing. You're talking about if this is so 
then we have to solve it constitutionally. Now my question is that one of the things 
we have to consider is adding housing to that list of four things. 

Mr. Guggenheim - I'm trying to boil it down so that my simple mind can understand it. 
If we put something in the constitution with a broad thrust then we don't have to 
worry about whether it's a community development agency or this kind of agency or 
that kind of agency. The legislature will decide what kind of agency it is. I'm 
trying to find out what is or isn't in the constitution. With this Section 13 it 
seems that our whole worry is about housing. 

Mrs. Orfirer - No, it's not. We just came to this part of the minutes and that's 
where we got stopped in the discussion. Let's move on. Don Montgomery asked a 
question whether industries in the cities should be promoted or whether this trend 
of getting industry out of the:cities should be followed and we discussed this in 
the terms of the effect on the tax base and revenues of the cities and that the 
cities needed to maintain the tax base within the cities. Julius raised the point 
of whether we wanted to reopen the preemption question. The consensus seemed to be 
that that should be that that should be at the end of the line of what we do. 
Then I mapped out a program for the future that consisted of research into what 
other states are doing in regard to tax abatement and Tony Russo said in relation 
to that a bill was passed five or six years ago for industrial and residential 
development, in urban renewal areas. I asked what happened to it. 

Mr. Fry - It was a defective bill. It's never been used. 
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Mrs. Orfirer - Why hasn't it ever been used? I think we need to set up a seminar 
for city and county people to know what they are permitted to do. 

Mr. Fry - We had a tremendous argument about it and I don't think anything ever 
happened. You see that every time you get into a tax abatement question You'll 
have the school boards, the OEA, and everyone who is getting the use of taxes 
slipping amendments in there and this may have happened to it. I don't know. 
I knowit passed the House. I remember that Bob Netzley and Troy James were 
co-sponsors and that was as unlikely a combination as you could expect. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Sue, do you feel that the municipal people are all aware of all 
they can do? 

Sue Cave - I believe they are but some of them have chosen not to use them, 
because they possibly do not want to abide by the various restriations imposed. 
It may be an unpopular issue in the community or they may not meet all the 
standards. There are any number of things. 

Mr. Fry - What she is saying--our council would never have opened this matter 
of impacted cities. We had a group of citizens who wanted to do it. The Com
mission didn't want to get into something like this because they've got pressure 
from both side~ ·once they start using the possible use of it. 

Mr. Guggenheim - I believe Cincinnati is very much aware of all this, and they 
have played it every way. It could, but I don't know the details. 

Mrs. Orfirer - All right. The next thing we discussed was tax increment financing, 
and Julius said that we have that too. 

Mr. Nemeth Tax increment financing is the basic tool that is used in Ohio today 
by anyone who is doing private redevelopment. 

Mr.Fry - If it were public there would be no tax. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Next we come to revenue bond financing. Many use it and many don't 
it says here. 

Mr. Fry - That's true. This is a good tool but a lot of them don't want to. For 
example, we could issue revenue bonds for sewer expenses but the local government 
just want to get into it because they are more afraid of getting criticized if the 
revenues don't come up to take care of the bonds than instead of saying "Gee, we're 
going to open up new areas for industrial development. II 

Mrs. Orfirer - a Kay. Let's finish this up. 

Ann then discussed the Commission's proposals in relation to the lending of 
the credit of the state or a political subdivision being now prohibited. Our 
proposals would modify the present constit~tional sections and replace that with 
authorization of the General Assembly to specify a public purpose. 

Mr. Fry - and then they could use the full faith and credit of either the state 
government or the local government 

Mrs. Orfirer - Yes. 

Mr. Nemeth - That was what was intended by our recommendations but there are some 
people who are somewhat skeptical that we would accomplish the objectives. This 
is a point which I discussed at length with John Gotherman the other day. The 
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new Section 4 recommended by the Commission would read; "except as provided by law 
no local government entity of this state shall become a stockholder in, raise money 
for or loan its credit to or in aid of any joint stock company, corporation or as
sociation. 11 

I 

Mrs. Orfirer - How does that differ from what is there now? 

Mr. Nemeth - Now there can be no exception provided by law. It's just an absolute 
prohibition. There are some people,how~ver, who think that this section is not as 
clear as it should be. For one thing, it doesn't say anything about the state 
having to declare a public purpose, before it can allow a local govermnent entity 
to do these things, and there is also a question as to whether or not the state 
could assume the debts of some of these local governmental entities under certain 
circumstances because we didn't recommend any change in Section 5 of ArticleiVIII 
which says that the state shall never assume the debts of any city, county, town 
or township. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Where were these people when this recommendation was drawn up? 

Mr. Nemeth - Well, it either got by them or they were not looking at the problem 
in the same light which they are looking at it now. 

Mr. Fry - Well, the policy question is rather easy for me. First, we want to give 
local government the power to take on some of these responsibilities but, secondly, 
I don't believe the state should assume the debts if any of the local governments 
don't live up to their responsibilities. I'm not concerned about the railroads or 
anyone else corning in and saying we're going to do this but we don't want a county 
somewhere going hog wild. Local governments should realize that if they are going 
to do this, they're going to have to payoff. 

Mr. Nemeth - But what would happen if the state made a guarantee and there was a 
default and the state could not pick up the debt. 

Mr. Fry - I believe that what would happen would be that the company handling the 
bonds would look to the particular county or community and say "Historically we 
can trust them or we cannot. We do not guarantee municipal bonds that are issued 
now." We don't guarantee school bonds, do we? I can see some small county put the 
state in a bind. 

Mr. Guggenheim - Well, I don't know why we're getting into this. But we did recom
mend a change in Article VIII, section 4. "Except as provided by law the credit of 
the state •••" So if that went through the state could loan its credit, become 
a stockholder, etc. 

Mr. Nemeth -Or a local government entity could 

Mrs. Orfirer - If the General Assembly said so. 

Mr. Guggenheim - It doesn't say anything about local government in Section 4. 

Mr. Nemeth - There is a bit of confusion here. In the recommendation here present 
Section 4 should be Section 6 and present Section 2 should be Section 4. The pro
posed Section 2 now says "No debt shall be contracted nor shall the credit of the 
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state be used except for a public purposedeclared by the General Assembly in the 
law authorizing such debt or use of credit." This would have the effect for one 
of permitting the General Assembly to declare a purpose and it would also allow 
the state to extend ~s credit to political subdivisions or to corporate entitie~, 
for the public purpose. • 
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Mrs. Orfirer Well, if it says that there why do you need it again in Section 41 
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Mr. Nemeth - The new Section 4 doesn't apply to the state. The new Section 4 
applies to local governments. I think one of John's comments on that was that he. 
would like to see a self-executing provision as opposed to approval by the General 
Assembly. 

Mrs. Orfirer - So would I. 

Susan Cave - But all in all he didn't seem to have strong opposition. 

Mr. Guggenheim - My question is if we have already created all these authorizations 
if we did, we don't have to do it here. 

Mr. Nemeth - The intent of the recommendation was to make a private-public mix 
possible in every area which the General Assembly declared a public purpos~,and 

thiS could include housing. 

Mrs. Orfirer - And all the other things listed in Section 13 so it would supersede 
Section 13. 

Mr. Nemeth - Well, I wouldn't say that it would supersede Section 13 because 
the revenue bonds portions of Section 13 would stay in the constitution, but the 
change would permit the General Assembly itself to say this and this constitutes 
a public purpose. There has been a tendency in Ohio to define every public pur
pose in the constitution even though there are cases which indicate that the 
Supreme Court would probably accept a legislative determination of what constitutes 
a public purpose, unless it was patently unreasonable. Bond counsel is just by 
nature very conservative and wanted to make sure that the bonds for a particular 
project would sell. They have always preferred to spell out public purpose spe
cifically. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Let me ask two questions. What sections are we talking about now? 

Mr. Nemeth - New Sections 2 and 4. 

Mrs. Orfirer - And you say that John would like to see Section 4 self-executing. 
Would that now require the spelling out of public purpose? 

Susan Cave - He would like to take out of the hands of the General Assembly the 
definition of public purpose, whatever those additional public purposes may be. 
I am assuming that the public purposes that are listed are in the constitution 
forever or at least until that section is repealed. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Is John's concern that the legislature would do nothing or too much? 

Sue Cave - I think he just feels it would be easier and quicker to take advantage 
of it if it were self-executing, not haVing to wait for the legislative body. 

Mr. Guggenheim - He just doesn't want to bother with the legislature and the problem 
of having to lobby everything through, every time. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Not a bad point. Can we list this as something that we're interested 
in? And we want to take up? 

Mr. Nemeth - But remember if we make any recommendations for change here we'll be 
making a recommendation counter to something that the Commission has already done. 
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Mr. Guggenheim - Maybe if Section 4 isn't drafted properly maybe it ought to be re
drafted. 

Mr. Nemeth - r wouldn't say it isn't drafted.properly. However it isn't drafted 
to the satisfaction of some elements such as the Municipal League. 

Mr.·C;uggcnheim - L would like to put on the docket the question of whether Section 4 
as redrafted takes care of the old housing problem. 

Mrs. Orfirer - It could if the. legislature wished to. 

Mr. Fry - Do you want to make it possible for the legislature to do it? 

Mrs. Drfirer - But some people apparently wish to make it self-executing. 

Mr. Guggenheim - What I'm trying to do is to save us some trouble in this subcommittee 
if we already have a broad authorization we don't have to beat our brains out. 

Mrs. Orfirer -All right. I'd like to run through the Governor's proposals with you now. 
Is that what you'd like to do next? First, S. J. R. 6.dealing with tax exemptions for 
new plants for 12 years, including the income tax and one half of the ad valorem real property 
assessed. The exemption for critical need would be for 30 years. The second tax 
part of S.J.R. 6 says that this would apply to existing buildings which have not 
been used for the past couple of years and which are put back to use. But the 
exemption would differ somewhat. 

Mr. Guggenheim - That this be done now by the legislature without the constitution? 

Mr. Fry - Probably it could be. What he wants to do is to get it on the ballot. 

Mr. Guggenheim - For the people to override the legislature. 

Mr. Fry - That's it. 

Mr. Guggenheim - From where we sit that would go to the question of whether we want to 
have this specific section in the constitution. 

Mr. Fry - Our recommending it as a constitutional amendment to the legislature, I don't 
think would carry. From the complexion of the legislature, they are not going to enact 
these. If we say we recommend these this would give impetus to the petition drive, 
that they are going to put on. 

Mr. Nemeth - I'm not sure we're going through these with the idea of putting our stamp 
of approval on them. We just want to make sure we know what is in them and how they 
could affect what we have done or are planning to do. 

Mr. Fry - I have no objection to the Commission taking a position one way or the other 
on these. I think it's a healthy idea that we consider them. We could say it's a good 
idea, or it's a good idea except or that it conflicts with something else we are doing. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Or offer something else instead. 

Mr. Guggenheim - I thought what we could do is to include in our own recommendations 
what we like and not include things we didn't like without specifically pointing to 
his recommendations because that gets too political. 
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Mr. Fry - Exactly. 

Mr. Nemeth - When you look at these proposals you come to the conclusion that except 
for one or two points there is nothing in them which could not be done under the 
present constitution. As Mr. Fry has said, the reason these were probably drawn up 
is to establish a framework within which the people could give their approval to a 
certain course of action and not necessarily because it's required from a constitu
tional viewpoint. 

Mr. Guggenhetm - The amendments of Sections 2 and 4 that we have proposed would per
mit the General Assembly to do a lot of the things which are listed here but what he 
has done is to list the specifics. 

Mr. Fry - Right. 

Mrs. Orfirer - And let's not forget his explanatio~, which is that he is not ggit1g Rack 
on his campaign promise not to raise taxes. He is going back to the people, to decide 
whether we're going to have more taxes for a certain purpose. 

Mr. Guggenhetm - These are all bonds? 

Mrs. Orfirer - No. S.J~R. 6 wouldn't be. ltls simply a tax abatement or tax exemption. 
The second proposal is S.J.R. 7. The proposal that relates to us here is that there is 
a proposal for $85,000,000 for urban mass transportation and this is out of a total of 
$1.6 billion. Most of this goes for highways. This is one place where we could say 
we want $100,000,000 for mass transportation. 

Mr. Guggenhetm - This has nothing to do with the constitution, does it? 

Mr. Fry - We have looked at it but we don't have to take a specific position on it. 

Mr. Guggenhe~ - Charlie, my theory is that if it doesn't affect the constitution 
it isn I t any of our business. 

Mr. Fry - If we donlt need a change, maybe we could say that. We don't need to say 
anything is what you are saying. 

Mr. Guggenheim - Because I think we could get outselves into a political situation. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Let me remind you that we have often taken the position in the Commission 
or at least in this committee that while something may be able to done the General 
Assembly if it hasn't been done and it is important enough maybe we shoul~ put it in 
the constitution. We have not used the criterion that it must be in the constitution. 

Mr. Guggenheim - But in one of these he wants to raise the gas tax ane in another he 
wants to raise the sales tax and he,doesn't need anything in the constitution to raise 
the gas or sales taxes. Then he spells out what he wants to use this additional money 
for. 

Mr. Fry - What he is trying to do is to lock in the electorate to say that they want 
to do it and to lock in the General Assembly to do it. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Dick, what I want to do is lift out the purpose. I don't think the 
purpose is to lift the gas tax. I think the purpose is to provide for transportation, 
and he is using the gas tax as a method. Now we could use any method we wanted. 

Mr. Guggenheim - take the gas tax and say weill use it for transportation? 
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Mrs. Orfirer - The purpose is not to raise the gas tax. The purpose is to provide 
for transportation. Now we sat through several meetings in our Commission about 
changing Section Sa which earmarks the gasoline mx but 

Mr. Guggenheim - So S.J.R. 7 would change the constitution. 

Mr. Nemeth - It would provide that the additional 9/l0ths of a cent gasoline tax 
raised under this resolution would be used only for its purposes. The moneys now 
earmllrked under section Sa would continue to be earmarked as they are now. 

Mr. Guggenheim - Then I take back what I said because without this amendment the 
legislature couldn't take this additional gasoline tax and spend it on urban mass 
transportation. 

Mrs. Orfirer - that's right. What I'm saying is that we don't have to comment on 
the Governor's proposal at all if we don't want to. What we're saying is that there 
ought to be money for mass transportation, but we don't have to use his $85,000,000 
or anything else. 

Mr. Fry - As I say, I know what my personal op1n1on is but I don't believe we ought 
to drag everyone on the Commission along, one way or the other, anything more than 
just making an explanatory statement but I thiRi.wetshould comment on it because 
I'm hopeful that November will have a lot ofPgon~ftt~t~gnal revision and the posi
tions that this Commission takes will mean something. 

Mr. Guggenheim - Let me back up a little. I remember 'at the hearings on section Sa 
the Department of Transportation or the highway lobby came in and said that none of 
the gasoline tax should be earmarked for any other purpose except highways. Here 
the Governor says we wHHta~~nH~~n~art of the gasoline tax for urban.mass transit, 
50 we could recommend/opentng up 5a, where we were before. 

Mr. Fry - I would gues5 this, just knowing the Governor and the people who opposed 
any change in the constitution befor~J' this thing: has all been worked out. They 
are going to come in and say "yes J we are satisfied•• " 

Mrs. Orfirer - It's a pittance. 

Mr. Guggenheim  I understand. What I'm saying is that we backed off at that time 
because we didn't think it was politically saleable, for these other purposes. 
If we were really going to be consistent we'd simply now come back with that amend
ment and say that the gas tax can now be used for these other things. 

Mrs. Orfirer - We'd never get it through. 

Mr. Fry - I didn't back off because I thought it was politically unsaleable. I 
thought that the highways was one area we weren't in trouble with in state govern
ment and we probably ought to continue the way we ought to be doing. 

Mrs. Orfirer - We have never really considered another approach. 
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Mr. Guggenheim - But now with the Governor laying it out for us, we might have an 
outside chance of getting this through. 

• Mrs. Orfirer - Why not use your own principle but don't use the gasoline tax that 
we're going to get so hung up on, just say liThe legislature shall provide a tax 
source for mass transportation." 

Mr. Fry - say liThe Commission has heretofore considered and rejected the idea of 

• bothering the amount that had been designated heretofore for highway purposes, 
that is the gas tax for highway purposes." This is a new proposal. We don't 
need constitutional approval for it but if the people want this then they can do 
it. I don't like using the constitution this way but it's a matter of practical 
politics. We can talk about the pristine quality of the constitution but if all 
the people want to do something, I don't feel we should stand in the way of it. 

• You won't find this clause in the Model State Constitution. 

Mrs. Orfirer - That doesn't bother me, Charlie. What bothers me is that he is going 
to create a new tax that is going to generate $1.6 billion dollars out of which 
to appeal to the people he is tossing $87,000,000 going for other things. Why 
can't we say that we're not going to touch the highway tax but this idea of providing 

• a tax for mass transportation is a good one, and then perhaps draft something gen
erally along the lines that the General Assembly--. 

Mr. Fry - I go along with what you're saying but I just think that if we try to take 
a position we're going to have everyone on that Commission hammered all of a sudden. 
The easy way out, as I see it, is to say that the Commission has considered the 

• question of whether the taxes which have heretofore been levied on gasoline should 
be used for highway purposes. Now we have an entirely new proposal and we're willing 
to let the citizens of the state decide because it's not going to go through the 
legislature •. It's going to get on by initiative petition. 

Mrs. OrfirerI-don't think we have to say that we're willing

• Mr. Guggenheim - I think that we only have to speak to what we want to do, what 
changes we recommend in the constitution. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Yes, we are using this to provoke our own thinking and the possibilities. 

• Mr. Guggenheim - I don't see why the BaS tax shouldn't go for things other than high
ways. We discussed this before the/~st of the people felt that way. We could write 
something in the Constitution that would be basically the same and say "Additions 
to the tax tax could be used for the following purposes." 

Mrs. Orfirer - Right, without spelling out. 

• Mr. Guggenheim - I don't think the concept is bad, except he has laid out the specifics. 
I would prefer that the specifics be laid out by the General Assembly. 

Mr. Fry - Right. But right now you're not going to get it through the General Assembly. 
I hope we can make 1975 the year of constitutional revision •. I can see all these 

• issues out there. Maybe we can ignore some of them but I think maybe we ought to 
comment along the lines you said. Starting about September in 1975 there will be 
a lot of people allover the state talking about constitutional revision and we 
ought to be looking to wrapping these things up. In talking to Governor Rhodes 
there is no question that he's going to have these things on the ballot. 

Mrs. Orfirer - We took a position in the Commission, Charlie, I believe at the• 32ft 
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very beginning that we were not going to react to other people's proposals, and that 
we were just going to make our own. But I think we could use the Governor's pro
posals as a way of stimulating our own thinking and perhaps modify it. 

Mr. Gu~genheim - I agree that we shouldn't take a position on specific proposals. 
I think we should just take things that we like and recommend that they become a 
part of the Constitution. 

Mr. Fry - I agree with that. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Julius. maybe one thing we could do is maybe discuss with Gene 
other sources of revenue for mass transportation and see if you can draft something 
for us to look at. 

Mr. Nemeth -on section 5a? 

Mrs. Orfirer - No, a new provision, something along the lines that the General Assembly 
shall provide another source of revenue for mass transportation, so that 5a would not 
be touched, but there would be a source somewhere. 

Susan Cave - I believe that now that mass transit authorities by a vote of the people 
can increase the sales tax for this activity, up to a certain percentage. 

Mr. Guggenheim - By county? 

Mr. Fry - Depending on the territory of the transit authority. 

Susan Cave - A bill was introduced originally to allow transit authorities to raise 
income tax or the sales tax for operating expenses but as the bill passed it only 
provided for an increase in the sales tax. 

Mrs. Orfirer - All right. Now we come to H.J.R. 19. This is the one where everyone 
is going to go out and go to a skating rink or a golf course. 

Mr. Nemeth - Now here you do have a constitutional point of law, because this reso
lution provides among other things that the funds"may be dispersed for participation 
with or grants or advancements to retmbursements of municipal or political corpora
tions. Counties or political governmental subdivisions,. state and local authorities, 
districts, agencies or institutions, the federal government, a profit or nonprofit 
corporation, organizations or institutions." Now this is a complete wipe-out of the 
provision that is in the constitution now, for these particular purposes. 

Mr. Fry - If I thought you were a crooked politician I would think you were really 
setting it up, wouldn't you? 

Mr. Guggenheim - This is murder, really. 

Mr. Fry -Up in Massachusetts, I think they have been doing it for 100 years. That 
is giving money to private corporations, as you say for an ice skating rink. 
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Mr. GuggenhebD - The funds can be dispersed. They don't even have to be loaned. 

Mr~ - That's right. • 
..~ •• " ,f~' tl')
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Mr. Guggenheim - They could just give money to pay for part of urban renewal. 
This is the old shell game. 

• Mr. Nemeth - We're talking about $2,500,000,000 which I think it about double the 
present state debt, or just a little less. And these are 30 year general obliga
tion bonds.) 

• 
Susan Cave - May I say that citie~ I~Rk Hg~n fhis very favorably but only in the 
light that it was a proposal not/ERaf It w~ti ever see the light of day. 

all of these 
Mr. Fry - This is the essence of giving everyone something and you get everyone 
backing it. They keep thinking well, what am I going to get? 

• 
Mrs. Orfirer - And it's a huge amount of money, a boondoggle. Is that the right 
word? Or is it rip-off? 

Mr. Guggenheim - Well, it completely revokes sections 4 and 6. Well, I am for 
altering sections 4 and 6 to some extent. 

• 
Mrs. Orfirer - But not obliterating them. So we come to H.J.R. 20 and 21. These 
I gather have nothing to do with the Governor. 

Mr. Nemeth - 20 does and 21 doesn't. 

Mrs. Orfirer - These authorize the state to issue revenue bonds, grants, guarantees 
for housing, health care, and the municipalities are authorized to do the same thing 

• for residential housing. 

Mr. GusgenheLm - Housing covers a mu1titute Df sins and this isn't just revenue bonds. 
It says make grants, guarantees or subsidies. Once again you can give direct money 
for housing. Housing can be almost anything. 

• Mrs. Orfirer - How does this differ from the broad grant of authority in H.J.R. 19? 

Mr. Guggenheim - I think this was the one that was intended to save the nursing homes. 

Mr. Fry - H.J.R. 19 does mention housing. 

• Mr. Guggenheim - But it doesn't say what kind of housing. In other words you could 
put low and middle income housing up and subsidize middle income housing. This 
could be a big deal. 

Mr. Fry - Of course the federal government has tried this with various approaches 
and never yet has had a success in it. 

• Mr. Guggenheim - Not only that but a lot of guys have made an awful lot of money 
out of the federal government. 

Mrs. Orfirer - May I ask a question? In H.J.R. 19 are the listed purposes meant to 
be just examples? Rather than limitations.? 

• Mr. Fry - This is the first time I've looked at it in such detail and although I'm 
basically in favor of it there is language there that lends itself to--I don't want 
to use the word dishonesty. 

Mr. Guggenheim - They could get away with murder.

• 
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Mrs. Orfirer - It could be taken advantage of, let's put it that way. All right, 
what's your reaction to 20 and 2l? 

Mr. Guggenheim - I'm still not against putting something in the constitution that 
would give the legislature broad authority in these general fields, althought 
maybe that's taking a risk too. I don't know. 

Mr. Nemeth - Now the Municipal League's position on this is that they would like 
to see one of 'these two resolutions "go," because of their specific reference to 
housing. In our recommendations we tried to do away with the prohibitions but 
we didn't specifically mention housing, and these resolutions do. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Well, that's easily remedied. 

Mr. Fry - supposing one of these two were to "go",who would then prescribe the 
rules under which Housing would be made? 

Mr. Nemeth - Under either resolution a board would be created. 

Mr. Fry - But we've got a board promoting housing now. 

Mr. Nemeth - But that's not in the Constitution. 

Mr. Guggenheim - This goes on and on. I'm reading from part here. It says " ••• 
nonprofit or profit corporationsor organizations • • .without limiting generally 
the foregoing such costs of capital improvements may improve acquisition, clear
ance or rehabilitation, construction or reconstruction, or improvement of real 
property or the resale or lease thereof to others at rentals intended to encourage 
developmen~, restoration ahd rehabilitation" You know they could buy it for a million 
and sell it for $800,000. This thing is really something the way it is written. 

Mr. Fry - It's too bad because some of the things in here would be all right, but a 
couple of them would offer the opportunity for rip-off. 

Mrs. Orfirer - We're not saying the Governor would rip-off, we're just saying that 
the door is open for rip-off, for somebody else. 

administration 
Mr. Fry - I don't look at it only in terms of present 1"'.: '. but also for other 
administrations. We don't want to give the opportunity to anyone. 

Mr. Guggenheim - You know what happened to some of the federal dnancing of housing for 
many years--and I don't know whether they have put an end to it. They could get 
a mortgage for mo:E than what they paid for the property. That sort of tg.ing could 
readily be done with this. 

Mr. Nemeth - We shouldn't forget what the present status of joint resolutions of 
20 and 21 is. Two different versions have passed the House and the Senate, so it's 
left to a conference committee and it came up with Am. Sub. H.J.R. 21. It is con
ceptually different from the others. Instead of adding a new provision to the 
Constitution as both 20 and 21 would have done what the joint resolution substitute 
does is to open up Sections 4 and 6 and spefifiI~ll~ permit the extension of credit 
for housing, nursing homes and extended carea~ t~ wguld require whatever loans or 
guarantees were made, these would only to "financial institutions," which means 
that the private sector would have to be involved, in any program that was set up 
the state agency would not directly make a loan or a guarantee. 
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Mrs. Orfirer -You mean the amended substitute resolution provides more safeguards 
than 20 or 2l? 

Mr. Nemeth The substitute is more conservative. If anything passes the legisla
ture, ihew~~11P~P8~R~Iybe this amended substitute. If the Governor puts it on the 
ballot/go wttn tne o~ ginal proposal. Now I have heard that at least one of the 
resolutions has been changed to some extent in the last couple of days but I don't 
know which one it is. I don't think there will be a shift, basic approach 
maybe a shift in emphasis. 

Mr. Guggenheim -This doesn't have too much to do with us except to the extent that 
we might alter sections 4 and 6 to provide more power to the legislature. 

Mr. Nemeth - Of course that would be a possibility. Our recommendations on sections 
4 and 6 are now before the legislature as a matter of fact the General Assembly 
itself could take those proposals and amend them to include what is contemplated 
by this amended substitute. 

Mr. Fry - That's an idea. 

Mrs. Orfirer - You know what might be very interesting? We might have the Governor's 
proposals on by initiative petition and the legislative proposal on also. 

Mr. Fry - I just have the feeling that we are not going to get as many of our own 
proposals on as we would like to. However, I may be wrong. We just don't have the 
people in the legislature who are "gung-ho" for getting them through. 

Mr. Nemeth - We seem to be getting preempted in a number of areas or"leap-frogged" 

Mr. Fry - The few things that we have gotten through before, we've had someone 
say ''Well, we're going to do it and we got all those through." 

Mrs. Orfirer - We haven't gotten the publicity, we haven't gone to the newspapers 
and we haven't done any of the things which I think we should be doing. 

Mr. Fry - Which is a big consideration and I would hope that we address ourselves 
to it tomorrow. We are at the point now where the legislature could go home by 
the first of July. When they get to the budget bill which they will do on Tuesday 
they are getting toward the end of the session, and we have to get these things 
passed if we're going to get them on the November ballot. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I don't know why we're not getting the publicity out or getting the 
push to get these things through the legislature. 

Mr. Fry - Hopefully, it would be the majority party because they are the ones who 
can make things happen. If we want to get all of our work into a form where the 
people can vote on it it has to be on there in November, because if we don't I 
would think that our being continued as a group into 1976 is remote. If I were 
sitting in the legislature I would say "these people have been sitting over there 
for four or five years and what's happened?" 

Mrs. Orfirer - Well, it isn't our fault that things haven't happened. 
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Mr. Fry - I know it isn't but you see they don't realize that. They have so many 
things going at them 

Mrs. Orfirer - Well, let's make the plans as to whom we want at the next meeting. 
I think we ought to have smne people corne in and testify, and discuss things with • 
us. What kinds of information do we want? And once we decide, whom should we get? 

Mr. Nemeth - Someone from the Department of Economic and Community Development 

Mr. Fry - I would suggest we get the local director of HUD. He is articulate and •he likes to appear before legislative committees • 

Mrs. Orfirer We had a list, some place, of people we said we were going to hear 
from. 

Mr. Nemeth - Yes - development officials, housing officials, etc. Chambers of •Commerce, growth groups, etc. 

Mr. Fry - We could have a week's hearing with those people 

Mrs. Orfirer - We might not be able to do all this at one meeting. •Mr. Guggenheim - What I'm trying to separate out is what they can do under the present 
Constitution without getting bogged down. You recall the problem and the red tape 
we are having because of the statutory set-up 

Mrs. ORfirer  But if it isn't being provided by the legislature we may need to step 
in and do it. If they're tied up in statutes maybe we have to corne in and • 
Mr. Fry - I'd like to keep this in the context of ~what we can do in the Constitution 
We could bring in half a dozen people from Clark County who would spend an hour apiece 
telling you about the problems they have with building and planning, etc. But we 
can't deal with it on a constitutional level other than to say that we are going to 
delegate power to either local governments or your legislature. • 
Mrs. Orfirer - Yes, but we can't decide what kind of power we need to put in the 
Constitution until we know what kind of problems they're having. 

Mr. Fry - Why not send out a questionnaire to a representative group and address 
ourselves to those problems? • 
Mrs. Orfirer - Well, if we could get just one knowledgeable person in each one of 
these categories--especially if he has some knowledge of the Constitution, that 
would be very nice. 
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Ohl0 Constltutlonal Revision Commission 
Looal Government Committee 
June 10, 1975 

Summary 

Present at a meeting of the Local Government Committee on June 10 
were Ca.mittee members Mrs. Orfirer , chairman, Messrs. Guggenheim,
Wllson, Montgomery, Fry, Russo, Unger, and staff member Mr. Nemeth. 
The guest speakers were Mr. Jack Reardon, Area Coordinator, Columbus 
Area Offioe, HOD, Mr. Thomas Daley, Community Development Speoialist,
Divi.ion of Community Development, Ohl0 DECD, Mr. Jack HUddle, Direotor 
of Development, City of Columbus, and Mr. Willlam Losoncy, Executive 
Secretary, Ohio Housing Development Board. 

Its. Orfirer - The Looal Government Committee has completed its work 
on local governaent powers and structure - munioipalities, townships,
and counties - and felt that there was a whole area of the problems of 
metropolitan areas, priaarily the oore olties - that needed solutions. 
Ve wlsh to investigate whether there are possible oonstltutional 
solutlons - reaedial steps that can be taken in the Constitution. We 
have just .tarted, and are still learning about some of the program. 
and law. that are in existence to help solve sOIle of these problems.
We welcome lour ca.aent. on the problems as you see them, the solutions 
as you s.e thea, .hal kinds of help you feel might be given constltutionally.
Ar. there legal obstaoles to the work you are trying to do? Flnancing
method., tax polloies, in relation to other .~tes and their use of them 
a. the, relate to our Constitution. We don't .ant to llmit 70U in any
.a" Just g1ve you an 1dea what we are dolng, and we are here to hear 
frOil you. 

Mr. R_rdon - I aa happy to have this opportunit7 to appear before 70u 
EO ouE1ine the Housing and Communlty Development Act of 1974 and soae of 
the proble.s in Ohl0 resulting from thls new law. It oontalns 8 titles 
oovering a varlet7 of SUbjects. Title I covers community developaent
aotlvltles, Title II asslsted houslng, Title III mortgage credit 
a••1stanoe, Title IV comprehens1ve planning, Tltle V rural housing,
Title VI mobl1. ho.e conatructlon and safety standards, Tltle VII con
suaer haae mortgage a.sistanc., and Title VIII, a number of thlngs.
The two most important are Titles I and II. Title I, deallng with the 
ca.aun1ty development aotivities of the department, was drastically
altered by the pasaage of' the aot. The act oonsolidated and replaced 
our traditlonal categorical prograas of open apaoe, urban beautification, 
historlc pre.ervatlon. publlc facllity loans, water and sewer and public
facll1ty grants. urban renewal, neighborhood. deTelopaent programs, model 
oltles prograal. and the rehab11itation loans and grants progr.... 
The•• progr... have been replaoed With a cammunit7 developaent block 
grant prograa. The aot authorize. 12.5 bllllon thi8 f'lsea1 year nation
w1de, and 12.9 b1llion eaoh ln fisoal years 1976 and 1917. The prograa
authorlze. 100% grant. to stat•• , cities, counties, and other unlts of 
leIlera1 local goyernaent. Por Ohl0, the al1ooat1on of the.e fundI 
result, in approxlmately 1130 million grant funds th1s fiscal year.
Th. funds are'-dlvide4 so that 80% goes to cOlUlunities in standan 
"etropolitan Statistloal Areas - urban areas - a~'20% to a non
••tropol1tan or rural areas. The major share goes to "ent1tIed" 
ooamun1ties. These are communltles with populations of' 50,000 or more 
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whlch have a hlstory of lnvolvement with urban renewal programs. In 
addltion to the entitled cities, the program authorizes funds to urban 
oountles and oommunltles outside ot SMSAs whloh are not entitled. The 
origlna1 amount estimated for the urban counties was underestlmated 
this fiaoal year, and no f~ds wl11 be avallab1e for the nonentlt1ed 
cOlUlRUlltles. Slx urban OOUlties. 1fll1 receive funds here In Ohio. In 
additlon, $5.4 mlllion was avaflab1e to the rural cOllllunltles. SOlle 
of the entitled cOJDll1U1I tIes have already been approved and one urban 
county haa been approved. App11cations from the other co.munities and 
countle. are ourrent17 belng revlewed. The program authorlzes activlties 
that were tormer11 e11glb1e under the varlet7 of categorical programs.
In order for a oOllllUnlty to receive funds 1t must submlt an app11catlon
oonai.tlng of 1) a three-year plan ldentlfylllg Its cOJIIlUlllty develop
ment needs and objeotlves and a strategy to .eet these needs. 2) a 
program of aotlvltles to meet these needs and the resources It lntends 
to use. 3) a desorlptlon of the programs to e11mlnate or prevent slums 
or b11ght and deterioratlon, and programs to provide community facil 
ities, pub1io improvements, ino1uding health and social services where 
necessar7 and appropriate. 4) the housing asslstanoe plan. 

Manr communities In Ohio are faced with a problem as a result of 
the pasaage of the act in that the Ohio Constltutlon hinders the develop
• ent of a locally-funded rehabilitatIon loan program to replace the 
"312 loan program·. This was one of our more sucoessfu1 and popular
aotlvities. Onder It, the federal government loaned funds directly to 
Indivldua1 homeowners to make necessary Improvements so that their homes 
would meet the require-ents of 100a1 codes. These federal loans were 
made in conneotlon wlth urban renewal actlvlties in speoiflc areas of 
cltle. designated for rehabI11tatlon or concentrated code enforcement. 
Slnce the loans were made direot1y by the federal government, the act-
Ivltie. were not affected by Seotlon 6 of Artlc1e VIII of the Ohio 
Constltutlon whloh, as you know, prohIbits munlcipa1lties and public
oorporatlons fram maklng or extending aid to lndividua1s, oompanies,
oorporat10ns or assoolations. Not all communities have lnterpreted
Seotion 6 to preclude the. from establishing suoh direct loan programs.
But man1 are faced with a dl1emma of attemptlng to contlnue an activlty
whioh is allOWed under the federal law but whloh Is hindered by the 
Ohio Constitutlon. 

Mr. Fry - Does "dlrect loans" mean they go dlrectly from the federal 
government to the lndlvidual homeowner? How are the repayments handled? 

Mr. Beardon - It was a direct federal loan, and the servlcing was 
handled b7 a prlvate mortgage company. I think It was Kissel Mortgage
that handled It here in Ohl0. 

Mr. Fry - For the ent1re state? 

Mr. Beardon - Yes. 

Mr. Pry - What communitles in Oh10 part1cipated? 

Mr. Reardon - The ;12 loan program covered Cleveland, Akron, Canton, 
-- at least 40 cities were involved. 
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Mr. Fry - What was the volume? Was it significant? 

Mr. Reardon - I~m sorry, I can't give an exact figure. 

Mr. Fry - Let's take Cleveland. How many units were rehabilitated 
as a result of this? 

Mr. Huddle - In Columbus, I believe it was in the vicinity of $5,000,000 
worth. Somewhere between .6,000 and $10,000 per unit. That would be 
flve to six hundred units. 

1 

Mr. Guggenheim - I don't understand. Were these loans made directly to 
the homeowner? Where did the city oome in? 

Ir. Beardon - It .as done in oonjunotion with their urban renewal 
activities. A city would designate an area for ~ither rehabilitation 
or oonoentrated oode enforoement. These were areas that did not reqUire
total olearanoe to prevent slum and blight. It was thought that with 
rehabilitation and saae major capital improvements suoh as ourbs, 
gutters, -street lighting, replacing water and sewer lines, street re
pairing, and beautification-type aotivities, this would preolude the 
further deterioration of the area. 

Guggenheim - The oity designated the areas? 

aeardon - Yes. 

Gu~r~he1m - And there 1s nothing in the Ohio Constitution that 
pro its the federal government from loaning directly to homeowners, 
is there? 

~ii6r - No, that problem oomes about because of the new aot. Under 
, e money goes direotly to the cities. 

McNaughton - And beoome8 looal money, according to the legal opinion 
trOllthe general oOlmsel's offioe. 

Beardon - Onoe BUD gives the money to the oity or oounty or whatever 
it may be, it becomes local money. It is no longer federal money. 

HUddle - If the city wants to use some of these block grant monies to 
aake rehabilitation loans, to bring property up to minimum code 8tand
ards, the city cannot do it because the Ohio Constitution will not 
perait the c1ty to use the money for rehabilitation loans, because it 
1. the oity's money. 

~Dgir - 18 this because of the constitutional provis10n that does not 
no u4e hous1ng as a public purpose? 

Beardon - Some communities have found schemes by which they think they 
can go ahead with these aotivities. Cleveland is one of them. 

MCNaufhton - Cleveland has some proposals for spending the mone,. 
~eol8 ons are made strictly on the faots of eaoh case, with no prece
dent being set for any other. From a legal point of view, we normally
take the certification of 100a1 oounsel, but we have to look behind 
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these things now. The intent of the act was to get the federal 
governaent out of the housing business and get the money down on the 
local level, and the problem now i8 that we are having constitutional 
and statutory problems in various states -- Ohio being one of them - 
on how todistrlbute the money once they have 1t. 

mtgOmerl  Does Governor Rhodes' housing proposal address itself to 
8 issue? 

McNau$hton - I'm not 80 familiar with it and I don't really know. 
Does it deal with the public purpose issue? 

Nemeth - I'm not sure myself whether it would deal with this particular
problem. 

Basso - Isn't thls program in effect throughout the state of Ohio 
already - money being spent although you say it Dl$Y be unconstitutlonal? 

McNaushton - For houslng rehabilitation loans. We're talking about a 
specifio purpose here. 

Ort1rer - May I clar1fy one thlng -- the falth and credit problem?
If if does affect thls particular title, let's look at It rlght here. 

There was discusslon of the Ohio Housing Development Board, perhaps
lssu1ng bonds to be repald partly wlth money rece1ved from the federal 
government while 1t could not also pledge the falth and credit of the 
state at the same tlme. 

MoNaughton - Frankly, wlthout the full fa1th and credlt of the U.S. 
government, I don't khOw 'what those bonds would be worth on the market. 
That' s what we are try1ng to say. NaTbe from a legal point of vlew 1t 
mlght be alr1ght, but pragmatically speaking, what are TOU going to do 
wlth the paper? 

Reardon - There are two levels of problems. One level Is wlth a state 
housing finanoe program. That deals wlth the preolusions of the state 
lending 1ts credit. Section 6 deals wlth the looal community lending 
its credlt. 

Russo - What have other states done? 

Beardon - There are only a few states that have a s1milar prov1sion
in their const1tutions. 

Montfomett - I thought most states had a simllar provislon in their 
cons itUfions. 

Hemeth - Qulte a few do. It depends on the Interpretation of partic
Ular language by the supreme oourt of the state. Dlfferent courts have 
come up with d1fferent conclusions. 

Montgom.r~ - That language expresses a pretty general conoept, that 
you cannot use pUblic money for private purposes. 

Beardon - We onlT seem to have a problem In four or five states. Other 
states have Interpreted their own constitutions and statutes differently. 
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Title II is the assisted housing section of the act, its most 
important feature being Seotion 8, which establ1shes the housing assis
tanoe payments program. This program authorizes a rent-assistanoe pay
ment to owners an behalf of eligible tenants. Three types of units 
are involved. Existing units whioh are already deoent, safe and 
sanitary, new units that will be constructed speoifioally for the 
program, and units requiring substantial rehabilitation in order to 
be decent, safe and sanitary. Two of the most important aspeots of 
seotion 8 are these housing assistanoe plans that we spoke of a few 
m1nutes ago, and HOD's advertising for proposals. Each oommunity 
SUbmitting an applioation for oommunity development block grants must 
SUbmit a housing assistanoe plan as part of its applioation. The 
plan does four things - it surveys their housing staok, It assesses 
their need for assisted housing, it provides an annual goal of the 
number and type of units to be assisted and it prOVides the general 
looation for this assistance. Eaoh state reoeived a formula al10oation. 
Ohio's share is 143 million. Eaoh county in Ohio was given a Ntarget
share" for planning purpose. The plans tell us how to utilize the 
portion of the.e rent supplement programs - these housing assistanoe 
funds allocated for a specifio community. They tell us whether the 
assistance should be in the form of new units, rehabilitated units, or 
eXisting units, and how much of the assistanoe should go for families 
and how muoh for the elderly or the handicapped. For areas that are 
not oovered by these housing assistance plans, our economic and market 
analysis division provides this input on demographic and market analysis
data. When it is determined that new construotion or substantial rehab- <. 

i1itatian is needed in a specifio area an the basis of housing assis
tanoe plans and/or this demographic and market data, we in the HUn 
offioe will advertise for housing to provide the type of housing that's 
oalledfor. In those communities where the need is for existing
housing, HOD will solioit applications from pUblic housing agencies to 
administer the eXisting phase of the program for us. Under this phase 
or the program, these publio housing agencies will advertise for tenants 
who, once they're oertified, will seek a unit in the private market 
they w111 so out and find a unit that they like. If the owner is 
wl11illl, the owner and the tenant enter into a lease and the public
housing ageno,. after it has inspeoted the units, will enter into a 
housing assistanoe payment contract with the owner. The tenant will
PAr 15% to 25% of his income and HUD will pay the difference to these 
housing asslstanoe units. 

Now, this section 8 creates a second problem in Ohio that is that 
the definition of "pUblic housing agency" is inoonsistent with the Ohio 
statutes governing local ~using authorities. The public housing agency
is defined in the federal regulations as any state, county, municipality, 
or governmental entity or public body or agenoy or instrumentality
thereof which is authorized to engage in or assist in the development 
or operation of housing for low income persons or low income families. 
The problem is that many governmental bodies in a county may meet the 
federal definition, in addition to the traditional local housing
authorities. Now. thus far the Attorney General has refused to consider 
the question of who in the state constitutes a public housing agency. 
This may delay the development of this program in certain areas. 
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Mr. MoNaughton - In the first place, this is not a constitutional
 
problem. ThIs ls a statutory problem. But I would like to brlng it
 
up beoause lt needs to be clarified. Our definltlon is broad. Any
thing to do wlth the powers of polltical subdivlslons in Ohl0 doesn't
 
make a differenoe. But it's our vlew, and we have so indioated to the
 
General Counsel and he's agreed, that ORe 3735.27 seems to indioate
 
-- and we've taken the position -- that only looal housing authorities
 
bound to that statute or empowered to ',administer, manage and operate
 
low-rent housing. Now, when Jack says the Attorney General has
 
"refused", that's not exactly oorrect.
 

Mr. Fry - You are referring to the Ohio Attorney General? 

Mr. MoNaughton - The Ohio Attorney General. Mr. MoCleron of the
 
Warren Metropolitan Housing Authority wrote for an opinion, but I
 
felt that he wasn't a proper party. We asked him to direct his
 
question to the Housing Board, which I think is a state office, and
 
I believe the Attorney General would answer to Board. Onoe we get a
 
determlnation of that, we'll know better where we stand. Right now,
 
we've taken a positlon that only those pebple under that statute oan
 
operate low rent housing. But our regulations are so broad that whom

ever the State of Ohio says is a proper body, they oan operate it as
 
rar as we are oonoerned,
 

Mr. Frl. - We have enough of a section in the Ohio Code 'Wu~ch refers
 
to publl0 housing authority. It would seem to me that if lt takes a
 
statutory ohange, thls would be the easlest way to do it.
 

~__~~~_h_t_o_n - I realize, Charles, that this is maybe not the forum
 
usoussion.
 

Mr. Frl - It would be my impression that this doesn't involve the 
. Constitution. 

Mr. MoNaughton - I know that. I discussed this with JuliUS, and he
 
said that we could bring this to your attention for Whatever it may be
 
worth. If we onoe get an Attorney General's opinion issued, then per

haps the Legislature might act. Until that time, our hands will be
 
somewhat tied.
 

Mr. Montgomery - Who is the legal oounsel for the state agency and the
 
local proseoutor?
 

Mr. MCNallfhton - As I understand it; only the oounty prosecutor or a
 
state off oial can ask for an Attorney General's opinion.
 

Mr. Montgomerl - Traditionally, the request for opinions comes through

local prosecuting attorneys.
 

Mr. McNaughton - Or a state official. 

Mr. MoClaron dld write on June 6 to Mr. Dragelevltch, Trumbull 
County Prosecuting Attorney, asking him to submit it. Maybe he wouldn't. 

nr. Montf~omery - The local prosecutor did not submltit? 
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Mr. McNaughton - We don't know yet. All we have is a copy of the letter 
that Mr. McCleron wrote. 

Mr. Montgomery - They do it as a matter of courtesy. It ought to be a 
routine thing. 

Mr, unfer - Going back to the types of houses you were talking about. 
You ta ked about subsidies to existing housing, and were you going to 
go on now to subsidies for new housing or subsidies for rehabilitated 
housing? And is this subsidy to eXisting housing prohibited or res
trioted in any way by constitutional provisions now? 

Mr, Beardon - No, there appear to be no barriers to this operation in 
the state. We will get the one little problem when it comes to the 
state of how we·f1nanoe its agency. But under the new construotion and 
rehabi11tat1on phase of the program, we w1l1 advertise for the type of 
houling, and proposall wll1 come ln from private developers and local 
pUblio houl1ng agencles to admlnister the program. We will then review 
those propolals, We w11l send all the proposals that come in to the 
exeoutlves of the respective oommunities in which the proposals are to 
be looated, and based upon their comments and our review we w1ll 
determine whioh are the best proposals for the units that we were adver
tising for, Then the owners, the developers, and the Department of 
Hous1ng and Urban Development will enter into agreements to enter 
cbnstructlon assistance payments contraots and, SUbsequent to construc
tion, housing assistance payments contracts. Then the owner will be 
sollo1ting their tenants and oertifying their eligibility and we w11l 
be pay1ng the housing ass1stance payment directly to the owner. 

Mr. Unger - You'll pay directly from the federal government under the 
program? 

Mr. B,ardon - Yes, 

Mr. unger - And not through a municipality or other local government? 

Mr. Beardon - There is one 1nstance where we w1ll pay through the pub110
Retillng agency, and that will be in a s1tuation where a developer choses 
to submit his proposal 1n tandem wlth a public housing agency. In that 
situation then, we will enter into our traditional annual contributions 
contract w1th the housing authority. It in turn will enter into the 
housing assistance payments contract with the owner. This w1ll'be some
what d1fferent than our· tradit10nal leasing program where the housing
author1ty pays this payment directly to the owner • 

Mr. Nemeth - Do you have any doubt as to the constitutionality of this 
t.tter procedure? 

Mr. Reardon - No. 

Mrs. Orf1rer - I think in the interests of time we ought to move on • 

Mr. a,ardon - Madam Chairman, 1f I may just make th1s point, the reason 
we brought this up 1s because we think it's important. Although $43 
mil110n may not seem like a lot of money to a state, this is the second 
largest allocation of section 8 money in the United States. Only New York 
has a larger allocation, something like $47 or $48 million • 
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Mr. Fry - That's because we have more cities than most states. 

Mr. Reardon - That's correct. 

Another feature of the section 8 program is the involvement of the 
state housing finance agency in the administration of the section 8 
program. In other states, such as Michigan, over 50% of the allocation 
to the state for these housing assistance payments will be administered 
by the state housing finance agencies. The Ohio Housing Development 
BOard that was established by H. B. 870 could be a major force in 
delivering this assistance for the low income families and the elderly.
However, Section 4 of Article VIII does not allow the state to lend its 
oredi t for the purpose of developing low-income housing. Tt:~.s hinders 
the sale of bonds to finance the activit1es authorized by House Bill 870 
and the operation of the Board. Currently, t43 million is authorized 
under section 8. This must be administered entirely by the HUD staff of 
the Columbus Area Office. This $43 million represents approximately
10,000 new oonstruotion units, 2,000 substantially rehabilitated units 
and 2,000 exi.ting units. The volume of this activ1ty taxes the oapa
oity ot our oftice. The housing needs ot the state of Ohio could better 
be served if the state Housing Development Board were able to assume a 
greater role in the program. In the state of Miohigan, for example,
the Miohigan State Housing Development AuthDr1ty will produce over 
17,000 units of housing this year. This represents 22,000 jobs and 
about $18 million in additional tax revenue. 

Mr. Fry - This.is an area where we have to look at the Governor's 
proposal, because this goes right to what he's proposing and I think 
the staff or someone is going to have to look at what BUD is saying in 
light of what we know is going to be on the ballot in November, it we 
are going to take a position on it. 

Mrs, Orfirer - Let me ask a question if I may. Julius, old Section 13, 
oreating ~s and so forth, doesn't it pertain here? 

Mr, Nemeth - The purposes for which money can be expended or bonds 
rssued under Section 13 are listed there and housing isn't one of those 
purposes. 

Mr. Unger - But that kind of amendment to the Constitution would solve 
this problem if you included housing. 

Mr. Montgomery - Preservation and creation of jobs 1s not broad enough 
to cover housing. I don't thinR the bond counsel would approve it. 

Mr. N,meth - Not under Section 13. 

Mr. Montgomery - I agree. You'd have to get a commercial ••• 

Mr. Frl - I think the proposal is going to go right with what HOD is 
talking about, and we have to look at it. 

Mr. Montgomery - I just assume the Governor's draftsman has considered 
this. But I've never been able to get any answers from either side as 
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to whether this has been reconciled. 

• Mr. Fry - This is one that is going to "go". 

Mr, ,ontgomerl - But it would be a shame if it went off ~ h2£ and 
didn t cover this issue. 

• 
Mr, Unger - Isn't the direct answer Just to add the word "housing" to 
€hat Section I;? I don't mean is it practical or not, but wouldn't 
that be directly a way of solving these problems? 

Mr, Nemeth - That's one approach, but I'm not sure bond counsel would 
Be happy with that. 

• Mr. Montgomery - These are industrial revenue bonds you have to remember. 

Mr. Nemeth - There are several other approaches. One would be to amend 
Sections 4 and 6 of Artiole VIII, which the Commission has already pro
posed, removing the restriotions without speoifioally mentioning housing. 
Or adding a special exemption for housing purposes to the Constitution 

• in addition to Seotions 4 and 6, and 13 for that matter. 

M,' Un&!£ - Why wouldn't declaring houslngapublic purpose as part of 
t satISfy bond counsel? 

Mr. Nemeth - I'm not prepared to say that it wouldn't. 

• Mr~ Montgomery - It might. 

Mr. Nemeth - But they are conservative by nature and they like to have
iSlngs pretty well down exactly to suit them, 

• Mr, Montgomery - It's not practical. 

Mr. Unger - The major concern was that these other things were speoif
ioally named and housing was not and for that reason housing was the 
thing that was always in question because it wasn't speoifically deolared 
• public purpose.

• Mr. Nemeth - That's one of the reasons, yes. But I'm not sure, Mr. 
Unger, that they would be happiest if that amendment were made. It's 
Possible that we could "run it by them" and see what they say. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Would there be other purposes for which we would need
 

•
 housing listed there? Or, if we could get 4 and 6 as we have suggested,

and thereby settle a particular housing problem, would that solve a,
 
whole spectrum of housing problems? We don't have to'decide this tonight,
but I think this 1s something that we have to decide. 

• 
Mr. Montgomery - Industrial revenue bonds do not lend themselves to this 
freld Is what I'm saying. It's a different kind of financing, and even 
small plants that just create a few Jobs can't use industrial revenue 
bonds because there 1s too much red tape, the underwriting is"too 
expensive, it's not a practical finanoing meohanism for them. 

Mr. Unger - These aren't industrial revenue bonds. 
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Mr. Mon:pgomery - No, they',re separate, and I think they should be 
addressed separately. 

Mr. Unger - I would like to Bcout the idea that the mere addition of 
the one word, "housing", in that section would do. One other question.
What if we put an amendment in creating an exemption for municipalities 
tor the expenditure of federal funds pursuant to federal programs? 
That would cover a multitude of sins. 

There were some comments about that being too broad. 

Mr. Reardon - One thing that might be of benefit is that if the state 
housIng fInance agency has the ability to underwrite its ~~ projects, 
it has a much easier processing procedure. The relationship with the 
federal government is much less involved, and it has a great deal more 
discretion in how it administers the funds that have been set aside 
for the state. Now, if a project ends up so that 1t requires federal 
mortg~ge insurance in qrder to be feasible, then finance agency's
relationship to the federal government is much closer to the normal 
relationship of any developer. So in this processing it might be 
advantageous to keep this in mind. 

Mr. Fry - I think, Madam Chairman, the answer to the question posed
by Mr. Unger is that if we put housing in Section 13 as a public purpose. 
we might make it so broad that we'd have trouble getting ~t adopted as a 
oonstitutional amendment. I think that the purpose of those who are 
espou8ing the Governor's proposal is that they're tying it down to 
houling for speoific purposes. But if you can put "housing" in - 
"houling" can include hotel rooms, without any relationship to the 
nature of the people who will be prOVided housing, or the quality or 
the oosb or anything else. I think that this might be a consideration. 
I don' t know. It may be better to let the argument oome in the 
Legislature -- simply change the Constitution and let the argument, if 
it wal going to be, come in the Legislature. 

Mr. Unfer - I think that there may be a lot of practical reasons why 
we don t want to try and put housing in now. It makes it a difficult 
thing to achieve that way instead of some other way. But it's my belief 
that if you did, it would solve this problem. 

!F. Fry - I think you are right and I would agree with that. 

Mr. Un~ - And I want to ask Mr. Reardon, if we did have housing 
cteared~s a public purpose, would we still have this other problem 
you raised of Ohio through a state agency like the Ohio Housing 
Development Board - would it then be able to carry out these functions 
of loaning money and financing housing in the state? 

Mr. Reardon - I would not be able to give you an answer because the 
probtem is that the ohanging of one word may allow certain activities 
that where envisioned under H.B.;870,but it would not allow the ready
sale of the bonds, and that is the key because in order for the program 
to be financ1ally feasible, there must be enough spread between what 
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the state can sell its financing for and what's available on the 
private market in order to attract the developers into utilizing the 
state's program and thereby increasing the number of low income 
housing programs. 

Mr, Unger - Then you would recommen~ that in addition to declaring 
housIng to be a pub110 purpose, there be a provision specifioally
enabling the state to do this financial work with housing, is that 
right? 

Mr. MoNaughten - I'm not quite following you here because our 
regulations are so broad. 

~r. Unger - I understand that. My meaning was, would your purposes 
be achieved, the purposes that Mr. Reardon mentioned, that instead of 
administering the finance operat~ direotly from the HUD office, 
instead, as in other states, Ohio would be able to administer them 
through a state agency? Would that help? 

Mr. Reardon - Yes, immensely. 

Mr. Beardon - NoW, the remaining titles in the Housing and Community 
Development Act are mainly housekeeping -- increasing dollar ceilings, 
etcetera, and I'll mention them briefly, only if you would like to 
know what the full range of the act ls. There are no further questions 
that we have come aoross in these other sections that have a direct 
oonstitutional impaot. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Then I think we won't right now, Mr. Reardon. We w111 
be able to get that information from you to be sent out to everyone. 

Mr. Palel - There is a question while Mr. Reardon is here. There has 
been a question raised in one of the olient oommunities. A township
wanted to apply, in fact, it applied for a block grant to do a project 
with a rural program. And I was advised by some HUD officials that 
the Constitution of the state of Ohio, in creating townships, is so 
weak that townships may not be eligible for block grants. I would 
like to know if there has been any position taken on that by HUD and 
if so, I think right now 1s the time to bring it up • 

Mr. Reardon - In order for any community to be eligible, it must have 
the looal power and authority to do the things that are called for. I 
be11eve there was question in Ohio as to whether or not a township had 
these powers by statute • 

The question that you are talking about 1s before the General 
Counsel 1n Washington. The Community Development Act, 1n my v1ew, gives 
• township a stronger position to be eligible. 

Mr. McNaughton - But it's going to have to be eligible under the "non
entitled" funds, Jack. There's not enough population • 

Mr. Daley - The only thing I was ooncerned about is the constitutional 
law indicating that township government is weak and may not be eligible 
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for block grant right now. 

Mrs. Orflrer - Again, I think that the powers of townships are not 
prescribed in the Constitution. 

Mr. Fry - And:·the point is that the counties have the power and the 
municipalities have the power. If we don't want to delegate them to 
the townships, one way or the other ••• 

Mr, R!,rdOn - They are glOing to havlde tOtwOrkliinf ctonhJunctifon with the 
count e8 because the popu ation wou no qua y em as ar as we 
are ooncerned, In order for a county to be eligible, it must have 
a population of 200,000 or more, independent of the entitled cities. 
Now that population can include these unincorporated areas in the town
ships, and, of oourse, any communities that wish to lend their popula
tion to the county for the purpose of this activity. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Well, one of your purposes, as I understand, is to use 
broad general purpose units of government and to create these kinds of 
inter-governmental relations, rather than enhancing the existenoe of 
units of government that aren't really viable for your purpose. 

Mr. MoNaughten - The intent of this entire aot of 1974 is to get this 
money out of the federal government down to the local level, for them 
to handle administratively and in every way. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Mr. MoNaughten, before we move on, is there anything 
~ you have to add? 

Mr. McNaughten - No, but I certainly appreciate your invitation. 

Mrs, Orfirer - well, we appreciate your ooming and I don't mean to 
ride rough-shod, but I think we do have to concentrate on the tasks 
at hand, because it always is very fascinating, and it's always easy, 
to wander down the path and get away from what our particular job is. 
We'd like to have you stay and join in the rest of the evening's 
discussion if you will. 

The next speaker was Mr. Thomas Daley, a Community Development 
Speoialist with the Ohio Department of Economio and Community Development. 

Mr. Daley -- My job primarily is to provide technical assistanoe to 
communities in the areas of community development, whioh covers a 
broad spectrum. You have mentioned townships and small communities 
and that's primarily what I deal with. Because major communities like 
ColumbUS and some of these other places have people like Jack HUddle, 
and they don't need me. But in the smaller oommunities, they do need 
this assistanoe. I think in smaller communities there is the problem
of doing things to improve the oommunity. In the first place, they do 
not have the wherewithall to do tt, and in the second place, they are 
really virtually cut out of the federal program because the big cities, 
who do have a lot of wherewithall, wtll take up a little more where
w1thall. Of course the cost 1s greater, but still the 11ttle comm
un1ty is l~ft out to do things by 1tself. Now, there is a vehiole 
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and there ls a way and we have been bul1ding thlngs in Ohl0. I covered 
some 37 communltles throughout the State of Ohio and that doesn't mean 

• visltlng them once. I mean I constantly work allover the state. 

Mrs. Orflrer - May I lnterrupt just one moment to olarlf"y thls. Is 
tni. villages as well as townships? 

•
Mr. paley - The cities -- the city of Mansfleld has 50,000 populatlon-

• they needed some help there, too. 

Irs. Orfirer - Okay, I just wanted to find that out. 

~ Daley - I'm not limlted to small communities. It's just that the 
major oities suoh as Cincinnati, Cleveland, and Columbus have their

• development agenoies, very oompetent people, and they don't need the 
type of expertise that I can provide. There ls a vehiole, however. I 
have something prepared so I'd 11ke to go through it lf I oould. There 

• 
1. an evergrowing emphasis on communlty improvement including, but not 
11mited to housing, recreation, environment, environmental protectlon,
saving the oities' oentral and commercial core, also villages, bringing
people baok into the central city, conservation of natural fuel resources, 
and maS8 transportation, utillzation of the sun's rays ln solar heating
and industrial development. Local governmental and civlc groups are 
becaming more sensitive to the need for a vehicle that wl1l act as a 
catalist to foster eoonomic development through balanced oommunity dev
elopaent. And I think we are going to get to what Jack was talking

•
 about and what ,au were talking about. To have commerce and industry,
 

•
 

ot cours. you need people to work in the ca.merce and industry, and you

need oansuaers. Consumers are people, and people need more than jobs.

They need deoent housing, they need decent neighborhoods to raise
 
children, they need good sohools, adequate reoreation faollities, good
 
government services. Good government servioes reqUire adequate modern
 
faoilities. The vehicle needed and desired is governmental ln naturf,
 

•
 

that can act a. an asent for local governments to provide financing and
 
oan issue governmental bonds - our taz exempt bonds, yet not enoumber
 
the local bondlng agent's capabilities. The bond to be issued would be
 
secured by the oommunity improvement vehicle through whatever assets it
 
oan muster, assets or securities or backing. Thls vehicle. though

governmental in nature, needs to work in concert with private citizens
 
that are directly concerned about particular community needs for Which
 

•
 

this vehiole would be created. End the appropriate veh1cle, in my

opinion. would be the community improvement corporation organized under
 
Chapter 1724 of the Ohio Revised Code. Community improvement corp
orations throughout the state of Ohio have done a commendable Job in
 
bringing in new and expanding industries in Ohio. But successful ClC's
 
are located in viable communities that provide all the other neoessary
ammenities. And this is where the weakness ~ for prosperous and 
healthy eoonomic growth. Industry will not move into a declining oomm
unIty. In fact, both industry and commeroe will start moving out of a 
growing, unhealthy oommunity. When I say "growing", that is a negative

• growlng. Communities have wanted to utilize their CIC's to improve 
oentral business districts, but the central business distriot that needs 
to be improved inclUdes housing. They want to build libraries, city
halls. and oity oomplexes such as Gahanna has done and lease these to 

• 
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oities so they can 1mprove the thing without encumbering the city\s 
tax bond abilities. They want to develop recreation areas around 
airports, lndustrial parks, and oentral buslness dlstriots and wlthln 
oentral buslness dlstrlots. I am presently worklng with the following
oitles 1n oreating CIC's to improve and restore oentral business 
dlstrlots, but houslng 18 the questlon, and the recreation needed to 
make the oeDt~al business distrlot still i8 a problem. Mansfield, 
Portsmouth, Brlan, Mount Vernon -- and the list ls still growing. I 
believe that by broadening the scope and power of the CIC, Ohl0 will 
have taken an lmportant step forward in lts quest for healthy eoonomio 
growth and development, beoause they are all lnter-related. the housing,
along with the recreatlon, along wlth the olvic bulldlngs, the communlty 
oenters and the neighborhood oenters. In addltlon to eXl&t!ng powers of 
the CIC's, local governments should be permitted under the state con
st1tutlon and by law, to do the followlng wlth CIC'sl To develop
houslng, to develop recreatlonal facllitles, to develop, lease, and/or
dell publlc bulldlngs and grounds to public entltles or their agents 
or the people for whom they are agents, to establlsh special taxlng
distrlots for the elimlnation of bllght, and for ~he promotion of res
1dentlal and commercial rehab1litat1on and rehabilitate development, 
to incorporate as a commun1ty urban redevelopment oorporation under 
Chapter 1728 of the Ohio Revlsed Code in conneotion with an Impacted
Cities program. and be empowered to recelve state and federal loans and 
grants on behalf of their founders for communlt1 improvem~nt programs.
In the Cl ty of Columbus, you wouldn't need thl., but in a ~.mall ctty
where they don't have the professionalism, the, would need this, and 
the CIC could hire a professlonal to do this. The city could delegate
this power. I believe the above adjustments in the powers could be 
granted by local governments to their CIC's a. Viable instruments to 
bring together exlstlng and new programs as seen on the horizon for 
community development. The state of Indiana has such a vehiole -- lt's 
oalled a redevelopment oommisslon, and its soope has recently been 
broadened "from what was limlted to oitles to inclUde county governments.
I believe this ls a very oritioal matter to dying oommunities. I'm 
talklng about the small oommunities that really want to help themselves 
and could. I think this vehlcle could help them. Somethlng ls needed, 
and I thlnk we have the vehicle and it just needs improving to make lt 
work. It has the optlmum potent1al for the publlc good. I'll be happy 
to answer any question that you might have. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Are there any questions of Mr. Daley? 

Mr. Montgomery - In the name of rehabilitation, aren't you suggesting
that through the CIC, we Just oompletely "end-run" the constitutional 
prohibltlon agalnst uslng publlc money for prlvate purposes? 

~ - You're dolng an "end-run" when TOU use public money for 
~urposes to loan money to industry. What I'm saying lSI· 

broaden the scope to do a balanced oommunlty that wll1 attract lndustry.
The economlc development is really the key. 

Mr. Montfomerf - I know, but what we dldhere flrst was "to create Jobs". 
Then we ook t a little step further -- "to preserve jobs·, and now 
through the CIC we're going to go all the .ay, for all praotloal purposes. 
That's what you're suggest1ng. 
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Mr. Da11l - Yes, And the cities could take these block grants that 
!Uo 18 8ending down to them, channel it through the CIC's and make these 

• rehabllltation loans we're talking about. 

~r, Montgomery - The real issue ls, do we want to kiok this in the 
eeth or not -- this pUbllc money for private purposes? It seems to 

me that that 18 a very fundamental issue. 

•
 ~ ~l6t - But 18 it for a private purpose? Th!s is the question.

nk that the question of urban renewal is a public purpose.

The que8tion of rehabilitating and conserving nelghborhoods has always 
been determined a public purpose under the Ohio Constitution, as I 
understand It. Otherwlse, we wouldn't have urban renewal projects. 

• Mr. Montgomery - Any purpose is a public purpose ••• 

Mr. Daley - If it's so declared by the local government body. That's 
a very broad term, as you know, 

• 
The next speakers were Mr. Jaok Huddle, Development Direotor of 

the City of Columbus and Mr. Wllliam Losoney, Executive Director or the 
Ohl0 Housing Development Board. 

Mr. Huddle indicated that, in Columbus, Ohio's present laws relating to develop
ment have worked relatively well, although the practical result has been to favor the 
development of ~.tlying areas, where it is easier to get a developer to dedicate land

• \ 

for use as streets, recreational areas and so on, because the consumer demand is there 
and developed property is more readily saleable. The redevelopment of areas closer to 
the center of the city, however, presents more problems. For one thing, he indicated, 
the redevelopment of 'such areas is more expensive, since it often involves the reloca
tion of a large number of existing utility lines, and may involve the realignment~.of 

• 
streets. It is also more difficult to get a developer to dedicate areas for public 
use, or for anyone to rehabilitate existing housing, because public demand is not as 
strong, or people who live in the area cannot afford to pay the costs involved. Mr. 
Huddle said he saw the need for closer cooperation and effort between the private and 
public sectors particularly in the redevelopment or rehabilitation of center-city areas. 

• 
Mr. Losoncy indicated that the Ohio Housing Development Board is at present 

somewhat unsure of its powers, due to a potential conflict between the legislation 
which created it and the constitutional prohibition against the lending of aid and 
credit by the state. He expressed the hope that the matter would soon be resolved. 

The meeting was adjourned. 

• 
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Loelll Govel-nment Commit tee 
July 10, 1975 

Sunnnary 

A luncheon meeting of the Local Government Committee took place on July 10, 1975 in 
the Commission offices in the Neil House. The committee members present were Linda Orfirer, 
Chairperson, Mr. Russo, Mr. Fry, Mr. ~Vilson, Mr. Heminger, Mr. Montgomery and Senator Mussey. 
Mr. Carter joined the discussion. Ann Eriksson, Director, and Brenda Avey, were Fresent 
from the staff. 

Mrs. Orfirer: You all received the analysis and comparison of the governor's proposal with 
the \-Iork of the commission: The only one th8 t I think pertains to us .as a connnittee is the 
one tlw t refers to hous ing and nurs tng honl€s, etc. Le t' s go through it toge ther. I think 
the IHsin thing is in the firs t sentence where it says, "Proposes to add Sec tion 14 to Arti 
c Ie VIII, dec laring it to be a pub lie purpose ••• II which is, of course, wha t we have been 
discussing at all of our meetings "to assist in the acquisition, constructionlletc., "of new 
or existing residential housing" which is the part that pertains to us. It permits making 
10anH to lending institutions for lending to others, purchase of secured obligations from 
lendi.ng institutions, making direct loans, which you will recall came up in the presenta
tion that we had from the gentleman the other evening which was the problem that they 
pointed out to us that at the moment it is not possible to make direct loans to people 
and lherefore the H.U.D. people are having difficulty in Ohio, guarantee loans and provide 
interest subsidies, make loans or grants for such purpose to political subdivisions, public 
authorities or agencies or corporations not for profit designated as such agencies. This 
would include the conununity improvement corporations, also discussed 1 J" the gentleman from 
H.U.D. the other evening. 

Mr. Wilson: You skipped the one I object to the most, number 5 says "acquire". 

Mrs. Orflrer: Yes, you're right. Acquire, rehabilitate, sell, lease or exchange such pro
perty. So the state becomes an ovme.r, right? 

Mrs. Eriksson: Or a politic~l subdivision. It could be either. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Borrow money and issue bonds or other obligations for such purposes. None 
of' tile foregoing would be subject to any other provision of Article VIII, or Section 6 and 
11 0 Article XII. They could set up reserve funds, t%uld not be restricted by the con
stil"tional prohibition against lending aid and credit to private persons and corporations 
nor l,y the restriction against incurring debt without making provision for levying taxes 
to Pi_y the interest and principal at maturity. The Ohio Housing Development Board said 
th;'1t they were unsure of their status~ This clarifies their status in the proposed pro
vision and v.'ould also validate H. B. 870. 

Mr. rry: They said they were going to initiate a suit. I don't know if they ever did 
or nl t, trying to get it determined. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Of courGe, this would determine it. 

Mr. Jo'ry: Yes. 

Mrs. Orfircr: We're down to the effect on previous commisston recotmlendations. There appears 
to bt~ no di.rect (;unflict between the commission recommendation on stati~ and local debt, but 
thern is a phi1osophic~l one. The commission has consistently taken the position that what 
consl.1tutes a public purpose, and for what public purposes the state and its political sub
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divisions may extend their aid and credit to, should be a legislative matter and not a 
constitutional one. Then, of course, the sections 4 and 6 of Article VIII that we have 
been talking about and that we already have recomrrendations in regard to the aid and 

• credit of the state. 

• 

I've reviewed this considerably with Ann and with Juli~, in regard to where this 
conun1ttee stands and wh(~re this committee may go. We seem to have corne up at least against 
a temporary wall and maybe against a permanent wall, in thMt if this proposAl goes through 
it not only does all the things that we have been talking about that need doing, but it does 
considerably more. It leaves us, at this point, I think, with waiting to see what happens 

• 

with these proposals. I don't think there is much point in our trying to introduce any in 
the legislature until we see what happens to this or even think about it ourselves until 
we see what we're confronted with after November. We do have in the proposals for 4 and 6, 
which I guess are going to also be held in abeyance. Even though they are there, nothing 
is going to be done in the legislature in regard to them as far as we understand it, until 
after November. So that we are in a position where we as a Commission have already made 
proposal8 which are in limbo and we're just in a position of waiting and seeing. If this 
should not go through, then I think we can just work for the passage of 4 and 6 and dis
cuss the adding of making housing a public purpose in section 13. 

• 
Mrs. Eriksson: I don't believe that would be necessary. If 4 and 6 and the commission's 
debt proposals were adopted, I don't think you'd have to add housing in section 13. I 
think that would be an alternate. 

Mrs. Orf~.rer: You think it wtHlld be covered sufficiently. 

•
 Mrs. Eriksson: Yes. Adding to section 13 would be an alternate that could be discussed.
 

Mrs. Orfirer: I don't think we are even in a position to take a position for or a~ainst 

this if we should wish to. I think we have an obligation, perhaps. to educate on all of 
these proposals, but I think that's as far as, is that how you read it Charlie? 

Mr. Fry: Yes. I'll be interested in seeins Senator Mussey's conments on this. But it 
seems to me that this is tbe way it is going to be on the ballot. vle're not going to have 
any input. Jack mentioned that he was concerned about giving the subdivisions and the 
state the ability to acquire property. But. you either take it all or you don't take it. 
It seems to me that we can interpret it, but other than that we just have to wait and 
see what happens. 

• Mrs. Orfirer: Senator Mussey, do you have comments that you "Would like to make? 

Senator Mussey: I was trying to recall some of the problems that came up in the Senate 
in the subcommittees when these original proposals \vent through. As I remember, this 
was the only one that really didn't have any problems. This and transportation. 

• Mr. Fry: Was it in this ferm? 

Senator Mussey: I "Would say pretty much so, I can't tell. This ~~~ very close to being 
approved. As a matter of fact, this was in the conference conunittee at the time of the 
deadline. The only reason why it did not ~o ttlrough along with the transporation was 

• that the (;overnor had indicated to the lea<;ership that h2 '.·lanted all four or none. As 
I understand it, basically it simply means that tLe state can issue. paper and use this 
money to give to savings alld loans associ.&. tions 01- banks ane t:,ey in turn loan this money 
Ollt to those that qualify under the laws thaL T.vill be v,'ri.tten by the GeneralAssernbly. 
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Mrs. Orfircr: I think it docs con~ idcrably more; than tha t. 

Scn<llor MUBsey: But that's oasi':aJly it, and then it goes beyond that. There are some 
things in here wh"re you don't really know the answers and that is who would qualify? 
~Joul(! these be port authorities if the governor h/ishes? They could COLle under this, 
whiell is broC;id in scope. Port authorities really would be able to do just about anything 
and this always gives you some thou~hts. And, 6£ course, as you say, these community 
improvement corporations. But those seemings1y are basically for industrial development. 

Mrs. Eriksson: I would think, Senator Mussey, that that pDrticu1ar question as to what 
agencies we're talking about would be up to the General Assembly to decide. I believe 
that this proposal does have some definitions in it, but I believe the General Assembly 
will make some of those decisions. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Under 3, where it says make direct loans, this enables the state and the 
subdivisions to make direct loans to individual people? 

Mrs. Eriksson: Right. 

Mrs. Orfirer: And there is no restriction on that? 

Mrs. Eriksson: There is none written in the constitution, no. Nor, of course, as you 
undoubtedly realize, there are no income limits written into the constitution. 

Mr. ItuBSO: lo'1eH, it would be difficult to do that. This is the only '2V you could write 
it s~_mply because you have to remain flexible, you don't want to lock it into the consti
tution. The legislature.,.lill determine what the uppers and lowers are. 

Senator Mussey: How about the use of the words "or grants"? To make loans is one thing 
but to make grants is another. How are you going to pay back these notes or these bonds 
if you don't make loans with this money? Could this money be used along with federal 
grants? 

MrR. Eriksson: Yes. 

Senator Mussey: And would the word "grant" be necessary, if there was such a program 
und('r this part of tile constitution or under the laws that would be wrLtten, for the 
comp I.etion of a program that would utilize federal moneys which would :>e grants? 

Mrs. Eriksson: I'm sure that the federal program does provide that. ~ut of course this 
isn't restricted only to the use of federal moneys. 

Senator Mussey: Yes, but might we need the word "grants" inthere to make sure that someone 
could not question a program that constituted a grant from federal funds? In other words, 
if you didn't have the word "grant',' in there and you did attempt to grant, someone might 
say you didn't prOVide for grants, we only provided for loans in the constitution. So 
that could be in there merely to permit the state to enter into a program where there was 
federal grant money, not necessC1rily state money. 

Mrs. Eriksson: It is 00RsiJ1e that's why it was put there. Of course, there is nothing 
mandatory about any part of it. It's going to be subject to legislCl ti-Je action. 

Mr. Fry: That's the only restriction is that they have to pass the laNse 

•� 
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Mrs. Er:lkl'son: An.d I would also point out that there is a provision in the constitution 
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• 
that says in the absence of laws by the General Assembly to the contrary, and municipal 
corporation or any county may do a good many of these thin~s directly. It gives some 
direct power to the municipal corporations and counties which tbe General Assembly could 

l'Egotiate. The language can be found on page 8. "In the absence of 1a'''s, the municipal 
corporations or any county, may assist or engage in the acquisition, construction, equip 
and repair, etc., by such methods as it may determine including but not limited to any of 
the methods provided in division B". -So it gives a direct grant of authority to municipal 
corporations and counties. 

• Mr. Russo: This is implied consent, really. 

• 

Mrs. Orfirer: Yes, but we've been saying as you said earlier it just gives scope and 
nothing can happen unless the General Assembly determines it shall happen, but what this 
really says is in the absence of action by the General Assembly, it may happen, it's 
granted,. which is, as we know, another story. It's one thing to grant it and another 
thing to have action without it. 

Mr. Fry: r'll tell you this. The constitutional convention in 1912 would never have 
adopted this. That's when they were to~cerned about going too far the other way. 

i.n 

• Mrs. Orfirer: It's interesting that two years ago/the commission, we were not even willing 
to vote to make housing a public purpose. And the governor has gone all the way over to 
this. 

Mrs. Eriksson: It didn't get to the corrmission, then, it was a committee decision. The 
committee never made the recommendation to the cmmnission. 

• Mrs. Orfirer: But we did have a public hearing v1here this was recommended to us. 

Mr. Carter: Yes. 

Mrs. Orfirer noted that the housing proposal was probably the least controversial of the 

•� four and it doesn't provide any new taxes. Other persons disagreed.� 

Mrs. Orfirer: It does do many of the things that we would like to see and many of the 
things that we have recognized the need for, it's just that it goes so much further.. 

• 
Mr. Russo: I can buy this kind of a concept of broad powers, simply because although it 
is delegated by the constitution, the fields in which we can spend money, it still can only 
be controlled by the legislative branch of government. And so consequently I'm not too 
worried about what can happen if we puss the constitutional amendment because it can't be 
implemented under any circumstances unless there is lack of action or action by the legis
lative body. 

•� Mrs. Orfirer: There is a big difference between action and lack of action.� 

Mr. Russo: I think that if a county were to move in and operate under this constitutional 
amendment that certainly the state legislators would move very rapidly to come to grips 
with this subject matter. 

• Senator Mussey: I would suggest that on the passage or acceptance by the public of this 
particular amendment there would be almost immediate legislative action because of the 
need for housing. I don't look for the absence of laws passed. I really believe that 
there would be almost tmmediate legislative action to implement this particular amendment. 
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Mrs. Eriksson: The General Assembly has already passed a housing bill and this is intended 
to vlllidate that. 50 the General Assembly might or might not have to take further action. 
It would depend on what the feelings were, as far as this prOVision about municipalities. 

Mrs. Orfirer: In the minutes of the May meeting, we listed, or it was an outgrowth of a 
workuhe(~t that Julius prepared for us, we discussed several things tha t we were interested 
in, Buch as land banks. We talked about tax abatement and we talked about land banks 
and we talked about reserve funds, this kind of thing. I think all of these would be 
covered by the governor's proposals. My question is, if they do not go through, would 
such things be taken care of by the Commission's recommendations on sections 4 and 6. 
Would they fall under that? Or do we need to come back as a committee and discuss whether 
we want to do a provision? 

Mrs. Eriksson: The land bank question is a question of eminent domain po~:"t"s. 

Mrs. O~firer: I think our conclusion was that we really couldn't do much about eminent 
domain powers in light of what has happened. 

Mr. Fry: I would suggest this. I'd like to get together after the election. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Well, then I think where we are is that we will reconvene after the election. 

Mrs. griksson: I think on some of the questions we would have to do some more research 
on exactly what are the issues involved. 

Mr. Fry: About land banks, is this land for urban,rell.1Iftill purposes or in"'.1strial develop
ment? 

Mrs. Orfirer: Industrial development primarily. In Cleveland, for exumple, this drew out 
of our discussion about what happens in Cleveland when industries want to relocate within 
the city or expand their plants in the city and are not able to put together or purchase 
sufficient amounts of land. 

Mr. Fry: At the same time there a~e a lot of unutilized sections of land where no business 
could put it goether without the power of eminent domain. 

Mrs. Orfirer: So I think these things we will just have to look at agein. Charlie, what 
is the difference bet,,,een the present law which permits tax abatement [md the governor's 
proposal? 

Hr. Fry: The present law wh:!.ch permits tax abatement has to have a c01;lIDunily improvement 
corporation, they hilve to be within certain areas that have been designated by the federal 
Bovermnent tlt'lt's eligible for the hel[l., and so on. The governor's proposal opens it up, 
nnd ri.'ally this is one I CDn ge t enthused about becaus e the only property tax prob lem of 
you only tax them if they try to improve it. Philosophically the housing one is the one 
that's the biggest departure. 

Mrs. Orfirer: I think we will just leave it then thet we will ,,,ait an(~ see what happens 
in November, that we will meet again in November after the election, iI: any event, which
ever way it goes and in the meantime the staff will have done some further research on 
what will be covered by 4 <1:1d 6 of those points that we have been inte, ested in. 

Mr. Fry: I think ',Ie should react r,:ther quickly, so chat we're in a pOfition when the 
legiclatun' comes back, if ,..eire going to do something, we've got it weiting for them, 
when [hey l~et bacl here. I don't ,,,ant to get caught trying to get all of these things 
throll6h during tIll early part of the second year of this biennium. 
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Mrs. OrH.rer: Then your point is that if there arc any remaining points that are not 
covered by 4 and 6 and the Governor's proposa 15 g'J dm-m, you want the staff ready with 
Rp(~cif:lc drafting for us to consider at our November meetiag, if further proposals are 

• ne~ded. 

Th(-,' mee ting was adjourned. 
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•Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Local Government Committee 
November 18, 1975 

The Local Government Committee met on November 18, 1975 at the Commission 
office in the Neil House in Columbus. Present were Mrs. Linda Orfirer, chair
man, and committee members Messrs. Fry, Guggenheim, Heminger, Russo and Unger. 
Also present was Commission Chairman Richard H. Carter. Observers present were 
Messrs. William Losoncy and Luther Yates of the Ohio Housing Development Board 
staff, Mr. Gene Borton of the Legislative Budget Office, and Mr. John Gotherman 
and Ms. Colleen Woods of the Ohio Municipal League. Commission staff members 
present were Director Ann Eriksson and Julius Nemeth. 

Mrs. Orfirer - As I think you know, we last met as a Local Government Committee 
to discuss some of the problems of the cities we had not yet touched upon, and 
we zeroed in on housing as the area which we thought was most untouched and, we 
thought, needed. We had a hearing, at which you will recall we had several 
people come and testify. They were having some problems in some of the' gove:r:n- . 
ment agencies because the Constitution was being a ltmiting factor. We left it 
that we would wait and see what happened to the Governor's proposals, because 
as you all know Issue No. 4 dealt with housing, and beyond housing with nur.ing 
home and health care facilities. We were not entirely happy with it because it 
did go in directions which we felt perhaps it should not, but it did cover, 
basically, the material which we were discussing. We agreed to move ,."lead 
quickly if it did not go through and, of course, it has not gone through -- so 
here we are. 

We heard from the people who came and testified at our hearing that money can 
not be lent to private parties, that the new HUD programs give money to local 
authorities, and that the local authorities do not have the right to pass this 
money on, so that what the Federal government was attempting to do is being 
thwarted in the state of Ohio. We talked about varl,ous ways in which this change 
could be put into the Constitution, and thought that we ~8ht primarily to look 
at Section 13 of Article VIII, where it would be t'eliIt·:Lv~lY simple to add housing 
to that section, which deals with industrial development, and would do two 
things that needed to be done. It would make housing a public purpose, so that 
public money could be used for it, and it would make it possible for the faith 
and credit of the state to ba&k it up. That's where we left off, w~th a request 
for the draft of language as simple as possible to be added to Section 13 that 
we could look at. 

I have given considerable thought to the fact that this proposal did go 
down. My own feeling, and my feeling from talking to the general public about 
it is that there were several reasons Why that failed that should not affect an 
attempt that we would make to put housing through ourselves. I think it had the 
weight of the other issues and the tremendous publicity against it. It did not 
lose by as much of a margin as any of the others, and, of course, it did not 
have the opposition of the groups which opposed the other amendments. The AFL
CIO came out, I believe, for it, and !he League of Women Voters took a neutral 
position rather than oppose it, as they did with the others. As you are aware, 
the General Assembly had already taken two steps -- it had passed House Bill 870, 
and it had also agreed to put the G~ernor's proposal on the ballot, although 
there were some differences. The Governor insisted though that all four go <0tJ.·: 
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at once, and that was when he took the initiative petition route. But the 

•� 
General Assembly had apparently been willing to put this on the ballot.� 

Mr. Fry - What happened on the matter of usury in this last General Assembly? 
Nothing? When we passed H.B. 870, it was with the understanding that the 
AFt-CIO would drop its traditional opposition to having the usury statute 
changed in any way. 

•� Mrs. Eriksson - I don't know. A bill was introduced but I don't know what 
happened to it. 

Mrs. Orfirer - But, of course, that is something that the Legislature could 
change.� It's not a constitutional concern. I think we have a very good chance 

•� here of accomplishing something that needs to be accomplished. We have nonpar�
tisan support for it, with the Governor, the General Assembly, with some of the 
"good government" groups. I think that, hopefully, we could get this through the 
General Assembly quite quickly, and onto the June ballot, if this is what we and 
the full Commission decided we wanted to do. 

• 
Mr. Unger - I'd like to ask some questions about "Draft A" of Article VIII, 
Section 13. I gather this is what the staff has prepared to accomplish what 
the chair has been talking about. 

Mrs. Orfirer - This is one of four drafts, Paul -- "A", "B", "C", and "D". 

•� Mr. Unser - But it's the only one on Section 13, right?� 

Mrs. Orfirer - Well, there's draft Section 14, which would be a new section. 
What is "D" -- in addition to Section 13? 

Mr. Nemeth - No, "Draft C" would be an alternative to either "A" or "B". "Draft 

• D" should be discussed, if it's going to be, in the context of the Commission's 
proposal� for a flexible general obligation debt limit, and the concept that per
haps tax moneys appropriated to reserve funds should be encompassed in the cal
culations of the margin remaining for general obligation debt under Article VIII, 
Section 1 as we recommend it. 

• Mr. Unger - I'm particularly interested in some questions that arise in reading 
"Draft A" and the relating that to "Draft D". Is it your reconnnendation that we 
have both "Draft A" and "D", or "D" instead of "A"? 

Mr. Nemeth - "D" would have to be discussed in a slightly different context. 

•� 
"Draft A" or "Draft B" could be proposed without any other changes in the Con�
stitution, that is, without our flexible debt limit being adopted.� 

Mr. Carter - Could I comment on that? There are two questions that are involved. 
One is the authority to issue revenue bonds, and that is related to drafts "A", 
"B" and "C". The second question is that if the state is to appropriate money 
to a reserve, that come very close to a general obligation -- if that should be 

• considered in connection with the Commission's recommendation with respect to the 
debt limit. And that's what "Draft D" is involved with. Do I state that correctly? 

Mr. Nemeth - Yes. 
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Mr. Unger - So, in other words, we could, if we liked it, adopt "Draft A" 
separately, and we could also add "D" if we had that interest. 

Mr. Carter - Now, as I understand the memo, there are two questions on H.B. 
870. One is the question of the authority to issue revenue bonds and the 
second is making this appropriation to a reserve fund. That's why Drafts "A", 
"B" and "c" dealt with the first question, and "Draft D" dealt with the second 
question. 

Mr. Gugsenheim - Dick, is the reserve fund just a general reserve fund under 
the flexible debt limit? 

Mr. Carter- Well, that's the suggestion in "D" that if the General A:;sembly 
is to appropriate money to a reserve fund, that it be included in the debt limit. 

Mr. Nemeth - In the calculations for establishing what margin there is for general 
obligation debt. "Draft D" would not, of itself, turn these obligations irito 
general obligations. 

Mr. Guggenheim - But I don't get the connection between a general reserve with 
regard to the general obligations of the state and the housing provision which 
is a revenue bond provision. 

Mrs. Eriksson - It's not a general reserve for the general obligatio~~ of the 
state. The reserve fund question only comes in in conjunction with the housing 
program, and it is a part of H.B. 870 -- the possibility that the General As
sembly might appropriate money to reserve funds which would be used to secure 
the revenue bonds issued by the Housing Development Board. 

Mr. GuggenheUn - The reserve fund is for housing. In other words, one of these 
drafts prOVides for revenue bond authority, and another draft provides for a re
serve fund that would back up these bonds? 

Mrs. Eriksson - No, Drafts "A" and "B" both do the same thing, they just do it in 
a different form. They both, in our opinion, solve the two questions that had 
been raised, as far as we know. Now, we're not saying that when the court test of 
H.B. 870 comes, that we have ascertained exactly what the constitutional problems 
are, but this is our best judgment. The one is whether it is a proper public 
purpose, and that's really a "shorthand" way of saying whether the state can lend 
its aid and credit to private enterprise, and the second is the question of the 
reserve funds, which some people question as being possibly unconstitutional be
cause the state can appropriate money to them, and those funds are used to secure 
the obligations of the Board. Both Drafts "A" and "B" address themselves to both 
of those points, "A" in the form of an amendment to an existing section, and "B" 
is simply the same thing, except written as a separate section which applies only 
to housing. That's the difference between them. 

Mr. Unger - Well, does "A" cover the reserve fund at all? 

Mrs. Eriksson - Yes. Look at the language that is near the bottom of the first 
page. 

Mr. Unger - Would that cover the constitutional question you raised? 
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Mrs. Eriksson - As far as we know it would, and the reason we say this is because 
this draft is something which had been proposed to the Commission's Finance and 

•� Taxation Committee earlier, before the enactment of H.B. 870. 

Mr. Unger - If that's covered in that part of "A", you wouldn't need "D". "A"� 
is free-standing.� 

Mrs. Eriksson - That's correct. "A" and "B" both are free-standing.�

• Mr. Unger - As I understand it, if we were to accept "Draft A", that that would 
cover the problems that you see, that you outlined, and it would also establish 
housing as a public purpose in the Constitution and allow H.B. 870 to go into 
operation, presumably. 

•� Mrs. Eriksson - Presumably. 

Mr. Unger - We can't be the court that decides these things, but this is the in�
tent of this language.� 

Mrs. Eriksson - That's right.�

•� Mr. Unger - I don't suppose that that language about Am. Sub. H.B. 870 -- that 
paragraph on page two -- was in at the time this was first considered by the 
Commission. That came afterward. 

Mrs. Eriksson - No. We, of course, added that. 
I•� Mr. Fry - Isn't that unusual -- to have that in the Constitution? 

• 
Mrs. Eriksson - That was done for the industrial development revenue bonds, because 
it wa& the same situation where they were trying to validate an existing law. That 
was H.B. 270. 

Mr. Unger - And that's in the Constitution? 

Mr. Nemeth - It was. It's now removed because it no longer serves a purpose. H.B. 
270 has since been repealed or replaced by another statute. 

•� Mr. Unger - But you mean when the constitutional provision was written, it did have 
this kind of wording in it. 

Mr. Nemeth - That's correct.� 

Mrs. Eriksson - And Issue No.4 on the ballot, the Governor's proposal, also contained� 
•� a specific validation of H.B. 870. 

Mr. Unger - What's your opinion of the effect if that wording was not included? 

Mrs. Eriksson - I wouldn't even render an opinion about that. 

•� Mr. Carter - Wouldn't it be up to the courts then to determine whether H.B. 870� 
was in accordance with the Constitution?� 

Mrs. Orfirer - With what we drafted, yes. I don't think you can write it in that 
it is, can you? 
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Mrs. Eriksson - The General Assembly would probably feel it would have to go 
back and repeal and reenact the law. Bond counsel might advise the legislature 
that the law must be reenacted if not validated. •
Mr. Carter - Because it was unconstitutional at the time it was passed. 

Mr. Unger - What doesn't "Draft C" do? 

Mrs. Eriksson - "Draft C" only addresses itself to the "public purpose" problem, 
and does not address itself to the "reserve" problem. In our opinion, the • 

. question of the reserves could open up the question of whether, in effect, those 
are general obligations of the state. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Which bonds? 

Mrs. Eriksson - The bonds provided for in H.B. 870. • 
Mrs. Orfirer - Or the ones we would provide for by making it a public purpose? 

Mrs. Eriksson - Right. "c" only deals with the "public purpose" thing. 

Mrs. Orfirer - And the "faith and credit". • 
Mrs. Eriksson - Not the "faith and credit", the "aid and credit". It- really 
doesn't have anything to do with general obligations. It is a provisL'u which 
gets around present Sections 4 and 6 of Article VIII of the Constitution, with 
respect to the state and political subdivisions. • 
Mr. Guggenheim - Is "c" what we originally recommended when we discussed this, 
I don't know how long ago? Is this the original recommendation? 

Mrs. Eriksson - The original recommendation of the Commission, now, is a public� 
purpose clause in the Constitution which would be for all purposes. This one is� 
restricted to housing.� • 
Mrs. Orfirer - But it makes it happen. 

Mr. Russo - Right. And the reserve, you know, is not necessarily the absolute 
to accomplishing the housing question. • 
Mrs. Eriksson - Bond counsel may tell you that without the reserve funds they 
can't sell the bonds. 

Mrs •. Orfirer - What about industrial bonds -- is there a reserve fund for them? 

Mr. Carter - No. • 
Mr. Russo - But bond counsel will tell you anything they want to tell you. They� 
want everything "airtight".� 

Mrs. Eriksson - But industrial development bonds are different from housing. •� 
You know, the problems are different.� 
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Mr. Guggenheim - I'm sorry, I don't understand the reserve fund under H.B. 870. 
H.B. 870 permitted revenue bonds for housing. But in addition to that, the

• state may put money in a reserve fund to back up a revenue bond? 

Mrs. Eriksson - Precisely. 

Mr. Guagenhetm - And it also provided that this Board can make advances or com
mitments and participate in the making of mortgage loans, and so forth. With

• what do they do that? With the reserve fund? 

• 

Mr. Nemeth - With proceeds from the sale of the bonds. And the reserve funds 
could also be filled in part, and they are in fact expected to be filled com
pletely, with revenues generated by the projects which they finance. But if the 
reserve funds did not meet the minimum requirements, that is, if they did not 
contain sufficient funds for the payment of principal and interest due on the 
bonds in the following calendar year, then the chairman of the Board would have 
a legal duty, under H.B. 870, to certify to the Governor that so much is needed 
by way of appropriation from the General Assembly to meet the minimum requirements. 
The Budget Office would have to include it in the state budget, and it would have 
to be forwarded to the General Assembly as a request, and then, the law says, the

• General Assembly "may" appropriate funds. 

Mr. Carter - That's the "moral obligation". 

Mr. Guggenheim - Let me just run through this. This Board would issue revenue bonds. 
Suppose Dick Carter wants to have a developement in Piqua or Sidney or someplace

• for low-income people, so he estimates the amount of money he needs for the land, 
to build the buildings, and so forth, and he needs seven million dollars. So he 
goes to the Board, they approve the project, and they issue revenue bonds for seven 
million dollars, which, if they sell them, makes the money available to build this 
project. 

• Mr. Carter - That's the key -- "if they sell them". 

Mr. Guggenheim - All right. Now, how can they make commitments to participate in 
making a mortgage loan, or to make advances or commitments? They don't have any 
money until they sell them. Where are they making these commitments from? 

• Mr. Carter - The revenue bonds would be sold for the purpose of backing the housing. 
They don't have to be related to a specific project. 

Mr. Unger - They have a reservoir of the revenue bond proceeds to use. 

• 
Mr. Guggenheim - They would issue revenue bonds "in blank"? Today, as far as I 
understand it, you only issue revenue bonds backed by the project that produces 
the income. 

Mr. Carter - That's on industrial bonds. 

•� Mr. Guggenheim - It is1 Are there other kinds?� 

Mr. Fry - Dick, you put your finger on it -- whether or not you are even going to 
be able to sell revenue bonds without saying what projects they are involved in. 
If you have a reserve fund, they'll say, "O.K., so we don't get a project that will 
sell. We'll depend on the reserve fund." And if they don't get the money from the 
reserve fund, then they certify to the Governor, ''We need so much money".

• 32.53 
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Mr. Gussenheim - Well, they'd have to pledge seven million dollars in that reserve 
fund to those bonds before I'd ~ant to buy them. 

Mr. Fry • I don't think New York's housing bonds will help sell these, either. 

Mrs. Orfirer - What you're saying is that you agree that we need the reserve 
clause? 

Mr. Guggenheim - I just don't understand the thing because it's neither "fish nor 
fowl". It purports to be a revenue bond, but it turns out to be public housing 
supported by the taxpayer in one form or another. 

Mr. Carter - It's a hybrid.� 

Mr. Nemeth - It's a mid-way, called a "moral obligation."� 

Mr. Gusgenheim - Well, it's not a "moral obligation".� 

Mrs. Orfirer - No, it's not.� 

Mr. Guggenheim - New York has got "moral obligations" that Mr. Mitchell helped� 
establish.� 

Mra. Orfirer - And I don't think we ought to talk about it in terms <'f "moral� 
obligation" •� 

Mr. Russo - I think if we go to "Draft e" -- we give a broad power to the General� 
Assembly to make determinations as those issues arise, or as the financing world� 
changes. If we lock into the Constitution the reserve fund, etc., I don't think� 
we're being too wise in that direction.� 

Mrs. Orfirer - "Draft e" is what we originally and all along have been talking� 
about, as I read it.� 

Mr. Guggenheim - Yes, that's the one we had previously.� 

Mr@. Orfirer - Maybe it's time to worry as to whether bond counsel is going to do� 
anything about it after this is enacted, and then let them go further and enact� 
something else if they need to.� 

Mr. FEY - Does what we are saying make sense to you?� 

Mr. Losoncy - It doesn't.� 

Mr. Nemeth - This is Mr. William Losoncy, the Executive Secretary of the Ohio� 
Housing Development Board.� 

Mr. Losoncy - Going back through that, I have a number of connnents I wanted to make,� 
as I listened here.� 

Mrs. Orfirer - Mr. Losoncy, I'm going to limit you to a couple of minutes.� 

Mr. Losoncy - O.K. I'll talk as fast as I can. First of all, H.B. 870 contemplates� 
a range of programs: a direct lending program, both insured and not insured by FHA; 
indirect programs through mortgage purchase; and a loans to lenders. program. None 
of these programs require a moral obligation as such. In the loans to lenders 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

•� 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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program no moral obligation is required in order to market a bond. Under a direct 
loan program that's FHA insured, no moral obligation is required in order to mar

• ket the bonds. The concept of "moral obligation" is basically a concept relating 
to the marketing and the sale of the bonds, and the question is the security of 
the bonds. Administratively, the programatic format that you chose to follow 
determines to a large degree whether you need that "moral obligation" or whether 
you don't need that "moral obligation". We were anticipating passage of Issue 
4, and in setting up our approach to the program, we had arranged, tentatively,�

• five million dollars in construction loans, under a construction loan note program� 
on FHA insured loans. We talked to our underwriters and counsel and everything.� 
We thought we could bring these to market during this month, and that we could� 
sell these construction loan notes in the neighborhood of 6%, no "moral obligation"� 
whatsoever, and no reserve fund being required for the sale of these notes. In� 

•� 
January, we had anticipated selling about eight million dollars in construction,� 
FHA insured.� 

Mr. Fry - And the reason they would have sold is because there would be a firm 
"takeout" at the completion of the project. 

Mr. Losoncy - On the construction loan note, there was an FHA "takeout" at com
e� pletion. And all the draws were FHA insured, so that it was practically risk-free. 

Under January's financing schedule, we had both construction and permanent financing, 
again fully FHA insured, no "moral obligation" feature, and no established reserve 
fund being necessary against that kind of a development. In addition to the FHA 
insurance, we discussed with the developers that they would put money into an es
crow account that we would hold in our possession for a period of six years to cover 

•� the initial construction of the development and the initial operation. 'lbe money 
out of that escrow account would be available to us to apply to the project in the 
event that the rent-up didn't occur as rapidly as we had anticipated or utility 
costs were out of line with projections -- that sort of thing. So that, in those 
instances, we didn't contemplate, and we didn't need, a "moral obligation." And 
we did have a market for that kind of security. Similarly, under the loans to 

•� lenders program, no "moral obligation" is required, and similarly, under the 
mortgage purchase program no "moral obligation" is required. I think that "moral 
obligation" tends to get blown out of proportion. TIle value of it is for an 
agency that is going ahead with non-FHA insured developments. TIlere, they're 
taking the entire risk without another agency taking the risk. In that case, the 
market has looked toward "moral obligation". In addition to that, every agency 

•� that has gone out and used "moral obligation" financing has established its own 
reserve funds in addition to the required capital reserve fund. If I may touch 
for a moment on the reserve fund again, where it comes from and how you get it. 
In the initial sale of your bond, you capitalize enough money to put into that 
capital reserve fund, and add of course the coming year's interest and principal 
due on your bonds, and that's where the initial "pot" comes from -- out of the 

..� initial sale of the bonds -- and it goes into that special fund. Your money then 
comes ~ to you based on your income -- returns from the rental of your devel
opments and your investment of other moneys that you may have received. 

Mr. Fry - What about Mr. Guggenheim's question -- who I s going to buy that initial 
issue of revenue bonds? Where does that initial chunk of money come from?

•� Mr. Losoncy - We have been contemplating a different format. In the past, a 
number of the agencies had gotten a number of projects together into a group 
and had made tentative commitments to the developers based on their best estimate 
of their borrowing cost and their ability to get the money -- so that they might 
group together fourteen projects and then go to market and borrow twenty-five 

•� million dollars to finance the fourteen projects. 

3255 
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Mr. Guggenheim - I'm a little confused here. If you have FHA guarantees or other 
federal guarantees, "we don't need no help at all". You may need a mechanism, 
but you certainly don't need a reserve fund. That's fine, we can "peddle" those 
great. It's the other ones I'm worried about. When you say you get a reserve 
fund from the initial sale of the bonds, to go back to the example, if Dick 
Carter has got a seven million dollar project, and you want to sell bonds and 
set up a reserve fund, you've got to sell ten million dollars' worth of bonds 
or fifteen million dollars' worth of bonds. 

Mr. Lo@opcy - Well, the magnitude is wrong, but the idea is correct.� 

Mr. GUSlaenheim - You have to sell something in excess of the requirement to build� 
the thing, because he needs this seven million to build it, and you wOh't have� 
any relerve left.� 

Mr. LgsonCY - That's correct.� 

Mr. Gusgenheim - Who's going to buy the bonds? They're only backed by a seven� 
million dollar investment.� 

Mr. Losoncy - There are five billion of them out there now.� 

Mr. Guggenheim - Because they're backed by something else than a project, I assume.� 

Mrs. Orfirer - What are they backed by?� 

Mr. Losoncy - The "moral obligation" ~
 

Mr. Carter -Backed by the state's statement that they will undoubtedly back up� 
the bondl.� 

Mr. Fnr - Industrial revenue, you're talking about, now.� 

Mr. Carter - No.� 

Mr. Fry - On housing, already?� 

Mr. Carter - Yes. There is no such thing on industrial revenue bonds, They are� 
straight revenue. 

Mrs. Orfirer - All right. If we pass "Draft C", then we don't have to rely any more� 
on the "moral obligation". Then we've got firm backing.� 

Mrs. Eriksson - If you go for "Draft C", then there will s.till be a constitutional� 
question as to whether the reserve funds with appropriations from the state are� 
valid or not.� 

Mr. Russo - Is the reserve fund absolutely necessary in the financing of housing?� 

Mr. Loloncy - No.� 

Mr. Russo - That's why I don't want to put it in the Constitution.� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 
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•� 
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Mr. Losoncy - Can I answer that in two ways? The answer to your specific question 
is "No". The other side of the coin is, "What range of programs do you want to 

•� operate"? That's where you come into the question of whether or not you need 
"moral obligation". The states that have used "moral obligation", basically, came 
"on stream" in the late '60's or early '70's, and felt that the states had a 
responsibility to do something that FHA and HUD are not doing -- that the state 
ought to get control of the program and run it and operate it. 

•� Mrs. Orfirer - Are you equating "moral obligation" bonds with this reserve fund? 

Mrs. Eriksson - That's what it is. 

Mr. Nemeth - The reserve fund creates the moral obligation -- it's an implied 
promise to pay.

•� Mrs. Orf1rer - How do you create a firm obligation, not a moral obligation? 

Mrs. Eriksson - Then you've got general obligation debt. Then you're violating 
the $750,000 debt limit. 

•� Mr. Russo • Our recommendation is to remove that, also, isn't it? 

Mrs. Eriksson - That's the other part of this -- the relationship between this 
proposal and the other one. 

Mr. Unger - I'm glad Mr. Losoncy is here, because I'd like to ask him, if we were 
•� to adopt something like "Draft C", and that would eliminate the concept of the 

reserve fund or "moral obligation", what would this mean in terms of the operation 
of your agency? What would you be able to do, and what would you not be able to do? 

Mr. Losoncy - We would be able to handle FHA insured multi-family direct loans, and 
the loans to lenders program, and the mortgage purchase program. We could not 

• operate a non-insured direct loan program. All we're saying is that our ag~y 
would surrender some of its decision-making authority to the insuring office of FHA. 

Mr. Guggenheim - Isn't the real question whether there should be state-financed 
housing? 

•� Mr. Losoncy - That's the real question we have to face here, I think. 

Mr. Guggenheim - I think we ought to face it head-on, instead of going around the 
corner with "moral obligations". 

•� Mrs. Orfirer - I do, too.� 

•� 

Mrs. Eriksson - Then you're back to the debt limit. And if you're willing to face� 
that problem, then you can simply support the already submitted proposals. How�
ever, I want to raise a question that's causing some problems for the MUnicipal� 
League which we did not raise in our materials because we really just didn't get� 
that far, but it is of concern to them, before you make this decision even on this� 
"moral obligation" question. Because that's not of concern to them. Their con�
cern is with the "public purpose" question. There are two provisions in the Con
stitution, one of which says that the state can not lend its aid and credit to 

•� 
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private individuals and corporations, then another one that says that no political 
subdivision can do the same thing. The original debt proposal both of the com
mittee and the Commission would have eliminated the prohibition against the state 
doing that because it would say that the legislature declares a public purpose 
and the state can lend its aid and credit and incur debt. But with respect to 
political subdivisions the original proposal was that the Assembly can provide by 
law for political subdivisions to do this. The Municipal League is anxious, at 
least with respect to housing, to see that carried one step further: to permit 
political subdivisions to do this without intervention by the General Assembly. 
And none of our proposals would do that. The issue that was on the ballot was 
self-executing as far as political subdivisions were concerned. 

Mrs. Orf1rer - If we recommend Section 13, so that all the provisions wI.lch now 
apply to industry also apply to housing, doesn't that solve the problem? My 
reading of Section 13 led me to believe that the earlier sections were superseded 
by it, and it was those earlier sections that said that the municipalities didn't 
have this power. 

Mr. Gotherman - No. If you look at "Draft C" you can see the city problem easier, 
because it's very apparent by looking at this very short language. The reason 
why the cities find themselves with a housing fund suddenly is because of the 
Community Development Block Grant funds, which go pr~ari1y to cities, although 
some of them will go to the state. And the cities are obligated, or should at 
least -- and as some of you know, Cleveland and some of the other c~ ·'i.es feel 
obligated -- carry forward some of the housing programs which the Fed~ral govern
ment used to carry out directly, which no one will be able to carry out unless we 
correct our state of law in Ohio. The biggest example being rehabilitation loan 
programs, because the programs which have been carried on by the Federal Government 
will stop, and the cities would like to be in a position to use their block grant 
monies, probably not to make direct loans, but to leverage savings and loans and 
to subsidize interest rates to assure that these rehabilitation loan programs con
tinue. Now, it's not a question of authority. If housing is a "public purpose" 
for the municipality and for the state, municipalities under their home rule powers 
have all the authority they need. The one impediment they have is the same imped
iment the state government has, and that's the problem that the Constitution 
specifically prohibits the lending of the aid and credit of the state or the city 
to private entities. So, in "Draft C", you can see that by the insertion of the 
words "as may be prOVided by law", what has happened is that you have placed a 
further limitation on the existing powers of local government. Currently, they 
could do this already but for this provision of the Constitution. You may ask, 
why is that important? It's important from a practical point of view, because we've 
had one year of the Community Development Block Grant Program go by, waiting for 
this amendment, without which the cities really couldn't do much with their block 
grant funds for housing purposes. To get it on the ballot, and we'll be in the 
second program year and we'll have a second year go by, and now if it were to pass 
this next time out, and we'd have to go to the General Assembly, and assuming that 
the General Assembly would understand the problem and grant it, we'd have a third 
program year go by without the kinds of programs that had been happening in Cleve
land in the blighted areas for redevelopment. This just wouldn't happen, unless 
the city said '~e11, we'll go ahead and do it and let someone file a lawsuit to 
stop us", which would probably happen, if they do that. So our concern on all 
these drafts is that you have actually placed another limitation on the authority 
of a municipality. 

Mrs. Eriksson - It's the same in Section 13, if you adopted this draft of Section 13. 

Mr. Gotherman - That's true. 

•� 
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Mr. Unger - Where is the limitation in Section 13? 

•� Mrs. Eriksson - Where it says "as may be provided by law". 

Mr. Russo - You mean, if you take that out in Section 14, "as may be provided by 
law", then that covers the subject matter for you, too? 

Mr. Gotherman - I think if you take "C", and just drop out the words "as may be

• provided by law". You know, the state has to enact a law to act. Only munici
palities have home rule powers, unless you have a county charter granting home . 
rule powers. So you wouldn't be changing that in any way. This would change it 
as to municipalities and say you have to have a statute, which means that one, we 
pick up additional limitations by statute as a possibility and second, at least one 
more program year goes by without anything happening in Ohio at the local level in 

•� housing programs.� 

Mrs. Orfirer - I think our purpose was to free up the local political subdivisions. 

Mr. Gotherman - Let me say this in regard to "Draft C". I still like it in one 
way. It's entirely possible that some cities, like Cleveland, in order to have

• anything happen 1n housing, will have to issue bonds that are general obligation 
bonds. And as you know, the cities don't have the same problems that the state 
has on general obligation bonds. They have general debt lfmitations which deter
mine, overall, how much debt they can have. To make anything happen at all in some 
areas of Cleveland and other cities, it may be absolutely essential that those bonds 
be guaranteed, and maybe the priorities of those cities will have to be ordered in

• such a way that they will. Cleveland doesn't have a water system to build, but it 
has a housing stock that has deteriorated very extensively. It may have to go to 
general obligation bonds, and I would suggest to you that "c" does accommodate 
that much better than the others, which talk only in terms of revenue bonds. If 
you noticed, the proposed amendment did authorize, as to local governments, general 
obligation bonds, because by and large we're not doing the e\ame types of programs

• that the state housing boards are talking about today. We're talking prtmarily 
about housing stocks in very deteriorated areas, wher% it may be necessary to sub
sidize them very extensively, in order to make housing at all feasible from the 
standpoint of market. And while philosophically that is not attractive to some 
people, people who deal with those both in government and in industry, I think you 
realize that that's the case -- that in Cleveland, in Hough, to make things happen

• there, you're going to have to subsidize, because the market is non-existent cur
rently. So I think we have that additional concern. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Not only in Hough, but also the white ethnic areas. It has broad 
application. 

•� Mr. Fry - The investors in those bonds will have to make up their minds whether 
they want to accept the risk. 

Mr. Gotherman - They won't accept any risk in these areas, that's the point. There 
is no businessman in Ohio that will accept the risk in those areas right now. And 
the only way they will accept it is if they know they are going to be protected.

•� Mr. Fry - I mean, if they had the faith and credit of the city, though. 

Mr. Gotherman - Then they would accept it, that's clear. 

•� 
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Mr. Fry .. I wouldn't be that sure. 

Mr. Gotherman - We have a considerably different perspective on this than the state 
does, and therefore we would not be happy to see the amendment limiting local gov
ernment to just revenue bonds. We may not be able to use revenue bonds in those 
areas. 

Mr. Fry - What happens 1£ we eliminate the phrase "as may be provided by law"? 

Mrs. Orfirer - One other question on it. What about this "and related facilities"? 
I nOW understand what they mean, but is there other wording? 

Mr. Gotherman - Let me address that one as well. That's the sort of thing where 
you have restaurants, commercial shops and things built into high-rise housing, 
and it's kind of difficult to tell what's housing, and what's commerce and what's 
industry, and the industrial revenue bonds probably wouldn't cover the drugstore, 
the grocery store -- the amenities. What's the name of the Cleveland residential 
building -- Park Center? "Housing" probably wouldn't, yet if you are going to put 
up a Park Center, you've got to provide those things in it. That's the reason for 
that "and related facilities", which are not primarily housing but necessarily 
incidental to housing 

Mrs. Orfirer .. Is there a way of wording it so the public isn't going to think we're 
back to the nursing homes? 

Mr. Gotherman - Well, the nursing homes and related facilities was a big problem, 
but that was a particular specification. 

Mrs. Orfirer .. You don't think this will be interpreted as meaning that? 

Mr. Gotherman - That was not controversial in the House, where the primary battle 
happened on the housing bill. 

Mrs. Orfirer .. So "and related facilities" is acceptable language that will not 
throw people off? 

Mr. Gotherman - I would think so. 

Mr. Russo - I don't think that was even dropped in the House on Issue 4. A move 
was made to amend it out, but it didn't even carry sufficient votes. 

Mr. Fry - John, you run into the same problem -- if you took out "as may be provided 
by law", the General Assembly would still have to provide the definition of "fami
lies of low or moderate income". 

Mr. Russo - That's another subject. While you brought that up, why do we have to 
have that in there at all? Why don't we just say "by persons and families as de
fined by the General Assembly"? 

Mr. Gotherman - I think so. It would depend. If it were the State of Ohio, the 
county governments, or anybody else, the General Assembly would have to define that. 
If it were a municipality, that has powers of local self-government just as urban 
renewal apparently is -- there is no statute on urban renewal in Ohio -- the city 
itself would define that. 

Mr. Fry .. I'm not so certain that the city would define it. 

•� 
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Mr. Gotherman - I think they would, just as they define "blight" and "urban deter
ioration" in the urban renewal programs. The law-making power of the city, as long

• as it's a power of local self-government, dealing only with the city, would be co
extensive with the General Assembly's law-making power. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Maybe we should take that "as defined by the General Assembly" out. 

Mr. Fry - I'd like to think of some way, because I can see cities getting the

• authority to proceed, but until the General Assembly defines "persons or families 
of low or moderate income", they'd still be held up. 

Mr. Gotherman - Another point about "low or moderate income" -- you know, some 
projects� may be mixed projects. You are putting a limitation in here in terms 
of the use of this.

•� Mr. Fry - Exactly. They may not want them all of low or moderate income. 

Mr. Gotherrnan - Particularly if we ever get back to rent supplements again, where 
some of the housing will not be low or moderate income. It might be housing that 
I could live. in and I couldn't get a subsidy in it.

• Mrs. Orfirer - I really think the simpler we keep this, the least language we can 
put in without creating difficulties for the future ••• 

Mr. Gotherman - I would like to see the word "public" ahead of "purpose", because 
the "public purpose" issue is not the same as the "lending of aid and credit" issue. 

..� Ohio has never had a court decision saying that housing, absent slums and blight, 
is a "public purpose". So one thing Issue 4 went to is to say by constitutional 
fiat, as they did in the revenue bond financing, "that is a public purpose", and 
of course we accept the constitutional statement that it is a public purpose. The 
second major issue as to local governments was the lending of aid and credit. In 
"Draft e", for example, I don't see "public purpose" very clearly specified, and 

•� while it is not much other than the use of the magic words of lawyers and courts, 
"public purpose" would make me feel a little better, rather than just plain "pur~ 

pose". Although authorizing the purpose may create a "public purpose" indirectly. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Linda, were you suggesting that the expression "low or moderate 
income" come out?

• Mrs. Orfirer - I was picking up on the suggestion that if the tendencies which are� 
now occurring, that good housing is mixed housing, maybe we ought not to put that� 
in there.� 

Mrs. Eriksson - That ~ controversial in the General Assembly, though.�

•� Mr. Losoncy - That was why the word "primarily" was inserted there -- "primarily 
for persons of low or moderate income". 

Mr. Unger - I think that's the best solution, because this allows other than low 
or moderate income, but not primarily, and primarily is in the direction of low and 

•� moderate, and I think that's what's necessary to get this passed. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I do, too. 

•� 
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Mr. Russo - I'd like to raise an objection to that, since we might as well go 
"full circle" on this thing. The Gener,al Assembly should have the right to de
termine what the projects consist of, and the magnitude of the projects, simply 
because any city then that has a small council and a mayor can determ.ine ''We're 
going to put up a fifty million dollar project that doesn't consist of what's 
determined by the General Assembly". Or maybe the related purposes are greater 
than the public purposee of the project. Consequently, I think that that part 
about "as defined by the General Assembly" should remain. But I do believe that 
"low and moderate income" should leave there, because nobody can determine what 
"low and moderate income" is from year to year. So, the General Assembly or 
somebody should not have the right to say "you are low income" or "you are mod
erate income". 

Mr. Gotherman - There is no current definition of what low or moderate income is, 
so rehabilitation loans and all those things would have to wait until they defined 
it. If you are going to take out "as may be prOVided by law" you'd have to delete 
the reference at the end, or it wouldn't make any difference. 

Mr. Fry - You'd have to take the latterpart out, too? 

Mr. Gotherman - I would think so. If you did not, we'd have to wait until they de
fined it. 

Mr. Losoncy - As it stands, under H.B. 870, the General Assembly obligates the 
Board to determine who low and moderate income families are. 

Mr. Unser - So if you took out "as defined by the General Assembly", there is a 
method, under law, provided. If we adopt this "Draft C"," rather than "Draft A", 
what would be the effect on your agency? Would you be able to operate or not? 

Mr. Losoncy - Yes, I think we could. I think that would take judicial review, which 
i8 why Squires was in favor of that tag line that said that H.B. 870 was adopted 
and ratified, etc. 

Mr. Unger - But "c" doesn't have that. 

Mr. Losoncy - No, I agree. And I think we would still have to go to court in that 
case. 

Mr. Unger - In other words, you couldn't operate until you went to court first. 

Mr. Losoncy - That would be my guess, though I am not an attorney. 

Mr. Fry - I'm not an attorney either, but it seems to me that with "Draft C", a
mended as suggested here, you could still do a lot more than you are doing now. 

Mr. Losoncy - Correct. 

Mr. Fry - This would be a giant step forward, and we would get away from this 
sticky question about this "moral obligation" and the reserve and so on. 

Mr. Losoncy, - May I throw out something from our "what it may be worth department"? 
Weare planning to go to court to find out whether we can operate under the present 
provisions of the Constitution. 

•� 
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Mr. Unger - You say you could operate under "C". What could you do under "c" that 
you're not doing now? 

Mr. Losoncy - I don't like to say in front of legislators that we are not doing 
anything -- we're doing virtually nothing at this point. 

Mr. Unger - That's my impression. What could you do under "C"? 

Mr. Losoncy - The question at issue is two-fold: is it a "public purpose" to pro
vide housing for low and moderate income persons and are we lending the aid and 
credit of the state in a way that's prohibited by the Constitution? We say housing 
for low and moderate income families is a public purpose. As John has pointed out, 
the Court has never gone quite that far. They've said that elimination of slums 
and blight is a public purpose. And we say we are not lending the aid and credit 
of the state. 

Mrs. Orfirer - But under "CII you could do that. 

Mr. Unger - Yes, but could you do it without the enactment of another state law? 
it doesn't say anything about validating H.B. 870. But as of now, there's nothing 
you could do unless you got another state law and possibly another judicial decision. 

Mr. Losoncy - I don't think that's clear. 

Mrs. Orfirer - If we added the wording at the end of "All about H.B. 870, do you think 
that would solve your concern, Paul? 

Mr. Unger - There are some other questions. That would possibly take care of not 
needing another state law in order to make the Housing Board operational. 

Mr. Losoncy - Yes, but may I speak to that? In the case of H.B. 270, if you recall 
the history of that, there was a bill enacted by the General Assembly, and then 
the court test was consumated 

Mrs. Orfirer - I'm sorry, but I am going to have to ask you to stop here, and I 
hope you can meet with us later, when we can get the rest of this. 

Mr. Losoncy - Right. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I want to get down to just a couple of specifics and then we'd 
better go. What is it that you don't see "Draft CII doing? What is it that you 
want in here, or maybe there are no objections to "Draft A"? 

Mr. Unger - "Draft A" of Section 13 does all the things that would make this oper
ational without a court decision, and without another enactment by the General As
sembly. In other words, the state law which was enacted a couple of years ago which 
resulted in the setting up of the Housing Board which now exists, would be validated 
as soon as the people accept this amendment to the Constitution, if they do. So 
that what we're talking about is either a way of making this Housing Board opera
tional and the law that put it into effect, or, we're talking about various other 
delayed mechanisms of partially doing some of the things necessary to increase the 
possibility for" housing. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Why doesn't "Draft C" do? 

Mr. Unger - It wouldn't take care of the reserve fund. 
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Mrs. Orfirer - I see. That's what you're thinking of. 

Mr. Russo - That's one of the big hangups we had over there in the House in the first 
place. The bill barely passed except for some political commitments, to start off with. 
Is there an absolute necessity for tpe reserve fund? Aren't there other ways of finan
cing for the state of Ohio without locking in a reserve fund in the Constitution? 

Mr. Guggenheim - I t1;ink "Draft e" would allow financing, if they wanted it. 

Mr. RUBSO - Right. 

Hr. Unger - This is already a state law, and that law was in effect duplicated again 
by the Assembly. 

Mr. Russo - Let me point out a simple example to you. If the Federal government comes 
in with a brand new housing program, the state could possibly be locked in as a sec
ondary guarantor, simply because the people now demand it simply because we've now 
got it in the Constitution? 

Mr. Unser - No. 

Mr. Russo - I think they will, since we've got it in the Constitution. If I were in
vesting and the state of Ohio had a mechanism to guarantee me my money at the same 
time the Federal government guarantees part of it, I'd grab both the guarantees. 

Mr. Unger - The Constitution only enables. It doesn't make anybody do anything. 

Mr. Guggenheim - You're referring to this section that refers to H.B. 870? I want to 
say this: I am flexible and I'm open to persuasion, but in principle, I'm very much 
against mentioning specific statutes in a constitution. I think it's real bad draft
manship. It's not the way a constitution is supposed to operate. If you want to 
legislate for another canal, up to the Lakes, or something, we go right back to where 
they were then. I think it's the Legislature's job to pass the statutes. It's not the 
Constitution's job. 

Mr. Unger - I couldn't disagree with you. On an academic basis, it's absolutely true. 
But here we have a little different situation, where there is some doubt about the 
constitutionality of an existing law. 

Mr. Fry - Tony said, getting this Bill 870 through, if they had to get enough votes 
to put it on the ballot as a constitutional amendment, they'd have trouble. It was 
a very controversial t~ing. Let me say what my position is, and you can think about 
it until afterwards. I'd like to see this "Draft C" read ''NOTWITHSTANDING ANY OTHER. 
PROVISION, ETC., ETC.," down to "EXTEND THEm. AID AND CREDIT", eliminate the clause 
"AS MAY BE PROVIDED BY LAW," "FOR THE" and insert "PUBLIC", ''HOUS ING AND RELATED 
FACILITIES". If 870 meets that, it'll be alright and they're going to test it anyhow. 
But this will give you a big gate you don't have now. 

Mrs. Orfirer - What could we add to "C", or "A", which would accomplish the purposes of 
870 without just having to refer to it, which you object to ? 

Mr. Fry - I'm not enthused about the reserve clause or that reserve deal or the "moral 
obligation", I think we're kidding ou~selves. I think peopie are going to invest in 
City of Cleveland bonds if they think it's a good investment, and I think the reserve 
thing and the term "moral obligation" just clouds the thing up. 
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Mrs. Orfirer - What 370 does is this reserve fund. 

• Mr. Russo - That's one of the constitutional issues that it involves • 

Mr. Unger - That's the other thing besides what's in "Draft CII. 

Mr. Russo - Right. But "Draft C" does not prohibit that. I1Draft C", as we amend it, 
will not prohibit that. 

41 Mr. Guggenheim - It might authorize it. 

Mr. Russo - It might, fine, but it doesn't prohibit it. 

Mr. Guggenheim - No. 

41 Mrs. Orfirer - Where do the rest of you stand? I think we're very much agreed, then. 

Mr. Guggenheim - Charlie, I want to ask you, did you drop that thing at the end there, 
"INTENDED PRIMARILY FOR. • ." You dropped that? 

•� Mr. Fry - Yes.� 

Mr. Guggenheim - O.K. I'll buy that. 

Mr. Unger - Charlie, why do you want to drop all of that rather than just "AS DEFINED 
BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY"? 

41 Mr. Fry - Because they're trying to get developments now that are not just for families 
of low and moderate income, and the General Assembly and the agency is going to have to 
look at these programs, and determine whether housing and related facilities are good 
for the state. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I'm afraid you're going to run into a han ~up, Paul, on definition.
41 

Mr.• Unger - Well, we have a method of definition now in the Housing Board, if we just 
leave "AS DEFINED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY". And the word "PRIMARILY" allows for other 
types of housing besides low or moderate income, but not in the majority. 

• Mr. Fry - Let's think it over. We can talk about it after our meeting. But it seems 
to me that if you take that way, I'm not certain that the Housing Board could deter
mine low or moderate income unless we said it was going to do it. If we said "low 
or moderate income", the courts would still have to go back and determine whether or 
not the Housing Board would have a right to do that. 

• Mr. Unger - The Assembly's given them that right, so far, and it can remove that right 
too, if it wants to. 

Mr. Russo - Sure, and that's the purpose of leaving this as broad as possible, for 
the General Assembly to do what it has to do to meet the changing times. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Once you lock low and moderate income into the Constitution, I think
41 the courts are going to come back and say "This has to be defined". 

•� 
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Mr. Unger.. Well, that may be. I was only thinking about what would help to get 
this passed by the general public. I wouldn't argue about that. 

Mr. Fry .. I tell you, this will look a lot s~pler on the ballot than anything else. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I think we are pretty much in agreement, aren't we? Let me read this: 
"NOTWITHSTANDING ANY OTHER PROVISION OF THIS CONSTITUTION, THE STATE AND ITS POLITICAL 
SUBDIVISIONS, AND ITS OR THEIR PUBLIC AUTHORITIES, AGENCIES OR INSTRUMENTALITmS, OR 
CORPORATIONS NOT FOR PROFIT DESIGNATED BY THEM AS SUCH AGENCIES OR INSTRUMENTALITIES, 
MAY EXTEND THEIR AID AND CREDIT FOR THE PUBLIC PURPOSE OF HOUSING AND RElATED 
FACILITIES." Any objections? 

Mr. Unger" No.� 

Mrs. Orf1rer .. That's it.� 

Mr. Guggenheim" I think we've got a consensus. We don't have to meet later.� 

Mrs. Orfirer - Right� 

The meeting was adjourned. 
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norning Session, 9;4:> a.m., 

'l'Lursday, Novcmber 18, lY 71. • 
ChAIHl1.i\.U Cid{'l'LR; nay 1 have your attt;ntion, 

please? rot· tho:3E:.: of you that I have not had the lJleasure • 
of 1118ctin~., I am Idchard Carter, from Fostoria, and. I hav~ 

tlw honor 01 being tl1(,~ Cl.airman of the Ohio Consti t.utional •
hevision Conrnissioo.; and OIl lJehalf of the Conunissiotl, I 

certainly want to welcome all of you here today. 

TIle Commission is pleased to cosponsor this dis • 
cussion wi tli tll€ Oilio J'1unicipal Leagu(;! and ·Uie OHio ~tate 

University college of Law. 

\I/c had fiO lde'-l a~ to tl1~ amount of registration • 
tl1at we would h.J.VL for a subject matter 0 r. this type. ~{e 

were very pleased to learn last \'lcek that the number of •
people that wanteo to attend far exceeded the facilities we 

had originally scheduled, which was a much smaller room. 

So, just as of yesterday, we char ged it to the auditorium • 
here ''1hich, of course, is larger than we need but, on the 

other hand, Inade it possible for some of the people that 

we had to turn down earlier, made it possible fer them to • 
attend. 

New, before going further, 1 would li}e to intro •
duce to thi~ group a person whose name does not appear upon 

the program that you have, and that is the Executive 

3%'10 • 
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•� 
1 Director of the Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission,� 

2 and she is largely responsible for putting this program� 

3 together and has put a lot of work in it. I would like to 

4 introduce Mrs. Ann Eriksson. Hopefully, she is in the room. 

• Is Ann here at the moment? Well, she is out trying to get5 

6 things squared away. But Ann is really the one who has made 

7 this possible more than any other single person.

• 

• 

8 Now, the subject matter that we're going to be 

9 discussing today is a really tough one, as you all know. 

10 One of the real problems facing our society is making some 

11 progress in the crisis of the urban centers. We simply 

12 have to find ways of doing this. Now, the Ohio Constitu

• tional Revision Commission is very much aware of the impor13 

14 tance of this problem and we certainly are aware of the 

very great difficulties that stand in the way of making15� 

progress.� • 
16 

To open� this discussion, I would simply like to17 

• quote a couple of sentences that have appeared from a18 

19� recent paper by a keynote speaker. It seems to me that they 

very. succinctly identify the thrust of the discussions that20 

•� we will be having today. And with apologies to him -- he21 

can make his own comments later -- he said several things22 

that I think are very significant, the first in speaking of

• 23 

the urban problems that we have.24 

"It is bootless to talk of solutions. There are25 

•� .. 32.71. 
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none. The best we can hope for is to achieve well considere 

change which will move us toward greater responsiveness to • 
human interest and needs and to fuller realization of human 

values,"� his point being that there are no quick and easy 

solutions. There's a lot of work ahead. • 
The second quote: "The place to begin in an 

effort to achieve a sound distribution of responsibility • 
and authority for decision making in ttrban ,regional setting 

is the state constitution." This, of course, is why we're 

gathered here today. • 
And the third comment; which is a very practical 

one: "Of course, one is not so removed from the living 

world to fail to be aware that there are vested political, • 
economic, social and emotional interests in retaining the 

political arrangement of community life pretty much as they • 
are today." In other words, we have some very real 

practical political and educational problems to accomplish 

these ends. • 
And the last: "It seems rather incongruous that 

resistance to change in this area of human affairs should 

•be so great when man, by his own conduct, has put the very 

future Of the race in jeopardy." 

And I think that well states the importance of the • 
matter we� have today. 

Now, as I told you earlLer, we are fortunate to 

3272� • 
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1� have the Ohio State University College of Law as one of our 

two cosponsors in this discussion, and it is my pleasure to• 2 

3 introduce to you at this point the Dean of the College of 

4 Law, Dean James Kirby, who will introduce our keynote 

• 5 speaker. Doctor Kirby. 

6 DOCTOR KIRBY: Chairman Carter, distinguished 

7 delegates, as a representative of one of the cosponsoring 

• 

• 8 organizations and of the host university here, I want to 

9 welcome you and commend you for your concern for your very 

10 important subject. 

11 It seems quite appropriate that this continuing 

12 education facility should be the situs for your gathering to 

•� 13 educate yourselves and prepare to educate the Ohio pUblic 

14 in the area of constitutional revision~ It also seems 

15 appropriate that the situs should be titled as provocatively

• 16 as this splendid facility is: The Center for Tomorrow. 

Our speaker comes in the flower of a full and 

• 
17 

18 distinguished career in scholarship, public service and law 

reform.� A native of North Carolina, he attended the19 

20 University of North Carolina, at Chapel Hill, where, in the 

• 21 surprisingly brief space of the period between 1926 and 

1929 he� was awarded three of its degrees: Bachelor of22 

Arts, Master of Arts and Political Science and the Juris23 

Doctor, with honors. He quickly added to that a fourth• 24 

earned� degree at Yale University in 1930, the Doctor of25 

•� 3273 
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1 Juridical Science. 

2 

3 on 

The period from 1930 to 1946 found him successively 

the law faculty of the University of West Virginia where 
• 

4 

5 

6 

he became a full professor; in the private practice of law 

on Wall street with a prominent firm; then as co~nsel and 

bond attorney to the Public Works Administration in Washing

• 
7 

8 

ton and 

he rose 

on active duty with the Navy in World War II where 

to the rank of Lieutenant Commander. In that period • 
9 he joined the faculty of the Law'School::,of Louisiana State 

10 

11 

University, left there for the military service. 

After the war he joined the faculty of Vanderbilt 
• 

12 

13 

University School of Law, and he was in his first and only 

year there when a wise former president of this university, • 
14 one Howard Landis Bevis, demonstrated his goOd judgment by 

15 

16 

recruiting our speaker to become Dean of the Ohio State 

University College of Law. He served for five years until • 
17 1952 here as the Dean of this College, when it tecame the 

18 

19 

University's misfortune to lose him to the University of 

Pennsylvania where he served as Dean of their College of 
• 

20 

21 

Law for 18 years, from 1952 until 1970. 

Combined service of 23 years as a dean of two • 
22 major colleges of law is one of the track records, I'm 

23 sure, of this particular hazardous occupation, and our 

speaker, in 1970, was able to return to the pursuit which • 
25 most law deans sooner or later realize is their first love, 

•� 
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• 
full-time professor of law. 

During this period, though, he amassed an 

impressive record as a scholar and professional leader, 

becoming one of the nation's experts on state and local 

• I 

government. He authored several major treatises and texts 

in this area, including at least two contributions in law 

journals relative to the Ohio constitution.

• 

• 

I could mUltiply his achievements and honors, 

but in order that you may hear more from him rather than 

about him, I will limit myself to two other areas: in the 

organized practicing profession, the American Bar Associa

tion, he has served as a member of its governing body, the 

• House of Delegates, and is one of the few people to ever 

serve as chairman of two very different sections of that 

• association. From 1949 to 1951, he was chairman of the 

ABA Section of Local Government, and during the period 

1966 to 1968, he served as the first chairman of the ABA 

• Section on Individual Rights and Responsibilities. 

In that smaller national fraternity of law 

teachers, he was honored in 1970 by being elected to the 

• highest national position of a law teacher, the difficult 

and challenging task of President of the Association of 

•� American Law Students.� 

So, you can see that for many reasons our speaker 

is an appropriate one, and it's a real personal privilege 

•� 
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1 on my part to welcome back to Ohio State and Buckeye� 

2 Country and to present to you the Honorable Jefferson B.� • 
3 Fordham.� 

4 PROFESSOR FORDHAM: Mr. Chairman, ladies and� 

5 gentlemen, let me turn to my good friend Jim and thank him� • 
6 for that gracious introduction. That was more than kind,� 

7 although as I look over the past of which I have been a� •
8 part and at this fine university and elsewhere, I had to 

9 observe his reference to my being here and there. I am 

10 forced to recall an experience I had in this state which I • 
11 mentioned to some others last night, and I hope those who 

12 heard it will suffer the repetition, an experience I had at 

13 Marion, the home town of President Harding. • 
14 I was up there speaking before the Kiwanis Club 

15 and a nice gentleman was introducing me and he referred to •
1.6 the fact this bloke has been here and there over a period 

.L 7 of years, and the superintendent of schools was sitting 

18 next to me and he turned to me and said, "Aba, you can't • 
19 hold a job, can yOU?" 

20 Well, in any event, these remarks were well 

21 intended and they are warmly appreciated. You can apply a • 
22 very considerable discount -- We'll get down to business. 

23 This sUbjept to which we address ourselves, may •
24 I say infornlally, before I get to my formal remarks, which 

25 are not und\:ly extended, I will ,tssure you, dis of a 

32:16 • 
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• 
character that the importance of which could not be over

stressed, and so while we don't have solutions and I 

certainly don't profess to have special wisdom, I do hope 

we have a profound commitment to trying to appro.ah -- to 

• the matter of try.ing to approach these problems with real 

convictioni that divided interest of our country and our 

local governments are at stake and that we, as participants 

• 

• in the effort to make our society viable and meaningfUl, 

must somehow rise above individual self-interest. 

Now, before I proceed, let me say one or two 

things, if you will indulge me, about my association with 

the University and how much I cherish it. It is true that 

• I didn't last here but five years but those were crowded 

• 
and extremely rewarding years for me and I lay enormous 

store by that association both in terms of the college of 

law and its people and in terms of the lovely people in 

this general community whose friendship it was my good 

• fortune to have. So I come back with great pleasure and 

with the hope that I can at least stir things up a little 

bit, although what I may say may be something that you wish 

• to set aside with as great facility and quickness as you 

may. 

The topic I have chosen, strangely enough, is,

• "Ohio Constitutional Revision --What of Local Government?" 

And I want to say that after I have presented these general 

• 3277 
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1 

2 

3 

observations, trying to lead into some of these problem 

areas in this larger field, that I hope there will be some 

discussion from the floor. I think that's useful and 
• 

4 certainly would be helpful to me in re-examining this subjec 

5 in the light of thoughtful observations from others. 

6 These are difficult times in which to pursue 

7 

8 

state constitutional revision. 

couragingly of the enterprise. 

This is not to speak dis

It is, rather, to be • 
9 

10 

11 

realistic about the psychic, social, economic and political 

complexities of life at this state in the course of human 

affairs. I need only to suggest that you reflect upon the 
• 

12 

13 

extraordinary changes in community life and in the human 

condition generally since the Ohio Constitutional Convention • 
IJ~ of 1912 and to bear in mind that state constitutions have 

15 

16 

not been political documents written for the ages. 

We are here to discuss Ohio constitutional • 
17 

18 

19 

revision in relation to local government. The facts of 

life tell us to pursue the matter in larger than state con

text. we must be conscious of all major levels of community 
• 

20 

21 

from the world community to the tiny village. Such is the 

interdependence of the members of the genus homo. • 
22 While one does not see local government in direct 

23 

24 

relationship with the world community or an international 

regional community, there are pervasive shared problems • 
25 that should be of common concern, 
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sound system of relationship of man in the natural order and 

• the achievement of a system of social order free of the 

overhang of nuclear armament. And we have a national 

government with responsibility in external as well as 

• internal affairs with respect to such matters. What it 

does as to them plainly conditions what state and local 

units may do in their spheres. 

• 

• On the domestic scene the national government 

stands astride a national economy with unique capacity both 

to influence economic life and to draw upon the private 

.ec~oz for communal purposes. What may be beyond its broad 

power of direct action may yet be influenced very strongly 

• by the leverage of federal funds. So much is this the caae 

• 
that the mass media and very many people generally simply 

aS8ume and commonly refer to local units as being in the 

• 

posture of acting under federal aid programs with authority 

drawn from the national government itself as distinguished 

actually from the national government making donations or 

grants sUbject to conditions attached to those grants. 

The lesson in all this for me is not that state 

• and local governments are headed for limbo. I do not 

• 
believe for a moment that they are. The country is so large, 

so complex and so diverse that.some decentralization in 

decisionmaking and administration is indispensable. More

over, local autonomy is a political value that is far from 

• 
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1 dead. As to so many of the problems which vex us there 

2 are roles for all levels of government to play. The lesson 

3 for those concerned with state constitutional revision is 

4 that the states should strive to maintain the greatext 

5 flexibility of action. They should direct constitutional 

6 change to strengthening basic state and local governmental 

7 institutions and processes with stress upon responsible acti 

8 rather than upon limitations of authority. And I stress 

9 that as according to my best lights, as fundamental in the 

10 undertaking with which the state constitutional revision 

11 commission is charged. 

12 Representative government. Local government 

13 should be viewed in relationship to the basic state policy

14 making body, the legislature. I do not have the legislature 

15 of Ohio particularly in mind when I say that our political 

16 system has defaulted with respect to the provision of a 

17 strong representative body at the state level. That 

18 institution is the key organ both in general policymakinq 

19 and in the distribution, within the constitutional frame

20 work, of responsibility and authority for decisionmaking and 

21 execution. This bears pervasively upon local govern.ent, 

22 viewed in the large, even in a home rule jurisdiction. 

23 Thus, it is that I go afield to say that a central problem 

24 of a state constitutional convention, or whatever method 

25 you use to achieve change as to this central problem of 
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• 
those who bear this responsibility, is that of going as far 

as constitution revisers can in strengthening representative 

government. We can't do it by polling the citizenry as 

much as we recognize that the problems and the decisions are 

• of primary concern to them. I put it this way because 

legislatures as institutions occupy a low place, unhappily, 

in pUblic esteem, a long-existent condition which is not 

• 

• encouraging for reform efforts. 

The voters of Ohio ha.ve already responded to the 

Supreme Court's one-man one-vote principle by establishing 

through constitutional amendment a fixed membership for 

both houses of the legislature with a single-member district 

• pattern of 99 house seats upon which is superimposed 33 

• 
single-member senatorial districts, each covering three 

contiguous, house districts. The design is to avoid cross

• 

ing county lines in defining house districts where the 

population ratio for such districts is less than county 

population, the taking into consideration of local govern

mental institutions and concerns. 

Does this have any special significance for local 

• government? In general, one-man one-vote has afforded more 

representation from the suburbs. They are the areas of 

major population 9~owth. And I am afraid that this doe~

• not provide assurance of greater legislative sensitivity to 

central city problems or problems of regional perspective, 

• 
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1 and the reason for this is this matter of simple human� 

2 nature. There are great differences in orientations,� • 
3 interest and outlook. Some people live in the suburbs, in� 

4 a sense·, to achieve insulati.on from the urgent and the per�

plexing problems of the central city.�5 • 
6 Should the state constitution speak expressly on� 

the subject of representation on local governing bodies?�7� 

•8� The Supreme Court has applied one-man one-vote to general� 

function local units like counties and cities, towns and�9 

10 villages, and even to an elective junior college district, • 
11 the board of such a district, with taxing and borrowing 

12 power. This last is rather extraordinary because it does 

not involve a body of general legislative confidence or13 • 
14� responsibility but, nevertheless, the court has extended the 

matter this far. Therefore, its applications for local15� •16� government are that much more pervasive. It is my notion 

that it would be just as well to have the constitution17 

remain silent on the matter. The subject is still under18 • 
going� development in Supreme Court adjudication and there19 

are related matters, such as the impact of multi-member20 

districts upon racial and political groups, which are yet21 • 
in a somewhat unsettled state, despite the recent rejection22 

only this year by the high Court of an attack upon multi23� 
•member� legislative districts in the neighboring state of24 

Indiana.25 
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• 
Now, a word about popular legislation. In 1912 an 

Ohio constitutional amendment, as most of you are aware, I'm 

sure, made general provision for the initiative and refer

endum in municipalities but left it to the legislature to 

• implement the general scheme by providing the appropriate 

procedure. The legislature borrowed from the constitutional 

articulated state-level scheme and ordained that an ordinanc 

• 

• adopted expressly as an emergency measure would not be sub

ject to referendum. Since the Ohio courts do not review the 

finding of emergency -- in other words, take the declaration 

of emergency by the local government body as final -- the 

local governing body has been left in the saddle so far as 

• the legislature is concerned. The significance of this, 

it must be obvious from the standpoint of the relative dig

nity of action by the legislative body; that is, the

• governing body, an action in which the voters themselves, 

the so-called sovereign of the local unit, take by 

• initiative and referendum or by the referendum alone the 

appropriate occasion. 

It is to be observed, however, that the legisla

• tive posture of this matter has not made the ultimate dis

position of it. The Supreme Court of Ohio has held that 

home rule power does extend to this SUbject, so a charter

• municipality may regulate the relationship of councilmanic 

action to voter action in a way to outlaw the emergency 

• 
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clause device and give popular legislation higher dignity 

than councilmanic action. • 
Now, this subject calls for further exploration 

than I can give it. I am not saying that there is something 

•ultimate about having the action of the electorate 

definitive in every kind of a situation. I would expect to 

comment on this further with particular reference to • 
taxation and appropriations in a moment. 

It seems to me that there are no evident needs 

for express constitutional provision for popular legisla • 
tion in municipalities at least so long as voter participa

tion and policymaking can be provided for in a home rule 

•charter on that. It is optional with the local community. 

On the basic question whether popular lawmaking 

should be available at all at the local level, I have no • 
serious doubt that it should. I say this with awareness of 

recent experience supporting the view that the voters are 

likely to be less receptive to proposals, like fair housing • 
measures, which are designed to promote equality of oppor

tunity without regard to group characteristics, than are 

•elected representatives. The latter are not always warmly 

committed to human rights but they are conscious of the 

political force of minority groups. This state of affairs • 
is troubling Lut the ultimate test of a just society, in 

any event, is whether the people at large support the 

3t84 • 
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• 
1 equality before the law and equality of opportunity and the 

2 existent jUdicial restraints which can control deviations. 

3 Whether tax and appropriation measures for 

4 regular governmental operations should be subjects of 

• popular legislation is definitely another matter. I think5 

6� -- and I'm fairly strong on this judgment -- that they 

should not, for the reason that if appropriations and tax 

• 

8 measures are subject to popular approval insofar as these 

9 measures are necessary for the stable. and,:oJ:derly conduct 

10 of local affairs, that you don't have the stability and 

•
7 

11� the predictability which the needs of the community seem to 

me to dictate.12 

•� Now, let me speak briefly abouu horne rule. I do no13 

14 wish to pre-empt what I'm sure. is a more deep running dis

15 cussion of this subject which is to follow, but I am afraid 

•� that even though I~on't dwell on the subject, that I would16 

not do� justice to my assignment unless I did look at it, this17 
matter� of home rule and taking a general overview of the• 18 

problems of local government from a constitutional per19 

spective in Ohio.20 

•� I had occasion some years ago, when I was out21 

here,� to do a little research in this area, digging into22 

the records of the Constitutional Convention of 1912. 

•� 
23 

found� them a very, very interesting stUdy. Let me remind24 

you that back in 1912, the delegates -- at least some of the25 

•� 3&85 
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1 delegates at the State Constitutional Convention were quite 

2 

3 

aware that the traditional home rule concept of a grant of 

home rule power which was rested upon a distinction between 
• 

4 

5 

municipal affairs, as to which home rule obtained, and 

state concernR, where legislative superiority and privacy • 
6 controlled, that this distinction was not on firm ground. 

7 

8 

They questioned it. And I agree with them. It's a queasy 

and shifting business. Governmental functions are not • 
9 inherently either state or local in nature. What might be 

10 

11 

held to be local at one stage of the game in a few years 

might be regarded, because of the change in societal con
• 

12 

13 

ditions, regarded by the courts as of such a general 

character as to be identified as a state concern. So the • 
14 delegates at the convention tried to do something about 

15 

16 

this. They eschewed the example of California and other 

states which had embraoed this old formulation, this old • 
17 

18 

19 

economy. But what they did, I think, was not very much 

different. The Ohio provision, as you remember, Section 

3 of Article 18 of the State Constitution confers upon 
• 

20 

21 

municipalities all powers of local self-government. 

afraid that phrase doesn't really move us very far. 

I'm 

It • 
22 still has involved somewhat of the same distinction. And 

23 

24 

I think this is demonstrated by experience in the 

in this statf~ since 1912. 

case law 

• 
25 It is very interesting that among the delegates 
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• 
to the convention in 1912 was a member of the history 

faculty of the Ohio State University, Professor Knight, and 

he articulated a notion about home rule which I borrowed 

and have been merchandising, openly. I don't regard this 

• as any form of larceny or theft or what not. But, never

• 
theless, I do take this highly appropriate occasion to 

acknowledge that I drew this desire from him. 

• 

The idea was one which urban leaguers in the 

state were pressing, in any event. He said so at the 

convention. And that was this: that the constitutional 

grant of home rule should not be like that in California. 

What it should be is a broad grant to municipalities 

• which were to have home rule powers of all powers that the 

legislature might, within its 'plenary power, confer upon 

• local government, sUbject, however, to the paramount 

authority, the legislature, to come along and impose by 

general statute limitations, exceptions or exclusions as it 

• thought the general interest demanded. In other words, the 

municipality would start out with the whole works. It 

would not have any problem of having to run to the legisla

• ture to get enabling legislation for this or that, and the 

legislature would bear the political responsibility for 

doing anything to qualify it.

• Now, this conception, it seemed to me, involved 

a very sound and flexible approach, and so I articulated it 

• 3~7 
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in a draft of Model Constitutional Provisions on Municipal 

Home Rule back in 1953. These were published by the 

•American Municipal Association, now known as the National 

League of Cities. And this notion has gained some currency. 

The state of Missouri, which was the first state to adopt • 
home rule that was back in 1857 -- has only this fall, 

October, adopted a constitutional amendment which gives up 

the old economy and embraces this concept that I derived • 
from Professor Knight. So, if I may try to show that I 

have at least read two poems, if I do not have any further 

•accomplishments, I'd like to recall one of Tennyson's 

poems which seems to have some pertinency here. As a young 

man, Tennyson wrote Locksley Hall, as a very young man. • 
When he was in his 80's he wrote a poem called Locksley 

Hall Sixty Years After. This is 1972 coming up. The goop 

professor put forward this idea in 1912, so isn't this the • 
occasion to recall Knight Theory Sixty Years After? 

Fairly early in the game the 1912 Ohio grant of •substantive powers was interpreted to extend directly to 

all municipalities and, thus, did not depend upon the 

adoption of a home rule charter. This is a very important • 
distinction. A city or village didn't have to adopt a 

charter to have these, all these powers of local self-

government. So the principal advantage in adopting a • 
charter was not to;have a charter as an instrument of grant, 

3ta8 • 
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22 • 
granting powers, the principal advantage in it was to set up 

• a framework of government. It was significant from that 

standpoint. And there also was a further advantage. You 

could disavow powers, you could exclude powers if you 

• wanted to in your charter. But under this concept you 

certainly didn't have to look to a charter as a social 

authority. The whole works, as far as local self-government 

• 

• WAS concerned, as far as this clause went, was taken care of 

by the direct grant in the constitution. 

It is interesting, however -- I think this is 

probably still the case. If it's not, someone will correct 

me -- that of the hundreds of villages in the state, units 

• of less than five thousand, very few have drafted and 

• 
enacted or adopted horne rule charters. A great many of them 

don't pay much attention to home rule but simply operate 

under the general statutes. That's my apprehension. If 

I'm not au courant on this, I am sure someone will correct m • 

• So I have a suggestion. I doubt that anybody who is 

generally disposed in favor of home rule would like the idea 

of taking home rule power outright away from the villages, 

• so that one way to handle this would be to change the con

stitutional scheme, as interpreted by the courts, and say, 

as the Model Constitutional Provisions do, to say that the

• local unit, whether small or large, would not have the sub

stantive home rule powers unless it adopted a charter. If 

•� 
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1 it adopted a home rule charter o~ government, then it would� 

2 have this plenary grant of home rule power and that way� • 
3 you'd have a clear line within the units which were home� 

4 rule and those which were operating under general law. At� 

5 the same time, you would not deny to the smaller units the� • 
6 home rule posture, should they wish to assume it.� 

7 Now, on this terribly difficult and vexing matter� 

8 of regional problems, we could spend weeks, and the most I� • 
9 &D able to do now is just to touch on it to try to leave it 

10 not completely in shadow so far as my limited capacity to • 
11 deal with it is concerned. 

12 The first question is: Is it enough in a state 

13 constitution to enable appropriate action with relation to • 
14� urban regionalism? Is it enough to achieve that, simply 

rely upon the 'plenary power of the legislature? Now, as15 

16 you know -- all of you know this whether you'rel.wye~8or • 
not -- theory of our national union involves the concept17 

18 that the legislative powers of the state legislature are • 
plenary, full and complete, except as they may be limited19 

20 by the federal constitution, the bill of rights or declara

21 tion of rights, the state constitution or other limitations • 
22� that might be specifically imposed in the state constitution 

or by limitations implicit in the national system, the23,� 

•federal� system.24 

So that, really, the question is: Why wouldn't25 
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it be enough just to rely upon that one little clause in 

•� the first section of your legislative article of your 

constitution; namely, the legislative power of this state 

is vested in the people -- I beg your pardon -- is vested 

• in the legislature. This, of course, is sUbject to whatever 

provision� you make with initiative and referendum. 

Why isn't that enough so far as putting the

•� legislature in proper position to deal with regional prob

lems? Well, it may be, but this is an area that is so 

•� difficult and so complex that there has been a disposition 

in other� states which have engaged in constitutional 

revision� recently and the Model State Constitution, 1964 

• edition, there has been a disposition to put into that 

instrument, too -- it's there, a broad provision authorizing 

any governmental cooperation, not only with other local

•� units in your own area but with the state, with units in 

another state or with the national government. I am not 

•� sure about all the implications of a thing of this sort,� 

but the theory of putting it in is that the need of aqy 

governmental cooperation is so great that it is best to go 

• ahead and be explicit on it. And I wouldn't quarrel too 

much with that, although, in general, I believe in a simple 

pattern operating under the very broad plenary authority of

• the legislature. 

Now, as matters now stanu in this state, the 

•� 
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1 constitutional provision for county home rule, mind you, 

2 

3 

. recognizing that problems overreach municipalities and 

townships and that county-wide jurisdiction may be • 
4 

5 

6 

desirable but it does not permit county assumption of juris

diction over these matters of townships and municipal 

affairs, does not permit such assumption of jurisdiction 
• 

7 

8 

without clearing the incredibly high hurdle of the well

known four-way vote in the governmental units in the county. • 
9 As a consequence, the achievement of county home rule in 

10 

11 

this state is almost out of the question. 

I have no fresh formula to promote, but I 

I must say that 

do hold myself 
• 

12 

13 

14 

free to say that these political obstacles to county juris

diction and county perspective should certainly be greatly 

reduced, and I leave it to the wisdom of this commission, 
• 

15 

16 

Mr. Carter's commission, 

doing it. 

to come forward with a method of 

• 
17 Of course, county lines do not necessarily define 

18 

19 

an urban region and, 

the needs in this or 

thus, a county approach may not fit 

that region, not enough to have the 
• 

20 

21 

22 

county approach. There should be the flexibility of a 

regional configuration which does not fit necessarily on 

county pattern but might overlap several counties, so I 

a • 

23 

24 

suggest that the constitutional authorization with any 

governmental cooperation be on a very flexible basis but • 
25 it is highly desirable. 
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In the recent revision of the Pennsylvania consti

tution, if I may be mildly parochial, there is a grant of 

such authority and, beyond that, the legislature has been 

authorized to provide for government of areas involving tWQ 

or more local units, which is a kind of at least small 

regionalism. Now, one interesting thing about this is, what 

do you do with home rule in relation to regionalism? It 

does seem to me that you do need a general function unit 

of local government upon which to confer home rule power, an 

we haven't devised anything like that. Now, there are two 

ways to do this, at least, it occurred to me. The first is 

to have actual governmental consolidation, as might be the 

case if this county home rule thing worked, so you would hav 

a general function unit of regional unit, then home rule 

power would seem to fit. Or it is conceivable you might 

have an overlay of government of a regional character which 

had powers and responsibilities relating to matters which 

were regional in sweep. And with respect of which the 

regional government had the appropriate territorial juris

diction. That would be a little unusual to have this con

cept of home rule apply to that because it is a limited kind 

of government, to begin with, and you have to do some 

fashioning, but I suppose you could give them, as I think 

about it, power of a home rule quality: that is, full power 

insofar as their particular functions were concerned. 

•� 
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1 In any event, these are some of the considerations� 

2 which I am sure will be given very profound and con�

3 structive thought in the deliberations of the commission.� • 
4 At the present time I must say that I don't know 

5 any way that we can proceed to provide areal or regional • 
6 home rule without setting up governmental jurisdiction 

7 . arrangements upon which to confer home rule powers.� 

8 Now, a word about a subject that you haven't� • 
9 heard at all for years, and that's environment, ecological� 

10 matters. This is no fooling. This is something that� 

•11 involves us for keeps. It is true that a good deal of talk 

12 about this subject may not be profound, but I donlt believe 

13 that the advocates of action at all levels of governmant • 
14 about this problem have been operating ona foolish basis. 

15 The underlying concern, I think, is profoundly well grounded 

16 That man is a creature in nature, he is not something • 
17 apart. And his very future -- very future depends upon his 

18 recognition that he must live as a creature in nature; he 

•19 is not above it; and he is very much a creature of nature 

20 as the robins and the bluejays. If he tries to depart from 

21 this in a way that involves, for example, unlimited growth • 
22 in the sense of productivity, for an increasing population, 

23 he will continue, as Jacques Co~steau has .aid, to make 

24 the seas a cesspool and to dama~e the components of our • 
environment in other respects, ~hich may be irretrievable.25 
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• 
So, I say that all levels of government are, of 

necessity, involved in environmental problems. The revised 

Illinois constitution speaks to the sUbject. This was 

embraced, as you will recall, last December. It does this 

• from the standpoint both of individual rights and of 

declared state public policy to provide and maintain a 

healthful environment. The individual may enforce his right,

• under ·the, sixth section of this brief article, against any 

party, governmental or private, through legal proceedings 

•� sUbject to reasonable legislative limitation or regulation.� 

It remains to be seen how this broad commitment� 

works out. I have been troubled by the thought in the past,� 

• in reflecting upon 'chis sUbject, that grand phrases in the� 

organic law might so far outmatch the realities of policy� 

effectuation in this area of concern as to raise doubt as to� 

•� 

• putting them in at all; that is, putting these provisions in� 

at all. The Illinois provisions do seem to me to have sub�

stantial potential for legislative and judicial implementa�

tion. I say this with recognition that they present to a 

logical mind some very real questions but I don't regard 

• them as altogether hard to interpret. 

Now, a word about the SUbject of which you may 

have heard; that is, pUblic education. While pUblic educati

• is a major SUbject unto itself, which bespeaks the fullest 

consideration, traditional decentralization in the public 

• 
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1 school systenl brings it within the overview of this local 

2 

3 

government seminar. I have no doubt about that. 

At the present time the financing of primary and • 
4 

5 

6 

secondary education, with basic reliance upon the local 

property tax, is under severe strain. Education is absorbing 

over 50 per centua of ad valorem tax receipts. the country 
• 

7 

8 

over. And the most recent year for which I have figures, 

the year before last, the total of local property taxes was • 
9 about 30 or 31 billion dollars in the country and over half 

10 

11 

of that went to educational purposes for the local schools. 

Now, this kind of reliance on the local property tax 
• 

12 

13 

14 

certainly involves a situation that presents grave difficulty, 

by itself, but that's not all. On the average, state - and 

even at the present time, it must be acknowledged that on 
• 

15 

16 

the average, state and federal funds cover more than 40 

per centum of the total devoted to schools. At the same • 
17 time it is to be noted that taxable values in school dis

18 

19 

tricts vary widely over a given state, and unless there is 

genuine state equalization on an egalitarian basis, the 
• 

20 

21 

22 

amount spent per pupil will vary widely over the state. 

I say this leading up to the reference in the 

recent, much discussed, California case. I am sure that most 
• 

23 

24 

of you have heard something about the decision of the Supreme 

Court of California in the case of Serrano against Priest. • 
25 There the court determined, as a matter of law, that to make 
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the quality of primary and secondary education, viewed in 

terms of dollars spent per pupil -- to make this, this 

quality of education viewed in these terms, dollars spent 

per pupil -- to make this a function of the wealth in a 

school district -- and they identify wealth with taxable 

values -- to make it a function of wealth denies equal pro

tection of the law under the 14th Amendment of the Constitu

tion of the United States, equal protection of the law to 

students in poor districts. 

Now, in the question period, you may want to 

explore this a little bit further, but that's the gist of 

it. It's the idea of the concept of equality assured by 

this fundamental constitutional safeguard as applied to 

school matters, meaning, in effect, that insofar as 

financial support for the pUblic schools is concerned, you 

canlt have a pattern of school expenditure per pupil which 

depends upon economic strength measured in terms of taxable 

values of your various local school districts because they 

are so uneven over the state. 

What the court is saying is that we take a state 

view of this. Each protection is looked at on a state 

basis and not the basis of the local school district and 

on the state. There are these vagaries and wide differences 

between school districts. It is very interesting to point 

out that they are talking about discrepancies or variations 

•� 
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1 or discrimination by district, not by individuals, which is� 

2 the more common way that equal protection question is� 

•3 raised.� 

4 So, you have this important case which has not been� 

5 finally decided. It was decided on a preliminary basis in� • 
6 the first instance. It is going back to the lower court for� 

7 trial on the merits and we'll find out where they come out.� 

8 It may Ultimately get to the Supreme Court of the United� • 
9 States, this question may, either from California or from 

10 some other jurisdiction. I am fairly confident that it will. •11 So that if this principle enunciated by the 

12 California court prevails, surely there will be a major 

13 change in the financing of our public school system over • 
14 the country. Now, 'whether this is going to be worked out 

15 on the basis of redefining your school districts on a 

16 larger basis so that you'll have a roughly even tax base in • 
17 every big school district in the state but no small ones, 

18 whether it is done that way or the state takes it over as 

•19 a whole or whether some other pattern may develop remains 

20 to be seen: but there you have it. 

21 And anyone who is concerned with state constitu • 
22 tional revision in this or any other state has to take into 

23 account this kind of thinking, this kind of problem. This 

24 may not be the answer. I have some serious doubts about • 
25 certain aspects of this thinking but, neverthel(lss, it is 
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• 
in recognition of a severe problem, these disparities in 

educational opportunity, and here you have a situation where 

the courts, as they have done with respect to redistricting 

and enforcement, may force the hand of the state legislatures 

• and perhaps the people of the state as to the constitutional 

revision in doing something to achieve a different pattern 

of school financing which will move toward a more egalitarian 

• 

• basis of educational opportunity in our pUblic schools. 

I might add, with respect to education -- I will 

be through shortly, Mr. Chairman. I might add, with respect 

to education, that we all are aware that concern for local 

autonomy in pUblic school affairs is something that is 

• ubiquitous in this country. As a matter of fact, at one 

time, believe it or not, we had over a hundred thousand 

school districts in the country and, as you know, most 

• 

• schools operate independently of the cities. About 75 

percent of our school-aged children are in schools which 

are operated by independent school districts. Today the 

number of school districts is less than a fifth of what it 

was at the peak. It is under 20,000 and, of course, this 

• is forced by a recognition that these smaller districts are 

simply not viable in terms of the tax base, in terms of the 

size of the community and the student population, and so on.

• Let me say that insofar as Ohio is concerned that 

Ohio might wish to retain a strong commitment to pUblic 

• 3~9 
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education in its constitution, as it does now. There is a 

constitutional provision which calls upon the legislature 

•to provide a good system of pUblic education, and so on. 

Many states have such provisions, and Ohio may wish to do 

this. If it wants to 90 so far as to make it plain that • 
the total tax burden should be on the state is another 

matter. The new Illinois constitution seems to go just 

about that far, to say, at least, lithe primary burden of • 
financing is a state burden," so this is a very grave 

question, and I'll leave it with you, which is the easy 

•thing to do. 

Now, on this extremely simple and facile problem 

of local finance. As to that, there. is no doubt about it, • 
the commission has an enormous challenge of great diffi

culty, speaking in a serious vain. Certainly, societal and 

governmental changes have outrun the existing dispensation, • 
as you find it in most state'coBstitutions, inclUding that 

of this great state. •First, on the revenue side, there is the familiar 

long-time reliance upon the property tax. As you know, the 

levy in this state is SUbject to a constitutional ceiling • 
on rates of one per centum of assessed valuation, a ceiling 

which may be exceeded with electoral approval in the given 

taxing unit or as prOVided by home rule charter. The • 
question is, is it wise to leave decision making on taxation 

• 
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1� needed to keep public education or basic municipal services 

going at an acceptable level, to leave this to the voters at• 2 

3 the polls? I have already suggested that I don't think so. 

4 And I repeat that. 

• I understand, by the way, that our Swiss friends5 

6� across the way, to whom we owe the initiative and refer

endum, live with arrangements which make less taxation and 

• 
7 

8� appropriations sUbject to referendum; but as far as I'm 

concerned, in our society, my question still remains. So 

• 
9 

10 I suggest that, as regards the abnormal property tax and 

11 the way it is constituted under the constitution, that the 

12 matter of the electoral voice in going above the limited 

• level by the one per centum should be seriously reexamined.13 

What I� should like to try to dig a little more14 

deeply into, I make bold to challenge the whole property

•� 
15 

16� tax system. I think it is a very dubious basic tax. Sure, 

it's a natural thing to use. Our antecedents used it in 

• 
17 

18 England, and so on, and it is obvious property is an easy 

thing� to get at. It's there, you can't move it out of the19 

state very well -- the land, at least -- and so it is20 

• historically and sort of a natural way, an easy thing to21 

look� to as a basis, your property, as a basis for determin'ng22 

how much you are going to draw from the individual; and

•� 23 

this is a way of distributing the burden among the24 

citizenry. But we all know that the tax is not on property.25� 

• .3301.� 
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1 The tax is on people. The property mechanism is a means, 

2 as I have said, of distributing the burden and measuring • 
3 the tax, and so on. So it does seem to me that it is time 

4 to reexamine the property tax in extenso. 

5 Let me say this, however, at this point. If the • 
6 property tax is to be retained, the constitutional limits 

7 should be removed and discretion as to the limitation be 

8 left with the legislature. Why pr.eserve a fixed limit in • 
9 preference to freedom of policy choice? It is to be borne 

10 in mind that the tax limitation covers debt service levies • 
11 on bonds, principal interest requirements, as well as levies 

12 for current ('xpenses, which means, of course, it operates 

13 as an indirect debt limitation on unvoted general obligation • 
14 . bonds. 

15 What I am brought to at this state is a suggestion 

16 that a revised Ohio constitution eschew reliance upon the • 
17 property tax, except to the extent it may be unalterably 

18 committed to cover principal and interest requirements on • 
19 outstanding general obligation bonds, and leave the legisla

20 ture and local units in a position to rely on other sources 

21 of revenue, ratably, graduated in;;ome taxes, consumption • 
22 taxes and chi'.rges for services. tt is highly important 

23 that the leg:slature be left in a position to taLe the 

24 reqUisite state action -- state a ::tion to achJ.eve 

25 rational and constructive coordin,l.tion of national, state 
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and local revenue systems insofar as the state is concerned. 

I am aware that a small local unit can hardly be expected 

to administer a graduated income tax, but that doesn't 

defeat us. It is possible for a local unit to levy an 

• income tax or sales tax to impose it as a supplement to a 

corresponding state tax. For example, the rate of the local 

income tax might be a fraction of that for the state. Thus,

•� the supplement could be collected by the state for the 

single administration. What is collected in the way of 

•� local revenues be returned to the levying unit.� 

A number of states turn to a different aspect� 

of taxation. We find that forces committed to motor� 

• vehicles in one way or another have been influential enough� 

•� 
to obtain constitutional dedication of motor vehicle and� 

gasoline tax revenues to highway purposes. This exists in� 

Pennsylvania, as well as in this state, and I am sure in 

others. Now, of course, we all like to have automobiles. 

•� We depend upon them. But it does seem to me that our 

commitment to them has had an incredibly powerful and per

vasive influence upon the entire society, and upon urban 

•� communities and regions in particular, and not always in a 

wholesome� sense. 

The tax dedication just mentioned is a painful

• expression of that commitment. It is unsound, in the first 

place, to make a constitutional dedication of revenues to 

•� 
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1 the exclusion of the exercise of legislative discretion in 

2 

3 

the use of pUblic funds 

30cietal need indicate. 

as unfolding developments and 

In other words, the level of 
• 

4 

5 

6 

government at which decisions as to how tax money shall be 

spent should not be the constitution. The money should 

flow into the general funds and the legislature should be . 

• 
7 

8 

the responsible body to determine how the money shall be 

spent for authorized public purposes, or so it seems to me. • 
9 The instant dedication is particularly bad 

10 

11 

because it nurtures 

circulatory system; 

a great distortion in the social 

which is increasingly hazard~us to the 
• 

12 

13 

social organism. 

Social circulatory slstem consists not simply of • 
14 highways but all sorts of developments: obviously, mass 

15 

L6 

transportatic,n, your various termini, facilities for walking, 

for example - people still can walk a little bit. This is • 
L7 just to scra~ ch th(! surface, and .r think it is a proper 

18 

19 

conception to speak of the whole integrated unhappily, 

not too well integrated - combination of these various 
• 

20 

21 

components a:, 

organism. 

a circulatory system for the whole social 

• 
22 It seems to me what ~as happened with respect to 

23 

24 

this tax ded:.cation is to create a serious distortion in the 

circulatory liystem and one which, instead of being simply an 
a· 

25 organic in$t "ument to serve the basic organism, 
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which influences the character and shape of the organism. 

• All you have to do is look at your suburban sprawl to 

illustrate that. That's enough of this. This is a con

troversial subject, but I'm sure this generous audience will 

• permit me an expression of my opinion, for whatever it's 

worth. 

I would say, to the extent these tax moneys are

• dedicated and pledged through outstanding bonds, that the� 

state, of course, honor its commitment. But beyond that I� 

•� would urge that this commitment of automobile revenues,� 

gasoline revenues to highway purposes, that the commitment� 

of these funds to highway purposes is not sound and that it� 

• should be knocked out of the constitution.� 

Now, when I comment to local borrowi.ng, I make a� 

fresh assault on the property tax. Traditionally, general� 

•� 

• obligation bonds of local units have been supported by a� 

commitment to levying and collecting property taxes from� 

year to year to cover debt services. The Ohie constitution� 

exacts that:levy that there be taxes provided from year to 

year, and I interpret this to mean property taxes, so that 

• we have got a commitment in the constitution on this. The 

• 
time has come to break the shackles of the property tax 

system. Just as the corporate -- and this is particularly 

true with respect to local finance -- Just as the corporate" 

mortgage , which used to be regarded as the necessary 

• 330~ 
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1 securit.y behind corporate bonds - just as this has been 

2 

3 

largely outmoded by economic realities, the security behind 

municipal bonds should be seen, I think, to be the general 
• 

4 

5 

6 

strength, stability and responsible management of the 

borrowing community. So it is, of course, with the formal 

obligations of the United States; the commitment is of the 

• 
7 

8 

general. faith and credit of the borrower without reference 

to any particular tax source of p'l.yment. • 
9 So, for the future, issuance of municipal obliga

10 

11 

tions comparable to corporate debentures might well be the 

order of the day. 
• 

12 

13 

14 

ThE' home rule amendment of 1912 expressly 

authorized municipalities to issue mortgage revenue bonds 

to finance utility plants and systems. As you all know, 

• 
15 

16 

revenue are bonds which are issued to finance facilities 

which will pr.oduce enough revenue to cover principal and • 
17 interest as well as to operate the facilities. 

18 

19 addition. 

Now, the Ohio scheme was to have a mortgage in 

Well, that may have been a conception back in 
• 

20 1912 but I wonder whether the mortgage feature is significant 

anymore, whet,her or not simple revenue bonds are not the • 
22 sort of thing that would be Buitable in the current stage 

23 of public finance. So, it may bE that the constitutional 

24 provision with respect to mortgage revenue bonds is really 

25 surplusage at. this stage and that the use of simple revenue 
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bonds might be the order of the day. 

So, I guess I have touched rather vaguely upon a 

lot of things. There is a great deal in this subject. Let 

me come to a close in this way. I like to think that for 

• constitutional revision purposes there runs through what I 

• 
have said a consistent strain of thought, even though there 

are other topics involved. I say this: the keynote is 

• 

flexibility, which, as I see it, bespeaks constitutional 

change directed to the strengthening of basic state and 

local governmental institutions and processes with stress 

all the while upon responsible action rather than upon the 

hedging about of authority. 

• You have been very in1:elligent. I thank you. 

• 
(Applause. ) 

CHAIRMAN CARTiR: Well; thank you very much, Dean 

• 

Fordham. That was certainly a vexy challenging and 

incisive overview of some of th~ problems that are facing 

all of us in this room who have an interest in constitutional 

reform in� the area of local govi~rnment. 

As always, the tyranny of time is a difficult 

• matter in a session such as this, and I have promised Ann 

that we would keep on schedule, so I am just going to have 

to say that we don't have the time for questions, much as 

I would like to, for Dean Fordham. 

Now, Ann� has asked me to announce -- Incidentally, 

•� 33D7 
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1 is Ann in the room now? No, she still isntt. She is still� 

2 busy. I am anxious for you to know who she is.� • 
3 She has asked me to make the announcement that� 

4 coffee is being served in the exhibit room which, as I� 

5 understand it, is just past the aisle that you came into,� 
I • 

·6 the registration desk. However, we do want to keep on 

7 schedule, so, rather than standing around and having coffee, 

tis •we are going to ask you to pick up the coffee, if you want� 

~ some, in the coffee room and b~ing it back here. We are� 

10 going to start at 11:05, so th~t gives us ten minutes, and • 
11 we will start again at that time, so please gauge .yourse1ves 

12 accordingly~ 

13 Thank you very much ,lnd, aqain, thanks to Dean • 
14 . Fordharn.· 

15 - ..... ~ 

• 
17 

18 

19 

20 

21 • 
22 

23 .. 
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